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INTRODUCTION

This is t he second in a series of three volumes devoted to "et limper:Toe-
t ives in bilingual education research." The first volume, Bilingual Eau-
cabal+ alai Public Palicy in the United Stab's, was published in 1979 and so
fin., has been viewed by number of readers as a positive contribution to
the field of bilingual education. The third volume is projected fbr 1981-82
and will lOcus on bilingual education technology. The current, volume is an
attempt. to emphasize the theoretical aspect, of bilingual education. The
entire series has been supported by the National Institute of FAtication
through its Experimental Program for Opportunities in Advanced St udy
and Research in Education.

Some persons might well wonder why significant iimounts of time and
attention should be devoted to the thea aspects of bilingual educa-
tion, especially when there seems to he more than enough work to be done
merely in resolving the day-to-day problems that arise from running a
hi lingual classroom or managing a bilingual program. For those who have
to worry about -getting the job done" under pressures from parents,
administrators, and bureaucrats, what is often prized is the ready-made
solution, the proverbial handout that can he doled out at a morning
workshop or some other inservice session of similar duration. These indi-
viduals are concerned about meeting the immediate needs of "real stu-
dents.' in the -real world." Of course, fir the teacher who is constantly on
the firing line, this attitude is defensible and entirely appropriate.

But the preoccupation of the researcher, of the academician, or the
scholar should not be solely on the immediate, the tangible, or the man-
dated. These are the individuals who must ask the more profound ques-
tions that go far beyond the search for expedient solutions to everyday
problems. For the researcher, the real world is not so much a given as it is a
social construction that is in a constant state of transformation; it is a
world defined by the prevailing thoughts, attitudes, and acts of society, as
well as the vicissitudes of an ever-changing environment. Working within
this context, the point of departure for the researcher's investigation is
precisely where the formulaic solutions of the well intentioned trainer
end.

Theory in bilingual education is needed because the bilingual education
equation cannot he balanced without it. And without such balance, the
entire calculus for survival of the Hispanic is placed in jeopardy. The
bilingual education equation includes three basic driving factors: public
policy, technology, and theory. What is required at this point is the precise
articulation and elaboration of these three factors. For without any one of
them, the entire bilingual education enterprise might well reach an early
demise, or worse yet become the new vehicle for purveying the same old
educational evils that have significantly slowed down the development of
Hispanics.

vii
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fti):1/11Cti ;111(i ntherdlsonfrnncha,cd po,1)111;01011:- have n fur many
decades that the regular i,chor,1 system has failed rather miserably in
educat int.; their children. \\lull; there are many ideological vantage points
front %%111(.11 to 1.1t,W this failure 11C1,111. ge(qtr;ipinc, (mu-
umuu.. and cultural), neusocial 1);navinisin, cultural determinism hot h as
t he culture of poverty ;Ind as cultural disatftit tit agemont
minorit;trianism, rugged individualism, ethnocentrism. nativism ;rust to
name a fowl the inevitable conclusion is that no human group can
expect (II aChit'Ve Selfdt..ttI'llIIII;11 10/1 If the system through which
II carrier; 1111 Its d I1C:it i()Tia I nrtiVities is grossly malfunctioning. Oil the
contrary, such a group is doomed to play a suhserviant, mendicant, and
mitioritarion role. lint the calculus of survival for the Hispanic, and
perhaps fn: of hers as well, requires that ever-rising levels of tamsciousness
and knuy, ledge be achieved by both individuals and the group ;ts whole.
-Education fur critical consciousness.- as Parole Freire has proclaimed, is
all 1 1111/1)11;1111 1.01"111111alluil that cannot he carried out by an educational
system that constantly denies t he authenticity' of the learner's language,
culture. itild history. On the other 1mnd, bilingual education. in its most.
out bent is and pedagogically sound 1'01'111. 111;ly 1Ve11 he ;In iinpurtaW proc-
ess t hat can indeed promote the achievement ofcritical consciousness and
knowledge. it least fur certain populations In the contemOorary

h111, building theory in bilingual education it is wort li%vhile to he clear
tastain ;natters regarding bilingualism and bilingual education in

the Hilted Slates, One might consider these matters its all entbndinient of
first tnlnciples that seem to derive their farce and reality from social,
cultural. and historical acts that hove transpired in the halted States in
particular. 111111 more generally in tile Americas. Fur example. it appears to
be an inescapable conclusion that one fundamental aspect (if hilingitalism
in the U.S.. especially English-Spanish bilingualism. is its inevi;able
connect ion to a legacy of Frio ion, coercion, and aggression that has char-
;it:blazed the cmitacts between Iberian and Anglo-Siixon peoples on the
one h;11111 and the various European and Native-American nations on the
other. The contemporary' debate over bilingual education in the L.S.
appears to be subtended by this legacy of hostility. Asa result. much of the
opposition that is expres;:ed against bilingual education tends to reflect
t he opposition's perception of some nox lulls, foreign. or ut her%vise
threatening element. in iiiling1111i eduLation.

Placed in the context of this primordial hostility, it is much easier to
assay the endless; editorials and feat tirettes that harangue against the
very concept of bilingual (and bicultural; education. Few if any of' these
media salvos have voiced COr1C1.111 1111 genuine educational grounds. Their
gripes against bilingual education center around bipolar notions such as
unity and ,:epitrat isim natives ittni foreigners, ur (plaint melting pot no-
tions of nationhood and peoplehood. The critics argue with solemn
monophonic voices that all Americans must learn English while cynically
'goer ing the evidence which shows that certain American institutions
have seen to it t hat some Americans not. be able to learn English or to learn
it poorly.

one stitches the (Tit ics of bilingualism itnd bilingual education, (me is
also struck by their profound ignorance and perversity with respeta to a
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fundamental national principle t '.S.:EpIrdr,quisamn. It has been a
national tenet for over two hundred years that the U.S. is necessarily a
compo,ite (If a nrultittidle of peoples butifight tugttill'ullIOStly by adversity
and if -ither searching for a new world or trying desperately to inamtain
old and 1:uniliar ways. The literal and "uithentic meaning of k pltirifith,;
witirn is that a cohesive governance system shall he welded together and
rendered him ct ional by the collective efforts of diverse populations. The
illiVrprt:.itill11 which renders this expression to mean that all languages
which touch upon American soil, silV(.. EligliSh. must he altered, transi-
t ioned, or eradicated, is a pernicious and revisionist interpretation that, at
bottom is profoundly untAmerican. Such an interpretation makes a mock-
ery out of the first. Americans who long ago envisioned thegreat American
nation as a refit:J.,- froni tyrannical monotheists and monarchs, and as a
home ler those ho value the liberation of the human spirit.

Within this historical framework of unity through pluralism, it can be
seen that bilingual education is one of the few conk mporary social trends
that makes t he case for maintaining the plural character of the nation
while assuring national unity. There are two basic approaches to national
unity. One is to attempt to destroy all elements that do not lit into a
preestablished notion of what is the nation. The other is to expand the
meaningol national identity to include all elements that form a functional
part of the nation's 1 ife, The first approach is exclusionary. oppressive,
and, in its day-to-day man ilestions, racist. The second approach is inclu-
sive, symbiotic, and respecting of manifest differences in human behavior
and character. The first approach ultimately leads to political tyranny and
the attendant wars of liberation: the second approach, which so far only
Nature seems to have modeled successfully, should lead to balance and
harmony even while immense forces and pressures are at play.

Finally, as a third general principle, it is worth reemphasizing that the
essential function of government is to provide protection for the people
that it serves. Any government without the capability to defend its people
against external aggression is a contradiction in terms. A government
that can not protect its subjects from natural and social misfortunes is one
good definition ()la bad government. Hence, few people vilify the govern-
ment when it takes reasonable measures to protect the lives and fortunes
of its citizens if they have fallen upon misfertunes or hard times: misfo-
tunes caused by natural disasters. man-made disasters. or even the vicis-
situdes of the national economy. Flow ludicrous then for self-appointed
defenders of the national weal to enjoin the use ofgovernment resources to
carry out bilingual education activities. Bilingual populations in the U.S.
have suffered at the hands of traditional educators nothing less than a
disaster. a misfortune of monumental proportions that is no less, real
because it has been ignored by the monophonic speakers. To say that
hi lingual education under these circumstances belongs in the home and
should be relegated to parents and church groups is to say "Let them eat
cakef' Unfortunately, some Anglophonic Americans have seen to it that
language and ci hnic differences have redounded to the detriment of' cer-
tain communities. Therefore it is reasonable and just that those com-
munities should demand assistance and protection from their govern-
ment. Such assistance 'rind protection should not be given grudgingly or

C,
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TU111111:1 11,1\\ It) 1y p11,111./ , t1.111 -;t1tI \\ 1111 t t1111.1dc11Cc (hal
Its, nn. h,! t( lit \ ILO pht-chhIV ,tit 1 ht. ;II t;t-; \\ Inch
eihicat inn theory should lieti it mote- in the field

inn as -hille thiiiiret unit kr-41,111'h 111W--1 ly III i and
thin, thrnrt HI t'lllIC;It 1,111 111.11- \ ;- ;I ::art t1h 111,14J1,1 ;1;1111:-; vi. n cis Hitt
;(11011t1i; ht1'11\111111110 A, a relatively ne\e enterprise. the ilid

education in at the t lionrel teal Iviirk that has been
.111V:111(11'd in many t'i1I11;11tt 1101(1,1111d (111-411111111111-- l't11'11;t11,, 1110 real (NIL
CIII1 \ hi pick and choose with stun circurnsptction in order to insure that
the theoretical liquidation,: developed 14 1»lnigitil ethical inn achieve
stint cidiesivetiess ;Ind par,innouy. In 1111:-; kink, the itratei.,\.. has been in
1,1..111 it): hruail ireastcithutttlttchreleya lit theory can he developed rather
th:in to limit theory building to a fe tcselect fields or disciplines. Tliehroad
areas ,:elected in( hide lant.tuage, cull tire. neurolimtinst ics, an/I pedagogy.

It should he emphasized that the art iles in this book ;ire not alined :it
reflecting, ;I precise (Ilt11)1V1 It1;l1 1d:11W:1,111111 nI the four art111,; It1(.11111.-
dive ( In 111t,1 contrary. tlic slit that was followed in sulicitin;-
selertttig the ail tele:. relies tin IIN1;11111/10,1 "1 t he 1,111:;.-; ,I11;1

uul 1111'1MitIZ that l'1,11111tulb1.1)111.1' teithin tilt' fhur itieut died 1.111)?'1U.,,. It 1-4

nlsn t;ir Inn early in t he devilopinec.. of hi h odic lie able to tie
togot her itt nn elegant theoretuml trameii.ork the Ina :ly «incepts, lindliws,
:tilll perspectives that can properly he included viatlim t he relevant meats
of language, culture. tieurolinguist les, and pedagogy. Such refinement
nii:st remain as an ,igencla fnr t he Illinhe ;Intl as challenge for those \\ill,
yish to penetrate beyond Hie front iersolcurront knoivliqlge and th ink hilt,.

The reader will note that the -home ollanguage. cult tire, neon)l inguis-
lrs. and as t he rocal t heoret ical areas reflects a conscious effort

lo he inclusiv«ifice many pltollonierm that influence bilingualism and
bilmglial education activities. I lov..ever. a quicl; glance :it I tio table of
centerits trill reveal t hat tint all of these arcits have received equal at.ten-
t hot by those concerned ivit II phenomena. In particular, t here
far been a gross neglect of the in.undol!ical functioning of hilini.!;nal
sLihjyct.s.(:ivon that language behavior nit,st ultinmt.ely h. flit-ululated in
t ho head, this is a significant short coining of t lie field. Sintilarly, in spite of
the need for alternative pedagogics that could lie used to carry out biling-
ual education tictivitios, surprisingly little has been developed that truly
reflects a divergent perspective from ordinary eclucatiotial thinking. This
is a serious iveakness in bilingual education and should lie given priority
attention by those involved in the field.

In spite of these shortcomings, the articles contained in this Lulu.
reflect. Leith sortie fidelity, the state of knowledge in bilingual education
theory. Let the shortcoinings of this effort remain as a challenge to those
who would contribute their tzdent., energy, and insight to t he development
of theory in bilingual education, and indeed to the construction of a
ntultiiingunl and pluralistic society.
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CHICANO BILINGUALISM AND THE WORLD SYSTEM

Fernando l'etialosa
California 81:ite 'iliversity. long Roach

INT1i01U( "HON

ASSUMIlli.1 that Su CM I pliellonliala deterillille 1111)4111 plielloillona
rat her than VIVI` Versa, I (+11111 that the ha>is olany broad sociolmgo 1,4 n
theory must lie sociological in mature. 1101'11001Y, h1:-1111.1t-.11

,OCIologli:;11:inalyis are inseparable, ;r: social science gl'Ileral It;11 ;Ie
11111111'd In their ':111(111y Itt p;11.1.1(1.1111. 111111`(: ;111(1 places. Likettir.t 1111,

111,1Oy : \Z11;111 and 111.1110 slimvs that interne
tional boundaries cannot be used to limit the s!'ope of sociulogival study.
Since such phenomena ;is ethnicity, nationalism anti inter-ethnic st rile do
net. spring t'.1' nilulu, lint ire rooted in the material conditions (dt life, a
theory which takes into .kccount the economic basis of social life is neves.
s:iry.

Analyses of Chicano linguistic and social behavior which proceed from
cultural :inalysis rather than class :inalysis :Ire likely to lie fallacious ;Ind
only perpetuate stereotypes'. Note, tint example. the ini.3tise ut the Sapi

hypothesis. Influence of the latter has led to such logical absur-
dities zis claiming, is does :Jar:it-Milo (1972), that because the Spanish
speaking person says, fur instance,"Picamiln: on, dep:," in cases where the
English-speaking person would say "I missed the bus." the former dis-
clai ins :my responsibility fur having missed the bus, since the bus left him
behind. 'fins merely perpetuates the stereotype it the irresponsible non-
future-oriented, fatalistic Chicano. However, it is rather the working of
poi it Ica] ;Ind economic forces which has produced the .,tiliordination of flit
'hicano population. nut the actions of individual racists, despite the fact

that ascription of .:1 language problem" may be a thinly-veiled accus:it ion
of racial inferiority.2

It is my contention that while individual Chicanos may have language
problems, the ('hicano population as a whole does not have a language
problem. e have an economic and a political problem, and since the
genesis of the problem is not linguistic, neither bilingual education nor
any other linguistic program will solve it. This is nut to take a stand
against bilingual education, but only to point out the direction of causa-
tion.

A currently available sociological frame of reference, which in my
opinion offers promise fin- the elucidation of language in society, is world
system theory as it has been developed by Wallerstein (1974, 1979) and
others (cf. Guldfrank, ed. 1979; Hopkins and Wallersteim eds.. 1980;
Itiaplan ed., 1978) in recent years.

:3
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.Tenure of Ow WorN System

The modern world capitalist system fira emerged in the early sixteenth
century in western Europe with the production of agricultural com-
modities for sale on at world market., primitive c.ipital ticcumulation, and
the proletarjanization of workers: that is, treating tilt m as commodities, A
number of factors accounted for the emergence of the world system at that
time, one the most important of which was 'he colonization of' the.
Americas, later parts of Africa. Asia and (Iceanitt. The colonized areas
became the periphery of' the system as they supplied raw mitten :Is to the
core countries I the colonizers) and the latter provided them with manufac-
tured goods in return. It '.vas the first phase of the world system, agricul-
tural capitalism. which paved the way for industrial capitalism. The
ibdustrial revolution was largely fintinc,.d by the gold. silver, and other
commodities plundered from Mexico, Peru and other peripheral

Core states are strong politically and militarily, have diversified
economies ziod high wage scales. Peripheral areas are colonized or have
weal, st ;des. endive: sifiecieconomies and low wage scales. Their underde-
velopm),11) is due not to cultural lag but to their exploitation by cure states.
Development and underdevelopment are thus two sides of the same coin.
Today. the core areas are the United States, the Europetio Common
Market countries, Japans and perhaps the Soviet Union. Most of the Third
World is peripheral, while some countries such as Iran, Mexico or Israel
may he considered semi-peripheral. It is thus internationally a three-tier
system

Likev,isy. within each nation we find an elite that utilizes a middle class
to help the masses. The system works by the appropriation by the
bourgeoisie of the surplus wealth created by the workers, beyond the cost
of their reproduction and maintenance, and by a disproportionate amount
of the surplus flowing from peripheral to cure areas. Capital accumulation
takes place through reinves,ment of portion of the appropriated surplus
in capital goods, leading Pleven greater profi ts and further accumulation,

The system is by its very . tire dynamic, and constantly expanding,
The accumulation process is also cyclical. Periods of app)ximately fifty-
five years, known is Kondratieff cycles, include an upward phase and a
downward phase. The latest downward phase in the world capitalist
system began in 1967 or 1973 feconmnist:: aren't sure). In the lace of'
declining profits, corporations can employ one or more ofthree options: I 1 )

cut back on production, resulting in unemployment, first hitting the
minorities; (2) lower labor costs either by impertingsuhproletarian work-
ers willing to work for less, such as undocumented Mexican workers, or
else export ing jobs to areas with a cheap labor supply. such as setting up
plants in Mexico to assemble clothes or toys: and 13) expanding the
capitalist system to include geographical areas previously not incorpo-
rated within it such as setting up Del Monte canneries in certain regions
of Mexico, thereby displacing subsistence or small settle agriculture. The
upward phase of' the cycle t ..e next one should be around 1995) is char-
acterized by increasing investment and technological innovation. There
mu., sociolinguistic consequences of these processes.

World system theory interprets such phenomena as the class struggle
and ethnic or language nationalism essentially as competition for a
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greater share of the surplus. In this competition language policy and
attitudes may serve to enhance one group's chances or to lessen those of
anot her. The Chicano has been in the midst of such a struggle for a century
:.iii' a half.

Racism and languagism ( linguistic chauvinism) are related
phenomena. The :;a.-ter is howeN cr der iced from the forint r, which is
simply -the act of ,aaintaining the e,:isting international social structure-
( Wallers',,ein 1979:180 1." Rank in the world system rather than color
determines membership in the status group. Low ethnic status is a blurred
reflection of the proletarian status in the world capitalist system. Nations,
nationalities, people's, or ethnic groups sl'ould be analyzed within the
world economy as a whole, not as if they existed within nation-states of the
world economy. The same thing is true of classes. Thus most Mexicans,
when they come to the United States, do not change their position in the
world system as the,, move from lower-class status in Mexico to lower-
ethnic status in the United States, even as they better their economic
situation. And the multinational corporations obviously see Mexicans on
both sides of the border as members of the same labor pool. Before getting
into the specifics of the Chicano sociolinguistic situation. I would like to
put our whole subject into historic; perspective.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE WORLD SYSTEM
AND CHICANO BILINGUALISM

e.'a Hy Stages

The year 1492 marked not only th final political reunification of Spain,
the expulsion of the .Jews and Muslims. the expropriation of their property
and the first voyage of Columbus, but also the appearance of the first
printed grammar of any mod. rn language. the Gramatica Castellano of
Antonio de Nebrija. In presenting the grammar to Queen Isabella, the
Bishop of Avila ,ted that -Language is the perfect instrument of empire"
( Heath 1972:61.

Linguistic unification as an adjunct of nationalism is a prerequisite for
the emergence of the capitalist system in a core country. This relationship
was clearly indicated by Lenin among others.4 While Lenin was referring
to the triumph of industrial capitalism, his statement seems equally
appropriate to describe the emergence of Spain as the first core state in the
world system. Although linguistic unity was never attained in Spain
because of the strength of the highly developed Basque and Catalan
bourgeoisies. Spain did manage to impose a single, uniform dialect, the
Castilian. on all of Spanish America. Hispanic Americans, despite their
widely scattered geographical origins, thus share a common linguistic as
well as cultural heritage. This of course derives in part '..rom the peripheral
position of Latin America, a position that continued after political inde-
pendence was attained in the early nineteenth century!"

Spain's position in the world system was soon challenged by the Nether-
lands and later by England, the first country to industrialize. The thirteen
colonies served as part of its periphery, while on the high seas the English
pirated what the Spaniards had plundered. This rivalry sparked the
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creation of stereotypes which persisted until and beyond the first contacts
of Mexicans and Anglos in the Southwest." The racism fostered by the fact
that Mexi . 's position in the world system was peripheral and its popula-
tion largely non-white has affected the trea'a-nent of the Chicano down to
the present day,'

Agricultural Capitalism in the Southwest

The immediate effect of the War of 1848 was to strengthen the position
of the United States in the world system and to weaken that of Mexio
which lost a third of its territory." In the early years there was intermar-
riage hetween high-status Anglos and high-status Mexicans, but as the
latter quickly lost their land holdings as a result oflegal maneuvering, tax
confiscation and outright theft, caste lines were drawn between the
superordinate Anglo and the subordinate Mexican population such that
the latter were assigned for the most part to the hot and heavy work in tlf
fields. orchards, mines, and railroads. incorporation into the capitalist
system meant the commercialization of land and the proletarianization of
labor. Post-conquest bilingual society became transformed into a linguis-
tically segregated society since little English was required for most of the
jobs that were available to Chicano:.

Industrial Capitaligm

In the late nineteenth century the U.S. North was a sAni-peripheral
area. it was exploited by western Europe at the same time that it exploited
the South and West. It sought to become a core nation by snapping the
umhil 'cal cord which tied the South to Great Britain. Tk - country moved
from a semi-peripheral to core status as it gradually iidustrialized and
ceased being a debtor nation. It then began to participate in the exploita-
tion of Latin America as a peripheral area, leading to the so-called Monroe
Doctrine. American capitalists began to invest in Latin American mining
and agriculture, acquiring haciendas, banana plantations. copper and
silver mines, oil properties, etc." At the same time, Mexican immigration
to the United States was encouraged in times of peak need for low paid,
docile labor. Freed blacks had been rejected as an upwardly mobile labor
force, and European immigrants proved not to be docile.

As lade: rial capitalism was developing, a period of unlimited migra-
tion brought in millions of workers from southern and eastern Europe. By
the end of the second decade of the twentieth century this proletarian
migration was cut off. This population constitutes basically what is known
as -%%, bite ethni.f..,:." Blacks, Mexicans and Asians on the other hand consti-
tuted the subproletariat and a ready reserve labor force that was employed
for the most part in the secondary labor market and'or chronically unem-
ployed or underemployed. Some individuals of course managed to make
their way out of the subproletariat and achieve even a bourgeois position,
but the masses remained at the bottom of the socio-economic ladder,
unassimilated socially, culturally and linguistically.

Whereas the North and East had industrialized in the late nineteenth
century, the Southwest remained as a peripheral area producing agricul-
tural and mineral products well into the twentieth century. These labor-

1
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intensive enterprises m ..ded large numbers of low-paic, unskilled work-
ors, especially seasanal ones. Mexicans moved in to take over these jobs,
and to work on the railr .ads that transported the agricultural and mineral
commodities to market. World War II promoted considerable indus-
trialization in the Southwest and Chicanos moved to the cities in large
numbers, becoming an overwhelmingly urban. but still largely segre-
gated minority.

Post-Industrial Monopoly Capitalism

After World War II the United States attained for a period the predo-
minant status in the world system which England had enjoyed throughout
the nineteenth century, thereby practically guaranteeing the status of
English as the de facto international language, a position it still enjoys.
Since the late sixties the United States has had to share its dominant
economic position with .Japan and the European Common Market Coun-
tries.

In the late stages of industrialization and urbanization processes, an
ever larger percentage of the mainstream population goes into the proles-
sL,ris becomes highly skilled workers. The resulting demographic slow-

,riduces a shortage of local people to fill the suhproletarian
i: the economy.1 his has been true especially since the end of World
1. Western Europe and the United States have solved this problem by

the wide-spread importation of laborers from peripheral or semi-
peripheral areas. These workers are non-citizens or second-class citizens
who are unable to use the labor unions or liberal political parties that
in the hands of middle-inc, me workers ( Wallerstein 1979:191).

Viewed from a world system perspective, the huge influx of Third World
labor, including Chicanos and Puerto Ricans, to the American economy
parallels the European Gastarbeiter phenomenon in that the position of
the workers in the system is the same. But in this country there is a
permanent population of fellow ethnics who serve as linguistic inter-
mediaries, foremen, employers, etc. In the inner cities large numbers of
undocumented residents work in restaurants, hotels, car washes, laun-
dries. etc. serving the needs of the affluent. Here, too the role of the
Spanish-sraking Chicano work supervisor is crucial. Others are em-
ployed as gardeners and domestics who, with their low wages, likewise
subsidize the life style of the rich.

While most agribusiness and petit-bourgeois employers have little need
for English fLzency in their workers, the growing large corporations do. In
this final stage of monopoly capitalism the number of enterprises is fewer
each year but those that remain grow ever larger. With automation they
increase the need for capital and decrease the need for labor. But as
mainstream Americans attend college in ever-increasing numbers and
take professional level jobs, clerical jobs would remain hard to fill (arid
hence high paying) were it not for the effort to promote literacy among the
minorities to prepare them for such clerical positions.

Hence the great concern expressed in recent years to upgrade the educa-
tion of minority youth, including the Chicano and Puerto Rican (Dittmar
1976:242-243). The business community has not opposed the spending of
public money for bilingual education, English as a Second Language
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programs, or for soci)lingu istic research into the language pro:ileitis of
minorities. Rather, opposition has come from the Anglo and white ethnic
proletariat. Intentionally or not, language policy has the effect of dividing
the working class. Within our own community, the Chicano bourgeoisie
are more likely to favor bilingual education while the proletariat, whose
children are most frequently the beneficiaries of such programs, are more
concerned with acquiring survival English.

As Chicanos have remained concentrated in low paying. marginal occu-
pations, residential and educational segregation remain at a high level.
The resulting isolation from the Anglo community promotes the infinite-

MA' of Spanish and the inadequate mastery of English. As some
Chicanos have found their way into bettepaying steady employment in
the primary labor market they have left the barrios and become English
dominant or English-monolinguals. Although Chicanos as a group have
become urbanized, learned English and moved from agricultural to serv-
ice and clerical as well as blue-collar jobs where English is required, the
relative economic position of the group as a whole has not changed. Thus
language us.e can change without veri:icid

CHICANO BILINGUALISM TODAY
As a reaction to continuing subordination. Chicano nationalism has

arisen in which linguistic goals have been prominent. While some look at
the continuing importance of nationalism in the contemporary world as an
anachronism or a failure of -national integration," it is clear that ethno-
national movements are political movements by groups that are seeking
to better their position in the world system. The Chicano movement is in a
sense, a response to the fact that although Chicanos have acculturated,
learned English. become urbanized and moved into industrial and white
collar jobs, they are still predominantly at the bottom of the socio-
economic ladder. As the society has been transformed so has the Chicano,
but not I- Is place in it. For the group as a whole, then, learning English is
not the key to getting ahead, and language is not the problem.

Language /

()n the individual level, however, the use of English is correlated with
socrreconomic status, i.e.. the higher the :itatus, the higher the average
proficiency in and use of English. This (hies not, necessarily mean of course
that the higher level of English proficiency led to higher status. The
converse may very well be true. Another generalization is that the higher
the socioeconomic status, the more English usage approaches standard or
literary English. The same is not necessarily true concerning Spanish.
Althougl correlation of higher status with use of standard Spanish is
found among residents of and immigrants from Mexico, the same is not
necessarily true among U.S.-born Chicanos, as upward social mobility in
the United States does not require proficiency in standard Spanish as it
does standard English. The Chicano's Spanish in this case is more likely to
he correlated with his parents' socioeconomic status than his own, at least
if they are of the immigrant generation. On the other hand, there may be a
positive correlation between socioeconomic status and the likelihood of
studying Spanish in school, and successfully' acquiring standard Spanish.
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At the present time the situation of tic! Chicano farm workers resembles
that of the stage of agricultural capitalism. Spanish is more likely to be
preserved in the second generation in rural than in urban areas. Spanish-
speaking foremen and other intermediaries obviate the necessity of
English as a prerequisite for employment. There is an important sociolin-
guistic difference between the migrant and non-migrant Chicano com-
m.mities, undoubtedly paralleling and to a considerable degree overlap-
ping with the rural-urban distinction. In general, urban Chicanos use
more English than rural Chicanos.

English Acquisition

Parents with limited English ability may speak only English with their
children in the hope that they will not grow up with an accent which would
reduce their social and economic opportunities. Unfortiniately this sac-
rifice often results in stronger accents because of the uunce
English of the parents (Krear 1968). Chicanos concern co achieve-
ment have traditi.ally made an effort to erase all traces of Spanish
:nfluence from t'-p.n- English, in the belief that one should speak "Ameri-
can," i.e., F,nglisii without a stigmatized "foreign accent" (Tovar 1973).

Persons in the lower socioeconomic strata perceive "accent" a,-; related to a
denial of economic rewards and limitations in the allocation of higher
status roles (Ulibarri 1968).

An important question is whether Chicano English, the fluent kind
spoken by many as their first language, is simply English with Spanish
interference, or whether it is a social variety that represents not imperfect
learning of standard English, but rather competent learning of a variety of
English current and standard in the community. This is notjust a theoret-
ical question, as some Chicano students taking the speech test required for
teacher certification in California hav,2 failed because of their supposed
foreign accent.

It is difficult to understand, on linguistic grounds alone, why so many
Chicano children fail to acquire adequate command of English, given the
natural propensity of children to learn a second language with ease and
alacrity. Likewise, given the English-dominance profile sketched for a
majority of young Chicanos, it may be that the apparent language weak-
ness is one ill the academic language area. This is a problem working-class
Chicanos may snare with many working class people of all backgrounds,
and which derives as much from class as ethnic discrimination. Thus
Lopez i 1976) has pointed out that in Los Angeles naldle-class Chicanos
hrought up speaking Spanish averaged a r ar more schooling than
Chicanos who were lower-class English monolinguals. It has often been
observed also that middle-class students with prior schooling in Mexico
have relatively little problem acquiring English and adjusting suc-
cessfully to American schools. The effects of classism are thus much the
same as those the world system theory would lead us to expect.

Spanish Maintenance and S loft

Published reports showing negative associations between social status
arid measures of Spanish language use and retention have assumed that
language loyalty negatively correlated with status and mobility. But as
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Lopez (1976) indicates, -These reports include large proportions of Mexi-
can immigrants who rank low on indicators of social status and, since they
were raised in Mexico. were hardly subject to home school bilingualism.-
Ile has further shown that Spanish language upbringing and loyalty in
Los Angeles in e positively correlated with upward mobility among
working-class men. It would seem that retention of Spanish does not
impede social mobility. Social mobility in turn promotes linguistic
security and favorable attitudes toward popular speech varieties. On the
other hand, loss of Spanish does not necessarily in itself loosen ethnic
bonds.'"

The primary cause of the extraordinary Spanish language loyalty in the
United States is the continuing migration from Mexico, Puerto Rico and
other Latin American countries. ('hicanos. like speakers of other lan-
guages in the United Statt.)s, generally shift to English by the urban third
generation 'Lripez 1976; liernandez-Chavez 1978:527). And the third gen-
eration is the lastest-growing segment of the Chicano population. 11:ling-
ual education may not eliminate but only slow down language loss. It will
promote language maintenance only if the use of Spanish spreads to
formal institutions other than the) school. Spanish-language radio and
television reach a high proportion ofChicano listeners and hence promote
language maintenance at the same time that they promote consumer
spending that enables the husiness community to accumulate even more
of the worker-created surplus.

Language Altitudes

Recent immigrants are likely to be especially anxious for their children
to learn English as an avenue of upward mobility and hence may be less
than enthusiastic about bilingual education. These parents also are in the
best position to teach their own children Spanish. Some second-generation
parents, nose.' aware of-the realities of the economic system, may support
bilingual education as an expression of political power, there being few
such outlets, And olcourse we ;ire all a war) that the bilingual education
movement is providing a large number of opportunities for teachers.
administrators. consultants, :scholars, etc

One finds strong support for Chicano nationalism and bilingualism
;timing the most ()dui., t .c1 and upwardly mobile Chicanos: that is, the
university students. Ir. a survey of the attitude:); of Chicano students at the
University of Texas. Austin. Soli' )1977) found that although English was
the dominant language for these students, they manirCsted very strong
Spanish language loyalty. These articulat...), upwardly mobile students
showed stronger positive attitudes toward Spanish than many of those
less proficient in English and struggling to improve or even maintain
their status.

The desire to get ahead is linked in many Chicanos' minds v.:ith the
learning and use of English. Poverty is linked in the popular mind with
S.',tnish. People in a good economic position appear to have more positive
attitudes toward vernacular Spanish. Lower income people are general'
less tolerant of non-standard varieties than are higher income people
Elias-Olivares 1976.

1 C'
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Surveys of parent attitudes concerning bilingual education (e.g..
Adorn() 1973) have found parents who believe that Engl'sh is important
for their children to get ahead, whereas the main reap , wanting their
children to I darn Spanish is for them to he able to speax to family mem-
bers. Pa rerv.s want the schools to take this responsibility (Carrillo 1973).
Bilingual programs are more likely to appeal to the younger and well-
to-do generations, than to those who are still concerned with the mastery
of English and status improvement. This is despite the fact that bilingual
programs arc more likely to be set up fbr the dispossessed.

Language attitudes largely reflect class attitudes. In Mexico there are
negative attitudes toward rural-lower-class speech. whereas in the United
States there is prejudice not only against working-class speech but also
against speakers of minority languages such as Spanish. Many lower-
class people oppose the vernacular outside the community and in the
teaching of students. Those on their way up the social ladder may prefer to
speak English and look down on the local language varieties, and even
deny that they use them (Elias-Olivares 1976). Feelings of linguistic
inferiority arc more likely to be Mt by older people. and younger people
are more likely to express ethnic pride in their ways of speaking, including
(.'al(i and code switching. Such ideologies may contribute to furthering the
class struggle.

The research evidence consistently reveals a definite negative attitude
on the part of both Anglos and Chicanos toward Chicano English despite
the positive attitudes consistently found concerning standard Spanish and
other varieties of Chicano Spanish. But few if any practices have damaged
the self-concept of the bilingual as much as the widespread practice in
Southwest schools of prohibiting the use of Spanish ( Ulibarri 1968:235).
Chicano children have been punished for speaking Spanish in school,
ranging from physical abuse to the notorious "Spanish detention," i.e.
having to stay after school for having offended the school authorities by
speaking their mother tongue on the school grounds. The U.S. Commis-
sion on Civil Rights) 1972) found that a no-Spanish rule was more likely to
be enforced when the proportion of Chicanos in the school was high and the
socioeconomic status if' the population was low. This pattern again
suggests class as well as ethnic bias.

LUIlgUage Prdley

It is quite obvious that the language policies which affect the Chicano
community are largely decided by powerful persons outside of that com-
munity." More recently. with the growth of bilingual education pro-
grams, including the certification of teachers to work in such programs.
there has been Chicano input, but the extent. of actual Chicano impact
remains to he measur.Al. Policies are shaped not only by practical concerns
of power politics. but by philosophies and ideologic.;. and the needs of
the profit system.

Bilingual education has been instituted partly on Lhe assumption that
.language deficiencies are responsible for low academic achievement. But
failure to acquire adequate English may very well be the fault of the
educational system rather than of the children. Furth( rmore, bilingual
education for the Chicano takes place in a radically tb ,nt situation
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Cllinp;Irtql it SUM(' succt sful programs set up in other countries where an
English-speaking elite student body is acquiring a core-count ry language
such is German or French. '11w native language of t he students, English.
ident ined with economically. politically and militarily strong powers is in
no sort of danger. On the other hand. Spanish in the United Mates is
largely the language of a politically and economically dispossessed quasi-
racial minority. As Lopez notes. -The problem is that Chicanos and other
large home school bilingual populations are stigmatized. lower class and
attend poor schools. Bilingual instruction in an upper class: Swis> or
lerman school is not bilingualism in the barrio- i Loptiz 19761.

Massive federal aid has been provided to Cuban ernigriis in a number of
progr; its. including one to retrain professionals as Spanish teachers.
I ;ranted that there is a need Mr Spanish teachers, no parallel programs
have been funded lnr preparing American citizens of Mexican and Puerto
,jean descent. who are native speakers of Spanish. Lack of such programs
has no doubt contributed to the fact that departments of Spanish in United
States universities are doolintited by Anglo. European or South American

rather than by Puertt. Ricans and Chicanos. The hitter ;ie much
on numer-iis the population but their vernaculars are frequently

denigrated by ' he university "lepartments whose main interest is in litera-
ture rat her t' n language. Most tend to promote strong puristic attitudes.
Because m Chicanos do poorly M high school and college Spanish
classes. t' are vastly otg numbered by Anglo,' in M.A. and Ph.D. pro-
gram- panish depar mints thus are typically dominated by non-
(

some bilingual programs Spanish is used for t he teaching of Mexican
history and literature. and English for mathematicsand the sciences, thus
fostering the misleading impression that English is the language of a
modern scientific. technological society, but Spanish suitable only for
literary. MIklorist ic and traditional, -impractical- purples a reflection
of the cor-periphery distinction. The relatively low presl.,.te and power of
ti hnic studies departments is another case in point. At some colleges only
Chicano st tidies departments dea seriously with Chicano speech varieties
or attempt to teach Spanish to the Spanish-speaking.. t Asks rejected by
r. nv traditional Spanish departments which lack a Third \VIrld orienta-

industrialized, urbanized areas of the world. ea t' nigher status
aril lilies manifest an ethnic consciousness that is entirely defensive. In
she 'tilted States white ethnics such as Jews. Italians or Poles are trying
to :Teak down the remaining discriminatory barriers at the same time
tint they hold off incursions into their privileges by lower status groups

is Blacks and Chicanos: e.g. by opposing bilingual education or
I asing for school integration. There may he a conflict now in some of our
large cities. especially Los Angeles. between the goals of bilingual educa-
tion on the one hand and school integration involving extensive long
distance busing 101 the other. Because linguistic goals on the one hand and
educational. occupational. and economic goals on the other may be in
conflict, the Chicano community must order its own priorities.

The gap bet ween rich and poor has ever widened in Mexico and the
country is undergoing ever increasing domination by the multinational

2
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corporations. On the other hand, the recent discovery of huge petroleum
deposits in Mexico will undoubtedly affect Mexico's role in the world
system just as the rise of' OPEC is even now changing relations between
core and periphery. What the future holds for the world system in view of
the relative decline of the United States and the massive flow of capital
from core countries to OPEC countries is anybody s guess. But what is
certain is that we are about to embark on a new historical period in which
we will have to develop new generalizations regarding the relationships
between language and society

NOTES
I. Jose Cuellar's paper in this volume is a notable exception.
2. -American writers and researchers observing contradictory results in

the many approaches to the education of linguistic minorities have
concluded that language is not the casual variable in school achieve-
ment i Epstein 1977:r4i, The significant variable has been identified
as -social class," a concept that is the key to sociolinguistics as a
subdiscipline ofsociology and linguistics, but which must be criticized
by socialist analysis- rAttinasi rt (11.1977:24).

:1. ('f. Christian i 1972) who has written: "The ideal of linguistic democ-
racy, in which the speech of every citizen is regarded with equal
respect by all others, is perhaps the most unrealistic of all social
ideals. Speech is one ort be most effective instruments in existence for
maintaining a given social order involving social relationships, in-
cluding economic as well as prestige hierarchies."
'Throughout the world, the period of the final victory of capitalism
over feudalism has been linked with national iolvements. For the
complete victory of commodity production, the bourreoisie must cap-
ture the home market, and there must be politically u sited territorier
whose population speak a single language, with all obstacles to the
development of that language and to its consolidation in literatare
eliminated. Therein is the economic foundation of national move
r. ents. Language is the most important means of human intercourse.
Unity and unimpeded development of language are the most impor-
tant conditions fo, genuinely free and extensive commerce on a scale
commensurate with modern capitalism, for a free and broad grouping
of the population in its various classes and lastly for the establish-
ment of a close connection between the market and each and every
proprietor, big or little, and between seller and buyer. Therefore, the
tendency of every national movement is towards tho formation of
national states, under which the requirements of modern capitalism
are best satisfied" (Lenin 1947:8-9). Of course the final victory of
capitalism over feudalism took place at different times in different
places, thereby accounting for the emergence of national languages in
each ease,

i. Whereas Mexico became a peripheral appendage England, France
and the United States rather than of Spain after it achieved indepen-
dence, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Guam and the Philippines remained part of
the faltering Spanish empire until 1898. The people of these islands
remained a part of an agricultural capitalist economy, While Cuba
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soon gained its political independence, a series of imposed treaties
guaranteed that Cuba would remain peripheral to the U.S. economy,
much as Puerto Rico that was not granted independence. Neverthe-
less Cubit did not have English imposed as a vehicle of education and
administration as in Puerto Rico. In the latter. this was made neces-
sary by the business community's desire to incorporate Puerto Rico
into the U.S. capitalist system in a more intimate manner, Unal-ile to
gain control over their own economies, both Puerto Rico and Cuba
seethed with nationalism. Cuba was finally able with its socialist
revolution to pull out of the American orbit at the same time that
Puerto Rico was being drown more and more closely into it, especially
as the mass migration of Puerto Ricans to the mainland continued.

The situation of most Cubans in the United States is quite different
from that of the Chicanos and Puerto Ricans. While Mexico, Cuba and
Puerto Rico all developed local powerful bourgeoisies that collabo-
rated in the exploitation of their people and land on behalf of North
American capitalism. this U.S. oriented bourgei sit, was ousted by the
socialist revolution in Cuba. Along with abolishing prostitution,
gambling and the drug trade controlled by U.S, interests. Castro
curtailed the power of the U.S. multinational corporations and their
Cuban allies. The result was the mass exodus of Cuban emigriis to the

nited States in the 1960s and 1970s. As contrasted with the Mexi-
cans and Puerto Ricans who came to the United States, the Cubans
have been overwhelmingly bourgeois rather than proletarian, white
rather than non-white. and speakers of standard rather than rural
vernacular varieties of Spanish, at least until the 1980 exodus. Thus
while Cuban and Puerto Rican Spanish are closely related varieties of
Caribbean Spanish, sociolinguistically the Puerto Ricans in the
United States resemble the Chicanos more than the Cubans. It should
also be pointed out that children of the Cuban emigres were the first to
he granted Spanish-English bilingual education under public Hos-
pices in this country. The busin community was much more
sympathetic to the linguistic pli,nt of the Cubans who -had fled
cornriunism- than to that of ft. Puerto Ricans and Mexicans who
had -merely- fled poverty.

6. The settlement oll'alitnrnia was essentially a last-ditch effort on the
part of Spain in the late eighteenth century to slow down its steady
decline in the international world economy. International factors
spelled the demise of Spanish infliience and the rise of U.S. influence
in the Southwest oAImaguer 19770.

7 The positions of Spain. England. the Unite,' States, Mexico and the
other Latin American countries in the world system have all im-
pinged on the phenomenon of Chicano multilingualism. It is impor-
tant to male that the discussion of the .cano's languages cannot
usefully he separated from a discussion 01 the languages of the other
Americans of Hispanic descent, especially the PuTrto Ricans. for all
share a similar position in the world system and manifest similar
sociolinguistic phenomena. Further research is badly needed to inte-
grate data from the two populations.
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8. Attinasi, et al. (1977:1) note that -Puerto Rico has been used as a
military stronghold for the Caribbean and Latin America, as a site for
industrial expansion and economic investment . as a market for com-
modities and agricultural surplus, as a source for mineral resources
and tropical agricultural products, as a playland for the wealthy, and
most blatantly, as a source of human labor." With the except on of the
military, Mexico has served much the same purposes for the United
States. They further note that "Puerto Rico moved rapidly from a
semi-feudal agricultural economy in transition, to an agricultural
capitalism based on sugar plantations, passing to a stage of light
industrial capitalism, becoming most recently, an area of concentra-
tion by the United States multi-nationals. The work force of Puerto
Rico concomitantly passed from a rural serf-like existence to a mobile
agricultural proletariat, moving subsequently to industrial work in
the cities" Attinasi et al 1977:5), The parallels with Mexico are
obvious,

9. What happened to Mexicans in the United States happened to Puerto
Ricans both on the mainland and on the island: massive English
influence on their Spanish as well as the creation of a permanent
population of bilinguals, constantly reinforced by new immigrants
from Puerto Rico and Mexico. Because U.S. investment in Latin
America is in capital-intensive rather than labor-intensive indus-
tries, there is a huge flow of' profits to the U.S. at the same time that
not enough jobs are created locally. The unemployed are therefore
forced to migrate in order to survive economically.

10. In a study of Los Angeles Chicano households, Dipez (1978) asserted
that ". . shifting to English does not imply anything about loosen-
ing ethnic bonds. The social and residential isolation of native
Chicano couples in Los Angeles is more persistent than the Spanish
language. Regardless of their language ;t home, over half of the
native Chicano households indicated that their friends were mostly
Mexican-Americans. The lack of association between Spanish
maintenance and other aspects of ethnicity strongly suggests that
language maintenance is not a requisite fOr Chicano ethnic mainte-
nance generally . . . Spanish maintenance is more associated with
low socioeconomic status, particularly poor schooling, than with con-
tinued in-group association."

In a New York study, five out of six Puerto Ricans say that Spanish
is not necessary for Puerto Rican identity tAttinasi, et al. 1979:11).
Monolingual English speakers constitute no threat to the commu-
nity's existence or solidarity, although some teachers in bilingual
education programs may opine otherwise. Younger Puerto Ricans,
like younger Chicanos, are mainly English dominant. The Puerto
Rican community also appears to he characterized by bilingualism-
without-diglossia (see the paper by Attinasi and Pedraza in this
vol ume ).

11. In Puerto Rico the administration attempted to impose English as the
language of instruction in the schools but in the face of failure was
forced to retreat and allow Spanish, only to change again and make
greater efforts and commit greater resources to the effort of deveh:p-
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ing quality instruction in English. This suited the needs of American
economic inter)sts. But economic realities now mean that mastey of
English is in the best interest, of the working class so that they can
af'end their interests. Some Puerto Rican leaders are calling for
effective bilingualism so t hat the national language and culture may
he preserved as well.
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ETHNIC AND LINGUISTIC PROCESSES:

THE FUTURE OF INDIGENOUS ALASKAN LANGUAGES

James M. Orvik
University of Alaska, Fah-bank..,

No place in the United States is as linguistically complex as Alaska.
The pressures fir change, to which indigenous languages everywhere are
subjected, seem to operate more forcefully there. Social, cultural, eco-
nomic, and political dynamics all seem to work with such an accelerated
tempo that their influences on indigenous Alaskan languages appear too
rapidly to be understood, much less predicted and prepared for.

A summary of the current distribution of indigenous languages in
Alaska will suffice to illustrate the accumulated effects of just a few
decades of contact between Alaskan Natives and the world of outside
interests. The twenty languages indigenous to Alaska can be grouped into
two major language families, the Eskimo-Aleut and the Athabaskan-
Eyak-Tlingit. In addition, there are two recent (eighteenth and
nineteenth century) immigrant "Native" languages: Haida and Tsims-
hian (Krauss 1979:37). Table 1 lists the various languages along with
estimated population figures for the number of people who are considered
ethnically to represent each grbup and, of each group, the number of living
speakers of the language.

As can be seen at a glance, there is a wide range of conditions repre-
sented in these figures. There is substantial variation in copulation size,
the Eskimo groups generally being not only the largest but also the most
linguistically viable. The Tlingit group is the next largest, but the least
viable linguistically. The Athabaskan groups, while smaller in popula-
tion. show the greatest relative range of viability.

This is a complex picture and while no set of tables will portray the
whole story, one additional view, given in Table 2, will help draw some
perspective. In this table is shown the number of rural communities
representing each broad language group. Within each group the com-
munities have been further subdivided into three rough categories repre-
senting different levels of indigenous language competence. The
categories reflect the fact that the acquisition and retention of indigenous
language competence follows a universal ageppattern. Type A com-
munities are those where all Native people are able to speak the indigen-
ous language: Type B are those where only some children speak the
indigenous language: and Type C are those where none of the children can
speak the indigenous language.

CopyrOtt 1980 James NI. Orvik. All rights reserved.
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i'ABLI; 1

ALASKA NATIVE LANGUAGES AND POPULATIONS'

l',11111V 1,:111K11:11; NillIlt Speakor.

Eskimo-Aleut:
Aleut: Aleut. 2,000 700 C351
Eskimo. Sugpiati :3.000 1,00(1 i'.33)

Central N. Upi k 17,000 15,000 (`0-11

Siberian Yunik 1.000 1,000 1100)
Inupiaq 11.000 6,000 (.55)

Athabaskan-Eyak-
Tlingit:
'Tlingit: Tlingit 9,000 2.000 122i
Eyak: Eyak 20 :3 1151
Athabaskan: Ahtna 500 201) 1401

Tanaina 900 250 1271
Ingalik 300 10(1 (83)
I Inl ik aehu k 150 25 (17i
Koyukon 2,100 700 (33)
Upper Kukokwitn 150 100 67)
Tanana 360 100 1281
Tanacross 175 12)) 1691
Upper Tanana 300 250 1831
Han 65 iri 1311
Kutchin 1,100 700 1641

Tsimsilian: Isimshian 1,000 150 (15)

Hakim Haida -,00 100 '201

'Source: Map of Alaska Native Languages. Native Language Center,
University of Alaska. Fairbanks, 99701.

TABLE 2
NUMBERS OF ALASKAN NATIVE

COMMUNITIES BY LANGUAGE GROUP AND LANGUAGE USE

Language Us(
Eskiinn-

' Al.nit

At hal,o,:kan-
Eyak-

Tlingit '1,,i rush ian (laid,, 'n4,1

Type A :31 5 0 0 36
Type B 40 7 0 0 47
Type C 54 52 1 2 109

Total 125 64 1 2 192

A All peopl: speak the native language including children,
B Some children speak the native language.
C No children speak the native language.
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thi. ,It.t.ttlitit it colt 1,,. ien Hutt even iii the tint yi ltl 1;t111.11;tgit

Hind y Alttitt o\r Corny percent ii the communities h;ttone
,p,..tkors of the :\;:itiVt Litq;u:n...e ;minting their children. This ii iii)Ito
prev;i11, In, ,ver percent sit' t he rt.111;1111111!'

hopeful t,11111;Itt.,:. It 1-, ,t Matter 4111110 ht fiire the
pr,t(..-:1.-, of 1,1IlgtIW Ch,tilt1e huge taken their tall nn A1,1Ska.:-:
languages. Those t hat survive as languages ,v ill (luso mainly because they
are spoken by rt lativolv. largo population., outside of Ala.:ka tinder much
Inure faVorable cumuli lonS and not in :1laska trill 111:illy
\V;11' 111;1:41;Ilty IIVt.IS1. the 111'11('(SS l';111,;:-, 197!): :i81.

lilt quest hill !night he i111:11\ /.t. \\'11;lt weans t l an IITOVIT-
treml? The answer is that tit shirt .cv ay front ind6;e0o0.... language.:

is not the only linguist is phenomenon orsigniticance. It is becoming Ilion,
and more evident to even casual observers that the shift result.: in It
replacement language that is its uvii dialect of V.nglisll. tin far, no serious
descriptive work has been (toil to even estimate t Ito nat.tin iti the current
nonindigenutis hingti.e.;e varieties spoken throughout rural :11md.a. But
t ho ;ire pervasive enough to he considered by this writer to be one ollthe
most important factsuf.social life. nut ors' .0 villages but in Alaskas:cities
is well.

In this paper my purpose is to make It series mil theoretical proposals
based on my own observations and analyses olt he situation. so fining
hope to raise questions that will encourage researchers .mul pract it jolters.
especially education p-act 'tumors. to begin thinking.; about the process if
langt0ige clian0-e in AlasH.

'Ile first thing I wish to propose is that. there are thenretie:t1 ;ypects of
ethnicity and ethnic :'coup interrelations that provide sufficient general
conditions for the replacement of indigenous languages hy tionstam.lard
dialects. These conditions aro I I I the mutability of ethnic content, vhicli
include,: languages. 121 the relative independence of ethnic content and
ethnic identity, ;ins' the %-ariable value of ethnic identity as a ineans of
pursuing, .social voll-beirig either for it gnaw or an indi-
viduo

The second thing I wish to pritpttSt.lt-', tII :it recent attempts ti.)rt'SolV(. the
Hir.iiitX that lute prestige dialects persist despite the negative

lu;itlon ascribed to IlltIll are inatlequate to zicc(aint for nmist;incliird
dialects in rural /11;iskii.

The third thing I wish to propose is that the history ;Ind current statusot
indigenous languages anti speech styles in rural Ahtska illustrate specific
prucosses previously overlooked in .iccount Mg for the persistence of
nonstandard speech styles. Specifically, gc,,gruplz irri I i N.(4;11' ion is

to {lave played an unusually strong role in the development
vorietal speech styles in rural /1 laskan cornintinit ies. ;,111(1 geographical

isolation combinednod %via) Inigutino are hypothesized to have
sytenizit conservative effects (al these siirrie speech styles.

These Into propositions will represent three main sections of this
paper. follmved by a section in %vhich conclusions ;ire given .thout the
rid tire st;it us of Alasl.;;Cs indigenous lati4tiages in light of these pr(q)usi-
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Ethnicity and L,-in.,:nage

Two dialect maintenance and change are intimately asso-
ciated with certain dynamics of ethnicity: the mumbility of et Mile content,
and the calm. of ethnic identity for pursuing self- interest. I contend (hat
these aspects of ethnicity, mutability, ttteci ualur respectively, provide
sufficient conditions for indigenous language abandonment, and
nonstandard dialect differentiation and conservation.

Fishman (1977: 16-23) has put these aspects of ethnicity together in as
comprehensive a St111111MrY its could he hoped to given t he elusive nature
of the concept. The three qualities Fishman conceptualized to form the
basis for ethnicity, paternity, patrimony, and phrnom,aology, are prob-
ably familiar enough to the reader for nee to discuss them but briefly.

Patcrndy. Paternity refers to the recognition of the biological origins of
a collectivity that give genetic c .ntinuity its members can point to.

Patrimony. Patrimony implies the "behavioral or implementational"
aspect: what one does in cat 7-ying out the obligations of ethnic group
membership.

Phemmicuo/ogy. How each member construes the group's ethnicity is
the phenomenology of the concept; the meanings the actor attaches tee
paternity and patrimony. To the extent that ethnicity is a salient feature
id :in individual's life, phenomenology of ethnicity defines history, the
future. the fabric of Inn-Ilan relationships.- and the purpose of life.

But these three components only partially define ethnicity. A fourth
quality is needed to allow the definition to account for change), er time in
the intensity of ethnicity either for groups or for individuals.'. aspect of
ethnicity is referred to by Fishman (1977: 32-34) es mu Miulity, especially
the neutability of ethnic content. The importance of this observation, made
not only by Fishman but also by others (Glazer and Moynihan 1975,Jessel
1978), is that it allows for the continuity of ethnic identity across signific-
ant changes in content. Thus, a group's continued existence as a potential
reference group results from the independence of phenomenology (iden-
tity) and patrimony (content) which can he linked through paternity at
any given time) without any contradiction haying taken place. Why is
there no contradiction'? Because the independence allows content, particu-
larly linguistic, tee be continually renegotiated with the passage of new
socad conditions over time.

The second aspect of eft:heity important to this paper is the rah.,t) of
ethnic identity for pursuing self-interest. Gla,'J'r end Moynihan (1975)
bring together the contributions of several authors into the structure of a
very compelling theory about modern-day ethnicity. Some of their more
important points can be synthesized in a few propositions.

The first proposition is that ethnic groups are a form of social life
capable of self-renewal and self-transformation. It is this attribute of
ethnicity that makes it an important mechanism by which humans can
adapt to changes in their socioeconomic environment.

Second, there is a functional similarity among various kinds of group-
ings such as cultural, religious, linguistic, or political, that can best he
laheled "ethnic," The functional similarity that makes ethnicity the core
of these various groupings is the pursuit of interest,
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Third, whereas in earlier times distinctive content ( in dress, food,
worship, etc.) .vas the basis for Alert ive attachment to the group; these
con tent features are becoming more and more homogenized by discarding
and borrowing among all groups, especially in the United States. The
emotional !qtachment, however, has not necessarily weakened to the
same extent, and perhaps may even become stronger, as discussed at
length by Stein and Hill (1977).

Fourth, given that societies are heterogeneous, inequality oil some
social dimensions is inevitable. Goods and services will be unevenly dis-
tributed: personal characteristics, modes of achievement will be dif-
ferentially valued as a result (Glazer and Moyhihan 1975: 12). It matter.:
little that a particular society's norms are an arbitrary sample from the
universe of all possible norms.

Fifth, as the state becomes more and more an arbiter of economic
well-being and political power, an ethnic definition ofeconomic and politi-
cal "rights" becomes more and more probable.

In summary, these propositions accumulate to present a sociological
account of modern day ethnicity. Implied are the sufficient conditions by
which ethnicity could rise to the economic and political occasion. The
subjectivity, elasticity, and negotiability of ellmicity in tune with an often
overlooked need humans have for primary emotional affiliation make it a
"natural" way for people to want to group themselves in response to
today's world.

Having established a foundation for the concept of ethnicity, we are now
in a good position to see how it can relate to language change. My view is to
treat various aspects of language as examples of the dynamics of ethnicity
just outlined. A clear distinction must, however, to made between lan-
guage as ethnic content and the social use of language in ethnic interac-
tion. When this distinction is understood, the mutability of language in
the service of ethnic expression becomes a very reasonable theoretical
paradigm by which to establish a sufficient connection between language
and culture.

This connection can be reinforced if yet another distinction is made
between the communi,ative (or, in Fishman's terms, patrimonial) func-
tion of language and its symbolic (or phenomenological) function as a
statement of social identity. Edwards (1977: 259), for example, made this
distinction in his comments on the discrepancy between official language
policy and linguistic reality in Ireland. English is the mother tongue of the
majority, but Irish Is officially the first language, by constitutional
authority. The reality is that Irish is spoken less and less by fewer and
fewer of its citizens despite "official" pressure to restore it. Citing a 1975
report' issued by the Committee on Irish Language Attitude Research,
Edwards (1977: 260) concluded that the Irish example is a clear case where
a strong sense of national or ethnic identity need not be allied to the
preservation of language as a communication medium. The thousand-
year-old consciousness of Irish ethnicity is surviving replacement of the
Irish language by English very well.

It should not be assumed, however, that the content of a culture can
survive intact the loss of its ancestral language. Nor should the example
given above he taken as an encouragement to forego institutional at-

0
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tempts to preserve or revive minority languages within a wider national
boundary. What has been described here is a case where the relative
independence of language and ethnicity has allowed the frequency NN oh
which an ancestral language is used to decline without a parallel decre-
ment. in degree of phenomenological loyalty to whai the language sym-
holizes. The right to frog that one is Irish is a genetic event without a
linguistic price tag. The linguistic price tag comes with the requirements
established within a given political or social situation calling for the
expression of one's Irishness. Institutional efforts, for example bilingual
education programs, either to make the product more attractive or to
make the speaker hotter able to pay the price with increased ancestral
language competence, are reaso.lahle additions to the natural process of a
people's sociolinguistic evolution and must be evaluated as such.

This position is consistent with the one stated above, that there is
independence between ethnic content and emotional attachment t r an
ethnic group. Thus a language, and individual's ethnic content, can he
discarded if it becomes perceived as a communication impediment to an
individual's social advancement without necessarily impairing the at-
tachment the ex-speaker may feel for a group.

Dialects am/ social cualiattiwi

It would be naive to imply that the persistent use of any dialect,
standard or otherwise, is a socially neutral event. Evidence compiled over
the last two or three decades, summarized effectively by Giles and Powes-
land 11975), convincingly demonstrates that there are social processes
leading to status differentiation whereby some dialects evoke strongly
held, often negative, ster..ot;pes, even from small samples of speech.

Earlier I pointed out some Alf-am-it conditions by which language
change can he understood enhnce the expression of ethnic identity. It
was stated that no psychologicai inconsistency need exist in cases where
contact with another languag,., group has led people to shift to a new
language while maintain in,?; a previous ethnic identity. The sufficient
condition implied was than accent, dialect, and other distinctive speech
patterns serve the latter symbolic function but not at the expense of
communicative competence.

The extent to which particular speech communities vary in the re-
lationship between the dialect varieties and status differentiation is
usually unknown. In those cases where intensive studies have been car-
ried out2, a strong relationship affirming the status dimension underlying
speech style is invariably found to be operating. Enough is now known
about the relationship between speech style and social evaluation to
warrant the conclusion that no matter how repugnant it is to find some
people unjustifiably disparaged and other people given unjustifiable ad-
vantages for the way they speak, the practice is so widespread it must be
considered universal. The potential hierarchical arrangeMents among
dialects is important to the present discussion because with such an
arrangement comes the possibility, even the likelihood, that some people
may wish to climb the social ladder the hierarchy represents.

The social justice of requiring dialect modification in order to be ac-
cepted on the next higher rung, is not at issue here. What is at issue is the

uses
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(In,t met hoi bt%)....en these Ion modes ,if zulaptation is relevant to
resolving a crit Ica! paradox" 11»%v crud nenstandard dialect he of value in
pursuing social self-interest while it t he same t ime he disparaged ivin.11
presented hi' thesperiker .is a social marl:er? In the previoussection, smart]
change was the ethnic (dynamic ',perm Mg. whereas in this section we are
,oldressing the dynamics ,r1 social mobility. Any given individual can
uitelligibly engage in either, or even hot'', wi)hout necessarily affecting
the existence ()Hilt) group. The paradox is thus resolved an individual
level by the ability of people to select linguistic strategies appropriate to
t he adaptive demands of the contexts encountered, siected, rind
negotirited throughout life.

But so fir I grave lint static) haw these processes operate. Besides
-improving- their lot in life, ris they perceive It what is it. that people are
Dying to do when they modify their style of speech to suit a new context?

The most useful theoretical, and empirically last justified approach to
t his question so far has been proposed by Giles, liourhis, rind Taylor l 1977
as all extension of 'Farrel's theory of intergroup distintiveness.' Briefly
stated, Tarred's (19781 theory is that individuals nrhieve their social iden-
ity by defining themselves in relationship to others. It is an active process

and continues t hroughout life. Group membership is an important part. or
developing social identity for the individual because group membership
can he manipulated during times of social compariscn.

The thrust of-rafters theory is that people in groups Ire active in trying
to achieve positive distinctiveness bet %veeti themselves and others. The
key to t his achievement is that the dimensions of evaluation an:capable of
being arbitrarily chosen so that people arc .thvays free retroactively to
declare positive that it Inch they find distinctive through the social com-
parison process.

Giles )1977) has extended t lie basic propositions of Tojlefs theory to the
domain of speech style. According to this theoretical approach, speech
style' is among the first markers detected in social interact.on. As Parkin
)19771 noted, -speech styles generally connote ethnic inclusiveness and
shlidarity to native speakers rind, conversely, exclusion and opposition
when used in ethnically mixed contexts.- Recorded samples of accented
speech have been shown, in study after study, to evoke consistent
stereotypes in speakers' In many instances empirical evidence has indi-
cated t hat language can take priority over any other cultural indicator as
a signal of ethnicity, identity, and allegiance (Fishman 1977).

I assume that the values attributed to prestigeous language varieties
are arletrary and largely given after the fact, that is, alter their prestige is
already known. " 'Phis condition provides all the flexibility necessary by
which speakers can negotiate among themselves and with other ',soup
1111'1111)(T,-; an improved image through speech style during the social corn-
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prison process. Thus, languar. In defined as speech style, is impor-
tant because it is a salient ;old valued feature of face-to-f:ice interact ion
and because it is complex. rich, and mutable enough to establish ,nd
communicate psychulugir,ii d ttit. net tVVIIPSS. Alternatives t
social hierarchy can sit It be perceived and acted upon in order t o produce a
change in a group's stin us by constantly renegotiating the value ofdistinc-
t ive speech style features in face-to-face interaction. Although there are
limits to t he mutability of ethnicity in the service of social advancement
Fishman 1973, 1977), the -strategic choice" aspect. or et hnicity brought.

out. by ( Taxer and Moynihan (1963, 1975) makes constant change in status
more and more probable. To the extent that, ethnicity is displayed by
speech style. the latter is ordained to he integral to t he change process.

So far. I have presented theories related to the existence and persistence
of multiple versions of a language as seen in the broadest perspective. In
this section I present the case that special circumstances, though uniquely
salient in Alaska are not unique to Alaska. The ethnic and linguistic
processes these circumstances evoke are not limited to Alaska, but may
also apply to the dynamics of dialect maintenance elsewhere.

Some assumptions need to be stated, however, to provide a framework
thr this analysis. First, I assume that language change is a special case of
social and psychological adaptation to an immediate context. The most
Important aspect of an immediate context is the pattern of face-to-face
interaction in which communicative competence is shaped and performed.

Second, current language and speech forms in rural Alaska ev ived
under 'rules dictated by a context that must have included reason enough
to make the shift from an indigenous language to English and at the same
time, there must have been restricted access to what could be considered
standard English code.

Third, because the evolutionary bias has been from a non-English first
language to English, the outcome even for a monolingual English-
speak ing community can best, be understood in light of second-language
acquisition processes in the context of geographical isolation and selective
migration.

Research in second language acquisition offers two observations criti-
cal to understanding the process of language change in rural Alaska.
First, outside the romantic conditions of spy novels, speakers of a second
language seldom have native-like control over all or even most of its
aspects; phonology, grammar, syntax, etc. Second, the amount of control
over these aspects of language varies throughout the second-language
acquisition period. One starts with no second language competence and
then improves, usually with intermittent backsliding and uneven pro-
gress, depending on the circumstances. These observations have led sev-
eral researchers' to hypothesize the use of interrnediate linguistic systems
by which a learner successively approximates, tests, and masters a new
language.

Elaborating this line of thinking, Selinker (1972: 140) proposed the
-interlanguage hypothesis."

The interlanguage (IL) hypothesis claims that second-language
speech rarely conforms to what one expects native speakers of the
TL (target language) to produce, that it is not an exact translation of
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t he NI, (nativ language), oat it dill' rs from the '1'1, in systematic
and that the forms of the utterances produced in the second

I riguage by a learner are not random. This II, hypothesi: proposes
t hat I he relevant data of at theory of set .ind-language learning must

t speech forms which result from t he attempted expression
meaning in a second languag,e. This in.dortant. criterion is that the
second language speaker is attempt ii'' to express meaning as op-
posed to practising structured exercise-, in a classroom.

Thu reason for the term inter-language is that the rules the learner
tentatively abstracts from hearing the secant language (1.21 leads to
tentatile Iinguisticsystem somewhere between LI and 1.2. The' C011tit ruc-
tions th...t. result are neither like the structures native speakers of 1.2 used
when they acquired it as a first language, nor are they a product. of
interference from a specific LI as mentioned by Dulay and Burt (19721.

Note that the inter-language hypothesis do-s not predict that part icular
structurt will result, only that certain identifiable strategies will be
t.mployed: /ungtiuge trumsfer, oi.ergenerafizat(On of rub's, and simplifica-
tion (Seliii.-er, Swain and Dumas 19751.

The nuns', important conclusions from the inter-language hypothesis
applicable 1.o Alaska are not about OIL conditions under which inter-
lingual sti uctures are created, but about those under which such
structures are retained as permanent. linguistic features. The term used
; y .end his followers for the retention of IL structures is "fossil iza-

on." This term perhaps connotes more permanence and irretrievability
han i would wish to apply to Alaska. For now however, the important

observations are that: ( 1 ) second language learning is seldom "complete"
d to norm level standards); (2) the pattern of its incomplete form is

;id regular within a given linguistic environment; and (3) the
probability of inter language being developed is greatest when the first
and second Iangu a_tes are learned successively in the relative absence of
;:,..Live-speaking peers of the target language.

Richards i 9721 was one of the first to express the applicability of the
inter-language hype) hesis to such cases:

The ce;lept of inter - language is proposed fbr the analysis of second
Lingua, lea. ring in the following contexts: immig,ant language
learning; inCigenous minority varieties of English, pidgin and
creole settings, local varieties of English, English as a foreign lan-
guage ( p. 1591.

(jilt, need (inn/ reverse the roles of -immigrant." and host groups for the
following oudte to apply in Alaska:

It retie, c..4 r individual limitations such as inability to learn lan-
guage. :ow udelligence, or poor cultural background, but rather the
social itations imposed on the immigrant community. Favoura-
ble reception of the immigrant group leads to temporary generation
of an immigrant variety of English.... Unfavourable social condi-
tions lead to maintenance and perpetuation cif the immigrant dialect
o' English. The economic and social possibilities available for sonic

unigrants do not make the learning of standar" English either
possible, desirtehle, or even helpful (Richards 1972: 1621.
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It easy to see how one can extend these observations to varieties of
English spoken among Alaska's indigenous minorit ies. The one critical
coiraderat ion needed to account for these varieties is their whit ivl. isula
%ion, ;111(1 hence social, 1.0111 a Silhtit ant COITUS Id,LIIIdard

111 1;1(1, iti(1111G11 111/11) tipl'ilkr:: may well ac-
count for more oldie persistence to date of nonstandard %ariet leas of\ dingo
English in rural Alaska t ;my other social %%triable. Under coedit ions
nl.twttll and gent-MILO) ical otilal loll, the inlerlingual stagy clin hrlxpectid
to become stable, if nut permancnt, in much the ti11111' way IS titbi't's !IOW('
by Richards:

Typical descriptions write of loss or of decreasing frequency in the
fiat ive language, and an inadequate command of English and local
cl'Minolugjeti tVOI Vt.(' 1'011 the particular dialects Of English

encountered: tree English, Pine Ridge English, Dormitory English,
Aborigine English. Maori English, and so On tp. 1 tit.i).

To summarize, it can be said that while modes of second-language
;icquisit ion are not. directly applicable the current linguistic perfOrm-
ance Of most, of today's native children, the above principles of successive
bilingual acquisition are the keys to understanding hi critical point in the
history of language change native children hind their parents currently
manifest. In its broadest sense t he process of interlinguid shift is universal
in rural Alaska. DitThrent communities are at different phases, and are no
doubt expressing the process in different ways, but one principle applies to
all. Eventually, a local variety of nonstandard English has or probably
will come to characterize the prevailing speech environment of Alaskan
rural communities. Moreover, where they now exist, these interlingual
varieties are the first-language standards to which the native child ap-
peals fOr rules of language production. As with any linguistic environment
the child's competence is negotiated, evaluated, and further shaped by the
speakers of the local variety who are the child's socializing agents.

13efOe proceeding to the next section, two observations should be made.
First, Richards( 1972) applied the hypothesis to a number of very different
sociolinguistic conditions (e.g., immigrant groups, indigenous groups). To
the extent different histories, descriptions, and probable futures might
apply to these different situations it would be helpful to have separate
terms to distinguish among them. Specifically, in Alaska the interlingua
condition is applied to communities where geographical isolation consti-
tutes the major sociolinguistic factor affecting the current language
environment. It is proposed here that the term -isolect" be used to desig-
nate inter-languages resulting from a history of geographical isolation
causing restricted access to the norm version of the language toward
which the community eventually ,,hifts.

The second comment concerns the appropriate use of the metaphor,
"fossilization." to describe the condition of permanence of persistent, inter-
lingual structures. Intended or not by Selinker, fossilization connotes a
more static, rigid linguistic condition than probably exists, because it
connotes an evolutionary "dead end." If' a metaphor is wanted, the
dynamic nature of l-anguage change calls fOr one that accounts for slowing
down and speeding up change with varying social conditions. The comings
hind goings of external sociolinguistic influence is more like the influences
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1.,1111c:11 CIIVIr111111111 The I11,1111 i',11111':; hi e t't1;11WI':-; represent ;u e: I I

11W ;ii li i r l of nit rnict lye I' \ I IW t I' I hl. Ind 1.1111;11i ;Hid 121 the
1.(.1;1(1%,, the ,:pc:t1;.r f.c(vivcs, trot pm.tiulat.

cuilt1 language. In short, high the preserveuI t he irir,t1Igi.
nuedol ,end 1111 III( t'llt IVO to copy it :Ire' in ()flir 1.1)1. 1111g111:4t1('

111(1111111't In pIttrt`. quality of I t'It Illtt`Fttrtit111 is tnlly dindy
related to evoluttflf ry dead end e..Ce lossiliziet ion. process is
life' urall:11)1;116,11 10 he sure, language s do, indeed, die, not iikvays as a
result lifnatural- utse's.Itut ut t nonstandard dialects that result reflect
t process not. ,es fossil records and vestigial structures but es (1.1;1101111c

.,.M1(11111.;111St (MIS with lives, histories, net! futures of their own.
I lovevec, het veen the understandable concern for the

preservation of -pure- indigenous languages iind the educators equally
untlerst nelal)le commit ment toevolcingtheelusiveperformanceof pure"
English, the real language of native children is flourishing without bene-
fit of serious doculnentat Huns We:amply don't k rimy t Ile direct ion and pace
of language change in rural Alaska because no one with the appropriate
skills has ever sought to estal)lish even a reasonable base-line by which to
gauge the extent of the phenomenon.

Diffcre'tetnil teir,.ev:etineet

For the first half of this century villages went through a period of slow
but steady consolidation, reducing the number of very small camps and
settlements in favor or villages ranging in size from 50 to 191) people
1:\ lonso and Rust 1975: D. Now, ilhout. t hi:re-fowl lis (did! Alaskan Natives
live in rural iireas, generally without roads to connect settlements, Until
the early 1970s, communication links were limited to high-frequency
radio, usually restricted to official use by the school authorities iindlor
village health aide.:. A number of conditions render even this form of
communication unreliable. Mountainous terrain, uneven elect :Acit y
.applies. the northern lights, extreme distance's, tell played a part. in
promoting necessarily self-contained life-styles among these rural set-
tlements.

Ily all modern standards. housing, educational facilities, employment
rapport unit ies. and health care services in rural areas of Alaska iere tinting
the worst in the nation. 1 ei it report. on lederiel programs and Alaska
Nat lye's. mandated tinder the Alaska Native ( laims Settlement Act, 8 it
was reported that:

.. three out ()CHOI: Native families are belm,v the official povert,v
line.... Poverty among Alaskan Natives is four times as prevalent.
ns in the U. S. population, ;end more than eight times as prevalent as
tiling Alaskan non-Natives ep.

Despite the disadvantages these indices suggest, the life-style uniquely
available to rural residents is preferred by most. Natives. Mainly because
of high fertility rates, the prospects of rural populations continuing in it
stable or increasing size remain groat even though mobility in and out of
village's is on the increase II)tilibs 1975. Aleenset and Rust. 197fi: 1). The
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condition of geographical isolation of rural Alaskan communit ies Humid
therefore not be taken to mean that inigrat ion in ,nd out is imp's:aide or
even unlikely. In fact, since the beginning, of e, :at with t11^ outside
world, the maimc export of laska's villages is laimr tAlonso and Host
I`.)iti :15tii, condi! ion t hat will probably rntinut, for the foreseeable
four

What I wish to bring out in this section is that migration. especially
rural to urban migration, is not random but varies systematically withh
certain demographic characteristics I will then hypof that. on hal
;ince t ho selective nature of different ml migration exemplified by these
demog-raphie characteristics has important cumulative effects on tilt.:
speech styles of the communities from which migration takes place.

Piece main demographic teat tires seem tosta nd Out as characteristic of
persons migrat mg from villages io cif ies: I 1 they are i n an employable age
group, probably reflecting the extremely low level of village job oppor-
tunities, (2) they :iris relatively higher in education than their village-
residing cohorts Falthough this feature varies from region to region, the
urban-rural difference holds up throughout the state), females now
out number males by as nimii t wo to one, reversing an earlier trend for
males to migrate more often than letnides.

Because of t he extraordinary difficulty of doing migration studies that
consider both the sending and rec,,iving communit ies, the above general i-
zat ions are based on estimates of a very broad nature. The exact. figures
art' not known except as very general and probably recent, trends. My
purpose, is to suggest. that to the ex tent differential migration follows these
trends, t lwre are some inescapable conclusionn to be drawn, mainly that
all t hree factors, sex, age, and education, have a conservative effect. on the
nonstandard speech style of the communities migrants leave.

Besides increasing the dependency ratio in villages, the relative migra-
tion bias in favor of working-age persons also modifies the language
environment to include relatively more older people and children. With-
out descriptive data on variations of nonstandard usage by age, it is
difficult to tell the extent to which this selective feature of migration has
an effect on language. I predict, however, that such studies would show
distinct age differences in the frequency of specific nonstandard features
appearing in everyday village speech.

This prediction is based on two sources. First, the mechanisms of
inter-language proposed earlier imply that the transition pcocess would
introduce different interlingual structures at different times in the course
of the transition. The communicative function of any given feature would
he negotiated within any given cohort of speakers assuming that
differesnt-eig,e cohorts have different communication purposes, topics, and
contexts. New interlingual forms could thus be expected to be introduced
i n cumulative response to those already introduced. No prediction need be
made as to the specific differences one might expect, only that the selective
nature of social interaction would cause age-related differences to occur.

'file second basis for predicting age differences in village speech styles is
the well-documented relationship between age and the probability of
having shifted from an indigenous language to English. The amount of
shift is inversely related to the ages of village residents, the oldest being
the most likely to 1111V0 retained speaking competence in an indigenous
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horn), the youngest being least likely " Any bias tievard removing Young
adults from the village language environment wout(i have t he net el'Grt of

th,:munint urr,,,,t,r,,c, interaction het wren the VOry y111111g,
Ii loll limituage hemit, funned. anti t he relatively old. whose Ian-
vtliage 11:1e rellocts t he least amount olchangc. Therefore, I he age factor in
(111h:retinal mri anon would be predicted to have a CW1S(TV;It IV(' effort On
;illy current language environment, slowing down the pace of

Another difkrent till migration pattern is related to educational
11.111)1,' probably related to age, constituting an addi

tional reinforcement for the decision to migrate Ilium environments where
ft.".v employment opportunities are perceived, to t he more at t cart ivt: urban
areas where the prospects of jobs are much greater I Dithi)::, I 1)75:761.

I assume first of all that education achievement is prsitively related to
the acquisition of standard code, Second. 1 attainment in the
relatively nontraditional institutions we call schools also indicates some
degree of acceptance of nontraditional forms of achievement. It would
follow that migration from the traditional setting of the Wage to the
nontradit Mind setting of the city, to the extent it reflects education at-
tainment., reflects hot h of t hese factors. By extension, such migration also
means fewer educat«1 people in the villages would tend to leave the local
area relatively homogeneous, not only linguistically, but also in the moti-
vation to change life style of which speech style is a major feature.
this aspect of differential migration is predicted to have a conservative
effect On village language traditions. Furthermore, to the extent that
these migration patterns are recent, the effect would be on the recent
status of language;, not the traditional precontact status.

The third selective factor in differential nii.(iation is sex. Dubbs 1975)
estimated that in Alaska, especially among Eskimos, the number of
females recently migrating to Anchorage is as much as twice that of
males." There are probably a number of explanations for why this should
be, most of which relate to the relatively fewer opportunities perceived to
be available in villages. It is nevertheless worth speculating on the poten-
tial effect of this migration bias on village language patterns. Labov
1972; 301-3) has shown in contexts as divergent as Deti New York,

and Norwich, England, that women use fewer stigmatized speech forms
than men and are more sensitive than men to speech patterns that are
accorded higher prestige. He cautions, however, that it would be a serious
error to jump to a conclusion that women always lead the way in linguistic
change. More specifically, and important to the present argument, woolen
show more influence from standard forms than men. but that men more
readily adopt new vernacular forms in casual speech. Thus, "the correct
generalization ... is not that women had in linguistic change, but rather
that t he sexual differentiation of speech often plays a major role in the
mechanism of linguistic evolution" I Labov, 3031.

'ritical to the question of the effect of sex differences in migration
patterns is Labov's claim that the "sexual differentiation we are dealing
with clearly depends upon patterns (Asocial interaction in everyday life"
Labov, 303). There is no reason to think the dynamics of sex differentia-

tion are radically different in Alaska than in the areas cited by Lab,,v. To
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the eXtent these dynaMICS di) Opi rate similarly in Alaska, given the Sex
bits in Illigrat inn pat terns, we 1111.1St conservative influence
on current village speech pat terns.

In summary, the conclinlon seems inescapable t hat different ial migra-
tion I.; more than just a process of selection and exposure of particular
type:- of people to new linguistic environments. It is ids() ;1 process that
selectively changes the environments the migrants leave. The kinds of
changes I have out hood here are presented is example; of built-in sys-
tematic social !twi1 l:11051ns that potentially decelerate the rule of lan-
guage change in villages. Such mechanisms are counter intuitive if
analysis stops it a superficial level. For example. the idea orrapid social
change" among Alaskan Natives is so widespread one seldom uses an
official document that doesn't either prestime or conclude it. It would he
easy to conclude ;in equal measure of rapid linguistic change except, that.
underlying the process are a host of subtle contingencies by which the
rapid change is scorganized to have perhaps the opposite effect, i.e., to
slow down the rat, of change.

Conclusions

In the previous two sections i h ve pointed out that geographical isola-
tion and differential migration tnrdr,ably :iccount for the persistence of
village speech styles more :olequately than do the dynamics of ethnic
sol idarity. To the extent this claim is justified, what effect might it have on
education policy?

There are two important, issues regarding education policy in the
domain of language. First, what stance should he takon regarding the
preservation and survival of indigenous Alaskan languages? Second,
what stance should be taken regarding the proliferation of nonstandard
dialects of English?

With regard to the first issue, the answer is clear. We need only refer to
the results of the half-century or so of ofTicial language policy promulgated
by the United States Government through the segregated mission schools
under the territorial eaucation commissionership of Sheldon ,Jackson
from 1887 to 1910. Whereas earl ha- mission efforts favored the continued
use of Native languages, Jackson's policies specifically and adamantly
forbade their use in school, thus setting the tone for virtually all future
education in Alaska until the 1960s (Krauss 1979: 17-19). The first bilin-
gual education programs for Native Alaskan languages did rot begin
until 1970. By that time, however, the moribund status of many Alaskan
languages was already firmly established. It is now probably only a
matter of time, despite state and federal legislation and programs favor-
able to the maintenance of non-English languages, before linguistic ex-
tinction will occur for all but a few indigenous Alaskan languages (Krauss
1979:42).

What about. the issue of nonstandard English? In general, while it
cannot be said in advance exactly what kinds of evaluations are going to be
given about a specific dialect, it is virtually certain that: (1) evaluations of
some kind will occur, (2) some manners of speaking will be less favorably
evaluated than others, and (3) nonstandard speakers will be negatively
evaluated on personality characteristics which are favored in academic
settings and upper work echelons. These predictions. disturbing but not
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too surprising. raise serious questions about the role of schools in lan-
guage planning.

The general attitude the schools officially have to yard standard versus
nonstandard dialects is no secret at all. Whether based on faulty assump-
tions or not, schools generally favor the notion that a person who wants to
-get ahead" had better speak the dialect of those who put people -ahead."
The fact that the schools are first in line to begin putting people -ahead- is
seldom recognized for what it is: the first round of the linguistic vicious
circle by which society reinforces the status differentiation among speech
styles. Nor are the schools often thought of as the nation's oldest and most
firmly established language planning institutions, although they are, and
with a rather consistent set of policies favoring standard language per-
formance.

Meanwhile we all face the sociolinguists' moral dilemma pointed out by
Paulston 11971:

Ideal' solutions to language and dialect problems have very little if
any possibility of being implemented. A viable solution fur the
sociolinguist may be possible somewhere between sweeping social
revolution and passive submission to the status quo (p. 175).

On one side is the prevailing view, with which most students of language
pobahly identify, that nonstandard dialects are valid and standards are
arbitrary. The need fur educational reform that will favor cultural
pluralism is consistently stressed in this viewpoint. Taking the other side,
dissenters point out that allowing free rein to local languages and cultures
represents "one more excuse in the long chain of exploitation" IPaulston
1971: 176).

So there is the dilemma: and it isn't just the sociolinguists' problem. All
part ies to education share it: parents, students, teachers. How is the line
defined in rural Alaska? Respecting on one hand the right of a commu-
nity's linguistic environment to survive, and reinforcing the consequence
of poverty to perpetuate poverty on the other, are distinguishable alterna-
ti policies. Whether one is a linguist trying legitimately to archive,
preserve. and otherwise resuscitate moribund languages, or an educator
trying with equal legitimacy to prepare children to succeed academically.
both currently treat children as failures whose only failing is to respond
competently to the natural demands of' their existing linguistic
nvironthents. This kind of Cr( atment must stop. New knowledge must be

created about the natural dynamics of these small, isolated linguistic
environments in order to break the continuous cycle in which children are
consistently rejected by their benefactors.

Only by creating more understanding about the natural forces operat-
ing on village speech styles. some of which I have outlined in this paper,
can we begin formulating humaile, realistic non victimizing educational
and linguistic policies by which to guide the education of Alaska's youth.

NOTES
1. Committee on Irish Language Attitude Research. 1975. Report

submitted to the Minister for the Gaeltacht. Dublin: Government
Stationery Office.

2. See Giles and Powesland (1975) for a comprehensive review.
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3. Tajfel's theory is presented in various sources (e.g., Tajfel: 1974
and 1978). The linguistic applications have been made on several
occasions, most recently by Giles, Bourhis, and Taylor (1977) and
Bourhis, Giles, Leyens and Tajfel (1979).

4. According to Giles (1979), speech style "refers to linguistic features
which determine hot/. a message is said rather than what is said in
terms of verbal cont,:at.

5. See Giles and Powesland (1975) for a comprehensive review.
6. Giles and Powesland (1975) offer persuasive evidence that the

prestige of a language variety is largely derived from imposed
norms rather than from any inherent prettiness, efficiency, or
clarity of forms.

7. Sampson and Richards 1973; Nemser 1971; Selinker 1972;
Richards 1972; Dulay and Burt 1971; Selinker, Swain and Dumas
1975.

8. Robert R. Nathan Associates, Inc. (1975).
9. This inverse relationship is so universal that it provides a metric

(Krauss 1979: 41) for estimating tilt.. life expectancies of existing
indigenous languages in Alaska by projecting the life expectancies
of each language's youngest speakers.

10. Kruse, Kleinfeld, and Travis (1980: 4-7) offer additional evidence
that this is a recent trend, at least for the Natives of Alaska's
North Slope. Not only are young women spending more time "out-
side" but Native males are much more likely than females to
return to their village of origin.
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FACTORS AFFECTING NATIVE LANGUAGE MAINTENANCE

Wendy P. Weimer
Minneapolis Public Schools

As an ESL teacher, I have long been concerned with linguistic and
non-linguistic factors that affect people learning a second language (1,2)
while actively maintaining their native language (L1). The impetus to
examine this subject in some depth stems from contact with a number of
Indochinese refugees participating in a transitional bilingual program
within the Minneapolis Public Schools. Over the past several years a
demonstrable change has occurred in the pattern of habi tual language use
by school -age refugee children. Their native language is gradually becom-
ing displaced by English (L). This phenomenon is known to linguists as
language shift: that is. a new language is adopted into the existing reper-
toire. This paper considers those factors which inhibit or encourage lan-
guage shift, thereby resulting in stages and degrees of bilingualism and
possible ultimate loss of L. My interest is in behavior toward language
and language behavior. I have examined some of the various typologies
that attempt to systematize the process and the products of language shift.
This phenomenon involves only speakers of the "marked"' language (Li )
and affects the generally monolingual English-speaking society very lit-
tle. There are complex interactions between the dominant and subordi-
nate group(s) and ambivalent influences that merit consideration in the
discussion of' language maintenance.

The llost Society's Viewpoint

The United States prides itself on its plurality, yet there exist many
dichotomies in its actual acceptance. Where we once referred to ourselves
as a "melting pot", the heat has been greatly reduced, some of the ingre-
dients changed with the arrival of new ethnolinguistic groups) and we
may now refer to ourselves more appropriately as a "salad bowl." All the
components in the salad maintain their individual identity but add a
unique flavor to the total dish. Where we once were a nation of immi-
grants, America is now supra-ethnic (Fishman, Language Loyalty in the
United States). n conglomerate, a mass culture encouraging conformity.
Throughout much of American history, the immigrant to our shores has
been stereotyped by the host soci ' as poor and unlettered, a perennial
dit,placed person, and a refugee ,-n unsatisfactory conditions in his/her
homeland. The immigrant refugee is perceived as sum, one "out, of synch"
with the American mainstream. identifiable almost immediately by
speaking accented, broken English.
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The immigrant's native language is a link with the past, with his or her
origins, whereas English is the language of integration. Americans are
uncond(irtahle with ethnicity and so have spent centuries transUirming it,
artificially creating their own traditions and symbols. Speaking a foreign
language like a native is thought of as a liability by milinstrearn monolin-
guals. because it works against integration. The immigrant's desire to
perpetuate the not ice language is viewed with suspicion. It is perceived as
an act of disloyalty toward the majori group. lay contrast, it has always
been considered desirable for the nilated middle class to study a
Iiireign language. Indeed, it has been said that the value of a second
Language is inversely proportional to its utility.

Glazer. in his chapter entitled "Process and Problems of Language
Maintenance; an Integrative Review" in Lungauge Lcyalty, says immi-
grants are nut necessarily integrated into the mainstream in every re-
spect. but are assimilated into an ideology. America's democratic hopes
and ideals du not clash with the immigrants': they both expresso desire Un-
political and social equality with unlimited individual and collective
progress, Fluency in the English language is the vehicle for the immigrant
to participate in the dominant society and reap its promised rewards. Yet
we are in conflict.

From the perspective of the host, the immigrant came here to improve
his her lot in life and should therefore adapt to the American way and
learn English. However. even after becoming bilingual, the immigrant
may he looked upon with suspicion: not only are there those from the
dominant society who don't want the immigrant to enter the mainstre:im,
but the ethnolinguistic group itself may not want a member to leave
his. her -own- domain. The bilingual speaker may he perceived by both
groups as overly ambitious. a social climber.

Th,' Immigrant Refugees. Vietcpuint

The displaced population wants the best of both vorlds2 - access to
privileges held and controlled by the English-speaking middle class and
maintenance of cultural distinctiveness. These desiderata are viewed as
contradictory even among the ethnolinguistic group. Language is a com-
ponent rperhaps the most salient) of groupness. Becoming bilingual will
affrd social mobility to the individual. but, when it occurs on a broad
scale. it spells social change. If the minority group wishes to share it the
rewards of the dominant society, language is what will prevent or

litate it. Striving for a comfortable place in both systems may be the
motivation for becoming bilingual. It is an instrumental force. How-

ever. Ih, .:mop's primordial et nolinguistic identity is associated with
language. -The tendency to reify the link between a culture and a particu-
lar use of language is as characteristic of those who make social judgments
of speakers of a foreign language as it is of' those so judged'' I Lambert, p.
1/fi.

Thy mnngrants' eyes are on the future. They recognize the necessity of
ring English, Nvertheless. they tend to settle in areas where others

speak their ra,ilive language. This allows the immigrant some comfbrt as
s he integrates into t he dominant society." Yet Fishinen has documented
the fact that urhan dwellers are more inclined toward language shift and

4
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rural dwellers are inclined to maintain their language. This contrast is
typical of the ambivalence inherent in populations experiencing language
shift.

From the onset of contact ( repeatable interactions) between the ethnic
group of the immigrant and the majority society, there is conflict. To quote
Schermerhorn as cited by Paulston ("Ethnic Relations" p. 244), "The
probability is overwhelming that when two groups with different cultural
histories establish contacts that arc regular rather than occasional or
intermittent. one of the two groups will typically assume dominance over
the other."4 Recognizing the unequal power configuration between the
majority and minority groups, there can be no doubt as to the triumph of
English. America is urban, industrialized, nationalized and nativistic, all
of which make it somewhat impermeable by the minority group. Addi-
tionally, at present, because of a troubled U.S. economy, there is competi-
tion among ethnic groups and between them and the majority society.

The Domains of Language -cur incliccao of L, rrosicrrl

We are all socialized into a community with certain conventions. When
that community experiences a major upheaval, there is dynamic change
and episodic transition until a point of stability is reach once again.
Language behavior among a dislocated population such as the In-
dochinese) reflects that sort of change.

An important area of study in sociolinguist is s is how much and when a
language (L, an&or ) is used. One way to investigate this is to observe
the selection and use of language in the major social institutions, such as
education, work, religion aad among friends and family. These are th,
domains of language. Choice of LI or English depends on the following:
situation, topic, role relationship, time or place. The trend reported by
Fishman in his chapter on Language Development Setting is
the steady expansion of English into every domain except the intimate
environment of the home. As English is used in more domains, the native
language becomes more compartmentalized and unclosed. This change
proc:ss is language shift.

Languag Shift
There seems to be a generational pattern of language acquisition and

believe the linear sequence listed below exemplifies a
classic series' of developmental stages in the acquiHition of L.

Degrees and Types of Bilingualism
( Language Maintenance and Displacement)

f. First Generation
A. Arrival of immigrants monolingual in Li
B. Limited Compound Bilingualism

. The immigrant learns La although it is relegated to only a
few domains outside the Li community.
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2. There is gradually increased contact with the English-
speaking community.
a. Some English vocabulary is incorporated into Li.
b. Oral English is characterized h,. interference from Li.

II. Second Generation
A. Marginal Ethnicity (the role of language in group identity)

1. Li and 11.2 are compartmentalized and independent of each
other.

B. Coordinate Bilingual
1. English gradually replaces the native language in certain

domains.
2. Individual members of the ethnolinguistic group achieve

status in their community as a result of having mastered L.
(This is a critical stage: a bilingual individual is now af-
forded social mobility; collectively bilinguality will cause
social change for the group.)

III. Third Generation
A. Monolingual in 112
B. (optional) Revitalization of the historic Li. The language of the

family's ancestry is studied because of its cultural value, as
opposed to ;t::, utility.

C. (optional) The historic LI is learned as a foreign language.

Einar Haugen represents the erosion of the native language and
displacement with 1/2 in a type of flow chart. His model of language
displacement is predicated on a non-stool-le bilingual situation where a
particular ethnolinguistic group is immer. ed in an environment where a
second language is dominant. Haugen's sequence of language shift begins
with a monolingual speaker of L. Over time, this individual acquires a
limited proficiency in the new language (1,2). The second generation* in
this process will be equally proficient in both languages, but will have
learned the native language of the parents first. Another possible route of
immigrant language acquisition for this generation would be complete
mastery of 112 with limited competency in Li (in some domains) due to lack
of use. (This is perhaps more likely to occur in the third generation.) The
next generation would likely yield bilingual speakers who have complete
mastery of the language of the majority society (formerly referred to as
L. ), yet have maintained some minimal fluency in the ancestral language
(Li) perhaps by studying it as a foreign language. Concluding this
change process are the subsequent generations who are now monolingual
in the dominant language of society.

Haugen does not refer specifically to change over generations, but over time.

(t
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In the terms used by Haugen:
A = the first language of the speaker
B = the second language learned
Capital letters mean full mastery.
Lower case letters mean incomplete mastery.
A = native monolingual
Ab = adult bilingual
AB = childhood bilingual ilearnedA first)
aB childhood bilingual (lost facility in a through lack of use)
BA= childhood bilingual (learned B first)
Ba = adult bilingual (acquired a as a second language)
B = monolingual in the new language

The stability of the ethnic group cannot depend solely on language,
though it is an important aspect of cultural survival. The language itself
will survive but may be actively or passively used by the group members
(It is the newest immigrants who feel the greatest intergenerational loss
of Li facility. The mother tongue is gradually replaced and the society is
unable or unwilling to establish or maintain institutional protection for
it.)

Compartmentalizing language to include or exclude individuals or
groups reflects a stratified society. Language is used for different func-
tions: for hearth and home the Li serves the purpose; for the more formal
domains of education and work, English must be used. Furthermore,
culture and language influence thought and the expression of personality.
Compartmentalized bilingual functioning is illustrated by Fishman's
chart entitled "Successive 'Stages of Immigrant Acculturation," below.
(Note Fishman's use of the term "acculturation" rather than "language
dominance.")

Bilingual
Functioning
Type

Compound
("Interdependent"
or fused)

DOMAIN OVERLAP TYPE
Overlapping Domains Nonoverlapping Domains

2. Second Stage
More immigrants know more
English and therefore can
speak to each other either in
mother tongue or English
(still mediated by the mother
tongue) in several domains of
behavior. Increasing
interference.

1. Initial Stage
The immigrant learns
English via his mother
tongue. English is used only
in those few domains (work
sphere, governmental sphere)
in which mother tongue
cannot be used. Minimal
interference. Only a few
immigrant) know n little
English.

"I did not account for this stage in the earlier explanation. It seems somewhat
unreasonable to accept complete mastery of A at this stage when it was not
completely mastered at the previous stage.

!4'
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Coordinate
Clruliperulent-1

:s Third St;ige
The languages function
independently of each other.
The number of bilinguals is ;it
its maximum. The second
generation (hiring childhood.
Stabilized interference.

1. Fourth Stage
English has displaced the
mother tongue from all but
the most private or restricted
dornai flti. Interh.rence
declines. In most cases both
languages function
independently: in others, the
mother tongue is tnedii!ted by
English (reverse direction of
Stage 1, but saint. type).

Schermer-horn, as quoted by Paulston, refers to centripetal and cen-
trifugal trends which are inclinations on the part At' the majority (superor-
dinate) minority (subordinate) groups to want to integrate /assimilate
or, in the case of centrifugal trends, to segregate and maintain their
separateness. Combining Fishman's sociolinguistic description of the
compound and coordinate bilingual with Schermerhorn's trends to assimi-
late or separate. and Hangen's intergenerational progression of language
displacement, the ambivalent context of a bilingual individual is
adequately defined.

Fact(ws Affrcting ,lbrinterumc

Language maintenlnce and the pace of language shift may be acceler-
ated or impeded by a variety of considerations. Some of these such as
geographic settlement are controlled by the marked language group.
( >then; such as the presence or absence ofa bilingu tl education program

are in the hands of the dominant English-speaking society.
There are few, if any self-sufficient groups in the mosaic of American

life. None lives in total isolation. Indeed the majority of refugees to our
shores find themselves dependent on the majority society until such time
as they have acculturated, learned English, and consequently are able to
establish their "'independence."

In this section I will discuss factors which affect language shift and will
provide illustrations of their influence on several ethnolinguistic groups.
the primary source of the categories discussed is from a chapter in La n-

grulge Loyalty by Heinz Kloss entitled -German American Maintenance
Efforts...

The existence of a hi ngurige island perpetuates Li usage. This may
describe certain Vietnamese settlements in the U.S. until such time as the
children are enrolled in public school and the adults are employed.

The suhpoints are also relevant to aspects of the Vietnamese situation
in America.

1. It is a large enough island to retain Li effortlessly. without language
maintenance programs per se. Large numbers and/or a language
island keep the Li useful. This does not mean, however, that the
language islands are homogeneous.

2. Where there are smaller language islands. la is in danger of being
swallowed up. Here the language-conscious ethnolinguistic group
proposes language maintenance prognuns.

,

k.f
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For example, German immigrants were dispersed throughout the
United States. In some locations, their numbers were small, but since
1910 no other language has been spoken by as large a proportion of U.S.
residents.

Education of the immigrant group affect:. native languag: mainte-
nance.

The Germans and -Jews established their own parochial schools. The
Vietnamese, representing Buddhist, Christian and other religious beliefs,
propose a maintenance bilingual program to be incorporated into the
framework of the existing American educational system. Religion is not a
unifying element for the Vietnamese.

The vitality of the ethnolinguistic group helps to maintain L. Quality
maintenance of the native language through the vitality or prestige of its
group members, and the use of the printed and spoken word help to
maintain the native language. For example, according to Howe in World
of Our Fathers, the arrival of the opinionated Yiddish newspaper into the
homes of-Jewish immigrants in America (even though they may not have
previously been in habit of reading a paper or enjoying the radio)
reminded them that they were alive. It was a stimulus to read and speak
the native language and was a link to their fellow immigrants.

Yiddish-speaking and German groups, in particular, established secu-
lar or sectarian schools. Yiddish language mainta nee depended largely on
the continual influx of new arrivals, settlement concentration, and per-
manence, more than infra -group maintenance efforts.

The Hungarians, las studied by Fishman) looking outward, established
organizations "to foster fraternal understanding among Hungarians liv-
ing in the United States as well as to maintain interest and sympathy
toward the affairs of the Hungarian nation, its language, and literature."
Many Hungarian:. however, planned to return to their homeland, and for
them there was little interest in developing Hungarian-American life in
the U.S.

This'desire to return to the native soil is also an expressed dream of
many Vietnamese. In the meantime, they are actively developing cultural
alliances among their numbers and promoting traditional celebrations.

Kloss also indicates some factOrs which may have an ambivalent effect
on the maintenance of Li.

I. High education of immigrants. The majority of Vietnamese in
Minneapolis are well - educated and held responsible positions in
Vietnam.

A. Positive aspect: This is conducive to self-respect, assertiveness
and the founding of bilingual schools.

B. Negative aspect: The immigrants are eager to participate in
economic, social and political affairs. They are upwardly
mobile.

In the case of the German-Americans, a rift developed at one point
between the bilinguals, a growing number of monolingual English intel-
ligentsia, and the German monolinguals.
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II. bur educatinn of immigrunts
A. Pnsitive aspect: This perpetuates strong group cohesion.

preserves common traditions and encourages separatism.
Negative aspect: There is a self-identification by some with the
English-speaking society and a rejection of the native lan-
guage.

In tracing the settlement patterns of the Hungarians, one learns that
the first group (,) settle in the United States lived and worked in mining
and factory towns. After World War I, the intellectuals emigrated to the
U.S. but were not interested in the affairs of the lower class (original(
immigrants. There developed a schism between these two divergent
socioeconomic groups. The situation of the Vietnamese in Minnesota
today is -comparable. The 1975 refugees were urban professionals. The
new wave of refugees are uneducated and rural.

Regarding identification with th? majority group (to the extent of
rejecting the Li t, the 1837 Pennsylvania State Constitutional Convention
is a case in point. An article was proposed by an Anglo-Saxon to support
common schools in English and German. It was defeated largely by the
Pennsylvania German delegates. Where bilingual laws were enacted, few
districts took advantage of them. Pennsylvania Germans felt it was "reac-
tionary" to resist the decline of the language. becauSe it would not serve
any utilitarian purpose to maintain it.

I am sure that the Vietnamese would find the possibility of their defeat-
ing legislation of this nature highly unlikely (assuming it were both
proposed and they were legislators). The Vietnamese.believe that. legisla-
tion for the maintenance of their Li would prevent its erosion and sub-
sequent loss. Legislation might prolong the use of Li but laws without
customs are in vain. As long as the rewards of society are greater in
English than Li Vietnamese is likely to be increasingly more com-
partmentalized.

Ill. Great numerical strength
A. Positive aspect: This allows a solid financial base for educa-

tional and other institutions.
B. Negative aspect: Numbers of people multiply the number of

contacts with the English environment which frequently lead
to factions.

The reinforcement of new waves of immigrants was considered by the
Germans to he an asset for native language maintenance. However, it
proved to be a drain on their resources the earlier arrivals couldn't
consolidate the gains they had made. The newcomers undermined the
self-confidence of the first arrivals. It showed them to be ignorant of trends
in literature, etc. in the homeland and made them aware of the mixture of
English and German they used as their native language.

In Minnesota there are several Vietnamese groups representing a
spectrum of ideologies. There is a great deal of rivalry and competition
among them.
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"IV. Smallness the group tax
A. Positive factor: It is easier for the leaders to control and direct.
B. Negative lactor: There is a feeling of hopelessnes:. regarding the

preservation of Li.
In rural counties in Minnesota there may only be a single Vietnamese

family. They come to Minneapolis-St. Paul to celehr te the traditional
Lunar New Year Cret),

The Hungarians were also scattered throughoy, th!r U.S and thereby
were exposed to greater total impact from Am _1-7, an life and culture. In
urban locales, they were often overwhelmer',

Like the Germans, the Yiddish-speak irg Jews and indeed every im-
migrant group seem to make an inst;o:Aire effort to hold on to the Ia.:,
gunge and their traditional way of lir . Ftc the Indochinese refugees, their
language is all they brought wit}: Ccnerally people who emigrate
because of oppression cling stro. to their native language.

V. Cultural / linguisti dissimilarity between minority and majority
groups
A. Positive aspect: 'Fhis enhances group consciousness.
B. .Negative aspect The younger generation Is eager to become

A merican and shed language and czatural cliffi'rences.

With World War I, there was an outburst of anti-German feeling in the
United States which became generalized to an anti-foreign feeling.
Nonetheless, or perhaps because of this, the German feeling of indigen-
ousness slowed the language shift.

Likewise for the Hungarians, the increased hostility solidified Hunga-
rian settlements.

There is certainly room for comparison with the Vietnamese: the U.S.
was humiliated in defeat in Southeast Asia; the American economy is in a
downward spiral, a situation often attributed in part to the war economy:
and now the Vietnamese alien refugees are streaming into America at a
rate of 14.000 per month. No wonder the reception for the Vietnamese is
offer luk,warm.

s in America, the holocaust was a devastating (although
vicari, ace. Their spirit was to endure. The Yiddish language
was an asp,A of tneir survival.

The Hungarians living in America also faced depression and war.
Young men were drafted. Churches to broaden their financial base
began to use the vernacular to attract more parishioners.

It seems that rapid, drastic social change affects the overall fortunes of a
language that reflects the changing fortunes of the speakers of the lan-
guage.

Religion has been a factor of sonic import for nearly every immigrant
population. The Catholic Church seems "ethnic-minded only when de-
manded by its worshipers. Some churches established in the Twin Cities
area are offering a special service in the language of their parishioners.

Because Minneapolis is predominately Lutheran, and this denomina-
tion sponsored many IndochifieSe families, there has been some pressure
by members of the sponsoring congregation to coerce Vietnamese families

n
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to attend the worship services of the sponsoring churches. Since the
Vietnamese may he Buddhist or Catholic, this has engendered some hard
feelings.

There was no national religion for the Hungarian immigrants, and so
they also lackcd this potential support for ethnicity.

Sociolinguistic Implications of Contact between LI and English

As language shift occurs, both the native language and English are
affected:

I. There is borrowing. This may he lexical or morphological as the
speaker attempts to reproduce in hi.-vher native language vocabul-
ary and/or patterns that have been learned in English. The meaning
of a word itself in Li may be expanded or contracted.

9. There issubstitution. Th6 familiar and most nearly related sounds of
Li are applied to English. There is a period of-time (and certain
domains) when this language shift is obvious because both lan-
guages are used and influence each other. Gradually the ling-listic
repetoire becomes leSs compartmentalized. Slowly, over genera-
tions, almost imperceptibly, language shift occurs. Reading and
writing resist the switch longest.

:3. There is a trend toward marginal ethnicity and restricted language
maintenance, a corOition sometimes referred to as "sem i-
ingual ism". 'Second-generation Americans recognize the attractive

life of the American middle class. They develop the skills and adopt
the cultural values to successfully integrate into the mainstream of
American life. There are new and greater rewards in the dominant
society. The only reward for maintaining 1,1 is group identity. But
even without the bond of native language, there is cohesion among
the members of the ethnic group.

There is a stigma to being a hyphenated American. Names be-
come Americanized.

Linguistic/social/economic barriers must all be surmounted, and
el. en Chun, social mobility may be unattainable. Due to the interac-
tion with the American host society and the urban, industrial na-
ture of the United States, there is a genera] tendency to de-
traditionalize and de- ethnicity. Succeeding in this, and entering an
up ardly mobile career, there is a concurrent increase in general
personal esteem and use of English. In the face of all this, the
Vietnamese refugee adults want to maintain their language for
future generations, via the public schools.

Initially I believed the influx of Indochinese refugees to be a unique
phenomenon. Reading the literature, I am cognizant that history is re-
peating itself. I am aware of some of the linguistic and non-linguistic
factors that affected the Jews, the Germans, the ungarians, and the
Norwegian immigrants. It has given me an enlightened perspective on the
Vietnamese. For the next thirty-five years, (the projected life span of
current middle-aged Vietnamese refugees) I believe their Li will be main-
tained with or without Title VII funding or other legislation. I don't expect
the controversy (over maintenance or transitional bilingual education) or
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the use of the Vietnamese language to continue (except in some homes)
beyond that time.

NOTES
I. -Marked" as Fishman describes it means special. unusual or dif-

ferent. It also implies "problematic, most likely to be discontinued,
. most conflicted, less well established, and, therefore, at least tempo-

rarily weaker than the unmarked language . . . That population
whose vernacular would not be recognized were it not for bilingual
(Aucation . . ." p. 36 "Philosophies of Bilingual Education in
Societal Perspective" included in Language Development in a Bilin-
gual Setting.

2. There are, of course, other postures that the national origin minor-
ity group may adopt with respect to the majority:
a. rebel against the native language/culture and vigorously try to
assimilate (This is referred to by Lambert as an "integrative"
force.)
h. reject everything American
c. withdraw apathetically

3. By contrast, however, the Norwegian immigrants' ancestors had
rarely communicated in Norway and were thrown into close contact
in America.

4. With reference to Brian Silver's article on "Russification", both it
and American assimilation (Americanization) have identical goals:
to transform ethnolinguistic groups objectively and psychologically
into Russians or Americans respectively. The means to this end is
_tolerance: in Russia, this tolerance is overtly structured by federal
policies and social/cultural guidelines to support national aware-
ness. In America, it is benign indifference to what is non-English
and "enclosure" of the speakers of a foreign language.

Heinz Kloss points out that the permissive attitude of the majority
group toward the minority may encourage a false feeling of cultural
security (though it also a :ws the establishment of organizations
and institutions by the ,nonority). The ultimate reward of suc-
cessfully participating in a transitional bilingual program is to be
exited from LI bilingual class and mainstreamed
To preserve group ethnicity most effectively, the mother tongue
must be taught, customs and traditions of the culture must be
preserved, and individual members must have a knowledge of the
cultural achievement and ideals of their heritage. The language
itself can best survive if it is either highly formal (ritualistic) or
extremely informal (intimate). Ideally it is the Lc which communi-
cates the native culture.
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THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC SURVEY IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION:

A CASE STUDY OF A BILINGUAL COMMUNITY

Adalberto Aguirre, Jr.
University of Wisconsin. Madison

The presence of bilingual education programs in the southwestern
United States is d: signed to promote the educational opportunities of
Spanish-speaking children. and to serve as a transitional vehicle for
moving these children into the mainstream society i COM-
MENT, 1979; Plastino, 1979). As a socializing agent in the public schools,
bilingual education is intended to reduce any cognitive constraints im-
posed upon Spanish-speaking children by their language, and by the
behavioral incorporation of stereotypical beliefs promoted within the
mainstream society. Implicit within bilingual education programs is the
assumption that members of' both the Spanish-speaking and the
mainstream society will accept bilingual education as creating an equita-
ble educational environment for all participants. However, under these
circumstances bilingual education becomes an accommodating agency for
the acceptance of differences between social and cultural environments
( Lewis, 1977).

The rapid expansion of bilingual education programs i 11 'uoi.ithwest-
ern United States dti:ang the past few years ha.- ;ught
about by court decisions, and federal/state legis!..twn (Carter, 1978; (..,_,n-

zalez. 1975). In a majority of cases, bili nguaT. :ducation program--; ha
been implemented to curb the increasing edncati i no;
Spanish-speaking students in the public .il(i w.H000t fwusing on
systems ofsocial inequality the school contir les tA our-Land transmit'.
The manifest function for introducing educi.. ion programs into a
community has been to demonstrate concern .. 'or the r.t -;,.,prived"
group of people, while its latent function ha been t: . heir
rapid implementation, without taking accoun'. of I he corn ii y's needs.
increases their chances of being non-productiv As a result, much im-
plementation of bilingual education programs ha occurred without corr.
prehensive sociolinguistic analyses of the target sttzlent populations. a-
their respective school-community environments! IAA JO-re
1976).

For iIstance, the available criteria for the selection 0/ a bilingual
education program has usually been based on very limited language
assessments ---- language assessments that are often t he interpretation of

Copyright 1980 Adalberto Aguirre, Jr. All rights reserved.
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a communit(.s needs by nn external agency, or 1),)(ly of professionals.
rather than Coe community's evaluation of its own linguistic needs"
I Mackey & Ornstein. 1977). As a result, many of the .bstacles hilinguul
ed twat ion programs encounter in their implementation stem from the
lack and depth of the assessments. :tint from the lack of collaboration
bet ween the C0111111111tity and educational planning agency.

Despite the legal requirement that a language assessment of the stu-
dent. population he a prerequisite fca- the development of a bilingual
()ducat ion program, such assessment is usually limited to an analysis of
the first acquired language. the language normally spoken, and the
language most Often spoken in the home (Rice, 1976; Mercer & Mercer,
1979). There-is a need, however, logo beyond this superficial evaluation of
linguistic background, and to begin supplying policymakers with findings
and recommendations focusing on a collaborative effort between the
community and school: A collaborative ellbrt that examines such issues as
the 1150 ;1110 demand for languages in the community, the general profi-
ciency of parents and educators in those languages. and support for their
use in t he schools (Fishman & Lovas, 1972; Cohen, 1975i.

(.,,nunttnity Parlictputron

The decentralization process taking place in Ailli.rit.(11 education has
affected most federal and state compensatory education programs, includ-
ing bilingual education. The regulations now involve the community in
t he planning, implementation. and evaluation of bilingual programs
( Brown, 1975; Pena, 197(i). The Transitional Bilingual Education Law of
Massachusetts, fur example, stipulates that the in i aigual education unit,
in its development of an education program, shall support the participa-
t ion of a wide spectrum of people concerned with educating children of
limited-English-speaking ability in the formulation of policy and proce-
d-res. Wtserstein (1975) describes, fbr example, how a community in
Delaware was influential in developing. and later monitoring, its bilin-
gual education program. Similarly, Melikoff 1972) reports how the com-
munity ()1St. Lambert ( French-speaking Canada) was largely responsible
for t he (Teat on °fa bilingual program, and Foley (1976) describes how the
Spanish-speaking population of Crystal City, Texas took control of the
school system and instituted a 1K.12 bilingual education program.

In recognition of the impact a community can and should have on
bilingual programs, educators widely recommend strong community sup-
port in all aspects of the program ( Edwards, 1976). To minimize potential
resistance ti) a bilingual education program by responding to community
demands for a staff attuned to the needs of the target ethnic group. it has
heroine common practice for school systems to recruit personnel from the
ethnic community for staffing (Betances. 1977). The most expedient, ap-
proach is to:

I. employ available teachers and administrators who belong to the
sante ethnic group as the students,

2. ,:uppletnrm I the classroom teachers assigned to the bib ngttal pro -
;_;r1111 Ith p:tr:Ip/-40..-;;;101111ti 11)111 the local ethnic conummity.
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It is expected that a teaching/administrative staff that bqlongs to the
ethnic population served by a bilingual program will be m,:re attuned to
the needs and desires of that community, and will be supportive of the
bilingual program during all its stages.

Implicit in these staffing strategies, however, is the assumption that
ethnic homogeneity among group members will extend to the sharing of
language use patterns, or that members will share the same everyday
patterns of language use. The assumption becomes problematic when one
considers that social and economic differences between school staff and the
community may be of such magnitude that both groups may not have
similar sociolinguistic orientations, especially in terms of the role Spanish
and English are to play in education (Epstein,1977).

In addition, any divergence that arises between the bilingual teaching
staff and the' community being served by the school may largely he the
result of concomitant effects from socioeconomic differences and an orien-
tation to an English-speaking environment. For example, potential con-
flict between the two groups may center on the emphasis to be placed on
English and Spanish in education''. While on the one hand, the community
may favor the use of Spanish in all school subject areas, on the other, the
teaching/administrative staff may seek to promote English rather than
Spanish in order to expand the socioeconomic expectations of the bilingual
students. It is proposed, therefore, that even when the school staff and
local community are both bilingual and members of the same ethnic
group, their sociolinguistic characteristics must he assessed so as to
minii:.ize potential resistance to bilingual education stemming from
school. '..ommunity conflicts.

Our Purpose

The need for reliable information on which to base language policy is the
major justification for sociolinguistic surveys. The major task of the
sociolinguistic survey is to provide an accurate representation of a com-
munity's sociolinguistic situation for those responsible for language policy
decisions. The attention in the United States on the educational problems
of children who speak a language other ',rum English creates a need for
sociolinguistic information regarding such topics as effects of language on
s( 1 status, the contribution of mother tongue education to cognitive

'opment, and the group status of language. This sociolinguistic in-
.ition is vital to those in a position to develop materials, and imple-

ment educational programs, if they intend bilingual education programs
to produce substantial results. For instance, sociolinguistic surveys are
widely used in multilingual societies to insure compatahility between
school and community goals, and consequently, to increase the chances for
attaining significant results (Kloss, 1969; Alleyne, 1975; Fishman, 1972;
Verdoot, 1974; Ohannessian & Ansre, 1975).

Our purpose in the following pages is to present some results from a
sociolinguistic survey focusing on a collaborative effort between the school
and community for the formulation of language policy and selection of a
bilingual education program. Our approach incorporates many of the
sociolinguistic variables .,t.lined by Reyburn (1975), and many of the
sociolinguistic decision-making variables discussed by Fishman & Lovas
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( 1972), necessary tla e for,itilation of language policy. Specifically, the
survey is designed to pr, yid information regarding the sociolinguistic
parameters in the bilingual community, identification of' the transfer or
maintenance status of Spanish a the community, and the selection of a
bilingual education program.

Principal areas in which our survey was administered are presented in
Figure 1. Parents and educators are compared on the following variables:
demographic background, self-reported proficiency in Spanish and in
English, and actual versus preferred language use by social situation. The
demographic variables encompass ethnicity, native language, respon-
dent's place of birth, and parent's place of birth. The proficiency variables
include understanding. speaking, reading, and writing capabilities in
each language. The totality of this information should also permit us to see
if' ethnic homogeneity between parents and educators extends to their
sociolinguistic characteristics.

FICIURE I

AREAS OF INVESTRiATInN

Social Areas
Mass

Snciitl (:roups Room tirhu,rl Church Su rvicos

PARENTs,
Reported Language

Use X N Y N X
Preferred Ling, .ge

Use N N \i" X N

L. I)U (' )RN=

Reported Language
Use N N T X

Preferred Language
Use N N N

X. arras oxaminod and untilyiod in this report
`1. dro;is but not itintlyzod in this report
'ptiront.s of children onrulltql ut school K. 12. but not oniployd by lhr scho,1 111.-1110
41111111 Stair ,CIPIldary and tdoinnntary touchers ddrninist,.ators Irl K-12

The Bilingual Community

Our research site was a rural bilingual community of approximately
2500 people located in the north-central section oColorado. The commu-
nity has remained relatively isolated from the socioeconomic mainstream
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of American society by avoiding exposure to some of the economic trans-
formations (largely brought about by the historical introduction of the
railroad and/or the mining industry) that other Spanish-speaking com-
munities in the southwestern United States have undergone. One observ-
able result of' the community's rural and socioeconomic isolation is strong
support fin- maintaining the Spanish lang,uage

The bilingual education program has been in the community schools for
four years. The program was initially designed to play both a restoration
role, for monolingual English speakers in the ethnic population, and a
transitional one, for the monolingual Spanish speakers in the ethnic
population. Operating from kindergarten through the fourth grade,
serves approximately 175 students, and has a staff of eight teacher-aides,
on community coordinator, and a program coordinator.

Bilingual education was introduced in the school under the assumption
that its predominantly Mexican-American teaching/administrative staff
would automatically support the program. Bilingual teacher aides were
added to the staff to on/pie/nen! the classroom teachers rather than to
supplement them as is common practice when a teacher is known to have
limited-Spanish-language skills. However, instead of increasing the pro-
gram's support, the introduction of the teacher aides produced serious
misunderstandings over the role of the teacher and teacher aide in the
program; misunderstandings that forced the community to reexamine the
role of bilingual education in the community. As we will attempt to
illustrate with our data, the differential sociolinguistic orientations of
teachers and parents were quite instrumental in creating an aura of
confusion for the bilingual program.

This bilingual community is, then, an excellent location in which to
investigate the question of whether ethnic homogeneity between the
teaching.'administrative staffand the community extend, to the emphasis
on language choice in the school. In this community, one is more likely to
find the maintenance of the Spanish language and culture, and a high
degree of ethnic homogeneity betv.,een parents and educators, when com-
pared to urban or less isolated rural areas. However, the conflict it his
community regarding the implementation and orientation of the oilin-
gual education program warrants the obFervation that ethnic
homogeneity may not extend to the sociolinguistic characteristics of the
school personnel and the immediate community concerned with the cch-
cational process.

Data CIVIerlion Provethin's

To determine general language 1.1se and language preference 1,atterns
for educators ( N= 37) and parents ( 35) in selected :social situations, a
questionnaire consisting of fifty-three items was administered. Th
tionnaire was administered to respondents in the language in MI ;hey
indicated feeling most comfortable (e.g., :4!):.nish or Ene ',).

Respondents were also asked to r' at: a description of four bilingual
education models that illustrated ti-9 approximate amount of Spanish and
English spoken throilghout the grades (see Figure 2). The respondent's
understanding of these models was closely monitored before heishe was
asked \A hat type of program th y would lilt_ implemented in th.2ir schools.
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Results ai;(I Annl.vsis

The adult bilingual community examined in this study appears to be
undergoing a language shift from Spanish to English language use. While
respondents do report being able to speak and understand both languages,
they also report having better literacy skills in English than in Spanish
( see 'Fable I and Table 2). This result is a sociolinguistic condition condu-
cive to language shift in a bilingual community (Gal, 1979): in this case, a
shift from Spanish to English.

TABLE I
SPANISH PRoFiciliNcy SELF-ESTIMATES

t.*()R PARENTS AND EDUCATORS

P:cent,
N :I.

Understnnding Ability
excellent 26';

good tilt;
fair Cl'.11

Speaking Ability
excellent 17';

good 03';
fair 2(Y;

Reading Ability
eXecItellt 20';

good 17`/
ran. ;

Writing Ability
xi:client

good
fair

32',
,

2(Y,)

Educators
(1,,; 371

30`;
43';
27';

22';

:15';

35'7,

22';

52';
2,1';
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TAIII,E 2

53

ENULISII PROFICIENCY SELF-EsTimAEs
FOIL PARENTS AND EDUCATORS

Paront.-i
35)

Understanding Ability

Educators
(N T:1

excellent 20.; 59';
good
fair

39`.;

Speaking Ability
excellent 23"; 49';

good 53'; 43";
fau 2; 8`.;

Reading Ability
excellent 26'; 57';

good 66'; 38';
Fair 8'; 5';

Writing Ability
excellent 23'; 57';

good 5 4 l;
fair 26q 2q

Some. interesting variation occurs when one examines parents' and
educators' self-identification fbr ethnic and linguistic background. While
the majority of adult respondents identified themselves Ls Mexican
American, a small number of educators selected the term Hispanic as an
identity marker (see Table 3). This slight difference in ethnic identifica-
tion becomes understandable when one considers the fact that, tradi-
tionally, Hispanic has been a label employed by individuals possessing
either a certain level of material affluence and/or an extended post-
secondary educational background.

Regarding their linguistic background, eighty-six percent of the par-
ents, compared to sixty-seven percent of the educators, reported Spanish
as their native language (see Table 3). This result is also supportive of the
general patterns for language proficiency self-estimates in Table 1 and
Table 2: parents report themselves as having a much better command of
communication skills in Spanish than in English, while educators rated
themselves as having a better command of communication skills in
English than in Spanish. In addition, the results presented in Figure 3.
allows one to observe a higher level of self-reported proficiency in English
than in Spanish.

Reported Use and Pref('rre(I Use of Language

When asked to report *.heir level oilanguage use and preferred language
use in a variety of given .social situations, parents, in general, report using
and preferring Spanish across the given social situations, while educators,
in general, report using and preferring English across the given social
situations (see Table 41. When respondents were asked to list the language
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'TABLE 3

DEMOGRAPHIC BACKGROUND OF
PARENTS AND EDUCATORS

I.:ducat
Backgriaind N 351 :11

Ethnicity
Hispanic U 11Y:i

Mexican American IOW; 8

Native Language
English 14'; 33';
Spanish 86"; 67';

Birthplace iCommunityl
Native 86'; 'ZS'?

Non-native 14";

Father Born in Community
Yes 89'; 77';
No 11'; 23';

Mother Born in Community
Yes 91"; 1';

No T.; 19`'l

FIGURE :3

OVERALL RESPONDENTS' SELF-REPORTED PROFICIENCY
FOR COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN ENGLISH AND SPANISH

E3 Spanish

English

EX GD FA
Understanding

EX GD FA
Speaking

EX GD FA
Reading

EX GD FA
Writing
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they 1,voul,i prefer their children use withh grandparents and friends, par-
ents report a preference for Spanish, while educators report a preference
ki English 'see Table 5).

'FABLE 1)

PREFERRED I.ANCJIm;1(', DSAGE
FOR CHILDREN

,N (N

with grandparents
Englv:h 3(Y;

Spanish 71)';

th friends
English II'; 56';

Spanish 1;9;

Mass Media

Despite the limited availability ofSpanish-language media in the area

which may explain why respondents employ mostly English-language
media), parents report a much greater preference for Spanish
media than educators Isee Table 6). While it might appear that educators
prefer media in either language, comparatively speaking, there is a slight

direction in their responses for English language medlar'.

Selected Social Services

Medical and legal services are available and utilized in either language
by respondents, However, when compar'ed, a higher percentage of parents

report making use of services where mostly Spanish is spoken than do

educators. The language in which these services are obtained probably
differs among our inflirmants because parents are more likely to make use

of local services, whose staffs are primarily bilingual, whereas educators,
for the most part, seek these services outside of the community in an urban

area whose staffs are more likely to be predominantly English-speaking
(see Table 7).

Typf. of Bilingual Program

The majority of educators reported a preference) for a partial model,

while parents reported a preference for a maintenance model. Asked why

they preferred the transitional model, educators mostly replied that (1) a
maintenance model would he detrimental to the development of English,

and: or (2) the implementation of a transitional model would he less prob-

le mat is in terms ofsuch factors as personnel and scheduling (see Table 8),

65



Reported Use

Spanish

Preferred Use

TABLE (i

11ASS N1EDIA USE AND PREFERENCE

IlY LANGUAGE

Tclov Isom Pr' gnas ltaMo Programs Maws

Pat Ed' Pa Ed Pa Ed

8fif; 8:1'.; M.Y; 6r; 88'.'; 17'.;

1,1'; 17',; 21Y; 119(.; l'?",; 11';

English ft; 1,1'; 117'; 11)';

Spanish 59c( 631; 9V; 56'

'Ed ElltIrdfor,

Ed

H5'; 67'; ti

15'; 113'; z

18'; 5,1( ;

17r,

0,

ti
82e; 16';

sa
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TABLE 7
REPORTED USE AND PREFERRED USE
OF NIEDICAL AND LEGAL SERVICES

BY LANGUAGE

Reported I sage Medical

Pa' Ed"
1.cg.11

Pa Ed

Ntostly English 30", til'ir 59"; 86";

Mostly Spanish (ii4'; :15'; 41'; 14'i

X2 -4.96, p .05 V 7.0, p .05

Preferred Usage
Mostly Erglish :16"; 17'; 53';

Mostly Spanish 79"; (14'; 83"; 47';

X' 1.115 X' 9.94, p .05

r Parent,

TyprofPn,Kr:Iftl

"Ed Educator,

TABLE 8
REPOItTE1) PREFERENCES FOR 1111.EM ;UAL

E1)1.',1'AION PRO( ;RANI

Maintenance
Partial -- Transitional

Pdrnt, 1:(1twa1 ,rs

Na,;

17';

X. 12.21. p .05

4:1';

57';

111111ar

For more than a century this bilingual community has maintained the

use of Spanish for various societal functions. However, as our results
demonstrate, despite a rather high level of loyalty to Spanish, the commu-

nity's adult population reports greater usage of English than Spanish,
Such results can probably be attributed to generational forces in the
population, the decreasing reliance on Spanish in formal social domains,
and the increasing participation of the community's young in urban edu-
cational institutions that art,. for the most part, oriented :o an English-

speaking world.
The introduction of a transitional bilingual education program four

years ago was in conformity with the state's bilingual education policy.
Since it was not based on a sociolinguistic assessment of the community,
however, the program was not consonant with the preferences of the
community regarding the retention and promotion of its linguistic and
cultural heritage. Consequently, conflicts within and between the school

and community occurred regarding the direction, implementation, and
productivity of the bilingual program. As w resu tsclearly de monstra ,e,

not only do educators and parents 11 their sociolinguistic char-
acteristics, but they differ in their of a bilingual education
program model. The assumption the ..thing /administrative staff
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in bilingual programs are themselves reflective in their behavior of com-
munity bilingual goals and orientations is seriously questioned by this
study.

Despite the limited scope of our study, our findings have served to
illustrate the utility of conducting a sociolinguistic survey focusing on the
interrelatimiships between community and school goals regarding biling-
ual education If letnandez-Chavez, 1978). On the one hand, it demon-
strates the survey's use in evaluating the general assumption of ethnic
homogeneity, while on the other, it demonstrates the survey's effective-
ness in revealing the differential values, vis-a-vis reported language use
and preferred language use. that bilingual speakers place on their lan-
guage choice. The latter is an issue that has escaped serious attention from
researchers iii bilingual education. This might explain why so many of our
bilingual education programs are riot really interested in bilingualism. its
much as in their service to a much larger educational process that is
largely bureaucratic in nature. As such, bilingual education becomes
simply another ialdition to the body of myths in American public educa-
tion, rather than a challenge.

NOTES
1. Regarding the argument for equality of opportunity, it is . ill not

clear that education is a major factor in determining future careers
and social class. As Blau and Duncan (1967) have demonstrated,
only structural changes in society are the primary causes of mohil-
ity. Bilingual education is designed to have effects on an educational
environment, rather than to cause, or force, change within the
educational system. As a result, the concern with educational in-
equality is not necessarily going to reduce the student's social in-
equality (Aguirre, 19791.

2. The fOcus is, therefore, not on the cum/du/rue growth of these pro-
grams, as much as it is on their aggregate nature. The lack of
integration between school and community goals in the develop-
ment of' a bilingual education program predicates that growth, in
terms of program expansion in the school curriculum, will arise out
of a series of compromising situations between the school and com-
munity. As such, growth is additive, with the goal being to attain it
large enough aggregation to demonstrate progress. Thus, it is usu-
ally the aggregate nature of these programs that is empleyed in the
evaluation process to demonstrate the lack of cumulative growth in
hilingual education programs.

3. This perspective is, of course, not unique to bilingual education.
Sociologists have long tried to demonstrate that people directly
affected by public policy are rarely included in the policy- making
process. For specific discussion of linguistic minorities and policy
issues see: Glaser & Possuny (1979:294-326), Wenner) 1976), McRae
1970), Leibowit:t (1976)..

-1. For example. participants of the 1974 Chicano Teachers Conference
argued that Chicano school personnel in the Southwest are usually
not responsive to the, cultural and language need; of Chicano stu-
dents, i.ad that the teachers and principals are largely the product of'

4

;
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LINGUISTIC PROFICIENCY:

HOW BILINGUAL DISCOURSE CAN SHOW THAT A CHILD HAS !T

Maryellen Garcia
National t 'enter for Bilingual Research at SWRI,

INTRODUCTION
.Judgments about the linguistic proficiency of bilinguals -- aspecially

for the practical purpose's of educating bilingual children are often
made without an understanding of how the knowledge of two languages
may function together as a single communication resource. :lypotheses
advanced in previous theoretical work in bilingualism have often been
canonized as fact; the necessity of applying the available theoretical
constructs to practical problems in bilingual education has precluded the
critical testing of the theories of the early sixties. The area of language
testing is one in which the need for theoretical and empirical work is great,
but the necessity for application based on existing theories has been
greater. Current notions of linguistic proficiency, reflected in language
tests, are based on a monolingual model of language use, whereby it is
appropriate to speak only in one language at a time in one situation. These
attitudes toward the appropriate use of language have become wide-
spread. Many educators feel that mixing languages is undesirable linguis-
tic hehavior, billing outside the bounds of true linguistic proficiency. This
negative attitude is implied by the term "linguistic interference," some-
times applied to such phenomena.

Because linguistic proficiency is equated with monolingual proficiency,
a bilingual child's linguistic proficiency is assessed on the basis of haw
well he or she can speak one language at a time, an expectation about
language use that is foreign to the experience of many bilingual children.
Furthermore, such evaluations of' monolingual proficiency are usually
based on the results of a language assessment instrument, administered
in a highly artificial speech situation created solely for the purpose of
evaluating language, not for purposes ofcomrnunication, Because linguis-
tic proficiency is usually equated with producing the correct sounds,
grammatical forms, and syntactically correct responses in the one lan-
guage that is bring used in the evaluation, a child is deemed to be linguis-
tically proficient in two languages, i.e., a proficient bilingual, only upon
demonstrating the forma II:: correct usage of each language independently
of the other in such a testing situation. An alternative view, presented
here, is that .e bilingual child uses his or her linguistic repertoire, i.e., the
language's at his or her disposal, as part of a single, fully integrated
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conununication resource, and that the languages arc to be evaluated as
components of a single skill, that of communication.

Much of this presentation examines the question of the linguistic
proficiency of bilinguals as it is reflected in a child-adult interview, a
speech situation which is similar to that created by adults who administer
language assessment instruments to children. The discourse in which the
child e,:hibits his linguistic proficiency is not in his own monologues, for
the interview format does not allow for them. Disc .curse is used here in its
interactive sense. Each turn taken by the participants in the interview is
part of the discourse. The linguistic proficiency exhibited is that of the
child's ability to communicate in a difficult, artificial speech situation.
The fact that the primary language of the interaction is Spanish, and the
child provides some of his responses in English does not detract from the
fact that they serve the interactional and communicative goals of the
interview. Because the complementary use of two languages in a single
situation is not usually recognized as a type of l inguistic proficiency, in the
ilex! section 1 discuss this possibility in terms of the traditional thinking
on I is proficiency and the broader notion of communicative
te nee

Pro/1c/. vwy

The traditional approach to describing !oficiency may be found in
Mackey (1968). He talks about proficiency in terms of an individual's
mastery of "all four basic skills," i.e., comprehension and expression in
iioth oral and written language. He further notes that mastery of a ski': is
not uni from across the various linguistic levels, which he identifies as:
phonological I or graphic), grammatical, lexical, semantic, and stylistic.
He writes. **What has to he described is proficiency in two sets of related
variables, skills, and levels" (1968:556). Table 1, taken from his article,
illustrates the levels and skills to which he refers.

Table 1: Mackey'; levels of linguistic proficiency

Ski//s

Phonological
Graphic

A li

Listening
Reading
Spiiiiking
Writing

L//././s

(1raininatical Lexical

B A B

Semantic SLyilS.LIC

A B A 13
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While it seems reasonable to include these components into a general
measure of-proficiency." it ignores the importance orthesocial element of
langudige use. lecognithin of the sucici-cultural VOIlt.l.N1111%vhiuk) Iiinguage
I /1)1Tilit'S hits led to the characterizat ion of linguistic proficiency as coin-
mimic:it lye competence_ Communicat lye competence is a term discussed

lengti in Ilyines (1972) and generally accepted in recent literature on
langunge use in educational contexts as the most useful %,vity of char-
acterizing. linguistic competence 1 e.g.. CazdenAohn. Ilyms 11172i. it is
t he view that knotting a language means being proficient not only in the
grammatical forms:Ind attendant skills it language, but in its appro-
priate use in its social not cultural settings. Because communicative
competence includes the more t nicht ional aspects of i.,ilguistic proficiency
and adds ;mot her aspect of proficiency, the sociu-cultural dimension. to its
ch:inicterizut ion, it seems the preferahle, nuu c inclusit e concept by which
to characterize linguistic proficiency. This is !Rust rated in Vigure 1. which

itased nn MacLey's Table I. ntnintiniciitive cnnipetetwo in the inter-
vow .situation to he examined ine:ins that the participants speak a

or languages appropriate to the participants and the setting of the
tuation. in addition to using linguistic forms appropriate to the clis-

eiiiirse.

111,1.,101
r t!1 I. ..111,1,11

I: .1

co.

s(1(1( I 'NTI:ATti 111.

pr,11]; ; I)0,0s for L0otimuniezitivc cl,mpt.t1,11(

11(iler

;111:11.v7..(1. aro segments of a :-:.panish Lriguitge interview with a
11'11111g-flit! Nlexiciin-American child. The interview was one Of hVent y-four
111,11 %vre dun, pant 1 a proton in the Foreign Language Education
renter at the rniversily of Texas it Austin in 1967.1 The pruject was
undertaken to survey t he language of pre-school live-year-olds in Texas.

.ere selected to port icipate because they were able to converse in
kith Spanish and English. It was expected that the langl, ige samples

he used in the future for linguistic analysis:1nd vocalmiary studies.
I hie of the obict Ives of the fieldwork was to fifteen-minute interviews

--t .
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in both languages from ei:;:h of the cd ldren in the sarl.e . The interviews
all followed the same basic formai, the adult interviewers using pictures
and toys in eliciting various types of responses from the children. The most
familiar of these stimuli is probably the set of' photograpi-!s used in the
Illinois Test of Psycholingnistic Abilities rITPA? hich ads() provides for
some of the elicitation protocols used in the inter

I should point out that the inte;view portion of the data collet.t. ion effOrt
was not intended to elicit connected discourse. 'fhe interviews attempted
to collect language samples from the children in a specified interview
format. Provisions were made for collecting other types of language out put
from the child. such as dialogues, which called for more .7onnected dis-
course (Cornejo, 1969:56). Transcripts of those kinguage samples were ii,;?
available for .inalysis. however.

In using one of the interviews in this analysis, my purpose is to
comment on child-adult interviews in general, especially because lan-
guage collected in interview situations such as this is often used as a
reflection Of linguistic competence. This particular interview serves to
illustrate a bilingual communicative competence rather than a monolin-
gual linguistic proficiency. It shows thwl., although little real communica-
tion takes place, the child knows enough about the interview situation to
get through it successfully. using his knowledge of language and discourse
to achieve that goal.

The interview selected for analysis here was chosen" because the child
appeared to be an exceptionally effective communicator within the limits
of the situation he found himself in. The child understood that the goals of
the interaction were for him to respond as cooperatively as possible to the
questions put to him by the adult interviewer. He was very good at
understanding the type of response that was expected when the elicitation
format char_;ed. Furthermore, although the primary language of the
interview was Spanish, the child's use of English in the instances when he
used it were often grammatically and semantically appropriate to the
question in Spanish which elicited it. The child had the ability to integrate
the two languages in the discourse, showing an awareness that switching
tai English would be appropriate to the language abilities of the inter-
viewer and at the same time consistent with the communicative goals of
the situation.

The following section examines how this linguistic proficiency is man-
ifested in the discourse. identifying the goals of the interaction for each of
the participants. noting the effect of the secondary language choices of the
child on the goals of the interaction, how they seem to be evaluated by the
adult in the situation, and their appropriateness to the discourse in terms
of the semantics and the syntax of' the previous person's turn in the
dialogue.

The Spooch Situation

The speeCh situation in which this discourse takes place is that of a
t wo-party interview. Using the structure ofa typical interview as a model.
we know that each participant has a different role to play. One party, the
interviewer, controls turn-taking and topic selection by posing questions
or otherwise prompting responses. The other party, the interviewee, usu-

ry
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ally does not hart the right to ask questions of the interviewer, or to
initiate new topics in the discourse. The interviewee may ask clarification
questions, and may expand a response until it is felt that enough informa-
tion has been given. ) be minimally cooperative in an interview, the
interviewee responds to the interviewer's questions with a response which
is syntactically and propositionally appropriate to the question in the
previous turn in the discourse, interviewer may reinforce the re-
sponses elicited by his'her questh,.. and, in normal adult-adult interac-
tion. signals a topic shift, in the interview by an appropriate verbal
marker, such "To change the subject . . .," or, -Speaking of . . .," and
so on. Abrupt topic change in an adult conversation may be interpreted as
rudeness on the part of the topic-changer, or as negative reinfbrcement of
the response. With a child, the adult interviewer may not feel the need to
in,irk topic change in the discourse due to the respective statuses of the
participants.

In child-adult interviews. a social imbalance exists because the adult is
perceived by the child as more knowledgeable about the world in general.
That perception of the adult as world authority, told her with the adult's
role as interviewer in this interactional context, makes the adult v.
powerful in this situation. In the case of an interview with a Mexican-
American child, there is a cultural tradition of respecting one's elders
which may affect the child's pertbrina nee in the interview situation
toward maximum cooperation with the interviewer.

The interview which is analyzed here takes place in the living room of
the home of the child to be interviewed, which provides an informal setting
for the interaction, The participants are an adult. male interviewer, bilin-
gual in Spanish and English, and a five-year-old boy who has been judged
to be a balanced bilingual on the basis of a previous conversation. The
reason fbr the interview is to sample the child's Spanish language produc-
tion. The interviewer does this by using illustrations and objects to pro-
vide the topics of the discourse, and by using a variety of language elicita-
tion strategies, including sentence completion, information questions
:!bout the pictures, requests for elaboration, and requests fbr description.
As previously mentioned, the interview is fifteen minutes lung. For this
microanalysis of t he interactive discoLrse of the interview. I have selected
two segments which seem to be representative.

Analysis n1 i.nsc(ours,

The interactional goals of the discourse are not those which would be
expected of a typical interview between adults, in which one party would
be trying to obtain information about the other, or would be evaluating the
other person in light of his or her responses as in a job interview. In this
child-adult interview. communication between the participants, for in-
stance, the exchange of information, ideas, opinions, and the like, is not an
important interactional goal, even though some communication must
take place in order for the discourse to servo the purpose of elicitMg a
Spanish language sample from the child. The infbrmation communi

the interviewer to the child is more important. than vice-versa bc.:ause
the child Reeds to iinticipate what the interviewer will accept is nn
appropriate response. The interviewer's goal for the interaction see.ns to

,)
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he to keep the interview moving through the elicitations to obtain a
maximum number of responses. The child's goal tiff the interaction seems
to he lull cooperation with the interviewer to get through the unfamiliar
situation as quickly as possible. We keep these interpretations in mind as
we analyze the selected se:anents of the interview:

SEGMENT I: V;oril Elicitation

titen'trIc Scgmcril

I INT: ,'QUe es

:i. INT ,..Para (pie sieve?
.1. No verbal response)

NT. Robert., i.que es esto?
6. I'll
7. INT ,l'ara qui. sieve?
5. I 'IL l'ajugar.
9. INT: ,-,A nue .juegas?

W. Ch. rabrar. shear
iClavar, Clavai

11. ,.(2tie (lavas?
12 (11:

1:i INT: ,,I)oncle?

14. I 'iv. Afuera.
15. INT: Alura, bolo. Dime.

;vie qui*, color es el
martin&

16. ill. heed. (Rojo)
17. INT: 5i. Y este palito,

.de nue color es?
1M. CIF Whae.IBlance
It; INT eso, ,,que es? ,-I'.orno

se llama 'so? ,.,De qui;
c,,lor es?

20. 1.,.//ow. I Amarillo)
91. INT: ,l'ara nue sieve?
22. CIL Pa' jugar.
2I. INT: juegas con el.?
2.1. (.11: No verbal response.i
25. INT: ,'.()tie forma tiene? ;,Es

reclondo, o (pc?
2k. ('h: (Redondo)

27. INT: I gusto?
to gusto?

2) . Ch: l'orque me gusto tido.
211. INT gusto todo,

,,Si'? ,,Qui. 1.50 yue

Trun.,:ation

What is that?
Jammer.

V;liat is it Mr?

Robert, what is this'?
;Duni:net-I
What is it used for?
To play with.
What do you play [with iti'?
Nailing, nailing.

\'s'luit do you nail'?
Ilmmmmm.
Where'?
Outside.
Outside, hymn. Tell me, wimt
color is the hammer?

Red.
Yes. And this little stick,
what color is it?
White.
And what is that'? What is it
called? What color is it'?

Yellow.
What is it used for?
're play with.
[low do you play with it'?

What shape is it? Is it
round, or what?
Round.
Do you like it?
Why do you like it'?
Because I like everything.
You like everything: huh'.'
Yeah? What is this
over here?
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The- segment of the interview illustrates t he great amount of control
Coat Ole adult interviewer has over the verhal interaction in the situation.
:!Vhen the child is slow to respund, as in turn the interviewer recycles not
the immediately preceding quest ion, but the question which initiated the
topic. hammer. The initial sequence repeats in turns 5, fi, and 7, and the
appropriate response is given in turn S. The interviewer keeps hiumner ns
the topic for his turns 9. I 1, ;Ind 15, the latter introducing color as a
t,,pic as well. Subsequently, the interviewer eh,:nges the

! epic of the
que.st um, to color, and elicits a series of color terms in English.

It is curious that the interviewer does not request that the child repeat
the first color 111:-;%Ver in Spanish. our does he recycle the question fur
;-",panish respunse. in view of the iict that he is interested in the child's
Spanish vocabulary. Iris strategy for controlling the language of the
iutery iew may be to keep his own questions in Spanish, but his obvious
understanding of th, terms in English as answers to his qut-,tions indi-
cates to the child that in hi, situation, either Spanish (if- English is

ccept:dile.-
'Pie interviewer seems to use t urn It) to attempt to change the tapir

from colms to objects again. However, presumably due to a lack of
.esponse from the child. the interviewer settles tin color as the

item to elicit. It is interest ing that the interviewer does not insist on the
elicitation of the name of the object but asks questions about its use as if it
had liven named, as in turn 21. The child responds in turn 22 minimally
with Pri "limit- 'to play,' but cooperatively as he had in turn 8 previously.
The lack fir a verbal response to the inure difficult how question posed in
turn 2:i I ,!,C,,mtinc,,,Is cm ,'l.'i !Cads to the interviewer caving he 'how'
question in turn 25 ,.cfro /ornot toore.'. ,!,ES rC,1(111(b). rr (111(;( 1, asking
instead fur a partial description of the object, including in his question a
possible answer. redwidH. The child either picks up on this suggested
answer or evaluates the object on his own to produce the equivalent word
m English. -round."

The interviewer's next question, in turn 27 1 ;7'e guNtu! ;Par gab ty
:msto.' )-41,o:): to offer tH child the opportunity to produce !noe speech for
the language sample huh, ;ph.' ;,Qui:cscsb, qui hay twin'
Thy PH, eted respon:-. in turn 28. is the greatest amount of speech pro-
duced by the child So far. It would seem an excellent. opportunity to get the
ehill to speak spontaneously. possibly to elaborate on the statement that
he likes everything. However, the interviewer does not pursue it, but
continue, with the elicitation. Staying within the structure of the inter-
viw appears to be a in itself. even though the goal devaluating the
child's proficiency in Spanish :night he better served by allowing the child
to elaborate.

Because the interviewer is in charge. and structures the questions to he
-abile with single words or simple phrases, the true language ability

of the child is not explored in depth. However, it is clear that the child's
linguistic proficiency includes the ability to use two languages appropri-
ately in a single discourse. Moreover because it is obvious from the inter-
viewer's continuation with the questioning that he has understood the
child', English respon,ses. legitimacy is accorded t he bilingual abilities of
both the interviewer and the interviewee in the situation. The interview is
eh:tract-viz:Ode a bilingual speech situation in the mist encompassic

0
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sense of the term, although the primary language of the speech situation,
determined by the interviewer, is Spanish.

Another segment of the same interview begins a few minutes later. as
the interviewer makes the transition from word-elicitation to a gramma-
tie closure task, with at fill-in-the-missing-word format. The entire seg-
ment. which is considered for analysis is 55 turns long. It is presented in
this text IOr discussion in smaller units. The first seven turns of segment
twil are considered first:

-ii.3 ii'.N'I' II: Elicitation Frames

ititerrietc Segitient Trues /atom
I NT: Si? l)inie title es Yes? Tell me, what is that'?

eso?
:3I 1.:11,,oir/i/e. Vna canica, A marble.
:32. INT. jtiegas a is Yes? You play marbles?

Hui red.'s? ,,Siempre'l Alvays? l)tt you 11:13.1., senile?
oms algonos?

Ch. 'No verbal 1.1,,p1,11,;c:
INT. ,.f )mile las tames? \Viten do you have them.'

Tent Rol . I have . . . Look for them.
Rtiscalast

:l(;. INT. %lira. Aqui hay Yes? Look. Here is one al)pl.
unit matizana, aqui hay 1-lere are two .

This segment. of the interview begins with an elicitation of the word for
an object. a marble. The word e! cited is in English, and when the inter-
viewer subsequently asks about .laying with them, he uses the English
word instead or the Spanish word,canicas, as in turn 223 Ti; '.tiegas a

taarblcs ,-.Siempro? (.,Tienes alguaus?). These questions are answer-
aide with a simple 'yes' or a head shake, which could have been the child's
silent response in 33. The question in turn 34 is an information question
,1.)1;ntle las livacs?1 which the child appears to begin to answer, then

directs the interviewer to look for them. Evidently the ;nterviewer has
failed to understand the child's last turn, for his response, is inappro-
priate to its syntax and meaning." The interviewer, as the one in control,
uses his response to the child's turn to move on to the next topic of
elicitation. As is often the case in adult-child interaction, the adult con-
tinues to attend primarily to the structure of the discourse.

Using the same turn to change the patterns of interaction in discourse,
the interviewer introduces both a new topic and a new format for word-
elicitation in turn 36.

.cegtottil 7'ranslalittti
:36. INT: ;.Si? Mira. Aqui hay

unit manzana. Aqui hay
dos

:37 (*IL 'Qui hay des IllanZatlati. Here are two apples.

Yes? Look. Here is one apple.
Here are two . . .
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38. INT: A este hombre to gusta 'Phis man likes to eat. Here he
corner. Aqui el is . . .

esta . .

39. ('h: Cu rnendo. 1Comiendo) Eating.
40. INT: Aqui el papa estii Here the father is opening

abriendo In lata. Aqui the can.
in lata esta . . . Hene the can is . . .

41. Ch: Break. (Quebrar) Break.
42. INT: Este hombre va a

chocar el carro. Aqui
el carro esta . . .

43. Ch: Requiao.7 (Chocado)
44. !NI': Este palo es chico.

Este es mris . . .

45. C). Grandote.
46. INT. Estas papas son

grandes. Esta es
was . . .

47. Ch: Grandota.

Here the man is going to crash
the car. Here the car is . . .

Wrecked.
This stick is small. This one

Real big.
These potatoes are large. This
one is . . .

Real big.

The previous question-and-answer structure of the discourse (a
structure common in casual conversation as well as in interview situa-
tions) is changed in turn 36 as the interviewer presents an incomplete
sentence for th.. child to finish, something rarely done deliberately in
normal conversation or in real interviews.

In turn 36 the word, mira, look,' is the only transition word between the
reinforcement word, (..Si?' and the new format for word elicitation.
Nevertheless, the child quickly determines his task in the discourse as
evidenced in turns 37 and 39. The question in turn 40 presents more of a
problem to the child. The child has two kinds of information as cues for the
expected response: the use of the present progressive of the verb abrir 'to
open' in the sentence used to set-up the response frame, and the two
pictures used as prompters, one of a man opening a can and the second of
the can having been opened. The appropriate Spanish response would be
ahierta, in English, 'open.' The reported response, 'break,' may have been a
transcription error, in view of the fact that the child's previous responses
in English had been limited to colors, shapes, and names for objects. The
child might have said 'bierta for abierta, or 'brendo for abriendo 'opening,'
in which case the response would have been consistent with others where
the initial, unstressed syllable is dropped.8 If the response was 'break,' the
child has at least understood the focus of the question as being on the state
of the can, using a word with some of the same semantic features as 'open.'
Subsequent responses, in turns 43, 44, and 47, indicate that the child
understands that the questions focus on the object indicated by the inter-
viewer and require a descriptive weird of him, which he produces.

The following examples from the interview, the last to be discussed
here, show the child providing responses which are not syntactically
appropriate to the elicitation frame. However, he continues to use both of
his languages to address the topics of the discourse, serving goals of
communication heyond the interactional goals of the interview.
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8. I NT:

50. INT

51. Ch:
52. IN'(':

5:1. Ch.
5,1. IN'f:

I n

Este hombre esta
pintando. 14:1 es
un . .

'Ta pintando una cerca.
,Esta pintando Imo
curca' La mama esta
escribiendo una carta.
E.lsta es la carta que
ella . .

Du/.
La mania esta limpiando
Is cafiera. Aqui In
ealetera esta .

C.,/ pc. Wafer
Este hombre esta
clavando un clam. El
esta poniendo est
ctutdro en la pared.
Aqui of cuadro
esta . .

Tra /Isla (i./1

This man is painting. lit. is . .

lie's painting a le,
Ife's painting a fence!
The mother is writing the
letter. I ler, is the letter
that she

1)41.

The mot her is cleaning the coffee
pot. Here the coffee pot is . . .

Coffee

This man is nailing a nail. Ile is
putting this plait,. on the wall.
lien. the picture is . . .

55. Cll. Esta comptinao. It's fixed.

In turn 49 the child seems to fill in information which was omitted by the
interviewer in his previous turn, by supplying the word, cerca 'ftnce.' The
response is inappropriate to the frame created by the interviewer, but here
the child seems to be cooperati ng with the interviewer in creating a more
meaningful discourse, since it is obvious from the picture that the man is
painting a fence, and the interviewer has not mentioned that word. The
interviewer's response in turn 50 is a repetition of the child's response in
turn 49, and serves as reinforcement for the .hike for cooperating in the
interaction. He does not continue that discourse topic, however, as one
might do in normal conversation, nor does he try other ways to elicit the
word. pin tor.

In his conc,_Tri for maintaining the structure of the discourse, that is, the
interview format, the interviewer disregards discourse content and topic
continuity, which would be relevant in normal adult conversation. The
child appears to be addressing real con aromication goals, which the inter-
viewer does not in this ,;ituation.

The interviewer uses the second part of turn 50 to elicit the past tense of
es(ibir to Write.' The child's response, rather than the solicited eseribi(;. is
an English past tense of a more general verb. 'do,' /lacer. This example in
particular tells us much about the child's bilingual ability. He has listened
to a response frame in Spanish and has understood that a past tense is
being elicited. However, he appears to switch mentally to English to
process that information and to produce a response. The response is in the
correct form, the past tense, and is semantically appropriate to the elicita-
tion, although the verb used is more general than the one elicited.

The child is more successful at serving the discourse goal ofcommunica-
tion than at completing the verbal frame of the interview with the appro-
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priate respunse. whether in l'111glish or Spanish, as turns 5:i ;mil 55 illus-
trate In turn 5:i, ,u//1c 11:MU'S 111;lt pot contains. but does nut
provid word fur th, state ul'the cullee put, :is elicited in turn 52. In turn

the child indicates an appropriate lOtis net the rtlf1(11', 'picture: but
dues nut the target respunse expected 1). t he interviewer. 1 1(o.,.-
o\'tI', 1 lit' rt.tif)()IISt. thAt 1)1(1 11Xt11 Sh(.V.ti thlt k111)1VS

part ,i1S1)1.1Ch ChUltt'd, 1.(., ;I pnsl participle, and F)ruvidiss infurntative
analysis M. lim.v the picture has resolve(! a print. state Iir,irr,tirs.

The this segment the interview reinforces smile Lunelli-
-ions made previuusly and suggests some additional tines.. First, it is clear
that 1a1glisli is a language which is legitimate in this interae.t.iun, nut
because both participants an bilingual, but also hecause the interviewer
has approved of it ,ispecially by means ill' 11 is own use ulp/ieree/es in turn

;ind dues not ifisc(in rage it. tii.cond, it is olAimis t hat the interview
sit tun imposes its own goals of interaction nn its participants. true
example, when the int erviover fails to understand his directive in
turn :15, t he child dues not interrupt to protest the inappripriat.e res.
and tilt' 1111l'IVie,A or dues nut indicate in (111-1136 that he has nut. unelerstuud
it Tie ..seenis to he in keeping with the gual that we, hypothesized for the

earlier, i.e.. that he wants tit keep the session going set that it twill
terminate is soon ;Is; pussible. Third, the child appears to retake commemi
r;ttion Wrote of a goal al the discuurse than the interviewer does, using the
Ao lall_;11;Igt:: in his repertoire to du Si).

This is illustrated nut only in uperat; where Ii, use; a noun nr nn
:effective in English consistent with the t,um requested in 1-11);inish, but in

uperat mils which are io..ieli.nci.of the inte.gritt ion ulthiegrattintars. The
1 :1 ,pusit ions and s-titax used in milt edit ation Irarn by the intervieveir in
one language seem to be matched up to the other language 1),. the child,
amid I he %vond tdiciteil is structurally :appropriate to both, as in turn mil.

hr oniclu,;i(111. the iNantination of these two small segnielits of at child-
;I(11111 intt rvitwh,t.ssuggestedatleatst t .() areas uffurther orie as
le the Hit the proper eval teat Mil ul bilingual linguistic proticienc,..,
and t he other as to the nature uhchild-adult interviews. Fur future inquiry
nto bilingual pruticohcy, this itnal..sis indicates that thib notion of inter-

ferenc should nut he applied cases uf language choice in sitetat ions
whin, t. wu languages operate as equal parts of a single linguistic profi-
ciency where the speaker exhibits a hilingual conmitinicative. cutell)e-
(env,. Terms with which we character:7e such as -baliince.ii,"
111117 h.(iysItinction;i1 in that t hey oepear to legitimize the ciescriptiori
tile M. person II it limit regard to Ian ;age use sit wit iuns which make
v;irying demands cm each bilingual's range of language abilities. 1'etr-
herinure, labels such as -dominant language'. limy he inappropriate for a

lie rson who is hilingual as a child and who demonstrates equal preferenCe
in (hi' 11,1' of bas 1;111l11111.S. ;1',, this f-IVe-year-()1(1 seems to de.

It is unfortunate that t he I inguktic pruticii.ncy shown by this bib ,etial
child cannel be recognized in the current approach h) tilt' misses!' lit of
1:111;.;11;ige priliiCli.110'.Thi need fur placing children in bilingual ('ducat tun
prugraius till the basis M. their discrete rtimmlitlgual proficiencies rimy
cunt 1 nue tu he, ler he t um. Ewing, the must practical approach tu language
assessment. 1 loll evr r. the cumplementar .,. use oft wit languages single

U
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speech situation indicates a real linguistic proficiency, and should he
recognized as such. Further empirical work is needed to provide input to
an approach to a bilingual model of linguistic prole iency, based on the
legitimate abilities of bilinguals.

Future inquiry as to the nature ofch ild-adult interviews will no doubt
have as relevant. variables the ages of the participants, their previous
relationship to each other, the setting of the interview, and the goal of the
adult interviewer as to the outcomes of the interview. The child's goals in
the interview will likely be ascertainable by his behavior during the
interaction, as manifested in his turns throughout the discourse. Certain
factors will remain constant, such as the status of the adult in comparison
to the child, and the fact that an interviewer, by definition of his role in the
interaction, is in control of topic selection and can manipulate turn-taking
almost at will. In bilingual interviews such as this one, the interviewer
may take the lead in controlling the language of the interview by his own
language choice, but unless there is specific mention of inappropriate
language use. contributions in the other language may he made as long as
both parties are bilingual It is evident that a child-adult bilingual inter-
view has the potential for revealing much about the integration of a
bilingual's language system as a single resource for communication.

NOTES
I . These transcripts were made available by )r. John Bordie, Director

if FLE(': their transfer was facilitated by Ms. Winona Blanchard,
also of FLE('..Their help with this effOrt was much appreciated. I am
also very much indebted to the interviewers and transcribers fia-
t heir data.

2. Ricardo Cornejo. a participant in the projeet, reports that the stimuli
used were photographs from the 1961 edition of the ITPA 1969:53).

;E!so outlines (1969:55-59) six different types of language tasks,
refiir:--d to in this paper as language elicitation techniques, which
a,:iku up the interviews. The interview segments analyzed here

;i to be part of the auditory vocal-automatic section, where the
completes the interviewer's sentence with the grammatically
ct word. and the tactile descriptive section, in which the child is

,1:;ii.ed to describe various toys and talk about what games are played
with them.

3. I would like to gratefully acknowledge the help of my NCBR col-
league David Thrift, who first looked through the many pages of
transcripts which we received, selecting several interviews from
Own for further analysis. Hissuggestions based on his initial exam-
ination of the interviews facilitated the present analysis.

4. Each person's turn in the conversation is numbered for easy refer-
ence. The abbreviations used are: INT for interviewer, Ch for child.

t5. In a discussion following the presentation of this paper, Gustavo
Gonzalez -- another parti,:ipant in the original data collection effort

pointed out that the interviewers had been instructed not to
correct the children nor to show disapproval of their language
choice. So. although the objective was to elicit answers in Spanish,
the interviewer's secondary consideration was not to make the
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interview a negative or stressful experience fur the child. The child
was correct, then, in assuming that e it her language was appropriate
in the situation.

ti The transcript indicates that this word was nut clearly audible on
t he taper the interviewer's inappropriate response was probably due
to a real comprehension problem.

7. A loan word Iltom the English verb. to wreck,' conjugated its a
Spanish past participle.

s. Subsequent to the original presentation of this paper. other tran-
scripts of this interview came to my attention, which show dis-
agreement. aout. the interpretation of this response. The forms
bren and hien. reported by other transcribers. The discussion

in the text reflects this discovery.
9. A non-standard version of the past participle of Coln pot? .

cum pon ado front which the child deletes the medial 'd'. The -ado
suffix is a productive morpheme for verbs ending in -fir: similarly,
cc verbs usually take -ida. This verb, however, hasan irregular past
participle. compuesto. rrh,2 child uses a productive rule ofsuffixation
vt.hich indiites that his grammar of Spanish. is in a developmental
stage
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RETkINKING DIGLOSSIA

p,,do Pedrosa, Jr.
Center for Puerto Rican St

CiljVcr,11,V ''rk
John Attinasi

c,,i-pr for Puerto Rican Soaio--;
NOW ''!/..;

Gera;'il HOffMaP.
ToithCrti College.

Colinhhia University

Lvdi,, is an bi-Yenr-old worno Li whose individual life hi.;toriy,
unique, is also ver..v terms of language cRperomce fur Puei to
Ricans in New Yffilk. Cu V. (the %VtiS horn 1';I the next, to
the youngest daughter of (our Aildren. sookeu at home as a
rule, with English heard only among the siblolgs. This generational
language division reil is' accomodation and iingnislit viei.;,itility as will

eed to understand a defend theimielves inhe in heated. Adults
English, children accommodate to Puerto Rican and New 'lurk street
patterns: and languaiies frequently cnrude tonversat ion.

Wh,m .le of the authors (Pedrazai fi:st met Lydia as an adolescent
about two years ago, did not partizip lte tally in the public social ;ile of
the block.-i:rinclYallY Leci!use she had a ooyfrieor? wh,, lived in her old
neighborhood a lew blocks away. Though sh l:new -,-n!ople on her street,

am d had an uncl'' Hunt, and g :.Mather in the area. ;xcepir rot. family social
activities that '`. nut in public. she had low vlsibiiity on the block, as do
many in their ru'li-terns. sly, was very niuch occyptod and recognized,
partly because 's an e,i:ictive young iAorruni.

She dropped out of high .school mainly because O. seemed irrelevant to
her at that 'because of negative experiences soda as having to sit
on window silb4 t;ju to overcrowding in t..h !.classroom. ;:xperiences in the
job market ma=1'. fn realize the importnnee of an education, and per-
suaded her to 11"` or an alternative v.. r 1-o continue her schooling;
however, fami l'cohlems prevented this; her mother became
gravely ill.

!he siblings held the household together f'orAfter her mother's
some time, but it became inil'issible to stay together. They faced difficul-
ties in finding as new iipartment in an area with a housing shortage when
the building th`-'y nod resided in was abandoned by the landlord. Lydia

Copyright e P040 Resi'areh Found ion, City University of New York. All right;
rest.rvpd.



I) :1111e t h.. gilrdtait of her. I j sister and has set up a separate
,,par) merit .(tt (h. if lan t he pa,t yAr. I11.rl, ,er and -,4.-,4,(r
,,ttt of the .o.,). change in roles, from aa,H.,..cent and silt, . head or

gti;m11;in. duo to circumstances that ;ire roninton for people
residing ni llarient 4 health, !lutist:lit. employment_ and educ.ationi,
)10; " "Nik 1111(1 ,s41.1.1011,' COn,.(inenil.S 11)i- Lydia, And 4' ;re ;11:.;()
1.1.11ritt'l in her l'in2:11"W. LIS;Ige

V1L;11., j;.!," 1,"111 ;in ild()It'SCent (SnCial 1Y. ht.ya 11\1. She
I lk spoke hasIcall.,4 in English. as hell! -. her

and the norm of her peer group. With the exrept ions of
understanding all and using some Spanish in the home, and speal,,,Ii! it
.iat older member,: "rill) uoininiinit. find any English speakers,
he c"nun ;roic ;tted niainlY in 1.,liglish paid little attention to

1101' tipstn, l skills. Ni4i4(.11,0weyet...-Ifie is using Spanish much more,
Me to P(1rt icip.II jun in different social networks. She is also much more

fun her ili.rciiiingyd situ&
Places wone it in the community, a

exp,,,-(ence for tilos,. (.11tering the adult world (see Our pre). ions
l'44(14.-.1z,i fits., 'Minas! 1979, Language Policy Task Force 198(1).

The reus;ur iv the taking roles mid re pogo. oilities ',ads
to Kpailish The 1-iint to he made here is that a
young ;piety YrOrkvrIIS,.(1 kk"tIla t()(IW,' revitalizing and expanding her
Spanish langiiiige skills out of necessity and she views this as a positive
ch ange. The usual concepts of "diglossia" and "domain.' neither help us
(ie.:claim. nor understand the many complexities of this woman's linguistic
life. and by tsteltsion, that the community of which she is part. Before
extrapolating. le'. us !(444k it some language observations that are neither
cont rived. eurit rolled 1144r In rspons- to all investigator's question.

Lydia 4,4as ba4sitt with I we ,'hildren she often does this for extra,
income). She 4,44Ils twig in the still on the steps (tithe old police precinct I
}An Id Int-. it nov. 441:t1)4.4 conimunity programs, and was talking ( in
English' to a Urinal(' about ht!' age when the irandmother Of One of the
children passl tiro he sic- I She toid the child (in Spanish; prev-
iously she Lid talked to .41. in English) fit: her abucia was nearby,
eallitu_t her, coaxed the child (code-.w11 ()1.4 betv :1 Spanish and
ngf to go ,4)'0 her grand/mit her. Ari.er yell L.); instruct 'fa- -; for crossing

t he .strei4t English. site finally to take t)10 child ;1r(),.., herself-,
greeted I lit r.uulrnot her (In Spanish 4, and had a short conv"rsuition with
her in Spal11:-`111. tihe iert the child with the grandmother, came back
across the street to :ter friend. and rain Englisi) ) explaint4d that the
(..,-randinother 4,i'f1,-; sick and. lende-switching) expressed how sorry she felt
ho. her

nn Etc!" 1)cc;1,.:,n. kvas Mit form walk with her boyfrind's
niece "t HI W110111 .ht sore times habcsits. It was ahuut i .P,t, in Ow
evening. ) rwirly pet -di: were still outside, especially it was
varrit and ph.asant night She greeted ow anti asked me it.h"t my new
apart went (to I.:III-WAIL We talked to wiliked by the entrance to her

'ft .-i-stery tenement walk-we. On the stoop were a woman :Ind
,,[:era' mentttv" ofwhunt were her godfather and his roommate). Having
a fey; drinks ;turf tieing it little hoisteriai. they were obviously enjoying
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themst lves. turned them and said tin f-Ranish,. \Vhat kind of
example art' you setting for the nice little girl :lave in my con !my?"

she t Limed to me and said !in English i th even for het-skill' was a
had t xampl. and then rno,d bock the same t.1/ tb- !auks
this time in tipzinish)

We ciao intiud on do',, n the block and sat down im t he steps of another.
building. A man in hi:;:iltsgrected them.but t his frightened the little girl.
Lydia, who I ;oldressed the little girl in English op to this point, LIS,
Spitlin-;11 tt tic to convince the loan was I ).1\.. ;111(1 that s'
shouldn't be afraid or him.

Thospi,akorprotile and short interaction sequences described above are
inoant to illustrate t he linguistic rality or a bilingual community which
continuos to maintain two languages though these languages: are not
comp:Irtnuaitalizod into ally particular spheres of social life. The purpose
of this paper is to use t his general finding to explore the inadequacies of a
Iheoret;c;tl posit ion that treats facts regarding langt,age functions and
usage ;I;: if these. in and of themselves, could explain language shift, loss,
or ot,,:ntenanc. Spncirically, it is our goal to ethud, the several defining

term for diglossic and bilingual situations and ).o test the theoretical
he view that without diglossia bilingualism is but transitional,

.11;. that cl It II It . t ht. ICSS politically powerful language or variety has a
better chance of 'wing maintained In addition, problems of describing and
analyzing language dmice itality are raised as issues that need to be
addressed particularly in trio of data-gathering techniques. Beyond
mpirical methods. this paper scrutinizes the problems of inquiry and
analysis that are based on abstraction divorced from socio-historical and
econmnic condi:

Hilt' hos 'rer thought to delin4r 4 (141,lossi rely as one in which there
or, o grow t nnruher f ti illltrrates! r WCX1117. 1971: 337)

In consniemg linguistic varieties in unequal contact situations, we
may di aguish tlinq, kinds of functional stratification: (1) in attitudes
toward hi rigaages or varict 2) speakers' usage both in terms of range of
abilities and history of usage, and (316 political and cultural functioning
()Utile languages. The concept of thglossta la term similar to `bilingual.' but
using Greek etymology, dts `twice` I gli)ssu ;tongue) has conveniently
subsuall 1 such linguistic stratification, and in addition. clintot.-; several
formal relations: 1;1) the distribution and choice of linguistic output, 5) the
genetic affiliation of varieties, (6) their standardization through written
norms. 171 speakers access to li:(9-acy, and (8) norms of interaction and
ways of speaking. These eight issues arise in any .:iscussion of digl sia,

Diglossia was coined by the French orientalist William Marcais in
1930, although English readers know it primarily through the seminal
art: le by Charles Ferguson 1 ;959), Interestingly, the Arabic situation,
wit multiple norms, stratification of linguistic function, wide disparities
asocial class, and a classical, standardized fortn of % :-iting and speech (the
11 variety ) opposed to a spoken vernacular (the L variety), provides the key
example for both Nlarcais and Ferguson.

Ferguson defines diglossia as -two or more varieties used by the sin-
speakers under different cond it ;;;ns, (1959 I !"72I :2321. In a

t hat precedes his exposition, he says that the concepts Thinguago.
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111;11,.(1, v;inety- ;Ind tin terminological pair -superposed fit :tate-
.tre not precise. The .stii)erpose(1 variety. for Ferguson, .t h neti
varlet v, it the pri: nary native %;trittty- !reit/J..12:1:3i, leri !it. hilt-
:some aspects of the appli. ttion it diglos.sic separation I. hgli.
.since in h.my cases and in most bilingual -it tritotos :;- ilited
1-tat cs iioth languages are rafts. literal,. systent.s. Il..!ferent
histories. 1xcept Intligt.ti!.tis languages. most ,ubtii.d. 1.,,, 71.

Iii' 5(11 anti 1).t ineflehrigt1;11 (),11,0(10
It 111111 gill! i' ii ut thg . n 1,atin Fairope 2t.tai
the socially subordinate 1.1 variety taljoys %vide range.- . OM./

1e1"111S it genres. styles and functionst.
'..1..retiver, even though specialization of ftinctioil, deferential altitudes

lderarr licritage giv!. prestige to the III! variety. It'erguson insists
tl: t, I I.! varlety is itthronicall,' primary. That is. the sit, I:en
st;ind;ird, u ,11i, derives gt.nerat vt.l.st from the \ esitet.ially
regattdiag s. tt it (the super(tosed .1-1..tyt is not natively

I. '('bus, not on!, does t he in) variety seem to be sornerhat of it
/rtzt/i.tt not let.rned during infant speech acquisition -- but it is

us tuiidtuiiutntuiIv coh.-erratire and archaic, since it is trtmsinitted
mainly thrtitigll literat iiret Fnr-gui-iiii 195.1119721:211-215). ()thei-
scholars hart- tit .tted tug ssit. stratifit.atiorl of varieties without a lakvI,
.t" rallvd it -Itolyniorphlistii I.ecerf 10;121. or cortsitlered it to Iii' simply

iVilt in tic 1015, ()de-Vasirttra (1.!)t-15:57 1i. Fleirtz 11Itiss
c:tIls On. II.1 variety half 11(111)sprucloqi :10:12: 5, 102, 216!. In
chariirtitriiing the cuitural and political differences hett,.ettri language
vitrieties, lie emphasizes the dynamic and dialectical relationship be-
t c..-1 spoken and written variants. The spoken (1-I) forni, in addition to
t! !cial :lass .0;t1-tose it, is :t point of reference inasmuch as it

Its the written standard t hat is inaccessible to a In-r.' niimher iii

-ular speakers. "111:t spoken .rita lax. (I.! form, etnotiottitily more
unicatire 'id acquired firs., cotitintimisly influences the spoken
-!! tin' i en st...int1,ird.

Just a ! 1:'t., tidy hate had t (1ermanic dialects and high (;ernlan
co, st lin rile atm ti IZ111,(1. Nlartinet (111(i:3! 15.1t Lisps the term pcitots for
J. -. lung s. 01;4. ail varieties in the Francor)hmile sphere to exteit-

- .r.s iii ' ',tilt ;IT they mere 'reolt. languages based on African
grdi.undt Ica! ..t rt:ctures. foi exartipht. I-I:titian, tn parallel Ron-I:trice

.such its (1ascont. Whatever 'he relatively stable and functionally
pc: t.oidact. tit langtirge !les titan he called i %Veit-weld-1. 1..iiho.

alternately use the ter,...,s -bilingualism. hi-
bitdiolecthilism-). t he concept of constrainr.d irlgualisri.

Irt,n useful to describe societies with Jnugiuigi's in contact. to
...it hit' the vialglii.y iii tile
.rerthelits.:, ii g:thit amount of t.orit.ttptoal adaptation of the now

radit talcon,..pt : digli- is needed if it is to apply to the contact of
'did 'Ha flit Iv diii is iii ,e,eageS. '.1:111:: if IMO] are written and
,,,rrirt';'.,.',-1,::1(111'(h!-...-i. The lit hiliflq.11 sttuatiitnsivas

tsettr,.1...t sidest-ppeci, h.% .; ii riioti;vti hinted it differential
t.tittrit: toils ot '-at' Ii- the key ti !hi-Pling .01',11114tIal inn in

ii' 1,!SI (Jhr";1,,,, -it the heihiit '1...:1.at. the i i. All import, is
tirscl,iirdcr
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No attempt made in this
where two 1 S r i ated )),
side throti,J)(oit a speeoh
role. (Ferguson 19:)9 1

Even with regard to the )
chinks in both status-related
the linguistic varialiii ( l)(

likewise indicates that .;

(-t to ex:b.:irk) analogous si tuit Don
.11(;(11)(11) lany:(1.)ges are used sid.

di a clearly defined

Arabic. Kaye (1970) has found
(Unctional kinds of supposed separation:

the (lossical and collminial varieties
w.straction that needs rethinking.

BtlIngunlism is a brit0 palt1'171 : rrtoul1v nonfilving lingustie prur-
Nees unrytn.:: rn dcgrce Innetow. ulfrrroliwn um, interlerenec ,.docket

An It o sass konn. me !Ho 111)1011 ( 13, /' Acy, Who the cup lit. lei them
.'f 1 i.-

bout ten ytars after Ferguson's article. Joshua Fishman's work (e.g.,
1971:286-289' a ttemptod to formalize the corn/wt./own/W/2.00on of (Ht.-
fo re tit batnivut/ fru/coons througl-, the notion of domains and to theorize
about. the predict we value of t he vorious combinations of bilingnulism and
(figh)ssut with regard to languag owintemince.

The typology of bilingualism \kith or without diglossia as proposed on
several occasions (Fishman 19(37, 1971, 1979) takes the rm of a four-cell
tahle of possibilities (see Figure 1). The italicized concepts above serve as
the variables in deducing a 11111Snrint, device for the charac)oristics of
language contact situations.

Elt;LI?1);

FM:It-CELE NlATRIX ()F A 1) 1)1(;1_t);-;5!A

1)1(;1.(

I. Diglossia and Bilingualism 2. filling()
without t

Diglossia -1. Neither I)iglossia
v,ithout nor Bilinguallsill

Theoretically. the first possibility ibilingualism-cum-diglossia) has
been associated with large stable bilingual or multilingual societies (e.g.,
India. Paraguay and iwitzerland: societies in which there is a metalin-
guistic subsystem in the culture that highlights the appropriateness of
varieties to be used in various situations ( Paul Friedrich, personal com-
munication). A diglossic bilingual society should have soc;:d instit)Itions
or processes that (a) facilitate access to ihi a range of sociai roles that are

clearly differentiated (Fishman 1971: 292). If the two ling,....;tic varie-
tit s :)- to remain viable then t here should be two -comiiiernentary value
system,- and two sets of 'norm-bound and institutiol. lized behavioral
activities: in u: her words. two functionally separate spheres or sets of
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.:1,11, re, in hi, ii he 1,iiiimages l'ht'..' spheres art' the -(111-
11f t';11 1;111;411t;!,l' 110111i'l' t rt.;111'd ' 11.(11111C;I! rtII

.111 ie dinar\ litiignage not ion III lire" in
1,1,11 one 1,inell,w,e inost appi.opriate, belie identify :Ind

charm.terist it's of a 1,111ft:wit ii ii

1,1(;111,: 2

tNSIIIPS :1\1( )Nt I H)\11, t't \;S'116'i "I'S
1: N111,i n'I.:1) IN St Wit It ANALYSIS.

12i12
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ii ii I k
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defined
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1)10.1,\IN
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1',011111,,i1 14.14+:1\ 1,r:11
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setting, t
and il r ions's:,

,1
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t ) MK TYPE
upt.n intl iii rid

Clustcr ,)1rule-rt.Intimiships
denneil b,. extent t,,

the.v ;ire i.4.iiverited by a single
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('mninimity. yalties

1?()1,1,,-N1,l.ATI()v,S1111)
Net oVcniturallv defined

mutual rights and
igat ions

Ii

N'1.1.IliAt >N

iii! iinfi transactioind
;,)11 .1 interaction

in social
ttess `he mutual

au I 0:I tTiolli;.;.y i n Figure 1 , in I ingual
temporary linguistic condition of comin wities

lass a shift, be seen best in societ ies
(1:1P, .)!. instance, to colonialism and lahoz

i littnii, 12711: 177 -1), This is the c,ndithin or Puerto Incans in
tin I ..1St ribut ion in the Easi Harlem block where

, lives ,,ppears it, he iii) how St ri, cernpart Inent:11 izatirin, yet. several
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sociolinguistic features contradict. the prediction that such hilingualism is
in tr;insitiim. sort out t he paradox, it is necessary to examine closely the
reasoning in t lit. theory.

-Sin-/(// re//201-Cii (WOW/ process elf l'Ori)(1/ ///toTatiOn.
I I Irk; meta .:H.(11 or nrtilhit colicit of -col Ir.rt ice s,
-rot! irrr tnrrrv'lis.vchr, "nr sm. rit of all. people." I V'olo.strIol. 1517.Y:.Y

1 hat compartments can preserve a weak language, is the main pro).
tion of the bilingualism-diglossia argument. -Under what circuit]:
stances," Fishman ;asks. writing about bilingualism without diglossia
I 1971:29511), -do function without the benefit of a %yell under-
stoid ;Ind videly accepted social consensus concerning, choice of language
dependent. upon ir wrlocuiiirs, tont- a' purpose? When and how "do the
varieties or langla.ges involved lac: ell-defined or protected functions?"
The answer to Liese questions lies in the fllowing passage quoted at
length becituae it presents key aspects of the prevailing view regarding
bilingualism without diglossia

Briefly put, these ;ire circumstar if rapid social change, of great
social unrest, of \vicle.spread abandonment of prior nouns before tits'
consolidation of new ones. Children typically become 'oilingual at a
very early age, when they are still largely ,Ainfined to home and
neighborhood, since their elders (both adult and school age) carry
into t he domains of intimacy a language learned outside its confines.
Formal instil lions tend In ',der indiv frtals increasingly
motmlingual in a language other than that of hearth and home ...

Under circumstances such as timse no well established, socially
recognized and protected functional differentiation of language ob-
tains in many speec) communities of the lower and lower middle
classes, thslocated immigrants and their children (for whom a sepa-
rate -political solution" is seldom possible) are particularly inclined
to use their mother tongue and other tongue for intra-group com-
muni: lion in seetrang/y random fashion ( Fishtnan, Cooper and Ma
1968; Nahiray ; Fishman 1965; Herman 1961"ince the for-
merly separate roles of the home domain, the school ounztin and the
:vork domain are all distiirked by the massive (1' slocat ion of values
and TIOrr t hat result from simul,iineous . -1 and Indus-
trializat mn, the language of ,vork (and of the school! co, :-.e.,; to be
used at home, , . .

Instead of' two I or ie arefully separated ianguages each under
the e: , of caretak ,-:: cps of teachers, preachers and v tors,
severe intervenin. rieties may obtain difTring in degree of i n-
terpenetrat ion. Under"here circumstancs the iariguages of immig-
rants may ccrae, to b kiiculed as "de:: :scd and ',en- while at
the same time their atiladard varieties are given no languid e
maintenance supp. t.

Thus, bilingualism without diglossia tends to he to ansitiona both in
terms of thy' lint ci ;ic repertoires of speech con.munities as well as
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in terms of the speech varitti:-, involved per se. \Vit 'nom seimritte
though complemnt., y norms Anil values to ttstaltli,th and maintain
!unction:A separation of the speech varieties, that lain.mage ur
variety which is fortunate enough to he ;t:',StCIM'd wilt the pre(11).
111111Int. (inn 1)1 i;11 l rco, tends to (IISPI: ICC the her t. 1`)S11111111
197 I :')97-'298

lung citation above presents the essential ,iigunient that Fishman
has published rrequitnt ly over the last dozen years. Even in two recent
puhlication:. Nlarkman 1979. Fishman I 98(.0. the wine

h iingunlism. diglossial grid appears. Alt hough the discus-
sion is preceded by qualifiers ("Huth bilingualism and diglos.--.1 are cun-
t i litmus variables, and "The relationship between and dig-
lossia is far from being necessary or causal," Fishman l' 1-)11,85i. the

is still cast in discrete, dichotomous terms; the ,,,iiclusion :wain
insists that diglossia is the ineims of maintaining languau.e. Hach lan-
guage should he enshrined in its own compartments. r-1 conversely the
lick of successful compartmentalizat 1- xe are result in a
-Ileeting functional redundancy" whirl s tlissuh. .4 into language shirt
t lbid., 94-5.1.

%Von., the tua I i c; tiun s noted ahoy -e taken seriously, the thcoretitat
approach to bilingualism 1.111(kr (11:-411!;Sjei; would net be able to remain 51,

static and IL Puri , the possibility of a tyi. logy of diglossia or a
bilingual uluinuum such as that prupused t)N. (\-cxler 11971i, 1)iehold

I 964i, Greenberg (1'.;64- r. :)(;81 ing Others, t utiId figure
more int.iintitel,: in the 11,;11,H theoi 2, our the deductive process
in itself that we object to here: it is tier an idealized conception of theory
that sets itsellapart Cron) concrete social relations, Instead 'attempting
to penetrate them. Thitorittat;ti involves, among other things.
the demonstration that a given condition fidlmvs necessarily from other
thinks, iind as in uhstractive process involves -taking out" unique and

Ilorn-lts fr,,:n common :Intl contingent on, .1 I(117). 'The
pr( ss ti, explanatory the y-huilding should attempt acpothesize the
causal conditions or rego .r occurrences. and test the ,iictions about

les by observation or experiment. In this ,,vay. ihvury is boll)
induct ,111(1 deductive.

There seems to be an elii-ave quality in Fislunan's argument since lui
emphasizes the ticcess:ry aspects of conq)artrhentalization. oat. hlul
guadiiinship ,rgainst I Ettorpitnetration and like, yet denies that he
ever thought sttp:trtit ion of varieties (the clighissic characteristic /,1t- da.-
(.0.11,71cc) was rati,,illy related to lang:rige mai,:tenance. He even cites his
benchmark ; a- , le in the -1,, rim! 19671, early fornItila-
t ion of the bilingualism-diglossia theory. as an indication that the dis-
claimer is not now. Hut the way the disclaimer is reconciled with the
exposition 'namely. that separation is indeed reguIarly, or necessarily or-
causally connected to bilingual rnaintentmeo involves an even more seri-
un from the cont.; te. His reasoning is thus: -the relationship of

;u1(11)ilingnalisin is but one wore example of the weak relation-
ship obtaining heivo,en various int/Hai/um social behaviors and their
correspondi so, :eta/ rearm, rpart:4." IFi.shman 1979:tit,
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There is a near-contradict tom bet weiri the disttnct ion of the -indi-
vidual'. from the -.societal" v. loch that sentence and the term
-individual social" that ;appears in it. But even more crucially. the overall
import oftheiitatement 1.111*C1';.: deli: r that is it decision as to
which kind of social science is allot valuable, one that conntis individual
actions to social conditions or that denies such connections. The

from Volosinov iit the h, ict of this weal n applies directly to that
decision. vaunter to 111diVidllai behaviors are.pist that. or

are nothing it thi.y have social factuality because they strongly
correspond to what individual.; do. And from t he other direct ion (the
deduct to quote VoloSinov again: -The immediate sit um ion and
the broader social mill hill determine from yilbin.sot.ospeak the
structure of utterance'. i I 973...L.

In this kind of social linguistics, the society interacts with the
aiiii the indiY- !mil is a microcosm of the broad and immediate

linguist is orgimizati Fit cominunit.\. Theory. in this view, attempts to
abstract. concrete roiationship from social action. it nd assign connections
ofil causal, contingent oat ure nil even the role of ci lance----to observable
and natural social :action.

Summing up this part (dour argument it appears, nn I he level of theory.
that diglassi,i does not adapt neatly to bilingual situations. and that
bilingnitlism-diglossia has only weak :plariatoy power. It is valuable to
1111'11 11Xt 111 tilt' level of method iincl examine techniques and research
used in test ing those theories. In this connection oar ;Argument is informed
by the xperience of speakers such as Lydia. :\iii.ore generally, the next
several sections will indicate (viiiik that. may be seen either as part of the
alternative kind ill social linguistics e feel is needed. or at least aspart of
the critique oldie bilingualisnodig!ossiii theory Two issues that pervade
this work are perhaps the most sting practical matters, in the study
of bilingual communities: I W :Ie varieties chnscn in actual interaction'?
imd how may minority language ; survive in contact. situations'?

.'-;r iohri,guistiti dot/wins constructs derittief/ from paitishotiiiiii,i
atm/ysts patent/~- emigt-neti t !nations. I Fish mat! 1971:2-181

the h t (1(,,gs Were ((liking ff1I'll(11 Wht% 1tr diSti111111T voices t hey

car .tirnvrr, (11StIllefiC C11111plirlIted (111111.1S. That long y(111 sou tu 10.(1.,;

ol spo- I lie 1,7h 1 of Ireful from erno tit(' 1),IS

(1)ee '4.05 1007."1.0' ilgliaA'e. 13i /her tecrd terittivl (fincti,
1977..2771

Below the level of written speech, different 11'0111 and more . xtured t ban
recollections of speaking and articulated norms. the dense. riable and
frequent habit of speech constitutes a large portion of social action. If the
int craft ion bet woon hunters :Ind dogs on a scent is distinctive and compli-
cated, even rnore so is the verbal interaction among people. The problem
for social linguistic science is to account for the concrete choices which, of
all the ninfinitii- possible utterenes in numerous situat :ens, actually
occur in mit ura: discourse. Bilingual abilities add the dimension of code
choice to the complex conditions iiat may tvicount for 1;' acne;!] speech
littered in .iny instance. This section explores the background and
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intent t the lentil ceiitiiil tit the
pariidedii, a, pail id' 110 pridtlein ul exPliutillig the

,111.11 ciiii -trawls ,in kiliguiira especiiilly %%h re coda
untold ii

lillin I 'windier/ I I ler Itligtin tut pritytull, the franiwilrl: fir theitan,
dliut multi kilitkIct t u ht>tt irk India and Nilywies
In t t h e it ' c/1,(// rcpt./It/1/V Anil i!tiuni//!,/,,./n/1 . fie

;Jilted that, in -.nine r:i. s.nI inter:ict mniil variety iliaN lie And
in id hers dialect In addit Hai. in identifying the linpnrtutnt sawinlinguistir
-kills used in yin Indy ,iii! chnicia 0.11111)017 began to fora,,J,
inethild In study 1:ii, citnip;irtinntalaraql in Holm:tins.' that citrre,
kited with varlet' nit iii the yerhal !!epertitire. It is in this connection
that he suggi,:mid two inipnrlinit types of svitu lung. if either odes,
dadects iir sty h.s persunnl , later to heciiin -nuataphilricari svitching.
auil in! idt later to hecnii,, uitt %naval...! switching. 'flu first ciln-
cepl h. pa %%lied great number of empirical studies ()Icy ;witching

!thin l heyntid the nuiiun of per.sur..d .-dylat lc chilic I 1975.
Timm I Lance !!17:1, ruimiperi. Valdex-Fallis I 97ti, \\.iitz I47 7.

Hankilif and Pitplack I

The seiiini.: concept. situatiunnl switching. !mire directly applies to
separat inn. since it concerns language chilice acc!onlitig lu speak-

r;' categilrizat inn of the briliidr .virilmrierit and of the nil-
citntieo of social interaction. The I It kill itself. III this view,

cold CullS11%1111 11r fit utilize Z1 delinnted
portico' of his or her linguistic competence.:- snitching varieties as the
sit nal inn changed. Til study the kinds of int.-Hod intuit situal in or -do-
mains- id. curl veritinnal Wed behavior yould edUlide (1)11111111111CatiVe
cetilpeteilee In he described.

trot' this Idea, the study of language choice could lit
ri- rlt aided la,. st tidy itf,-:lich ;odes. prt.,stmling In this, retea sing

stp;i1';itvil. T,11;ty. gre,ctor kno\Vitqlgt`iii'1;;Iriiltil/11 and It.S4
,. nlnlence ut iii del; flint pretend to Map patterns in the inind ill' the
cult la, al -;ictitr' will that chitin of reasoning info question. But componeri-

ience seemed viable iut the time, and tile utnalysis of (!ilricuptiial
c;iteg, Leta uipprnached ''t hree (al %vleclgeolconuntinica-
t lye intent. phi setting. and ,c. pus-Hide itinntity rehitiililsliips"!(;timper
l!"l; I 11)7 I I ::2-I-ril: in tither Nxiir(ls. -durnain- was computed id' inten-

t lEti Hill ;l11(1 St't 111g. h1011I,Ver. Ca1111, (I) 1p. used ino,;(fit- 'lit ;I., the ()per:0.611ml det--,itiori of domain. first, hoc:ill:4, it %vas
most .0., ,,ssiltio. socuincl, because intntiilnality is bath
pruictic:illy and ph ililsopliically problematic. and third. beciiii, role re-
hit iniiship: are lica"ly al%vays multiple in trace -to -thee behavior. therefi,ru,
a kit mg int. rpretat inns.

In id her. rlinne cempleN ver,-;ion.; the fartilrs; influencing language
clinice. -domain as social situ.rtiun, behavioral rule. ()11-
-4 nlit11.(1 E):1; value clusters.- As can be seen in Figure 2 e1Ling w;usordy
part ntI he :nu ton. and nieaning prluips 1)iltil the histori-
cal dirnensinn its uatiumii tim-of-day. was also sorntitox itI-
chided Net wilrk. tontctinn type, other (liverse, iloticliscrete :said
iiiihderminiutn ,or- nun - finite, components also cilnst rain speech in
' u r = tigi-Itlim sitchil construct.- I Ifii9:2o21. The very
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incterist les of fuzzines, nrultilrltcity, diversity and interaction ,-precisely
the kinds of contingencies that iininroximate the density and textured
complexity ()linter:action in, ihr extunple, tt bilingual commeoity like East
Harlem came to be neglected or at best simplified in such' ychologicid
experiments. Such experiments concerned with language choice sup-
ported the bilingualism-diglossia theory through multivariate analysls.

In grief. domain was en to me only setting lingually only it
handful oldomains are IISU .y identified 1, a nd setting wins seen to accon (

for situat halal language choice by bilinguals. Through such reduction
the inclination to see each language protected by norms of situai
--twitching in the repertoire of speech, was reinthreed. The construct. of
-domain,- then "bombd he seen is Inn I)111. on ho CI)111Imnontsolchoice, inn('
rehirs .it hest to much more than setting: but In I11:11. Concrete iTiVeStil-
lluIlS It wtts reduced to setting :done and used as the deterimith-,: l'actor in
compartmentalized language choice.

Then' is to, harm in tr ying push the ue .1171a1 all!'ti:-tpll
rls IMSSIble. The Chl !er, Ices 111 '?! -hull by, let e.;
that it Stih/Cil //////1C/' //Ws(' hr 0,t, ///s/Col% :;

S1111-(11Selpillle ber(111Se 11;al phrnHtnetom !,!,..op-a.s to reach
partly ant its realm. 1."7H:2121),

In Li, tilt derived from paradigm- -ceding inter-lethal:designing
e:ipertioeittid out by,1 eseareh sunjects. r. instruct-
ing lunar- factors to bo othnlyzed by computers the subtlety of It
nu merou, sociolinguistic constraints on choice donde or variety was often
reduced Co arse of elements, setting.

Qualificati ins and caveats abound recognizing the mitigating circum-
stances in concrete sit u.a ions and exceptions to the -clear-cut, polarized
usual. situations governed neatly 1)- sociolinguistic norms- (Fishman
1971: 2531, But in the end, the associations tested in the data reduce to
weal. I gnnantsof the theoretical positions they were meant to test. Again,
the tundamental problem is that this kind of science simplifies social

Within the t'A basic methods in socio-linguistic research
micro-analysis, an inductive observational process, and macro- analysis,
which implements deductively derived concepts through the examination,
of large iiggregates the data and how they are gathered, organized an'
analyzed differ radically. In the latter approach, the direct observation of
language performance is displaced by indirect measures of language us:
derive,: from sur.veys and experiments. These include retrospective self,
report, ideal judgments, hypothetical situations and experiment a

Ant incs tn which subjects choose the best -fit- of the variables presenieti.
-itldonn is itt tent ion given to the frequent equivalence of variable choice
and finding-. the selection of stimuli, often based on guesses (Hartup
1968:25). is erten the most important of all factors.

Fishman's study of bilingual speech behavior printing Poet to ans
New lersey (Fishman tb, 197 I relied upon indirect measures of lan-
guage usage, dab it, confirm the constructs of domain and
diglossia were gatEred iireinly and 't be represent the speaker's
concept st ideal language he'utvIor, o 1.,.. the speaker's ability to

eg
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hellaVlor, ,ir to It art ,ttC1;11 mini:; in ;I
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Aguirre' 197iillins co ;cited t !mei'st undertaken Fishman and
hot as.outilt es, that attempt to exanutic the nature of 1:111gtElge choice
Among Pucci() 1{iciin speakers using the construct of domain. Aguir
indicates that the ht. livid tll'etpt.S: 1' -role-relations,
setting- and topic" as variables useful for explaining language choice and
that each variable is assumed to have an effect on language choice
hat can he measured iind it t (tt ibid.: 1)1

Flirt he Ilt'I.,r111.:4 that FL-11111;1/1 IISCS the concept ". to
and relate individual mamma:try language choice to relatively

p.literns . ut the bilingual cicir mit; is a whole- ihid.:
A;mi, r els extended critique, in the first study it appoas

t ° htoigh nglisli pertains to the school fumain ,mr1 Spanish to the
home main, the interact ma) t)etv..cen domain and language was not

rcubitrated 1Fertig and fish. in I969:2,15-2.19). In a second study
.\.)In ply, Cooper rind Fishman 1969), although students associated

.--;painsli with I fie older 1..,,eneriit um and family matters generalf... iteifter
English in this domain nil!' tipnnrsh in 11)(Int public ILtt-traCt
tIntoltIlr;11. lc third study Fodunan and Greenlieli: 11)71)1. norms of
language ci were found to relate to differences in i'm.son, place and
topic. Ammo,: c:her criticism :1.guirre concluded t hat de..mite t hit nt
that simplify I.e complexity of language choice in the sit mit 1,)i) ut
mg, diglu. -ail was riot found; and second. that despite the needs to 11.1..1
similar research accumulate knokyledge, even work by the sane heoreti-
coin did not atcrue a smgle body of conclusions to advance sociolinguistic

The close i,crut my of research within the paradigm of diRlos ;i :i-
hiluigualisnr reveals that i correlational or a factor analytic matrix may
reveal very broad pat terns of behavior, but in doing so May illaSk some of
Ow more _albt le variation within those patterns that could lead toil better
und,rsta nding of why the beim% i or takes place. For instaruft, the dif-
fer lid use of two languages in nit(' nr ttlIttt.her setting tr.ly represent a

cor . in occurrence t 11,a could 1101(11.1p Linder ;::111ySIS.
1 I !)7.5 I has shown us. that it is the generat. mil relationship of.

Itic .Teakers. motivated by socio-historical events, thin determines Ian-
:magi, choice arnong Nlexican Americans in the Suuthwett rather than
domain alone. Similarly, (Iumpeir. (196,1b) has neat ly documented the
differential use of liok mill anti I:ijksmal in fienines, Norway zit; II function
of Stit'11/1/111Ii teal events. Choice among languages contact cannot he
ilrlly undersi by the theory nfdunrnin when contributing factors have
been rducil to ;ipnrciprotte persal. ;)lace. IrMe arid topic. or .wise, to
sett oor alone.

VItt'ir tr Itttr 1, Ita4,t.i. Ittr ,turtit' uelrulrrnn nt.
'1,1(.1 tilt' .1;1'ttlift 111 ItI0011 It/ prttlilit'iltill tar itigh 11 las cr

trtr /nitwit let //It'd (letir(IlIct'llto'Itt, the' Intl if of ItY1St rt'SISI, ;It ,'s it)
tit, 71/ tilt' /11.'411 .,1't.t,rittl..; frittil.1! Wail II 1.,t.:11 SItt'Cr/t retie /S. I Eck, 71 'Ns.. It),

1,1111.1.1.try.t1lIt4, lilt,/ an III),-.!rart StIl'IttItIt2,V in }),. conditions
4p4-.1:ers :ie II" i t. ;int 'they ,ther foll)uv the ri;1,. or

(1!-.
1...) 1.)
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POillg It in lin' 1111111 of ()t hnographyboth or !leech
rnmrnunit.ies anti of the connections Spri

cie information about the social interplay oli) ituage varle-
t les. ideology and history in the contactsiturition. This is especially impor-
tant with regard '» the survival of languages In minority Co 1111111.111:1111'S, ur
ns it tilt. been termed, hingtiage maintenance or language vitality. Ile-(
twr irittam «)s) the statement that diglossia is the means vhereby

can 'tie maintained.
to Nlartinet's ) 1963) dictum that lining».

phenommm and diglossia a societal (me, E) 1).)) ) 1)). ,.sts that com-
munity illgIOSSIa With 'less the bilingual
i n d i v i d u a l s t herintelves experience diglossia III the.- ,two peeh habits.
Tilt. UNte of an individual's bilingualism. the:;, it ) » ) ! ) - t up with that.
of t he corarniinity, and iiigitissiIi has If very persoi.a. ilet on bilingual

community in the ()ecitrmie of southern
Fr:int.() hat spoke ( lriscon. and despite (perhaps even because of) efforts to
establish diglossia tcith French, is losing its distinctive language. She
notes that 'thew, division oflinguisti labor that. facilitated the entry of
French into the corninlinity-1 ihid.: Illi, It ) he vehicle fOr acquiring a new
self-imago.). 'Hie passage at t he head of this ..oct inn indicates the rationale
frequently rictompanying diglossia. Hungarians in Austna described by
Susan ) 19791 seem to have followed similar path of chimging self-
mage {trough langurlm), arid her analy».) even more st rotigly emphasizes

the economic dimension. For, as Hungarian farmers become industrial
workers, they are 511i!.1 mg language. For both these cases, Eckert's
analysis seems correct: The process that this community was
a logical outcome of tie o assumption that use of a high language ill
prat iris p.css. acceptance and adequacy in the wider society" 1 Ecker
Ins.: It). This frequent assimilationist pathway leads via diglossia to th)
ventuo, imMut ion of the numher of compartments reserved I the 1»).).

I.) variety. or to the atrophy of those compartments. Ettkot explains It
his happtn:-;:

'!'host speakers who hive more opportunity to participate in (Hi
Varlet V -zneedl events will tend to be the more successful, and II
upp,,, on between their personal qualities and those (tithe les.
the low I It speaking population will become associated with
social me.wings of the two languages. The next step is for
sz)eal:)) i,t high to extend the need for high into previously ;ow

ents. This Is concurrent with a growing tendency for speakers of
low to elevate these very events by using high in them. This in t) irn
reflects negatively on the events that remain low: the low gradually
retreats into increasingly powerless domains, and--more
insidiously-----stigmatizes these domains by their association with
the low language. i Eckrt ins.: 1 0)

In brief. regional poverty made leanirn.: French a survival mechanism.
But along with French cam)) changed attitudes toward what was Gascon.
Rat her th.) ng compartmentalization as the key to survival in con-
temp,rary society Eckert asserts that any gain for the high must be ri bars
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for the lots. Speakers in Nei% York. however, rat her 1 lian rum-
part mentaliiing their ii-e),ISpanish and English..., ,,in to be avoiding the
high-low dinhotonny. :uul extending their '1,t kith ways using
English in many ...ill ing.s considered to he tn. yak., and Spanish in many
considered public.

To take the usual set of domains las enumerated by Schmidt -Kuhr
1 9 ( 1 : 1 . . t luniperz 1 967 or Fishman i 197 1 t. 1111111I', Neighborhood. School.

\Vorlt-place. p clad later:10 ion describe the distribution of

language within them would take more space than we have. The portrait
iifLyilia that opened this paper and tither findings of our interdisciplinary
sociolinguistic project in East Ilarlem. heroine relevant here.

The observations of speech behavior it the opening of this
article illustrate that in one particular domain. that of neighborhood or
community. there Is no comport filmdom:it ion. }loth Iiingum.4es ;ire
constantly used alternately ;Old oven simultanow.sly. Etlin(q..9.aphic (di-

sci-v.)1),ms have shown that in at least three other domains the sane'
pattern prevails, Pedrazii Ins . Language Policy Tilsit Force, forthcoming,.
hi school. bilingual programs. type of ;Jut ivity. eli;Inging friendships and
in-classroom out of chissruoin variahles affect the compartmentalization
of English. In the home. siblings. friendships and of course, television,
affect the exclusive use of Spanish. In official settings, bilinguals occa-
sionally claim no knowledge of English so that. by m eannsof nn interpreter
they can follow the negotiation het ter and can ea tiesdrop on the discussion
of t heir case t hat they supposedly cannot understand. or switch to Spanish

conv)..v infbrmation to each other surreptitiously. Pedraza ins.; Bonnie
1'1'1.1111.1i, personal communication).

Moreover. there are members of the cunununity for whom the simul-
taneous use of both himmages iictually is their main mode olcommunica-
t ion. This code-smiatching, however. whether intim- or inter-sentential,
does not violate the grammar of either language. and only the most fluent
bilinguals use the most complicated form, i.e.. intro- sentential
1)179.. Almost. ;ill members of the community haNie some degree of bilin-
gual skills: at a minimum, only a passive knowledge of one of the two
languages (Spanish for stune of the adolescents. English for the older
morml ingual Spanish speakers), and at best almost complete command of
both languages with control ofdialects, registers and styles. Everyone has
at least productive competence in Spanish phonology iPedraza ills.). For
most or the coninumiti these are skills acquired outside of any formal
means of education or language instruction, and without diglossia. Lin-
guistic studies of Spanish speech recorded in natural settings as well as in
interviews reveals that the basic grammatical system is unchanged
l'ouszicla and Poplack 1979, though there is phonological and lexical
variation front the standard. In other wortls, nn syntactic, and
semantic studies have corroborated the bilingual natureofthe community
pustulated from observational data. The dialect R.atures are due to the
characteristics of Puerto Rican Spanish and not to any English interfer-
ence (1)aplack 1980).

In an attitude sur've'y done un zi san..pie friita the Klnrne tyliulation. the
great maturity nr 111(.1111)(TS of the ennItIllIflit1' expressed a recognition of,
ror f.xampic. rre(111ent alternation bet ween the languages. and nil In' TOL15
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nWOrdS but these aspects of language cause no II Iscuniftrt Attilms
19791, An obscrv;ttion relev;ffit to the question of" language maintenance
and language shift is the fi.u:t t hat most younger Puect ,Ricans of the third
generation prefer English I Pedraza ms. However. ',Lore is some evidence
or a life cycle factor: when adolescents enter into young adult roles they
appear to speak more Spanish. This may not be .Pifficient to reverse the
shill to English preference evident from this segment, of the community.
but could he instrumental in maintaining bilingualism. Thus, t he
it.nalsis of a Puerto Rican community in New York City indicates that a
minority language is being maintained, despite the lack of evidence of
diglossia.

T 111.n. Is a Sint 71 Ish -sp.o ;r11..; Iiisti,rrrnl ce,tit In it ttt. ul:;51)t.I.(trs acmss pol ar-
ca/ tics . . . tt ish spcui:rs in the (Ine the nerthern-most
se.4!nien( Spanish speakers in Latino Amerpa.
I 979....51)

The previous section argued that some bilingual situations with diglos-
sia are transitional; and t hat at least one which we have imalyzitd in
some detail without Finding diglossia is heist; maintained. With biling-
ual education and the increasing importance of Latin America in world
politics and the economy of t he hemisphere, and with the influx of Spanish
speakers Iron, the ('aribbean, Central and South America, it iippears that
other factors can explain the maintenance of S[,;anish better than com-
partmentalization by domain,.

In contemporary it.eciiity literacy is, of" course, one 'tithe most important
factor; and necessary :,kills of linguistic vitality. Both Klass c 1952i and
Wexler c 1971) emphasize the role of literate varieties in the standardiza-
tion tor language and in the dialectic betiiten vernacular and written
varieties that, yields the spoken standard. A typology olliter,,ry languages
has been proposed by \Vexler (!)71) which there may be one or several
standards oiliterature, as well is several vernacular varieties or dialects.
Adapting this typology to the sitoitition of Spanish, it seems that two
superordinate varieties exert a standardizing pressure on the Puerto
Rican sociolinguistic situation in New 7ork. These are written English
,ind written Spanish. Pronunciation variations, whether regional or so-
cial cannot ,i1Tect this level. Spoken dialects in.- in some way correspond
to the written standards, but since speakers' competences are multiple
and not entirely overlapping, they connect in various ways rto each other
and to the respective written lOrms (see Figure :it.

We might hypothesize that the written standard forms of English and
Spanish Si (. Ss) and the corresponding formal spoken dialects t with
regional variation) are in a dynamic relation with several spoken ver-
naculars. Speakers have varying access to the spoken varieties and writ-
ten styles: ) 1)v) represents New York or other local vernaculars: 1 Dlu is the
speech of American Rlacks: i l)pi the speech of Puerto Ricans raised speak-
ing English: I I ic.x.wi are varieties o; code-switching: 1)n) is the Spanish of
New York City: I Dji is a more rural style of Puerto Rican speech, Win
(presents urbar Puerto Rican Spanish. None of these varieties are sim-

plc, and their characteristics are not equally established. The overall
import remains. nonetheless, t hat with access to mass media, both written
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swim tiin(.(- several influences different in content and kind.

Fven if there is a way to salvage the diglossic ;inalysis of bilingualism.
it will have to talce into considerat ion (lit he role oil iteracy, 12) the various
Latin American standards of Spinisli ,(poker by educated persons ((Clio(
various Ilispanophone regions and nations. and the dynamic processes
of interaction between the various levels (11 and I,. or ti and 1)( and, in a
bilingual context. between the two codes. The typology suggests the na-
ture of t he complex soch dinguist ic sit wit ton t hat occurs in contemporary
.Lipanish-ngh.s1) bilingualism in NOVe York. the more generally.
n much of the Americas today, tinder conditions of advanced interna-

1 ioo:(I exchange, ;Ind media and print literacy.
(tiler factors to consider in the search for ways to understand language

imiintimance have been offered by Giles. Rouhis and Taylor ( I(-)77(.
Literac.yconttibutest iboth the shit us «f a language and the inA it utional
support t hat may attend it. In addition. status variables of an economic.
social and sociohistorical kind within the ethnolinguistic group may con-
tribute to the linguist ic status ((Utile language or varieties that group uses
and to the attitudes about the language and its speakers held both by
mtsiders and by the members of t he group itself. Language demography,
emphasized by Macias in the opening passage of this section. contains
sc,eral aspects under the two general categories of distribution and num-
bers. Both the ethno-linguistic group and its language or varieties also
exhibit greater vitality. or survival chances, if a number of formal and
informal institutions supp«rt its membership and its characteristic ways
of acting and Mterileting (see Figure -I, from Giles et al. 1977;309i. This
last set of variables social instit utions, sounds somewhat like" domains,"
but their part in the overall maintenance of the language or group is
limited and contextualized within other sociohistorical variables. The
schema for ethnolinguistic vitality is a heuristic device: it does not have
any pretense of !wing an explanatory or predictive ono.

77/ire /so 1,111 1,11i/11411(111SM ur bill11,1411(111SI, in whit", I lic
SpllieCt- the languages he knmes riu,ses. nnrl
in rr brag curk lunAntugy fills diverse 'Unctions which arc nut enti't'y urer
lo,utung. Een-Z(,har 1970:-1.131
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Tile usable sign Iii..4ton oft emal element and meaning - Is o i)rrIll/Wt
tie' l'ullt1/11111; (Witt'ity brtrcerm real 111litrifilllitS who ore in some
controlling sot oil 14ationslop . . , into whirl? ituliruluols ore born it tol
rrthfm 101101 they ore slurped. but to which tiley then also octil'elt. contrib-
ute . . .7'hus is at once their s:)ciolizotion induct(' tition: the( onneeteil
ospert.s ol"a single process. t WillMins 1977:371

Bilingualism is not only an individual psychological phenomenon. Hit
s.ere, then the competence-based terms -compound coordinate" might
exhaust the meaning of Even-Zohar's statement, and the complex and
changing aspects of' the bilingualism of young adult Puertn Ricans like
Lydia might be dismissed as isolated and idiosyncratic. Research and
theorizing regarding bilingt 'lisin, however, have advanced the under-
standing of seemingly rand .11 iiilingual variation, and replaced post-
ulates of language anarchy ,,?ven pathological ack of l,taguage as ex-
pressed in terms like Thlingualism, semilinguisin or no/in,t,tuisom"I with
sociolinguistic explanation. Social and linguistic analyses have provided
an ampirical base for the theoretical refinement of widely held rations
about describing and predicting language use in contact situations.
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,,(1,-(1%1IIII: on 1;111r,l1W.'.,.11,,ict. in a 1,11111: mill sit Hai len urideni
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1.1!),,;(1,1;.; e. net pr,4111ccil 1';111.intHl I1It rtes r,il s H11(1,1'1 111r, 11:1t111:11

nter,n rant .11' t. \11',111t.ly utInph\ The cunh\ situ trim 19ijSi
rd lh domain of Intcract 1.1r1 c1lt railicri I and the hack ;.,;rgui(1 and

immoiliatc cItt-draint,;11 cllc I Icrulan 1!)(;1, ari, (if
he 11;ind tii :iii in tin dr.-41'1;0pin of thy invulvt.il to 1111,

t'llOCt. Id la niilage in inter.e.1 N;IttIF:k1 ,psull :t 111:11111(T 1..11`11

rater cmilIphN I 11:lIl Ihese :-.11,1.111;int1;, SHIrr 1,11'1:111IS t \vo

L111;111,11J,i',. lulingual communication in ciide-switching,
111,111y 111.1.,-.1(.1;t11 Allt.;111HO'n1 cheices from \ tiiidinnidegical

,Talc, nvid in interilet ein And tit the linpiiiatc lvek,
In chap,. underIviie.; their, up tart 11,1 itreat and cult ural force.
A:uurry 19;ti.21. In a lulinrolal nut inercly

cint,nt but rcil,r,.tu, ..-:urcl. 011111.;ining Hill !.nwp
111."

Till. 1;11/11;1;.;t ,t rat ilicat 111 thane, to .--;;1c twilling of
he tilt limit, question of vitality of calm)! he ,ailliciontly
plaulcd t Ito lulin,t.Thalistri diglnssia matrix
cmcclit, Natlicr, -onii set t have languages associated

'AU i horn, they !nay frequent iv. exhihit the less eNtierteil language, :Ind
t he lack of,-epiiriit on in It,c1111ord not signal the demise flit he language.
In -,.r11(' necessitating the maintenance of hot
Iiinguages is the norm. Indi idti its, trot its unique atoms. but iis

persun ificat tuns and enilindi merit s valuos, social Corers. and
el t history and funetiiinint!,1111ariguin_:e, are '111(1cl-standing of
Lingua:1,e chnice i n interact i o n . I n fact, the use of language inn gi von

change ()Vol' to c11:111:4(', I'lSpI11-
,111111t1,S, :111(1 uVtII 11'11.11(1,AlipS, as the ,:pi,rt'h Lydia and other piling
ititults clearlv deneinst rates.

In t here must be a way tudeserthe and explain the distrihut (if
rnl viirietn-.-: in a multi lingual or hi h tiguid situation, but t he ron-

rnct ofcloninin ii it IHn the tram- work nl Iiilingualisin-ctini-diglessiii is
it 1.ang,iiiii2.,e sir:lune:it centext cunst raints tin st)oech and hut-

tinaz.e vitality remain he most interesting bilingual plietininona to he
1 teed frern suriulinguistic perspective. Thenret lea! ciinsiderat inns

a.- WeN ler, (lnetier ides ethers, seen', to he mart'
.iillz11)ir in reassessing I lie relit! innship (-racy to t he I hoory of diglos-
slit, (Hite-at nip squat lona' speech choices and ineasurini.; linguistic

In ionlact - :itnations.
)111. inn,-;liflatiguago 1.1,:e in ;I P1.1(..I-1(1 Kirin neighhorlioi'id (wet.

--event' years have dernenst rated that in East !linen] tenth Iiin1.4uages ;We
u -.ed for all types nicuInnIonIc:illon by nnin :-.)(' ;tier;. Il is vcn 1111 case
ILO for many. the simultatiew.is use Id hut h languages in the . :tart

setting- yonversatein. and utterance Is nut utni.sual. In fact, it ina
Vie t hr most ;ippl'iip1-1;11!. type nl speech liii i iur a inemher on he rorntnu-
tilty very illin111;11 puhlic setting;, particularly where

vary in Iheir prialut.ti e linguistic abilities l'eciraz,i
1,111.Yitching. therefore, as it !node I if ctumminicnt preferred by

Wit.d to some extent by moat, and n.colited by ni. .ere
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Clearly the non -,11,1rat Inn ofthe Ilir.11,1geSdy .;pealier!-, Ilan:
Co111111111111y.

II 11:1..: [11 Vc;11,2,111.41;11)(1,..i,1 that 11111tLliwit,W of
Co11111111111ty are not Carehilly 74eparted- OH'

l't.,-1111;111( 1Illerpr!ItIral creates varieties churned to lit -tlebasttl"
and kroketi The 1111:;u1StIC itching recorded in the
mitural setting huts shown that claims ol language debasement arc un-
rounded. tIn the cont rary. f ur most of the cominimity, code-switching
servts (o kNPill1I1 I 'It'll" t'xIm'ssIvo re-
st r i c t communication or cause a hrealidov..n. use of the different types
mettle-s \vitching is related it least In part to speakers' linguistic compe-
tence. and most importantly in no rase is t ht, graniniaticality of tlie
constituent compromised. Moreover, although there is a shift
in rclati cc lni.:-Ilage proficiency: across generations, IS still un-
equivocally identified with Puerto Rican culture. and verbal skills in
Spanish are not lost 1.angual.4:e Policy Task Force I 9801. To scone extent
these skills reve.,, is the members of t lie younger gener'atiota become
adults. 1,yilia's experience is a good exaniple of this.

It is obvious 1,, us, therefore. that the lack of functional coin-
ion of the IlIngtlages Ida bilingual conirnimity call coexist

with language maintenance. In fact, language shift in terms of changing
relat ive proliciencyo amid language mainteilinie are found together in this
Puerto I:ican neiglidorhood of New York t'ity, but no diglossia.
based on an idealized sociology (dial-Igo:1g,, art' contradicted and. confused
by these finding:;. yurh t lieoret 'cal difficult ies demand the eximiiriat ion of
determining social factors t hat are neglecter' or masked in many sociologi-
cal itrui sociolinguistic tre;itnints.

In conclusum we have argued here:

1. that diglossia Lies nut ;alwa'y's result in language maintenance. and
that concept:; grounded in social processes are needed to explain
language vitality:

2. that the concept of bilingualism with diglossia rests on the inexact
notion of dom ain that addresses but does not resolve the issue of
language choice in daily interaction;
that diglossia may better describe a situation Mien, a literate
standard does not represent any speaker's vernacular ithough still
nut explaining how this may come about ) and is problematic when
applied to multilingual or bilingual speech communities;

-1. that code-svitching, while exhibiting the most intimate kind of
language interpenetrat ion, does nut result in language disintegra-
tion or less f it may even sustain bilingual skills);

5. that even if languages were functionally separated in the speech of
daily life. structural diglossia does not explain why this is so, and
thereby neglects the examination of social processes that can ex-
plain the consequences, whether loss or rnaintenance, of such lan-
guage separation; and finally.

6. that research which posits an idealized reality. conceptualizing
language outside it historical and social processes, is erroneous and
will lead to empty and faulty theorizing.

1
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l"-1}19.41 t fel lOWI Ile. in It la t I VtS III OM alternative ;111111)ACh to lan-
guage :study. o 1 o the recognition t hat communities :ire molded by histiori
cal and socioeconomic conditions, .2o the need In study linguist is proces-oes
derived from these conditions iti the communIcat ive ecology Ida commu-
nity; and o:1) the understanding t hat such conditions and processes are the
,test significant varoothles m t loktIgUage Stoololouguistiv udy
must be concrete since these conditions themselves may either contradict
or reinforce each ot her in different groups. at different times or at the
various levels of policy. Ideology or behavior.

1Vithout such oi dialectical and concrete olporoach, the divorce of lan-
guage from the social and historical uo.ndit ions that impinge upon it will
automatically foreclose the theoretical understanding of processes that
;ITV instrumental in language loss, shift. or maintenance. The stratifica-
tion of language varieties in society needs to he im.estlgoited as a problem,
not oi given.

In addition to whatever merit this essay may have in critically rethink
ing t he theoretical and nu.thodologicoil aspects of hilirlgualisna ii. diglos-
SIC I'M Sffille praCi ICU! implications S1101.11(1 also emery. Dis-
cussions of educational policy and lottiguati,e planning have frequently
operated on the oissumpt ion that bilingual diglossiot presents the best
alternative in on unequal contact situate n between linguistic groups.
Policy implementation, material:: preparation and classroom practice
t hat impose dig,lo:osic separation without trestioning the coin-
partmentoilization of voirloi oes, the attitudes and resources concerning
literacy and speech, and the areas olanguage in which either code or both
51111)1 t;tneuusly ;,tt` viable modes of sot..ial interaction. may be relegating
minority languages to increasingly ditninkhecl roles, in terms of both
function and status. In attempting to protect minority cultures and lan-
guages v, ith boundaries that purport to give autonomy and protect na-
tional rights, language planning might instead actually be hedging in the
development of national or etlint.lingiiistic groups, fossilizing nationality
into irrelevant pluralism.
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.It tmslm.or tratasier. that t:-; quest Tilts st tattynt soul:met ly
;Itaaatt tiates ne of the most ctattrovt.rstal ctitit.to Halal (101911111:IS Ill
bilingual bicultural education today. Several empirical ;Ind theoretical
concerns converge on a central question: \\liat is the influence of one
language upon ;mot her during bilingual or second latiguagefitcquisit ion?
The psychological literature. concerning itself with learning during the
past two decade.: has reflected more than it simple interest in "learning

"transfer of training.' and "generalization." At a linguistic level.
contrastive iitiftlysu- proponents have at the same ( tine concerned them-
selves with "competing Ii guistir::tructtties semantic differentiation,-
anti "error analysis." Most recent. is the developmental psycholinguist's
-developmental Iwiguage errors" and -creative construction process."
\Vhat each of t hes. major conceptual emphases suggests is that transfer
rt OM one language to another continues to receive n great deal orreseiirch
it tent ion.

It is the function oldie proposed discussion to provide compr,liensive
and critical review of !al psychological, tin linguistic, itie) 1c) developmen-
t:el conceptualizations relevant to bilingualism and the transfer phetiom.
enon. Secondly, an attempt tvill be made to present empirical i descriptive
and experimental) data related to this phenomenon. Lastly, an attempt.
will be made to relate conceptu tl, theoret and eaipirical information to
teaching learning strategies potentially relevant to bilingual bicultural
education classrooms. Because uf tlit. potent ial extensiveness of this topic,
the paper twit I restrict itsellto early chi ldhood1 period easily identified is
linguktically, psychologically, socially, iind educationally significant.

/Wing/in/ism I)cfitzd
For purposes of clarity, early childhood bilingualism will he defined

ccit.hin the boundaries of the following conditions:

1. Ling/,/ tic Ch(//l/ ter. Children ire wile to umnprciwnd tune / /or pru-
riner SOITIC aspects of each language; beyond the ability to discrimi-
nate that either one hinguaLte or ;mother is teeing spoken. This is not
en extremely limit ing condition. since it alloNvs many combinations

of I oinpste in t.. fall within the boundaries of biller

flS
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r,111h.11 1111,;1 to Iii inlitid 1111;011 ht (ht Child sAli)
h.t. nu nn Iir,ed one or 1115I't` in ;I i ,and iir,thiro..1
L4,Cnti Cinft(h'fri. 1111111'On 1XIIIISI'd -in/ft/fit/h.' tr,
/CMS /./:ttt,.';//tI,1;0'S as; they ;in' used in till' liner;let Inn
during early elnlilhood. This condition requires a substantive hilin
goal environment in the first three to five years of life. In
many rases, tilts expurnur runtys font within a illit':11" soul OX
tt.11(11..1 111.'t,VI)1"h. but 111:4 he the t';1:;1 ,Intl
t'Xteildt`d Visit; to foreign countries are examples of alternative
en tirunntcnts).
i'sychobwic/r/././cre/opmenta/ Character. 'I lie sr/nu/tor/cm/.s char,
:actor of development must he il)parent in both language* This is
contrasted \\Atli the case in Much a tint ive speaker of one language,
who after mastery of that language, begins on a course of second
lanwiage acquisition.

It is the preceding, combined conditions tchirh define the pi.esent popula-
r ion of interest. It is clear front this 114'11111(1011 1.11:11 :111 attempt i s made fit
ill(111(1c the child's linguistic abilities in conjunction with the social
environment during an import:tilt psychological "segment" of

It is probably best to ndutit it this point that several theoretical
formulations are present ly toaecount Ihr the process and F(11111,4'
bilingual acquisition. NitLaughlin t I977) best ::unittiarized the incon-
gimencies in theoretical positions by admitting the unavailability of firm
empirical information pertaining to second language acquisition. Such
beliefs have been generated through extensions of previous work vitli
children acquiring their native language and adult acquiring a second
language. Only recently has a major research effort begun to emerge wit h
children acquiring a second language during the ages of too to five.
Therefore, it is not jttstifiahle at present. to provide an unclouded si tgle
view concerning this important developmental phenomenon. Instead, var-
ious views each worthy of consideration emerge. The following discussion
is an attempt to bring those views into focus and critically assess their
value.

1.(111,:;11(lgi.

As previously indicated. one of the more interesting, controversial, and
important issues relat ed to early childhood bilingualism is the interactive
influence of acquiring two languages across receptive and expressive
donmins. The phenomenon has traditionally been defined as language
transfer. a term almost synonymous with language -interference." 'nits
tein has gained multiple meanings with respect to bilingualism as is
shown by its acquisition of several modifiers: -linguistic interierence.'
psychological interference," and "educational interference- (Saville.

! 9711. Transfer within the present context will be defined as the influence
of the acquisition and use of .ifie language on the acquisition and the use of
the other in the bilingual child.

Figure A presents a schematic of linguistic parameters operating dur-
ing bilingual development. That is any child who must deal with two
languages must deal with the linguistic components represented in Fig
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tit 1. Two broad linguistic domains are represented across the two and
L. languages: 1 I ) a receptive domain: and 11:,) an expressive domain.
Within each of these domains. six linguistic pat ameters are represented:

( I ) discrimination-imitation. (21 lexicon. (3) phonology, (4) morphology.
(5) syntax. and (6) semantics. Conceptually then, it is possible to predict

linguistic ti-lit?sfer within and between linguistic donia/as. and within
and between linguistic parameters. Transfer then. is possible phnnologi-
c.:(11y. mnrohologically syntactically. semantically, within and across re-
ceptive and expressive domains.

FILICItE A

. \\ INTli.1CTIVE DESCIllrfl()N 11I1.IN( I

'eptIVe

Lilt1)ZU:Ort I

Expressive

LittiguNgt 2

,./...)ticinaittics

1-zlytittix

\loll liologv

'brit olny
Lexical Items

1>iscriniinatiott-Imitittiort
( i!!.), !),Irocrilii., i!)..):),),pri),) ).(!):,g)),:v I.)); F(es ),fat ()) th,) r.),,,,) )1. i.,,ftrpreliomshm

"PtIrc Spco.ch I . 1.:Aprc.sso,tt Hi tilts I ( j SI , (Win' .; t ill ' ,thal ty I If t li S il 1 )11.11 II ,

1 ."1 ill: i I I I rrcrtly. trishruccs ,,1 crIch Irmgrlag,'.

Transfer might also occur at paralinguistic levels within the realm of
intonation (accent!, speed of articulation. etc. Mm: .over, transfer could be
evidenced by mixed language utterances (El horse es mio). displacement
("forgetting- a term. etc.!, and more severe general linguistic disorders
(e.g., stuttering, false starts, repeating. etc). This notion of linguistic
transfer is quite complex. It is important to note that the above possible
transfer outcomes are presented here to indicate the complexity of the
issue. Empirical information is cart presently available to document the
existence of these effects.

It is important also to indicate that transfer. as conceptually presented
thus far, can act both.posi ti ye ly and negatively. That is. language acquisi-
tion in one language can either he enhanced or diminished by acquisition
and use of a second language. Tao often. previous discussions of this
phenomenon have (ailed to emphasize this duality. More specifically.
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-errors- i.1 morphology, syntax or s(Ammties in one language may be
related t.' transfer effects, just as -non-errors- in morphology, syntax or
seman Lt.s in one language may be related to transfer effects. It is these
specific and general "possible- outcomes which have led to a quanory
concerning the iicquisit:on or more th-m one language.

Sf 'eon d Lange (1.0. Acquisition

The study of second language acquisition must be considered here due to
its applicability bath theoretically and methodologically to the issue of
bilingual acquisition. This form of research has been concerned with those
variables operating in the acquisition of second language after the native
language has been acquivet'. Investigations of young children undergoing
the process of second language acquisition have been completed only
recently. Research in this area has borrowed extensively from the work in

t language acquisition. That is, the same linguistic features have been
.nterest within the same methodological framework. Specifically, pro-

cedures for accumulating data or second language acquisition have taken
two forms: (1) samples of spontanem) speech of the individual are
gathered in his second language during periods of early, middle and late
exposure to the second language, and (2) cross-sectional investigations of
individuals exposed for varying amounts of time to the second language
are undertaken. Typically, investigations of this nature make use of
spetific language measurement instruments designed to maximize the
probability of the occurrence of certain linguistic forms.

Additionally, second language acquisition research has made use of
contrastive analysis. This technique cal for the comparative analysis of
Li with language 12: so as to identify phonological, morphological, syntac-
tic and semantic differences and similarities (Stockwell and Bowen, 1965).
This form of analysis is used to predict the relative probability of linguistic
transfer due to the differences similarities of Li and La. Therefore, if a
speaker of Spanish i 'earning English, errors in adjective-noun syntactic
placement may be frequent due to the differences in rules governing this
syntagmatic relationship. On the other hand. plurals in Spanish and
English are formed similarly by addition of an s or es inflection to a
singular noun. (This is an oversimplification, since there are other al-
lomorphs in each language). In this case, we might expect the L2 learner to
be able to transfer positively his past experiences with this morphological
form due to previous experiences with this inflectional derivative in Li.

Dulay and Burt (1972) have utilized the above methodology to investi-
gate the type of errors made by children who are second language learners.
This extensive research effort has made use of cross-sectional administra-
tion of a speech elicitation instrument, the Bilingual Syntax Measure
I BSM), in order to study the development of specific morphological and
syntactic forms. The BSM attempts to elicit production of target mor-
phemes by combining the presentation of several cartoon pictures and
strategic tester dialogue. Scores are determined by considering the
number of utterances in which fully formed, partially correct morphemes
are either present or absent in an obligatory context. Morpheme order is
determined by listing scores from the highest percentage of occurrence to
the lowest pet centage of occurrence. Rank orders such as these are used to

1 '
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compare morpheme development from one group of subjects (Spanish
speakers learn .

gEnglish)tn a second group ofsubjects / Chinese speakers
learning English).

These studies ..,ath the BSM have led researchers to make the following
conclusions:

1. Thene is an invariant order of acquisition among second language
learners with respect to grammatical morphemes (as measurecl by
the BSM).

2. Fewer than 5'; of all English errors are directly traceable to-inter-
ference- errors: errors related to LI forms.

3. Children learn a second language via a creative construction proc-
ess: -They gradually reconstruct. rules for the speech they hear,
guided by a universal innate mechanism . . ."

The theoretical and applied implications seem clear from this conclu-
sion. Theoretically. it would seem that 1i acquisition is very much like Li
acquisition. In fact, Dulay and Burt (1974), in a detailed analysis of the
few errors which were observed during the I3SM administration, assigned
responsibility for those errors to the -creative construction process- rather
than previous 1,1, rule-governed experiences. That is. observed errors were
related more to language learning rather than to the influence Li and 1,2
structures.

Several methodological and empirical considerations leave doubt in the
conclusions drawn by the above researchers. First, the studies reported
have used a technique of considerable questionability with respect to
linguistic measurement. The BSM is designed to elicit pa -/ icular mor-
pheme constructions under semi-controlled testing situations. It does not
allow the gathering of a -natural" language sample. The influence of
-demand" characteristics posed by the tester. the stimuli and the mul-
titude of administration variables has been documented experimentally
(Mercer, 197:34 Lo('oco 119761, in a comparative study of typical methods
or data collection of'122 data (-natural- vs -standardized"), presents evi-
dence indicating the differential influences of these methods on the
number of specific 1.12 errors. in addition. Hakuta 119744 has reported a
different inorphiane acquisition order than reported by Dulay and Burt.
His investigats considered the acquisition of English in a Japanese
five-year-old,

Rosansky, 11976) detailed particular LI OTects on 1,2 acquisition for
Spanish-speaking children and adults acquiring English. The data
strongly suggest that morpheme acquisition order in 1.0. is related to IA
morpheme similarities. Moreover, in a detailed comparative study of 1,2
acquisition using several language assessment techniques. including the
I3SM, Larson (1075/ and Porter (1977) found differences in morpheme
orders of acquisition with other measures excluding the BSM. Given this
series of empirical results, it is impossible to conclude that an invariant
ordering or morphemes presently occurs during La acquisition. (See Daily.
Madden and Krasshen, 1974; Larsen, 1975; Rosansky, 1076, for a more
detailed review of 1,2 acquisition,)

Even more recent is the work of Mace-Matluck (197)) who reports a
comparative study of five to ten-year-old Spanish, Cantonese and
Nakano- speaking children who were learning English as a second Inn-
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giviett. Specifically, she has reported that the rank orders of morpheme
development obtained with the use of the MAT-SEA-CAI, Oral Proli-
cienc,. Test (Mat luck and _.lace-Matluck. 1974 did not correlate signifi-
cantiy with Brown's 1 197:3) LI sequence fun English monolingual children.
Moreover, she reports:

Rank orders obtained for children who speak non-Indo-European
languages showed lower correspondence with the In sequence than
for the native Spanish speakers for whom moderate relationships
between 1,1 and Li were evident for all rank orders except Grade :3.
( Mace-Matluck, 1979, p. 79)

Acquisitiun
As indicated previously, transfer raight he considered both general and

specific in nature. That is. it is possible that the requirements imposed on
)1 child with respect to multilingual acquisition -.you'd lead to a general
linguistic lag compared to a child whose communicative requirements
center on one distinct language, Carrow's (1971, 1972) work concerning
the measurement of receptive abilities for three to seven-year-old
Spa! i,h -dish bilinguals and English monolinguals is relevant to this
no ta nerai "interference.' Measures across languages indicated

Fo.(!eMoutdistances Spanish foe bilingual children and that. English
for these same bilinguals was lower than English for monolingual age
controls. This English lag was evident during early ages (three to five
years) but not at later ages (six to seven years). Although these data
aggest a possible causal re!ationship between bilingualism and the

initial "rate" of language acquisition, it is far from conclusive. In fact,
Padilla and Liebman (1975) report contradictory evidence. Their analysts
of two to three-year-old bilingual children's linguistic development
suggested no general language lag in either language. By comparing
these subjects' utterances to those reported by Gonzalez ) 1970) for
monolingual Spanish children they were able to conclude:

There is no evidence in the language samples that might suggest an
overall reduced or slower rate of language growth for the bilingual
children of other studies. )page 511

Because the notion of a general lag does not consider the possible
importance of specific language loin similarities and differences, it does
riot seem to hold much promise for identifying important levels of interac-
tion operating during bilingual acquisition. Therefore. a more specific
analysis of linguistic interaction that considers such differences and
similarities is necessary.

Experimental studies of specific instances of -transfer- or lack of it are
available with bilingual children. For instance, Eva as (1974) reports the
comparison of word pair discriminations and word imitations in Spanish
and English 1h monolingual English and 1)ilingual Spanish-English
children. Elementary school children were asked to discriminate between
words containing English sounds considered difficult for Spanish speak-
ers. (Examples are the phonemes h and r which are clearly separate in
English but not so clearly separate in Spanish). Additionally. children
were requested to imitate a series of words in rich language that considers

1 '
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this same "difficult" characteristic. Bilinguals did not, differ from
monolinguals On all English tasks.

Garcia anti Trujillo(1079) report a similar finding when they compared
bilingual (Spanish-English) and monolingual (English) three. four, five.
six and seven-year-olds on high error risk phut riles (phonemes in
Spanish that adult Spanish speakers mispronounce), and simple to com-
plex syntactic forms (sentences containing plural and possessive mor-
phemes). Bilinguals did not differ from monolinguals on English imitation
tasks where both groups scored near 100n; correct) but they did differ
significantly (made less errors) than English speakers on Spanish tasks.
This was the case across all age levels. These studies suggest that negative
transfer at the phonological level in young bilingual children is nonexis-
tent.

In this same study, (Garcia and Trujillo, 1979), however the imitation
of complex Spanish sentences that involved adjective placement were not
juin ated correctly In' the bilingual subjects, Complex English sentences of
this type presented no significant problem for either bilingual or

nglish-only children. Recall that adjective placement in Spanish ( ''pate
ozur( d ifiers from that in English (-Hoe duck"). Therefore, it is likely that
transfer I both positive and or negative) is a possibility as syntactic com-
plexity increases and as differences in syntactic structure across the
languages of the bilingual are involved.

Trott.c/er: ncuclainataital Analysis

In a recent study, we attempted to evaluate the effect of native language
negative constructions on the production of second language, negative
syntactb forms.

Three, four, and five-year-old Spanish:English bilingual children par-
ticipated in a task which required them to productively describe "nega-
tion" relati nships portrayed for them using common toys (cars with and
without wheels. etc.). These children were requested to pefOm this task
in Spanish and English. Additionally, monolingual children of the same
age groupings were given these tasks in English. In this manner, an
analysis of the development of negation was p.issible for both bilingual
and monolingual children as well as a comparative analysis of the char-
acter of that development across these two linguistic groups.

Figures la-6a present graphically and summarily the results of the
study. The mean percentage of correct negative agent-verb sequences in
Spanish was 100":; for all groups. (See Figures la. 3a, 5a.) Moreover,
bilinguals (1E1 not include he'n'ce or' do forms in their Spanish negative
constructions across all age groups. Bilingual subjects' performance in
English seemed to reflect Spanish language constructions. The mean
percentage ocorrect negative-verb sequence increased with the age of the
subject. Bilinguals "correctly" omitted subjects in Spanish constructions
and also tended to "incorrectly" omit subjects in English negative con-
structions. For fOur-yea -olds, thirty-five percent of negative construc-
tions included subjects. Five and six-year-olds included subjects in approx-
imately fifteen percent and fifty percent of their negative constructions.
respecti.ely. In addition, bilinguals had a lower frequency of do's in their
English negative ccristructions. (See Figure's 2a. 4a, and (ia.)

1'.
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' onolinguals consistently per'airmed at higher levels on the three
dependent measures, except it !me five for(/., inclusions. at %%Inch point
bilinguals seemed to demonstrate a higher frequency ofdo inclusion !See
Figures :hi, and (lal. The mean percentage of correct negative verb
sequence was high for English monolinguals from approximately
seventy-one percent for 3-y(!ar-olds, up to 100'i for six-year-olds (F.:mire
2iii. 1\1onolinguals nisi') had a significantly higher frequency of subject
inclusion in their negative constructions !Figure -la). This contrast, in
findings bet ween bilingual and monolingual groups seems to suggest the
influence of Spanish on English negative constructions. In addition,
monolinguals consistently included a significantly higher proportion of
dos in their negative constructions than did bilinguals I Figure fiat. In-
terestingly. there st timed to be a crossover at five years of' age in which
bilinguals produced ii higher frequency of do than (lid monolingu-
al.

,,j1;:pieuously absent from the present data is any apparent. demi:fi-
st rat WI; If ;1 transfer eirt.Ct between languages. A transfer
hypothesis predicts I wt language interaction is a reciprocal process, but
the pre,.n ri;,ta reveis only that -correct'. English use reflected Spanish
language int l'erforinimee with Spanish negative constructions
across the thee. de pendent treasures remained high at HAY"( correct.
Cummins (197! suggests that if a bilingual child attains only a low level
of competenc: a It first lir si!cond language, then interaction with the
environmer . ilrough t hat language, both in terms of input. :Ind output., is
likely to ' improverisl-m(:.

11 as appropriate at this point to suggest a selective Luigi:age
_el- phenomena sineeliilinguals did produce correct Spanish negative

const rust ions and (lid pi)(kICt can ect Spa negative constructions that
0 fleeted, syntactically, Spanish construction grammars. In the saint'
manner t he (/o support transportation vhieli exists for English negative
enlist ructions %vas ohserved in high frequency with monolingual subjects
of all ages. This transformational strategy does not exit' in Spanish.
Performance with Spanish construct ions across the three dependent. Vari-
ables did nut reflect English negative constructions that !,,vould he pre-
dicted by a transfer hypothesis.

C!rtiliti statements ithout the relationship between. the present find-
ings. :(I previous data :4ecrii wort hy considering. Gaeiii 1:'.77' reported
that acquisition of' Spanish prepositions by three rI t. ,ur-year -old
Engli -n monolinguals resulted in an increase of incorrect English preposi-
t use, This type of interaction, %%Inch was restricted to the expressive
lve!. reflected the changes in on. language that were related to changes
in ;1 second language. Butterworth I .1972), in a report on the English
(ley-L:1)111mA of a thirteen-year-old ('olumbian hoy, found that sentence
subjects were deleted, a deletion permissible in Colunthlan Spanish. The
results of the present study were consistent with Butterworth's 11972)

The present evidence is not supportive of 1)ulay and But's (197:1)
findings in which they report a very low percentage of linguistic errors in
children learning English as a second language. The present data
suggests quite the oppo:;ite, that for negative syntactic curn-itruction, the
frequency and (want:it lye nature of errors for bilinguals rs. monolinguals

1
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are a reflection of previously acquired linguistic strategies. The present
findings support a modified transfer hypothesis. A transfer theory pre-
dicts that new constructions in a second language will reflect previously
acquired construction strategies already formed during native language
learning. This is supported by the findings of the present research in
which the negative-verb constructions were incorporated into English
negative constructions. This was also the case forphrosc suN:T1 omission
and do constructions.

This experiment represents a developmental strategy that compares
monolingual and bilingual subjects across specific linguistic categories
represented in Figure 1. Such dudies are meant to empirically test a
specific "interference" hypothesis during early childhood bilingual ac-
quisition. Yet, these cross sectional, as well as longitudinal, studies allow
only correlational, not causal relationships to be identified. As Ervin-
Tripp (1973) suggests, "interference" in these samples is exemplified by
performance errors in the learners linguistic system as they relate to a
contrastive analysis of both languages involved. These investigations
require one major cissumptioo any identifiable "error" is causally related
to an interaction effect of the two identified languages. Unfortunately,
this assumption is in need of empirical verification. For instance, linguis-
tic observations of a young child may produce the following utterances:
",,Did you see i'se carro?" or -El boy is going with us." Given our previous
guide, each of these might be considered an example of interference. Yet a
closer analysis of the child's total system might indicate that this type of
linguistic format is his only model (it is not a function of the child's
languages acting upon each other.) Therefore, it would seem totally in-
appropriate to consider these utterances forms or symptoms of transfer.

Given the above methodological problems, it would seem more appro-
priate to consider the interactive nature of languages for tl-e bilingual as
linguistic transfer or generalization instead of "interferen e." Transfer
has traditionally been used to indicate the effects of previous training
experiences on present traini:44 experiences as they relate to specific'
learning tasks. Ellis ( 1972) summarized five factors which influence the
transfer of learning between tasks: (1) task similarity, (2) time interval
between tasks, and (3) degree of original learning, ( 4) variety of previously
learned tasks, and (5) task difficulty. With respect to bilingual acquisi-
tion, research concentrating on transfer effects must consider more than
the general error productions of children as they relate to a general
contrastive analysis of the two languages involved. Additionally. this
transfer analysis must be made available in both directions. The form of
the question might he as billows: "How does present language learning
affect new language learning and how does language learning affect
previously learned language forms?" This question must he addressed
across each language both from a positive and negative perspective. This
strategy requires knowledge of present structures in each language then
tracking these and future language change so as to make a correlational
analysis available for inspection.

Since it may be difficult to assess fill these training variables, it may he
of theoretical and empirical importance to consider the interactive effects
of bilingual ism during acquisition as a special case of generalization.
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Generalization is a inure functional construct which links nonmanipu-
lated dependent variable changes to manipulated independent variable
changes. Therefore, this phenomenon would concentrate on those changes
in one language which occur as a function of changes in the second
language. For research purposes, this conceptualization calls for an ex-
perimental strategy requiring the manipulation of one language while
concornittantly measuring the effect of that change on the second lan-
guage.

Inter-Language Transier: An Experimental Analysis

This methodology is best exemplified by a recent experiment that will
be described in some detail here. The experiment investigated the effect. of
English language acquisition on already existing Spanish language forms
with young (three to fixer- year -old) children who came from bilingual
home environments.

The study attempted to provide an experimental analysis of two specific
second language training strategies. One strategy( independent
train ing) introduces training in a second language without regard for first
language maintenance. The second strategy (sin/a/a/nevus Li and L2
training) introduces training in a second language while at the same time
providing a maintenance procedure for the first language. Subjects were
children from SpanishiEnglish bilingual home environments who indi-
cated a high level of expressive competence on prepositional labels in
Spanish ILI ) but not English (L2). Training was introduced on preposi-
tional labels in Li. In this way, the effect (both direction and form) of'
training/learning a second language was provided during the training of
second language prepositional labels. These manipulations provide a
laboratory examination of much debated "second language" versus
"maintenance" teaching procedure of' interest to second language and
bilingual instructors.

Subjects and Experimental Stimuli. Four Mexican American children,
ranging in age from four years, three mom (is to four years, eight months.
all from bilingual, Spanish:English horn( environments, served as sub-
jects. These children were bilingual kindergarten students in a local
school district. Teacher and parent questionnaires indicated that these
children were capable of speaking and understanding both Spanish and
English but were judged as Spanish "dominant."

The experimental stimuli consisted of black and white plastic drawings
(4" x 5 -1'2 ") representing four positional concepts. on Iarriba do, behind
detras do, in front ( adelante de), and andel ( abajo de), taken from the

Northwestern Syntax Screening Test. A description of each curd is pre-
sented in Table 1.

Pretests. Pretests were administered to each subject to determine lin-
guistic ability in Spanish and English prior to any experimental manipu-
lation. These pretests made use of the probe items identified in Table 1.
(Prior to any pretest, all subjects were asked to p! :t to items portrayed in
the pictures to insure their linguistic labeling as with respect to these
items. Responding on these trials necessitated a 100ci correct response
criterion prior to pretesting). All pretests contained both Spanish and
English trials, randomly distributed. On receptive protest trials, the ex-
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perimenter instructed the subject in eithe Spanish or English to point to
one of our specific cards depicting exemplars of in on behind and under.
Expressive pretest trials consisted of displaying a specific card and asking
the position of an item (a cat) displayed on the card. Each began by
displaying the card and asking, "Where is the cat?Is he belling. it ruler, in
front of °fon the chair? or "i. Donde esta el gato?"-i,Estadettyis de, debujo
de, adelunte de, o arriba de la silla?" (Note that two additional prepositions
were included to increase the potential range of responding.) The order of
presentation for prepositions on each trial was random. The experimenter
did not correct or deliver consequences for subject responses. A pretest of
receptive trials was administered on the first day of the study and was
billowed by a pretest ofexpressive trials on the second day. Each of the for r
children selected for inclusion in this study responded at 10(Y,' levels in
Spanish and 0`7 in English during pretest sessions.

'Fable I. Experimental Stimuli

1:nglish

The cat on the table
The cat behind the table
The cat on the bed
The cat behind the bed
'Tile cat on the chair
The cat behind the chair

-The cat under the chair
-The cut in front of the chair

-Probe items

Spanish

El gato arriba de la mesa
El gato detras de la mesa
El gate arriba de la c ima
El gato deltas de In cama
El gate arriba de In silla
El gate detras de la silla
El gate debajo de la silla
El gate znielante de la silla

Training Phases

After pretesting, two subjects were assigned to two separate second
language training groups: ) 1) independent Li training, and (2).sinnr/ternc-
orrs Li and 1,2 training. The first two training phases for each subject
represented training on one English prepositional label. (The training
order for the two prepositions was counterbalanced between subjects in
each group.) A third phase was included in which both labels received
training simultaneously. Table 2 presents summary of' prepositional
labels trained during separate phases fbr each subj:..-ct.

Independent 1.2 Training. Subjects 1 and 2 wc re assigned to this train-
ing condition, During training trials, the subject was shown one of two
training cards depicting an example of the prepositions(s) undergoing
training session. Each trial was begun by pl .ci ng the cards) in front of the
subject. The experimenter then pointed to the card being trained and
asked "Where is the cat'?" If the subject did not respond after ten seconds or
responded incorrectly, the subject was asked to repeat an experimenter's
corrected response. After correctly imitated responses, as well as correct
responses to the initial question. subjects received verbal approval
-good.- ,tc.). Twenty-fbur training trials were included in each training

session. During simultaneous training 'if the two prepositional labels,

1Z2
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training phase( an equal number of training trials (12) for each preposi-
tion was presented randomly within each training session.

TAble 2. Order f Preposition 'Ironing by Subject

SUBJECTS TRAL,ANG PlIASrS

1

A

behind

Jmlp L., Training

ten

behind
behind ,,ti
art behind

Sinn alto 'waits 1.1 and Io Training

behind on behind on
on behind on behind

.':imult(mcwis Li and Li Training. For subject :3 and 4, the training
procedure was similar to that described above except that half of the
t raining trials were in Spanish. Training trials were presented randomly
across language with h the constraint t hat no three consecutive training
trials were in one language. All training was accomplished by a
Mexican American, SpanishiEnglish, bilingual, female expi(rimenter.

(747zeralization Prubes

After each training session, subjects were exposed to an additional
thirty-two trials with the same exper.menter. The probe pictures (see
Table 1) were used during these trials. Each probe picture was presented
tou times with a Spanish instruction requesting its label, and four times
with an English instruction requesting its label. Probe cards for on and
be portrayed examples of these prepositions which utilized different
objects than those in training cards. Use of this procedure allowed a
measure of prepositional responding that was generalized in nature, i.e.,
to pictures different from those used during training.) Termination of a
training phase was determined by a probe session criterion of two consecu-
tive sessions of 10(Y responding on the prepositiozast undergoing gain-
ing.

After the completion of a training phase, subjects were administered a
receptive probe session. Procedures during this session were the same as
those during the receptive pretest. This procedure was included in order to
monitor any changes in the subject's receptive responding as a result of
expressive training.

The exact verbal response was tape-recorded so as to allow a further
qualitative analysis of incorrect responding. Inter-observer scoring
agreement was assessed for all pretest sessions and for fifty percent of
training and probe sessions distributed throughout the study u. !east one
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probe session for each phase Agreement on a session basis was 10(r; for
receptive trials and ranged h in 96(; to 100':; for expressive trials.

Training, Results. Although training results are not graphically pre-
sented, each subject reached near 100'; correct responding during tixh
separate prepositional training phase on the prepositions) undergoing
training. Probe results are presented in Figures 1-4. These figures present
percent correct responding for both receptive and expressive trials during
pretesting and for successive probe sessions of the study for 31 - S4,
respectively.
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independent I,: Tro i Hest)! ts. During pretesting St and S2 re-
sponded it 100'; correct in Spdnish e 1.e) and (Y correct in English (1,2).
When 1,2 training was introduced un t he first preposition, correct respond-
ing on 1.2 expressive probes increased from near 0'; to 100r; During this
same. training phase, correct Id expressive responding on the same pre-
positional concept. decreased front 100'; to near 0`; . This saint, phenom-
enon occurred when training on the second preposition was instituted in
1,2. Moreover, correct responding on the first prepositional concept re-
turned to pretesting during this second training pha,-. Simultaneous
training of the two 1:2 prepositional labels produced correct responding in
1.2 and a decreased level of correct responding in Le.

During receptive pretesting for these same subjects. IA responding was
at 100r; , whi., 1.2 receptive responding was at (1`.; .1,1 receptive responding
remained at 100r; throughout the turfy, while L2 receptive responding
fluctuated between 0-100; . with variability across the two prepositional
labels trained.

A qualitative analysis of soltiect expressive responding was performed
by assessing the forms of subject errors on expressive probe trials. Almost
all response errors (82- I00i of errors in each session) were of a language
substitution type. That is, during 1,2 training, IA labeling errors took the
form of conceptually correct 1,2 productions (e.g., (let nis for behind).

St mu 1! /loons LI and L2 ni ng Results. Results for S;) and S3 contrast
those effects identified for Si and S2 on expressive probes. As correct
responding on 1,2 probe trials increased fOr each preposition trained, there
was not a corresponding decrease in correct IA probe trial p-z.-.t
That is, during the time correct responding in L2 prepositions it. .:aced to
100'.:i correct responding on 1,1 prepositions remained at or near 10(Y. .

Responding on receptive probes was consistently 100`.; for Le and variable
for 1,2, For S3 an increase in correct responding from 0-5(r; for behind and
from 0 -100'S fbr on was observed. For Si, an increase from 0'.7( to 10(fl for
behind was observed, while no change in correct responding was observed
for on.

A qualitative analysis of subject expressive responding was performed
by assessing the form of subject errors on expressive probes. Almost all
response errors (90-1000 of error in each session) were in L1. Subjects
responded to the 1,2 instruction in the preposition that had previously been
trained. For example, if "det=. is /behind" was trained, subjects responded.
-behind,- on 1,2 probe trials. Spanish errors were almost non-existent.
Probe results are not presented graphically for probe trials depicting in
IenI and under (elebujo de). Correct responding in these probe trials re-
mained consistent: near 1000; in Spanish and near (ri in English.

The present study has suggested an experimental analysis of language
transfer in young children. By manipulating linguistic responding in one
language (1,2) and monitoring effects of this manipulation in another
language (IA ) a cause-effect analysis between language interaction was
attempted during specific language training interventions. The results of
this study indicate that: 11) expressive acquisition of prepositional labels
in L2 occurred; (2) this acquisition led to a distinct change in the express-
ive use of the corresponding prepositional label in 1,1 during the indepen-
dent /.2 training; (3) this change was characterized by 1,2 substitutions for
occasions calling for IA responding; (4) no such effect occurred during a

1
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SIII11111611106111S 1.t rand L.2 training, and i 1161 Such 6`1111 was observed for
receptive responding. (Some increase NV:1,+ actualiv observed in receptive
L2 responding. Therefore, children taught to respond only in L2 failed to
discriminate the appropriate use of Li and 1.2 prepositional labeling.
Those children receiving training trials in both Is and 1,2 made the
appropriate discrimination.

During independent L2 training, a form of linguistic substitution was
identified. This substitut ion may very well reflect the relative exposure to
the two languages during this condition (Beige!, 1968). It may also reflect
the sociolinguistic character of the training setting (Guinperz and I ler-
mindez, 1972) or the occurrence of such an effect in bilingual children
where a "dominance" in Spanish exists. The present study is nimble to
support or eliminatA these and other possible alternative explanations.
Even so, a clear transfer effect was produced in this learning situation.
Dulay and Burt (19741have failed to find any large -scale evidence for such
effects in the speech of children acquiring a second language. The presen:
data suggest that. the form of such effects and the conditions under which
they occur may he diverse. That is, transfer may take on the form of
language substitution under certain environn.. ttal conditions within
which L2 acquisition occurs. It is important to note that the character of
the present experimentally identified effectsllanguage substitution) may
not be identifiable in narrative studies beer, if identified, might be consid-
ered codeswitching).

For simultaneous Li and L2 training, expressive training results indi-
cated a rapid acquisition of "new" language prepositions. In addition. no
"negative transfer" effects were identified. That is, subjects responded
correctly to Spanish prepositions undergoing training during probe ses-
sions. AddLionally, subjects also responded at a consistently high level
(near 100'? 1 in English. As each training phase was completed, correct
responding for the Spanish preposition undergoing training increased.
The differential responding at the expressive level between independent
and simultaneous training was art important factor in decreasing the
previously identified generalization ("transCer") effects.

With respect to language teaching strategies. it seems appropriate to
suggest that language training programs with populations of bilingual
children consider the relation:-.Iiip of the two languages within the train-
ing context. In this sti:Liy, generalized effects which might be termed
"substitution" in Li were observed within a training that emphasized only
L2. During training which emphasized both Li and L', no such linguistic
disruption on Li was observed.

In summary, this study. although preliminary in nature, provides a
methodology for experimental analysis of language transfer effects. Addi-
tionally, the present study demonstrated that by taking t he character of
training into account first language disruptions in the form of language
substitution (failure to discriminate the appropriate use of Li or L2) were
significantly reduced. Further research in this area must concentrate on
more complex morpin.logical and syntactic forms and also must consider
the influence of the present independent variable outside the confines of
laboratory situation.

1 6 )1.6.
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St/it/Miry (if FM/Ur/lift Ft idl'i'irf'

I'ho shulies in the find of lint lc transfer with voung
children can be used to support one or more of t he following contradictory
coin lusions concerning the iicquisit ion of two languages during early
childhood:

1. The developmental character of the bilingual is not significantly
influenced by the simultaneous linguistic development. of two lan-
guages, the development of character of each language is similar to
t hat of a native speaker of either language.

2. A linguistic transfer phenomenon is evident in NVil id) the specific
structures of the dominant 1:;nguage influence the developmental
quality of the less dominant language.

:1. A linguistic transfer phenomenon is evident in \Ville/1 the structure
of the less dominant language influences the quality of the domin-
ant, language, under "learning" conditions which emphasize the
"learning" of the less dominant language without regard to Ow
maintenance of the dominant language.

Given the contradictory nature of the evidence available at this time, it
is safest to conclude that the specific cha-acter of transfer between the
languages of the bilingual continues to he an area of significant research
interest and controversy, It. would he inappropriate at this time to draw
any other conclusion.

Specific implications For Early Chilillonnl Education

It is always difficult to eyt 'act from a body of research literature specific
implications for an applied temp ping technology. The character of' a con-
trolled research environme,,t, the uncharacteristic control of intervening
variables, and the starchinef.. of ind .pendent variable intervention often
preclude generalization of' findings to "real" classrooms. McLaughlin's
)1978) review of such research led to conclude that many misconcep-
tions are prevalent wit II respe( t to language and bilingual acquisition in
early childhood:

1. The young child ffcquires a language more quickly and easily than
an adult because the child is biologically proff,Tanuned to acquire
language whereas the adult is not.
The younger the child, the more skilled in acquiring a second lan-
guage.
Second language acquisition is a qualitatively different process
than first. language acquisition.

1. Interference hetween first and second language is an inevitable and
ubiquitous part of second language acquisition.

5. There is a single method of second language instruction that. is most
effective v'ith all children.

6. The experience of' bilingualism negatively or positively) a (Teets the
child's intellectual development, language skills, educational at-
tainment. emotional adjustment andfor cognitive functioning.
I McLaughlin 1978, pp. 197-205)
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NIcLitii.;111-) not adroit tin ;; Iokil 11.;11OrallCe 111 concludolg 111;11
the .thote 1)1, 111:-;:1;td. he is l'ollowing the strategy of
.111, )1 is; prelm it ion 1, yinpirical
\ .1; ',T1 611141 .'5i,'11111cIlt111..11;11'16 to be lidndled with extrente caution. It is
) ,. ), Able t h a t -.owe or a l l of t h e ahoy). propositions arc b u l l l o t d:11111

litu 111111, ;it ,; I 1111(- v,11(11161111)11'1C:d .411111)1)I't Is 111d)Iglit)llti, i'll'iltly !WI
!I I [IC of 111101'4. li:,16;11T11 and Hit' ;1111/1.1Pd ICHIlltd()gy ()I

edocalloo
k it P"H'ibl'' t', IttY "1" ("1"6"1'-`? \Vilil the

11)10.'1. l';Illt 11311 in 111111d, there are ,-)mite questions specifically related to
bilingual education in early childhood that deserve discussion.

It'd/ bilia,,),)/m/ cd..watma )/forts rut chr/(//mod ngoore/y u% /1'e!
)/it/(:rcut's itt;:.;atstic ,/eryb)pmcar'

; i v e n the data discussed p,eviously, it seems clear that exposure to two
It .1,tmage systenis and subsequent proficiency in t hse two la) -uages does
tmt retard linguistic development. That is, children who were operat ing at
complex levels in Spanish were not retarded in English IS compared to
other matched monolingual English-speaking children. Therefore. it
bilingual experience 111 early 0111(111110d dOCS nut necessarily retard
linguistic development. Udittirtunately, important inmstions still remain:
III}low are differences in the qualitative nature of the bilingual

related to linguistic development? 121 Ifow ;ire cognitive process
variables related to bilingual development?

cdurallun '1/;111..4 err curly pusitircly inllucnro,
I10gut.,;11c

Although there is evidence for the lad; of negative effects of bilingual
acquisition on general development. there is no evidence of ;tdvance lin-
guistic development for bilinguaL when compared to matched monoling-
ual:). That is, there is no report of itilingual subjects' increased ability in
either language as compared to native monolingual speakers of either
language. ('ognitively, there is evidence that bilinguals score signifi-
cantly higher on several cognitive measures than matched monolingual
peers Cummins, 1979). Mese measures tend to he those reflecting the
ability to consider properties of the envirtiment in a inure flexible man-
ner: to construct more general semantic categories than monolingual
peers. Critical questions remain, hoNvev..)r. 11I Are these advantages re-
lated to bilingualism or other Totential cultural) variables associated
with bilingualism? )2) Are these advantages related to proficiency levels
of bilingualism'? Hsi), what is linguistic proficiency'? (:3) Are these advan-
tages related to the specific languages involved and specific cognitive
measures i tasks)?

Slmula 0.(luraliw, offurts in cu..-1 hr immersion.
hronstIrmi/NSL, or tra//s/t/Wr1//(//f/i(M(//7ro'f'

here is very little evidence on which to base even the most, cautious
answers to t his quest ion. ('ertainly, previous immersion efforts have been
evaluated positively for elementary school children in French/English
schools of' l'anada (Lambert and Tucker, 1972. A similar conclusion for
Spanish Fdiglish elementary school children in the United States is not
Nvarrant ed. Recall that prior to the formal funding of bilingual education
at the national level in 1968, the English intim. rsion program was the
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model fur t he education of lanr.1..ige minority children in the United
States public schools. That prow Ain has proven disastrous for these child-
ren (Carter, 1970).

Data from empirical eff 'as in bilingual and cognitive development
shed some light on this que,tion. Dulay and Burt (1972, 1974) based on the
low incidence of second language errors related to native language
structure. have suggested t hat incidental teaching of a second language
might. prove most beneficial. That. is, an ininwrsion or transition effort
t hat allows t he child to he exposed to the second language as naturally as
possible without fOrmal language instruction, seems the most eflecti ye
strategy for second language acquisition. Data pre:.ented previously in
this manuscript suggests that a kirmal maintenance instruction system
that reinforces the native language while at the same time formally
teaching a second language produces a parallel development in both
languages. (7ununins (1979) reviews several studies that indicated that
cognitive flexibility is an attribute of only the proficient bilingual.
Monolinguals and unbalanced bilinguals scored significantly lower on
Pingetian and traditional tests of' cognitive development. than did profi-
cient preschool bilinguals. Therefore, transition/maintenance bilingual
efforts may enhance both acquisition of new language structures and
provide advantageous cognitive benefits. Of course, sound evaluation of
immersion, transition, and maintenance bilingual programs in early
childhood are needed prior to any (even cautious) conclusions concerning
the adequacy or relative effectiveness of these strategies. Still remaining
are the other curriculum questions: ( 1) Should languages be tempor. !ly
and contextually separated (e.g., teacherA speaks Le , teacherB speaks 112;
Monday and Friday, Le, Tuesday and Thursday, Lz)? (21 Should content
areas be repeated in both languages? (3) What is the role of using transla-
tion as a curricular tool?

In conclusion, it remains difficult to speculate on the implications of'
bilingual research in the area oflinguistic transfer for bilingual education
in early childhood. It does seem clear that bilingual experiences need not
produce negative effects. Beyond such a general conclusion, more specific
conclusions have been extracted from the research literature within each
section of this manuscript. Unfortunately, more questions than answers
have been generated by the research community. This is not as discourag-
ing as it might seem. For it is challenges like those ahead in early
childhood bilingua: education that will undoubtedly provide benefits for
all children who must acquire the language( s) of their societpies) during
early childhood.
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Figure Captions
Figure la ;Mean percentage of correct negative agent verb ttetnience

responses in Spanish for :1 1..), and f yea old Spa iCedi English itilinguak.
Eigure 2;t. Mean percentage of correct :tuxilittry-negative sequence

respoictes in English for 1,1, 5, ;Hul I; year-old Spanish higlkli bilinguals
and Eng litr,ht nionolinguak.

Figure It Me;In percentage tti sentence subject omissions., ut Spanish
Gtr :i. .1, 5. ;Ind fi vear-ttld Spanish l':1101,-,11

Figure Iil. NII`Ml percentage of sentence stt'qect inclusions in English
FM' 5. and 1i year-old Spanish bilinguals :Hid English
monolinguals.

Fig1111` 5a. \lea n percentage oloniission ohucer in Spanish for :1, ti, 5,
and (i year -old Spanish English bilinguals.

Figure Ga. Aleut percentage (tido inclusions For :1, 1. ;5, tind fi year-old
Spanish English bilinguals iintl English monolinguals.

h'igure I. Percent correct responding for recept Ivo and expressive probe
tri:afsduringpr'etestingnnd successive sessions (tithe st tidy for St . Specific
prepositions %%Inch are undergoing training are indicated by an arrow.

Figure 2. Percent correct responding for recept ive and expressive probe
rivals during pretest ing anti successive sessions oft he st udy for S2.. Specific

prepositions \vItilt are undergoing training tire indicated 1)y an irrttv,
Figure 1. Percent correct responding for receptive and expressive probe

t ria ls during pretest ing and successive sessions oft he st udy for ti.1. Specific
prepositions which are undergoing training are indicated by an at row.

Figure I. Percent correct responding for receptive and expressive probe
t rink during prete;:t ing :Hid successive sessions unlit. study for tit. Specific
prepositions which are undergoing training are indicated by tin arrow.



TO SWITCH OR NOT TO SWITCH: THE ROLE OF

('.ODE SWITCHING IN THE ELEMENTARY BILINGUAL

CLASSROOM

Gustavo Gonzalez
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INTRODUCTION
Language has always been an item of centril concern in bilingual

education legislation and program, implementation. Title VII legislation
of 1968, 1974, and 1978, the Lau vs. Nichols Supreme Court decision
(1974) and the ilspira Consent Decree (1973) all have sought to address
issues related to the role of language development in the education of
language minority populations. These deliberations have extended to the
classroom, forcing bilingual educators to examine the very nature of
language in general, and that of the non-English school population in
particular. This close examination has revealed that there can be several
varieties of the same language, varieties that differ significantly from
each other. Chicano educators involved with bilingual fducation have
found that in its constant contact with the English language, Spanish has
undergone some modifications, resulting in varieties not found in areas
where English contact is nonexistent. The present paper is an examina-
tion of one such modification found in the Chicano dialect of Spanish:
English-Spanish code-switching among elementary school-age children
and the effect of this practice on the maintenance of Spanish. It further
examines the role of this practice in the bilingual classroom as
promoter enhancer of learning.

Code-Switching: A.Historical Overview

'Fhe earliest references to code-switching appear in dialect studies of
Spanish-English bilinguals in New Mexico. The work, carried out by
Espinosa (1911), dismissed this phenomenon as "Speech mixture or ran-
dom intermingling" of Spanish and English (p. 103). In Espinosa's view,
the combining of difTerent grammatical forms into one form (puchando for
pushing:colorcondo for coloring;guaehondo for watching, etc.) resulted in
a code-:., vitch.

Copyright e 1980 Gustavo Gonzalez and Lento F. Maez. All rights reserved.
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I'26 Thc,ir t tut BIlim!tral 1...41n atom

111 his C 1; I sSIC Ildy H.11) e Mkt;(.) Contact, \Vet Ilre IC111 L"):1! USt`il the t Ill
1;114;110ga) Shift- to denote the change frO111 he 11Se ei One
1:111r,lliii;e to 111;0 of anot be r 11). 6)))." Vol) .),,) IdeN1 Iii Iti;u ii
auld sy), itch from one language to another according to changes in the

speech ..Ituation butt . certainly nnl 16111111 the Ip.
I ialig,e1)i I ;LA)) Ilse); the tern.' -Fmk-switching.' to describe the introduction
''I -a completely unassimilated word froin another language.' into a hihn-
t;ual's speech p. svit) :ling is seen as the first of a three-staifc proce:)s
through 4...hich One 4;1110111ot'. 1957!

I he terns "speech 1111.-.1111'1." to CiiVel" such occurrences a:; trnnsl:ttion
1..tictio'hi into for high school): 1,11)met ic adaptation lionclit fur lunch):
!Ivy adaptation Ihtfttirtuelu for backing upl; and loans and
horrowings imported intact //))iiiiti for balloon) T. 16).

The di)linit ion)); given in the literature hove one flung in common: they
refer hi the of one language oil ;mot her. The ihfrel'elli'e lies in I lie
ii))I.,,recoftri/liretice reflected in t he receiving language, Iron Esiainosti,lr.'s
phonetic adaptation t o Weinreiclfs actual from using one lan-
guage to using ;mother. Tile delinit ion .) trill use throughout. the present.
paper is tilt) folloving: code-switcliiiii; t he ;thorn:it ing use e.a) or more
languages during social inter,mt ion. Thi).-; alternation tnay otclil het %Neon
utterances itntersententially) or xvithin tit terance botmilarie; Iuitrusen-
tentiallt'). Occurrence II tfw plionoloi;ical and niorpholocal lo'l'l
the Espinosa examples, kill fall outside the area of consideration. The
switch may be made from tat her language to t he ot tier Spanish to kit
or English to

followini; examples kill hell') clarify the distinction bekveen the
types of code-sv)atclimg 1111(101" diScLISSI(11-

Intr,entential: Spanish to English
1 Voy al mercado esta turtle.

(I'm going to the store this :ifteriloon.)
1 hope I don't forgt)t. anything.

2 l'ilinitivamos 1;1 ciirruleta de mi papa.
Ve wrecked Illy father's Old Cal". I

Cloy, was he mad it us!

Iritersentential: English to Spanish
a. My hrot her was sick yesterday.

gut) no mit) enferrne vu!
if hope I don't get !iick!)

-I. The teacher is ;1 redhead.
'Ire gustan a ti las pclirojas?
Ilk) you like redheads?)

Intrasententials Spanish to English
5. El se Cily(*), h)//t thin he Ap,t up,

He fell down, but then he gilt up.)
6. A nu nit gustan los fv-ecti ones.

II like the green ones.)

1
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nt r aMer On' IA to 11)aiii!'11

i. 14. l't II SI) hUi 1 IOW !0
lit' ran :40 hard that got tired.)

N. rill' 1 (Ne era did /II rn11.... IOW it-I. 111..1 I III II:,
fhe row hlIlInged to the t lives tI h

Appro,ociti'S 1,) the SI '11111.-S11l ICh nA;

tidy (0f rOdl'-!41; it elring ha:; Li''n tinder t front t a major
p l . r r I t of the sociolinguist and that of the structural linguist.
The former has sought to determine under what :social conditions code-
switching occurs and what the aims of the speaker were in malting the
change from one language to another. The structural linguist has at
tempted to find what grammatical constraints exist in shifting from 010'
language to t he other. Both approaches, in their own way, seek to prove
that code-switching is not random or haphazard but governed by a com-
plex set of rules.

Typical of the we (I«lone by sociolinguists is t Ind of Valdez-Fal I is. The
table below, taken from her 1978 monograph, identifies some of the major
code - switching patterns and provides Spanish/English examples. 11.;
be seen from the chart, not all conditions related to code-switching ,ire
sociolinguistic in nature. Among patterns is one labeled "switches that
reflect lexical need," that are "related to language dominance, memory,
and spontaneous versus automatic speech." We shall return to this later in
the paper and argue that, among elementary school-age children, this
factor may be the single most important consideration in bringing about.
code-switching.

The categories identified by Valdez-Fallis are well-represented in the
research literature, Gumperz and Hernandez-Chavez (1970) report the
use of Spanish-English code-switching among Chicano adults as a means
of expressing in-group solidarity. Lance's 1969 study categorized code-
switch i ng according to whether the code-switched element consisted of: (1)
single words or terms inserted into a sentence (brand names, quasi -

technical terms, etc. ); 121 longer phrases or clauses; and )31 quotations. He
found that "many of the lapses into English . . are related to the fact that
certain terms .are used most often in situations that call for English" (p.
142), Myers-Scotton and Ury (1977) studied switches triggered by the
change in the social arena of the speakers, while Zentella (1978) attrib-
uted the change in code to the communicant's perception of the dominance
or power status of one language over another. Lindholm and Padilla
(1977) report Hy.. use of code-switching as a means of excluding the other
speaker in certain social settings. The following fictitious exchange illus-
trates this point:

Bilingual Child: "You know what?"
Monolingual Child: "What'?"
Bilingual Child (giggling): "You're p(i/ida (pale),"

By changing to Spanish land thus withholding part of the communication
message), the bilingual child is able to make fun of and exclude the
monolingual child.

Rudolf() Jacobson (1979) also emphasizes that "switching between two
languages is not a random process'' ( p. -184). He suggests five



TABLE I

PRINCIPAL CODE-SW1TCHING PATTERNS'

Nefirlitions Examples

Switching Patterns That Occur in RCS/JO/1Se to EXteflUt Factors

Situatianal sa.itches Related to the social role of speakers

Contextual switches Situation, topic, setting, etc linked to the

other language

Identity markers Ingraup membership stressed

quotations and paraphrases Contextual: related to language used by the

original speaker

Switching Patterns That OCCUr in thisponsi, to Internal Factors

1{ando switches of high

frequency itenis

Switches that reflect lexical

rice('

Triggered switches

Preformulations

lbsconr,e markers

quotat ems and paraphrases

yl istic switches

Seittlential switches

,-

l'npredictahle; do not relate to topic,

situation, setting, or language dominance:

occur only on word level

Related to language dominance, memory, and

spontaneous versus automatic speech

Due to preceding or following items

Include linguistic routines and automatic

speech

flat, and, of course, etc.

Nencontoxtual: not related to language used

by original speaker

Obvious sty listic devices used for emphasis or

contrast

Involve using the last language used by the

preceding speaker

Mother toes English to chat with daughters but switches to Spanish to

reprimand sou,

Students switch to English to discuss details of a math exam.

Ese bolo, (irate, amiale puoN used in English cm versations, regardless of

actual Spanish fluency,

Y lo; luegoi me dijo el Mr, Johnson quo I have to study, i Remark was actually

made in English)

.Very common words, such as days of the week or colors. Function like

English synonyms: gal girl, guy fellow, etc. Euimos al party aver y

estuva tan suave la fiesta,

Include the "tip of the tongue" phenomenon; item may be momuntilily

forgotten.

Yu la vi, you know, but t dide't speak to him, ISvitch is triggered by the

preformulatiami

NI know, glad to meet you, thanks for colli(i

nuceo, etc.

Este
. este . yo si ttuN,ria ir.

lie insisted que nome fuerc,Butl did anyway. i Remark was originally made

in English.1

Me totn. toda la caletera, the whole colli'v pot.

No to oiolestes, que hay (le

.erain speakers will always the language switches of other speakers;

others will not.

From Language and Education: Theory and Prartui, N0,4, rode.Stedetang and the Classroom by Guadalupe Valdeallis; Arlington: ('voter for
Applied Linguistics, 1978, p,
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"psychologically-conditioned" categories (substratum, emotion, hesita-
tion, false start, and preference) and six "sociologically conditioned" vari-
ables (code, domain, culture, interpersonal relations, topic, and metaphor)
that may tend to cause' code-switching. (For a breakdown of the six vari-
ables into subcategories, see his article "Bilingual Teaching Techniques
and Community Behavior," in Padilla, 1979).

While sociolinguists have struggled with specifying the "rules" for
switching between languages, structural linguists have tried to identify
the purely linguistic constraints that set limits on the types of intrasen-
tential code-switching allowed. Sanchez (1972), using language samples
from Chicano college students, demonstrated that certain intrasentential
combinations are allowed and acceptable, while others are not. As exam-
ples of what is and is not allowed, she cites the following (p. 73):

I. No esta hurting la tierra. (It's not hurting the earth.)
But Not: He is trabajando. (He is working.)

2. Es muy friendly. (She/he is very friendly.)
But Not: Es very amistoso. (She/he is very friendly.)

3. Si va take una muchacha el dominant r)le.
If a girl is going to take the dominant role . . . )

But Not: If .vou're going to tomar . .

If you're going to drink ,

Timm (1975), Pfaff (1975), and Poplack (1979) providesimilar examples of
what is and what is not structurally appropriate in Spanish-English
intrasentential code-switching. These researchers anci others have .t13-

lished that patterns do exist in the switching of codes; that f..itt )ugh he
exact nature of the phenomenon is not full/ understood. inertia).: \ords
from one language into a sentence uttered in another language, when
done in a random fashion does not always result in acceptable utterances.

The early studies on Spanish-English code-switching focused on its use
h,, adults. Recently, however, researchers have begun turn their atten-
tion to the alternating use of Spanish and English by pre-school and
school-age children. In a 1977 study, McClure reported that of 500 code-
switches recorded in the speech of three- to fifteen-year-old Mexican
Americans, only 30 involved constituents smaller than the serLence.
Intrasentential code - switching, in other words, was virtually non-
existent. She concludes that ". . . the ability to use nonsentence code
changes productively is acquired relativ6y late by the child in the process
of becoming bilingual" (p. 97). She rer-zt:-, nowevc, that Tier data do not
indicate a uniform development sequenc: in the use of code-swi tch ing as a
stylistic device.

Zentella 119781 reports that bilingual children avear to code-switch
accordin to the situation at hand. They are able to aduress the listener in
the language in which they perceive him to be dominant. Zentella further
suggests that b.' approximately age six, instances of code-switching in
children begin to assume a stylistic role, one approximating that of their
adult models. fluerta (19771 has proposed th.t code-switching be consid-
ered a welding of two languages. 'or-1.11, n:.; a third "inter-language- com-
plete with its own .rainmatical rt;

1 '
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In a national study involving three Spa n;,.1-speaking ethnic groups
(;Mexican Americans in Texas. Puerto Ricans in New York, and Cuban
Americans in Florida/. Laosa r II/75i found differences in the incidence of
code-switching. Mexican American school children appear to code-switch
the most; this appeared to hest reflection it he home language situation in
which the Spanish-English switched form \VW.; the primary mode of com-
munication. The Puerto Rican and Cuban American groups showed little
evidence of code-switching; this again reflected the home language
enviroonient, one in which Spanish was the main vehicle fOr communica-
tion and almost no code-switching is in evidence.

aldez-Fallis (1978) examined the rule of proficiency in both languages
on tendency to code-switch, iind concluded that competency in hot h lan-
guages is a prerequisite for code-switching. Switching tended to occur
from Spanish to English, primarily with persons who were in control of
English. This linguistic perequisitie to code-switching is supported b,:
t he findings of McClure iind Went:: (1975), who discovered that syntactic
conditions governing code- ;witching are part of the grammatical compe-
tency of all bilingual children and are -internalized- at an early age,
Poplack ( tfih, in a study of Puerto Rican adults in East I larium, arrived
at the opposite conclusion. She found that non-fluent bilinguals ;ire able to
code-switch and maintain grammaticality in Lt and Lt.

A recent study by ( Maez, and (onzalez in press( on bilingual
chilli-en from age levels lour, five, and six from across the United States
revealed that at age four, the children did not have either 1,1 or L2
developed independently of each other. This was attributed to the high
incidence ,i'code-switchiog that was noted at this age. Ely age five, there is
a noticeable decrease in cede-switching activity; this decrease continues
until first grade, when it virtually disappears. Regional differences were
noted as to the incidence and typetEnglish to Spanish :Spanish to English,
inter- in intrasententiab of code-switching, suggesting culturally deter-
mined d fie renCeS regarding the when, why, and where of code-switching
among tie different Hispanic groups.

As should he evident by now, the state of the art. in the study of
Spanish-English code-switching leaves much to he desired. Research
studies often raise more questions than they answer. It is next to impossi-
ble, given the disparate nature of the results reported to date, to present a
clear picture of what coedit ions bring about the change from one code to
another. The following tentat i yr conclusiohs .:n.immarize what we seem to
know:

1 Young pre-school bilingual children exhilnt little code- switching;
this incidence in(1.0;1,;(..`; as the child encounters formal schooling
lkindergu-tentand decreases again as the child progresses through
the school system ,eel increases his expo.. an, to English.

2. Int :dente of codins \A itching appears to r fl ct, the language situa-
t ion of the home.
There appear to he- regional as well as ethnic t' ..erences in the
occurrence of code-switching and the conditions t hat trigger it.

1 Ahility in both languages may he a prerequisite to code-switching.
S i t mit knoll code-switching emerges first; s,ylistic code-switching
does not appear until the age of six or seven.

1 )
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Intruscntentral licgrcsswc Codr-.,'o liching

As we have attempted to show in the preceding review of the literature.
the conclusions need to he viewed and interpreted with great caution.
Most studies focus on the functions and purposes served by code-switching
in child-child, adult-adult, or adult-child interactions. Oche :' than
suggesting proficiency in both languages as a prereguisite to code-
switching )McClure and Wentz, 1975: Valdez-Fallis, 1978), none of the
studies have actually attempted to determine if' the subjects are equally
proficient in both languages. This we consider to be a serious flaw. With
the exception of Lance 1190), who checked to see if his adult informants
knew the switched word or phrase in the other language, none' of the
studies has attempted to establish whether the subjects did indeed have
command of both languages, and that the switch was one determined
entirely by sociolinguistic considerations (e, g. identity markers, situa-
tional switches).

The strong possibility exists, especially among elementary school-age
children from Mexican American homes. that switching from Spanish to
English is due primarily not to the sociolinguistic context but to the
children's inability to function fully in both language's independently.
Recent research evidence 'Garcia, Gonzalez. Maez. Ibanez. 1979) on four,
five. and six-year-old Spanish-speaking children from different ethnic
groups '('hicano. Puerto Rican, Cuban) shows that across those age levels
the mean length of utterance 'MIX) increases for English and decreases
for Spanish; the incidence of code-switching from Spanish to English for
this same period increases and that from English to Spanish virtually
disappears. The incidence ofSpanish-English code-switching was found to
be greatest in California, Arizona. New Mexico, and Texas.

These results can be interpreted as evidence that as the child moves
from language use and language experiences in the home to learning in a
formal setting. facility in Spanish deteriorates and ability in English
blossoms.

A second type olcode-switching may thus be operating in this instance
one brought about not entirely or primarily by social context but by the
children's decreasing ability to communicate in Spanish, Though this type
of code-switching may be present at both inter- and intrusentential levels.
its impact is more clearly seen at the intrasentential level, where the
formulation of even the most basic sentences in one language becomes
impossible due to influence from the other,

Because of its debil Rating effect on growth in the Spanish language, we
are calling this type of alternation regressive mile -.co itching. In regressive
code-switching, the' shift to English from Spanish is used increasingly in
situations in which the child does not know the word or structure in
Spanish. As the regressive code-switching variety and English are'
allowed to develop the person's ability to communicate entirely in
Spanish remains frozen at the pre- regressive code-switching stage. Car-
ried to its logical conclusion. this ation would result in the loss of
proficiency in Spanish for the indb...,ual and, taken colic. tively, for the
ethnic group. Taken in a less severe state, it would meaii that the non-
English language would develop only to a minimal level, but never to the
degree in which it could serve as a means ofcommunication. The following
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block diagram illustrates the nature of the process of intrasentential
regressive code-switching. The switching from English to Spanish. the
other side of the code-switching coin, is labeled remnant code-switching in
anticipatioa of the bits arid pieces of Spanish that are likely to be substi-
tuted such as set expressions).

Stages in the development of
INTRASENTENTI AL REG RESHIVE CODE-SWITCHING

riStrong language n Weak Lai,:uage
Stage I Stage II

Spanish
English

Stage IV
Intrasentential regressive

code -switching
Ispoms/i

Spanish

English
Stage III

In trasentential regressive
code-switching

ISpanish > English

English

Introsentential remnant
code-switching

I English 30 Spanish;

English

In the diagram. Stage I represents the child who comes to school
speaking Spanish fluently and possessing some degree of fluency in
English. As he:she is expo; ,ed to English formally and through increased
contact with English-speaking peers, he/she begins to gain fluency in
English and, because of reduced opportunities to communicate !/sing
Spanish. begins to lose proficiency in Spanish. English become, the
stronger language of the two (Stage II). He /she begins to use English
words in his/her Spanish sentences and. to a much lesser degree, begins to
switch from English to Spanish (remnant code-switching). Communica-
tive ability in English, strengthened at Stage II, continues to grow at
Stage III. Stage IV shows the end result of the process: a person who can
speak fluent English and a weakened form of Spanish in which English
words and phrases are used to complement and complete each thour.ht;
where the communication cannot exist independently of English. What
began as a Spanish-speaking child with limited abilities in English has
.low been transformed into a fluent English speaker with less than mini-
mal communication skills in Spanish.

To he Sure, the diagram illustrates only one language situation of many,
Because the Chicano population is characterized by varying degrees of
proficiency in English and Spanish. it is not possible to represent all
combinations that might arise. It is clear that the weaker the person is in
Spanish when he she begins formal school instruction, the sooner he/she is
likely to get to Stage IV and beyond I to a monolingual English state). The
diagram is not mei..lt to suggest that sociolinguistic considerations do not
play a part in the process; we are fully aware that the stages through
which the child proceeds are determined to a degree by the varying social
contexts in which he finds himself. What we are trying to stress is that
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inability to communicate using only Spanish, perhaps brought about or
accelerated by sociolinguistic circumstances, is a major contributor to the
development and use of code-switching among Chicanos, and that this
code-switching flourishes at the expense of fluency in Spanish. We are not
convinced that intrasentential code-switching exists side by side with
proficiency in Spanish in the pre-school and elementary school-aged
child's repertoire, and that the di ild uses each appropriately with changes
in the social situation.

Implications lin. the Bilingual Education Classroom

Though code-switching has existed for many years and many of us have
had first-hand experience with it (although we may not have known what
it was called!), few have given serious thought to what role it should play
in the bilingual classroom. Jacobson (1975, 1979) has come out in favor of
code-switching as a peda' -rical tool, but is careful to stress that only
totersententia; code-switching should be used for this function. Valdez-
Fallis (1978) suggests that teachers "consider any discussion of code-
switching with the bilingual classroom against the background of the
pr.gram of which they are a dart Ip. 18)." She lists seven questions that
she feels the teacher should answer before deciding on his/her policy on
code-switching in the classroom; these range from teacher attitudes
toward code-switching to the students' fluency in both languages, to the
policy of language use in the program. Until these questions are
adequately addressed, she suggests ". . . that teachers accept code
switching as a universal bilingual strategy" (p. 20).

We are in agreement with the views expressed by both Jacobson and
Valdez-Fallis. Code-switching of the intersentential type can and should
be used in teaching, while intrasentential code-switching should be ac-
cepted as should any variety of language the child brings with him) but
should not be used by the teacher. In addition, the teacher should assure
that when the child dues engage in intrasentential code-switching. the
word switched to English is in his repertoire. In short, the teacher should
assure that Ow switch is ma brought about by a lack of the equivalent word
in Spanish. Th'6 ability to code-switch should not he allowed to develop at
the expense of Spanish. The child should develop code-switching abilities
in addition to skills in the two laiaguages. Thiersentential code-switching,
exhibiting las it does) the child's ability to produce full utterances in both
languages, does not pose the same threat to full development of Spanish
skills as does intrasentential code-switching. If futurf. research reveals
that in terse nten tial code-switching leads to intrasentential code-
switching. our views toward the former will need to he reexamined.

Cummins ( 1977), in an article seeking to explain apparently contradic-
tory results from bilingual programs, proposed a theory he called the
-linguistic interdependence- hypothesis. In it, he stated that the child's
first language needs to be sufficiently developed before content instruc-
tion in the second language can begin. He states, . . the facility with
which a bilingual child can utilize the symbolic system ()fetich language to
express and develop his thoughts is a relevant consideration in explaining
his academic performance" ( p. 85). He argues for assessments of both
languages which include measurement of the extent to which the child can
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carry out complex cognitive operations in both languages. Bilingual
educators have used these findings and those of Skutnabb-Kangv.s and
Toukomaa (1976) to support their attempts to develop and maintain the
children's first language.

But what about the code-switched variety? If the child possesses the
ability to switch inter- and intrasententially, , can th, result be considered
a "language" in the Cummins sense? Can the child then begin to receive
instruction in English, since his first "language" is fully established? Or
should the non-English language be developed independently of English
before instruction through English can begin? These questions, of course,
r?main to be answered. It would be important to know if what Cummins
calls complex cognitive operations can be carried out not only in English or
in Spanish, but in a code-switched variety. Should this variety prove to be
equally (or more) efficient in carrying out these tasks, efforts to keep
expressive ability in the two languages independent of each other will be
significantly undermined, at least from the perspective of academic
achievements. In our view, the survival of Spanish in the U.S. depends on
its propagation by fluent speakers. If intro sentential regressive code-
switching exists, as we firmly believe it does, the existence of Spanish in
the Chicano elementary school population is surely threatened.
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THE EFFECTS OF HOME-SCHOOL LANGUAGE SHIFTS:

THE LINGUISTIC EXPLANATIONS

David P. Baral
San Diego State University Imperial Valley Campus

What are the effiTts of a home-school language shift on the academic
achievement ofchildren? Many studies have demonstrated that linguistic
minority children suffer sevefe academic retardation when placed in
dominant language programs ( Bowen 1977. Tucker 1977, Cummins
1979). Can the poor academic performance of these children he attributed
primarily to linguistic factors'? The evidence in support of this proposition
is substantial, but contrary evidence also exists.

;ri some cases a home-school language shift appears to have beneficial
results. The well-documented success of the Canadian immersion pro-
grams (Cohen 1976, Lambert 1977) demonstrates that speakers of a do-
minant language often attain considerable competence in a second lan-
guage through immersion programs, apparently wititotn- prejudice to the
d;,velopment of their first language.

The results of the Canadian immersion program.; have led some re-
searchers to question the validity of explanations that attribute the poor
performance of minority children to linguistic factors such as the shift in
languages and the failure to develop competence in the child's home
language through the school program (Bowen 1977, Tucker 1977).

However, the apparent contradiction between the effects of home-
school language shifts on linguistic minority students and on speakers of
dominant languages has also stimulated the development of new linguis-
tic explanations that attempt to account for hoth cases (Skutnabb-Kangas
and Toukomaa 1976, Cummins 1979). These explanations reaffirm the
importance of the home language for the academic success of all children.
but they contain assumptions concerning the influence of the home
environment on the linguistic competence of minority students that re-
semble earlier theories of cultural deprivation.

The purpose of this paper is to review studies of the effects of home-
school language shifts and to analyze the linguistic theories that have
been used to interpret this body of research. The paper contains three
major sections. First, studies of linguistic minority children are reviewed
and arc interpreted within the context of the language hypothesis
(UNESCO 195:3, Engle 197:5). Second, the results of the immersion studies
are examined, and the special characteristics of these programs are con-
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trasted with the 'submersion' experience of linguistic minority children in
dominant language schools, Finally, the paper presents an analysis and
critique of recent attempts to construct a more comprehensive linguistic
theory of the effects of home-school language shifts.

Studies of Linguistic M.:nority Students

There are two types of studies that need to be considered in an attempt
to assess the effects of home-school language shifts on linguistic minority
children: ( 1) researcn concerning the performance of these students in
dominant !anguage programs, and (2) studies of the academic progress or
these children in home language programs. These two sources of data are
complementary. In the first type of study, a true language shift takes
place. The second type of study provides information on the academic
performance of linguistic minority students in the absence of i.: language
shift.

Dominant language programs. There are important commonalities in
the response of diversegroups of linguistic minority students to a shift in
language from home to sciioul. In the United States, the academic retarda-
tion of Spanish-speaking students in English language programs has been
well documented in a number of national surveys (Coleman et al. 1966,
U.S. Commission of Civil Rights 1975, Carter and Segura 1979).

The evidence from Latin America clearly demonstrates that speakers of
indigenous languages do poorly in the Spanish language schools of a
number of countries, including Mexico (Modiano 1973), Peru (Van Den
Berghe 1978). Ecuador ( Di Ilworth and Stark 1975), and Paraguay (Rubin
1968).

Similar results have been reported for linguistic minorities in Europe.
For example, few children of guest-workers in Germany, who speak a
variety of languages. :,;o on to secondary education ( Rist 1979). Finnish
immigrant students also experience severe difficulties in Swedish schools
( Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa 1976).

Studies of immigrant students are relevant to the effects of both the
dominant and home language programs, since some of these students
received initial instruction in their home language prior to immigration.
Several studies seem to indicate that the level of proficiency in the home
language at the time of exposure to instruction in a second language is an
important variable. Skutnabb-Kangas and . Toukomaa (1976) found that
immigrant students with six or seven years of schooling in Finland prior to
emigration, did quite well in Swedish schools and approached the national
norms. In contrast. immigi`arit students with less schooling in Finland
were always well below the Swedish norms for their grade level. Studies of
the academic rchievement of recent immigrants from Mexico ( Baral 1977,
1979a) are also consistent with the Swedish research.

Home language programs. Previous reviews of the effects of instruction
in the home language of the child have noted conflicting and contradictory
findings in the research ( Engle 1975, Cohen and Laosa 1976). The prob-
lems of interpretation are due, in part, to serious methodological limita-
tions of the studies themselves. But even more important is the fact that
reviewers have attempted to interpret the findings concerning linguistic
minority children in home language programs along with the results of
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immersion programs for speakers of dominant languages. The immersion
programs have a number ofspecial characteristics that are considered in a
later section of this paper. When the findings concern(ng linguistic minor-
ity children are analyzed separately, a more consistent pattern of results
emerges.

Evidence in support of the positive effects of instruction in the home
language comes from research conducted in many.runtries. Some studies
are purely descriptive in nature and others in volvt( the use of comparison
groups. Typical of the descriptive studies are reports of successful native
language literacy programs among the Tarascans of Mexico (Barrera-
Vasquez 1953) and studies that attempted to relate the rapid spread of
literacy in post-revolutionary Russia to the' use of the vernacular lan-
guages in formal schooling ( Kreusler 1961, Serduchenko 1962).

A review of research conducted outside the U.S. ( Band 197910 has
revealed thirteen studies that involved a more direct test of the effective-
ness'& instruction in the home language, through the use of control groups
receiving only instruction in the second language. Seven studies found
that the home language approach was superior (Orata 1953, Modiano 173,
Gudschinsky 1971. Grieve and Taylor 1952, Malherbe 1946, Burns 1968.
Dilworth and Stark 1975). Five studies found no substantial differences
between i).xperimental and control groups (Tucker it al. 1970, Bovet 1932,
Ramos it al. 1967, Macnamara 1966. Ladeloged et al. 1971). Only one
study Pozzi-Escot 1972) found that direct 'instruction in the second lan-
guage was superior.

These studies demonstrated the positive effects (d initial home language
instruction on later learning of the national language in many diverse
settings. For example. Mod iano (1973) found that students in the Chiapas
highlands of Mexico. who had been taught to read in their native language
during a pre-school year, did better in Spanish reading than a carefully
matched control group which had begun schooling directly in the Spanish
language. In a study conducted in the Philippine Islands. Orata (1953)
also found positive linguistic transfer effects, but the full benefits of the
home language approach did not appear until the end of the elementary
grades. In the Philippine study, students who had received two years of
initial instruction in the home language, followed by an abrupt shift to the
dominant language, were behind the control group at the end of the fourth
grade in reading, language, and arithmetic. However, by the end of the
sixth grade, the results were reversed, and the experimental group was
superior in reading, arithmetic, and social studies (Orata 1953).

A large body of information on the effectiveness of the home language
approach is contained in evaluation reports and studies of the federally
i'mtled bilingual educatbin projects in the U.S. Although many of these
studies are defective in design and provide little useful information
Troike 197)4. Dulay and Burt. 1978), the findings of the well-designed
studies are not as contradictory as many people believe. Dulay and Burt
(1978) conducted a national survey of 179 evaluation reports and thirty-
eight research studies, and they found only 3 evaluation reports and nine
research studies that met minimum standards and contained usable in-
formation. Lack of control for the subjects' socioeconomic level or initial
language proficiency were often cited as shortcomings of the rejected
studies.
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In the twelve studies Which met their criteria, Dulay and Burt (19781
encountered a total of sixty-six findings. Of these findings, fifty-eight
percent were positive, fbrty-one percent were neutral, and only one per-
cent were unfavorable to bilingual education. Du lay and Burt (1978:3)
concluded that the research results concerning bilinguii education
strongly support -the use of the child's first-learned, dominant, and or
borne language as a medium of instruction in U.S. schools."

Thenretical analysis. The findings of' these studies, n be summarized
in terms of the native language hypothesis. There are compiementary
versions of this hypothesis ( Baral 197911, both or .,chIch emphasize the
importance of the home language of the child foY .a.ade:oic success. Stated
in negative terms, the native language hp- iesis attributes the aca-
demic retardation of linguistic minority stv(i!nts in dominant language
programs to a linguistic mismatch be( Aeen tome and school languages
( UNESCO 19531. Support for the (- give ersion of this hypothesis
comes from numerous studies of th( rformance of linguis-
tic minority students who expera .2... a home- school language shift. Lam-
bert (1977) has described the linguistic competence of these children as a
-subtractive" form of bii ingual ism. Typically, these students are members
of

. . . ethnic minority groups who because of national educational
policies and social pressures of various sorts are forced to put aside
their ethnic language fora national language. Their degree of bilin-
guality at any time would be likely to reflect some stage in the
subtraction of the ethnic language and the associated culture, and
their replacement with another. (Lambert 1977:1:n

Stated in a positive form, the native language hypothesis predicts that
children wil learn to read better in a second language, and will attain
greater mastery of content areas, if they are first taught to read in their
home language and subject matter is initially introduced in that language
( UNESCO 1953, Engle 1975). Evidence in support of the positive version
of this hypothesis comes froVqesearch conducted in countries that have
undertaken programs of education in the home language for linguistic
minority students. Typically, the student who benefits from the home

'`nroach does not initially speak the dominant language of the
countr. 1tively law socioeconomic status, and is a member of a
linguist . minority.

Both versions of the native language hypothesis appear to have con-
siderable explanatory power when applied to the situation of language
minority students. However, the positive results of immersion programs
with middle- class students demonstrate that there are limits to the gener-
ality of this theory.

Results of the Immersion Programs

The results of the French language immersion programs in Canada
have been widely reported in the professional journals(see Swain 1974, for
a reviews, and at least one program has replicated the Canadian results in
a Spanish language Immersion program in the U.S. (Cohen 1974). The
immersion studies have also been widely commented on in the popular
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press, and critics of bilingual education in the U.S. have taken note. Many
of these critics now interpret the findings of the...immersion studies as
evidence supporting the mainstreaming of I im ited-Enilli§h-proficient stu-
dents in this country, in spite of the cautions raised by sophisticated
readers of this research (Tucker 1979).

Notwithstanding certain superficial similarities, immersion programs
fiir majority language children are quite different from dominant lan-
guage programs for minority children. Indeed, many authors the the term
-submersion," rather than immersion, when referring to the experience of
linguistic minority children (see Cohen 1976. Lambert 1977, Swain 1978,
Cummins 1979).

Minority language children in dominant language schools arc usually
grouped with native speakers of the dominant language for most of the
school day, and they often become frustrated because of their inability to
communicate with monolingual teachers. Special instruction in the do-
minant language is usually provided on a pull-out basis, and minority
language students are often stigmatized as possessing "language hand-
icaps" or "cognitive deficits." Use of the minority language is usually
discouraged or even prohibited. and the language itself is often char-
acterized as substandard.

In contrast, students in immersion programs arc segregated in separate
classrooms. at least dui ing the early primary grades. Initially, all immer-
sion students have limited competence in the language of the school.
Second language instruction is provided in the natural context of the
classroom, rather than pull-out programs. Teachers in the immersion
programs are fully bilingual: they understand the language of the child
and communicate msitive attitudes toward this language, but they use
only the second language in the classroom.

Apart from these important pedagogical differences, immersion pro-
grams differ from the normal experience of linguistic minority students on
a number of significant sociolinguistic dimensions. Students in immersion
programs usually come from middle-class, or upper-middle-class families
(Lambert 1977, Cohen 19761. The successful immersion programs have
generally enrolled only native speakers of English, the dominant lan-
guage in the United States and Canada (Cohen 1976). Finally, parental
support for these programs is quite high, and in some instances the
programs themselves have been initiated in response to parental pres-
sures (Cohen 1976).

While it is necessary to point out the important contrasts between
immersion and -submersion" programs, the very positive effects of the
immersion programs should not be overlooked. Lambert and Tucker
(1974) conducted a comprehensive evaluation of the original St. Lambert
experiment and found that participating Anglophone children attained
close to native language proficiency in French, did not lose ground in the
development of their English language skill:: (in spite of limited school
instruction in that language), attained similar mastery of content areas
(in French) to their monolingual English peers, and developed positive
attitudes toward both languages. Similar positive results ;lave been found
in the evaluations of immersion programs across Canada (Swain 1974).

In summary. the well-documented success of the immersion programs
indicates that the native language hypothesis, in its original form, is

4
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overly simplistic. Students from middle-class backgrounds, who speak the
dominant language of a country, benefit from well-structured immersion
programs. They often achieve a high level of competence in the second
language, apparently without detriment to the development of their first
language (Cummins 1979, Lambert 1977).

Lambert (1977:15-19) describes the linguistic competence of immersion
students as an "additive" form of bilingualism that may lead to high
achievement in the second language and enhanced cognitive develop-
ment, when bilingual children are compared to monolingual children on
measures of "cognitive flexibility," "creativitsj" or "divergent thought".

Recent Theoretical Approaches

It seems clear from the foregoing discussion that, however useful the
native language hypothesis may be in interpreting the experience of
linguistic minority children, there are limits to the generality of this
theory. Clearly a more comprehensive theory is needed to account for the
different effects of h-ome-school language shifts on speakers of dominant
languages and minority language students,

lxi a recent paper, Cummins (1979) has proposed a new theoretical
framework which attempts to account for both cases. Although not exclu-
sively linguistic in character, linguistic variables play a central role in
Cummins theory. Competence in the home language and the second lan-
guage is conceptualized as a major intervening variable which interacts
with school program factors and mediates "the effects ofmore basic socio-
cultural background factors on cognitive and affective outcomes" (Cum-
mins 1979:226). The linguistic aspects of the theory are summarized in
two postulates: the threshhold hypothesis, and the developmental inter-
dependence hypothesis.

The Threshold Hypothesis. Cummins (1979:229) argues that there are
threshold levels of linguistic competence in the home language and the
second language "which bilingual children must attain in order to avoid
cognitive deficits and to allow the potentially beneficial aspects of becom-
ing bilingual to influence their cognitive growth."

Following the Scandinavian res ,rchers, Cummins hypothesizes that
there are two threshold levels. Belo the lower level of linguistic compe-
tence, the bilingual child's ability to interact with his or her educational
environment is severely restricted. This is the condition of "semilin-
gual ism" or "double semi l ingualism" described by Skutnabb-Kangas and
Toukomaa (19761.- The threshold hypothesis implies that these children
will experience serious academic difficulties as they progress through the
elementary school and increasing cognitive demands are made which
cannot be met with the limited linguistic repertoire at their command.
Linguistic competence below the lower threshold level would account for
the' poor academic performance of linguistic minority children in domin-
ant language programs.

Cummins also proposes a higher threshold of linguistic competence,
above which the additive form of bilingualism would become operative
with substantial cognitive benefits for the bilingual child. Performance
above the higher threshold is characteristic of students in the immersion
programs.
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Up to this point, Cummins' theory is primarily descriptive: the different
effects of home-school language shifts are related to different levels of
proficiency in the two languages. The second postulate of Cummins'
theory is concerned with the functional relationship between competence
levels in the home language (Li I and the second language (La).

The Developmental interdependence Hypothesis. Cummins (1979:223
proposes that "the level of I_Lz competence which a bilingual child attains is
partially a function of the type of c ,)etence the child has developed in Li
at the time when intensive expos.. re to I12 begins."

Cummins argues that middle class students in immersion programs
typically possess well-developed skills in the home language, and there-
fore are more likely to attain proficiency in the second language without
losing ground in the first language. Linguistic minority students. in
contrast, are less likely to possess well-developed skills in the home
language and therefore intensive exposure to a second language may have
a destabilizing effect on the home language, which, in turn, would limit
the development of proficiency in the second language (Troike 1978).

According to Cummins, the quality of the home linguistic environment
is crucial for the development of first language competence. Thus, for most
middle class, majority language children, "the prerequisites for acquiring
literacy skills are instilled . . . by their linguistic ience in the home"
(Cummins 1979:234). In contrast, "low SES minori' v language children
may be more dependent on the school to provide the prerequisites fOr the
acquisition of literacy skills" (Cummins 1979:240).

Therefore, Cummins concludes that the success of immersion programs
is due, in part, to the strength of the home language which is relatively
impervious to later "neglect" in the school. The success of the vernacular
language programs, in contrast, appears to be due to the lack of develop-
ment of the home language, prior to entering school.

Discitssiwi

Cummins' theory can be viewed, in certain respects, as an extention and
refinement of previous linguistic theories. For example, the negative
version of' the native language hypothesis att' hutes the poor academic
performance of minority language students tr a I i7:guistic mismatch be-
tween home and school languages. Cummins io 1...1es that language de-
ficiencies and, ultimately, retarded academic achievement result from the
inappropriate matching of educational treatments with the input linguis-
tic characteristics of minority children. In a similar fashion. Cummins'
interdependence hypothesis is parallel to the positive version of the native
language hypothesis.

In contrast to previous linguistic theories, however, Cummins suggests
a possible resolution to the perplexing problem of the effects of home-
school language shifts on majority and minority language children.
Cummins argues that identical principles operate in I), :n cases: profi-
ciency in the home language is a prerequisite to success in a second
language academic program.

Cummins' theory also illumines several important current issues in
hi ingual education. For example, his analysis of the possible interactions
between Child input variables and school program variables leads to
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several fruitful hypotheses concerning the conditions under which im-
mersion programs, transitional bilingual programs, and maintenance
programs are likely to succeed. Also, his analysis of current evaluations of
bilingual programs, such as the AIR report, leads him to conclude that
these studies often produce virtually uninterpretable data because they
fail to consider possible aptitude-treatment interactions.

However, Cummins' use of the construct of "semilingualism" raises
some difficult issues for the development of th'mry in bilingual education.
These issues include the negative emotional connotations of the term, its
questionable status as a linguistic variable, and the cultural deprivation
framework within which it is embedded.

From a semantic point of view, the use of this term is questionable
because of its pejoritive connotations. "Semilingualism" closely resembles
another term, "al ingualism," which has long been used in a derrogatory
sense to describe the linguistic competence of Spanish-English bilinguals
in the Southwest.

"Semilingualism" also has doubtful standing as a linguistic term.
When used without more precise behavioral descriptors, the term seems to
imply a very restricted range of communicative competence. However, as
Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa (1976:20) point out, "semilingualism
cannot be used as a strictly linguistic concept at all." The work of Labov
(1969) and other sociolinguists has clearly demonstrated that dialectical
speech, including the code-switching practiced by some bilinguals, is not a
degenerate form of language.

Cummins argues that it is not the language itself which is defective, but
rather the minority child's level of "conceptual linguistic knowledge,"
including such areas as vocabulary-concept knowledge, metalinguistic
insights, and the ability to process decontextualized language. While this
conclusion may be justified in relation to the minority child's knowledge of
a second language, there is no reason to assume that the child's compe-
tence in the home dialect is also limited.

Cummins' analysis of the etiology of "semilinger -ism"
tier theories of cultural deprivation (Bloom, T. \ivis, and Hess 19u.;
Riessman 1962) that identified the poor home e:viroropiint, of lov
childrerras the major cause of their problems in Cc ins s.;itc.,ts
that develops in non-literate Ion. IT1011: where
first language reading materials are unava:..able : the child is L,4
exposed to that language on TV. In this type 01 ..:nalysi
is conceptualized, in Fishman's terms, "as a di:-ase urn: :),. r' hman
1976:231).

Although Cummins' analysis of "semilingtu, is in most
respects to the interpretation of the Scandinavia:. researchers, ti re is
one important difference. Skutnabh-Kangas uses t: term in a sociolin-
guistic rather than a linguistic sense and interpret: "semilingualism
within a conflict theory framework. From tnis
gua I ism" functions

. . . as a mediating variable when society reprodu,:es the class
structure, and along with it, the vocational structure' of the suppres-
sed minorities
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The large scale educational, psychological, and social problems of
minority children tire not a failure inherent in the ethnic group
status of the children, but are more or less caused by the policy of
forced assimilation . . . (Ski] t nabb-Kangas 1979:1)

Summary and Cemclu:Uans

There are two different effects result ing from a home-school language
shift, depending on the characteristics of the student group experiencing
this change. Middle-class students who speak a dominant language often
attain considerable proficiency in a second language through immersion
programs, apparently without prejudice to the development of their home
language. Linguistic minority children, in contrast, often suffer severe
academic retardation when placed in dominant language programs, and
they derive important benefits from participation in instructional pro-
grams in the home language.

The native language hypotheis predicts, with some degree ofaccuracy,
the academic success of linguistic minority students in dominant lan-
guage and home language programs, but it fails to account for the success
of immersion programs with speakers of a dominant language.

('ummins' theory appears to resolve the contradiction of the different
effects of a home-school language shift on these two groups ofstudents. For
both linguistic minority and dominant language students, a strong basis
in the home language is crucial to later success in a second language.
However, ('ummins' analysis relies heavily on the assumption that the
home environment of' linguistic minority children does not facilitate early
language learning.

The linguistic explanations examined in this paper have the distinct
advantage of restricting the research area to manageable proportions. but
the, exclude much relevant information. As Fishman ( 1977) and Pau lston
1976) have pointed out, the complex theoretical and pedagogical issues

surrounding bilingual education must he examined in the context of
societal factors.

We must take into account non-linguistic factors in an attempt to build
a comprehensive theory of' the effects of home-school language shifts.
Among the many potentially relevant factors are: national language
policies, structural relations between linguistic minority and majority
groups, the influence of' teacher expectations, and the attitudes of children
and their parents.
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JEAN PIAUI'S THEORY OF EQUILIBRATION

APPLIED TO DUAL LANGUAGE

DEVELOPMENT

Luisa C. Chavez
fliversity of New Mexico

An area in much need of )Wore objective research study and theoretical
'clarification is thud-language development. On the one hand the earlier
literature emphasized the debilitating effects ofbilingualism on cognition
(Cordasco, 1978: Darcy. 19531. On the other hand, the more recent litera-
ture presents the more neutral and positive effects of early bilingualism
( Peal and Lambert. 1972: Spolsky, 1977: Garcia, 1980). While there is
sonic hope that. the new breed of language scholars will present a more
objective orientation to their dual-language research studies, it is an
assumption in this paper that this hope will be largely based on the fact
that some of these scholars begin to view language development in general
and dual-language development in particular, from a more unified and
wholistic theoretical point of view. Traditional land usually monolingual)
language study has in many instances made significant advances in
building a good theory of language and its development. However, a
second assumption in this paper is that language study still does not offer
to odoc,c,)rs a much needed dialectic, unifying and wholistic view of
language development in general, much less for dual-language develop-
ment in particular. Only recently have people like Reigel 11968) and
Harris (1975) suggested a dialectic view of language similar to the view
espoused by Soviet language scholars. Among other more or less impor-
tant ;:oncerns of language scholars in the United States has been the task
of tempering the "a la brava" external effects of the S-R traditior, the
almost "a la brava" internal effects of the nativistic tradition, and the
almost "a la brava" effects of the mentalistic tradition.

It is granted that other non-Soviet language scholars may already have
or may be in the process of emphasizing the study of language from a
dialectic viewpoint. The suggestion is made to these scholars to borrow the
viewpoint that has been elaborated already by Jean Piaget 11975, 1978)
for intellectual development. In relating Piagetian theory to language
development, the focus has not been so much on the application of his
dialectic theory of equilibration to language, but on the chicken and egg
relationship of cognition and language and there it stopped. While this
writer agrees with Corrigan 11979) that we move beyond the Piagetian
tradition perhaps to non-Piagetian approaches for language, this writer
also suggests that we move beyond this traditional Piagetian focus of
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language study and look to his theory of regulations or equilibration for
heuristic purposes. An implication in this paper is that general equilibra-
tion explanations of language will aide in explanations of dual language
in particular and vice-versa.

While Piaget has developed equilibration theory. as a dialectic theory
fOr cognitive development, the use of this dialectic theory to help explain
language development in general and dual lanauage development in
particular is suggested here because Piaget posits this regulation process
for any and all developing living systems and their subsystems. It seems
that equilibration theory concepts would lend a unifying aspect to lan-
guage development and in this sense lend powerful implications for view-
ing the dual-language learner in a more positive light as researchers
study his development. The paper attempts (1) a brief dialectical view of
language; (2) a very limited and introductory definition of Piaget's concept
Of equilibration; and 13) an equilibration theory relationship to language
and dual language in particular.

Two main language stud\ problems acknowledged by Moore in 1973
were: (1) the little attention directed at the physical and social char-
acteristics of the environment in which the utterances occurred and to the
general cognitive capacities of the child and (2) the language knowledge
yielded from ingenious techniques dealt mainly with the speciTic language
competencies rather than a general picture of the child's linguistic system.
While the lack of attention to the physical characteristics of the environ-
ment and to the general cognitive capacities of the child has been re-
medied (see Beilin, 1975), the lack of focused attention to the social
characteristics of the environment and the failure to present a general
picture of the child's linguistic system, still remain in the language re-
search literature with few exceptions. A dialectic view of language would
seem to be able to offer some solutions to both these problems. Harris
states that:

Traditionally, psycho' inguistics identified language acquisition
with acquisition orsyntactic structures. Later, semantics and cogni-
tive base have become a more central concern. However, regardless
of the subject matter under scrutiny, the analysis thus for is always
of individual output (p. 8).

She warns that "our understanding of the phenomena of language learn-
ing remains impoverished and can be enriched only when the descriptive
accounts of linguistic structure . . are placed within the setting of social
and productive interaction" ( p. 82). Ha rris11975) gets the impression that
the child in the -post-Chomskian universe lives in a world without human
communication, an acolyte scientist surrounded with epistemological in-
tention seeking structure in language and in experience" ( ibid).

Gusdorf (1977) strongly states that "language is reality and not only a
kind of mental duplication of the world." Reality automatically and many
times spontaneously prevents the contradictions to the perceiving subject.
In the real world of language, contradiction will most probably arise at
many levels. In discourse, Harris ( 1975 ) states that contradiction is iden-
tified at:
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. . level of symbolization, message, exchange and structure . . .

Changes will arise when the speaker-listener notices some variabil-
ity in the signal and super-imposes this variation upon the existing
network, creating either additional options or a new rule reducing
choices (pp. 80 and 92).

For Harris (1975), in a dialectic view, an open system is established
wherein all experience is essentially contradictory. Building the coher-
ence is the work of the perceiving subject. Wozniak (1972) also says that
"forces of self-development are always present in reality as contradictory
agents and tendencies which interact, effecting by leaps the transition
from one qualitative form to another" (p. 21). For Reigel (1975) a dialecti-
cal theory seeks to understand the changing individual in a changing
social world" (p. 50).

Development requires a delicate synchrony between different pro-
gressions. Synchronization is comparable to balance, but it is a
balance in change which requires continuous efforts, and actions
within the various dimensions interacting in developmental pro-
gressions (Reigel, 1975, p. 63).

Especially important for Reigel (1975) in his dialectical interpretation
of language are the first concrete expressions of interaction in the form of
social dialogues. The dialogue is the open system in which the synchroni-
zation must take place. What is synchronization for Reigel, seems to be
regulation or equilibration for Piaget. The parallel between Reigel and
Piaget is almost uncanny, even though it is teresting to note that Reigel
declares that Piaget is not dialectical ..ough. Furth (1977, 1980) estab-
lishes how dialectical and social Piaget's theory is ..vhen he states:

In general, you must have noticed that Piaget's theory is full of what
can be called dialectical terms: assimilation versus accommodation,
organism versus environment, operative versus figurative and so
on. Because of this bipolarity, the equilibration concept seems
natural and almost necessary (Appel and Goldberg, 1977, p. 15).

According to Furth (1980) equilibration is at work in social as well as in
physical relations for the total developing intelligence. In the sense that
there are both mentalistic and social equilibrations, and in the sense that
language is a cognitive as well as a social system and again a system
peculiar unto itself, in this manner is the proposition made here that there
might also be language regulation as well as equilibration in the general
sense of the term. Regulation or the equilibrated relations between men-
talistic and social (that is inward and outward) aspects of development
include the construction of language a regulated instrument perhaps
but also an instrument of regulation.

Piaget's equilibration notion is a powerful wholistic one that suggests
to many that it might be the most fundamental idea in his total develop-
mental theory. It is not a concept that can be defined simplistically or
isolated from other related concepts.

In Piaget's (1971) view of organic and cognitive development, a key
factor that operates is equilibration along with the genetic and
environmental ones. Piaget views equilibration as a psychobiological
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factor that is imperative and operatives for the maintenance and develop-
ment of from the most simple to tIes most complex organic and mental
systems that figure or are characteristic of living organisms. The equili-
bration principle governs the construction, reconstruction, and coordina-
tion and integrity of total systems and their specific subsystems by
measuring the feedback and anticipating the feedfOrward ailment/
information that williwill not have relevance for the organism's integral
system.

Piaget in Appel (1977) states:

. . . since we already have two other factors, there must be some
cairdination among them. This coordination is a kind of equilibra-
tion. Secondly, in the construction of any operational or preopera-
tional structures, a subject goes through much trial and error and
many regulations that in a large part involves self - regulations. Self-
regulations are the very nature of equilibration. These self-
regulations come into play at all levels of cognition, including the
very lowest level of perception ( p. 101.

According to Jean Piaget (1971), there are in a living organism two
characteristic but opposing forces one of preservation and one of trans-
formation which of necessity gives rise to a principle third force, one of
equilibration. The three forces make up the total living system. Equilibra-
tion keeps the organism Ms a total living system with different but related
subsystems) in a more or less state of balance and integrity within its
internal and external environment. The organism environment unit de-
fines an "open system." a "dialectic" state of affairs.

The equilibration .:tetor reconciles the effects of the other two forces
that pose a danger to the system that of stagnation on the one hand
and that of too much transformation on the other. The equilibration
function has the best interests in mind for the livingorganisnr it delays
or attempts, to delay atrophy of the system, or subsystem.

Piaget in Appel (1977) states:
The relationship can also be described as circular, which again poses
the problem of equilibrium. and equilibrium between information
serving as the stimulus and the subject's schemes or the internal
structure of his activities (p. 5).

Piaget ( Appel and Goldberg. 1977) explains the interaction of the living
system and its environment thusly:

In biological or cognitive equilibrium. on the other hand. we have a
system in which all parts are interdependent. It is a system that
should be represented in the form of a cycle. A has its influence on B,
which has its influence on C, which has its influence on D, which
again influence's A. It is a cycle of interactions among the different
elements. It also has a special feature of being open to influences
from the outside. Each of the elements can interact with external
objects. For instance, the cycle can take in A' and B'.

In the cases of biological or cognitive e(!ailibrium. the links are not
passive: they are the very source of action ... it presents a cohesive
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lorre that is specific ... This seems to Me 0 very fine example of the

kind of equilibrium about which I am talking; the totality has its
own cohesion and equilibrium by integrating and differentiating
the parts at the Sallie p.

,V

I'IAt:I.;'I"ti INTElt1)1.:11',NDFAT .SYSTEN1
1Zepresentation Ity I.. ( 'have/.

Equilibration is a probabilistic model of development. The preceding

stage renders the succeeding stage more probable. Although it is a con-

tinuous and homeostatic process acting synchronously, it is also a discon-

t inuous and homeorhetic cognitive process working diachronically over-
time and constructing hierarchically vertical and horizontal stages. As a

homvorhetic process, lnhelder identifies (bur successive steps in the pro-

gressive equilibration for the conservation concept; juxtaposition, opposi-

tion, compromise and integration.
Piaget )Appel and Goldberg, 1977) suggests "three types of equilibra-

tions; (1) the relationship between assimilation and accommodation; (2)

the coordination of conflict among subsystems; and (3) the differentiation
and integration of part to whole knowledge (p. 11)."

This dialectic process is assumed for cognitively developing systems
and subsystems, and therefore fOr the linguistic system.

The decision to equilibrate in a particular manner is, of course, a

function of the present individual and cultural status of the mental

structure.
Some of the probable elements in the process of equilibration might be

seen as follows:
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I. Function
2. Structure
3. Recognition
4. Intrusion/protrusioniinfOrmationialiment
5. Conflict/contradiction/ match- misnwtch
6. Disequilibrium
7. Equilibrium attempt
8. Assimilation/accommodation
9. Use of feedback

10. Feedforw rd strategies
I I. Hypothesis testing
12. Trial/error
13. Result
14. Change
15. Reorganization
16. Certainty/adaptation
17. Refined structure
18. Refined function

The ,vstem thus achieves equilibrium until a new intrusion occurs, in
which e,ise the process begins all over again.

Furth (1980) defines equilibration as the construction of differentiated
and integrated schemes of mind on the one hand and adaptive behavior
open to the objective world of reality on the other. According to Furth
( 1980), "Piaget notes the essential contribution of social life to provide the
healthy soil in which the seed of equilibration can function" (p. 63). For
Furth (1980) Piaget postulates an inherent. desire on the part of the child
to be part of the social world and to communicate effectively with it.
Communicating effectively with other people is not automatically done.
From a Piagetian view it is a progressive construction that gets better and
better a progressive linguistic equilibration in this case that involves a
differentiation of itself as a unique subsystem and an integration at every
stage with other subsystems and with the totality. Presseisen (1972) also
clarifies for us that "man's psyche and his society are a continuing concern
of Piaget's theory, but within the structural problem they are both seen
through the filter of self-regulation" (p. 141).

It is not the intent in this paper to present a detailed account of the
synchronic and diachronic processes or regulat'ons involved throughout
the development of the linguistic system. In fact, this is exactly what is
suggested as the major task for future language study. Particular ques-
tions on the specific " egulations" for the language system (beginning
with the organic language structures and functions on up to the more
purely behavioral or cognitive structures and functions of language) can
be raised. For example: How are the coordinations made between right
and left hemisphere; between phonology, morphology, syntax and seman-
tics? How do "linguistic coordinations" construct mentalistic symboliza-
tions (and vice versa) inwardly, and an adaptive world of reality (and vice
versa) outwardly? More fundamentally: How can these inward and out-
ward aspects coordinate with each other and at the same time produce a
"language'? Perhaps questions such as these have already been raised,
researched and possibly resolved using other semantic terminology re-
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fleet mg ;mother basic theoretical franie%vork. Hut perhaps we could also
tiov ask these questions from in et' inlibriit ion vii 11/11111I .111(1 1/I the
process ,:111111. new quest lams that have not been presented before, not
only about language, cognition and socialization but also about the re-
lationship of these three, in one, two or multicult orally different \%orlds.

`Luau Instances have already been sho%%11 lie ilia, 1975) on the Impor-
tant relationship beRveen language and cognit Thedetail.s ofthese ;ire
not the main concern in this 'taper. Again, in the sense that language
development is under the control of social and cognitive development, and
those tinder the coot rid of equilibration. in this indirect but very primary
%%;iy does language establish its need to be seen as a particular type of
equilihation.

First. if lanwnige is seen is a relatively open system. an external
internal polarity is established wherein a third factor of equilibration kill
become necessary. Secondly, if this same open system assimilates some-
thing akin to %vhat l'iaget calls -aliment- unto itself' an.1 accommodates
Itself to such -aliment- than, III a synchronous sense, a balance will have
to he made also. Thirdly, if we view diachronically the development of
language, 'vex then view It in the %vay that Piaget called a -chreod-
}Kluging itsellhack on course, or through a hoineorlietic pro, ss of regida
lion \Olen something has obstructed its liecc..;sary route or goal of de-
velopment.

Fourthly, language must establish coordinations bet%veen itself as a
part icular system. with other systems; and with the integrated totality.
From this fourth vie''' imp can also see language IS an equilibration
instrument itself' in the sense of I lalliday's i 11)711) language functions, as
well as being regulated by these other nonlinguist is systems. In addition,
in clual-language development where coordinat ion of two (and sometimes
more/ arbitrary cultural codes must he made coherently, a regulation
function is imperative in a sixth sense. In this particular case regulations
of the first five types will come into play for each of the languages sepa-
rately. liut at the same time this is occurring the two languages must also
he simultaneously coordinated with each other in order to avoid the
particular dissonance produced from this state of affairs. Arid it is in this
-bilingual equilioratimi- that we are now most interested, in contrast to
the traditional monolingual adjustments. Language regulations are made
in the bilingual or mult ease that are not made in the monolingual
case. \Vliether bilingual multilingual humans remain Inure or less or-
ganized and adapted than their rnonolingual counterparts is iii7other topic
we barely begin to tackle. The point. is that an extra instance aequilibra-
tion is called for when one exercises tile language function in this part icu-
lar manner.

Oftourse, the literature on the psychology ()Ohm] or bilingual language
development is very complex and this paper will only briefly outline the
three main views in order to relate one ofthese to the equilibration model.

Traditional assumptions on what is taking place during dual language
development tire confusing. One traditional assumption states the general
independent relationship het %ver.:1 the tiyn languages. No influence of one
on the other is assumed. In essence. this trial.- the development of t %vo
language systems that create dose) and svchnlogies. The sec-
ond traditional view states that the %verikt,:- e is dependent on the
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stronger one's semantic store. This slows the thinking process down be-
cause time is needed for translations. Both of these views present a
negative, confusing, and interfering state of psycholinguistic affairs to the
person in a dual-linguistic situation. This type of dissonance has no re-
course to progression but to regression. The real world, of course, con-
tinues to present. contradictory and more positive data in the form of the
bilingual person whose experiences are as positive as the monolingual
norm.

A third alternative next proposed offers us the interdependent model
NIcCormack, 1977) that presents a generally positive mutual influence in

this dual language partnership. interdependence semantically implies
(ilitleCtiC 1100011 wherein coordination and complementary work help to
define it. Reigel 11968) states that interdependencies of two languages
produce both "facilitation as well as interference ( p. (i531."1''ocilitotion and
interPrence are polar terms that will require a coordination. It is in this
sixth sense of coordination between facilitation and interference in addi-
tion to the other five points for language in general) thatan equilibrat ion
function can be posited again. The interdependence model interpretation
of uai-language development requires :01 equilibration explanation, and
vice versa.

Lewis (1977) states somewhat paradoxically:
Thus it is that the full meaning ((lone tongue cannot he trail lated to
another, that We can speak several languages but normally livt in
only one completely assimilating a language requires the
speaker to assume its world . . . ip. (12).

Bilinguals must assume two worlds but they assume them or syn-
thesize them) in a coordinated or complementary fashion, thanks to the
equilibration process. They assume both worlds inwardly and outwardly.
In this:.ense the equilibration notion permits an interdependent explana-
tion of dual language development, and therefore a inure positive or at
least,neut rid view of such development.

Lewis :1977) comments as follows:
Accepting NIerleau.Ponty's view according to which the body-
subject's potential permits man to invent various emotions and to
take diverse attitudes. i.e.. to transcend his biological nature, we can
see what differentiates various cultures and furnishes each one its
unity. Each has its own gestures physical and linguistic----accord-
ing to his own dynamics ( p. 62).

However. humans are the creators of culture, and the some then tan he
said for the special case of bilinguallacultural people who equilibrate and
synthesize their world according to their own dynamics regulations. In
the bilingual. multicultural person is a condition wherein a particular
type of equilibration is made to reconcile an intelinaLexternal balance
between the two languages, and therefore the twO, cultures, in one psyche.
But types of coordinations are a relative term an ideal never fully
reached. At best it means that we are (given all the necessary conditions)
bilingually or monolingually at various levels of coordination vertically
and horizontally betv;cen, within, and across the languages in question.

Nlonolingually, some linguistic aspects are easier to coordinate than
others and Ctn.-. is t he same case for bilingual development, except that
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there are now perhaps more in number and of a different nature than in
unilingualism. Of necessity, bilingual conditions give rise to even more of
an open system because there wi)! ::!ways he different if not more) am-
biguities and contradictions to cow nil with during such bilinguistic
interactions or himhptutionH. Reigel :9681 states that:

When both languages are introduced immediately after birth, the
curve !Or the utility of coefficient.; originates at .5 and thereafter
increase steadily, indicating that when combined, the amount of
linguistic infnrmation under bilingual conditions surpasses at any
age of evaluation the amount of information provided under
monolingual conditions (pp. 649-650).

A process that relates to bilingual equilibration is what Reigel (1968)
calls 'the acquisition of interling,ual transformation rules . . . which are
dependent upon huff interlingua I conditions (pp. 653-656)." The process
must take time and most probably reveals progressive levels or stages.
Whether these types of progressive interlinguistic equilibrations are se-
quential and heirarchically ordered (he., continuous and discontinuous) is
still another question to pursue in the language equilibration research
studies suggested here. Reigel 1 1968) does in fact identify levels and stages
in bilingual development. One of Reigel's (1968) implications is similar to
many of the Piagetian findings that state that children will handle the
more complex syntactic and mantic relations only when they are at the
more advanced stages. Reigel (1968) states that the "possibility of an
information- generating system implies the development of shortcuts
within the network of relations expanding the subject's knowledge and
making his perfOrmance more efficient (p. 656)." Certainly bilingual
equilibrations must also aim at such efficient performances and even
beyond to new creations.

The process (and problem for marry) of language mixing yielding "inter-
ference" can he seen with the equilibration viewpoint as a creative at-
tompt at integration of the two languages developmentally, but also and
'lore creatively, as an attempt to create and use a third linguistic alterna-

tive that has occasion to arise when one bilingual comes in interaction
with they bilinguals with similar cultural backgrounds. In this case, it is
a choice made to use this particular mix of languages in as intelligent a
manner as possible. The subjects in the early childhood bilingual de-
velopment studies such as those of' Leopold's (1939), Valerio's (1980),
Garcia 1 1980), and various others present to us a special language case
that remains unified and balanced inwardly and outwardly. This cannot
happen unless someth ng comparable to an equilibration process is taking
place.

It is no longer a question of whether we "allow" bilingualism. It was
here before, it is with us now and it will be here in the future. It is reality
fhr many. The question is how do we relate to such reality especially
educators. Do we pretend it doesn't exist, or do we acknowledge and
respond to it in either a negative or positive manner? The answer is in-
dividually given. For those of us who view it in a positive manner the
particular question becomes: How do we help such self-equilibrations so
that they can he most efficient for the individual'? Up to now the general
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pedagogy for the bilingual classroom has been to borrow from the tradi-
tional monolingual one that has not always proven to je effective even for
monolinguals much less for bilinguals. Behavior premised on English that
is merely translated to another language is not the best type of bilingual
education. Piagetian theory is one theory that allows a creative approach
to dual or multi-language development.
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SOC;OLINGUISTIC STRUCTURE OF FINNISH AMERICA

Michael M. Loukinen
Northern Michigan University

Starting with the sociolinguistic conflict in nineteenth century Fin-
hind. this study traces t he changing relationship between social structure,
language, and ethnic solidarity in the Finnish-American community. In
describing the patterns of sociolinguistic change, I shall apply Tajfers
(1974, ! 97h theory of intergroup relations, recently translated into lan-
guage accommodation theory (Giles Smith, 1979). The processes of
language convergence and dive;.gence encouraging psycholinguistic dis-
tinctiveness did occur in Find id between 1809 and 1917, but their source,
direction, and outcomes were contrary to theoretical expectations because
they were shaped by the much stronger external forces of international
competit ion, and the internal structure of etimolinguistic stratification
and historical tradition.

describing the sociolinguistic structure of the Finnish ethnic corn-
no:nity in America, the focus is on the upper midwestern mining regions
t he most concentrated area of Finnish immigrant settlement). The effects

of prior ethnohistorical tradition, and the degree of institutional com-
pleteness ( Breton, 1964) in the immigrant community, supported the
ancestral language. Immigration restriction, immigrant mortality
trends, the gradual decline of Finnish language institutions and their
replacement by English language versions, encouraged convergence
toward the dominant (English) language among the second and third
generation Finnish-Americans.

According to Tajlefs theory of intergroup relations, as individuals of
different cultural backgrounds interact, they dichotomize social reality
into opposing categories of a "we" who are similar, and a -they" who are
different, and then :-.arch for value dimensions to compare themselves
with the outsider- i persons are threatened by negative evaluations
perceived to he illegitimate, this search leads to the se.ection of attributes
allowing them to differentiate themselves positively from other's. Positive
ingroup distinctiveness makes interaction symbolically rewarding to in-
dividual members, and provides a positive social identity The celebrated
attributes of ingroup distinctiveness conjure up a negative evaluation of
the outsiders on the same dimensions, which may incite the same process
within their group. Thus, conceptions of ethnic boundaries, valued
ethroilinguistic distinctiveness, and ethnic identity are products of inter-
group encounters.

Cpyright e 19ti() Michat1 M. I,, ukincm. Ali :1:15 rk.served.
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Giles, liourhis, and Taylor 111177) have asked vIly interaction leads
persons to either shift their speech toward others (convergence); or, as an
act of dissociation, to shift speech away from that of others (divergence).
lIorrowing from Tajfel 1197-1.72) and others before him) they conclude
that. depending upon the anticipated symbolic and.or material rewards
and punishiacats, interacting persons of different et lithe backgrounds will
either IllaXIMIZe or f11111.1rniZe dirren'FICIS With respect to ethnic accents,
dialects. and or language ( liouhis & Giles, 1077; liourhis, it al., 1979i.
Let its consider how this process unfidded in nineteenth century Finland.

ISII9.1917

In terms of populitt ihn size. Finland has ii ways been one of the smallest
nations in Furope, and its political history has he. directly determined
by its relations wit a Sweden and Russia, and indirectly by t he involve-
ments these states have had in t he major struggles of mainstream Nuro-
pean politics during periods of groat historic change (Pantila, 1975),
Gonsolidat ing its control over Finland 1), the end of the 11th century.
Sweden's capacity to implement imperialistic ambitions shaped the
course of Finland's political development until the beginning of the 18th
century. when Russian intent ions became dominant. In 1809. by the
t reaty of I lamina, Sweden coded Finland to Russia. As a Grand Duchy of
Russia, swearing loyalty to Tsar Alexander 1, Finland enjoyed a period of
semi- autonomy allowing her to develop her own political institutions and
::Itimatoly evolve into a nation state. Representing the Swedish Crown
was a small Swedish-speaking population (hereafter SSP) ( approximately
two percent of total population) that was a ruling class consisting of a
powerful landed aristocracy, administrative officials and judges, a small
merchant class and an authoritat ive bilingual clergy all of whom ruled the
larger Finnish-speaking population I FSP) of peasant farmers and depen-
dent tenants I approximntely ninety percent of total population. On the
western coast lived Swedish-speaking artisans, fishermen, farmers and
laborers, who amounted to less than ten percent. of the total population.

According to the theory of psycholinguistic distinctiveness, one would
predict t hat afrr five hundred years of believing they had spoken an
inferior language, mid having had a sense of class inferiority vis -a-vis the
higher state': SSP the guardians of the prestigious ethnolinguistic
culture, the Fsp would c r ..rge toward the then dominant Swedish
language ,jot only would s, convergence have been symbolically re-
warding in terms or providing a greater sense of self-worth through iden-
tiliratien with a more prestigious social class, the anticipated material
row:iris associated with the prospects of upward social mobility would
have I t.e a expect 1 to further encourage a language shift. One might. also
expect t hat t he SSP would have found it symbolically gratifying to per-
ceive convergence toward their own language. However. since ethnolin-
guistic distinctiveness itself helped define the SSP, to lose it would be to
surrender a unifying symbolic resource that. provided a measure of control
over t he FSP. It would be in their interest. to maintain class bm..idaries by
adopt ing n divergence strategy. Let us consider the processes of language
shift in Finland during the period between 1820 and 1917.
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When the suspicious Sv, edish.speakii;,, ruling class observed the Tsar's
attempt to gain the favor of the PSI', and his plans to gradually spread the
Russian language :Ind political authority, it sought to ally itself with the
FSP and earn their trust and loyalty, hoping they coll.(' he persuaded to
fight Russification. The Swedish - speaking intellegent -aa believed the
spectre of encroaching Russification would inevitably lead to war, and it
was necessary to discover a culturally unique core round which could be
molded a national spirit and the will to Fight ( Wuorinen, 1931:87 -94:
1968:158-159). Threatened by the prospect of either Swedish or Russian
domination, the Swedish-speaking elite intentionally forged :.heir own
identity in conjunction with the Finnish-speaking majority.

Several meie,,res were taken to cultivate the sunport of the
clergymen appointed to Finnish-speaking parishes after 1824 had to learn
the language of their charges; the Finnish language was introduced into
the curriculum of secondary schools (1843); judges had to speak Finnish
and translators were appointed to government offices (1856); by 1858 it
had become acceptable (although not respectable) to publish doctoral
dissertations in Finnish, and, there were administrative decrees proc-
laiming Finnish as the official language of church and country councils;
and in 1858 the first Finnish language secondary school was organized
( Wuorinen. 1968:160-1611.The fervent nationalistic ideology was cap-
tured in the slogan "We are no longer Swedes, we cannot become Ru:sians,
let us then be Finns" 61uva, 1968.30). The slogan had its rationale in
several currents of the belief system shaping an emerging national collec-
t; identity: (1) the belief that something culturally distinctive must be
found around which to fashion a collective identity; (2) that the source of
those distinguishing features lay in the untapped richness of the Finnish
language and folklore; (3) that caught between Sweden and Russia, Fin-
land's survival required seeking its own political identity; and (4) that the
future of Finland was contingent. upon Finnish becoming the language
used in all social institutions.

Students were encouraged to discover the inner sources of their nation-
ality. Ellias binrot traveled deep into the forested interior collecting
ancient runes from the lips of the peasantry; and of these he wove what
became a national epic, the Kalevala (1835). The language used by histo-
rians in describing the impact of the Kalcuala reflects its social psycholog-
ical significance. According to Wuorinen, the Kalevala was:

. . . hailed as a relic from a distant heroic past . . . it stood forth as a
mighty monument to the exceptional creative capacity of the Finns
in the realm of mind and spirit. . . thought to be genuinely national

no foreign influences marred it . . . brought together a fecund
poetic genius of well-nigh national proportions that compelled un-
qualified admiration . . . disclosed the startling rich resources of
the Finnish language . . . gave life and inspiration to the rising
nationalist movement ( Wuorinen, 1968:145-158).

Wuorinen quotes commentators in the 1830s as having praised the
Ralevalu on the grounds that it: "increased her (Finland's) sense of self-
appreciation; encouraged the understanding of her past and future; she
could now proclaim to herself'even I have a history'; was a mighty source
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of strength in increasing our national consciousness and in kindling our
faith in the future" Wuorinen, 1968:147).

Under the influence of German romantic nationalism in the 1820s,
Johan Snellman, a Swedish-speaking journalist, argued that language is
the primordial foundation ;Ind distinguishing characteristic of a nation.
lie accused the Swedish-speaking upper claw; of being ii"denationalized
appendage" of the true Finnish major Vuorinen, 1908:1691. He charged
them vith the moral responsibility )t, learning the Finnish language.
Snellman's followers, called the Pennotnen, formed societies dedicated to
speaking Finnish whenever possible 01utikkala, 1902:206). Many of the
Swedish-speaking elite tonly two percent of population) tried, and some
succeeded, in learning the Finnish language; however, the humble
Swedish-speaking population on the western coast was entirely ignored in
this respect.

It is interesting to observe that in appealing to the upper class to learn
the Finnish language, there was virtually no attention paid to the many
injustices suffered by the Finnish-speaking majority that were directly
linked to language discrimination Wuorinen, 1908:163,. Despite official
decrees elevating the official status of Finnish, all governmental docu-
ments, petitions, and applications were in Swedish, Courtroom proceed-
ings, and lectures in secondary schbol and university classes could not be
understood by the vast Finnish-speaking majority, and consequently they
faced impenetrable barriers to social mobility 01utikkida, 1962:2001.

Unconcerned with injustices infecting the masses, the Swedish-
speaking intelligentsia were encapsulated by a nationalistic ideology that
invested mystical qualities into an abstract concept of the Finnish lan-
guage. In the nationalistic literature of' the 1820s the Finnish language
acquired the symbolic features of a personified entity representing the
soul of the emerging nation. References were made to "the rights of the
Finnish language. its lonely status, humiliating condition, downtrodden
and shameful circumstances, disgraceful situation, the oppression and
indignities visited upon it in the past" iWuorinen, 1968:164).

According to the Finnish historian, Dino lutikkala, "A nation, they
believed, possessed its own inseparable character, based on its racial
origin; and, above all, it. possessed as a unique treasure, its language,
which in a mystical way interpreted its special traits. The national legacy
was believed to live not through the medium of language, but within the
language itself tlutikkala, 11)68:201).

The Swedish led Fen noma riin movement began to score a few successes,
in particular, the language decree of 186:1 which legitimated the use of
Finnish its one of the official languages of the country, en an equal footing
with Swedish. The growing strength of the Feritromuniu precipitated a
Swedish-speaking nationalistic counterhirce that temporarily halted the
shift toward the Finnish language.

The Swede-Finn language and nationalistic movement, called the
Fir mum. emerged in the 1860s and by the 1880s was a countervailing
one to the Fetmomania movement. In 1882 the government publie'v

admitted that the 186:1 language decree had not been implemented. in
I N-iri disputes still occurred over language use in the courtrooms, and :n
the 1894 a Finnish speech in the House of Nobles was denounced
impertinence (utikkala, 1962:221).
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Champions of the Scecoman believed that the inhabitants of Finland
consisted of a linguistically, culturally and biologically superior Swedish
'race," and a correspondingly inferior Finnish race ( Wuorinen,
1968:166-17:3). This presumedly inferior FS!' had made some progress
only by virtue of the diffusion of thesuperior Swedish culture. To abandon
the superior Swedish language would spell the doom of the race and the
nation.

From the 1860s until World War II, the language conflict was one of the
dominant. issues in Finnish politics. Because it became linked t.) the
prevailing racist conceptions of superiority and inferiority. the deha e was
at times extraordinarily acrimonious.

The language conflict grew especially intense because language boun-
daries coincided with sharply contrasting, antagonistic social class di-
visions in Finnish society ( Hamalainen, 19791. With the exception of the
Swedish-speaking laborers concentrated on the western coast. the society
was ruled primarily by a wealthy, arrogant Swedish-speaking elite; and.
where poor people were found, one usually heard the Finnish language.

By the last two decades of the nineteenth century, the masses who had
long been asleep were mobilized into the ethnolinguistic dispute. The
Finnish language movement among the rural folk in the countryside was
promoted by Young Peoples' Associations formed in the early 1880s to
provide cultural enrichment to rural youth; they had grown in two decades
to 2'i0 organizations. "Practically all groups of' men and women, from
every walk of life illustrated in some degree the disturbing and divisive
effects of the question I Wuorinen, 1968:161)." The Swedish-speaking
common people were recruited by the .L.;t:ecoman in 1869, and in ten years
the coalition evolved into the Swedish Peoples' Party.

Several events illustrated the salience of ethnolinguistic boundaries in
the social structure. The Russification program accelerated by Tsar
Nicholas 11 in the late 1890s precipitated responses differentiated by
ethnolinguistic boundaries: older Swedish speakers preferred passive re-
sistance, while most Finnish speakers adopted a cautious, pragmatic
posture of surface-level compliance, because the latter- group had often
gained throurTh the Tsar's efforts. However. less patient youth among the
SSP and to lesser extent among the FSP, favored active opposition, some-
times in coop..I-a:ion with Russian Revolutionaries ( Hamalainen.
1979:16).

Both Tsars Alexander I and Nicholas II had quietly encouraged only ;;
limited form of Finnish ethnolinguistic nationalism as a way of detaching
the FS!' from a Swedish hegemony (Wuorinen, 1968:2021.

In the Finnish Civil War of 1917, a large percentage of the FSP
supported the leftist revolutionary Red Guards. while most of the SSP
supported the conservative White Guard (Hamalainen, 1979:191. During
the (Nit-1y stages of the conflict "the country's principal geographical lin-
guistic divisions seeinc;" closely connected with the concentrations of Red
and White Strength;" h()vever, the White Guard later identified the Red
Guard with inevitable Russian domination and mobilized the land owning
farmers and bourgeoisie of the FSP (Hamalainen, 1979:101.

Some of the developments described above fit the theory of language
accommodation:11) both the FSP and SSE' performed the cognitiye,com-
parisons: (2) the FSP conducted a diligent search fbr culturally unique
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,ittributes: language lV;IS selected ;I:4 the distinguishing source of group
!derail:leaf ion within which the FS!' united; and -1: the majority oft SSP
diverged to maintain their ethnolinguist it. distinctiveness. The di-
vergence of the SSP was not entirely indigenous, but received support
from Sweden, V.11101 saw long-range advantages to having a Swedish
speaking elite preside over Finnish society.

That the impetus Mr linguistic convergence would emerge within the
intelligentsia ofit ruling class speaking a high prestig,:hinguag, and that
he direction of the language shift would be toward the lower status

language of the masses, is contrary to theoretical e pectations. Con-
vergence occurred in a direction opposite to that predicted by language
accommodation theory.

While ft:w :if the ambitious members of the FSI) had learned Swedish
nd improved their lime circumstances, t here has been a steady decline in

the proportion of Swedish speakers: 1.roin 1:3.6' in 1880 to 6.6'; in 1970
Oeutsch. 195:i:181i. During that same period there has been a concom-

imiant increase in the proportion of Finnish speakers. Strong, continuous
convergence has occurred from the high prestige Swedish language
toward the h`,..' prestige Finnish language for almost two centuries. Inter-
national I I -ITU1101/11C titres In the form a collision between
Swedish and Russian imperialism interacted with the ethnolinguistic
st rat ificat ion system in Finnish social y. The Tsar and the Swedish-speak-
ing ruling class in Finland wished to preside over the FS13, and in that
attempt there was a rush to cultivate their loyalty.

The Swedish-speak mg intelligentsia in the Pcntomlania iietieved they
learned t he language oft he FSI' fur idealistic motiv.ttions, and by so doing
they were able to continue to enjoy then- class privileges. The symbolism
through which this intentional language shilt was promoted and under-
stood by babe the 14'Sf ) and 581' was in the idiom of romantic nationalistic
ideelogy. t fri the other hand, the Russian:: tried to spread their own
language throughout Finland as an instrument of domination: hence. the
Swedish-speaking intelligentsia simply offered a much hotter deal.

The FSP the SSP ad not chit-chat in it laboratory. 1 :t interacted
within Sit Ihit 1171.1 HINT was shaped by: t 1 r the competition between two
stronger nation states trying to dominate a weaker one; 12) by an

hnolinguistic history of domination and submission; and by the
relit ions between social classes within Finnish society, and i4) by interac-
tion bet ween the intermit ional conflict, ethnolinguistic history and social
str at heat ion.

Some of the micro -sass mlinguistic processes ,issociated with interethnic
relations described by Talfel, Giles and others did in fact occur-. but they
were much weaker than the forces they encountered in Finnish society
between 1820 and 1917. t Me must understand the social situation at the
mace,: vel in order to predict the direction these micro-processes will
take.

'Those; who would one day emigrate to America had been exposed during
. their youth to intense and prolonged ethnolinguistic conflict. The histoi-
cal record indicates very clearly that. the struggle for ethnolinguistie
integrity was being waged by the ISP between 1890 and 1920 the
period of :,ubstantial emigration to the United States. In 1880, six out of

I :I,
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seven Finns spoke Finnish and by 1930 when the migration wave had
subsided, nine out of ten Finns spoke Finnish. Those who emigrated to
America were most likely to have come from the rapidly growing ranks of
the Finnish-speaking, landless laboring class in the countryside (38.9'
or be workers, most of whom had humble rural origins (19.6'i? ) Kero,
1974:821. Between 1893 and 1914 roughly seven out of every ten who
emigrated were between sixteen and thirty-years-old when they left their
mother country ( Kero, 1974:236). Hence, many had come of age and had
adopted a particular ethnolinguistic world view during the most ac-
rimonious phases of the language controversy.

They had seen their own linguistic culture labeled inferior by their
Swedish-speaking betters, and through a long and bitter struggle had
redefined their ethnolinguistic heritage in the context of :al emerging

innish nationalism. Would the experience of waging the battle for
ethnolinguistic integrity in their country of origin condition their
strategies for negotiating an ethnolinguistic identity in the new land'?

The Finnish 1,dtwunge in the Upper Midwest

Although Finnish immigration to America is said to have begun in
1638 at the colony of Swedetown ( Niitema, 1976:13), the major flow of
immigrants began in the 1860s when Finnish miners working in northern
Norway were recruited by copper mining companies to work in the
mineshafts jlst opening in what became known as the "Copper Country"
of Michigan's Upper Pen nsula. Those who came later also tended to settle
in the copper mining communities, in and around the boom town of
Calumt, Michigan. The immigrant community there became known as
pcs(.ipaikko ( nesting place). It later developed into a series of communities
supported and interconnected by a network of ethnic institutions (Ross,
1977:10-20).

During the latter half of the 19th century Finnish immigrant com-
munities grew along three iron ranges developing in the Upper Peninsula
of Michigan. and three iron ranges in northern Minnesota. Finaish im-
migrants began to settle in Upper Michigan's Marquette Range in the
early 1870s. in the Menominee Range in the late 1870s, and in the
Goegebic Range, on the western part of theoUpper Peninsula and in
Wisconsin, in the middle 1880s. In northern Minnesota, Finnish immig-
rants found work in the iron mines on the Vermillion Range in the middle
1880s, the Mesabi Range in the late 1890s, and the Cuyuna Range in the
early 1900s ( Puotinen, 1973:115-130).

Finnish immigrants gradually dispersed throughout rural and urban
America. Substantial ethnic communities appeared in the cities of De-
troit, Fitchburg. Ashtabula. New York. as well as in the states of North
Dakota, Montana. Oregon. and later in Florida. However. the heartland of
the Finnish ethnic community remained the mining communities in
northern Michigan and Minnesota; concentrated in this region were
thirty-eight percent of all Finnish immigrants in the United States in
1900, thirty-six percent in 1910, and thirty-two percent in 1920.

The first Finnish immigrants to arrive in the mining towns found
themselves in an extreme multiethnic setting, According to the United
States census of 1880, in Michigan's Houghton and Keweenaw counties.
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which circumscribed the copper mining activity at the time, 48.9`7 of the
population were immigrants, of whom 5.8% were Finns (Kaups, 1974:581.
By 1900, in Houghton County, then containing most of the copper mining
activity, 42.6(.7 of the total population were immigrants, 25.75; of whom
were Finns. In 1920 one could liar thi.-ty-two languages spoken in the
mining district (Thurner, 1974:14).

According to the Minnesota State census of 1905, in twelve Mesabi
Range towns, 55.4Ci of the population were immigrants, with the Finns
amounting to 39.8Y of the foreign borr. Kaups, 1974:77). On the Mesabi
Range thirty-four ethnic groups lived with the Finns (Syriarnaki,
1940:130-134). Throughout St. Louis county, Minnesota, which contains
Duluth and most of the Mesabi and Vermillion iron ranges, Finns were the
largest immigrant group, living in communities in which about one out of
every two persons were immigrants (Karni, 1975:611.

Having associated closely the ethnolinguistic categories with collective
identity in ti. nationalistic ideology of their homeland, it was under-
standable that Hecame their criterion in American society for distin-
guishing themsei ,s from other immigrants. In speaking about non-
Finnish individuals groups, the immigrant Finns used the term toisen-
kicliset, often short( to toiskie/iset, which means "other tongues."
That they selected language differences to distinguish between Finn and
non-Finn suggests an assumption deep in the shadows of their ethnic
consciousness that the Finnish language was the source of their solidarity,
and defined them as a collective entity.

The Finnish imn..,;rant community was "institutionally complete," in
the sense that the "ethnic community could perform many of the services
required by its members" (Breton, 1964:194). Several studies have shown
that insofar as an ethnic group can erect institutions to supply its mem-
bers important psychic and material needs, the more likely those mem-
bers are to become dependent upon and support those institutions; to
interact more oflen and develop friendships with their own members and
less with outsiders; to use their ancestral language; and to have a stronger
sense of ethnic solidarity (Breton, 1964; Borhek, 1970: jay, 1972; Radecki,
1976).

Many institutions serving the Finnish immigrant population
encouraged the retention of the ancestral language. In both the iron and
copper mines it had been company practice to put immigrant workers
sharih,T the ethnic heritage into work teams to minimize communi-
cation difficulties. Greenhorns were assigned to work with older, experi-
aced miners who could speak their language, show them the ropes, and

warn them of the dangers lurking in the mineshaft (Ross, 1977:12).

The Finnish immigrants displayed an extraordinary associative spirit.
Finnish organizations "sprouted like mushrooms," an observer said. -al-
most everyone belonged to some organization" (Hoglund, 1960:41). They
formed temperance societies, churches, workers associations, socialist
locals, drama clubs, choirs, and Finnish language newspapers and period-
icals. All of these institutions used only the Finnish language until the
flow of immigrants subsided in the 1920s, and a bilingual second genera-
tion began to emerge into leadership positions.
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The ' nish immigrants made attempts to participate in multilingual
organizations, but most attempts failed. In 1867 in Michigan's Copper
Country, Finnish, Norwegian, and Swedish immigrants formed a church,
but four years later the Finns broke away to form their own, with a
Finnish-speaking pastor. It is estimated that one out of three Finnish
immigrants had joined the 239 Lutheran congregations existir! i 1906
(Hoglund, 1960:43).

Closely associated with the evolution of the religious sphere of the
ethnic community was the temperance movement. In the early 1880s
Finnish, Swedish, and Norwegian immigrants formed a multilingual
temperance society, but by the middle 1880s Finnish and Swedish-
speaking Finns formed their own Pohjantahli (North Star) temperance
society, and a few years later the Swedish-speaking Finns separated to
Form their own society (Kern, 1976:115-116). By 1908, the Finnish tem-
perance movement in America had grown to 200 locals with a membership
of 11,200 persons (Hoglund. 1960:44).

Facing the harshest side of industrial America in the dangerous iron
and copper mines, ignored by the urban and craft oriented A.F.L., blocked
from meaningful political participation because of their alien status. and
aroused by extremely sophisticated radical organizers from Finland, the
Finnish immigrants turned to socialism (Karni, 1977; Ross, 1977).

In 1906, Finnish socialists formed the Finnish Socialist Federation
FSF) and petitioned the American Socialist Party (ASP) to allow them to

join as a foreign language affiliate. The Socialist Party agreed, and by
1911 the Finnish Socialists maintained 260 locals, and three years later
reported a membership of 15,000 (Hoglund, 1960:451. In 1914, about:3,000
1 . . . supporters broke away. In 1917 there were 32,849 immigrants in
the foreign language federations Ili the A.S.P. and more than half of them
were Finns (Ross, 1977:42). In 1920 when the Soviet Comintern directed
its American sympathizers to participate in an open communist party;
7,000 to 8,500 FSF members joined the American Workers Communist
Party, and by 1923 made up 44.7c of its total membership (Kostianen.
19781.

The leaders of the FSF, the ASP. and especially the Workr's Party had
constantly criticized the rank-and-file farmers and laborers for their ten-
dencies to drift toward "hall socialism" getting together to visit with
fellow ethnics, and sing and dance to Finnish music (Kostianen. 1978:
Ross, 1977; Karni, 1975). To most of the Finnish participants in the halls
socialism was valued primarily as an ethnolinguistic celebration; and the
hall was one of the few and often the on)v available site in their com-
munities because the conservative churches prohibited dancing. In 1911,
FSF locals averaged only 23 business meetings, but sponsored 38 events
involving entertainment such as theatre presentations, singing and danc-
ing I Ross, 1977:72). and many more informal ;,:semblies.

Just as temperance societies evolved within the context of an emerging
ethnic church. consumers cooperatives grew out of the enthusiastic im-
migrant Socialist movement ( Kolehmainen, 1951:137; Karni. 1975),
( 'ooperative economic structures among the Finnish immigrants began in
1878 with t he development of a cooperative insurance company. spread to
miner's boarding houses, and flourished in the farm cooperative stores.

j
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Between 1903 iihd 1917 about sixty-live Finnish immigrant-sponsored
cooperative stores were developed in Minnesota. Wisconsin. and Michigan
(Alanen, 1974:112): and, the Tollowing year it was estimated that there
were over one hunC.red such cooperative enterprises (Hoglund, 1960:76).
The Finnish language was used in the conduct of daily business, at meet-
ings, and in all internal documents.

There were other Finnish language spheres protected by immigrant
institutions such as the fraternal order of the Knights and Ladies of
Kaleva, founded in 19('1 that mushroomed into over a hundred local
chapters by 1918 i Hoglund. 1960:46r They dedicated themselves to the
preservation of Finnish ethnolinguistic culture in America.

Whether it concerned work, shelter, worship, purchasing consumer
goods, alcohol consumption or abstinence, Finnish immigrants erected
voluntary associations protecting their ancestral language. The birth of
an association seemed to breed another; rivalry, intense competition, and
in some cases actual hatred characterized their relations with one an-
other.

The main schism in the ethnic community was between conservati (,
rightist...Church Finns" and the leftist -Red Finns." 13y the 1920s appr--
irmitily thirty percent of the Finnish ethnic population were Church
Finns I Politimin, 1973:321' twenty-five percent were Red Finns ( Kos-
tianen. 1978), and the rest had sympathies toward one side or the other,
but ideological commitment was not central to their lives. Each ideologi-
cal sphere printed its own series of Finnish language newspapers, pam-
phlets and periodicals. One side's editorial provoked a response from the
other side, and the quarrels were good fOr newspaper business.

Within the Church Finn faction, there :is constant squabbling inside
can -egations, which usually precipitated splinter movements, the build-
ing a. a new church, and the sponsoring 11' new Finnish language news-
papers, viciously attacking the parent congregations ((Alibi, 1972: Hog-
lund, 1977).

The leftist faction experienced a similar ideological fragmentation.
1.W.W. supporters broke away from the Finnish Socialist Federation in
1911 and founded their own newspapers, and the 1921 split between the
social democratic wing and the Soviet-oriented communists encouraged
even more editorial propagandizing.

The historian, Douglas 011ila, :untrnarized the process.
. . our Finns in a community could produce two or more an-

tagonistic organizations! Churchmen divided into some twelve
groups, all suspicious and even hatira each other. but loving Christ.
they said. The Socialists were equally sectarian. They divided into
four major groups, all passionately ha.rng each other, but loving
Marx, they said. The temperance societies split in various directions
over such issues as socialism and dancing, and all PC these groups
hated liquor and each other, but they loved the Noble Experiment
(011ila. 1972:2.50).

Not only did the ethnic institutions support the ethnic language, but t e
controversies they spawned produced an enormous output of Finnish
language literature in America. Internal disputes may undermine ethnic
political solidarity: but, as in the case of the Finnish ethnic community,

I
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they can actually encourage the maintenance of an ethnic language, and
thus have a long-range, positive impact on ethnic solidarity.

Even though the institutional structure of the Finnish immigrant
community supported their ancestral language, rm.-1y Finnish immi-
grants gradually became bilingual, speaking Finnish most of the time,
and their own version of English when necessary. Table 1 below shows the
incidence of bilingualism among Finnish immigrant miners in Michigan
and Minnesota, according to how long they had lived in America. The
percentage of bilinguals among Finnish miners is compared to the per-
centage of bilinguals among twenty-seven other immigrant groups in
Michigan's copper mines, twenty-three in Michigan's iron mines, and
thirty-one in Minnesota.

Table 1. Bilingualism AMMlg Finnish and All tither Immigrant Miners, by
Length of U.S. Residence in the Mining Communities in Northern Michi-
gan and Minnesota. 1910.

Mining
Citinr.nunilits

Ntich. ('upper
percent

0-4 years
/tilers Finnish

34.0') 153';

5-9 years
Others FillflISII

70.1Y; 49.2 ;

10
()tilers

96.1';

years
Finnish

71.5';
323. 9501 1114 7441 1307.4331 1188 3621 1689 7251 1266 3721

N1ich, it n
peretIll 33.1Y; 30.9'; 82.8'; 76.(Y; 96.3'; 93.3';
freq. 358 10531 190.291/ 2M6 3451 (156 2051 1336 3491 1154..1651

Minn [no.,
percent 53.6'; 60.4'; 820; 88.7; 93.K.; 96.(Y;
trey 1314 586) 1 119. i971 (218,266) 1118133 1 IRO 1921 (72751

peretrit 38.4'; 26.2'; 77.7'; 64.2; 95.2'; 80.4`1.
995 258).0 1323 1232) 1811 1044) 1462.7201 11205'12661 1492 +6121

q.t.,. of the Immigration Commission. Senate Document No. 633, 61st
..gress 1911. Computed from Table 50, p. 162, Table 99, p. 548. Table

i 1. p. 562.
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In the Michigan copper and iron range communit les the Finnish immig-
rants became Finnish. English bilinguals at a rate slower than the other
immigrant groups. This trend is especially not iceable in the hub of' the
Finnish immigrant community -- the Copper Country where after
having lived in America for ten years, virtually all of the other immigrant
miners had learned to speak English: but there were still 29.5' of the
Finnish miners speaking only their ancestral language.

The slower rate of convergence toward the more prestigious, mobility-
enhancing English language in the Copper Country was partially a rune-
t fon of higher level of institutional support there, as well as the greater
influx of recent immigrants. Finnish inunigrant miners tended to move to
Minnesota and Michigan iron range communities after having initially
settled in the Copper Country.

Among all immigrant groups the women learned to speak English
more slowly than their husbands. In the topper Country, sixty-six

percent of the Finnish min:rs spoke English in 1910, as compared to only
twenty-nin percent of their wives; and, in Minnesota iron range com-
munities 5s.? of t he '"liner's and -BY-, of their wives spoke English. The
different nil rates of himtmage convergence among immigrant men and
wool. n is a function of the economic necessities associated with speaking
English among male immigrants, who are also more likely to en«tunter
Engl i.ih speakers by working outside the home (Flory ,thlanda. 1975).

Accwrimwiaihm in Mc Sowid and Third (io'ncrutirIn

In the areas of concern rated settlement, Finnish hgrants and their
Ii Win developed an elaherate Enterlanguage they call "yinglish

Iltillstrom (1979:76-111) has recently des,ribed the Finglish
speech community in terms of the cognitive categories entertained by
Finnish ethnics. Speakers were first -distinguished as being either
monolingual Finnish speakers or bilinguals. Monolinguals were' then
different hued according to age cohorts. Older Finnish monolinguals were
unable to distinguish between -pure- Finnish and Finglish, and were
confused shut not ashamed) when relatives from Finland were unable to
understand their speech. Their Finglish is characterized by extensive
borrowing of English words, most of them nouns Iseventy-eight percent),
modified in a predictable way according to the rules inherent in Finnish
and in the regional dialects.

Younger monolingual Finnish speakers emigrated in their late twen-
ties or thirt it's and often never learned to speak fluent English. They are
aware of the difference between -pure" Finnish and Finglish, and are
comfortable in speaking ' accepted Finglish with one another, but
ashamed when required to participate in conversation:. with -pure- Fin-
nish speakers.

Bilinguals were categorized as being either Finnish a- English-
dominant. The Finish-dominant. bilinguals have a recognizaide accent to
their English speech. They are the children of the younger Finnish
monolinguals and English phonological effects'' pc 'heir spiech consid-
-rahly. They regard Finglish with -bemused acceptance w.th the excep-
tion id' a transitory stage of adolesuint rebellion, when the rejection of
(Their parents' immigrant. status is also transferred to Finglish"
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Ilellstrom 1979:11; They are nJ:trlv onverging tio,\,.m.;;(1 ;11, higher
prestige 1;riglish language

Helistrom's informants difficult to [dent iny (Li tini,ishing
chiiracteristics Erigli -I; .1ouiA1lit h ithin and
everv.vherI (utsili) 1 heir ,)))s1) (;IS til)' 1111111;1r., 11!1t1,11Igl.

Their knowledge of Finnish was se -rt.itie that it is dorihtfui that the
concept of diglossia can be meaninglallv applied. Let us consider the
linguistic socialization 7 th ;cond geherat

BetkAeen 1900 and 1 9'20 t 'acre ;.%; an exten,;,..i; back -ft-tin-land
movement from the mining town: in Minnesota and :Michigan into the
tor, t ed interior Seine ubserv,..r.s in Finland encourag, inn:ration on
t 11 grounds tuat it iiffereti the only hope of ;in; Firin;.:ii language
.; H nationality Kolehni al N.: 1 lilt 1915 1:42. 11i, 11)2)), forty-seven
percent (info. Finnish inirrogrants 1..T,S, liaid (Ti rural communities,
and In 1 1i111, sixLione p# , cent if ti.,; Finnish inomgrant farmers lived in
Michigan. N,Visconsin. a r i d Minnes,ita I I logluntl, in

171 the narth%vouds, the iiamigriiats carved farms ,ar of the reres,
built rural "language island" communities. Finnish (v,is. spoken
hores, churclids. and cooperative stores until the late 1.9-101-,ind
.vhen the imm.grants begun to di- !tut within every l7ingr1:1;.'J'
t h (7)17'-))) (111 country sollool liiiuse that introduced the dominant 1.
guage of the larger society.

Almost all «Ithe ,-,,qund generation childr ,11 spoke Finiii,11 when they
entered sr Imo' and there they WI')')' I ven on
I he playgrounds. Many outhis rural second gtbneration. isv t heir later
years, tell of being scold.; and humiliated befere the the,- oven
twat en 10.- having spoken Finnish on the school gfuands.

Ir the schools of northern Nlinmsota atal in ..i (Ti) iireirt, 1 nurt hero
:Michigan a .1-'peak English ,li,.ernent" orgarir:ed in 1)1f' in tiat.4pirit
of making the Finnish airnigrant ime hundred percent Arreri-
can." Secouu generatiori children ;,,..,a;7! required as
become official Speak-English crusaders, to wear a but tun haying the
inscription "Ve Speak itrwi to sigh a eertifical, liear lng, the
hilhiwing pledge:

"We the ;andersigned. , hat in ordi ha become true Ameri-
cans we must ilk the ;,-,gaage of America ',';e therefore pledge
ouni,elves 7n speak English at. school at all Lintel). and at home as far
as possible and encourage and ha-it to do the same-
; Linilgr.n, 1 1122:11- 1:3

Eighth-grader, w ire given examinatit;ie.s 1 cithainship and had to
write a paragraph ..edirg why the people of he ,.nited States should
:Teak English. Children (If gi yen -honor ponn.s" for biaching English to
their younger brothers, :asters and parents.

The public school system ell ...lively encouraged the second generation
to converge toward the more prestigious -American language." Th, im-
migrants' children began to speak English amongst themselves. \Vhen
; hey grew older and inigra 1 to urban areas, they felt much stronger
pressures that discouraged speaking Finnish. Many migrated to Detroit
hent-n I 1120 and 1950 and witnessed some of the people t hey had known
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from back home pre al the could not speak nor t ' -stand Finnish
Lou kitten fort hut);:.

AS the inning-rants began to die and lot tiler immigration was re-
stricted, the Finnish language ne%vspapers collapsed. III II0 attempt to
survive by tit t rioting it larger (-herdic, the very institutions once
supported the ancestral language were forced to accommu, to the
dominant languiwe. Air( ady during t he 1920s and 1930s there was (1' in

the it arm church of -losing a generation" that no longer wished to liettr
and read Finnish. and Icy the late 1940s the church policy Lid so
t'iorotigilly converged to%:itral the English language that. there were pre'.t-
lerns III finding Finnisti-spitirkIng pastors for the rural communities (1101-
Itolit. 1972:27r-9.

Finnish leftist radical leaders had always enc(nr raged their child/am to
speitli the English language. believing that molt ilinguidism divided the
lahoring masses, and thus served the interests of the ruling class ( Ross.
19771. By 19:30. tint thoroughly Finnish cooper:At kat rn wement hired their
First non-Eirnsh field man who took the position that continued growth
required Irmg-.'itge change. and downplayed the Finnish cultural t races in
the erganizatitris. In 1948, the last bilini;ual session of the Central
Cooperative Vholeside was convened ( Alan-10,m 1979:121-1221 By 1952.
it wits estimated that only 1)111 out of fOur members of the C..f.".W. %veral$,I,
either Finnish immigrants or their offspring. and only eight out of the
forty-eight 13oards of Directors %vere using Finnish exclusively, thirty-
seven were using English only, and three were bilingual (Jokinen,

141.

NAliether it %vas a a ;cal movement., a church. or a consumer's corpera-
t organizational survival required the continuous replacement of the
dying immigrants with new members. and the ancestral language im-
peded the recruitment (Thoth second generai)a Finnish-Americans and
non-Finns.

The distri.tution Finn: -..`I language claitnimts in the united States
between 1910 and 1900 is i.Hiwn in Table 2 heloy

Ta1)1, 2 First Faulkil I,: lag(' Claimants in
1910-196u,

Yoar

19111

I 211

1111

1960

First

1211,888

133.56-:
'f7,081,
53. I f;'

Second

7.1.808

130.515
116,460
53.000

1.1,25811 230,420
110.115!

U.S vtillitm 1960: General Social and Econe char-
acter 1' S S111111

The number of Finnish language claim .15 declined by fifty-two per-
cent during the period between 1940 and 1960. According to computations
of language maintenance prw,:pects, of twenty -three et hnolinguistic
groups compared. the Finnish language speakers were estimated to he the
;east likely to maintain their ancestral language (Fishman. 1966:461.
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Fishnion offers no explanation, hut. the awesome d line in Finnish mann-
.mration, mortality trends in the immigrant col: its arriving berm-, the
1924 immigration restriction policies, and the aitense pressures to ( ,m0-
form to the dominant English language all had their impact. FM. im-
migated to the U.S. between 1931 and 1971) and most all of them were
English-speaking. and tended to he university students or professionals
( Koivukanga.; 1972:33). The pre-1930 immigrants, mostly (seventy per-
cent ) adolescoms or young adults at the time ofernigration died within the
period between 1940 and 1960.

Now the second generation is passing into history. Each year it seems
the Finnish language is heard less often in the rural towns and hamlets in
the upper Midwest. Lumping together the few surviving immigrants, the
second generation in late adulthood, and the third generation young
adults living in a typical Finnish farming community studied by the
author in 1978, of 169 adults: 26.4'l; use the Finnish language only in
conversations; and 42.9`l; converse. watch or listen to Finnish language
broad;;tsts, and read Finnish language newspapers and periodicals.

Most of the third generation failed to learn their ancestral language,
not .fliciminise they saw it as having lower prestige, but because of their

m
q.1 exposure to it. The Finglish speech of some of their parents had

been ridiculed by relatives from l''inland, by schoolteachers, English-
speaking classmates, and by time English-speaking urbanites they
encountered. Their parents did imt want to expose the children to Finglish
hoping the children would escape the humiliation they had known. How-
ever, they used Finnish as a secret language for plotting strategies to
coot rol their chi:;Iren, and to protect theiryoung ears from adult conversa-
tions.

According to the author's 1971) survey of members of the third
generation born in the same community. many of whom migrated tocities:

1 I .8'; are fluent in Finnish, and another 8.7r; can understand but not
fully par' 'ca pate in Finnish language conversation. 'Those who learned
Finnish mentioned these sources: 10.4'l; learned in conversations with
parents: 14.8'; in conversations with imandparents; 36.5C; in conversa-
tions with both parents and grandparents; 1.7.7; through formal instruc-
tion; 13.8'; through formal instruction supporteu by conversations with
parents an,I or grandparents; and, 22.6`."; through other sources house-
guests train visits to Finland, and these combinations other
sources mentioned.

It has loin essentially through the informal communication channels
the family network that about one out of eight -members of the third

generation have maintained their ancestral language. Interaction with
grandparents has been especially effective in transmitting the ethnoli
guist culture. But, because almost one-half of the Finnish immigrants
seal; in rural areas, many of Loh- children (sixty percent in the commu-
nity studies) were later to migrate to urban areas seeking employment,
thereby reducing opportunities for grandparent/grandchild interaction.
and thus removing an important learning, source of the ancestral lan-
guage.

.',eldom heard in the churches, theatre, halls, and on the lips of t'.-,mm
elder -m, the Finnish language is fast disappearing. i'he third generation
imot,-;t study Spanish. French, or German to receive -foreimm language
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credits- recognized by the educational bureaucracy., while nos.,,
1:1011a I support is given to the language of their ancestors. .\ I:,
maintenance program is neer ;ary.
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LA CULTURA / CULTURE



A 1' 1)E1., OF CHICA'YO CULTURE FOR RILING .1A'

1,):. B. Cudlar
fan U nego State ['nivel. ity

Culture, as it -working- concept, remains a problem for
edtiaH Ir..; and rest 'archers. Thi p:iper tildrt`SSP.S th, general cony HUN':

Call a sound education policy be developed NVIIE.11111oSi nines

and resil«.her in the field know :411 littit. about or simply disdain the
concept of cultur?

'Ellene are two reasons Inr the current n-i:,ative attitud. lack of
undeHtanding. One, the concept of cult ure iti eloped ;.:ed to the
MexIcano experience in the United States, has been soundly criticized as
leading to distort d und-rstandings. As a result, some Chicano scholars
have totally rejected the concept even as a heuristic device, much less an
txpl ana tory one, and have abandoned efforts to redefine it or
(Tern ionalize it in a more meaningful way.

Two, the fey attempts at theor,.ticti' redefinition of Chicano culture
remain tentative and open to 'n -ad, in scholars have con-
centrated on developing content- .:pee;' ,iti-adignis Thus, the burden of
processing and organizing culturitl imam ials in bilingual elocation is left
to tcachers and researchers who ,ire not adequately prepared for task.
Most are frustrated by not having a meaningful framework to assess the
impact of culture on the bilingual needs and problems of the community.

The purpose of this paper is to present a theoretical model of Chicano
culture and lemonstrate IL potential for dealing wit 'he tin ,ti tl
experiences of the community rhe aim is to explore the 11'.. thesis that
certain characteristic- of Chicano culture and language ar systemati-
cally rolahll to spCiliC ptiyChOlOgiCal.
societal fctors and processes sm.li as idaptation and production, mittura-
t ion and reproduction. integration and intersubjection, organization and
striiiification. The !lode' that these have major implications
understanding the .vac, in which various nninil,..rs of the community
learn. think, behave mid communicate.

The basic task 1- :a organize and give herence to the present body of
data and suggest iir,tis for further study. In order demonstrate the
model's utility, it is illustrated with ethnographic and linguistic evidence.
Since one object ice is to reflect the ethnoperspective, the approach builds
on the previous work of Chicano scholars in particuLtr. First, the ways
that tb-, concept olChicano culture has been dealt with by major Chicano
schattel ire reviewed, and important !ii-ernises identified, S!,cond, the
theoreni id dimensions of culture arc established, and the main elements

epyri ht Ifs' .hose 1i Coelho 111 right:,. reserved.
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Itill Theory err iiilingual L'cluratiml

if the model of Chicano culture art' developed, In flip third part, sortie
important characteristics oft and culture are discussed,
and Unpile:it fnr tile future of a democrat ishilinrtaaleduea
tier are drawn Itesearcliers and educators are challenged set up pro
grants Ihal examine aii, fuel' )_iriite subunit 1 variations in bilingual
development..

//ist(wv

The examination of t he culture concept. as developed and muddied
under the impact orbroader 'Mexican() intellectual movements is a neces-
sary exorcise in the sociology of knowledge. Tins serves two immediate
purposes. First. it allows us hi understand S01110 Of the 11:!:11: premises that
underpin the phenomena of interest. And second. it brings together in one
source the views and perspectives on Chicano culture of scholars of
Nilexicar. descent. This should assist other investigators in reaching
greater precision in ir analyses.

At the onset. I st,uaid note that thi- review is not exhaustive. Almost
everything written on the community of Mexicane descent, in the United
States makes some kind or reference to the concept of -culture." Inclusion
of all such references is beyond the limited scope of this paper. Here I will
cite only seminal studies and those that have directly contributed impor-
tant ideas to the debate and discussion on bilingual education.

The concept oftiult nye with reference to the Nlesicano community in the
United States has a history. It has been applied only during the twentieth
century, and has been of interest ie only a handful of scholars until
recently, Significant ch;inges in ii , during the last decade have forced a
conscious evaluation of thii Ways life culture concept has been applied.

During recent years die concept of -Chicano culture" hiis been
popularized to the point that p 'icies and programs are planned for the
Chicano community with vai....ing notions of what such constructs as
-bilingualism- and -bicultur ism- really mean or should mean. 'the
problem demands a reduction of the confusion and promotion of clarity.
Withota cleurer conceptualization, programs and policies can be de-
veloped upon faulty premises that will do a great deal of harm to the
coin infinity.

Although the need is obvious, the task of reconceptualt.-:m (1(' the

phenomena we call t hicano culture is ambitious and the prospects for
success are not necessarily. encouraging. The ghosts of oh definitions
constantly haunt us, and there are few bases for agreement Still, despite
the differences of viewpoints, any review of literature will fi:.(-1 the follow-

ing (dements: at identification of some phenomena that be called
-culture:- i In agreement that -culture" has effects upon and is affected by
human beings (if Mexican() descent in the United States despite dis-
agreement idiom the saliency of processes involved: (c) recognition that
Chicano cultural elements and processes are related somehow to other
universal sysi rIlS of the human experience. All this suggests that the
not ion ((Fru hip-- still has haulm :1,! ius explanatory potent ial and may even
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%%heti Ith the fit"' t' flu" "'et-
ti,11/.0.11 l'I.It't'l tl.erultureronrept utlttl welully umferst and its
11,11111..-

111e h)11,0.111;: (II ,Lt1-,11,11 t PrI.:,1111/0(1.tt to 1(11'1'1'10.: that

.1'3} 1111;.011 H I.-; Ili 1.y hair kith
not c.11t10 an. .()1.1,1 inn (11fIllrISInfl Let P1111)11;1,1/.0 111;II

1.,,' ,11'. nut inetint t 111111l'11,IiiII:-, (0.111, 11.1111'y

., the render tr Jul% extent, the 1)1,IIIt is

.11,licom, oltir art ;l

, jkprly 11, Nit
OW I '11Ii,11 .'2,1111.:: 1;:l11111 In II127 ft:Amt., v.:it- obviously
influenced Itv the tittgiiint intellectual trend.; hilt; :tine_ In his descrip-
t tve ion tit,\I('XICIn rIllt.11 rill -1Liggagit". one can find traces ofTranz
1 to;is to -ut oncepts ;is "trait.- culture iirea,- and -cultural difIlisniti".
and Rohe ttedrilds's 'flk iirlidn continuumC along t lie strong
twolut lona; t ream t hought. heavily ed liv Cmstav
passive ;itive- racial categories and Lewis Ii Morgan's "savagery, bar-

barism and ctvilitat ion" stages.
(ianuo diviied tilt. Mexican immigrants ttl' hai period into tlinte cul-

tural groups wire' ft aiding to racial ttletnet,ts:

1 .11,,(!erti l'ictlI:utum derived from Eut ,tpit tt. ;he United States, but
developed and modeled to Mexican enviro; ient. To this belong the
social minorities tif%vlatte 'Mexicans attJ tins. Tlu. proportion 4o
\lexicon iintidgrant:; of this type is very

2 ..lbrorigiou/ l'Iriltzolitaf, different in type from modern.,
much simpler, with material and intellectual cultural ele-
ments Represents types of social groups still in relatively inferior
-;tages of (fey, 'opment. The majority of Indians and a minority of
in-sit/An; arc included. A fairly -.-ge proportion of the Alexia, -,
inunigrtints are included here.

.5 ,l/n .(/ Cluilt.:(1//,,n is between the two former groups. Probably the
re ;Drily of'lexican immigrants belong to this mixed cultural tyi)e
1st

In t he conclusion to his analysis. ;mutt, suit; ly suggested that, part. ()Ville
;Mexican problem in the United States was that the Mexican immigrant's

heritage served as an obstacle to assimilation.
In :t lit ion, liarnio also made some observations of Ahot he (flied itle
trtic. ct) :if' the Amt ricansolNle:,..ican origin

I. This .s American nornind!ly,but intellectually and emo-
tionally it lives in local ;Mexican traditions.

2. A sort of go-hetwt-ta.
Among the Mexican-American elements, the :".lxican type of intel-
lect tt,i1 cult ore exerts a gre- influence. while the NIttxictin type of
niatergil ulture exerts mu, a less.

The historical vii t, .vorlti. must be underscored, It, is a prim:,
,:tttiple of the quality and quantity or data that can he collected through
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the ethIlogr:11/111C ApproaCh. Nlorrover, it contamssome important cinpiri-
cal evidence on the origins, distribution and charticteristics of that
pet:liars Nlexicano immigrant. (1,: no also identified some of t he dominant
intercultural themes that characterized the times, such il. al prejudice
1,1.finitst the Mexican°.

It was Gamio who first noted that Nlexican Americans called recent
immigrants "e/m/os" or "chicanes," while immigrants called the native it
"pocho" t 1971:129, 2:134 r also first some of the unique
guistic peculiarities of the Aexicano community in the United State in
contrast to Mexico.

While the value of (latnio's work should be recognized, the ne,, .ve
aspects (.1 his conclusions must also he emphasized (;antic's rather
simplistic view. of the relation between genetic heritage and culture
traits are fundamentally wrong. And, although his .malysis i based on a
great deal of ethnographic, geographic, and bist.:irie tinitevials, it
nevertheless sufferq from serious speculation and over-i.,:e lralization.

El Fulklonsta Precursor

Americo Paredes brought a different perspectic ,, ill, study oa
Nlexicano culture, particularly the folklore of what he ltd called "..1 fexico
elr aluerd. outside Mexico". No...here is the differeiCt. of Paredes's perspec-
tive more evident that in hi, critical essay on the folklore of Mexican()
origin group in the Unite atcs (19881

Aida ugh Mex Lan cm!! ,t:,(1 Mexican Arneri:;an culture n re genet:-
thought. of as relate :I':ut distinct entities, there no general agi .:-

'rent regarding the differenc; that exist. Paredes identifies the three
dominant pospectives that scholars have used to distinguish one from the
other: the "c,,o/m)lista/hispanicist," thedifusionistaldiffth,Hnist," and the
-regionalistairegumah:4" I19116:146-148h

The hispanicist perspective, as outlined by Paredes, holds that
Mexican American culture is almost totally Spanish in origin, having
corn: .firectly from Spain to the areas of the United States where they are
now Iimnd. It has only a remote resemblance to Mexican culture. since the
latter is :nixed with indigenous and mestizo elements. A less extreme
Corm, holds that the Mexican American culture originated in colonial
Mexico, but arrived in the United States very early, when Mexico was still
New Spain, therelbre it represents the superior, the very old and
European survivals. As Paredes has noted (1966:147), the less ,:x.'k(t-Y.
ated form served as a basis for the first studies of Mexican() culture in ti:
United States, especially of folklore in New Mexico.

The litiusionist perspective that Paredes defines holds that Mexia:
American culture was formed in great waves of culture that swelled fre:
.he bear: of Mexico. which is centered somewhere in Jalisco. In contra,: to

hisponiHst, this view maintains that Mexicao American culture is
neither difi. rent, original. nor important, being only a collection of wasted
cultural fragments, dispersed far from the original trunk. P:Iceds notes
how difficult it is to find a fi)lklorist from Mexico who has no:. view.
Mexican American cu' :: from this perspective (1966:148).

The regionalist per:. helds that Mexican American culture is a
"resurgence ofa di folkher tans established deep roots
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in North Aniericiiii thivelopimt its la.% n characteristics Paredes

I !Hit; I P-ti.
In l'aredess yrett. tvhde none of these :Ir c()1111)1olch,' \\111111_!, t 110Hk

11(11 c.R.,). ti, totality of r ite imr;try MNIC;111 A /111'liC;1/1 eldt1/1

.:(1).;ge...:1(.11 that there are at least three kinds of subcultural
variations I

1 '/',/e. trrity of t ht. tiesutidont:-; of I ht. .incient
settlers of the ancient province of ,Vutitio .1 /c.ittro INiwv

western Texas, eastern Arizona. ;lint southern and north-

ern ('hihuahua), iln(f Ilia ancient province of ,tiootander

south Texas. part it Coahuila and Nuevo Leon'.
77' f' liroccn, ,,(1:,r(1. I tonne t he inuingiiant 'worktir.froin

NINici) \111,, 0,4111)11S)1 i tit ntst Ice, ;i1t11)11)4 the rer [mud

alt a cos. rn ill'o;r:t11,1( had been Mix ,':11 ,:i11(1 palls Of the 'titled
! Here \it xic.tu ; I t IV had not been until then. iorigragatini-t

in :It ural communities.
t'/, sir/wrath res. ot .iplaced regienalisis hraetis,

o cattle to tivork in the held lid stayed as employees 111 the
of large cities, of chililltin and grantlebildtn at uolit uid

rtioies \vile loll Mexieo during t lie Itiiolution.

order to treat 'it, process of culture change that char..iterizes all

t hue,. segments. l' las adopted thecomaipt of transtitilturatti.. Ili- main
tiiint is t batall t hi ii are in continued reciprocity. subjected t. influence

Intuit both America., aid Nlexican sources, and exerting a ce. ;,lin intl

care i.air both .trander" traditions it the same time I Paredes 1 150

.Vith the introduction oftin histiateta dimension to his scheme, Pati des;

is aide to detail the subcultural chaiiat tertstics of the groups, their genesis
;Ind development, as well to as illustrate the important. conflicts between
cultures as farces and factors in the formation of Mexican American
culture. Important here is Paiiides's observation on the sifnifie;u:,e of
psycholi istorical experiences for differences beiwitien the ,.gettarotrottsi in-

volved:

I i is i he generation id the -iv.; , of course.Hititi
v.'n,.(, ,,..vrt-frrms 11;15 hoer born and raiser; in the

;;rent Netti, .tinerir an titles. Tiiis new generation (11)('!-: it ttnd, i-
sland the attitudes of exiles assumed ht' their parent. but at. the
sante time by their conduct they feel the differences ti. it distin-

guished the North Americans . . in self defense, these youths have

adopted many \vtivis that tire different from their parents. exaggerat.-
ng both then' nun and harrow:id features in their haste to create a
now par.sontiliiy. Thus originated the -prn-hit and the ',ouch tic(
original child of the ghetto. although its modalities have hen ex-
tended in tniinv cases to the region.il iitroups and inanigrant field
workers Parde..-: 1966: I 54 .

lilt th,.(iroic,ii implicatitm is: hist(inyai events 011. 171', ograted ill the

experiences of individuals i.vho tIle11111crti Of gent-rat Hills fit.%'01(q) and

shunt' values. perspe. yes. and even personalitv types, as wall as stiit.i.

relation to each other till thi common

and
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Tho ,ry rn lt re:;11,1 1.%., hi, (re 1,,o

.1,1;11% Lwiril)nt 'ht. %VA% ht. 11111'(1(111Cid tilt.

111:rl'Ir,ill'1111-11S11)11 Itiollt111(1.mill nnpui 1.111I jii,
Itit1tk t t1111, .1., Nilttlt.'1110 11;1(Ittll:Ift-tIll III 1111 11-1,11k. ,t11(1

in 1/10 1/1t/ /11...-tit:1;11/14. in 1110 Sti()- ,;I P., ills.

Inary,w,ii]..a out an(1 '-;tilmr,111):itiaa to 1111 1`)11(k, t.cortdv (Itprt.,,iIn and
re(c.,n;tl1.utdel , uitatuut Ha the I ttrhatitiat Hai in 1(1.11)5 ;Hid

I ..-:1111S;.1 11 1))irelle,,,trid be oltvioir,
1,, more tluut one ;Intl views the coutintinit -,t,t;-

nniniott ;mil net tiro.ienliotis. Wit., sulicultural variation accordinii to
rot:, uninignit lot). It'olicrat un, politicocon»,

In .ill re-:pects. the lilt ,if Ainerio, ,1,))(1 us

t.,ollidal Ha) 0,1.1)),. I tat ;I',11 1.11W:tilt) .ttl ',11111'0 10 1.1)11011..

The ,1/,-) ,,ift PH,

b'tIV h) I. 161111;111()-. (11:t puhlrsfu d tilt nott hest hnutcn critical
III '111(:1110 gut i,cl StIt'Ill't III 11/1/t`i. ht -Tilt' ;\ iithropology and Sociology of

ilt NlxicAn Amrican:-.1 the I)istert ten If Nlxie;in-Arnricittl Histet.v.-
et:twinned the 1110 Ct/IICt 1/1 -tniclition:il cul-

tu id tho Nhisican A»»..iiit tin has, bli rt 11Stl hti 1111111111111a ,tchohtrs, and

concluded that its appeal to thew %vas in its -Itassivo" nature. His iirgit-
merit is basically that tilt. Anitrican continunity i, n t Itornowin-
tttl, 01,1114V ea/1711/1 iu titCrIbtt Witll n .-C11111)11,lic hfindur Mmici of

1'11:Hog,. .it ono pointa rid H :using all Mexican :1t116ricitns in the

-:rune direction hit, sheep hunt st;',...intint fatalism to assimilation and
'1',t this flair. 1?oniano-V, n.

pu,-,(d tot.tily droppoig tilt conctit
the tioilcipt :historical culture," that iitchicis intellect ii111 1'

tart I tITIti:,-)5,
itl»irs hAvti continutkl In (lei:idol) the critical pointy that are

olidifiti Ira li.onitino- V: ill t ho diimaging prodorninurice
lerniinisin- as » haste oriontatioiti 12) tho analyticai uonfits.mii
tA,Ith behaviors staking interpretations front the Conner to the 1,,i,

11,. 111. 111:11/1/1101)11111t. 011.41/'01.1(.111 frall.11.\\10111it-t, .such as F111.11I1111/ P

IIIttH. or li,.luckholnizin paradigms: ill use of
tchrt1 iutts. such as inadequate and the lack )11,),-t".

(dderilimint scholars. Like l'artdos before :),-

tound it 1.11Ct .-tt-t1111Y to use concept of generation in his (:) n of

histt iry.
in 1,

Itornano-V. tidyanctid iin -eight poir, tt.tradnnii-

:no iculat nut e the ine,h.4 111,:teric.:11 perspec!Ive. which rain ht
is Cahn r, ,see 197 11)::3131.

I ievt solves of systems in toxii right.
2, .elves :is participants in tilt historical prune -s:

).
orie»t»ti and ,ineato of social forty :itch as dialects.

per,,,11»1 not ciamnunit ii's ii 11, [Paw

10 1.11,11,11;11 ts1,1011,-I't It I :id Hiltons -111.2.iigini...t »1 social Issues:

. (.,ntypt :I lilt,' .It Mexican A:r...ric;1/1 roust gin;
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ti. capable of own system of rationality:
7. intellectual activity part and parcel of Chicano existence;
8. a populat ion whose antecedents are Mexican, Chicano existence has

beer, oriented to a symbiotic residence within e.o!,y.stetris.
Although tentative, this does represent the first attempts by critical
scholars to articulate alternatives to the tradiConal concept of culture.

At the same time critical scholars \\ (TO subjecting dominant perspec-
tives to critical analyses, other Mexican Americans were engaged in
"acritical revisionism": t.,"ng dominant perspectives and adapting them
to the Chicano situation.

Arritical Relatirist
One kind of acritical revisionism is found in the works of "cultural

relativists.- In reaction to the -cultural deprivation- model critiqued by
Romzino-V. and others. cultural relativists have emphasized the positive
aspects of Chicano culture by making them sound attractive when com-
pared to similar aspects of' the dominant culture, which are presented as
"deficient." A prime example is Nathan Murillo's ethnocentric rehash of
past findings on "Chicano time'' orientation:

There appears to be a common tendency for the Anglo to live in a
future or extended time orientation, whereas the Mexican-
American is more likely to live and experience life more completely
in the present (1F)76:17i,

Obviously, the utility of this type of analysis is limited.

The Aeritieu/ Determinist
An example of this sort of acritical revisionism is found in the work of

Casa vantes, who attempted to factor out the effect of poverty from those of
culture by relying on the "culture of poverty" paradigm. In effect.
Casavantes concluded that the negative characteristics attributed to all
Mexican Americans are really those of thopoorsegmeol ofthe comm un i ty
only.

According to Casa vantes, these are the things that make a person a
"Mexican American:"

They have conic from Mexico, or perhaps from Spain via Mexico;
they speak Spanish, many with an accent; they are Catholic; and,
many have dark skin and hair , . 11976:12i.

Irrespective of the paradigm, this kind of analysis, especially by a
Mexican American, remains useless and misleading.

The Marxist ReTisionist
In contrast, economist Raul Fernandez is also primarily concerned with

the material bases of culture, but approaches it from a different perspec-
tive. He proposed that the most important aspect of any culture is the way
in which it stands in relationship to the social organization of the means of
productire labor, In his definition of culture, Fernandez finds it necessary
to emphasize the mutual dependence of the formal and material aspects:
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The wynai (ispecls tin' should include .such t lungs as ideas I art
and sciences, values, rules of personal behavior. social institutions,
and, fundamentally, a given set of social rdat ions in the process of
production. The material aspects of culture. On the other hand.
would be composed (doll ifacts and mat ..rial goods resulting from
human activity in a given society. These two aspects are not Sepa-
rate but interdependent. This is not intely a reflection of the physi-
cal needs or its members but is also an outgrol%th or the values and
interests of the group or groups that control the production process
11977:152).

Although Fernandez eventually argues for the discarding of the culture
concept, because of the possibility of -idistrtua defense of an imaginary
entirely 'good' culture,- he suggests the addition of an historical dimen-
sion to the concept is necessary in order to avoid susceptibility to reactio-
nary, ba,:kward interpretations 11977:1521.

'Fite Dynamic Matcrfulis/
More recently, Diego Vigil has produced a different concept utilization of

Chicano culture from an interesting Marxist persdecti vo: his -six ('s'.
model 119781. Vigil first outlines five major historical epochs or the
Chicano community (1978;23-24).

1. Pre-('olumbian I pre 1519);
2. Sponish co/orlio/ t 1519-1821 );
3. Me.vicarz National 11821-46 for Chicanos in t he

States, but up to 1910 for those in Mexico):
4, Angin Period X 118-tti-196(?'s);
5. Third lt'orh.1 Per-rod (1960's onward'

le then defines his six run dynamic analysis Or Chik.:Iiin cultural
deVell/Pnint" V3Vil 1978:24):

(loss land, income, occupation. home, neighhorhood.
p-estige. and esteem attached . . includes other
lactors from other sectors of the social ::stems

eidiurc lariguat.2-i. religion, philosophy. values, beliefs, cus-
toms, and general world view

emphasis, or hick of it, on physiognomic or racial
traits, in terms of r !cast ideology, prejudice, discrimi-
nation. .tegregation, and institutional racism

CH111(10 usually military ('O but also involves the spread of
issues, religion or revolutionary principles, and
guided by economic concerns

a multiple experience and includes the first military
confrontation. later resistance and rebellion, as well
as a host of religious, socio-cultural, and psychologi-
cal dimensions

all initial transformations idler -ontact and conflict
before Cr new class-culture-color system is firmly
rooted

1 ( 1
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Vigil proposes (hat if we look at the real. external, material world. "the
roots of many modern l'hicano customs, habits. and values can be dis-
covered"( 197S::12). Alt hough his approach and themes are similar to t hose
advanced by scholars since Gamin. Vigil does make an important contyir
but ion by attempting to integrate a numher of concepts into a dynamic
mod( I of interactive dimensions.

Reuest,wist

'Thy work 'arlos Velez-I., ''Ourselves Through the Eyes of an An-
thropologist., 979) best illustrates the rc/lexiec perspective characteriz-
ing more recent Chicano analysis of culture. Moving away from a
in.ntent-specific definition, in an introspective mode that uses personal
experience as illustration. Velez-I. defines the word -culture" as:

a scheme which organizes sets of abstractions within people's heads
called vai tics, belief's. and procedures and also zissnmes that these
abstractions ;ire crucial to the development of the cmottoma. tntcl-
lcrtuul, and bto/ogica/ growth of the individual (emphasis added(
(1979:38).

He further proposes a redefinition of -t raditional culture" as 'the totality
of shared, transmitted, and sanvtione,i understandings of a group at a
particular historical period in time- Velez-I. 1979:01.

77h. PHIcmical Reisifmist

This critical review of the development and use of culture by Chicano
scholars would not be complete without a ht ief discussion of an important
essay by Juan GomezQ., -On Culture" (1977). In an effort to address the
need created by the current confusion. Gomez-Q. presents a series of
p(lein ica I definitions and analytical statements, rather t.han a theoretical
framework. He views his work as -a call to debate on culture, within an
academic and political context" (Gomez-Q. 1977:3),

His definition is as complex as it is basic: "Culture is historically
derived, fluid, composed of both positive and negative aspects. and is
malleable to conscious action- (Gomez-Q. 1977:3). He elaborates in terms
of the role of culture in relationship to domination, struggle, historical
phenomena, divisions. and unity.

There is a problem in that, although Gomez-Q. recognizes the deficien-
cies of traditional frameworks (folk culture, value orientation, and accul-
turation( t1-at use a bipolar continuum. he develops his analysis by divid-
ing the -culture and identity" of the Mexican() community in the United
States into a three part continuum:

One is the sector committed to United States culture and identity...

The second sector is the transitional group culture and identity.
composed of self-dennting subgroups Chicano, Hispano,
Mexican-American, Spanish American, and so forth, .

The third sector is the group of Mexicana culture and identity. His
general conclusion is that: -Though there may b three t:_ilture and
identity groups. or more exactly two cultures and a subculture, the

t
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unlit! ra I poles are two. Mtiicitno HnItitt
;orintz-Q. 1977:11-15i. Uhvnnasly this hipidiit paradigm t-mtler.,-.

1 rem some of I ho dpricilci,s ',wed ,mcv (Tit.

no ip,'!".;/wc111'.. , ('/Aron, ('ulln1.e

In this rev Lew of the N%;0.%' that culture ;0 cencept ht0H hot I! (1oInpoi
Usd by SCIlularS, ;1 1111purt:IIIt (11111cUSP)11., of ;11

it intoptitispetit ivti on culture have Itiliittid to it crisi.,,,rmtn'i.-411
(TV:Itd 1)%' gnaw of Chicano schelars with a -;11;ired perspective. stn
an lief-spec:11.-c for dealing with t Ile Coln:PIA 4)1(1.11(11re has emerged
and is developing.

AI the theoretical level, t he et himperspect lye concerning Chicano cul-
t ore ha)) passed from 0)(1e beginning stage oftle c!opment toll he next
Caine the CHI ICA review 1 hesc have rejected: I I I XplillUltio)II of the

OXI)Prielleo hz1.,:cd S011.1%' nil genetic or cultural determinants: (21
romanticized descriptions: (3) improper and tine! Irnical research proce-
dur ». The more acceptable explanations have on
IIICuretIC;11 l'Cliltio)11,11111S between the material )111(1 historic:11 forces flint
hut h mold and SetVe t.11%'11'011I114'ritS for the Chicano.

Chicino scholars have emphasized certain dimensions that are basic to
their emergent et hIlUperSpeti on ulture: i I I OW crit/C(// rigorous
:111:11.V:-US and (Tit iqUe otdominant perspectives and institutions. Mexican
1)r American: 121 the ho/istic trzinsdisiplinay multilevel analyses: 1:0
t he re/7c.vic;) ---- introspective approach with a focus on unstated biases and
assumptions that may affect analysis.

The second stage of ethnopursective development, has been char-
acterized by rather tentat -; attempts it revision and revitalizing the
concept. It semis ratilOrS;Ift.t() COFICIlldt. that the days of -dui-ming" culture
is It content - .specific construct are ;)% Or. TI10 Shin. 11115 been toward the

CUIICepttlaliZatillI1 of illitUrC as a system of interrelated elements that is
linked to ()tiler hutmin systems.

Nlost Chicano scholars basically agree that t here is soinethin32; shared
by what can be usefully called Chicano culture, and that said phenomena
have some kind of orth r. Perceptions of this order ;ire often based on one or
Haar. Or the follmving general premises:

I "'hr C(1)1()1'It'al pre'1,!ISC. Certain cultural ph( nomena lire more
adaptive to purticuLu environments and times than others. Cul-
ture is part i)f an ecosystem.

2. iternirt.t." pre mi ('ertain cultural phenomena are inte-
grated. interrelated and interdependent variations on themes
1:-)uch as culture conflict) or dimensions such as historical genera-
tion differences).

:3. l'h, ft/tic/inn/rig prenti.,4e. Some cultural phenomena are purposive
and reinforcing to others.

(1 i premise. Some cultural phenomena are generically
related te :,:.;(filar phenomena over time .and

5. The Cr,),11111(111(l prctl,!.tie. tiral phenomena develop overtime,
with change toward t he more modern:mod survival ()Isom( tirhaic,
in a citinuttati 111(1 interchangeable manner.

t .,
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Implicit in the Chicano ethnoperspective on culture ire other more
specific premises:

I. 'Elle potential for culture lies in the human .,,etietic base.
2. allure is manifested in symbolic communication danginige and

information transmission'.
;1. Culture is reproduced by transmission from One generation to the

next., and diffusion from one region to the next and one time to the
next.

.1. Culture is produced by creation, invention and innovation.
i. Culture is subject to destruction by political imperialism and

domination.
Culture has an economic baae, being related to the organization of
the means of production.

7. Culture has a regional base, with its elements invented, adapted
and identified in relation to its specific geographic content.

8. Culture has a psychological base, with its elements being an inte-
gral part of the shared value and belief system of the collectivity
on the other intersubjectivity.

9. Culture has an historical base, being framed and affected by sig-
nificant sociopoliticoeconomic periods and events.

10. Culture has a relative value, with so.-oe cultural elements pre-
ferred by some more than others.

11. Culture varies systematically according to generational cohort,
age stratum, gender, politiocconomic class, geographic region, so-
chd role and status.

12. Culture is differentially shared by collectivities, networks, strata,
and regions, with some having greater access to certain elements
than others.

Hypothetical of Chicano Bilingual Culture

The Aztec Calendar remains it model of the precolonial Mexicano's
universe. It was used to interpret the past, observe the present, and predict
the future. It marked time and organized existence. It illustrated proc-
esses. experiences, a nd gaps in knowledge necessary for survival and
wet l-bei ng.

Contemporary Chicano scholars, unlike their precolonial ancestors, do
not share a comprAensive model of the universe, much less a model of the
nature and function of Mexican() culture in the United States. Chicano
scholars have generally advanced revisions of paradigms used by domin-
ant scholars. A characteristic of these paradigms is that they deal with
only one, two, at most three, basic dimensions.

The model presented here is an effort to incorporate the major points
shared by Chicano scholars who have dealt with the concept of culture
before. The difference here is that the processes and elements will he
hypothetically linked and illustrated. It should be stressed that the pro-
positional statements that follow are advanced only as hypotheses to be
tested. rather than as conclusions. Still, they have sufficient construct
validity to warrant further analyses.
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moditicat t paradigin can he mattnified and extiaruled fironl
he 111(11\ itittuti./rg;1111:,111t(1tIlt.m.ganic cummunit,.. \,t. t.

C:1,1 11,' 011111111.1111ty'5 cultural l'(`,1))11;41., are by the
nvironments. and inrormod by hiali the genet ie.-hi:set! :mil nitersubtec-

f ivt: historical experienced shared by entionunity ntenthers over time. The
-conmtunity cultural response t)iiittligm below illustrates how culture
manifests itself in the production of ideas, beliefs. values, ,,,ymbols, be-
haviors, materials, and arts ,tiet, Illustration

'((//iirn Hi //in i..",r.:VS/Ct,/

)I) Ilf the things that t'f our (111(1T,I;indingl,fcultutv is that
it doe:, not ex1:4t in a vacuum. L:, processe,.-, and elements are in constant
interaction \volt those tiffitliel human systein::. besides the biological antl

already noted. ( un, also interlace:, %%it h the societal
on the one hand. and the Itsycholl,trial system, on tilt ()Hier. The

!tlIt't tilCS(111'111(',,Iiiuman System:4- schoin;t Illuslrationasshmcs
t II(' hypulhetical utteraction aniong Ilse variolf, human in rela-
tion to culture.

1'uItti'' ca the P11(111 SN,II OX

This ::tiggt,:,ts that cult urn affects and is affected he the processes of
relatetkysterns,.-ittch maturation and reprnduct sncinlog-
teal organnmtinn and stratificittinn, envhmunental adaptation and ecn-
nninic production. its well as psychologicill integration intersubjec-
tinn. Moreover, these processes can he t.'iewed as the major bases of key
variables related to sy.-:teniat le cultural het ormt-encity within the Chicano
cnimminity. Illustration projects the interfacing of these key 1)11114u:it
processes.
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Tin,: Ps( ablishes 111c theoret teal foundation for a model of Chicano cul-
ture. .AuTording to this hypothetical model, ('hi' an culture, and bilin-
gualism by extention I, systematically affect and art affected by gender
differences between males and females: by differences in the way indi-
viduals mature over the times of their lives: by regional differences: by
politioeconomic class diffi(rences. by differences in duties and respon-
ibilities. rights and expectations: by differences in control over valued

resources: by differences in perceptions: and by differences in shared world
views.

The -Hypothetical Model of Chicano Bilingual Culture- is graphically
presented in Illustration 5, identifying nil the major elements and factors
relat ing to bilingual development and variation among Chicanos. IP order
to better understand some of the model's fundamental components and
processes. these will he discussed and highlighted with ethnolinguistic
examples.

(;carter Bimalphism and Bilingual Vaiatian

A major intersection between bioloc'. and culture lies in male female
differenCes, the essence of specie:-.icomniunity physical reproduction and
survival. The question of whether the universally observed differences
between males Pnd females are primarily genetically encoded or experien-
tially encoded is much too deep to he adequately addressed here. It is
sufficient to recognize that once a human is identified as biologically
female or male at birth, from that point on that individual will he treated
accordingly diGrentially.

Some of the genetic differences between males and females have been
identified. The main difference appears to he that females are endowed to
live a longer life span than males. From -young adulthood- on. there are
generally more females at every major age strata. This means that there
are more mothers than lathers, more grandmothers, and more great
grandmothers.
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till 1,!11111 \ 11911 or ;9191 11,111 1f1;1'. verhal or visual', hilingual
development has -.ono' relat ionship to 1 he hi,do.k.,,,,.;11 lini.c1(wl: 111:11 1.11;1111,,,
Ill

Here 110 are promirily concerned ith the enects It IIII strut,/ on
h11111.111;11 (lc% ololollo111 111(1 vilr1:111o11 .--1111a III 111o,-t'
or11111,11111(11v1soln III 111' 11 fixed ,1411 o191:19'i-101"1es 'Flu' liilSlI

FaIIS IIII t'Iliitttltiilltv lit 1' hilt! ti/tilt I;IgtH 9-29 I, "vour1;/,
It, ',/ i;rges ) "middle age /(////to nonitiro" .19- -per-

.,;n11,1 .0Plavur sentur citizen- (111;9 ' 1 -(//1(11(//o, .'1,Icr-1;tges 1 The
cllronologit..,111)onm1a.ries jle strata art, not 1:.; rigni as the model nliglo
imply.

The point i, I hat individuals it the satin. snite i to ternl to he alike in
many ',v;1:s: societal positions ;.irn1 rules. ris:chological ,uld historical ex-
periences, hiological and linguistic (le%:elopmerit. They learn their domin-
ant la in_r,uage arotincl tin' same time, go to school ;Ind learn a second
language, enter the lahor rarce, parent off5"pring and teach I I)(un a lan-
z-uage, tround irne. The shared characteristics ti/ti set inch-
%:idthils in one .st rai unt I he coilulltmity apart front those in others are
kiltovn as strum ofjects Ise(' 19711.

werra 119791 11111)Villt,;-1 lvtdI'ltt'I IttI suggests :1 potent strat tun
effect on tilt ngtitl developuletlt. v nit he notes:

'hicanitosNylm learn Spanish from infancy. ziraf speak Spanish with
fluency. repress thernsel%:e:.; more articulately in Spanish than in
English even though Erlglish is taughi tIt t hem in school I 979:1251.

11(1

11th!) "chi I(lrerl l('Fr-1) Front children" is especially true of I)il in-
gual (711icatlitc)s. (.71liklren who regularly use Spanish in play. u-d
who can transfer theft ganles ;-ind processes to English with
poise (Alen front norl-Etlglisli-s[w;tking parents i1979:12.1).

hitter, of course. is :In example of .peer socialization 111 (Irk' stage.
verldano provides additional evidence on the etTects of age strata on

linguistic development 91 the C111(1111111 corn mull ity. I1t reports I lint. v
asked. %:arious nienlhers of the 19:10s anti 9.1()s generation replied with
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1',1(1111-1111g 11111111111111V 111;11 1 he 1 )/,) eNprc.-,1»le.. of awn' 1.011 1,\

ill111(1, .111(1 thar they %N.eiild reel 11111(111,M' 11111): 111)Th 111,11.

. 11111.' 1 a :-,11111.1 1/1111(1111111111 oath ::e1111' ' Celit 11)11 that
111)1.11(1:-: :111111 ; t m.111,[\ el V (III 111e lee11.;4',(` '.0111.1',1111111 01'1 Ile 11111,

111 l'.11rft-11 We 1111(1 1 11(`:,11110 1(1;k1,:kilduil youtlifill,slang as a
particular ( !encrat ion comes into adulthood Avelidafti 19;9: .15.

111111111 ;11 111 1;.- 111:11 \\'1111 ::1)(10111/;1(;11 111;11 111:11 11/11 C11111(':-., Sellle Or

1111;;11H11( (11:11114e ;111(1 eV(111111(111. t )11101.!.; 11:1 \'(' ;11:;11 noted the (.NLaellie of a
'Ilicano youth strut um -argot" I Harker 1975h; 19751.

Childhood istht st rat um of primary larigniu(e development:Hie
is mostly kvIiiit Nlargaret i\ lead )197(1) has c)alfecl -1)n:figural ivy." \Hill the
I rAtislorenit. tti conmiunie;ition styli) and i.)entent (runt older strata to
Younger.

Young udtalthood IS the Igp stratum that frames linguistic invention
and creation. l'ec)r latiguatte stwialiiiiit ion or -configairat ion- is a si(;nifi-
cant liictor. )ccupational specialiv.iit ion begins at

bilitigualizat ion patterns are firmly establishe(lhy the l'11(1 of
this stage.

1 11.ti1.(11.1(2i111y, the 1:110/' 11 re strut, (11'1 Cille:111(1 C0111111l11111y huge been

the l ;ist hilinguai. They have been dominated by nIonidingual Simnisli-
speillii.:;. It is quit(' possildo, as one generation replaces anotlier in later
life over time, t hat the older strata of (111 ( coninitinity Will, in
1,,,eneri.11. become increasingly bilingual. It may ;11so he that the primary
forni of second lariguagt)developtm)iit in later life will involve what Nliir-
garet Nlead c,ttlyd postf-n_uiriit ion- ---- with t he younger linguistically
encult urating the older.

Ailoptotion on(' l >riirr 1111( Vormtom

'There is compelling evidence that variation in Chicano culture and
Language is dramatically related to ecological processes. One of these is
adaption to geographic region. The environmental effeA on Chicano
bilingualism has.heen noted since t he turn of the century t):spinosa 1975.
More recent works (e.g. Cardenas 1975; Lance 1975; Post 1975: Sawyer
1975; and Barker 1975) generally reinforce the idea that the contents,
structure, and function of Chicano bilingualism systematically varies,
generally from one state to another. and more specifically from one region
to another. :Moreover, it IS important to note that, although the differences
in Chicano bilingualism between New Mexico and Texas and Arizona and
California have been well documented, ()rnstein's analysis or the lan-
guage of (Thicano commtm it ies south ofSocorro, Nev,. Nlexico suggests that
its differential development is the result of being -squarely in the Border
.S'ponish beit stretching roughly from Corpus Christi, Texas, in the east to

San Diego, CalifOrnin, in the' west" 11975:8).
The differences bet weeti regions are fount! in the relative mix ofarchaic

sixteenth-century Spanish and indigenous survivals with historical
nineteenth-century and contemporary twentieth- century diffusions from
other Nlexican Spanish-speaking regions, local inventions, and foreign
language adoptions. The mediating factor is the degree of isolation from or

21
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v11 111"i, 11101\ Intuit in Hi,. )t11.11,1.11hei thin them !on \\ llh iii t)1:

Hopi Hin and Ilitin.lon !non hot!, Anieric.in it And \le .in
IILI h 111,.1, hied, 61111(1 In the Lillian .11 .1.eppii the

I limo a I I

\\I 1 ) 0 1 1 h t . ,.11141 N,.\\ Spain s north,
ern frontiers, t thnatrml..,..;1(1 p1111tn1oelononu ,v,ctli
noIt. ;!,.111, 1:11111. ;11111 %%it I rut.lated 111h) the found:mon

11;1111(};;,,:11141 1111,1(11, 11.1 111.,.111t.;114111'ild11('
on reflected Ih1 IIto.1;1! 'vItem. \\oh )\\.11,,.

;Intl ;),,/tc:; lationrs.
The varied development H. those of production were

influenced by the en \ ironmentill characteristics iir the re!.,,iiins thev set-
t I'exas dominated hy and fartnint.; relations.
Nuevo had mining. sulisistenci agriculture. and sheep I.:indium.
,\ Sonora evolved primarilv as a mining region ;mil hadin 111 1. ihpnl ,di of II". nign,ns there !wavily inilu-
nred by the mi.-ision :system.

I,ilierat SI);II11,11 C(111111;111,111 11.1111Ced I 11 iniluenee 1,1t ht. MIS-
cintr.)1 over Illy means of product ioln. Nii\\ haciendas with

cr. \on created limn mission lands. \Vit li the isolation of the northern
re ;pion from the rest or \lexico, the need for sell-sufficiency increased
specializat ion and division of lakir. The litintust consiiipleocc \vas the
maintenance of:in:hale elements and the invent ion or nova imps by regionIntl occupation.

!'iiii 1i:11ro-American conquest and colour/id ion cre,thid ;mother relation
to the means or production the surplus hilionir, 11111.111pIllyed Irrei;11-Li! t (.Illpityi'd ;It tffi111;11 uncliirclas,; oft rimsient ttilinfiliirs and

handits emerged, Each oft hest. contrIhuted to t he hill:oil-die varia-
tion The cumuli's:t and colimizatnin was the source of latiguaoi cottrlict
lief in and Spanis,h. It !.save rise to the 1)11111;21 ml phenomena.
\vitt, predioninatint!, tin' ipper classes.

\Xith the est alilishment of tit' railroad, and the rise of industrial
cillm,distti..lust prior to t he turn oft he cent tiny, came t marginal izat ionand silhorchniit ion it he Jlexieanocommunity, Nth relations to prothic-
non there established, with the Nlexicimo ttiimg segmented ,irit1 limited to
the strata,

Ti,oint loth century inunignmis. were pushed and pulled to the I..!niteti
States. hey laliored as field hands. fat torn anti mdustry workers, and
union orgimiters. The commun.' depression retlueed

ith the means of pr duct mil. Nlany were unemploved and tincltireni-
ployed. there91 departed to Nicxl(1, tit.\\' ru.tatil'11=-1111) ti) the Int'imsuf
!induct ion was crtmted retired pensioners Ilnd welfare recipients. The
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War years and Chicano rights have created new industries and civil
services. The result has been an increase in the number of Mexican°
ecialists. professionals and managers. many of them engaged in the
lelivery of service to the Mexican° community as teachers, doctors,
lawyers. social workers. and so forth. Some are owners of small businesses,
with a few corporate capitalists.

There is significant variation in bilingual adoption, which has been
affected by Chicano relations to American production. As Espinosa has
noted, as early as 1917:

In many fields of activity and intercourse, for example, in commer
political institutions, and machinery, the Spanish people readily
adopted the English terminology, in many cases having no Spanish
equivalents (1975:1011.

Also, the evidence suggests that English monolingualism and English-
dominant bilingualism predominate in the upper strata, with Spanish
monolingualism and Spanish-dominant bilingualism predominant in the
lower (see Barker 1977:a I. Guerra (19791 has gone as far as to conclude
"that there is a definite correlation between the talented, successful
( icano and bilingual bicultural abilities."

Sacral Stratification and Bilingual Variation

Social stratification of the Chicano community is related to gender, age,
and production factors. The degree of control over and access to bilingual
resources varies accordingly. Males have more access and control over
bilingual ,i(s,urces than females, as a result ofdiscrirnination. The higher
t he class younger the age, the greater the potential control over
(a ngualism.

.ti',,, 10/ Organization and Variation

The basic organization of he Chicano community is along kinship
networks. It is within the conte:.i. of the family that bilingual patterns are
established. developed and maintained. The roles duties and obliga-
tions. rights and expectations of each member heavily influence the
nature of' individual bilingualism. Guerra (1979:124) has proposed that
one of the most important factors in the bilingual development of the child
is the language(s) of the mother, as well as the amount of intergenera-
tional contact between child and grandparentts).

The secondary organization of the community is by informal and formal
voluntary association. During the periods prior to the twentieth century,
these were primarily related to religion and means of production. Some
were the religious fraternities. Others were self-help organizations such
as irrigation committees, patriotic and benevolent societies, labor unions
and mutual aid societies. By design or practice, many of these helped
maintain the Mexican language and culture.

Ai,other type of formal community organization evolved during the
first decades of the twentieth century. The goals of these, best exampli fled
by the League of United Latin American Citizens ( LULAC), were to aid
the Mexicands adaptation and integration into United States society. One

2
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of LULAC's initial goals was to help all Mexicanos learn English and
become good American citizens.

An informal organization wit!, significant impact on the bilingual
variation among Chicanos evolved during the 1940s and 1950s: the
Pa,:huco/Cholo gang territorial association according to neighborhood,
and structure by cliques. Comprised primarily of urban adolescent and
young adults, Pachucos adopted, adapted and developed a highly stylized
bilingual argot that included elements based on archaic Spanish (e.g., al
alba), archaic Nahuatl (e.g., mayate), New Mexican and Tex ican
regionalism (e.g., sitmin,j(indo), Hispanicized English (e.g., controlar),
translated English (e.g., agarar patada), colloquial Mexican (e.g., ramfia),
altered meaning Spanish te.g.,carnal and chavetal, changed-form Spanish
(e.g., Mcjitle and Califa:), changed form and meaning Spanish (e.g.,can-
tonear), and Pachuco invention (e.g., e titacue har, gacho, ciralc, butt', jaspia ,
and frajo) (see Barkcr 1975b).

During recent decades, other community organizations have emerged
that have had an impact on the nature of Chicano bilingualism. Some
have expressed Indo-Hispanic language and cultural maintenance goals,
such as the Alianza Federal de Mercedes in New Mexico and the Crusade
for Justice in Colorado. Others, such as the Chicano student and profes-
sional organizations, have direct':. ;breed the development of bilingualism
in the formal educational system. The segments of the community most
directly impacted by these efforts have been the school-age children and
young adults.

Psychphisrarical Inlet-subjection and Bilingual Variation

As has been suggested by most Chicano scholars, in order to better
understand Chicano bilingualist- . it is necessary to analyze the linguist ic
experiences of the community from a psychohistorical perspective. The
intersubjection (sociocultural sharing) of psychohistorical experiences of
he Chicano community is epresented in the model through the interac-

tion of generational cohort with historical period. This provides the most
dynamic diet' 'nt of the model, accounting for change and transition in
culture and language over time.

The experiences can he operationalized with the concept of historical
period: a summary set of temporal events that are related to one another
and share a common theme. These have been already identified as: the
Pre-colonial (prior to 17th century), the Settlement and Adaptation (until
18201, Mexican Development and Regionalization (1820-40), Conquest
and Colonization ( 1840 -60), Resistence and Conflict ( 1860 -80), Marginali-
zation and Subordination (1880-1900), Immigration (1900-201, Depres-
sion and Repression (1920-40), War Years (1940-60), and the Chicano
Movement (1960-80).

A generational cohort is an aggregate of individuals horn during the
same historical period, and subsequently passing through the various age
strata at approximately the same periods of history. Over the life span,
members of a particular generational cohort share common historical and
linguistic experiences from one age to the next. Generational cohorts can
differ in size and composition (e.g., ratio of males to females, native -horn to
foreign -horn, and monolinguals to bilinguals). The result is that at any
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given point in time, a community's characteristics reflect the composition
of the different generational cohorts in the different age strata.
Similarities among members of a generation, and differences between the
generations are primarily the result of period eff'et the impact of
historical events on the characteristics of a cohort.

Karl Mannheim has suggested (1928) that historical periods have
differential impact on the various age strata. Specifically, he proposes that
the generation at the young adult stage is more affected by the conse-
quences of historical events of the period than those generations in child-
ho^d, or later life strata. For example, as the model illustrates, the genera-
tional cohort born between 1900 and 1920, and in young adulthood during
the 1920s and 1930s, it may be hypothesized, was more affected by the
Depression period than others; and the generational cohort born between
1920 and 1940, who went through young adulthood between 1940 and
1960, were more affected by the World War II and Cold War Years, than
others. Given their shared psychohistorical experiences, the first might be
called the "Depr:?.ssion generation, and the second, the -G.I./Braceroi
Pachuco" generation (see Alvarez 1971).

The model suggests that the different generational cohorts' experiences
and characteristics at different historical periods and age strata are re-
lated to systematic change over time, as aggregates enter and exit one age
to the next until death. This is the process orcohort flow (see Ryder 1965).
It is this process of generational transition that gives the model its
dynamic nature. Thus, we can analyze the nature of community bilin-
gualism as it has been maintained and changed from one historical period
to the next, with the flow of generational cohorts, as illustrated by the
model. Since empirical data shows that a cohort is always different from
the one before it. and the one after it. change is inherent in a community.

We know very little about the linguistic changes relate to the succes-
sion of generations in Precolonial Mexico. The evidence suggests that
bilingualism was fairly common. the variety of language mix was tremen-
dous, and Uto-Aztecan languages predominated in the regions between
Utah and Guatemala (see Wolf 1959). Nahuatl was the lingua franc a.
which helps to explain the distribution and the survival of some of its
elements over time and space.

Hispanic settlement and adaptation during the colonial epoch intro-
duced Spanish as the dominant language in the northern frontiers.
Spanish dominant Indo-Hispanic bilingual education was founded during
this period, 2irst in New Mexico, then Texas and Arizona, and later
California.

The period of National Development that followed the liberation from
Spain was one of' linguistic isolation and regionalization. As already
noted. the result was the maintenance of archaic Spanish and Nahuatl
survivals. as well as the development of regional and local inventions.
Some of these were transmitted to the next generations.

The years between 1840 and 1860 frame the American conquest and
colonization period of Chicano psychohistory. English speakers began
immigrating in significantumbers to the northern Mexican Spanish

aregions during the 1840s and 1850s. The first Anglo arrivals became
English dominant bilinguals. by learning Spanish as a second languag-?.
But their children. the next generation cohort. are reported to have spoken
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Spahish like the natives ,Avendano 197.13:31. Spanish was the public
language of economic and cultural production. For the English-speaking
conquest and colonizin aal generation, bilingualism meant adaptation to
the Spanish ambience. Nlexicano demographic dominance and cultural
resistance helped mit.ntitat Spanish dominance in an emergent bilingual
situation.

English itssumed linguistic dominance around 188( when, as Aven-
daboi1979:133) puts it. -English began to prevail in commerce and in the
street.- This helped mark the beginning of the maginalizntion and sub-
ordination period of Chicano psychohistorical experience. 'Fhe dominant
Spanish of the young adult generation of this period was relegated to
second language status. This marginalized and subordinated generation
was the first to experience the need to learn English as a second langurive.

During the immigration period alter the turn of the century.
began to flourish again. Native speakers who had been raised in it i.ttion
from Spanish speakers raised in other regions. were nourished by the
linguistic transfUsion. Their children. however, %% Pre the first to be raised
with the. experienct, of being forbidden by the authorities to speak Spanish
at school during study or play (see Espinosa 1975:101). Some of these
children, who were to form the next generation. became the first English-
don,.nant bilinguals in the Chicano experience. The immigrants, as

acquired sonic English speaking abilities. but not to the extent
aeir children did.

:le repression of Spanish in the bilingual situation increased during
the Depression period. increasingly the pressures had an economic base.
Some of the young Mexicanos found themselves in such it disadvantageous
economic situation during this period that. its Avenditho i 1079:1:341 has
observed, -they abandon .1 their tongue for English in the hopes of mate-
rial and status gains in exchange...The deportations iind magnified nega-
tive connotation given to the Mexican self-identification were such that
some members of tins generational cohort were among the first to begin
identifying themselves as-Latin Americans- in Texas, lispanos- in New
Mexico, -Spanish Americans- ;n Arizona, and '1 al ifornios in California.
The linguistic ethos of this generation might have been knowledge
English' was necessary pH ficfrlulorSe tin order to defend oneself(' Ise('
A venda no 1979:13-D,

The Mexican American generational cohort that came into young
adultho during the \Vat- Years became the first with a significant
proportion of bilinguals. This mm as probably the first generation to experi-
ence bilingual transference and code-switching between Spanish and
English with any degree of significance. This generation created the
urban Pachuo argot of the period.

The most recent generational cohort. experiencing young adulthood
during the last two decades. is the first to h,tye evolved a more generalized
consciousness and strategy regarding the Chicano bilingual phenomena.
Che Chano generational cohort contributed :ignificantly to the estab-
lishment and primary development of formal bilingual programs in the
primary educational experience of the next generation, cohort -X-.

It will be twenty years be'bre w., can tell with any degree of certainty
what effect the critical politicoeconomic and sociocultural events of the
coining period have had on the psychohistorical bilingual experience of'
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generational cohort "X". We do know that this is the r nit generation to
enter adulthood with some bilingual classroom experience, and with fewer
members having experienced being forbidden to speak Spanish iti school.

Psychologi,Til Integration and Bilingual Variation

Much of the evidence suggests that linguistic subordination has serious
psychological implications. Little is known about :.he processes involved
in the integration of this by the individual ps..! che. Some researchers have
identified some aspects that suggest significant variation within the
community. Spanish dominant bilinguals have been noted to: voice feel-
ings of inferiority with respect to their Mexican "accent" in speaking
English; speak only English to their children in order to avoid their
having an accent when they grow up; avoid speaking only Spanish with or
in the presence of English speakers or English dominant bilinguals; avoid
speaking regional and barrio dialects with "cultured persons from
Mexico," self-consciously substituting standard Spanish forms when
possible ( seeBarker 1975:179). This suggests that, in a bilingual situa-
tion, primary speakers of a subordinated language are more likely to
experience negative psychological consequences than those who favor the
dominant language.

Guerra has even concluded from his research that, "with only one
exception, "all of the juvenile delinquents, psychologically maladjusted,
and violent. militants . . . studied have a characteristic language hand-
icap in either English or Spanish, and often in both" !1979:127). If addi-
tional support is provided for this conclusion, it could have tremendous
applied significance.

Implications Bilingual Education

A model of Chicano bilingual culture has been developed based on the
important premises identified in the previous works on culture by Chicano
scholars. A number of hypotheses have been advanced regarding the
systema ic relationships between Chicano bilingualism and specific proc-
esses and factors of biological maturation and gender dimorphism,
environmental adaptation and economic pi oduction, social stratification
and organization, psychological integration and psychohistorical inter-
subjection. Some implications for the future of a culturally democratic
bilingual education should be discussed here.

Bilingual educators and researchers should strive to adopt the
ethnoperspective of Chicano scholars with respect to matters of language
and culture. They should be critical lof dominant institutions and perspec-
tives), holistic (historical, transdisciplinary, and international in perspec-
tive and approach), and reflexive (sensitive to personal and ethnocentric
biases and assumptjons that may influence actions and analyses). They
should also be community action oriented.

In the establishment of culturally democratic bilingual programs,
administrators and planners should give primary consideration to the
multiple factors and processes that give rise to heterogeneous bilingual
phenomena in the Chicano community. Particular attention should be
given to regional background, politicoeconomic class, age stratum and
generational cohort, social role and status of participants. The more the
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variation is understood and addressed, the greater the potential a pro-
gram has for addressing the bilingu needs and problems of the commu-
nity in general. Bilingual-hkulturai programs must not he viewed as
simply early childhood education programs, or English as a Second Lan-
guage programs, but as an integral part of the linguistic and cultural
development of all segments of the Chicano community later as well as
early life strata, every generation, females and males, lower as well as
upper classes, and in every region.
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FLEX: CULTURAL AUTONOMY AS A CRITERION

IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Donald F. Sold
Cornell University

Last year, at the first of these Forums on Ethnoperspectives in Bilin-
gual Education Research, I proposed "A Flexible-Technology Model for
BO' ngual Education" iSola, 1979) that, in my interpretation, served to
make the inputs, the independent variables at work in bilingual education
programs, quantifiable and more precise. This year, I want to drop the
other :41101 and show that the general concepts in the model, which I now
refer to as the FLEX model, are equally valuable for dealing with outputs,
the depend.- .t variables that describe the consequences of bilingual edu-
cation prograr- My first paper drew from some practical experience in a
Quechua -Sp .ash bilingual education experiment in highland Peru. This
present of r ct is almost entirely theoretical, a logical argument built
mainly earlier work b3. others. I will try to establish two points: 1) that
th., model is an adequate typology within which we can discern a

diion worth calling cultural autonomy, as a guide but not necessarily a
goal in designing education programs, and 2) that the FLEX model is a
step in the direction of achieving what. Thomas Kuhn (1970) calls a new
research 'paradigm', capable of producing, in this case, a major reorienta-
tion in our understanding of the whole range of human r-)mmunication
and setting new research guidelines for the future. This sc,ond aim is not
as pretentious as it may sound. Kuhn's examples show that although
important shifts in scientific orientation are often credied to one dis-
covery or one person, a Galileo or an Einstein, they havL' more to do with
tht -let that the whole scientific establishment enters a phase of disor-
derly struggle with some issue that current research par,..di).rms somehow
f:-i I L. account for, and a new and less chaotic order pre,. ail only when the
issue comes to be viewed from a different perspective. This sort of reorien-
tv tion has, I believe, been occurring in social science since World War II;
aimply stated we are exchanging a culturally biased model of social com-
munication for one that is culturally unbiased. And I particularly want to
cal! this to attention because it seems to me that research on bilingualism
and bicultural ism generally, and in particular the ethnoperspective com-
mitment to cultural plurality, is serving a crystallizing and energizing
function in carrying out the change. I have the feeling, in other words, that
bilingual education research is going to he very good for social science,
and, for that reason if.not for many others, that we need a good deal more of
it.
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In last year's paper I claimed that bilingual education programs, with
respect to inputs, cam all be located in a three-dimensional space. This
FLEX cube ( Figure A) measures on its first dimension the relative degree
of heterogeneity in the context of the program, on its second the relative
degree of effieioncy not to he confused with cost-effectiveness with
which programs cope with heterogeneity, and on its third the relative
degree of pluralism, the degree of support for maintenance or change of
sociocultural plurality. These are technical tert,..-; based on high level
quantifiable concepts from information theory (rodumiumy and channel
capacity) and sociolinguistic theory (iliglossia and ccrhal repel-torn.), all of
demonstrated significance in social communication.

FIGURE A

heterogeneity

Each dimension is cornponentialized; the component variables -- or sco/es
-- that permit empirical measurement are derived. The scales are of two
general types: technological, involving principally redundancy mea-
surements, and institutional, involving mainly channel capacity mea-
surements. I suggested in my first paper that Dimension I scales would
correlate roughly with relative degree of diversity oflanguage, culture,
social structure, ecology, technology, and the institutions in the social
context ..." The componential analysis of Dimensions II and III was more
careful. Technological scales on the efficiency dimension had to do with
the centent and structure of teaching materials and the configuration o;
the classroom situation; corresponding institutional scales involved sys-
tem activities such as training, research, and materials development. On
the pluralism dimension technological scales dealt with curriculum objec-
tives in the first and second language and culture: institutional scales
involved those factors that tend to promote or reduce compatibility be-
tween the two languages and cultures. I believe it is correct to say, in
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applying the model to education, that Dimension II measures, and there-
fore describes pedagogy, and that Dimension III measures curriculum.

The case for the FLEX. model as an input typology depends on accepting
the following possibilities; 1 ) that in dealing with differences it v, .11 satis-
factorily distinguish between these that are qualitatively different and
those that are quantitatively different: In the first case they are located on
different scales perhaps on different basic dimensions; in the second
case they are at different locations they are different carols on the
same scale: 2) that relative locations on a scale will bebused in many cases
on ordinal measurement, i.e. first, second, third, etc., in increasing order
with respect to some criterion, rather than interval measurement, i.e.
exact multiples of seine unit; 3) that the oehavior of a program on a
variable will typically be a rangi, of events, given the perverse hahit of'
teachers and other implementers of program policies to wander from their
ins() uctions or fail to respond completely to new policy objectives; and
finally 4i that the application in the model of the earlier mentioned
general concepts from information theory and sociolinguistic theory
makes it a neutral input typology: it contains no bias for any particular
output. This last possibility implies that the criteria for measuring effi-
ciency and pluralism in a program are not measures of cost-elctiecness.

A natural relationship holds between the concepts of redundancy and
channel capacity. Relative redundancy, mainly applicable to technologi-
cal scales, simply means the relative familiarity of messages or experi-
ences, the relative proportion of infiirmation already known that a code or
communications system allows in messages, in order to serve as context by
which new information can he interpreted. Relative channel capacity has
to do with the amount of information in the system. The two concepts are
linked in the sense that messages that incorporate more familiar experi-
ence for the receiver must obviously emerge from systems that contain the
necessary information about what constitutes familiar experience for the
receiver. Channel capacity therefore constrains redundancy, which is a
way of saying that technology ---- the stuff of messages and experiences
that impinge on the receiver is derivative, controlled by institutional
factors. However, while channel capacity as a concept helps to describe
important aspects of the educational systein, it is the redundancy measure
that is fundamentally more helpful in justifying the FLEX typology.
Degrees of channel capacity are theoretically an infinite series, but since
redundancy is a proportion, it cannot be lower than zero nor higher than
one hundred percent. This helps us to set some theoretical limits for the
concept of efficiency Ior pedagogy), for clearly no teaching, no transmis-
sion of new information, takes place under conditions of one hundred
percent redundancy: everything is already familiar and known. Nor is
new information rassed under conditions of zero redundancy, since no
familiar context is provided to give this new information relevance or
meaning. These vacancies are reflected in the broken ends of the program
line in Figure B. This figure, which shows a linear relationship between
efficiency and heterogeneity, is a graph of perfect bilingual education
programs, those whose efficiency copes with the d,)gree of heterogeneity in
their context. Then.) will be no programs worth ding educational at the
extreme ends of the program line: even the perfect programs will occupy
only the space from a to h. and therefbre lie within the cube. Having
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introduced the notion of a pert ,c't program with respect to efficiency. I am
of course, obliged to define it and intend to do ,a). but the definition isdeferred to a later section of this paper.

The sociolinguistic concept. of diglossia (Ferguson, 1959; Fishman,
1967; Stewart. 1972). with an assist from the ethnolinguistic concept of
verbal reperIni (Gumperz. 1968). is the criterion loran institutional scale
on Dimension Ill, the one termed compatibility in my earlier paper. The
theoretical claim. supported by much evidence, is that linguist is and by
implication cultural heterogeneity will persist in a community only ifdifferent kinds of behavior serve different non-competitive purpostt.
two languages, or two dialects, or two cultural forms let us say tradi-
tional and modern cultural forms are used for the same function, on'e of
them will die out . A functional overlap of this kind is therefore homogeniz-
ing. Gumperz' original suggestion that linguistic communities be de-
scribed in terms of their full, functionally divers, verbal repertoires (in
many cases involving more than one language and setting aside the
traditional equation of one language to one culture) has been further
elaborated by Hynes 1962) and others (cf. AlbO, 19701 to allow for the
recognition of heterogeneity by situational criteria. The theoretical con-
sequence is that we cannot conceive of a human community that would
stand at zero on the heterogeneity dimension; in such a place there could
not even he a difference between the behavior of grandparents and their
grandchildren. Neither can we conceive of the other extreme of' sociocu
tura! heterogeneity, the place it which every individual would be com-
pletely different from every other. with no norms shared. The consequence
is that on the pluralism dimension the sum of pressures for homogeneity.
or contrariwise for plurality, will fall short of seeking the extreme in
either case. Opinions, pressure group activities, or the educational system
will prefer some outcome that allows for shared norms in some circum-
stances and differing norms in others. Figure C, relating pluralism to
heterogeneity. theretbre reveals the same pattern as Figure B. Programs
will range from c to d; the broken ends of the program line will have no
occupants: all programs lie within the cube Here the linear relationship
obviously representsstability. the condition in which pluralistic factors at
work preserve existing heterogeneity in each case. where different lin-
guistic. cultural, and other modes of behavior are functionally compatible,
not competitive.

The FLEX model says then that all bilingual education programs, in
fact all education programs. can be located relative to each other in some
th ree- dimensional subspace within the cube. The set of programs that are
pluralistically stable, and perfect with respect to efficiency, of course
establish only a line within the cube. But we all know that many programs
are operating under strongly homogenizing influences (minority Ian
guages are disappearing in sonic cases), others under strong.
heteroger'.zing influences (massive migrations are changing the cultural
character of many communities) and few programs appear to cope well
even with the degree of heterogeneity they seem to perceive, so that the
occupied subspace within the cube is expected to be a volume.

We can turn now to the next task, that of interpreting the model for
outputs, establishing the dependent variables on which are located all

2 '
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FIGURE B

heterogeneity

FIGURE C

heterogeneity
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possible results of education programs. This can he done simply, but first
we should reach agreement on exactly what it is we are about to do. We
often talk of education :- oeing a matter of forming the future citizen, with
a fbcus on the indiv dual. That is a way of talking that somehow implies
that society will remain as it is, and that we must prepare the child to
participate in it. But society never fails to change, even in the most
traditional cultures, and those who move to change it do so in good part by
modifying the process of socialization of their children, or in our world. by
changing the educational system, In other words. formation of the future
citizen means literally formation of the future society, Th;.; realization is
often made explicit in countries that adopt some marked social reform, e.g.
the Soviet Union and many other socialist countries. They are usual
quick to express this in an educational reform. I will argue then that the
FLEX model serves to describe the output variables cf bilingual education
programs because its three dimensions can be componentialized, in an-
other way, to produce an empirical description of all possible societies
not just all possible persons that might result from such programs
together with other influences. Nothing is lost by this shift of focus from
individual to society; to the contrary, something is gained by adding
criteria of achievement in terms of the community to the customary
criteria of achievement in terms of individual psychology.

Observe then that Die Itinsion I measures the degree of heterogeneity in
any society, past, present, or future. For the purpose of comparing program
inputs this measurement was the context of the program; for the purpose
of comparing societies the measurement is the society. In other words no
change need be made in the componentialization of Dimension I in order to
deal with outputs. Rut it is advantageous to pause here for an essential
repair, to lay a better theoretical foundation fir the units we must count in
,,'der to compare relative degrees of heterogeneity. Dimension I is the
basic reference variable in the model: it is theoretically capable of locat-
ing, in rising degree of heterogeneity, the relative positions of the mem-
bers of an infinite set of program context, orsociethis. Any one such society
is judged as being of greater diversity than another when it includes a
larger number of subgroups which, internally among their members.
enjoy a high degree of redundancy in their messages to each other. I cannot
of course suggest an objective value for high group-internal redundancy of
this type, but Simon R. Herman t 197:1 seems to capture a similar intent in
his characterization of some communication as -not concerned about
group identification", "task oriented", and "when well-established pat-
terns of behavior characterize a relationship." In my interpretation this is
a description of high redundancy communication, possible after group
identity signals have been exchanged in sufficient richness to permit new
information to pass without ambiguities. A heterogeneity count is there-
fore based on a unit consisting of a task oriented social subgroup. This form
of definition may seem vaguer than one based on traditionally used
criteria such as language or culture, but it is actually better for several
reasons. It is more consistent with a communication model. It uses the
same concept redundancy that is fundamental for Dimension
though here the concept is used in a different way. And it allows con-
veniently for individuals to be members of more than one group, and for

2
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the recognition of such task oriented suft:... Aps as engineers, doctors,
religious sects. as well as local dialect group,, ill lik,hOirl must he counted
in assessing* the true heterogeneity in any given social context.

Dimension 11, the efficiency dimension, requires some modification of
the pertinent scales, but the change is not fundanientill and the same
Titeria of redundancy and channel capacity are used. In dealing with
inputs, I spoke of the relative efficiency of programs in coping with
heterogeneity. That is, we were concerned with the redundancy and chan-
nel capacity involved in communicating infOrmation from the educational
system to the learner. But many of the scales proposed for inputs involved
measurement of' degree of -participation," measurement of the efficiency
of the learner for his surrogates the teacher and the commun;ty) in
communicating with the system. In other words efficiency can be thought
of as bidirectional in a communications system, in effect in a society. All
we need do to adapt Dimension II to outputs is to derive those scales that
me;,sure, in FLEX terms, the efficiency of communication of the diverse
groups in the society with each other. Incidentally, this approach nullifies
t he egocentricity that has always been inherent in the concept ofkedbock.
In social communication, a message front any sender is to the receiver just
feedback.

Adaptation of Dimension III, pluralism, is not difficult theoretically but
does require a lot of work. We must recognize that the forces at work in a
society to eh!:nge its degree of heterogeneity. extend to technologies be-
yond those in use in bilingual education classrooms. and involve institu-
tional structures in the whole society, not just in the educational system.
This point was made ih part in my earlier paper where the major warden of
maintaining cultural plurality was placed on the minority groups them-
selves, rather than on the school. In any case, an effective componentiali-
zation of Dimension III for output variables will require a comprehensive
analysis of all the technological and institutional factors that have impact
on the society's degree of heterogeneity,

This brief discussion will be enough I trust to indicate a proper direction
for deriving output scales for the three dimensions of the FLEX model. I
will not pursue this aspect further here. But one point has to be made. The
same considerations that lead us to Figures B and C in dealing with inputs
are applicable also to outputs. We cannot imagine a society in which no
new information ever passes from one member to another, nor can we
imagine a society whose members are either completely heterogeneous or
completely homogeneous. That is to say that the societies subsumed by the
model all those in the past, present, and future lie within some
subspace of the cube defined by the three dimensions. just as the bilingual
programs did. We often say, in fact, that the educational system is a
microcosm of the society, so this parallel is not surprising, At this stage,
even without further elaboration of scales, the model becomes a powerful
conceptual tool for understanding human communication of all kinds,, at
all levels from individual to sociocultural, and in the many different
situations that have been the preoccupation of the various social science
disciplines.

In moving toward the conclusion of this paper I propose then to use the
model first to identify a condition we may wish to call cultural autonomy.
and to show its implications for education. After that, finally, I will try to

2 /
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show that the mode l. as a research paradigm, express.s a revolutionary
shin in perspective t hat has been anticipated riff' some hunt'.

Definitions (,1 uriti autonomy tend to he stated in ;11)5(dlite terms,
and generally carry with them implicat ions Id historicity and prestige. A
recent typical example is ( 1 980» -A vulture is autonomous %%lien it
fully and authentically expresses the past present and future aspirations
of its partiipants. Stewart ( I 972), in dciming autonomy for linguistic
systems shirts the definition somewhat toward a context of interaction few
saying they are autonomous when they are -unique and independent.
with no -sociolinguist it interdependence- with other systems, but he also
pouts out that two systems that are not -histonally related- are under
most conditions, autonomous. Stewart further associates autonomy with
prestige by ascribing it to standardized dialects that become the prestige

fur speakers of nonstandardized, nonprestigerul variants that, lint
this reason, Stewart dubs -heteronomous- dialects.

I will u.,;(.. the FLEX model to establish ti delimit ion of cult unit ( including
linguistic( autonomy that -(eparates the concept from considerations of
history and prestige, and obeying the model's insistence that matters of
degree he expressed quantitatively, suggest a hcicomwny scale that mea-
sures distance from cultural tudonomy, The scale is tin important variable
on I)intensiun II, and mice again a redundancy measurement is pertinent.
Aspects itl history and prestige are more properly components or I)imen-
so,» III: they will not be discussed further here.

ery individual in it society lives. in part in what. I will call upricatc
Impenetrable to others, a personal world nut shared with anyone

else an area or experience so closed off that it does not become part of the
process of social COMMUlliCat i011. Facts Of us needs t his privacy: we use it
an. treat to it frequently and will not :Wow others to invade it or know

, it. In FLEX terms we are not interested in providing the inroma-
tion about it that would help others to communicate with us more effi-
ciently, to increase the redundancy heir messages to us. In conse-
quence, on a scale orpersonal privacy e, he heterogeneity dimension. the
maximum measurement for any given society would be equal to the
number orpersons living in it. On the other hand each person lives also in
apiriiiie spur». a realm or intei.action in which individuals are outgoing, to
more or less extent, in which they willingly provide infornmtion about.
thernsel s or allow it to be obtained. thus communicating this to others so
that them messages can in return contain more familiar material, be more
redundant. There are of course, many such realms of communication
affective. socittl, economic, cultural so that we can conceive for example
Id cultural space. in v. :dell members of a group interact with each other

,unde conditions of very high task-oriented redundancy in their terms of
cultural reference. As stated earlier, such a group would be counted as
contributing to the degree of heterogeneity in the society. As you may
recall, the output model is concerned, on its second dimension, with the
degree of efficiency with which such groups communicate with each other.
The model has the potential fir describing the case where a culture group
applies the principle or personal privacy to the whole group. revealing
nothing od.,: culture to other groups. In this case we describe the group tis
culturully 'HitHroquous with respect to the others. To any degree that it
does give up (du tura' information to others it is to that degree culturally
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heteronomous. It follows that, in FLEX terin, two groups may be au-
tonomous with respect to each other. or one May he allltalialleUS all(' the
outer heteronomous, (a', as is lime likely in a multicultural society, t
may both be heteronomous though probably in different degrees. This last
rendition is characteristic of the ['lined 'tales: truly autonomous groups
are virtually nonexistent, but the Anglo group communicates much more
information idiom itself' to others than it receives in return from them.

As an example of how these distinctions can be used, I will state some
personal assumptions about how education should proceed if' it has the
objective of forming a healthy society: if education aims essentially at a
utopian objective. I believe that every person needs first a private space,
and that without it the individual is shattered. Next I believe the indi-
vidual needs at least one high redundancy public space, but, assuming
that. Geertz' 197:11 analysis of-primordial sentiment- addresses ',tie same
point, that the critical defining criterion for this space may not be linguis-
tic or cultural in the ethnological sense. Finally, I believe the individual
!weds and seeks a heteronomous balance with all groups outside of his own
high redundancy public space, that is wjth those with which his interac-
tion takes place under relatively lower conditions of efficiency. This is a
way of saying that cultural autonomy, by the definition I have given it, is
in my belief' not healthy for society: it not satisfy in full the needs of
individual citizens. It is also a way of nypothesizing that if a society,
through education and other means. allows room for individual privacy,
creates the conditions for high internal redundancy within diverse groups.
and encourages a redundancy equalizing flow of information among them,
it will move in the direction of so,:ial health. as we might measure this by
such indicators as incidence of mental illness and antisoLial behavior.
family stability, level of crime, and composition of prison populations.
Finally, by this route I am able to suggest a criterion for the linear relation
in Figure B, which charts programs and societies that are perfect in
efficiency: they enjoy balanced !Aeronomy among the diverse groups that
compose the society.

For the present, tl tt is the sum of the guidance the FLEX model can
provide for educatio. is just a comprehensive typology for inputs and
output.-: under conditions o; ,oriocultural heterogeneity. conditions that
we expect to find in every society, The model can therefore serve us all in
constructing and testing hypotheses. We may each base our hypotheseJ;
different assumptions and belief's I have given my own but they can
all be constructed on the same conceptual hale.

At last and at some risk, I will argue that the FLEX model is involved
in an issue of fundamental importance for social science research: the
model or typology of social communication that guides the research estab-
lishment. In other words. I am addressing a question in the history of
social science. My argument is that we have been shifting from a cultur-
ally biased model to one that is unbiased, and that when we reach the
FLEX model, which is unbiased, it has the virtue of dealing, in a poten-
tially quantifiable fashion, with all those aspects that are matters of
degree, and particularly with the fundamental aspects of redundancy and
compatibility that describe the dynamics of human communication. What
follows then is a brief historical review of other ways of looking at social
communication. In each case I have taken small liberties with the authors'
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presentations but have nut, I trust, misrepresented their original inten-
tions.

1)

I) Lerner

COVARIANCE

1,1(;1'1:

R. Inglehart \Voiakanl

'MY:41110ra billitrIet` C1/111111l1111ia.11/11

CORRELATION

FIGURE 1.:
''ii/turo//y :itased
K. Deutsch

H N

FIGURF:
l'u/turii//y unbiased
J. Fishman

I) D
B + B

D I)
B

assimilation compartmentalization

Figure D is the covariance model I have inferred from Lerner's (1958)
attempt to describe cultural change in the Middle East during the 1950s.
He claimed to show that a shift toward a modern "style of life" accelerated
as a certain balance was reached among factors of literacy, urbanization,
media participation, and a certain "empathy" toward the external world,
which together I have integrated in the term investment balance. The
circularity that seems possibly to be involved is not my concern here; it is
rather that he observes a heterogeneous social situation but is not con-
cerned with heterogeneity. His orientation is to a particular culture, the
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"modern" one: at bf <1 ;'is investment factors are measures of apptvach to
that goal. Except as modernization of culture might a shift ni t he
degree of heterogeneity presumably toward more homogeneity since
some sociocultural norms would become more generally shared the

model has no way of expressing such a shift.
Figure E is derived from Deutsch's (19531 stimulating treatment of

nationalism as a phenomenon of social communication. He essentially
proposes a correlation, not a covariance, between social mobilization
toward the nation-state and cultural assimilation. His model reflects
heterogeneity in a scatter diagram -- since N represents the culture
that is the nationalizing "spearhead", Q the unmobilized quiescent. group
of the same culture, H the mobilized group of a different culture, and R the
unmobilized irredentist group of that different. culture. But the correla-
tion only serves to show that there are such groups; it does not describe
their interaction. Furthermore the model has no way of describing the
conditions under which the counterculture group H might replace N as the
mitionalizing spearhead, which is what actually happened in Finland,
where Finnish and Swedish culture had been in competition, as Deutsch
himself reveals in one of' his extend'!d examples.

I have attributed Figure F to Inglehart and Woodward (1972). They are
interested in the opposite side of the coin of nationalism, that is,
separatism, especially in relation to lingual it differences, and they
achieve a model that is net culturally biased. They demonstrate that as
communication increases between two different groups, conflict also in-
creases; there is covariance between the two variables. But eventually
further increase in communication (which I will interpret or further
improvement in amount and mutuality of redundancy and channel
capacity levels) reduces separatist conflict. This is tantamount to saying
that there is no conflict when the two groups are not in contact at ail, and
no conflict when their sociocultural norms have fused in some way, but
there is conflict to some degree when contact is established but group
norms are still distinct. Nevertheless, the model is culturally unbiased
since it does not. imply fusion around any particular norm. This is a crucial
innovation. for it provides a model that is much more general. The conflict
it measures is, I believe, the same behavior spoken of by Lambert (1967)
for example, as anomie. that psychological push and pull in individuals
when they are challenged to move from one language or culture to an-
other, that insecurity that arises when mifmitions or profound social
reorganizations such as industrialization, introduce groups into sociocul-
tural contexts that ar unfamiliar referred to by Fishman (1967) in his
description of bilingualism without diglossia. It is also a manifestation
measurable by the pluralism dimension of the FLEX model, i.e. conflict
between cultures is negotiation that results in a new balance between
them. This model is very useful but it does fall short of what we need. It
deals, in effect, with only one society at a time, or at best assumes that all
societies are equally heterogeneous; there is no provision for the possibil-
ity that the degree and nature of heterogeneity may influence improve-
ment in communication, or that language specifically as a diversifying
factor may he more or less productive of conflict, anomie, pluralism.
separatism, or whatever we may wish to call it, than other diversifying
factors.

2
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Figure t( is based on Fishman I )67 )11 het V.1.(.11 societal
ht ;lussia I I)/ and individual bilingualism( II). Ile lisps,' distinct ive feature

analysis as ,1 typology for multilingual societies, Si) that they may be plus
or minus diglossia, or plus or minus bilingualism. 'Phis is ;loin a correla-
t inn, vielding a scatter diagram. Interpreting his explanations we can say
that he uses he criterion far relative access by individuals
to specialized, normally elite, compartments in till' Socl;,ty, COIlltS
close to measuring what I have -leak with as intergroup efliciency of
communication. And he provides, on a compartmentalization scale as I
infer it for the possihility that one society may be more heterogeneous
than another. Rut his formulation has typological inelegance, precisely
in the cell referred to earlier ( n the di-(etission of conflict, the Figure G cell
where there is nn diglossia but there is bilingualism. Fishman don, sot.

appear to tntatt Ilt.(T111.1. 0 I his case that. there is no compartmentaliza-
tion. only that. some bilingual individuals are uncertain ;Ibout which
compartments they have access t o, in other words that anomie exists. The
condition then is one or some heterogeneity ;111(1 sonic degree of pluralisni.
\\'1( can of course escape t his difficulty by saying that his coin-
part inentalizat ion scale measures degree of escape from anomie, but this
does not seem to be Fishman's intention. mixes the measurement. of
relative heterogeneity with that of relative pluralism in saying that a
society with both diglossia and bilingualism is one in which the -Inenibtsrs
have available to them both a range olcompurtroctito/i:c(/ roles as well as
ready: uccess to those roles."

In proposing the FLEX model my conclusion then has been that:

we must work with a model of social communication predicated on
the assumption of inevitable social diversity, hence 11c/erogeneity:
the assumption requires descript in by the model of intergroup as
well is Mtragrotri taininunication, hence cf/iciettcy;
the ;isstmtpti, ri nevertheless allows for the disappearance of some
social diversiti (r the appearance of new groups in the society,
hence/guru/ism: am:
the quantifiability of'such a typology depends on inclusion within it
of the hypothetical null case, %viten., heterogeneity, efficiency, and
pluralism are all at 4. ro, hence FLEX, a three-dimensional space.
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A THEORY OF THE STRUCTURE OF BICULTURAL EXPERIENCE

BASED ON COGNITIVE-DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Charles D. Nelson
Contemporary Courseware, Inc., Minnea Polis

INTRODUCTION
This paper deals with analyzing the experience of adults sojourning in a

cultures that is foreign to them. No endorsement of-melting pot- ideology
is intended nor are value judgments placed on the worth of the host
calture's ways versus the home ways of' the sojourner. It is assumed that.
different cultures each have strengths and weaknesses, and that the
degree to which a sojourner adopts the ways of the host culture varies with
his needs and desires. One assumption implied in our model is that the
sojourner is an adult with a cultural identity already developed. The
cultural oppression of children by host country institutions such as de-
scribed in Ramirez and Castabeda (19741 is a related problem, and the
model of experience developed in this paper has relevance to that problem,
but the relation is complicated by the fact that the key to o,:r model,
Piaget's stage theory of qualitatively different types of thought, is also a
theory of cognitive development: the different types of thought are
achieved by children at different ages. Thus, for younger children, the
more complex levels of skill and perception of challenge dealt with in our
sojourner model are irrelevant, because they have not yet achieved that
stage of operation in their home culture, much less in the host culture. If
children are allowed to develop in a bicultural manner from the begin-
ning, then presumably they will progress through Piaget's stages bicul-
turally in a predictable manner.

The Indeterminate Sit nation of the Sojourner

A person g:)ing to another culture to live and work, abruptly discovers
that he is laboring to function in an indeterminate situation. No matter
what his role, whether tourist, immigrant, businessman, technical ad-
visor, missionary. anthropologist, illegal alien, journalist, exchange stu-
dent, soldier, diplomat, or spouse of :me of these, tho sojourner soon finds
his assumptions unfounded in hundreds of ways:

1. His sensory perceptions tell him conditions are different tastes,
sounds, smells, and sights contain an element of the exotic or unex-
pected.

2. Verbal interactions with the local people arc almost certain to be
frustrating, even if he has studied the I ical language.

3. Expectations of civil conduct may be iolated as the sojourner feels
himself to be on display, exploited, or hostiley rebuffed.
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1, Host :omit ry coworkers nmy exhibit ;it t toward work, life, and

t he ,sacred that he finds incomprehensible or annoying.

In' the sojourner may 01)11 -4 to the col Ai( 1005 and tarn to function

in t.,e s frition. He may thrive in the new environment.. or he may
into an enclave of fellow nationals. reconstructing- his home

en% oloneent to an elaborate degree. perhapy suffering and counting the
days lint 11 he escapes.

mu way to investigate the process of the ,journer's adjustment is to
analyze his inquiry behavior. Dewey I 1338i points out that as a mode of
conduct, inquiry is as accessible to objective ,tudy its are other modes of
behavior." Inquiry is a temporal process, defined by Dewey as "the con-
trolled and directed transformation of an indeterminate situation into one
that. is so determinate in its constituent distinctions and relations as to
convert the elements of the original situation into a unified whole." For

the sojourner, in many cases the determinate termination of the process
may not be reilched. The stay might be cut short. either by the sojourner's,
choice or by outside forces. or the sojourner mig Ott terminate inquiry by
accepting tb.. ready-made answers fellow sojou:aiers furnish to his cross-
cultural qu('stions.

ree Mistak. in Current Sociulizati(m Studies

Dewey cite, three mistakes characteristic of the historyof logic. which

his approach recognizes and avoids. These same three mistakes char-
itet erize contemporary studies ofcross-cu tura! socialization and training.

First, "dep. ndence on subjective and 'mentalistic' states and processes
is .liminated" by using "objectively observable subject matter." A great

ing of modern sojourner studies has been the attempt, to find personal-
ity traits that haracterize the successful cross-cultural worker. Many
sut. traits have been found, but unfortunately, every study finds different
ones, and !'ew Audies have been replicated with any success I Mischel,

1965: Smith, 1966: Guthrie and Zektick. 1967; Harris, 1973; Brislin and
Pedersen, 1976: Dickens 1969), The last such study funded by the Peace
Corps, in 1973, found that "perseverance- was the only "trait" dif-
ferentiating trfuntL.ers who stayed more than one year from those who
stayed less than one y a ,..onclusion which seems like a classic tautol-

ogy.
second. i i ical !Orms are not reduced to "mere transcripts of empirical

mat-rials." out instead the -distinctive existence and nature of forms is
acknowledged... 'I hus, the experience of a sojourner from country A in
country 13 can be stated in terms that can be compared with the experience
01 sojourner from country C is country The objective conditions of the

host culture' w 1 affect the experience of the sojourner. i.e, "will alter the
transcript of empiriCal materials," but will not alter the form of
inquiry pun- re('

Third,'"Logica theory is liberated from the unobservahle, transcenden-
tal. and int tt ional." Studies of foreign cultures focusing on the exotic and

bizarre are plentiful, and conclusions drawn about the "primitive mind"
and "national character" purport to carry information helpful to the
sojourner. While many of these studies have been discounted, ;ncluding
Levy i3ruhrs conclusions about the "primitive mind" and even Max

2.)'-'
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epic -The Proleiii (MI It 111c And 1111' Spoil (dCa011;111,;(11"11111:(.1,
19Tim, nevertheless the popular mind enthriices notions of Latin
Ifinbloodeiltiess. aloofness, and Chinese inscrutability. Prejudice
and ethnocentrism are otters trievitahle hy-products of the human

Juin. coloring ditta-gathering tml predetermining findings. In the case of
the sojourner in a foreign culture, such blinders cut Infiniti, short.

liecause inquiry rises object data ruid t hereby avoids these inistidis,
I

concludes that typesof inquiry Lised ran he cont rasted -in respect to

their economy and efficiency in reaching i.varranted conclusions.- Thus
the .search for the pattern of inquiry is "checked and controlled hy knawl-
edge of the kinds 01. inquiry t hat ha VI,' ;111(1 1111.i. 11(11 11'ill'IL(.(12' 111 terms of

I he experittee finite r he ohject ()Ville search is taut a personality
t rail or mentalist lc state, nor is it a transcript of empirical maternik, nor
is it some liference to nn unohseryable feat tire of the host society. It IS 1110

OHO r(111(.(1 transturtoattt n it ;t11 111(b.101'11111/;11(` ,1111;1111,11 /111i) a (111i'11111

nnlr !-:1111;111(:11: 111 loI i :100111'1'.

Tire ,Ift)ifet

1.111, study 1S 1111(101'1110,11 Ina!: n 01.11)1T111.1` (11.1'11.1.(1 trait 1110(11`1 of

experience developed hy 1075i. Ile formulated a
:Model oft he Flow State" to describe activities which share certain char-

acteristics despite vast differences among them. These activities are
called "floi.i.. experiences- ;Ind are S111111ar "Ill that they provide oppor-
tunities for action which a person can act upon without being bored or
worried ip. --19).- Figure I diagrams his model. and Ise...Than/id follmvs:

. . .oat any given moment, people are aware of it finite number of
opportiunties vvhirh challenge them to ;let: at the Sa1111e they

ite aware also of their skills that is, ()flitch. capacity to cope with
the dentandi-; imposed by the environment. \VIlerl at person is bum-
haried with demands which he Or she feels Linable 11/ 111(.01, a state of
anxiety ensues. When the demands for action are fewer, but still
more t him what the person feels capable of handling. the state of
experience is (Mc of worry. Flow is experienced when people perceive
opportunities for action as being evenly matched by their
capabilities. II. however, skills are greater than the opportunities
for using I hem. boredom will folloi.y. And finally, a parson with great
skills and few opportunities for applying them will pass from the
stale of boredom again into that anxiety. It follows that a flow
act ivity is one which provides optimal challenges in relation to the
actors skills ip. 501.
Using his model. ('sikszentinilialyi has studied a number of different

activities chess plityMg experiences of surgeons rock-climbing and

has classified his subjects' r i.periences according to their adjustment as
predicted by the model. Illivever, he has not established any general
criteria for assessing- level of perception of challenge or level of skill that
are across populations and subject matters, nor has he related
his model to the general process of problem finding, definition, and solu-
tion. 13y juxtaposing 1)r.%vev's ideas at inquiry behavior with the ideas of
stage them. s drityrt from cognitive developmental psychology. more
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Figure I: N1otiel of the Flow State ifroni Csiks.tentmihalyi, 1075, p.
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general criteria can be identified for assessing a person's progress along
Csiltszentmihalyi's two dimensions of experience. Socialization into a
foreign culture provides the subject matter of the experience being
explored in this paper; to a lesser extent, other types of socialization can
also be explored by these criteria.

Piaget's Stage Theory

One of Piaget's great contributions is a theory of the structure of intelli-
gence and development that consists of qualitatively different hierarchi-
cal levels of thought attained in stages through prOcesses of transitions.
These stages and their implications are common threads running through
all of Piaget's work.

Each stage depicts a stricture that is qualitatively different from the
others, and so according to Piaget's theory, there are qualitatively dif-
ferent types of cognitive activity in human thought: "Funptional con-
tinuity in no way excludes diversity or heterogeneity among structures

2
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19:10, p The:,e various modes ;ire called into action ;it different Icues
for different purpose:, throughout life thaget, 91) la, p. 'iro The two
fundamental tnechlnisins for the (4;0,0r:dint) of SC111.111i1S,
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each nntde.

Diftiiqa cognitive 'kills arise from 44tesi lecessive sti:.ges. The most
basic -kill seie»ri motor competence Atli the concomitant "construction
of reality" I IIit UllninatS In Ow coordinatian (tithe subject's actions and
physical environment, This skill is acquired during the first stage. "son
sorunotor operations.-

A second cognitive skill is representational competence, which arises
prior to concrete operations and Involves the symbolic function. In t he case
of child di velopment , language develops during t his stage, us :1 result of
th,hilirs increased o)grutive skills, increased ability tudecvnter from his
own point of view, and increased social interaction. Fundamentally, how-
ever, representation is more than language skill: It evokes what lies
outsidetht immediate perceptual and active field." t Piaget, 195 la, p. 273)
This skill is acquired during t he s ,ond stage: "semi-logical operations."

A third cognit ixe skill is concrete operations, which involves the sub-
jects invent ion, discovery, or other learning of rules governing reciprocal
activities and other reversible operations on objects and with people.
Th::se rules include cult ural rules that in,ty begin to supersede logical
relations deduced by the child burn his activities, as Kohlberg (19691
points out in his structural analysis of the development. olAyatmul dream
interpretations.

A fourth type of cognitive skill is formal operations, which means
thinking about rules, knowing their principles, applying than in theory
rather than in practice, finding their flaws, and making them reversible in
theory by hypothesizing. The effect of the acquisition of these increasingly
complex levels of skill is that "rather than envisaging human knowledge
as a pyramid or building of snore sort, we should think of it as a spiral, the
radius of whose turns increases as the spiral rises." t Piaget , 1970, p. 34)

Another feature of' these skills is that they are an invariant hierarchical
sequence: each skill uses elements of previous skills and elaborates on
them through the functional process of assimilation and accommodation
operating on existing schemas. Thus a higher level skill does nut appear
until it louver level skill has been established,

A central problem in explaining and understanding stage theory is the
process of transition between stages. In Piaget's early work. the ict that
the infant matures at a rapid rate enabled one critic to explain biologically
the subject's increasing capacity to perform. However, Piaget dif-
ferentiates between the empirical fact of maturation and the explication of
the changes occurring in the structuring of the subject's experience.
Structurally, these changes are explained by the fact that "form" and
"content" are correlatives, not absolutes:

The ''contents" on which logical forms arc imposed are not formless:
they have forms of their own: else they could not "potentially be
logicized." And the forms of what originally appeared to he "pure
content" in turn themselves haul. content, though less distinctly
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Milk ()Ill, a cnntrnt with its own 1'01111, :Ind SO ()II, indofinilely, purl'
element being "content" Hative to some prior element and "form'
for some posterior element. 11970, pp. 28-29)

In empirically observable terms, this transformation of content into
form trr :ucceeding stages, or "nesting" of forms, is seen in the subject's
overcoming of "()gocentrism," which enables the infant to "decenter" his
understanding of the world raid place himself in I hp universe:

Tins organization of reality occurs, as we shall see, to the extent that
the self is freed from u' -elf by finding itself, and so assigns itself a
place as a thing among t flings, an event among events, tPiaget,

p.xil

'rims the "content" of the infant's experience during the sensorimotor
stage, e.g., his interactions with the physical world, become:. the "form"
e.g., a constructed reality) for further elaboration of experience during

the semi-logical stage.
These transitions indicate an increasing perception of challenge on the

part of the subject as cognitive complexity increases. One manifestation of
this increasing perception of challenge is the decentration that occurs as
the child overcomes egocentrism at Various levels. Another cue i, the fact
that the subject operates on increasingly complex features of his environ-
ment from sensori motor challenges to representational challenges to
concrete challenges to formal operational challenges.

Leels o/ Perception of Challenge in the Flow Model

If we put these levels of complexity as scales on the "flow" model
proposed by Csikszentmihalyi, four levels of skill acquisition and percep-
tion of challenge can be postulated as the units of measure flr the two axes.
The units are not quantitative, but qualitative. (heir referent being the
cognitive complexity exhibited by the behavior of the subject, and they
form a scale from least complex to most complex (Figure 2).

It is important to emphasize at this point that although Piaget is best
known for his theory of cognitive development in children, structuralism
is a general epistemological framework applicable to any content. In
empirical terms, the stages are experience-based rather than cognitive-
developmental. The analysis of socialization into a foreign culture is nut
meant to be depicted in this model as a cognitive regression to infancy, but
rather as the sojourners' reexamination of certain assumptions about
interacting with their environment.

Some of these assumptions are often referred to as "values." Values are
defined by Kluckhohn us "conceptions of the desirable which influence
selection from available modes, means, and ends of action" (1951, p. 395).
We all make hundreds of decisions in the course of each day, based on our
goals and duties, and the rules by which we make these decisions are our
values. The act of perception is also a decision-making process, in which
we filter out extraneous information, so that we can concentrate on proc-
essing information from our environment that is relevant to the matters
at hand.
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Action capabilities tskilisi

Figure 2 Csikszentoultilyi's Flow Nlialel with the l'iagetion stages iircomplrxity
as the scales.

s sonaorimotor complexity
r representational complexity
c concrete complexity
f formal complexity

One source of data about the level of the sojourner's perception of
cross-cultural challenge is his reports of what he likes and dislikes about
his experience. Since likes and dislikes reflect the subject's conceptions of
the desirable, the inference is that the sr.bject is reporting perceptions
based on the conflict or consonance of the host country's values with his
own. Thus, if the subject is at an early level of socialization, he will report
value conflict at a low level of complexity; if he is at a high level of
socialization, he will report value conflict at a high level of complexity.
Dislike of food, climate, or other perceptions of the physical world are
examples of low level, sensorimotor concerns. DiEilike of co-worker self-
discipline would be a more complex, higher level concern.

2
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Operational Definitions of Value Complexity

Operationally defined, the four levels of value complexity derived from
Piaget's scheme form a scale as follows:

I. Sensorimotor complexity centers on survival values, such as likes
and dislikes about traveling, physical comforts, sightSeeing, pro-
vision of food, or climate. Thus the subject is chiefly aware of
problems of physical object handling from an egocentric perspec-
tive.
Some excerpts of likes at this level:

Nobody blocked off the beach.
Joy and profusion of bright colors. /
I felt very safe, even in the subwaYs at night.

2. Semi-logical complexity centers on "semiotic" values and concern
with representation, such as verbal and non-verbal communication,
or interacting with the people in a semi-reciprocal way. Thus the
subject is chiefly aware of problems of people handling from an
egocentric perspective. Some excerpts of likes classified at this level:

I had an interest in the people they helped with lan-
guage.

View of family life was interesting.
It seemed like people were always willing to help me.

3 Operational complexity centers on cultural values and concern with
rules, such as behaving in a respectable way according to local
standards, or maintaining work relations and friendships with local
people on their terms, not as an outsider. Thus the subject is chiefly
aware of problems of fitting things together, not in an abstract way
but in daily life and behavior. Excerpts of likes from this level:

I got results from my work.
Culturally, they don't do things quickly you're much more

relaxed.
They take a genuine interest in the welfare of your mother.

4. Formal complexity centers on philosophical values, such as chang-
ing allegiance from the native land or altering religious beliefs.
Thus the subject is chiefly aware of problems of a theoretical nature,
of ideals, of cultural principles:

The people have great discipline at 8:15 they are waiting for
the library to open, at 8:30 '.R,y rush in, work hard.

We have freedom to disagree. defer, be different.

Empirical Evidence of the Hierarchy
Elsewhere (Nelson, 1980) we have reported results of an empirical

investigation concerning whether sojourners' reports of likes and dislikes

2
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do indeed relate to their degree of socialization into a foreign culture. We
found for fifty-four subjects whose length of sojourn ranged from 1 to 120
months mean length: 21.67 months, s.d: 25.44), that value complexity
based on dislikes correlated with time at 0.56 (v..001), and value com-
plexity as judged by likes abo it the culture comditited with length of
sojourn at 0.40 (p<.005), Thus it can be seen that value complexity, as
judged by the five raters of the protocols, has a significant relation to the
amount of time spent La the country by the sojourner.

A person who goes abroad for a short time experiences value conflict
with a low degree of complexity, that is, he will perceive cross-cultural
challenge at a more basic sensory level, while the person who remains
abroad for a longer period will perceive more sophisticated, conceptual,
abstract levels of the challenge.

A multiple correlation was run to see at what degree of certainty value
complexity, as measured by likes plus dislikes, could predict length of
sojourn. The multiple correlation amounted to 0.5979. The sum of likes
ratings together with the sum of dislikes ratings is estimated to account
for 35.75'4 of the variance (F(2,51)=14.19, p<.001). Thus the relation
between value complexity and length of stay seems clearly evident.

Obviously, length of sojourn by itself is not a measure of socialization
into a foreign culture: there are many reports in the literature of immig-
rants, diplomats, military personnel, and others who live abroad for years
without mixing with the local people at all. However, our data are derived
from a diverse group filling many roles, all e;Igaging in inquiry; foreign
people in the ::nited States, and also Americans who have lived and
traveled abroad as teachers, students, Peace Corps volunteers, immi-
grants, tourists, and others. Their cumulative experience supports the
complexity hierarchy, and demonstrates the ,'xistarke f eying levels of
perception of the cross-cultural challenge.

Types of Skill in Bicultural Experience

We have shown that perception of the c'lallenge increases as the
sojourner is socialized into the culture. Skill ;Aso increases with socializa-
tion. According to Piaget's hierarchy, there are qualitatively different
types of skills originally acquired at different stages of development.
These skills can be categorized according to their complexity and accord-
ing to the sojourner's exercise of them as his perception of challenge
changes. Figure 3 contains sixteen cells summarizing th' types of cross-
cult skills acquired by the sojourner according to the theory.

Sensorirnotor Skills. The most basic types of skills are sensorimotor. At
the simplest level of perception of challenge, these skills are described as
-survival skills" in cross-cultural socialization, reflecting the most basic
concerns, such as provision of food, shelter, and security (cell one).

As the sojourner's perception of challenge increases during his stay,
survival becomes less of a concern: higher, more complex challenges may
be per:eived, necessitating such as mapping th( territory, recogniz-
ing local climatic cycles, and learning the local calendar with its signific-
ant events (cell two).
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Figure :1 Hypothetical Model of Types of Cross- Cultural Skills Acquired by the
Sojourner.

s sensorimotor complexity
r representational complexity
c concrete operational complexity
f formal operational complexity

As time passes and the sojourner continue -s to operate in the culture, his
perception of the challenge may reach the cone ete operational level of
complexity ice!! three). S(.nsorimotor skills at this level include such
things as adjust'ng his schedule to the rhythm of the culture or planning
future activities according to the local calendar

I the formal level of perception of cha len:y,c. the sojourner might
exercise his sensorimotor skills in planning alteration,=. in .ysical aspect:,
of the environment. such as recognizing possible improv(.,nents in agricul-
tural or transportation methods cell four). It is unlikely that a sojourner
who reached this cell would he continuing to engage in inquiry. since level
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of skill and level of perception are considerably OW of equilibrium. The
anxiety resulting from such a situation if not resoled would probably
dri ve the sojourner out of the culture. Such rules as technical development
personnel and military engineers are two examples where perception of
challenge involves change in the physical environment without any ac-
quistion of local interpersonal or cultural skill being implied. Research
concerning sojourners such as these has indicated high anxiety among
personnel, resulting in the enclave'' phenomenon of recreating little
areas of the home society in which these sojourners can live.

Representational Skills. Representational skills at the most basic level
of perception of challenge (cell five) include attempts at non-verbal com-
munication, attempts to make host merchants understand one's native
language by shouting, or pointing, and basic attempts at articulating the
foreign sounds and participating in greeting rituals. Most interpersonal
interaction among people at this basic level is not cross-cultural at all, but
with speakers of one's native language.

At the second level of perception of challenge, sojourners' repre-
sentational skills include vocabulary building and learning the names of
local people and places, more frequent and routine interpersonal interac-
tion with local people, and semi-reciprocal relations such as being invited
as a guest to ceremonies without really knowing what to do. Concern for
learning language is dominant at this level (cell six).

At the third level of perception (cell seven), skills include concern with
grammar and rules of communication, a recognition of patterns in social
structure and interpersonal interaction, and an emphasis on speaking the
local language more than the home language.

At the four) h level of perception tined! eight), skills include attempting
to think in the language, being aware of the local people as warm and
helpful, and operating interpersonally as an outsider but one who is
sensitive to human needs. It should be noted that in many cases the
sojourner will be exercising more than repress ntationa! skills at thi. level
and so may not necessarily he an "outsider" but he accepted as an 'insider"
and able to operate at a cultural level.

Concrete Operational Skills. Concrete operational skills at the most
basic level of perception of challenge (cell nine might include data-
gathering in the culture: observing the people and interacting v..ith them,
but as a "neutral observer'' only interested in s sorimotor types of prob-
lems. The sojourner at this level might be able to operate by the rules of the
culture, but sees no need of it.

iincrete operational skills at the second level of perception (cell ten)
consist of specifying cultural facts, such as mapping power structures,
kinship groups, types of actions, farming practices, etc. At this level the
sojourner perceives the necessity of speaking the language and interact-
ing with the people. but does not perceive the importance of acting accord-
ing to the local customs. He has the ability to act properly, since he is
operating at the third level of ski II, but may act carelessly out of disregard
or contempt for local ways.

Concrete operational skills ) the third level (cell eleven) consist. of
operating by the rules of the _tire and being generally accepted as a
member of the local communo.y. Interactions with he local people are
reciprocal in every way, and the sojourner feels at ease in social situations,
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knows what is going On, what is expected of him, and the importance of
fulfilling those expectations. At this level the sojourner's skills and per-
ceptions are again in equilibrium: he would experience the "flow" state in
which affect would be positive and maximum creative output would be
exhibited.

Concrete operational skills at the formal level of perception (cell
twelve) include the sojourner's ability to make the culture work for him,
recognizing the philosophical basis of the local way of life and manipulat-
ing the customs for his own benefit. The sojourner at this level does not
completely understand the ph ilosoph3 ,)r embrace the sacred values of the
culture, but he knows how it works.

Formal Operational Skills. Formal operational skills at the most basic
level of perception of the challenge (cell thirteen) involve being able to see
differences in the value systems of the host and home culture and learning
about them through being able to experience them. A sojourner at this
level is very likely to be extremely bored, since his skill level is high not
only does he understand the values and philosophy of the culture, but he
also knows how to interact with the people and speak their language. One
manifestation of such a standing is seen in the diary of Malinowski, who
was stranded in the Trobriand Islands by the outbreak of World War I. The
ethnography of the islands that he wrote is a classic, showing his high
level of skill, but his boredom and contempt for the local people is
graphically expressed in his diaries, demonstrating his perception of the
challenge to be at a low level. At the time Malinowski was writing,
cultural relativism was unknown and Europe was in a golden age of
literature, art, and science. The aristocratic point of view was fashionable
and accepted, and in fact, was central to the definition of an intellectual.
Thus the ethnocentrism of his age limited his perception of the cross-
cultural challenge.

Formal operational skills at the second level of perception (ccii Inur-
teen ) includes such abilities as mapping the sacred values and philosophy
of the people and admiring their habits and traits to the point of changing
i,tandards of interpersonal behavior.

Formal operational skill at the third level of perception (cell fifteen)
includes such abilities as codifying the value system through experiencing
how it works as a participant in the local cultural life. The sojourner at this
level is analyzing his life and values in the local terms and participating in
all aspects of the local culture except such things as citizenship or religion,
although in some cases of expediency those areas are embraced as well.

Formal operational skill in the cross cultural situation as the fourth
level of perception of challenge (cell sixteen) means conversion to the local
value system, including changing religion or citizenship. It should be
pointed out that the formal level of operation in Piaget's scheme is only a
possible level of achievement many people may not operate at a formal
level at ail. and intellectuals or deep thinkers may only operate at the
level of formal operations on some occasions. Thus, many sojourners will
never achieve skid in formal operations cross-culturally, nor will they
ever perceive a formal cross-cultural challenge.

(-.) )
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CONCLUSION

A model of socialization into a foreign culture has been presented which
describes the types of skills acquired by sojourners as they perceive ever
greater challenges with the passage of time and accumulation of cross-
cult ural experience. As the sojourner engages in -inquiry" during his stay
in the culture, transforming the indeterminate situation into a determi-
nate one, he progresses through stages of understanding about the cul-
ture, overcoming his egocentric and ethnocentric assumptions about his
own values and beliefs. He begins his inquiry as a novice in the culture,
able to comprehend fully little going on around him all is vague, except
the overwhelming differences met with at every turn, As his cross-
cultural skills develop, vague suggestions arise which guide his inquiry
he develops subsequent knowledge based on past knowledge, and bumbl-
ing through his attempts to survive and communicate, the situations
become resolved or not the suggestions are formed into ideas by the
sojourner's interaction with members of the host culture.

The final test, say). Dewey. is determined when the idea actually
functions -when it put into operation so as to institute, by means of
observations, facts not previously observed." Through reasoning, these
new facts are organized ''with other facts into a coherent whole," The
sojourner undergoes this final test every time he steps out his door to
interact with the world. As long as he is able to maintain his spirit of
inquiry, he continues to integrate his knowledge into an increasingly
coherent whole. The strain of this continual necessity for inquiry, how-
ever, with its eternal vagueness, its prolonged indeterminacy, and its
repeated integration into new wholes, wears down many sojourners. As a
result, reason may cease to guide their activity. Instead, they may retreat,
into their reconstructed native culture enclave and interact exclusively
with their fellow sojourners, or they may leave the situation completely..

Applied to education, Csikszentmilmlyi's mo,il is a useful tool for the
analysis of" the student's experience in school. Mayers (1978) investigated
adolescent perceptions of action opportunities and skill acquisitions and
related them to the school experience, and found that equilibrium in the
two dimensions did predict the student's experience of "flow,- He did not
use the Piagetian compLxity scales, but rather used self- reports of feel-
ings about various activities. One conclusion that can be drawn, however,
is that under conditions of anxiety or boredom, extrinsic motivation is
necessary to prevent the subject from withdrawing from the task; change
in level of perception or skill can reestablish equilibrium and "flow."

In terms of bilingual-bicultural education, ifrwey's model of inquiry
together with the flow model, shed light on the special problems confront-
ing bicultural students. The -easy-out" of accepting the ready-made an-
swers of' cynical peers to the frustrating questions arising from prolonged
crass-cultural indeterminacy interacts with the boredom or anxiety ex-
perienced by students with skill perceptiGn disequilibrium. The result is
termination of inquiry. By analysis of the !.udent's perception of" the
challenge and level of skill, using the Piageti an model elaborated, perhaps
the disequilibritun in bicultural-hicognitive students' experience can be
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A problem to be dealt with in this analysis of disequilibri um in bicul-
tural students' experience is stated by Ramirez and Castaheda (1974
there is pressure from the host culture on such students to reject their
home culture in order to succeed in school. Their answer is a call for
cultural democracy and cultural pluralism, based on special school pro-
grams relating to unique socio-cultural systems r f various minority
groups. Theories of compensatory education :Zit' that non-middle-
class cultures are inferior, they point on!, and ci.,:-to children who are
"enriched" by special programs to reject their heritage.

The key issue that, emerges then, is that of ends: What objectives are
generally important to pursue'? Ramirez and Castarieda do not address
this question specifically. They say that "the child must learn to function
effectively in the mainstream American cultural world and also continue
to function effectively and contribute to the Mexican American cultural
world." Such a statement is an understandable reaction to excesses by
American school systems. But doubling the educational load of students
does not address the question of ends.

What are the ends of education? Kohlberg and Mayer's 119721 answer is
that the "bag of virtues" strategy of the romantics from Rousseau to Freud,
Gesell, and Neill, while fulfilling emotional goals, is partial, leaving the
subject without cognitive growth. The "industrial psychology" strategy of
Skinner, programmed instruction, and technology, while effective in
training, leaves the subject without emotional growth. "Progressivism,"
on the other hand, is a dialectical process used by Plato, Hegel, Dewey, and
Piaget, yielding both cognitive and emotional growth as the subject de-
velops his own relation to his social environment through the structural
transformation that takes place in his development. By recognizing the
learning that takes place in the natural experience of the subject, educa-
tion can build on this learning in harmony with growth, rather than
coincidentally or at cross-purposes.

One way to recognize this learning taking place in the natural experi-
ence of the student is through Csikszentmihalyi's model. The vertical
dimension of perception of challenge encow isses what Kohlberg terms
the "bag of virtues" strategy, involving empaasis on peer relations, the
child's expressions of curiosity, and his natural progression of interests.
The "industrial psychology" strategy promoted by Skinner and modern
behaviorists encompasses the horizontal dimension of acquisition of skill,
from the most basic forms of reading, writing, and arithmetic to the later,
more complex forms of library rese,-,.h, computer programming, and
statistical analysis. By maintaining an equilibrium between the chal-
lenges presented to the student and the skills required, and thus main-
taining the student's positive affect of flow or potent interaction with the
environment, the spirit of inquiry can be nurtured and strengthened.

Kohlberg points out that educational theories are more than statements
of psychological principles: they are educational ideologies that "include
value assumptions about what is educationally good or worthwhile." By
recognizing that there are universal stages of cognitive development
through which all children progress, we can see that it is natural for
children to organize their lives into "universal patterns of ..noaning"
involving both academic and practical education, and it is essential that
they be given this opportunity to prepare themselves as free people for the
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232 Theory in Bilingual Education

factual and moral choices they will inevitably confront in society. Fur-
thermore, by identifying the aim of education as development, dilemmas
of cultural value transmission are avoided, and the democratic educa-
tional end defined by Dewey, "the development of a free and powerful
character," is promoted.
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CULTURES, COMMUNITIES, COURTS

AND EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

. Reymundo Gamboa
Santa Maria, CA

This paper reviews selected court decisions pertaining to the education
of culture and language minority students, hegining with Hernandez v.
Texas 1954. The history of these cases will come to a focus i n Lau v.Nichols
(1974) and Serna v. Portales School Board (1972). Two lines of thinking
permeated bilingual education thought in the context of judicial and
legislative acts; the tatter includes the input of the executive branch. The
first has the intent of providing equal protection and the second has the
intent of establishing the constitutional right to bilingual education.

The direction of our educational policy has shifted from educational
equality (the Brown decision) to social equity (affirmative action); from
justifying economic efficiency when the winners outnumbered the losers,
to guaranteeing minimal academic competencies for all (Lewis, 1979,
California AB65); and from uniform group liberty to balanced indiyidual
liberty. The states within the nation have been pre-eminent unless indi-
vidual rights are being violated.

In the above decisions and in other historical documents, "bilingual/
bicultural" ,loation has principally addressed multiple cultures
(Fishman 1966, Kjolseth 1971). Cultural minorities have had to con-
template and accept society as requiring a system of written legal guaran-
tees and not just la palabro del hombre, a man's word. Using the concept of
conscientization (Freire, 1970) combined with the concept of the "Aca-
demic Education Process" ( Atencio, 1974), it will be proposed that the
French concept of brotherhood, fraternitti, be added to our educational
teachings of equality, liberty and freedom (Garms, Guthrie, and Pierce,
1978). The fundamental point arrived at is that Chicanos (and other
minority communities) have had to rely...on the courts and legislation to
fulfill and carry out their educational needs, This dependence on the law is
bringing about a culture change for the Chicano, that of subject orienta-
tion to object orientation.

Individual liberty is the concept that is being tied to brotherhood
because the latter must be preserved and it is important to maintain a
context for individual existence (Lukes, 1973). One researcher- believes
that minorities have contributed the factor of fully developing the indi-
vidual (Gonzalez, 1978). The hope still exists that it will be done within the
context of brotherhood.

Copyright (') 1980 Reymundo Gamboa. All rights reserved.
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References to history can be made to provide an educational climate for
this discussion. We know that since World War I the practice of language
pluralism was systematically abolished and punished (Ramirez and Cas-
tafieda, 1974; Cordasco; 1976; Kloss, 1977). Interest in language
pluralism became a malignant concern from that time on to theAiassage of
the National Defense Act of 1958 ( Bequer and Bequer, 1978)/fhis, along

....with the Municipal Refarm, held the curriculum at the melting pot stage.
Prior to 1958, education had schooled children into acceptirkg an as-
similationist process while preaching pluralism; practice did not reflect
theory.

Our experiential and ideological legacy has been analyzed (Fishman,
1966). Of importance to us here is the constitutional ideology that has
been pile of pluritlism while our farmal educational experience has been
one .of' att,mipting to melt a multitude of cultures into one. Bilingual
education, at present, can be seen as a systematic attempt to facilitate the
practice of conformity; the transitional bilingual educational philosophy
has won out. It may be that the people who originally took the freedom to
make the decision allowing for full bilingual education forgot a significant
portion of the decision-making process that of assuming'responsibility
far the decision becoming a reality.

Since 1963, education has been trying to live up to the ideals of
pluralism, not only in culture and language, in learning abilities and
styles, but in teaching methodologies as well. Consequently, as educators
seek to school the students, they are discovering that they have to educate
the public. Since the early 60s it has become increasingly difficult. In the
eye of the public, the organizations leaders' reason, trust and character
have diminished. Technology seems to be taking educators away from the
-democratic ideal" that George Counts believed had risen from the-na-
tion's agrarian roots (Feinhp.Tg, 1975). Significantly, the demands of
technology and world conditions stopped the progress of groups like the
Bureau of Intercultural Education from working primarily with
classroom educators during the 30s and redirected the bureau's efforts
toward research. But -child centered" educational thought persisted. The
American public has always believed in the principle that the education
system be a system of election for positions of higher leadership aria
economic status and the minority community has believed it inure
strongly than the majority.

In addition to the historical practices and attitudes noted above, two
major ideas come to the public's awareness and in turn, have had to be
examined by the courts. One is that different microsocieties make up this
nation, so the ones that are not numerically significant have had to fight
fur recognition or opt to side with others who have common interests and
flak/therm. The second is that there is a myth that schools are a speedway to
leadership place and economic power ( Warner, Havighurst, Loeb, 1944;
Tesconi and Hurwitz, 1974). In addition to white collar ieadership, perhaps
we should take a closer look at terminal vocational curriculum, including
bilingualism, as an integral part of a group of saleable skills. This allows
for bilingual multicultural education to strengthen or develop an attitude
towards vocational education that can be further developed; bilingual
education practice may have more to do with the full development of the
individual.
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Though recent litigation seeking to clarify linguistic and cultural
pluralism began near the turn of this century. momentum has increased
since 1954. The poor and disfranchised minorities no longer sit still behind
the facade that the schools can be managed humanely. They have stepped
up a process of sending educators and legislators messages from their
positions in society.

Keeping in mind the times and historical. contexts in which some
educational leaders spoke, we may also see the development of "'hope for
educational opportunity." Progressives like John Dewey and George
Counts, with the national interests broadly defi .1, asked the question,
"How can schools best serve the national intere,,(:"' To erome Bruner, and
other curriculum builders, the question , 'I-1(»w. can a subject best be
taught?" To the romantics, the question a What is school for'?" To the
abolitionists like Ivan Ilich, the question was, ''How can we best get an
education?" (Postman and Weinga 'cr. 11( :3 The question for educ.-tors
concerned with providing educat '.'or all was logically constructed as,

Who are the Chicanos and 1,v1-i do they have to speak to get an
education ?" The fact that all 1- . hese questions have conic) up at education
committee and court hearings demonstraees an awareness of a national
education attitude by all of American society. As a result, the minority
community had to assemble, define, and reflect upon knowledge effec-
tively. Whatever was sythsized had to he reported; the history had to be
recorded in litigation and legislation The educational community's move
toward object orientation had begun.

The art of administering a multicultural educational institution has
primarily taken its cues from the courts. Up to 1977, only three disserta-
tions had offered any insights. The courts have shown caution, thought
and a concrete basis in responding to the bilingual education movement.
They have recognized a right and a deprivation and have required school
and con' munity involvement as a factor in facilitating educational
change; mach has been learned from the failure of court-ordered desegre-
gation. At the same time that the publkpt large is putting pressure) on
government (including the courts to get out, the minority community
continues to rely on the courts to retain jurisdiction so that school
authorities remain accountable.

Reading the 1968-72-74-78 national and California 1968 and 1974
liiling(-11 education guidelines will speed the reader down an alley of
cm. -41 ambiguity. Those g.idelines did not set the direction of
lanl ISM in education, they basically encouraged it. In order to
give some :Ous to the desires of the community we must first note that in
practice, bilingual education has not taken place on a significant scale.
Unfortunately. what has transpired is a mixing of English and another
language in the teaching technology accurately identified as English as a
Second Language (ESL), a valid component of some programs (Boyer.
1978: Chavez, 1977i. The educational approach termed -bicultural" is, in
actuality. "cross- cultural ", addressing multiple cultures (Fishman, 1966:
Kjolseth, l'971). From the beginning, the -bilingual/bicultural" ideal was
not carefully defined. Historically, the cart, bilingual education philos-
ophy, was put before the horse, trained bilingual educators. It was a
political compromise (Lan r. Nichols, 1974) and in line with the logic of

4 .
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collective action in avoiding uniformity because it often leads to conflict
(Olson, 1965).

A number of decisions need to be made in order to achieve a more precise
definition of the bilingual education target group, including a decision on
the degree of English proficiency per grade needed to learn in English and
further the development of tests that measure oral and written language
proficiency. This should include community input and regional considera-
tions.

O.I. Romano proposes that there is diversity within the Chicano com-
munity because aligning a community under one banner or philosophy
will facilitate total and irrevocable Americanization. If this were to occur,
historical alternatives, freedoms in personal choice of life-styles, and
community diversity would be permanently entombed in the histories of
the past (Romano, 1971). This anthropologist also notes that the trend
toward outpatient philosophy, tending to diminish geographically-based
institutions, brings up the alternatives of schools without walls for the
bilingual learner. Without the alternatives, some learners would see
themselves as being in the center of the Dehumanization Cyclone as
follows:

DEHUMANIZATION CYCLONE

Meta-physical

Ideals

Desi res

Peers

Community
Functions

Values

Expectations

Adults

Socialization
of student

Teachers

Parents

Beliefs

The legal issues of language pluralism have been, at times, intertwined
with court actions involving issues of desegregation (Drake, 1979; Tesconi
and Hurwitz, 1974; Padilla, 1976). Challenges to restraints on pluralism
have con-ie from various groups, but because of educational failures, a
majority of them have come from an Hispanic plaintiff.

Sub-conscious

Dreams

Attitudes
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To begin a look at the issue of bilingualism, integration and assimila-
tion, we can look at the 1954 case of Hernandez v. Texas, which legally
established Hispanics as an identifiable class (Hernandez v. Texas, 1954;
Cisneros v. Corpus Christi, 1972). Clearly, this case has its significance as
an issue of race that is not synonymous with language. It was not until
1971 that Armando Hendon and another writer put this thought in
pointed terms by speaking of the responsibility Hispanic individuals and
communities must share. His text states:

By admitting to being Chicano, to being this new person, we lose
nothing, we gain a great deal. Any Mexican-American afraid to join
with the Chicano cause can only be afraid of himself and afraid of the
Gringo . . . We can no longer be the Anglo's 'Pancho'. (RendOn,
1971; Gonzales, 1972).

In 1971, in the case of the United States v. State of Texas, the case of
bilingualism was used as a positive element in integration. The Hispanic
had been established as an identifiable minority so they were eligible to
receive protection from ethnic and racial discrimination under Title VI of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The statute provides that:

No person in the United States shall, on the grounds of race, color, or
national origin, be excluded from participation in, he denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial assistance, IP.L. 88-352, 1964).

The court decision gave educators positive and specific steps by adopting
a plan that included extensive bilingual bicultural components. It pro-
moted the notion that this type of educational philosophy was educational
enrichment for all students as well as positive steps in developing a
-un:.tary system," one of integrated language, cultural and racial units,
(Swain v. Charlotte-Meeklenburg, 1970). The assimilationist function of
the school was an historical reversal in this case and the value of bilin-
gualism remained in its ability to provide equal educational opportunity,
including culture and language; this time, however, with equal emphasis
for Anglo students. The community made the courts recognize a social
reality as a legal factor.

In the case of Lau v. N s ( 1974) the court held that bilingual
education is one means of recce, ing equal educational opportunity Lou( v.
Nichols, 1974; HEW Memorandum, 1970). This case did not remain a test
of bilingual education as a constitutional right because support for the
final ruling came from the Civil Rights Act of 1964. The significance of
this case was that the court recognized the schools' request and the target
community's right to participate in the development of an educational
plan for its children. The courts limit but don't hesitate to direct or allow
community and policy-maker behavior. It was a decision arriving at the
legal right of individuals to equal educational opportunity and equal
protection based on civil, collective rights.

In 1972, one year after the original Lau complaint, theSerna v.Portalcs
Municipal Schools case appeared. Though they are very similar, this case
was intended to test the constitutional right of the learner to bilingual
education. The federal court decided in favor of the plaintiff and based its
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decision squarely on the constitutional issue. The courts concluded that
when children are placed in a school atmosphere that does not adequately
reflect their educational needs, the children do not have equal educational
opportunity and a violation of the constitutional right to equal protection
exists. The U.S. Supreme court did not affirm nor reject this reasoning in

the Loo case as summarized above. Yet the constitutional right to biling-

ual education has its precedent and its argument legally develeT,ed

(Grubb, 197-1; Teitelbaum and Heller, 1977; Rivera, 19701.
Note may he made of the c-artn' actions. They may be seen as seed

building, one e.Itahl.shment o .
legal right leading to another. The courts

have been intentionally narrow in their legal opinions. The community
and the lawyers have had to study the law to make their case; at the same
time they've had to take the time to respond, and have become more
object- oriented.

In significant court cases involving bilingual education, the winners
have had to help with the remedies, not only the court. This has prov
an opportunity for the community to infuse its culture into the school

curriculum culture. Even the guidelines for federal project proposals in-

vite this approach. This activity is the saving factor in maintaining a
person-orientation; the rule of law returns to the rule of persons.

The preceeding cases indicate the following for educators and the
community. The Constitution and the Civil Rights Act have positive

implications for educational pluralism. First, let's note that the courts, in
supporting this ideal, have not ruled that bilin,,aal education contributes

to the development or preservation of one's cultural heritage (Appleton,

1978). Even in the favorable U.S. v. State of Texas, the purpose of the

mandate was to encourage assimilation, and in the case of Serra these
programs are for integration.

Direct inferences may be drawn from these two cases. The Anglo

culture can be said to be an object oriented culture; the hispanic culture is
commonly thought of as a person oriented culture (Ramirez and Cas-
taneda. 1974). These decisions. as exemplified by U.S. v. State of Texas,

must be saying that in order to fully participate in society economically

and politically, the minority culture must become object-oriented. As

uncomfortable as it can seem we must remember that the first change
the desire to participate results in the most important aspect of assimi-

lation.
First of all. the social change is not one of(l.ading Spanish for English; it

is a Chicano cultural change of object-orientation toward a rule of laws
and away from a. rule of persons. The remaining culture has been pro-
foundly redirected. Like many other cultures that immigrate to the U.S.
this basic change in orientation is a major contributor to the process of

making ali °kis middle class general Americans, although it takes longer
tier Hispanics. Second, let's note that the number of people being affected is

at the heart of all court decisions dealing with bilingual/multicultural
education Espinosa, Foote, and Garcia, 1979; Time, 1978). Third. let's

note that segregation is permissible if it's to the ne5t of the student,
Siaen v. Charlotte. 1970: Roos. 1978), and integration is inaccessible

+Keyes v. School District Number I, 1974: Rosenfelt, 1973; Bomberry.

197-1. lVaubaun 1976'. Fourth, -educational accountability" must exist
through a ne education including due process. The fifth implicit-
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thin, though not specifically mentioned in the courts, can be d(Tived from
Title VI or the Civil Rights Act of 1961 ;end resultant community action
based on these factors. We [mist redirect our training ()fa failure oriented
educational system by accepting students based on the preparation thuy
take to school and the cult ure they bring with them ( K irst, 1978; Valverde
and Brown., 19781.

Sixth. we need to note that the parents will bring on the war of the
worlds, if the school managers don't respond to the legal and humane
educational rights oft he individual. Lawsuits will continue to be used as a
tool of the otherwise powerless community against or, at times, in favor of
school officials caught between the general public and the educationally
under-served public. Judicial authority will enter only when there are
claims of educational administration defaults. The courts are weary and
increasingly incapable of running the schools; yet. they will. A represen-
tative number of the five percent of the appeals the U.S. Supreme Court
chooses to hear are (elan educational nature (U.S. Notes am/ Pr orid Report.
1979r. Educators must accept the fact that society is using the schools to
help solve in; ransigent social problems:mei must accept. the rosponsibility
of administering the schools. even after the courts have intervened. The
government. is of laws administered by men (Serrano v. Priest. 1971).

Seventh. these same educators must do the best they can for the
linguistically different students they serve, with the resources they have
in providing meaningful bilingual crosseultural education. Linguistic dif-
ferences must no longer be treated as mental retardation though they
continue to he seen as such (Nordin, 1977).

By historical design, the court cases, and their implication fir educa-
tional administration, have primarily focused on the least that can be
done.. But if administrators do not want the courts to impinge on their
educational leadership they must implement a complete and meaningful
educational plan that takes its cue from law, but derives its overriding
directive from the idea of being fair to ;ell others. One must clearly demon-
strate concern for the other person. This direct. ! take students far
beyond equipping them with the three Rs .tod love , 1,e

Tanfieq: is warning that the public sees :lie schools as a vital :notion of
society focusing specifically on the t he rndic ral hool, an
administrator who employs humane -:;rttgen,, school
beneficial f i e r a l l its students (Tanner 1 1 e . . s i l l ',Iola
mosaic of social issues and conchtior - in p; Brig t ity of'
benefits beyond mere equal (ducat. anal op; ,r1 twit y. !:!minas
-Law of Last Entry, act ually a hype. hcsis, st (Ltd a. last to ..rrive
ire th! least to profit. Because it is bits- t 114. .,:)Ct`,--' of an
object-oriented American society we act mew! 1 to keep from
emit inuing.

To bring the court, actions into a concept 11 frame of reference, .he use
of Paulo Freire 1!(70) and Tormis Atencio!s; ::74/ theoretical co- ,.pts are
used to interpret. social action and teach object, tb. inch.tiej,
in the education process I [ikes, I 973:.

The Chicano population has had to think about and accept modern
Clines as requiring a system of laws and no longer just to palobro
horn hrr, a man's word. This acceptance can be looked at through a concept
of the academic education process: thought, action, and reflection forming,
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a spiral. In this concept there exists a tension of opposites: action on one
side of the elliptical spiral and thought on the other. It is crucial that the
tension be focused on intellectual, not racial action. Knowledge for
subsequent action would he derived from a synthesis of the previous
action. Knowledge, which one must make, organize, recognize, and use.
leads to another cycle of thought, action and reflection. This would move
the spiral upward and improve man's condition. Knowledge derived from
this process would logically be at a higher level. A visual depiction follows.

ACADEMIC EDLICA'flON PROCESS

Phase I

Specific
Educational

Administration Remedy
Courts
Community
denote

Phase II

Legal Seed
Planted

Narrow Legal
Constructool

liesearrlier --,- Administrator
Informs ---"" Implements

Legal School Community
Connotation _ Act ions

Iiistories
Conducted

Schools
lieSpIld

File Suit

- Analysis
- _ _ of Arm t fence

, Public Reflects

Major Thought-
Itesiloiim.-Retlection

Desires
Responses
Integrated

Multiple Effects

The success ()flu palabra del hombre rests in El Oro del Barrio, the gold
of the barrio, in the form oforal history, folklore, personal history, cultural
values and art. El Oro del Barrio is recognized as memory, through the
reporting and recording of historical events. The recording in oral tradi-
tion would suffice among the Chicano community but not in the macro-
society: there, it has to he written. Minority presence has been and con-
tinues to he documented; one's brotherly co-existence must be recorded.
Because this action is new, the actors have been teachers and students at
the same time; the action is a planned and deliberate action. In litigation it
has had to be compromised because of the nature of a court of law (Leslie,
19781. It is important to note that an event that later found itself in a court
of law could have originally been an unplanned and undeliberate one in
the course of barrio, community life; but, the action that followed the first
reflection became a deliberate action. Every time this event occurs, it
underlines the fact that the Chicano community is practicing a shift
towards object-orientation in their social behavior.
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The 11111(rent gc);II of tIii :1(",1*(1C1111(' 4111.1C16011;II process IS aimed at
causing change in social, political. ;Ind commun.. structures that impair
oar's tilt 'mate hurnanizaation. Vithin this pr(1(1.5:4 is ar: element of 'r(
spend The individuals practicing this procr..s must take their
histnrical. cultural and cosmic roots and analyze and reflect upon them to
t he degree that they are aware of the social, economic. and political factors
in their lives. Through the individual's gain of knowledge, awareness,
skills and capabilities. the person is obligated to respond in an effort to
adjust. with the risk of changing to an unfavorable human condition. that
nidehumanization. While noting that this nation is the sum of its parts we
inust realize that choosing among the direction of twonr more cultures is a
had choice to have to make. Within the American way ()ilt. the dominant
philosophy of the rule of law has predominantly been Pursued: otherwise.
democracy would be impossible. If' we had only the rule of men, only the
powerful would rule. In simplified view the question becomes, -How
can wi. have a rule of law which does not dehurmnize people!" We must
arrive creative living. a free type of living that obligates the person to
avoid mipaiing (idlers. freedom and humanization and pursue universal
briitherhnod. The issue, then. is to preserve brotherhood and avoid having
to make a complete shift in object orientation.

In the social context, an aware person can choose to ac.t out the unit of
thought action- reflection on a pC of an event lir a completed one. Addi-
tionally. the Restdatur does not feel that there is deft..,i in not accomplish-
ing it desired goal: the goal may have been set for high under present

wietid conditions.

LA RESOLANA PROCESS

In progress. fhough Various Levels In regression: thought

reflection

act ion

thought.

action

refleCtiOn

attempt reversal
of direction

While attempting to cninhine and expand Freire and At encin's
linughts. an area of discrepancy must he noted: additinnally, note that
ienciols direction has been accepted since it iippears to he more concrete.

in reirels vh.w. education must start with the learner's everyday life as a
ha sis. including their culture and language. l b.. asserts that. people create
and recreate their culture for themselves; it is not. a historical given. In
this, he differs with Atncio since the latter sees man's history as an
accumulation of recorded events.

Rut overall. Freire and Atencio's theory, as modified, has been acted or:c
in the courts. Court action is symbolically. at the least, and legally. at the
most, demanding the right to part icipatinn in the decision of Third World
iiffair.s. Thy existence ,.r but not, human affairs has stopped. The 1st

111Ct in and the wnld- has been given a chance of being attained
Feire. 11)7(1; 2 7).
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('onsuientizat ion rofers to the process in which people. not as recipients,
but as knowing sir' ets, achieve a deepening awareness both of the
socio-cultural reality ih,rt sh. cies their lives and of their capacity to
transform that reality Frei re, 1)70; 21-22). 'Fins process. and the fact that
r is fluid and in flux, does not put any time demands on anyone; the
only necessity is to routinely ass( where we are with one another and
with humanity at large. For Freire, "consciousness- is never a mere
reflection of but a reflection upoo, material reality (Freire, 1970: 29).

Starting with experience and moving through conscientization, we
move toward middle-class American objectification, the cognitive process
i articulating experience goes on. What we must be careful not to lose in

this: process is the awareness that brotherhood has as much importance to
equality, liberty and freedom. Feeling and thinking about oppres-

sion is not enough, action must be taken against it. And individuals and
communities have demonstrated a willingness to compromise by going
through years of court action. Furthermore, this exemplifies the dif-
ference between experiencing determinism and being determined to be
free.

But. there is no attempt. to he separate in the court actions. The macro-
society and the micro-society are, as we have noted, part of total society in
the United States, a whole that would not be without its parts. Articles 1
and 1 al of the U.S. ( ,nstitution gave us direction as to how to achieve and
keep the whole. Th art action is important but not all-inclusive. It has
put the minority situation into terms and into a process with which the
United States, "First World," is familiar the courts. More directly , in
respect to the immigrant, the consciousness has transcended the hasic
bio!ogical needs. Bilingualism is also being supported on an integrated
basis by popular art. both perfOrmed and visual, that until recently was
supported financially by the community ( Valdez, 1979). The fact that
bilingual education contains much controversy and heated internal dis-
cussion is a good )-.ign for the reason that it indicates no manipulation. The
leaders do not know, a priori, where they want to end up. It will be
0-termined during and by the process.

Pena and Tirado have made comments and analysis on events that have
been formulated by a common ideology. While Peba notes the historical
events of el priori m ien to he' concludes that we have yet to organize and give
direction to our leaders. Tirado offers the solution in the form of fewer
organizations with multiple functions, those being political, economic,
social, and cultural. Deluvina Hernandez takes an expanded view of
Tirado's proposal. She proposes a La Raza Satellite System, a social action
system based on ethnic identification for meaningful social interaction
I Peim, 1975; Tirado, 1970; Hernandez, 1970). Educational reforms, as
with all revolutions, must be hosed in the people.

Those involved in the support groups must develop an object-oriented
political philosophy that does not continue a transformation of Americans
into objects.

One of the greatest experiments in modern American education offi-

cially began in 1908 and can become institutionalized if we, the educators
and community. deal directly and openly with the hidden curriculum.
Bilingual educational philosophy has a history dating back centuries so
we must take what other countries have developed and build on it. 01'
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crucial importance is recognition of the fact, that an aspect of our English
educational ba.sis, teaching in English and Latin, may indicate that his-
tory is coming hill circle i(1;tt hot-Ile-Hardy, 111771. It %vas the humanist
philosophy of education in the 1.(tamissance that originated in and ex-
panded from the Nltliterritni,nb, that held that all students be taught in a

they understood. This historical development, coupled with the
cultural elements of socicty,give us theopportunity to develop civilization
further.

The process has visible person-orientation signs as reflected in the
procedure for exercising one's vote, the (it'll services, con-
sumer education, manpower training, bilingual court interpreters and the
population census. This is a step beyond financing and promuting, under-
standing. respect and acceptance of other cultures, including traditions,
values and orientat ion. The courL- have shown that decisions are math, in
relation to educational situations and the people can now show that. a
decisive i.,,sponst, can further change the results of the action taken on the
decision. Thus it is person-orientation and brotherhood with others, and
ultimately with oneself, that keeps us 1111111;ln i111(1 111()W 11S to
IW(1)1111' t1/1;111 and irreversibly object.- Oriented.

Th.. dynamic,: act Ions a the community, and re,;ponses of the
courts. are now a history of hilingunl bicultural education. one of the
educat ional remedies for cultural minority students. 'Phis results in the
acceptance oleo It tires t hat cannot he changed, and resisting ;icceptance of
that which is not acceptable. III 010 process, the changed 211norican
emerge..
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CROSS-CULTURAL EDUCATION AND AN ARISTOTELIAN

MODEL OF WELTANSCHAUUNG

James Steve Counelis
University of San Francisco

The current no in American education that has the official
labels "bilingual" and "multicultural." contains within it many parochial
agendas. But there is inherent in the reality of a culturally plural Ameri-
can people th,,? open opportunity for an objective cross-cultural education
for the children in America's lower schools a cross cultural education
that is beyond the parochialism of ethnic group maintenance.' It is toward
the achievement of an open and objective cross-cultural education that a

mbolc paradigm of LVe/tanschartung suggeFted. For this approach to
have formal and substantive viability, there are two premises of cross -
cultural education that require exposure and explanation. Theseare:111a
systematic concept of culture; 121 the formal characteristic of cross-
cultural curricula.

Premise of Systematic Cultural Theory

Cultural theory appears to be in disarray, fOr there is little that serious
students of culture hold in common under the rubrics "culture" and -cul-
tural." From the 1952 Kroeber and Kluckholm study of concepts and
definitions of culture,2 on through Honigmann's 1973 Handbook of Social
and Cultural A tithropoliwy,3 to Bernardi's 1977 edited volume The Con-
cipls and Dynamics oll'ulture.4 a wide dispersion of contents and overlap-
ping perspectives on culture arc documented. Current instruction in the
theory and science of culture reflects this rather anomalous status of
scientific opinion about. it. Systematic education is complicated by such
unsettled science, especially for teacher programs in bilingual/
multicultural education. For this writer, Verene's Mon and Culture: A
Philosophical Anthology 119701 was remarkably clarifying!'

The presence of such a bewildering variety of ideas and details about
culture presents a problem of information overload. For scientists or
teachers, this information overload is intolerable and they have two
modes of response open to them. One response is to select one idea or facet
or illustrative fact around which the notion of culture is built. The second
response is to raise the level of conceptual abstraction wherein the diver-
sity of ideas and facts can remain and he used to understand them holisti-
cally. The response of this writer is to do the latter, for the diversity of
ideas and facts should not he lost through any exfoliative process such as
the first response. But the choice of the abstractional device remams.
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By persuasion, this writer is a conceptual Gestalt ist vim finds attrac-
tive and useful systematic holistic perspectives upon any facet of science.
This writer believes that an applied coherence theory ofknowledge qual-
itatively enhances the v;diclity and reliability (demise/1md knowledge.
hence, general systems beery among many holistic approaches is in the
arniamentorium of this writer's studies." And in this situation, wherein
cross-cultural education is the goal, the requirement of a systematic
holistic concept is found to be inherent, formally and substantively. The
Aristotelian model of IVellonselow Hog suggested here provides such a
systematic holistic theory of culture, Had sociologists and anthropologists
provided some equally useful systematic and holistic framework for cul-
ture that possessed the consensual validity of their guild, this writer
would have opted for I t . T1, tic character attic. Aristotelian model of

elionschuoung will he described; however, the second premise on the
formal character of cross-cult ural curricula must he dealt. with first.

Formal Preouse of ross-Cullurol Educulion
The underlying premise for all comparative study, regardless of disci-

One, is that the items under study must be members of the same class,
lence t integumentary systems of the fox, bat and lizard are appropri-

ate subjects for comparat i vt. study; but the incandescent bulb, a fuse and a
microphone may not be studied comparatively if they were thought tee
belong tee a set of frequency modulating instruments.

In the formal sense, cross-cultural education assumes that "culture" is
defined so that the ter ni "culture" means the same thing in such phrases as
"Balinese culture," -Finnish culture. and "Paleolithic culture," Thus
each of these designated culture's would belong to the wane class, "cul-
ture." But with differences of opinion within the scientific community as
to what "culture" is, the fnrrnal definition of the class "culture" is likely to
be fuzzy. (liven tin eippropriately defined class ICI called "culture" SKI,
cross-cult oral educat ion I X. l is defined formally as a study of a given set of
cult ten s:

K. .1. f ( Ki, K, . K,I. Ill

:Symbolic Proposition No. 1 reads.. Cross-cultural education IX,.) is defined
as being a study that is a function (era given sell( II of "cultures" I Ku, 1K2

. . K,I.
Cross-cultural education has as further formal character. This is the fact

thii: cross-cultural education has t he inherent notions of cenparison and
contrast, that is the dein-teat ion of similaritics and differences between
tend .imong cultures. Bet \\aqui o culture's, this would be formally desig-
nated by !embolic Proposition No. 2:

X, f(11 K2 iK, 1(2)1. I'll

Symbolic Proposition No. 2 reads: ( 'toss cultural education is defined tube
the stud:: of ac pan' of cultures iK and wherein the comparisons or
similarities WI ) and th differences (cc. contrasts (K1 - lyre are dc-
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lineated, given that ki andK2 are members of the class( '. The generalized
form ul tins l'orrital definition id cross-cultural education Ceitck:

X. .t..1 f 1:2') (K1 - 1(2 :II

Syinholw Proposition No. ;I: reads: Cross-cultural education is defined to
he the pair -wise study of cultures (11.-si hervin the similarities or com-p:in:ions lizi and differences or contrasts (KJ K2) are delineated,
Riven t hat the K's are members of class C.

S,yrnholic Propositions Nos. I and :I fulfill the formal premises of
cross- cultural education. The Aristotelian model of Weltanschauang
given below will fulfilithe first premise of cross-cult oral education so that
t he formal premises can be accomplished by the data organized through
this Aristotelian model of Weltanschauung.

The Ilumun Ularerse

11i1;ob van Ucxklill, a philosophical anthropologist, provides a iseltil
into cult lire. .1. Fraser describes 1.)exIctilfs idea of I 'aucelt as

. According to Uexktill, for each animal the worldas-perceived is
determined by the potential fund ions of the totality olds receptors
and effectors. Its receptors determine the world of all possible
sti mu t hat ! he ;Milli:II experience: he calls t his M, Our //.t hat
is the animal's universe of signals. The sum of all possible responses
is determined by the effectors of the animal form its IVO: eft, or

universe of possible actions. The dynamic combination of the
Ater/m.4'0 and tt'irku makes up the animal's Umircit, best ren-
dered into English as the animal's -specific universe."

The generalization of Uexkiill's t; Fared! to humans is found in the German
term Weltanschaaung -- a world view. This notion comprehends the
species specific universe of men. This notion comprehends and orders the
values, preferences, tastes and behaviors of human beings within an
identifiable framework, that is the operations and operational outlook on
and in a given group's world. And though social facts, like socio-economic
class, race, geographic dispersion, and interests separato people into
groups, it is the operational effect of different languages thatsspcifically
divide people. To use a biblical analogy, the miracle of Peri.tecost did not
undo the divisive effects of God's dispersion of people upon His destruction
of the Tower of Babel." Hence the term Wetionschou Hog is a term which
denotes a people's language-specific universe, be it Spanish, Uzbek, or
Samoan. And in this paper, Weltanschauung will be used in this sense.

Generically, the language-specific universes of men will be modeled
through the application of Aristotle's causal categories. It is through these
causal categories that the deta its of language .;pecifi C universes are to be
comprehended as common patterns. The Aristotelian model of Wel-
tanschauung is a data reduction instrument through which common pat-
terns of details within Wellanschattungen are perceived. This writer be-
lieves that this concept of (tiItonschonnng is at a sufficiently high enough
level of fihstraction so as to achieve the curricular intent of cross-cultural
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education, ciz, the objective, systematic pairwise comparison and contrast
of language-specific universes Weltanschauungen.

:Aristotelian Madel of Weltanschauung

It was Aristotle's observation the c things, natural and social, were
constructed out of t he same generic elements or "causes." These he num-
bered to be four: ( 1) the formai cause; (2) the material cause; (3) the
efficient cause; (4) the final cause." By the formal cause, he denoted the
structural elements-in-pattern that formed any object, e.g., the wall and

nucleus of cell, the post-and-lintel system of a building, the exoskeletons
of insects. The material cause for Aristotle consisted of the substance or
substrata out of which an object was made, e.g., silicon in glassware, RNA
and DNA in genes, and the Democratic majority in the United States
( 'ongress. Aristotle's efficient cause delineated the principle of internal
motion by which an object is operated. Thus, electricity operates a light
bulb, metabolism sustains the life of tissues, and gravity governs the
movement of the moon around the earth, all of these beingexamples of the
efficient cause. The final cause or telos is for Aristotle the purpose or goal
which governs the object under study. For nothing is without purpose in
Aristotle's 'vision. This teleological view is being better understood by
scientists today, especially those who are systems oriented.") Hence, in-
tegumentary systems have the purpose of covering and holding soft tis-
sues and organs together within the bodies of animals; wolves hunt in
packs because the pack ha . the goal of effective food procurement; and
voting by ballot has the purpose of distributing political power equally
among citizens. In describing Aristotle's causal categories, the examples
were drawn from a wide range of natural and social phenomena. This was
done to illustrate the generic applicability of these causal categoriesand

hence their abstractive resolving power.
From the perspective of the individual, his everyday life is a melange of

cognitive, affective, actional, and intersubjective detail. But these details
are not without pattern, they are not random. Indeed, these details are
experiences whose pattern and meaning are determined and assessed by

the person and his society. Additionally, these details are patterned into
individuals through systematic socialization processes. The basic pattern

We/tot/sr/um/mg is the language-specific universe within which the
person and his group live, work and play. Human beings cannot live
otherwise, lest they become schizoid, paranoid or silent catatonics.

Viewed through Aristotle's holistic framework, every language-specific
universe contains within it four inter-related generic categories of human
data. These categories are intended to map out any Weltanschauung
within which particular people live. They are: ( I) cosmology (C) which
reflects the formal cause; (2) ethos (E) which reflects the material cause;
(3) dynamics ((1) which reflects the efficient cause; (4)eschaton or telos (T)

which reflects the final cause.
By cosmology (C), reference is made to the vector ofobjective observa-

tions people make about their world and the pattern of meanings they
impose upon t hem. For instance, the Copernican system, Nirvana, the
pantheon of Classical Greece and Rome, the upper and lower jaw of' the
Polynesian wharc-wananga, the nitrogen cycle, the Nicene-
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Constantinopolitan Creed of 381 A.D., RNA and DNA, and the Hawthorne
effect, reflect cosmological patterns imposed upon objectively observed
realities at a given time and place by particular men. These imposed
"pictures" carry cognitive and affective meanings. Within the context of
this paper, the formal causecosmology has been given the categorical
title "Cosmology and Ethics."

By ethos (El reference is made to institutions and human acts. It is a
vector of valuational methods, values, axiological structures attached to
institutions, institutional and human behavior. Political loyalty, the
aesthetic of Bauhaus architecture and furniture, the nation state system,
Aztec human sacrifices, mysticism, and the sacramental system of salva-
tion are illustrative of ethos (Er, each institution, institutional act, and
human behavior embodying value and moral practice. Axiological rank-
ings concerned with imperatives and goals such as justice. equity, rights,
excellence, the beautiful, humanity and the common wcai, mercy and the
good are included in ethos (El. Among the valuational methods included
would be those inspired by philosophical procedures, games theory, simu-
lation processes, and the optimizing equations of linear programming.
Within the context of this paper, the material cause ethos has been
given the categorical title "Social Forms: Institutions and Acts."

Dynamics (d) refers to the vector contttining the principle of internal
motion that makes objects of the real work, and the cosmos itself' function
as a psychic, social and physical reality. One could include the three
common laws of thermodynamics, F rend's idleg,a'superego system of per-
sonality dynamics, Fleisenberg's principle of indeterminacy, and the
Keynesian multiplier within this vector. Within this paper, the et' -nt
cause dynamics (ill has been given the categorical title "I. in
Behavioral Principles."

Te/os (T) refers to the vector containing ordained purposes, goals, and
the Itimate." Among prominent examples of te/os (7') are Jefferson's
t rn of phrase in the Declaration of Independence of "life, liberty and the
p,rsuit of happiness," the goals of the Hippocratic oath, the purposes and
canons of the American Bar Association, the continuation of the species
through its reproductive system. purpose in basic research. Within this
paper, the final clause teh; (T) has been given the categorical title

Within the physical manifolds of time and space that is man's envion-
ment (Z), language-specific universes Weltansehauungen arc com-
prehensive in scope but never total in detail. By hypothesis, science, or
commonsense, men impose order and boundaries upon the chaos observed
before them. Men assign meaning to their structured views in order to live
the observed realities around them without fear and paranoia, The stark
reality of death the obvious physical dissolution of physical man is
most leareti. Men cope with death through telex ( 7') in their world con-
struct.

In addition, Weltanschauungen are never complete and none is a totally
closed system. Further, no Weltanschauung is ever rigorously structured
and none is ever ontologically pure. The nature of man, an open systems
object of n-dimensions, does not permit it. Same Wellanschanungen are
theistic as Orthodx Christianity while others are non theistic such .as
radical Marxists or secular humanists. Some are eclectic, id,.alist,
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rationalist, realist or empirical. Some are obliterative ofman's nature and
others are integrative. All Weitanschauungen evolve over time and gen-

erations.''
Having defined the objective elements in any Weltanchauung, through

the application of Aristotle's causal categories, Symbolic Proposition No. 4

presents the Aristotelian model of Weltanschauung:

\ (kr 7,1( C 141

Symbolic Proposition No. 4 reads, A Weltanschauung (IV) a language

specific universe is defined to be function of the intersection between
the cosmology and the ethos (('r\ 1,:) held and practiced by persons and
institutions W) in the presence of specific historical observabls in their
milieu ), the IVe/tanschauung leading to particular goals or trios CIO '2
The application of these Aristotelian categories to the language-specific
universes of Americans and Greeks billows.

A MeriCan (111d Greek Universes

Given the d;2finitional character of the four causes within the notion of
Weitanschauung construed as a language-specific universe of men, one

can see the application of this Aristotelian model of Weltanschauung in
chart form. American and Greek Weltanschauungen are outlined in
( 'harts 1 and 2, respectively. However, the detailed scholarship that went
into the creation of these charts is not presented here, this requiring a
separate paper in itself. The charts, themselves, are the point of this paper.
Cross-cultural education becomes possible when two or more Wel-

cznschauungen are systematically construed through this single formal
model, due to Aristotle's causal categories. Given any other equally com-
prehensive formal model of culture, similar charts as these given here can

he constructed systematically fbr cross-cultural instruction.'3.

CHART NO. 1

AMERICAN WORLD VIEW PRINCIPLES AND DATA

PRINCIPLES DATA

COSMOLOGY AND I. Deistic Separation of Cosmology and Ethics:

ETHICS 1(1 2. Man's Nature: Resourceful, Reliant,
Freewilled, independent, and a Possessor of
Inalienable Rights:

3. The Secular is Public; the Religious is Private;

4. Pragmatic Non-Metaphysical Materialist
Approach to Problem Solving in Science, the
Arts. and Policy.

2-
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CHART NO. 1
AMERICAN WORLD VIEW PRINCIPLES AND DATA (Continue&

S( /CIA L FORMS:
INSTITCTIONS
AND :WI'S II )

I. A Written Constitution Guaranteeing a
Republican Form of Government;

2. Bills of Rights:
The Civic Dogma on Chu rch'State Separat:,.n;

4. Religiously Neutral Government. supportive
of Religious Endeavors in all Fields for
Reasons of Broad Social Benefits to Society as
Whole;

Parents' Rights and Responsibilities for the
Education of Their (Tiildrem

6. Equality of Opportunity:
7. Cultural Pluralism.

C i'MAN
BEHAVIORAL
PRINCIPLES left

I. One Mait'One Vote:
L. Open Democratic Process 01 Public

Government and in Public and -or Private
Corporations:

:t. Institutionalized Competition Built upon
Personal Motivation, Initiative, and
Creativity.

4. The Presumption of Goodwill;
5. The Presumption of Innocence;
6, Altruistic Motives for Public Stewardship;
7. fluman Concern for Others, e.g., The

Underdog:

8. The Asymmetric Balancing of Human Liberty
and Social Order in Favor of Human Liberty.

TELI ly 1 T1 1. The Declaration of I ndependene-: Life, Liberty,
and the Pursuit of Happiness;

2. The Preamble of the 11.S. Constitution:
National Unity, Justice, Domestic
Tranquility, the ('urn Won Defence I sicl, the
Gencral Welfare, and the Blessings of Liberty.
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CHART NO. 2
GREEK W'.:P.LD VIEW PRINCIPLES AND DATA

PRINC 'IPLES DATA

COSNIOLO( ;Y AND
ETHILS 1 CI

I. The Nicene-Constantinopolitan Creed:
2. Demiurge God, Man and Satan;
3. Creatiomktisis; and, Natural Law,Phy.,!,..,
4. Divine Providence and Grace;
5. Right Behavior of Men before God and Man:
6. Theodicy and Human Justice;
7. The Church Militant and the Church

Triumphant;
8. Life - utter- Death.

SOCIAL FORMS:
INSTITUTIONS

I. Nobility, Dignity and Integrity of the Person,
Family, Community. Parish, Poiis. and the

AND ACTS 1E1 Nation;
2. The Significance and Blessings of

Matrimony, Family and Children;
3. Personal Respect fcr Parents and the Elderly;
4. The Importance and Blessings of Community,

Parish, Poiis and Nation;
5. The Personal, Familial, and Social Import ()fa

Vocation and Honorable Work;
(3. The Significance of Education for Material

Livelihood and the Spiritual Life:
MathesislCa!echisis;

7. The Significance of Excellence in Human
Achievemnt;

S. The Sanctity of Creation;
9. Respect for and the Creative Utilization of

Tradition.

HUMAN
BE H A VU )RA L
PRINCIPLES 1d1

1. A Freowilled Person of n-Dimensions,
Capable of Good and Evil;

2. Human Dependency upon God Latro.'ia:
Piety, Prayer, Worship and Trust;

3. Human InterdependencyKoinonia: Living
in Community with Honor, Respect, Loyalty,
and Trust;

.1. The Equality of Men before God's Footstool
and on Earth Demokratia: Governance for
and by Equals with Justice;
Morph(;: Character Formation; and,
Paideia: Education for Civic and Vocational
Life;

6. Belief in and Witness fur Truth: Pisti.g and
Martyria;

7. ErernaiTechneiAxiai: Creative Inquiry,
Practice of the Arts, and Values;

N. The Balancing of Rationality w;th Human
Passions -- Sophia and SophroNini: Wisdom
and Sobriety;

9. Service to Others Diahonia: .11
Hospitality, Concern, and Charity;
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CHART NO. 2
(;REEK WORLD Vr -- PRINCIPLES DATA (Continuedi

TEI.OS 1'1'1

10. Personal Participation, Responsibility. arid
Loyalty to Family, Community, Parish.
Po/is and Nat; in:

11. Ethnic Identiif Det,:rrnmed by the Bonds of
Langrage and Cu)tural He-itage.

1. Proximate: Good Works, i.e., family and
chi!dren, charity, peace, ereativi:y, and
excellence in achieverw.nt;

2. Ultimate \ Ian's Faith iod. Man's Thc,.si4,
uud Persor.iil Salvation after clip Lio.:
Judi-mem.

To illustrate the instructional utility, of these Charts, permit the follow-
ing fiiur cross-cultural observations:

1. Greeks have an holistic and seamless view of their world and its
recognizable parts, while Americans have a world view of distinctly
segmented elements (Cc -

2. Americans accept the reality and positive contributions arising
from cultural pluralism, while Greeks have defined ethnic identity
by the bonds of language and cultural heritage (El-E2).

:3. Americans and Greeks share deep human concern for others (di -d2).
4. General goals for Americans are social, while general goals for

Greeks are personal and eschatological (Tr -T2).

These four cross-cultural observations between Americans and Greeks
demonstrate the fulfillment of the two premises of cross-cultural educa-
tion. viz., (1) the systematic concept of culture; (2) the formal character of
cross-cultural education. The premise concerned with a systematic con-
cept of culture is fulfilled by the generic Aristotelian model of Wel-
tanschauung. The premise concerned with the formal character of com-
parisons and contrasts in cross-cultural education is fulfilled with com-
parable items of study, the comparability being provided by the Aristote-
lian model of Weltanschauung. Hopefully, this Aristotelian model of Wel-
tanschauung will be found to be a useful tool for those who instruct in our
lower schools, though it is applicable to the instruction of all.
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LANGUAGE LATERALIZATION AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Mike Lopez
Central Washington University

The topic of localization of language function has been one of interest L.
neuropsychologists, psychohnguists and others for many years. While
controversy has continued over whether specific brai: centers can he
associated with specific language functions so that. destruction of a par-
ticular area will result in permanent loss of a specific function, most
investigators of language and the brain have been fairly certain of one
aspect of localization of language. This is the phenomenon of the left
cerebral hemisphere's dominance over language function (Penfield and
Roberts 1959. Lenneherg 19671. Research has tended to support the posi-
tion that the majority of the population use their left hemisphere for
linguistic activities, and use the right hemisphere for other activities;
spatial-perceptual, nonlinguistic activities.

An esAusive left hemispheric specialization for language function has
continue to be the orthodox position of many investigators in the field
despite certain evidence that the right hemisphere does in fact possess
soon' aspects of language. Gazzaniga, for example, found that while the
right hemisphere did not contribute to expressive language, the right
hemisphere could comprehend spoken and written nouns and was aware
of semantic properties of nouns it.,izzaniga 1970, Gazzaniga and Speri.,
1967), Butler and Norrsell 1968) also provided evidence that the right
hemisphere could do such ti, 1gs as identify pictures of familiar objects
such as a cup.

While there has been no real consensus of opinion as to the reason why
the left hemisphere should be dominant for language function and the
right hemis?here for visual-spatial function, many investigators point to
the relationship between handedness and lateralization. Left-handed in-

.

dividuals tend to be more bilateral in their language function than dex-
trals, and it is believed that this lack of hemispheric specialization among
sinistrak results in interference in the performance of visual-spatial tasks
( Levy 1969). That is, the presence of verbal processing activities in the
same hemisphere where visual-spatial processing activities are being
perfbrmed results in a decrement in performance on those visual-spatial
tasks (Goodglass and Quadfasal 1954). Levy (1969) and others (Silver-
man, Adevai. and McGough 1966; James, Mefferd, and Wieland 1967;
Miller 1971) have found that not only is there a greater discrepancy
between verbal and performance I.Q. among sinistrals than among dex-
trals, but that sinistrals also tend to perform more poorly than dextrals on
a variety of of visual-spatial ability. The development of hemispheric
s!)ecialization, then, is assumed to have evolved in the majority of the

263
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population in order to avoid the conflict and loss of efficiency that would be
caused by the requirement that one hemisphere perform possibly incom-
patible tasks (1. :y 1969).

In addition to lateralization of language, there appear to be other
differences in the ways the two hemispheres process information, that is.
the way they -think." The left hemisphere seems to he more sequential,
irialytic and inductive, whereas the right hemisphere processes informa-

tion simultaneously, wholistically, and intuitively (Ornstein 1972).
The theoretical and empirical structure that has evolved relating to

lateralization of language function has been developed using monolingual
subjects almost exclusively. The bilingual subject has been an occasional
curiosity in this research. Up until fairly recently, then, it was generally
accepted that the language lateralization characterizing monolinguals
also was true of bilinguals. Recent research has demonstrated that this
may not he the case.

Studies of bilingual aphasics demonstrate that lesions of the right
hemisphere are more likely to result in loss of language function in
bilinguals than in monolinguals. Nair and Virmani (1973), for example,
reported "-lat seventy percent of the right hemiplegics and fifty-five per-
cent of the hemiplegics in their sample showed some signs of aphasia.
Since we wou ! ordinarily expect less than five percent of monolinguals
with right hen, 'there lesions to develop aphasia, these figures are very
remarkable.

Tachistoscopi, studies of normal bilinguals have also demonstrated
differences in lateralization between bilinguals and monolinguals. In this
methodology a stimulus is presented using a tachistoscope to either the
left or right visual field. The presentation time is such that the subject.
who is focusing n a central fixation point, does not have time to shift his
gaze. Optic nerve pathways are such that information presented in the
right visual field and projected on only the left half of both retinas will be
received directly only by the left cerebral hemisphere. The right hemis-
phere will receive the information only after it has been transmitted from
the left occipital cortex via the corpus callosum. Similarly, information
presented in the left visual field will be received directly only by the
contra-lateral hemisphere. One of the original uses of this methodology
was in the determination of laterality for verbal versus spatial types of
stimuli. The fact that verbal stimuli are responded to or recognized faster
when presented in the right visual field than in the left is evidence that
these stimuli are processed by the left hemisphere. The faster processing
in one field relative to another is termed visual field effect ( VFE). Spatial
stimuli show a left visual field effect ( LVFE) because theyare processed in
the right hemisphere.

Suppose we present verbal stimuli in two languages tachistoscopically
to a bilingual using the methodology outlined above. RVFE obtained for
both languages would indicate that both languages are being processed in
the left hemisphere. However. a LVFE would indicate that there was
superior language processing ability in the right hemisphere. No visual
fl,Id effect would indicate that verbal processing was present in both
hemispheres.

Albert and Older (1978) have recently presented a review of a large
number of tachistoscopic presentation studies in which bilinguals have
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produced patterns of perfhrmance indicating that bilinguals do indeed
have natterns of language lateralization different from monolinguals.
Ham, ,-; and Lambert 41977) tested fifteen right-handed French-English
bilingaals on a reaction time task. Three of the fifteen demonstrated a
LVFE for both languages while two had a RVFE for English and a LVFE
for French. Walters and Zatorre (1978) fbund that seven of twenty-three
Spanish-English bilinguals had either no visual field effect or a LVFE for
English, while eleven of the twenty-three had no VFE or a LVFE fur
Spanish. Albert and Ohler (1978) also present their owl: d. La which
demonstrate different patterns of language laterality for English-Hebrew
bilinguals.

While the results of these and of her studies demonstrate that bilinguals
may have different patterns of language lateralization than monolingu-
als, they offer no explanation of this phenomenon. Nor do they explain
why some bilinguals develop an ambilaterality of language function while
others develop assymetrical dominance; that is, one hemisphere dominant
fin. one language., while the other hemisphere is dominant for the other
language. It can probably be assumed tha! he language acquisition his-
tory of the individual bilingual plays an important part, but just what the
dynamics are is still unclear.

While the assertion that bilinguals may have different patterns of
language lateralization from monolinguals is by no means a proven con-
clusion, it nevertheless has certain implications for second language in-
struction and also for bilingual education. It also helps to put. several
different areas of research into a single theoretical perspective that has
additional implications for the practice of bilingual education.

First, however, we must return to an aspect of hemispheric laterality
and its consequences discussed earlier. This was the explanation of the
development of hemispheric specialization in terms of the reduction of
interference that would be caused if' both verbal and spatial processing
were done by the same her-isphere. Evidence was presented that left-
handers were inferior to right-handers in the performance of tasks involv-
ing spatial processing, presumably because the left-handers' right hemis-
pheres are also involved in verbal processing (Levy 1969). On the other
hand. there is no evidence known to this writer that would indicate.that
bilinguals, are inferior to monolinguals on right-hemisphere tasks. On the
contrary, Were is evidence that bilinguals may be superior to monolingu-
als on some right-hemisphere tasks. The answer to this seeming con-
tradiction is apparently in the confounding of handedness and laterality
in studies that have found poorer performance on spatial tasks among
left-handers than among right-handers. The poorer performance of left-
handers on spatial tasks is possibly due to other factors associated with
left-handedness, and not with the eight hemisphere's participation in
language processing.

Far from interfering- with the right hemisphere's normal processing
functions, there is evidence that the presence of language in the right
hemisphere may facilitate or enhance the right hemisphere functions.
Several investigators ( Peal and Lambert 1962, Carringer 1974, Cummins
1976) have found that bilinguals perform better than monolinguals on
tests involving what may he called divergent thinking. This divergent

2
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thinking invelves right hemispheric processing, as it requires creativity,
originality, and an intuitive approach to problem solving.

We have a picture ola bilingual, then, as an individual who may process
both languages in both hemispheres, or who may he right- dominant fur
one language, left-dominant for the other. The individual does proces:,,
language in the right hemisphere, and this fact may enhance performance
on certain right hemisphere tasks. Since the right hemisphere possesses
language processing ability, it can be more involved in certain learnin;
activities than the right hemisphere of a monolingual can he. How does
this picture of a bilingual fit in with what other investigators have had to
say about the educ-dion of bilinguals or about the involvement of both
hemispheres in learning?

It turns out that one of the most innovative approaches to bilingual-
bicultural education, the cognitive styles approach of Ramirez and Cas-
taheda (1974) is very much in tune with the picture of the bilingual as at
least a potentially ambilateral individual. Ramirez and Castaneda assert
that Mexican American children may have a field-independent or field -
sensitive cognitive style, or may be bicognitive, having characteristics of
both cognitive styles and able to choose to use one or the other according to
task demands.

The relevance of cognitive styles to our discussion of laterality is
evident when we, examine the characteristics of field-independent and
field- sensitive learning styles. A field-independent style is analytic and
sequential. reflecting left-hemispheric processing, A field-sensitive style
rs wholistic, and intuitive, reflecting right hemisphere processing. The
American educational system, of course, is structured to favor a field -
independent style 1Ramirez 1973).

The problem facing Mexican Americ.. hildren in school can be exam-
ined in terms of a situation where the child not only has ti language
Irohlem to deal with but is also faced with a situation where the in-
iuctional style does not match his le rning style. Consider the following:

suppose ti Spanish-dominant child in a regular monolingual classroom is
being taught mathematics, a left hemisphere task. The language of in-
struction is English. The teacher uses field-independent instructional
techniques. The child is going to have a great deal of difficulty in this
.situation, fle does not fully understand the language of instruction, but
beyond that, it is likely that his right hemisphere is more involved in
processing the English he does have than his left hemisphere, which is
processing the already acquired Spanish. But the right hemisphere can't
do math, because math is a left hemisphere task. The left hemisphere
could do the math, if only it were presented in Spanish. And ofcourse. the
incompatibility of the instructional style and the learning style remains.

Ramirez and Castaheda (1974; propose that teachers active:3 try to
develop a bicognitive ability in studen . There is a recognition that while
one cognitive style may be more adaptive, or useful, in a certain situation,
neither style is intrinsically -better" than the other. The bicognitive
individual is able to choose to use one style or the other depending on
which would he most useful in a given situation.

The proposal aRamirez and Castaheda to develop bicognitive is
similar to Ornstein's (1.972) suggestion that people should learn to use
both sides ofthe brain, that is, both hemispheres. Ornstein also points out
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hat most ()1' Western science arid knowledge is left hemisphere oriented,
.s.hereas Eastern thought is dominated by a right hemispheric approach.
Again, neither is intrinsically -better" than the other, but the individual
who can use either mode of thought at will probably has an advantage in
certain Htuations over the person who is tied to using one mode of thought,
whether it :s the right othe left hemispheric :lode.

There have been other instances in the psychological and educational
literature where the use of both hemispheres simultaneously has been
suggested in the belief that this would result in better learning. Paivio
(1971) explained the effectiveness of mnemonic techniques that, involved
toe use of mental imagery in terms of dual codes. One code is verbal: the
verbal representation of the thing to be remembered. The other code is a
visual code; a mental image of the thing to be rememhered. Of course, the
verbal code is a left hemisphere code, the visual code is a right hetnisphere
code. Mnemonic techniques involving visual imagery are more effective
because both hemispheres are involved in the learning process.

Another use of dual hemispheric processing. in an educational setting,
is the multiple modality method of teaching reading advocated by Fernald
(1913) and Gillingham and Stillman )1960). While these methods were
developed for use with learning disabled children who cannot process
effectively information presented in one sensory modality, the method is
also applicable for use with normal children. In the Fernald method, words
toThe learned are presented aurally. visually, and tactually. There is also
-kinesthetic involvement, In this way, both hemispheres are actively in-
volvd in the learning process. The result is that learning the material
presented is faster than it would he if the material were presented in one
modality only. An illustration of the efficiency of a multiple modality
presentation might be the explanation amitosis and meiosis in a biology
class. While it might be difficult to understand and remember the exact
processes when they are presented linguistically, either orally in lecture
or in written form in a textbOokAhe processes become much clearer when
%ve have a visual representation of them. The right hemisphere informa-
tion complements the left hemisphere and we have a complete under
standing of a camplex Process. The use of physical models such as paper

!() illustra le fractions, or the use of clay or silly-putty mod,ls would
be :mother way of vol ving the right hemisphere in the learning process.

) least one techn:Aue of second language teaching also uses a
)dology that results in the involvement of both hemispheres in learn-
his is Asher's (1965, 19691 method of total physical response. In this

nod, second-language learners are taught to recognize words referring
to actions while at the same time performing in response to spoken com-
mands. By using pictures, Asher ) 1972) was able to increase the amount of
information available to students, thereby increasing the efficiency of the
method. Again, the 'Ise of pictures, as well as the physical responding in a
three-dimensional world involves right hemispheric processing as well as
the -,cal left hemispheric processing of linguistic information.

It seems clear then, that learning in a variety of situations is more
efficient if huth hemispheres are allowed to participate. Let's return nov,
t.) our young Mexican American child %vho is trying to learn mathematics.
What can we do to help li'm? Obviously, the first step is to put him in a
classroom in a bilingual education program. Once in this classroom, how-
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ever, we arc faced with another decision: should instruction in inathema-
t ics he in English, Spanish. or hot IC? Some authorities argue that. since
subjects such as science rind mathematics will be taught in English later
;Aid sirue they are such important, parts of the curriculum, they should
always be taught in English (Saville Troi ke 1971). The present author
disagrees with that position believing that initial instruction in all areas
should he in the child's dominant language. This will usually also be the
child's left-hemisphere language. At the same time, it is important that
the right-hemisphere language be involved in the learning process. This
can be accomplished by allowing free alternation of languages. or transla-
tion, in the classroom.

Alt hough some authorities frown, on the ase olconcurrent translation or
free alternation of languages in a bilingual classroom, there is no real
evidence that these practices have any detrimental effect on language
;tole tsition (0- academic achievement at all. Used properly, they may even
promote a more balanced hilingualism than classroom situations which
strive to keep the two languages separated (Mackey 1977).

Interestingly enough. the classroom techniques used in preschool and
elementary bilingual education classrooms may be contributing to the
right hemisplicro's involvement in the acquisition of the second language,
usually English, of these chi '['he first language, remember, is al-
reAdy in the left hemisphere. The second language is introduced in a
variety of ways, orally, using such activities as stings. gaMes, and dances

ail activities which involve the right hemispi.en.. English labels for old
concepts may be introduced by showing a pic;J:re of the concept. also
involving the right hemisehere.

The bilingual eduation classroom therefore, ;s itself instrumental in
t he possible development orasymetrical lateralization or ambilateraliza-
t ion of bilingual children. Bilingual educatol s should capitalize on these
typos oflateralization by using the capacities ofboth hemispheres as much
(is possible in all contexts. This can he done by structuring activities to
reflect tenth right and left hemispheric processing as much as possible, and
by utilizing both field-independent and field-sensitive teaching
st rategies The use of both languages should also he structured to allow
maximum involvement of both hemispheres in learning new material.
including concurrent translation or free alternation where appropriate.
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NEUROPSYCHOLOGY, COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT, NI) THE

BILINGUAL CHILD

Juan, i;orizlilez, Jr.
Texas 01(1

I hiring the past half century. the fascinating science of neuropsychol-
ogy explored the Innernmst mysteries surrounding the relationship
het .veen the 'wain arid he man behavior, Resoarchers have labored
ceaselessly in their efforts to acquire valid and reliable data that might
shed further light in understanding the complex operations of neural
mechanisms and how these affert cognitive development in the indi-
cidual. The rl':11t.,-; of their research efforts have provided us with infor-
mation on language recovery and production in the case of aphasic bilin-
g-dids and polyglots to stirlate the development of new theories for
bilingual education. Such information embraces aspects of cognitive de-
velopment in bilingual subjects whose language impairment has been
caused by injury to the brain.

uo,psyril,,b,gy

The science of neurupsychology may defined as the study of neural
mechanisms whlrh underlie human behavior. It is an analytical and
systematic study of disturbances of behavior hrought about by the inter-
lei 'ice if'nnrmal cerebral act ivity. Such an interairence maybe caused by
this .1:4e. Injury or damage to the brain or through -xperimental modifica-
tion.

Drawing on the sciences of neurology. psychology, and linguistics,
neuropsychology endeavors to define the are of linguistic, perceptual,
and 'rtural codes. To accomplish this, it must familiarize itself with the
fthict.,ns of the various levels of memory. The science Luso deals with
disturbances related to instinctual. affective and motivational behavior
that influence cignitiv,. dev,lopment and performance in the adult, and
inure particularly in the bilingual child. Bucaese brain diming, eontrib-
Lacs to disturbances of" intellectual functions and the cognitive process.
neuropsycholugists have become very interested in studying its effects.

The late Russian elinic,rl psychologist, Alexander R. Luria, renowned
a. his studies on the brat., and its operations. regarded as the fundamen-

tal task of neuopsychology ''to single out thc basic coarponeras of the
processes of" linguistic behavior, to find the basic factors needed for their
realization and to study/be role which difl'erent parts or the brain play in

Copyright c Itch) Juan Conzale.", .1r. All rights r- ved.
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providing these factors.-' I.,inguage is icwecl is a pros e verbal sym-
bolic comunnucation \vith unique phonological, lev-1! is -,hological,
and syntactic systems developed as part of the c: (Rut. ii, (age of a
people. Through spci-.ilized functions of the brain r ,,j: le 's linguis-
tic competence and develops linguistic performance on, nicative

desirable to verbalize and interact with other imanbei . of soLet..
Though neuropsych-log.v is a lield that deal,. \,,ade range of

human be,,avoirs and their somatic causes, we :in (.1icerlied
).% iii t hose aspects that relate to language and c, . if to
Luria, the brain has three functional parts that. together to estah-
lish the HI, !;misrn for the ;«quisition of language and its uses. The first
iiart whih comprises formation of the upper brain stem and the limbic
system( furnishes the appropriate tun(' of cortex and has the responsi-
bility for vigilance. he second part (posterior parts of the brain hernis-
ilierest is an apparatus containing the bas, mechanisms for cogintion.
and its such is respoesible fur receiving. eh a ing. and storing informa

l) acquired Iron( external stimuli. The third part is an apparatus that
rves to progranl, regulate, and control man's actions, This part of the

brain, which includes the frontal parts of the hemispheres, also regulates
behavior according to coniscious goals and objectives:2 The coordinated
efforts of these fuller Mimi units of the brain make it possible for man to
acquire and use tie codes. Endowed with a certain plasticity, the
cerebral mechanism is iible to develop not one but several linguistic codes
as in the case of bilingual children and polyglots.

Luria anti other researchers make reference to hemispheres in the
brain These are the right hemisphere and the left, hemisphere, which. as
parts of the brain, exercise different functions. Because of this th,, brain is
said to function asyinmet tcally: that is. the right hemisphere is princi-
pithy responsible for no, verbal, visuospatial processing. while the left

raisphere is involved with -iiquential, logical and linguistic activit es.3
in the left hernispht re, the. arc association areas that are involved in
angiiiigi, ondersfandjng :Ind production: ( I Broca's area in the triangular

pm. to el Cie inferior frontal gyros: the posterior pation of the
sopm .. gyros; the angular gyms surrounding the end of he
tiyly to Lire. ;Old inferior frontal gyus dorsal of Bri,ca's area.''

! t Mon phere. then, is responsible for the language function in
most peopie. Yet. the--e are cases, such as those related to children who

Ire brain datuati,',-....vhere the right hemisphere appears ready to com-
fa,ti:.t.i for Hie loss oldie language function registered by the left hem,
oh( ability of the right, hemisphere to assume the linguistic re-
ponsibility of the left hemisphere permits children to continue to drvelop

lan:2;uage and communication skills.
The nallIre :Therly :-;peCi:IliZatitIri seems to he an open question.

Research data exist to support the contention that, children suffering from
ajn dionag, :11 oar. childhood in the !eft hemisphere will be compen-

-;,ted by tile rt:., fit hi- 'sphere :hat tomatically assumes responsibility
iudt,i(y. IA erg I15 j7( iht ermined that children suffering

'iirain damage w fat. and ten displayed the same
:ynipti,ms as adults. Ho r !raw wci to recover fully in most
visiance,. iis ec idenced he testing alts. If the injury occurred

the deficits were pet/lalent in the majority of
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cases. Thus, there is ape
children betwct.n the
both heinispheres f unctim
;timing ciiirn who i .

to fully COM prl
mechanisms during de,

The difference in r
suffered from aphi. 1 h
studies that suggest ibi gradual development (tithe asym-
metrical functioni. ee adult human brain. Brown t 1976) studied the
relationship between ,i;.nasia and 1.dealization and suggested that there
was a correspondence between 'stiiges in cerebral phylogenesis anti stages
inn l:nguage production and lateralization. He reasoned that injury to the
hr.. :1 interrupted a continuous priwess ofleft ward language lateralization
at some point, and that:the dominitnce state at that point determined the
result; At insphasic form. Thus Brim n concluded that lateralization was in
continuation of the encephalization process that built up the speech zone
over a pi 'rind of time.'

Though clinical experiments have clearly determined that the functions
of language and speech are establishett in the left hemisphere of the brain,
there is reason to believe chic the right hemisphere is potentially capable
of performing these functions. Gazzaniga and Hillyard (1971) conducted a
study of right hemisphere language and speech r,icity in brain-bisected
patients. They observed how the language capac .ty of the right hemis-
phere of adults was limited to the attachment of noun labels to pictures
and objects. Because of these restricted linguistic unctio..s, the research-
ers concluded that the natur, and extent of verbal structure processing in
the right hemisphere remained unknown."

Further research on the function if' language and speech in the right
hemispb re of right-handed persons was conducted by Moscovitch (1976).
Reviewing the findings of researchers, particularly those ofSperry, Gaz-
taniga, and Bogen, concerning the ability a' the right hemisphere to
comprehend some spoken and \vrittei 'onguage, he affirm _td that th.:
hemisphere was limited to the unders,anaing of spoken and written
nouns, some phrases and very simple sentenc,-. Moscovitch conducted
some experiments in which he asses:;ed the pefOm:)txt.t of the right
hemisphere of normal people on verbal tasks. The results indicated that
the right hemisphere performed better than the left hemisphere in tasl,s
related to pictorial encoding of visually presented verbal material. How-
ever, on tasks involving linguistic analysis, the right hemisphere dis-
played no aptitude. Moscovitch theorised that in normal people, the lan-
guage functions, though represented in the right hemisphere, are lunc
tionally local i7.t.(I in the left. He seems to imply that competence is in the
right hemisphere: performance, on the other hand, is located in the left
hemisphere.'
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.11 it v ralization of speech furl( t ions in
ters may lit non existent. and that

..:dmiefrica!lt Further resarc, needed
orn'i datnage and normal children in

i,misphei it ....tymmetry, and other brain

ry between children and indtlts who have
.. researchers to obtain evidence from dichotic

'ognInt'e DeclopMent

!a discussing the functions cf the two hemisp. eres ....at make up the
.moan ce-ebral cortex automatically i nclurl.s the process of cogni-
tive development. As indicated earlier, each of t:i hemispheres has very
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specific fund -ft lentisphere processes visual and tactile infor-
m i(ton and (-;ntrok movements ;Ith in itrin iind leg. It is resphilsible
fen. language production and latif.',tage use. 'Hi right hemisphere, on the
(ft her hand. controls activities oft he lett side tit' t ht. body. find rsponsible
for (usual pattern recognition, Spatial orientation, Illd
certain types of music

As explore language production or its absence aphasia ----, it
should lie remembered that language is the of-.11 .-ominunication of
thoughts, feelings, ideas. and awareness. It might be ;-..i.tted that (.ognitive
development is the development. ttlit code and lioigutw is the emergence
of a medium her' its expression. ;lass. Holyoak. and Santa describe this
aspect: -.All our inertial abilities perceiving, remembering, reasoning
and many others --- are organized Ina complex system, the ()vend! time-
tion of which is tern-, t1 cognition." Cognit;;t1 consists of a n-imber of
processes that. unithl man to acquire, stop f-ansfitian in foil-nit-
t Ion to interact with the environment about These processes involve
intellectual functions t hat ;ire ofit character. Iiiisit activities
such its perception, the use of meat :.v, and thinking develop as part (tithe
socialization of man and they are influence(' by the culture ar cultures of
which he is a member. III is ahle to conummicate experiences iind interact
11 ith member of flit; social group or the larger community through the
medium of language. As a bilingual person, hi. would have two languages
;Is mediums of L'ommunicittitm that might reflect t(vo very distinct cul-
tures with unique characteristics.

Since language plays a pariimou role in man's acquisition and com-
intmiation of kno(vIedge, and, therefore, of the thought processes of the
individual. it Is important twat one study the role aml function of the'
cerebral hemispheres in language acquisition .ind development. Acquisi-
tion Al use of linguistic systems is possible if the physiological status of
',he cerebral cortex passe ---,es it high selectivitv and plasticity of the nerv-
ous processes:rho absen;;; ofthese two qualities would make it impossible
for highly complex systvmsoflangtrage with unique phonological, syntac-
tic. morphological, lexici. ;tad semant ic characteristics to develop. Such a
st 11(1.1. should neortipiiss ,nalysis of language disorders brougI about
in brain lesions ;''salts would provide us with data on the
relationship between neural meehitnisins of the brain tint! I-;nguage as

ell as additional information on I def.elopmem.
The topic of the role a ' nine, :- the cerebral hernisphei cs in

language acquisition -;I tortanee in tile case of second
iiage acquisition 'I.,' es ' ;:hildr; . Research his

estaid ished t hat tile speinfi ( !let: , gramirat an, ;lot (listrilmted in
the same manner thouttt,;".. :if, 'I. . tntt ' lit there is it degree of both
modality it-idopriderli:( f . .;: --;;t6ir g, and (vritingi and of
linguistic structures intie, t. Fut o (h. idnce "kained from

;;titilinguals and polyf_oots supports the 1-w languages
;tri represented in the brain in a sin-dlor :to PI:. .1S ill the case

, not' mitt speaker Studies on niatutatiun . chi ,:r1,1 suffering
the type of relationships existim.. !'et

tt-! !tit t,ttti_iin. the efficacy nf the right hemisphere in con-

the ;n11.-ipi..er for language acquisition, :Ind the best titnt for
at.y.
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T/ot 13111ngual 'haft
The bilingual child May he defined ;IS a nt'USO/1 ayhu is exposed to tavu

languages mid two cultures. At. school he is taught in his home language
and in the language of" the school in matey to develop proficiency in his two
langimges. For all practical purposes, he may he a compound bilingual or a
coordinate bilingual. A cet ,pound bilingual is one who tittrihutes identi-
cal meanings to corresponding words and expressions in the tw :,tn-
guages, while a coordinate bilingual is an individual vho derives diffe.ent
al' partly different meankigs from corresponding words and express' us in
his two languages. There is a basic difference between the two types as
regards implications concerning the influence of" acquisition context ill

the semantic aspects of the language.
fie that as it nat , the bilingual child learns to develop his mother

tngue as well as tit,. language of the dominant ci,:tlIre that is his second
Language. At- ;:e leaf ris .

.Ingtlg he :10.11.11/"V:4 nIWS' habits and
patterns orl.11,.ding md decoding that may be in conflict or in competition
with those ,1" his native language. l'he phonological system (tithe second
language may require the deelopment itfarticulatory and pronunciation
hahit,; quit,: diverse from tho...0 it" his mother tongue. Sentence structure
in the second language may e>, osc him to linguistic patterns totally
unfamiliar to him. In addition, the child will have to deal with a coahu-
lary wAh a mult iplicity of" meanings in order to succeed in his academic
life. These differences presuppose diverse linguistic codes whose acquisi-
tion and utilization is Indispensable to the bilingual child fire communica-
tion and interaction with members of" the majority culture and for social
ticceptance by that group. The : ruing prir.-.-is at school may provide
obstacles for the child unless his teacher readily understands the child's
problems and willingly helps him to solve them as he masters this new
language.

As he acquires information in the learning process, the bilingual child
develops a untidier of strategies: imitation, interpret,ti on as when
responds to an utterance or stores it in memory, and sentence production.
Certain neural mechanisms provide systems for the processir.g of sounds
and sound discrimination, the submission of these sounds to memory !O
storai,,, and then. through imitation and recall, the reproduction of thest.
sounds. 1-excal rocessing and selection must als, present.

lexical processing in the bilingual child is an interesting aspect of his
"inguistic experience fur t" he were a fluent '`1111, he would he able to
minhuti- ,is language generating exclusioly on ,gual. This ineto,,-;
that there would be no mixing or intermingling or,ords i"rem his second
language as he cormurniated in his first 1;umuage. Koir, 119611 has
hypothesized that IcnceS are coded ir common storage, ,,nd this
cumm,Ii store is t ml Ity each language of the bilingual person. In
;nicht 1. the same . -..,.,ther indicated that it, the human -and. events
are coded in the tage in which tiey ,XOPrin1111:(1,1"

oganizatiort Taylor 11)71 i -ttudird the patterns
idhilinguals" word ikization usihg a device that -:cparated thc ,tifects of
switching:pct. sc fre-, orgiunzat ion disruptions brought about by lant;uage
switching. The expeimental results inn ated that e.ords from tee, ket-
guages in the inimicy or a Inlinguid speaker ap p, :ired to be organizi.., .;y
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iulgua ;e: Intra-langliagi link, cc n t rouge!. ilia:, link- acn-is tivii
hot Ica! ly 'elated " rd, t11),IrV,.(1111:11 In :I

11,111 1/1 %1111Ch ;ogled, \\111..;;Ivt11 111.,trtict Hui, tu,ccilch
freelt !night midst, tr;insil ion het mien such undo]:

by -;ixitching Ile concluded that %iird organiza-
tion pi,' tern, ;ippeared tol«. similar in the t rigiiiiges of the bilingital

%%lien their relative in ere not
qual."

phorioloiiical and lexical processing. there must ;IL t, be syntac-
proce,sing. I hire iinc 11111,:1 (11:-41111111...41 b(.1 \\ (4'11 ,-;1111;It'e :,1111c(111'1.;111(1

d1),11'11,11tre Tlit' rat ittitillt. Int' this is (Lit ;-:tirhac structure
suliict versus predicate loc;i1 ion of inhumation can

cow rthi. hi processin.g speed ;111(1 coiniireliensiiiii. A IT1()I't. complex
\)I 4 firiice,sini.i. deep iirticture that appears in tires 111:1111('1;11.1S

Vti',11,,;1.11.111:11;11t.CIAIIH.(,1" VrSt1,-.(hrel't tihiert !' C111)11 r111):1.-4SIVe
\r-,11; ;1(11 \\111(1 ;1111.CI the pt a in speed ;Ind

in the -:1 tuft ul hilingual sped 1;er, the subject rti swItullittt_r, hits ittit
ttlit 11111.1.t,t 111/1171(1...vidoped it --:vitching
!ude! explain the It consi.... -,cu switches: one
called ;In output .switch controlled speal, t the other, an input
,,viti.11 (Ault rolled he the input Hindus. Huth ot lit is

inechanisnis cont rolling ill(' language being processed.
The derision by the bilingual speaki.r to speak in one catgut'
than the ol hor automat wally turns 'lie i'h for theoileand tile-4f-

itch riir other."'
Caraciiiizza. .!nd Zuriri P; -1 conducted an xprinini

t., determine whet ; tin'- 'tell IllOdel of bilingual flinr-
t liming applied tit the phoriii., it level. In doing so, they endeavored to
111.11V tht in hi 1 si)eakers.'llni results
.tipportd the inodlil estaldished he :larnitnIzira: the

or product lun is %untruth tI by the speaker \\lido the input, is con-
trolld hy a st trunk,* The contrid or each s\Yiteh is api)licithle at till.
phituiuy,aca It.\a,hts well. Tine also sti -lest ' that bilinguals

Lit ti Ne[Illtn( t..()

11Milly 1 other in ! dtVeluf)1111911.."
The anal% is orii-arilzat ein in InItru.tutuis has ilk() heen

r'-earch. 19771 utilized the multidimensional scalin!,
owl hod in salt. the seinimtle t rganizat inn id `'tench-r:liglis11

bilinguals. The results suggested that language and s'atiatti ant..ent.
acti(.1 ,! mechimisatis of. a 'Uhl,. stunantic structure. Fur-
t til;ti in the processing linguistic
nfurmnttti i..iinguals used only orie slim. it iesystetri instead of tw., The

aut hut' re' ..ornitittn. 11111; Int y .1' than hirigulig 1.- the
wore actor in I he tirf..;;tniz,Ititin (d' the bilingual's seiwintic

I field of rut.ttriipsyclitilitgy prttyttlt.s another clinien.iidoti In
Iht st latiguaiie ;Ind (Itviiiiipaiont in the child

11 study disorders. Such disorders may he brought
through elect .11,11:11oi i ti of differi.111 n,rl ical areas in ;1w;ikii

cortical iAciiim :in,1 other surgical prut.t.titirt s. 1)is-
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turbanees of vocalizat ion, speech ;wrest. and symptoms related to aphasia
;ire produced through the process of cortical stimulation. specific
cortical arias associated with h speech and language are t he inferior frontal
region corresponding to firm area:tin. tomporopaietal region. and the
supplementary motor

Studies of aphasia and other language phenomena pose significant
implications for first mid second language acquisition processes of bilin-
gual children. Though the cases that have been reviewed for this study
deal principally with adults findings with respect to language proc-
essing and recovery in:(y apply to children within certain limitations.
Charlton i 196.11 conducted a study of ten bilingual and polyglot aphasics
at I. he Neurological Institute of New York. he concluded that. in a bilingual
aphasic both languages are affected to an equal degree regardless of the
intelligence and educational achievement of the person and in spite of the
frequency of use prior to the person's illness. Noting t nat. in only two cases
of the ten studied (lid the patients prefer maintaining one language over
the oti.-r, ('Inuilton suggested that the reason for this was principally
psychoiogical rea' 'oils to the organic impairment. of an important fa-
cul These lift.. seemed to bt, contrary to the popular views held by
A. l'itr'es 11895/. According to this French researcher, the bilingual
patient would retain the language he had used in daily life prior to his
SlItrOla rig from aphasia regardless of his native language.

1;11(irmitte. liecaen, Dubois. it id. (1966) ohtained similar results from
a study ((i' eight cases conducted on polyglots. The research data of the
French aut hors suggested I hat tie characteristics of bilingualism did not
interfere V. oh linguistic recuperation from aphasia. thereby contradicting
Bit ms' conclusions regarding the reacquisition oflanguage. They stressed
the fact that the results of the ie.-as administered to the eight subjects
appeared to reflect no divergence in the kinds of deficits among the cases.

Once an exam had been given in particular language. it was possible to
predict the type of linguistic organization in the other language.

Watamori and Sasanuma t I 8t studied the recovery processes of two
English-dapanese hilin,.ttal aphasics. Both individuals; were judged to be

compound bilingual, as deli rmined by the use of the languages. The
degree of impairment was youdl in each case, Both patients were providod
controlled systematic thera and the recovery of the patients' abilities in
two languages was observe(.. The researchers observed that two variables
had to be considered: (1) the type and severity of aphasia, and, (2) the
timing of language evaluation. The severity of aphasia would depend on
neurological factors of location and extent of the lesion. With respect to
languag( evaluation. Watamori and Sasantima emphasiz:-1 the impor-
tance of the neurol( .Beal stability of the patients and recommended that
evaluation be done as soon as passible. They feared that unwarranted
delay might affect the results of the experiment. The r search data re-
vealed that. there was greater recovery in the language that had received
therapy: namely. English. Japanese, the language t hat h;ili not received
thtrapy, showed sonic improvement but to a lesser degree. The resear-
chers explained the differences thusly: -The research mechanisms of this
phenomenon are unknown presently. but the interaction of the following
two factors Wright constitute a partial explanation: a spontaneous
recovory and 2i (in activating effect of the therapy in that the controlled

2
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intensive st )(Inflation in one language might have activated what might
be called the universal language processing mechanism as It whole zinc!
thus facilitated the recovery of the non-treated languag.t" After four
months of therapy, both patients were attuned to both languages. A .vear
later, the auditory tail reading, modalities improved similarly for the
treated and the nontreated languages: however, in oral production and in
writing, tiler- va, vast difference liet%%een the languages. The nuthurs
concluded tin, language therapy had plryed a crit ical role in the recovery
process.

;-Ioniewhat ida different nature is the interesting research of aphasics
and the language they spoke in their dreatns done by Leischner 11965).
The (Ierman researcher obtained data ofpolyglot dreams from twenty-one
persons with I wenty-ninedroanis. Ate ng the:- cases, there was a patient
with a post -triluirat )tit) aphasia (tint one with It brain injury without
aphasia. SCi ,d causes were given for the polyglots' dreams: ( I the
foreign environment of the dream; (2) the inner feeling toward this 1(111-
gu e the evening before the dream: and 13) the emotional attitude to a
d iict population. Lotschnor pointed out that there were some analogies
he ,)en the language choice of rol,N.glots and the polyglot dreams
of normal people. his findings suggested that: ( l i t he dreamer who dreams
ut foreign languages has t he impression that he can :Tea): the language
hotter than in reality; )2) he is capable of judging the quality of the
languages spoken by other person-) involved in the dream; and (3) he can
dream of it, ords and written language he clues nut understand, al-
though he is convinced of the existenc of these words in a definite lan-
guage.';

Voinescu. Fish, Sirian, and Mart tsis t)77) studied an ()phasic poly ; .;lot
who ',poke firer languages Greek, Russian, Rumanian, and Gemini'
perfectly. 'Their objective was to doter!) ne whether the factors responsi-
ble for the differential degree of aphasi involvement ola language, act in
the same way for reception I decoding) as they do for expression (encoding).
The patient was a seventy -flu year-old Greek nude, of a sociable, com-
municative and optimistic nature. lie received language therapy in the
Rumanian language only. The results of the experiment indicated that he
litzountered less difficulty in expressing himself in Rumanian and Rus-
hia than in German and Greek and that he was able to understti),3 any of

fonr languages equally well. Russian and Rumanian were the lan-
guages that he had used for twenty .. ar and were better preserve,' (n
his mot her tongue Greek -- or German. Motivation and usage played a
major role in expression rather than reception. 'Filen.) was similarity of
)phasic disturbance in all four languages and an equal degree of receptive
pe,)'ormance in each of theca. Express) ii, however, was diffOrentially
lilt nrhed. The researchers concluded that, -To all appe:): ances, then, the

of unequal performance by po)yglot. aphasic~ does hold only for verbal
expression aro: remains inoperant for verbal reception.'" Furthermore,
the rehabilitation process appeared to utilize methods that tilX1.3 the
deepest structdces. Though 'limited to ono language, rehabilitation
seemed to influence the other languages as well.

Though it did no( suhje.'I -; utt experiment was con-
ducted b., W-instoiti Keller (19631 r, study linguistic patterns of
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a.oning errors by patients suffering from aphasia. Ten patients who suf-

fered damage to the cortex of the left hemisphere v. ce compared to 1111

patients who had suffered diffused and deeply seated lesions and lesions

involving the right hemisphere. Such a study would help to understand
the relationship of neural fur tions to the phonetic, grammatical and

servant is aspects of language, and the role played by eitlter of the hemis-

pheres in linguistic functions. The research findings tested that the

types of errors made by patients whose left. hemisphere was injured were

not selective but were based on similarity and dissimilarity of -;Otind,

function and form of the Hort and ,tial told temporal proximity. These

errors were related to other defects, especially the interpretat. ;11 of

idiomatic expressions, and the ability to conduct calculations. Ori; ;thin

for place and tins:'. and data rehited to personal identity were no; cted.

Those ilat lent:', who had suffered diffuse and deep seated lesions [hat fewer

errors and rt lated to personal problems and disabilities. Place and time

orientation as well as data related to personal !entity were disturbed.
Idioms were interpreted but errors were made on the Lt.- of sell re/in:-

once. The researchers observed how pat ients .v ho ) offered lesions in

t he right hemisphere made zi large iminhtr errot s in naaiiniT.
these errors occurred only in patients v, Hi dist urbanYe. .t(oriere..tion 'int)

data of personal identity.
Michel Paradis t 1977) researched the topic of limo; rtacquisition by

polyglot aphasics and estaldished five basic patterns of recovery: synergis-
tic, iintagonistic, successive, mixed, ion! selective. Synergistic recovery
existi, when progress ir t. language is iccompanied h', progress in the

other Ian:magi.. This lit.) parallel er differer.i.,al. Parallel recovery
take. place When b1,01 ,ingliaget; have been impait tihd restored it the
same rate while differential recovery implies that each language to been

in a afferent degree and that recovery takes. place at the same in-

different rate. Of the 138 cases surveyed by Paradis. (37 recovered lan-

guages synergistically. Dili': six of the 67 ex periencI parallel recovery

while 11 experienced differentia' recovery.
The second type of recovery antagonistic states that there is a

; ogression in one language while the other language progresses. There

was evidence of this type 1 trrecovery in 6 of the 138 cases studied. Success-

ive rr.eovery relates to situations where a language does not begin to
reappear unili another language has been recovered

Mixed recovery is the terns used to describe situations where the
patients mix- or combine the languages in their speech. This is evident. in

the subjects' use of phonology, syntax, morphology, as well is m r tiding
and writing. In selective recovery. the patient is unable to re .,tvt..). any of

the languages that be uses. °U tile I38 cases reviewed by Poi:adis, 37 fell in

tail category.
Though these type- of recovery exist )iniong bilingual aphasics, i re is

no accurate way to determine the subjects' preferential of re-

cover... The particular type of recovery will h 4' affected by various factors:

t It age. i2 modalities arid sociological context of acqukition:13) language

usage; ttht the personal. sent imental, or cultural value attached to each

language used: the degree of proficiency of' earl, of hr languages
spoken: and t fi t" ...),,rbilingualistn. In addition to this, ; ;ne nip ht add

2
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111',1 ,d,ittliw.1,1 in bilingual, teyt.tl t 11,11.1)iit lents tilitv itet eye,' the

r,..;tiatte langitag. to tine ta. several clindunat 'tins ptittrits
inent itini.d Slime patients express t bents,* --. in Hie

1.tiwiittge and find that .i tire linable It emu/mime:lie ttf

ili ittwt,111 ctititprhiliti set -find gctitip of patients
nit, hi ttmlipleteiv lust all latigalages 1)1 sum, langliac,t.;. including the

"WIt it rnntprt hentl lh"''' laiwitagt.s... yet, they \\amid he able, tit
sticcesstrul recovery, itichitilin!, cHtiproliensiin. in et Whether the
tt..tie et. a()Ita.sia H //pour. ;111113e..11C ur ct utitii has nu ;111:-;(dllt

Ii SS pre;,;.7.1t111 c)111Kellell
.tad tettiprellensittii may stitrei. lint 11 s.elect lye and di.11ettent 1.11 impair-
ment. l'aradHcent-hid, \t, it ft the, rolltowing elHrt ;ifittn.-f'htr't is 1, need

it if ht ;tny lttillt,,n11Ctll rlICtlile Intict Inn in !Ile
Hie le: in;_t;thil ns ditlia.cuttatcd Irian tin, .-..te...intat,11. saint. general

llittt 111:1ke ..itt.:11.tel.....elect 11,,t t in ;1 ttivll
can :ICCo11111 len tti ni 1(1 Iliihr/11(10'. 111.

1,11111;;11,11 needs no different att.thitHitan to a.ittw bint to cllottst, to slietik
zet.li at a !lin. ttr t ;et n ;.t :mitt her. t In !iced, to rhtior

.-..pe;ik at all ur to roman:
iteletence v:H nil earlier in Inngu;tge 11.1 Ih.

1111411.v ul language actluisititin 1).t tto..

ritIi. et if Itt l - !tithed the laraguitge prticessini -traf.egtts ul t

grtitips bilinguals with different .1tkt.:rotin of lan-
guag auto. .ition: I I tn!.titt bilinguals; i2t chtldhe.,
.Mull scent ' The hrst grim!) eiitist.sted aft host. tilt \vi
nal Iv,- iiiranc:t,-, the ,:ectintl g,a-tity ttettincised
iintlind the al..teofillt,'0, t.ctitl&- the third guitilp had lieottne it I ho

t lit t i.--y wi'llt SeC011(1:11'y ,lell!,1. The purl/use nr the
n search. 11,111t4 n neurtiphysielligical tipprnach, tlie strategies used

children to pities language and tile influence that flistitries tit
night bay, tin their using different si rat eg.cs. In

the patterns tilinadvement of each cif tlie hemispheres
tIntting Liitguat4t rcttifilitttin ttst tt unit inn if gt tti tilinp;uttlity. an(i
t let at time !lift: reit, nL,ti..r.nizin; wards presented to tile left and

eatt.,. the rese.ircherts used the average eleittritent itesputisy
lit ,.1th a angtiagt ten task. The

indicated 'hat the taltietit-t groups loth/. ' difii'vent processing
rattre.. t he sailitt IiHtk requirerntits were g en. The ne.,.earelleits

Tisailated that the itiltilkscent groupentplmetl .t Inure right. lielnispliere-
lit -ed stratg.. it, label the ittiulus wards ns English m French %vtleretis
!iii infant and sit'igrotits used tlit. t-teinant lc-strategy fin.11.vsis

which is ftiseil tin f he left hemisphere. resettritItt.rs concluded: -Rat her
t ttell-ctingtittlerenci-s in cerebral laterality, e riev-these(liffen-11("eS
;, a ,!Ith.i.,q111;11 prereri-lic. spec1;11M.(1 processes of each

13t.uNtise these diffirterices retleCt ituli,tteritia/ strategii.,: it l'of /my.;

tLit t .-ailtit-ct s vIll I ho::;111H. li) proct.:-:s their tiv, languages.
findings furt bet- stit.i4.,..xst th;1t the piumetitt, synttictir, and

eitinpuntnts tangaittgi ttrncessirig
Iii;ly l ;I( we (1111e! -111 lilted nen r Oft he
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infant and childhood bilingaid, It may he that the compound-coordinate
distinction that has been proposed to des, ribe the degree of :itioant
°ye/1;W of Ole any and late bilinguals' 1v,,) languages In:1Y also char-
acterize tr., (leave of overlap of the various linguistic subsystems, such its
phonetic, sy otactis.. innl semantic bilingual suhtypes, with the .trly bi lin-

guilts !tig more integrated language subsystems than late blhatlat-
als.-'" This is indeed a useful approach to the study (ii the offe-As of the
language ae, mit-alum history on language processing of bilinguals.

\Valters and Zatorre 19781 studied laterality dill'erencos for word ulen

t,fv..,it...,11 in normal bilingual persons, that is, those who (lid not suffer
:pha:att. Twenty-three bilinguals in English and i Spanish vi. wed

tti ity word pair-. first in their native language and hen a their second
language, The rt,sults indicated a word idetif advantage in the
right visual field that meant a left heim:qh..re basis the processing of
two languages. There seems h he equal ...II r.. Cam (' both languages
regardless of which one was learned first. f',i-t ... one should stress
that the age of second language acquisition a me the circumstances
under ,A hich the second language is learned play a major role in the
development of' bilingualism. The results of t he study support the thesis
that both languages arc equally lateralized.2'

Summary (lOsorhutoorN r17 l (..onclio;!,

The field of neuropsychology and rese.(rch data based (tn studies of
aphasics and non-aphasics provide us \\ ith reliable and vain ,Ide informa-
tion concerning the functions of neural mechanisms its they relate to first
and second language acquisition nod development. A study of the data
presented here supports the f011owirl.., observations and conclusions wit
respect. to the fur. -tions of the brain it relates to language and hi LI'
gualisms

L. Research data strongly supports the theory of hemisphei
cializat ion, with each of the hemispheres having clearly ci
functions that operate in coordinated fashion through. the
callosum.

2. There appears to be a relationship between the various
development of the brain and language production and Ltter.oi,:,.

tion.
a. The cerebral mechanisms possess the high selectivity mid

ity of the nervous processes requ i red for the developmen ous

linguistic codes with different characteristics in the
allows a person to. be bilingual and polyglot.

f. All languages spoken by bilinguals and polyglots arc, ..,.tesented
. the brain in a similar manner as in a monolingt.,;(.1 speaker.

5. : iuman experiences are coded in common storage and this is tap
ped by each of' the languages of the bilingual person. Events are
coded in the language in which they are experienced,
Lexical organization in the memory of a bilingual speaker appears
to exist by languages.

7. data confirms the existenc, t' language switching in
bilinguals as well as the "switching- r iel proposed by Macnam-
tin.

2
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8. Bilinguals have two independen linguistic systems and each md-
ifies the other in its developmc:It.

9. With respect to semantic organization in bilinguals, language and
semantic content act as (-ganizing mechanisms of a bilingual's
semantic structure. 13ilinguals use one semantic sstern instead of
two.

10. In a lingual aphasic, both languages are a fliscted to an equal
degree regardless of the intell 'game and educational achievement
of the person and in spite of frequency of use prior to illness.

11. There is no special anatomical structure in the brain of the biling-
ual to differentiate it from the monolingual.

12. In the language recovery process experienced by a bilingual or
polyglot aphasic. language therapy plays a critical role. Motiva-
tion and usage are significant factors in language expression
rather than language reception.

13. In language processing by bilingual adolescent and children
groups, the adolescents in the case studied used a more right
hemisphere-based strategy to label stimulus words while the
children used the semantic strategy of analysis based on the left
hemisphere.

1 -I. The phonetic, syntactic, and semantic components of the adoles-
cent bilingual's language processing system may be more chi
ferentiated neurophysiologically than those of bilingual children.

1;5. There is no accurate way to determine language preference in the
larTguage recovery process of a bilingual aphasic. Some patients
might express themselves in one languages and might not be able to
communicate in another.

Because of research on bilingual and polyglot aphasics who experience
language disorders due to brain injury, we can now identify portions ofthe
nervous system responsible tier the storage, transformation, and produc-
tion of speech and language. Researchers have recorded their scientific
observations on the functions of the brain and their relationship to speech
and language production a topic of major concern to educators in
general and bilingual educators in particular. This should make us pause
and reflect on how these scientific findings can assist educators to keep
pace with science by making curricular innovations and initiate teacher
training programs to better prepare teachers to meet the specific needs of
children who are linguistically different. These research data should
enable educators to dispel the myth that children who are bilingual are
retarded because they cannot function in the English language but can
perform in the language of the home. The findings confirm the advantages
of being bilingual and multilingual and demonstrate how the bilingual
child, subjected to multisensory stimulation in early childhood, performs
with integrated hemispheres as a normal monolingual child.

Though neuropsychological studies have enhanced our knowledge of
language acquisition and development in bilinguals and polyglots, there
is a need for additional research on the use of dichotic listening tests to
determine language dominance in bilingual English/Spanish-speaking
children. These would be particularly important with children ages four
through ten when, it is believed, hemispheric lateralization has not yet

" t.J
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been attained. Additional research must be conducted on the nature,
function, and importance of the history of second language acquisiiim in
Hispanic American children. The nat.) xe and extent of verbal structure
processing in the right hemisphere merits added research as %ell as the
role of culture and its effects on language acquisition and development.
Such studies would reveal an even closer relationship between the science
of neuropsycholo*: and the cognitive processes of the bilingual child.
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THE NEUROLOGY OF LEARNING AND BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Elisa Gutirrez
Texas Education Agency

Contemporary developments in the field of neurological functions have
significant implications for bilingual education. The most important
single work in neurobiology was published by Santiago Ramcin Y ('ujal in
1904. His two great contributions were the establishment of' the notion
that the nervous system is made up of separate, well-defined cells com-
municating with one another at synapses, and that these connections are
not. random but highly structured and specific, However, major insights
concerning the physiology of attention, memory storage, and recall have
just come to light during the past ten years. It is exciting to consider that
these developments might help us to improve the rate at which learning
takes place and perhaps increase intelligence or mental skills for students
in bilingual education programs as well as others,

The purpose of this study is (1) to provide a summary of those aspects of
neurological and biochemical processes that form the basis for emerging
theories on learning, (21 to propose a social interaction model based on a
contrastive framework bet.veen cellular interaction and communication.
and harmonious interaction and communication patterns for human be-
ings in the present day world, and (3) to discuss reasons why bilingual
education is the educational method that is most appropriate for a diverse
student population.

Today many influential decision-makers are insufficiently informed as
to the nature and value of bilingual education for this country. Some
appear frozen with uncertainty aS to how they should proceed in matters of
legislation and administration for bilingual educatic n. Perhaps sum.. of
the ideas to he discussed might be of utility in the flirmulation of a logical
national policy for bilingual education.

An Internal Language

The speakers of an electrochemical language that relays informat ion to
and from all parts of the human body are the neurons. the individual nerve
cells. Just like all other cells, neurons take shapes that will serve the
functions for which each is destined. Instructions concerning develop-
ment, repair, and mature functioning are received from complex proteins
in the center of the cell. The structure and importance of these polypep-
tides have only recently been un veiled. They are the various types of DNA
and RNA molecules, as deoxyribonucleic acid and messenger and transfer
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varieties of ribonucleic acid are commonly called. Their molecules are
chains of ;min() acids, shaped like a double helix. that ma ke up the genet ic
material inherited by each cell. A type of intracellular coin .nunicat ion is
constantly maintained as these sensitive chemicals assess t he general
condition of the tiny unit in order to sustain a delicate equilibrium of its
contents for two basic purposes. The first is t he maintenance of
metabolism and involves the acquisition and storage of nutrients as well
as t he breaking down of these provisions to release energy to Corm internal
structures. Basic metabolic functions are necessary for all types of cells in
order to maintain the spark of life. information and direction are also
needed from RNA and I )N A for the second purpose, the development and
utilization of cellular structures for perthrming specialized tasks. The
neuron is assigned the task of relaying information and is shaped and
formed differently from other cells in circler that its shape follow its func-

tion.
fit he language that is used for communication of intiirmation between

the RNA and DNA molecules in the center or the cell and all other cellular
structures. is perceived as a basic dialect, then it follows that a different
dialect. or variation of the internal biochemical language, is needed for
communication with other cells, 'Hie medium for this intercellular ex-
change is hody fluid in which are dissolved many suhstances. Traffic to
and from t he cell is selectively allowed through t he cellular membrane by
osmosis. Tiny gateways of polypeptidcs react to open and close in response
to irritability or sensitivity to strains in internal equilibrium, such as
excessive accumulations of wastes and depleted supplies of nutrients. This
vegetative dialogue between cells and neighbors might. continue in a
monotonous way if the external environment were not subject to changes.
As the environment inevitably changes, a different type of infirmation
must be provided to all cells. This would include the need to coordinate the
activity of the organism as a whole to result in certain behaviors in cases
where an external threat to the organism is perceived. Routine activity
related to metabolism is slowed or stopped as all cells are mobilized to
respond to an emergency. Other types of information from the exterior
might relate to temperature changes, changes in food and water supplies,
or seasonal changes. Internal adjustments of act ivity in response to exter-
nal conditions comprise an'ap!ive beluzeior. Th, capability of an organism
to adapt is necessary for survival.

Neurons are organized to comprise the nervous system, an elaborate
network that receives, processes, and relays information for negotiating a
complex balance between the needs of each cell and those of the organism
as a whole. A sophisticated body language with a more varied chemical
vocabulary and electrical syntax is needed to communicate information to
;dl body cells simultaneously or to direct activity in certain regions, of the
body only. This includes the differentiation of structures for a division of
tasks by specialized cells and organs, the production ofhormones to regu-
late the rates and timing of activities, and major reorganizations required
in case of injuries or other circumstances requiring extensiveadaptations.

Neurons are characterized by numerous protrusions from the main cell
body. Those that. connect tic other cells to receive information are called
dendrites and the considerably longer extension used to transmit mes-
sages to other cells is called the axon. Nerve impulses arc current' of
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elect rons, negative part icles conduct ed from sites of greater concent rat ion
to sites of lesser concentration. Chemical ions are found in the Ulterior of
the cell as well as on the exterior surface of the neuron membrane. Positive
ion,, include sodium (Na, ), potassium (K. 1, and Calcium (Ca ), these
lack electrons and are attracted to them. Negative ions such as chloride
( Cl land certain acid molecules repel electrons and are inclined to give up
surplus electrons. Neuron membranes: 111 exclude Na' from the cell by
way of a sodium pump mechanism,12) include K. inside the cell by way of
a potassium pump mechanism, (3) trap negatively charged acid molecules
too large to pass through its pores, and (4) through diffusion. build up a
concentration gradient of more C 1 on the outside surface because these
are repelled by the negatively charged acid ions contained inside. The
place where the axon of one neuron acts as an information delivering part
of a junction by discharging chemical transmitters to carry a nerve
pulse to a receptor dendrite of an adjoining neuron is called a synapse.

FIGURE 1.

FIRING OF A NEURON
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K

Synaptic Vesicles (C) open to dk-barge chemical transmitters ( ) to
bridge the intercellular space, the synaptic cleft, for the electrical impulse
to he tran. ported by the electrolytes to the receptor dendrites of the
adjoining neuron.

The relaying of information is electrical as ions are exchanged through
a cell membrane that has momentarily relaxed the rigor of its sodium and
potassium pumps, and it is also biochemical since the message is relayed
through an electrolytic solution made possible by the activity of the
transmitter axon. The synaptic vesicles sometimes recover some of the
used chemicals after firing and retreat from the edge of the synapse into
the axon's button until summoned again.

The workings of the synapse merit further discussion because many
investigators of the nature of learning believe that these are involved in
memory retention. In the September, 1979, issue of Scientific American,
Eric Kandel defines learning as the ability to modify behavior in response
to experience, and memory as the ability to store that modification over a
period of time. He further elaborates the view that even complex intellec-
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teal abilities, the usage of a highly developed language, and the ability to
think abstractly can be explained at least in part by synaptic functions.

In his description of reflex actions, he distinguishes between habitua-
tion, a decrease in the strength of a behavioral response that occurs when
In initially novel stir miss is presented repeatedly. ands et/sae:at/on, the

prolonged enhancement ()fa preexisting response to a stimulus as il result
of a second stimulus that is noxious. Both of these phenomena involve
short. and long term memory storage. Jose del Castillo from University
College London explains the release of neurotransmitter substances by
synaptic vesicles as beiag packaged in -quanta- of a uniform molecular
quant Habituation causes fewer quanta to empty neurotransmitters
into sy naptie clefts when the significance of incoming:, udi are assessed
as trivial.

An inflow ofcalciumiCa I ions into the axon at a synapse is thought to
enable synaptic vesicles to bind to release sites in presynapt is terminals, a
critical step preliminary to the release of transmitters in the process of
neural exocytosis. The storage of memory is explained by the persistence
of the depression in the calcium current in the prosynaptic terminal.
Sensitization is thought to involve the activation of a calcium current
through the phosphorylation of the protein channel gate at the pores °tile
membrane of axon terminals. This prolongs and amplifies the firing of
neurons.

An important question concerning these and related theories involves
the distinction between reflective actions and associative learning. Is a
calcium flow phosphorylation mechanism also responsible fbr retention 'of
memory involving abstractions such as language structures? Some details
concerning the physiology of the brain are needed to follow the reasoning
of other researchers who feel that memory storage involves the addition or
modification of RNA, DNA, or other polypeptides. It is a common observa-
tion to note the characteristic grey color of the cerebral cortex tissue from
persons who have demonstrated mental abilities in one way or another.
Some attribute this to the increase in RNA arid DNA nuclear content in
the nerve cells of this region.

If the attempt to compare the internal communications system to
languages and dialects is pursued further, the communications system of
the brain would have to be parallel to a multilingual system. The brain
carries on a dialogue with the external environment and then in turn,
another with the internal communications system. This conversation is
somewhat like the dialogue between a solo instrument such as the violin
and the symphony orchestra during a concerto. The thought that the
languages of the world are but dialects of the external human communica-
tions system might make sense to some.

Learning must begin with perception by way of mechanical, thermal,
chemical, acoustical, and photic stimulus energy. As stimuli are regis-
tered by the ascending reticular activating system I ARAS), the area that
includes the central parts of the medulla, midbrain, and diencephalon, a
decision is made as to whether the rest of the brain should be alerted to
lend attention. If this is decided in the affirmative. ARAS then procedes to
interpret the message from stimulus language into brain language, not
unlike a programmed computer translating fortran, SPSS, or some other
computer language into machine language.

2'.
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It is generally agreed that there is an interactive procet:s involving
AIRS, the limbic system, and the POT areas of the brain to process
Information so that if might lie stored in memory. Mechanisms such as the
regulation of' the autonomic nervous system by the by pothalanius to
maintain biochemical homeostasis are responsible for drives that form an
important portion of' motivation. The precise location and molecular
structure of memory storage have yet to he determined conclusively,
although it can be said that this comes about as a result of multivariate
conditions.

The anatomy of the cerebral cortex can be described through layers. The
outermost layer is made up of thousands of synaptic juncture's het ween
neurons that ate said to be as numerous as the stars in our galaxy. Here
axons speal: to certain dendrites by way of biochemical languages which
direct and sort intbrmation to elicit adequate responses. The indirect
monitoring of the recording of memory in an cletrot.lirticogram has been
attempted with encephalograms IEEUI in both humans and laboratory

2;.
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animals. Desynchronized negativity recorded in hertz units ill:, fre-
quency of I cycle per second) in the ARAS, limbic, and POT areas of the
brain during memory implantation periods indicate negativity Of cortical
dendrites and rapid firing of axons to lower nervous centers. The limbic
system is particularly involved in the passive avoidance of activity withh
painful consequences. Stimulation of the posteroventral nuclei of the
thalamus elicits fear, aversive sensatior.:-: and anxiety, preventing mem-
ory implantation as well as erasing memory stored during six hours or less
preceding the painful sensation. Other areas result in sensations of well-
being and satisfaction that make up positive emotional rewards for par-
ticular activity.

Humans exhibit an interesting differentiation of the two hemispheres
of the brain. Most of the body is symmetrical without dominance of one
side over t he other, as the equal sharing of the walking function by hot h
legs. The two hemispheres of the brain function as if they were two
different organs, although related in function and connected by the corpus
callosum. Language function is localized in the temporal lobe of the left
hemisphere for most right-handed people and in the right hemisphere or
both for left-handed people. For the majority of persons, the left hemis-
phere controls language, analytical, mathematical and deductive tasks,
while the right hemisphere is skilled in space perception, form perception...,
music recognition, synthesis and inductive nonverbal tasks (seine types of
mathematical functions would be inducted here).

Although the right hemispIwre- has heen known to develop language
functions, such as in cases of& mage to the left temporal lobe, it appears as
if the hemispheres entered into a mutual covenant of division of labor and
each proceded to develop a specialized group of functions more extensively
than the other. Radioactive brain scans and other methods that measure
increased blood flow and glucose con,entrations, which indicate activity,
show that language is processed around the temporal lobe of one hemis-
phere, usually the left, and a second language learned later may be
processed in the a I'M of the temporal lobe for the opposite hemisphere (see
M. Lopez article in this publication).

Alexander Luria conducted studies with literate aml illiterate subjects
and contributed a fundamental understanding of a powerful relation
between the influence of literacy, language, and thought. lie developed
tests fbr measuring the interplay between a person's command of linguis-
tic meaning and unconscious anxieties that surround sensitive topics. He
demonstrated various ways that language comes to control behavior. He
described "natural" forms of knowledge such as sheer memory capacity
and "cultural" knowledge such as skills in using mnemonic aids. Perhaps
the most significant finding was his description of the "primitive mind" of
illiterate peasants without an education and their general inability to
comprehend abstract reasoning. Literate subjects, on the other hand,
consistently demonstrated more sensitivity to syllogisms and linguistic
contradictions. He was also surprised to find that peasants have no optical
illusions.

The effects of environmental stimulation upon laboratory animals has
shown that animals experiencing environmental complexity training
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using different toys and involved in more complex tasks, nod heavier and
thicker cortical t. sue, developed a more extensive vascularization of
blood vessels to the brain, and had less cortical AChE and more ACh in
brain fluids than naive animals raised in dark compartments while de-
prived of several sensory stimuli. The effects ofexperienci ng oppor tu n:ties
for varicA and rich learning settings arc tangible and measurable.

It should not be surprising, then, to find investigators of the nature of
learning who feel that learned information is stored in ix'ypeptide
molecules and that the chemical transfer of learned information is possi-
ble. If associative learning is a different mechanism from learned reflexive
action, perhaps the language of this process is transcendental in nature.
where a complex protein molecule such as RNA or DNA not only records a
memory but in fact becomes the memory. Attempts to prove this theory
have not yet been conclusive, since many experiments involve laboratory
animals and it m ;ht well be that abstract associative learning is a unique
function of humans. Related information has been uncovered, however. It
has been demonstrated that memory is much more labile immediately
after something has been !earned, for a few hours at the most, during
which period rapid eve movement sleep aids in permanent memory con-
solidation, Electroconvulsive shock, anesthesia, hypoxia, hypothermia,
and severe pain result in memory deficits of new information but none of
these procedures eradicate long-term memory. Studies involving protein
synths'.- is inhibitors point to the possibility that learning is a biochemical,

as v, as an electrical process. The notion that qualitatively different
macromolecules are formed or modified during learning comes from
studies on the effects of learning on RNA synthesis in the central nervous
system.

One cannot help but wonder how a microscopic cell can store protein
memories for a lifetime WE. 'lin its membrane. One possible explanation is
the holographic memory theory of Karl Pribram of Stanford. A hologram
produces a three dimensional image from a photographic film on which
the interference pattern of light waves reflected from an object has been
recorded. The idea seems possible if one thinks of the amount of informa-
tion that can be stored on a computer disk and the way that a database is
integrated on a :pace efficient basis. In 1962. J. V. McConnel published a
paper on memory transfer thru c. .ibalism in planarians. This was
followed by many studies concerning the chemical transfer of learned
information.

A Social interaction Model

The citizens of this country come from many diverse cultural and lin-
guistic backgrounds that appear to complicate their organization into a
free society that is fair and viable. The realization of a dream that a higher
level of human understanding will be reached can l hastened by looking

to the coordination of diverse interests in nature.
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FIGI'r.E 4. A COMPARISON
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cell person
electrochemical message:; spoken languages
electrochemical memory written records
metabolic needs food, shelter, and security needs
cellular similarities human commonalities
organism country
external environment world conditions
matura organism developed country
immature organism nondeveloped country
cellular different ation division of labor
adaptation to change adaptation to change

It will be noted that organization allows for a balance between indi-
vidual concerns and organizational needs. This necessitates the assump-
tion of different individual roles at different times.

The capability to perform ,mplex functions depends upon differentia-
tion and specialization of members. A role heirarchy can be better shown
graphically.

L

ALLOWANCE FOR INDIVIDUAL
cREATIvE ADAPTATIONS

SPECIALIZATION ilIROUGH CELL DIFFERENTIATION
AND CAREER DIFFERENTIAT:ON

BASIC LOWER FUNCTIONS AND NEEDS OF METABOLISM AND SUBSISTANCE

Figure 5, A Role Heirarchy

An obvious difference between a clump of protozoa and a highly de-
veloped organism such as a primate is that many :;pecia I ized functions and
structural differences have been cultivated and guided. Each cell in the
protozoan clump is independent but the quality of life for each cell is
impoverished and one might comment that the price to be paid for this
degree of independence is high. The benefits available to individuals in a
well-organized system must include allowances for independent function-
ing to balance cooperative roles. Heterogeniety is highly valued and the
price paid for specialized services is the balance of activities in a private
and a public domain. A vegetative survival level is hardly better than
extinction. For higher organisms survival means much more than that;
survival gradients must include high quality social interaction, creature
comforts, opportunities fir creative activity, the experiencing of highly
developed sensory stimuli, such as viewing of art, architecture, speaking
different languages or at least multiple dialects, listening to highly de-
veloped music forms, tasting of varied palatable foods, and living longer
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life-spans that are relatively free of the discomforts of disease made
possib! by highly developed medical and environmental control ad-
vances. The ideal free society would include advantage:; of this type.

In addition to heterogeneity, an equilibrium which is not exploitive is
also necessary. This is the principal difference between democratic na-
tions and communistic societies: in communistic societies, the individual
is not important, save for the fact that he exists for the benefit of the state.
The other obvious nonfunctional extreme would be a society where only
individual wants are considered. Such a society would soon go bani- rt

and disintegrate:Successful cooperative relationships require reciprocal
benefits and a mutual respect. When this regard is relaxed, the resulting
imbalance can be serious. Modern problems in this country are due to a
great degree to a lack of regard for the environment. Air and water
pollution and depletion of natural resources are threatening the system. A
shortage of true cooperative activity is perhaps another source of discord.
Many citizens attempt to operate in isolationist roles and the societal
institutions are weakened.

What Bilingual Education Programs Offer
Well-implemented bilingual education programs are structured on a

rationale of mutual respect for cultural and linguistic variety. Individuals
are furnished with skills and knowledge that will broaden choices as to
languages to be used and cultural practices to be observed.

The exercise of freedom of choice can only be carried out where choices
are made available. In communist countries, choices are not available to
the general population. The ordinary citizen is instructed as to what
language to use, 1-,ow to dress, what occupation to foLow, and, as in the sad
case of Alexander Luria, even what to think. When creativity and indi-
vidual freedoms are so repressed. the society declines. since it is a con-
glomerate of exploited, dissatisfied individuals.

By utilizing two or more languages for instruction. bilingual educat ion
conditions the structures of the nervous system for morecomplex intL,ec-
tual functions. Most everyone knows that bilingual programs that are hot
adequately implemented produce poor results. This is particularly true if
appropriate attention is not given to the development of literacy and basic
scienc- . math, and social concepts.

A serious partnership between professional language specialists and
biological scientists needs to emerge 'o continuously improve and expand
bilingual programs.

In this country, reasoning concerning the effects of education upon the
development of mental skills begins with the proposition that all persons
have the same physical potential to develop. Differences in the levels of
cognition that are achieved depend on nurture, environment, and experi-
ences. Nurture must first be defined as the literal availability of adequate
nutrients, particularly proteins, salt, potassium, calcium, phosphates,
lipids, iron, and vitamins. The body can build some of these from other
substances, but others such as the essential amino acids must be provided
for growth and repair, neurotransmission, the protein implantation of
memory, and metabolism. Nurture also means the environmental nurtur-
ing that consists of the opportunity to acquire reading skills, receive
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exposure to a variety of sensory experiences, and a positive emotional
supportive clim..te. Learning disabilities are sometimes caused by mal-
nutrition of either variety.

Nature never rhymes her children nor makes two men alike, just as she
never subjects them to the same forces. The joy of life for mankind springs
from the experiencing and appreciating of individuality and infinite
variety. As people toil to seek a livelihood, they find another side to life,
the comfort and security to be found in the company of others who share
similarities. Groups are formed to accomplish what none could reach
alone. Civilizations develop that reach advances of which individuals can
only be a part, and yet, originate from individual talents and innovations.

Life itself rests upon a balance of differences and similarities. Groups
and persons specialize in their pursuits and barter with each other for
goods and services as if they were an echo of the specializations and
exchanges of the cells that compose them.

Summary
The logic of this study is syllogistic:

MAJOR PREMISE: The most effective and efficient interaction
model known is the one used by the human nervous system and is
characterized by individual adaptability, specialization, and
balancing of individual and collective interests.

MINOR PREMISE: Societal interaction behaviors for individual
and collective roes are learned from individual experiences and
communicated experiences of others.

CONCLUSION: Educational programs that teach students
adaptability, specialization, and ways to balance individual and
collective interests contribute to the development of effective and
efficient societal interaction behaviors.

It is known that students who speak one language and those who speak
two or more languages are more alike than different in their individual
nee,:: for sustinence, affection, and safety. They are also alike in that each,
as individuals, also have different talents, preferences, and experiences
that can be cultivated into many specializations for occupational and
societal roles. The rationale for bilingual/bicultural programs is such that
basic needs are acknowledged and addressed, and linguistic and cultural
differences are also legitimized and permitted to grow. As long as biling-
ual programs are not distorted by provincial obstacles, they can contribute
a great deal to the development of a viable national society.
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THE AFFECTIVE DIMENSION IN A BILINGUAL BICULTURAL

CLASSROOM:

WHAT'S THE STATUS?

Rudolfo Chavez Chavez
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Manuel Cardenas
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INTRODUCTION
Within a bilingual bicultural classroom climate, authentic affective and

cognitive experiences for bilingual bicultural students are essential. The
classroom climate, acting with other forces, offers the students psycholog-
ical experiences, limitations, and self-impact. Secondly, the classroom
climate has physical, social, and intellectual forces and conditions that
impinge upon a student (Bloom 1964). Finally, "the social relations among
the students as a group, and between the students and the teacher, sig-
nificantly influence the cognitive and affective learning outcomes" (Kahn
& Weiss 1973:760).

'This paper will deal specifically with students (Chicano and non-
Chicano) within bilingual bicultural and nonbilingual classrooms in the
State of New Mexico. In addition, this study will focus on the affective
dimension of Chicano and non-Chicano students within bilingual bicul-
tural classrooms, and for comparisons, within nonbilingual classrooms.
This will provide data about those students' perceptions of those
classrooms. The data will be used to determine whether the affective
dimension enhances the educational advancement of Chicano and non-
Chicano students within bilingual bicultural as well as nonbilingual
classrooms.

Related Research

On the whole, research regarding the educational experiences of stu-
dents within bilingual bicultural classrooms has been devoid of an ex-
tended research effort ( Wienberg 1977). Troike (1978, 1979) contends that
the lack of a research effort is due to the Office of Bilingual Education's
exclusion of a research budget until the 1976 fiscal year. This was true,
even though Congress had appropriated mono'.. for such expenditure in

Copyright (:;! 1980 Rudolfo Chavez Chavez and Manuel Cardenas. All rights re-
served.
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1974. Nevertheless research studies focusing on the educational ad-
vancement of bilingual bicultural students are somewhat widespread in
the research literature.

A macro-view, of the Chicano student's educational experience was
published by the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights (1971-1974). The
commission's study illustrated a multi-faceted view of Chicano students in
Southwestern schools and their subsequent failure within those schools.
In contrast, several evaluations of bilingual bicultural education pro-
grams have demonstrated that the academic performance of students
within those programs has not been deterred by dual language instruction
and the use of two cultures for the transference of curricular content
(Lambert, Giles, & Picard 1975; Rosier & Farella 1976; Leyba 1978;
Plante 1977; Saldate & Mishra 1978).

The above mentioned studies have determined the impact of bilingual
bicultural classrooris on students, by the students' performance on var-
ious academic measurements. That is, the studies have focused on the
cognitive impact of bil ingual bicultural education on students. Moreoever,
bilingu131 bicultural education res's upon a philosophical premise that
include a student finding acceptance of his/her language and cult in e for
the e( ational process to be experienced fully (Angel 1974; Gonzales
197', Ramierz & Ca-ltaneda 1977; Valencia 1977). That the affective
i Lief of bilingual bicultural education on students.

Though incomplete, some research has looked critically at the affective
dimension. Juarez' (1976) experiment indicated that students preferred
bilingual environments as opposed to monolingual environments in sci-
ence instruction. Det Bueno (1971) found that seventh grade students in
bilingual bicultural programs had a significantly positive self-concept.
Rivera (1973) and Skoczylas (1972) indicated it their findings that a
bilingual bicultural atmosphere enhanced the evyution of more positive
feelings of self-image.

An extensive study of Chicano students' perceerions of their high school
and their college performance was conducted by Espinoza, Fernandez. and
Dornbusch (1977/1979).1 Differences and sirnilarties in the performance
of Spanish-surname students and other ethnic was compared. The
researchers found that "Chicano students cared rikwut school, saw a close
link between schooling and future occupations, believed that their parents
considered education important, perceived their teachers as friendly and
warm, were not alienated from school, and did not have a low academic
self-concept" (152-53).

The research studies mentioned above employed low inference me:i
sures. Low inference measures focus on specific, denotable,, relatively
objective behaviors of students and are recorded as frequency counts
and/or narrative explanations (Rosenshine & Furst 1971) Low inference
measures, however, have been criticized because they account for only
small amounts of variance of student achievement (Rosenshine & Furst
1971). Also they are "less valid in predicting learning outcomes than are
high inference measures" (Anderson & Walburg 1974:86) Therefore, the
present investigators used a high inference measure to gather the needed
data.
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High inference responses or variables ask the respondent to make a
judgment about the meaning of what he she thinks or feels about the
classroom climate ( Nielson & Kirk 1974i. High infereoce measures are
subjective ratings of perceiveu behavior by stud''nts. Although the mea-
sures are subjective, they have proven comparatively valid (Anderson &
Walburg 1974). In high inference measures, the student is the recipient of
instruction and other cues in the classroom, in particular social stimuli,
and may be the best judge of the learning context ( Anderson & Walbtsrg
9741. In low inference measures, the observer weighs his judgments

about the classroom on one or a few short-term observations. Figuratively,
in using high-inference variables to measure classroom climate, the
-judges are a group of twenty to thirty sensitive well-informed judges of
the class: an outside observer is a single judge who has Car less data and,
though highly trained and systematic, may be insensitive to what is
important in a particular class'' ( Anderson & Walberg 1974:86).

Theoretical and Applied Research Related to the Use of
lnktence Measures

Lewin 1936) contends that because a group of people may behave in a
similar way, the similarity of possible behavior does not imply similarity
of the individuals, because it requires different situations to bring out
approximately similar behavior. Inference of an individual characterM-
tic ( P) is possible only when the environmental situations ( E) agree,
inference of th..t situation only when the individuals agree'. (Lewin
19:35:72).

Focusing on the child, an analysis of environm 'ntal factors must begin
from a consideration of the total situation (Lew n 1936). At birth, the
child's life-space is liented. Gradually, the child's life-space extends. The
child by increasing t_sgreet:, controls his environment; social (acts
child-to-parent or child-to-child communication) become an essential part
of the life-space. As the child physically grows and matures mentally, the
child's social facts acquire inure significance for the child's psychological
environment.

To understand the child's psychological behavior (13), Lewin contends
that one has to determine for every kind of psychological event (actions,
emotions, expressions, etc.) the momentary structure and the state of the
person Pt and of the psychological environment (E). B f ( P,E).- In this
equation, behavior (13) equals the frequency of the momentary structure
and the state of the person (P) and psychological environment In
summary, Lewin contends that environment is to be defined not only
physically, but psychobiologically as well; that is, according to a quasi-
physical and quasi-mental structure.

Murray, a humanist psychologist, referring to himself as a per-
sonalogist. attempted to maintain the focus of th discipline on t he lives of
people by keeping in mind Lewin's dictum: B f (1),E). Nevertheless,
Murray was also interested in the internal determimints of behavior.
Murray concluded that Lewin, McDougall, Ach, and others were in-
terested only in the external determinants of behavior, never systemati-
cally developing a theory of drive or need. Murray's need-press model
cot rested that omission.
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In the Murray model, a distinction is made between needs (the P
component) and press (the E component). Murray defined need as ". . a
force (the phy3ico-chemical nature of which is unknown) in the brain
region, a force which organizes perception, apperception, intellection,
conation, and action in such a way as to transform in a certain direction an
existing, unsatisfying situation" (1938:124). He defined press as . a
temporal gestalt of stimuli which usually appears in the guise of a threat
of harm or promise of benefit to the organism."

Stern (1970) refined Murray's thought by simplifying those definitions.
To Stern, needs refers to organizational tendencies that appear to give
unity and direction to a person's behavior. Press refers to the
phenomenological world of the individual, the unique and inevitable
private view each person has of the events in which the individual takes
part (Stern 1970).

Murray's unique concept of environmental press facilitated the con-
struction of low and high inference measures to objectively determine
environmental press in college environments (Pace & Stern 19581 and
several types of classrooms (Steele, House, & Kerins 1971; Trickett &
Moss 1973).

Getzels' and Thelen's (1960) socio-psychological theory is specifically
tailored to groups within the classroom. ". . .lTlhe nature of the learning
process is affected by the nature of the social interaction, the compulsory
and random selection of pupils will have an effect on what is learned, and
the compulsory and random nature of the classroom group can beconsid-
ered another distinctive feature of the classroom as a working group."

The main elements of the Getzels-Thelen conception of the classroom
group can be summarized analytically as follows:

Institutionsa.- Ro Its Expectations

Social ...Group
Classroom Group -4Climate --0-IntentionsSystem Behavior

Individual I.- Personality -4Needs

The upper line is the sociological dimension of action. Roles are defined in
terms of established institutional expectations, obligations, prerogatives,
and powers. The lower line pertains to the unique, personal behavior
dispositions. The middle line mediates between the institutional and the
individual dispositions. On the one hancl. it can support the institution by
imposing, if necessary, certain norms? . role-expectations on the group
members; on the other hand, it can support the individual in expressing
certain idiosyncratic personality-dispositions. In working out this balance
between the institution and the individual, the group develops a culture
or, perhaps better here, a climate that may be analyzed into the con-
stituent intentions of the group, and, in effect, the group climate repre-
sents another general dimension of the classroom as a social system
( Getzels & Thelen 1960). The following studies, plus this present study,
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Ales of the different courses and between rural and urban classes were
found.

Learning environment scales have been tested for cross-cultural
general izabil ity of measures (t students' perception to social environment
of learning( Walburg, Sigh, Rasher 1977). An experiment was conducted
in the State of Rajasthan, India. The mean end-of-course achievement
scores of 166 groups of studious and non-studious members of 83 general
science classes and 134 similar groups of 67 social studies classes ran-
domly sampled were correlated with I.Q. and the Learnir4; Environment
Inventory translated into Hindi. The experiment indicated that correla-
tions do not necessarily mewl causality, but that -. the measures of the
social environment media e and index much of the sociopsychological
stimulation that bears, ind(rectly through perception, upon cognitive and
attitudinal learning" (Walberg, et al. 1977:48).

In keeping with testing the high inference measures in unique Settings,
Fraser ( 19781 modified the LEI fbr use in individualized junior high school
classrooms. The modified measure formed a battery of nine classroom
climate scales suitable for the types of classrooms and grade level ( seventh
;.;rded The refined learning environment scale was internally consistent,
with discriminant validity and sensitivity.

In summary, during the past decade, research has illustrated that
student perceptions of the social environment, of their classes account for
substantial differences. Differences in cognitive and affective criteria
beyond thataccounted for by corresponding beginning-of-course measure:...
or mental abilities or both have been shown. The classroom environment,
as evidenced by the literature reviewed, is a totality of forces affecting (he
individual students cognitively as well as affectively. It was shown that
high inference.measures were valid in measuring climate that corre'ated
with learning across various grade levels, course content, and rural and
urban areas. Moreover, it was shown that the high inference measures
had cross-cultural generalizability and could be modified.

Prncrdures
The population studied included those students of si :.th grade

classrooms in schools having both Spanish: English bilingual bicultural
education programs and non-bilingual education programs. he schools
that participated in the study are located in northern and s(eith,,Tn New
Mexico. The bilingual bicultural education programs of the schools where
data were collected met the criteria specified by the iederal Title VII
guidelines or New Mexico State Department of Education guidelines, or
both.

Data collected from students were age, sex, ethnicity (Chicano or
non-Chicano), type of classroom (bilingual or nonbilingual), third and
fifth grade California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS) achievernent scores in
language arts, reading, and the battery total. Data fr((ri the Climate
Inventory Instrument were obtained from the students slur in;; the second
and third weeks of October, 1979, on Tuesday. Wednesday, and Thursday
mornings. The climate scores were obt:k 'hiring this hort time span
for two reasons:
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1. Since the climate scores are a perception of the classroom climate,
was believed that students needed to be in their assigned classrt;oms
at least six weeks in order for them to answer the statements in the
inventory honestly and with reflection; and

2. It was assumed that students would be more settled and relaxed on
the three afbrementioned school days.

In addition, data were used only from those students who were regis-
tered from the first grade through the sixth grade in a Spanish/English
bilingual bicultural education program or a nonbilingual education pro-
gram within the same school. Because of the above stringent controls, only
four elementary schools from two school districts were included. Within
these schools, 157 students met the criteria for ;oclusion in the study.
Therefore, the entire population was included, making sampling unneces-
sary.

The Climate Inventory Instrument

The instrument used to obtain the climate scores for the study was a
modified version of Anderson's (1973) My Classroom Inventory. The in-
strument contained instructions that required a minimum of assistance
from the administrator in answering statements in the subsequent pages.
The instructions provided two examples for practice with a Likert-type
scale.

Anderson's My Class Inventory contained five climate scales (satisfac-
tion, friction, competitiveness, difficulty, and cohesiveness) with each
climate scale containing nine statements. The modified instrument used
for this study employed all the climate scales except that of difficulty. In
addition, because of time constraints, the modified instrument included
fewer scales. This made it possible for students to answer each statement
with appropriate reflection. Each climate scale was shortened from nine to
five statements. The five statements used for each climate scale best
encompassed the definitions of the scales. Many statements were re-
worded for clarity as a consequence of suggestions made by students in the
pilot study population.

The twenty statements are arranged in the instrument so as to prevent
consecutive repetition of the same climate scale. A Likert scale was used
permitting students to decide from a five point range, the validity of the
statement as it pertained to their classrooms.

After the instrument was distributed to an entire sixth grade classroom
by the researcher, the researcher read the directions aloud having the
students follow silently. A large chart was utilized for discussion depicting
the Likert scale found in the Climate Inventory Instrument. Finally, an
opportunity was given to the students to ask questions concerning the
procedures, after which the twenty statements were answered by each
student.
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This st udy incorporates the use of stude-as. high inference responses of
his her classroom climate and the stvlt-nts' personal data to determine it'
general posit, v.e. trends of tichievemenr were indeed alTin..ring. Put. an-
other way, we asked the students to look at large segments of the whole
within the classrooms vis-a-vis the four climate scales of the Climate
Inventory Instrument. Then. took those segments and pasted them
tog..ther to form a puzzle. This puzzle then became a pictorial representa-
tion of the classrooms' effective dimension an perceived by the students.
We then took this picture (which is the affective classroom climate) and
compared. contrasted, and correlated those perceptions with the students'
other personal data (variables), namely third and fifth grade language
arts, reading, and battery achievement totals, sex, ethnicity, and type of
classroom (bilingual bicultural and nonbilingual).

Method of Analysis

The method of analysis was twofold. First, descriptive statistics were
utilized in making comparisons between classrooms, between ethnic
categories and between the sexes. Then step-wise regression t Nie, et al.
1970:355) was used to determine which of the variable's measured. if ;Uly,
had an influence on the difference between fifth and third grade achieve-
ment score's. Because the interest of this study lies not the particular
individuals who happen to h) present in the classrooms at the time of the
administration of the inventory instrument, but rather on a conceptual
population of individuals that could possibly be present, the super popula-
tion approach assumes that "with each population unit is associated a
random variable for which a stochastic structure is specified: the actual
value associated with a population unit is treated as the outcome of the
random variable- (Cassel, et al. 1977:2). Basically, in the superpopulation
approach the actual population is considered as a sample from a much
larger conceptual population that is of interest.

Findings and Discussion

flue to the small number of non-Chicano students in both the bilingual
and nonhilingual classrooms. no inferential analysis was attempted in the
aforementioned comparisons between cla:-:,.rooms, ethnic categories and
sexes. Instead, a descriptive analysis is presented. Th, number ofst udents
as well as the means and standard deviations of the climate variables
grouped by classroom, ethnicity and sex are exhibited in Table 1, Appar-
ently there is no appreciable effect of classroom, ethnicity or sex on the
climate variables. The over-all means for satisfaction, competition, fric-
tion and cohesiveness are 18.37, 15.46, 14.92 and 18.71 respectively.
These results indicate that the population surveyed perceives itself' as
being, on the average, somewhat satisfied and cohesive. however, it is
noncommital in its response to competition and friction.
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TABLE 1
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF

CLIMATE VARIABLES BY CLASSROOM, AND SEX

Ethnicity- rlai,rian
Sex

Standard Standard
Nican Deviation 11oviation

17.78' 2.49 17.90 2.78
Male 16.25 3.43 15.17 :3.99

15.41' 3.23 1:1.5 3.88
18,164 2.55 18.90 :3.20

Chicano (N :12r IN 42'

Female
19.25
15.00
15.54
19 43
N = 28)

2.58
4.08
4.04
2.41

18.:38

15.70
15..19
18.92

37)

2.1:1
2.90
4.59
:3.40

21.50 0.71 19.50
Male 12.00 2.83 15,25

17.00 4.24 1.1.50

14.00 5.66 17.75
Nan- (N IN 4)

.,;ano

1.91
1.89
1.29
2.50

19.20 3.6:3 18.3:3

Female 14.20 2.39 16.33
16.40 14.50
18.20 .:.tit, s.37

(N= 51 iti 61

'Satisfaction. "Friction:
Ntlinbii ei!,tudents.

Wohesivelicss

2.07
2.42
3.39
2.32

'fable 2 shows the means and standard deviations of the differences in
fifth and third grade achievement scores grouped by classroom and ethnic-
ity. Sex was not taken into account because of the small number of
non-Chicano students. The classroom has little, if any, effect on Chicanos'
achievement scores. The non-Chicano students in the bilingual classroom
are performing as well as Chicano students in language arts and battery
total; however, they are achieving considerably better in reading where
Chicano students seem to be lagging. A puzzling result is that the non
Chicano students in the nonbilingual classroom are performing miserably
in comparison with the other groups.

3 /
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TABLE 2

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
DIFFERENCES OF FIFTH GRADE AND THIRD GRADE

ACHIEVEMENT SCORES Irk' CLASSROOM AND ETHNICITY

Ethnicity..
Standard Standard

heart Dovtatinn :11t)an Deviati.)n

2.54' 1.136 2.17 1.42

Chicano 1.772 1.10 1.81 0.96

2.32'' 1.27 2.11 0.86

(N - 601' iN 78)

Non-Chicano
2.07 1.86 1.22 1.28

2.24 1.19 0.96 1.19

2.14 1.42 0.74 1.08

IN - 7) (N -. 9)

'1,tinvutit.:). Arts: 213t.titling., 'Tofu(
Number of students.

A correlation analysis was then undertaken to determine any linear
relationships between the climate and achievement variables measured.
The results are presented in Table 3. Three correlation coefficients were
significant at the five percent level. However, since forty-eight correlation
coefficients were tested, this result is consistent with a five percent type I
error rate und a null hypothesis of no linear correlation. Therefore, it is
concluded tL no linear relationships exist between climate and
:!chievement variabl.

TABLE 3

PRODUCT MOMENT CORRELATIONS OF
CLIMATE VARIABLES WITH ACHIEVEMENT VARIABLES

(a) Chicano in Bilingual Classroom (N = 601'

SAT CoMP COHESIVE

Langarts 0.15772' 0.08884 -0.05653 0.28008
0.22882 0.4996 0.6679 0.0302

Reading 0.02763 -0.07659 0.06848 0.08945
0.8340 0.5608 0.6032 0.4967

Battery -0.10636 -0.02166 0.13366 0.13763

0.4186 0.8695 0.3086 0.2943

3 ",
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Chicano in Nonbilingual Classroom IN 79)

COMP ( '(

Langarts -0.08125 0 19831 0,01863 -0.01552
0.04795 ((.0818 0.8114 0.8927

Reading 0.06152 -0.167513 -0.21938 0.02846
0.5926 0.1426 0.0536 0.8047

Battery 0.00702 .0.00169 -0.145r.5 0.08806
0.9514 0.9883 0.2036 0.4433

(c) Non-Chicano in Bilingual Classroom (N 7)

Langarts -0.20581 0.89237 -0.30232 0.:37181
!,' 6[,)4.0 0.0069 0.5099 0.4115

Reading 0,01005 0.71494 0.09411 0.29943
0.9819 0.0710 0.8409 0.5141

Battery -0,25641 0.89555 0.05869 ..0:27776
0.5789 0.0064 0.9005 0.55)10

Id) Non-Chicano in Nonbilingual Classroom (N --, 9)

Langarts 0.08491 0.07440 -0.05474 0.4136
0.8281 0.8491 0.88c1; 0.2684

Reading -0.30822 -0.20684 -0.31,, . -0.22297
0.4197 0.5934 0.4094 0.5642

Battery -0.43774 -0.08637 -0.15504 0.07550
0.2387 0.8251 0.6904 0.8469

'Product ;.lotnenui C.'orrelation; ',Significance IA.vel
Number of St

Though classroom climate variables were not significant, they were
significant as interact tg variables within the following step-wise regres-
sion statistical procedures. This tends to reflect the inclusiveness of the
classroom and its climate, illustrating that the classroom is a dynamic
interchange of affective and cognitive forces forged with personalized and
socio-psychological phenomena.

Three step-wise regression analyses were accomplished, one analysis
using each of fifth grade language arts, reading and battery total
achievement scores as the dependent variable. The candidates for inde-
pendent variables were sex, ethnicity, classroom and all first order in-
teractions thereof.

The resulting equation using fifth grade language arts achievement
scores was:

yi = 4.988+ 0.054x1x2-i- 0.072x3x4- 0.060x,, xi;

where:

3
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yi Fifth grade language arts achievement score
xi satisfaction response
X2 -- sex 11 male, 2-- female)
x. competition response
x4 ethnicity (1= Chicano, 2. non -Chienm»

friction response
xn classroom (1. bilingual, 2 non hi lingual

This combination of the independent variables accounts for 11.81;r; of the
total variances in fifth grade language arts achievement score. 'I a result
of this .step-wise regression analysis indicates the following:

1. If, for a given ethnic group and classroom, the level of competition
and friction are held constant, fifth grade language arts achieve-
ment score increases with satisfaction and given a level of sat isfac-
tion females perform better than males.

2. If, fur a given sex category and classroom, the level of satisfaction
and friction are held constant, fifth grade language arts achieve-
ment score increases with competition and given a level of competi-
tion non-Chicano students outkrform Chicano students.

3. If, for a given sex category and ethnic group, satisfaction and compe-
tition are held constant, fifth grade language arts achievement
score increases as friction decreases and given a level of friction
students in the bilingual bicultural classroom outperform those in
the nonbilingual classroom

The above implies that language arts skills (writing, reading, listening,
speaking) can be manifested in a classroom climate where Chicano as well
as non-Chicano students have the opportunity to competitively interact
yet form mutual interpersonal bonds that result in low friction and high
satisfaction. Given a Chicano and a non-Chicano sixth grade student of
the same sex perceiving the same degree of satisfaction, friction and
competition, the non-Chicano will outperform the Chicano. Under similar
circumstances if the Chicano perceives twice the level ofcompetion as the
non-Chicano, he will perform as well.

The resulting equation using fifth grade reading achievement scores as
the dependent variable was:

y2 = 4.68n + P.06 i xi x4 .036x.5xti

where:

y2 = fifth grade reading achievement score and xi , xi, , a nd were

previously defined.
This regression equation accounted for 12.74 percent of the total variabil-
ity in fifth grade reading scores. The result of this regression indicates the
following:

1. If. for a given classroom. the level of friction is held constant, fifth
grade reading achievement score increases with satisfaction and for
a fixed level of satisfaction non-Chicano students do better than
Chicano students.

2. If, for a given ethnic group, the level of satisfaction is held constant,
fifth grade reading achievement score increases as friction de-
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creases and for a given level of friction students in the bilingual
classroom outperform those in the nonbilingual classroom.

In reading achievement the results are similar. It may be concluded that
efficacy in readin,1 within bilingual bicultural classrooms could he attrib-
uted to an absence of friction as perceived by those involved in the reading
process.

The resulting equation using fifth grade battery total achievement
scores as the dependent variable was:

y:1 = 5.505+ 0.051x1x 0.057x;, xt; + 0.280x2x
where:

y:3 = fifth grade battery total achievement score, and the x's were
previously defined.

The immediately preceding equation accounted for 10.94 percent of the
total variability associated with fifth grade battery total . The following
conclusions can be drawn from this analysis.

1. If, for a given classroom and sex category, the level of friction is held
constant, fifth grade battery total increases with satisfaction and for
a particular level of satisfaction non-Chicano students score higher
than Chicano students.

2. If, for a given ethnic group and sex category, satisfaction is held
constant, fifth grade battery total increases as friction decreases and
for a given level of friction students in the bilingual classroom do
better than those in the nonbilingual classroom,

3. If. for a given ethnic group, satisfaction and friction are held con-
stant, fifth grad battery total is higher for females than males and
for a given sex category pupils in the nonbilingual classroom outper-
form those in the bilingual classroom.

On the whole, it is crtite interesting to note that the first order interac-
tion between friction and classroom was always significant. Also, none of
the climate variables were significant except as interactions. Finally, it is
of interest that cohesiveness was never significant.

Summary

The data revealed that Chicano and non-Chicano students will achieve
at higher levels in language arts, reading and battery total achievement
when their perceptions of satisfaction and competition are high. Although
this is true holistically speaking, Chicano students need to perceive twice
the amount of satisfaction in order to have the same efficacy level in
reading and battery achievement as non-Chicanos. Also, Chicano stu-
dents need to perceive twice the amount of competition in order to have the
same efficacy level in language arts achievement as non-Chicano stu-
dents. Furthermore, students achieve higher, the lower the degree of
friction perceived. However, students in bilingual bicultural classrooms
will achieve at a higher level than students in nonbilingual classrooms
whenever the level of friction perceived is the same in both classrooms.

n.
.
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The :Move ilhu.trates the complexity of chissroonis. On the one hand,
data revealed the dynamic interchange ofelassoorn forces forged with the
students' personalized and socio-psychological phenomena that predict
learning. on the other hand, affective and cognitive learning within
bilinwial bicultural classrooms will not interfere with Chicano :01(1 non-
Chicano students' achievement, Illiwever, Chicano students in the non.
bilingual classrooms will tend not to do as well as non-Chicano students in
t he same type of classroom. Because or the above, the affect ive dimension's
kaleidoscopic: effect on Chicano :end non - Chicano student's achievement
within bilingual bicultural and nonbilingual classrooms must be fully
realized. Once taken seriously. viable curricular changes at all levels
11111Si, be made in order that Chicano and non-Chicano students will benefit
substantially in bilingual bicultural ar..I nonbilinviial classrooms.
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THE EFFECTS OF BILINGUAL MULTICULTURAL CONTENT ON

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL CHILDREN
Sheryl Linda Santos

East Texas State University

INTRODUCTION
Bilingual education is not a new phenomenon in American education.

Many native born and immigrant groups representing a variety of lin-
guistic heritages have participated in bilingual instruction throughout
United States history (Moss 1977). What is new, however, is the extent of
financial and political support federal and state governments are giving to
the present bilingual education movement, and the purposes and
rationales underlying it

Casso (1976:7) refers to the growth of the bilingual movement as ". . a
renaissance, one of the most important, dynamic, and dramatic reform
movements in the history of American public education." Whereas biling-
ual education was once characterized by a desire of immigrant groups to
preserve their languages and cultures, it has now taken on additional
functions and interpretations. For example, the federal government, pur-
suant to 'Fitly VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, seeks to assure, ". . . that
students of a particular race, color, or national origin are not denied the
opportunity to obtain the education generally obtained by other students
in the system." The government interprets bilingual education as a pro-
gram to ensure social justice, to ensure that children who do not dominate
the English language are not excluded from meaningful educational ex-
periences. This, however, is not the only interpretation of bilingual educa-
tion.

At present, bilingual education can be described as being in an
evolutionary state. What is perceived and defined by the federal govern-
ment as an educational alternative fur children of limited English is now
also being championed as the vehicle for the fulfillment of cultural
pluralism in America. As Maria Medina Swanson, past president of the
National Association for Bilingual Education (U.S. Senate Hearings
1978: 84'.2, stated quite elc)uently:

It is important to broaden the basis for participation in bilingual
education to facilitate non-c sharing and more on,ierstanding among
students, and to assist the growing number of school districts not
just to cope with multilingual multiethnic realities, but to utilize
them as resources for a better education for all students . . .

Because believe that bilingual education can help English prof'
cient children in another language, and because of today's inter-
dependence in the world, we strongly support that bilingual educa-
tion should he available as an alternative for all American children.

Copyright c, 1950 by S. 1,. Santos. All rights reserved.
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Bilingual education has begun to extend its appeal further than the
linguistic minorities it Originally intended to serve. Two programs de-
signed for English-speaking children are the Bilingual Alternative Po-
gram in Cincinnati, and the Dade County, Florida, Spanish Immersion
Program. l'he goal of both of these programs is to produce functioning
bilinguals. The Cincinnati based program operates totally on school
hinds, and serves monolingual Ergli:i-speaking children who live in
predominantly Anglo communities. The parents are consulted prior to
their child's placement and the option of choosing French. German,
or Spanish as the second language. Speaking for this program Met
1978:40 t states; "We believe bilingual education is for ever.vone, that.

learning to communicate with diverse ethnic groups is the best way to
develop positive multicultural values. And we are putting our beliefs into
practice."

Beebe ( Ifi8:95) reported that, "In Dade County more than one in HUT('
student:; is native Snanish speaking. Being monolingual has become an
economic disadvantage." The Florida program is offered to teachers and
administrators as well as to the students. Therefore, it can he understood
that bilingual education is indeed evolving, and that it means different
things to various segments of the population.

In summary, to the United States government bilingual education
means social justice; to the linguistic minorities it means t he maintenance
of their cultural and linguistic heritages: to the monolingual English
speakers it means a chance to broaden their knowledge base and their
awareness of their fellow Americans, or perhaps it will afford them advan-
tages in the job market: and fir the idealists, it can even conic to mean the
fulfillment of the dream, the dream that Dr. Martin Luther
(196:3i so dynamically verbalized on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in
Washington, D.C. Although Dr. King spoke specifically of racial and
religious problems. the spirit of his message embodied a much broader
scope:

I have a dream . . . It is a dream deeply rooted in the American
dream. I have a dream that one day this nation will rise rip and live
out the true meaning of its creed . . . when all of God's children,
black men and white men, Jews and Gentiles, Protestants and
Catholics, will be able to join hands and sing the words of the old
Negro spiritual. "Free at Last!"

Although bilingual education programs are growing in number
throughout the United States, the majority of these programs continue to
be government funded and compensatory in nature. /f the bilingual educa-
tion movement is to flourish, evolve, and reach its full potential, there are
at least two prerequisites for its growth: (1) the broadening of its applica-
tion to include maintenance and enrichin6nt models; and 12/ the assump-
tion of fiscal responsibility by local education agencies, For such an evolu-
tion to take place, the benefits of expanded participation in bilingual
education programs must be empirically demonstrated to the American
public.
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notomale /nr the Study

Despite the need, teaching young children to appreciate and accept
cultural diversity within our society has not been a high priority of public
education. It is impalig. for society at large to realize that simply bring-
i bg children of different. cultural backgrounds together in a school room is
not enough to ensure that positive intercultural attitudes will develop.
For example, in many schools \: here desegregation has already taken
place, one Mites that besides the close physical proximity among the
children, often little or nothing is being chine to free t heir minds about
each other's linguisti, and other cultural differences. Therefore, it is
imperative that we create educational innovations and alternatives that
will promote the concept of cul tura l pluralism as a positive force in Ameri-
can society.

The present. study was therefore based on the rationale that a bilingual
multicultural curriculum offered to every child in a racially and linguisti-
cally integrated classroom would serve as a catalyst for improving inter-
cultural attitudes, enhancing the self-concept of minority children, in-
creasing all students' knowledge about one another's cultures, and raising
the status of languages other than English, Such outcomes would be
beneficial for all students, would be in keeping with the spirit of desegre-
gation, and would expand the definition and application of bilingual
education in America.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of an experimen-
tal bilingual multicultural curriculum on the self-concept, intercultural
attitudes. and intercultural knowledge of fourth, fifth, and sixth grade
pupils in an integrated classroom setting. Our hypotheses were:

1. There will be a significant difference in self-concept between the
control and experimental groups according to ethnicity of fourth,
fifth, and sixth graders, respectively.

2. There will be a significant difference in intercultural attitudes
between control and experimental groups according to ethnicity of
fourth, fifth, and sixth graders, respectively.

3. There will he a significant difference in intercultural knowledge
between the control and experimental groups according to ethnicity
of fourth, fifth, and sixth graders, respectively.

Po/w/o/ion

The children in this study were sixty-seven randomly selected fourth,
fifth, and sixth grade pupils in attendance at a selected midwestern
elementary school. The thirty-two boys and the thirty-five girls participa-
ting in the study ranged from nine to thirteen years of age and represented
a variety of ethnic groups. All the children were U.S. military dependents
at the time of this study and were born in various states of the U.S. or
abroad. To facilitate the statistical analyses, two categories were created:
Anglo and non-Anglo. Thirty-six children were classified as Anglos, and
thirty-one as non - Angles.
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Proof/no/as

The experimental group received a seven-week I reatment designed to
enrich t he scl leo] curriculum bz providing the students with activities and
experiences to p ,Imote and develop awareness, sensitivity, and apprecia-
tion towards cultural and linguistic pluralism in the Ilnited States. The
experimental sessions lasted forty minutes per day, live days per week.
The goals of this trieJtment were as follows:

1. To develop understanding of the concepts and vocabulary related to
culture and cultural pluralism.

2. To instill pride in one's own cultural heritage as well as respect. for
the cultures of others.

:3. To acquaint the students with the Spanish language and to sensitize
them to the diversity of linguistic expression among the peoples of
America, both English and non-EngliSh speaking.

4. To increase factual knowledge of the historical contributions and
cultural manifestations of minority cultures in America.

The control group received a seven-week placebo treatment consisting
of the following activities: watching film strips about the natural sciences,
listening to short stories of varying themes to stimulate oral d: itssion,
playing educational games, listening to music, making art proje,:ts, and
participating in physical education.

In addition to the researcher, the teachers on each grade level partici-
pated in the implementation of the experimental and control curriculums
by volunteering her/his time twice weekly for the duration of he project.

/? search Design

The design utilized in this study was a randomized block design consist-
ing of experimental and control groups (combined grade levels) and a
three-level blocking variable, grade level. This is considered a posttest
only control group design as discussed by Campbell and Stanley (1963). By
randomly assigning subjects to groups, this design adequately controls fbr
selection, history, maturation, testing, mortality, and various interac-
tions. Furthermore, it eliminates the threat to external validity posed by
the interaction of testing and treatment that plagues the pretest-posttest
design.

Instrumentation
Three instruments were administered in this study to measure the

dependent variables: self-concept, intercultural attitudes, and intercul-
tural knowledge. These instruments were the Piers-Harris Children's
Self-Concept Scale (1969), the Personal Attribute Inventory for Children
( Parish and Taylor 1978), and the Santos Measure of I ntenultural
edge, respectively.

The Piers-Harris is an accepted measure of self-concept for children in
the third through twelfth grades. It consists of eighty self-descriptive
declarative statements to which respondents agree or disagree by circling
either yes or no. Recent studies using the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20
yielded coefficients ranging from .88 to .93; retest reliability was judged to
range from .71 to .77 (Piers 1969).

3)1.
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The Persunar Attribute /town tory Children PA l(!) is administered
by asking respondents to read through an alphabetical listing of twenty-
four positive and twenty-fOu negative adjectives and f hen place an X in
the box beside the fifteen words which best describe a specified ethnic
group. The PAIC has also been used to measure one's self-concept as wi41
as to measure attitudes towards the handicapped (Parish, Oldsen, and .1.
Parish 1978, Parish and Copeland 1978), In research dime by Parish and
Taylor (19781 seventy-five children in the third and sixth grades of a
selected midwestern elementary school participated in a study to estab-
lish the reliability and validity of the PAIC as a self-concept scale. The
criterion related validity was established by comparing the results of the
PAIC with the Piers-Harris tr .67, p < '.001). Test-retest reliability
coefficients were .86 and .73. respectively. 1n short, the literature indi-
cates thht the PA IC is a valid, reliable instrument that is easily adminis-
tered and scored.

The Santos Measure of Intercultural Knowledgeisli forty multiple
choice instrument develop-d from a representative sample of the total
universe of objectives of the bilingual multicultural experimental treat-
ment. The initial instrument was pilot tested at a neighboring school with
a population similar to that of the experimental school. The subjects for
the pilot study were all the pupils present on the day of testing in .,:he
fourth, fifth, and sixth grades (N=64). The internal consistency of the
measure was assured by a computerized item analysis that determined
the discriminating power and the difficulty level for each test question.
Reliability data reported in Table 1 for the revised instrument indicates a
highly reliable instrument, consistent across grade levels.

Table 1. R iability Coefficients, Means, and Standard Deviations for the
Santos Measure of Intercultural Knowledge

Ruder-Richardson
Formula 20

Corrected
Odd-Even M SO

Grade 4 .93 .92 2C )7 9.84
5 .92 .93 25.20 8.90
6 .93 .93 22.72 9.84

Overall .92 .92 22.06 9.65

Presentation and Discussion of the Data

The scores on the eighty item Piers-Harris selfconcept measure for the
sixty-seven children who participated in the 'tudy ranged from seventeen
to seventy-five. The mean score for the control group was 48.84 with SD =
15.93,'minimum score = 17 and maximum score = 75. The mean for the
experimental group was 56.47 with SD = 12.05, minimum score = 27 and
maximum score = 72. The three-way analysis of variance (Table 2) re-
ported significant differences with respect to treatment and race: how-
ever, an interaction overshadowed the main effects (Figure D.

Perhaps the higher scores on the self-concept measure obtained by the
non-Anglo pupils were due in part to the higher achievement levels of
these pupils. Subsequent consultations with classroom teachers further

3
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Table 2. Analysis of Variance for Treatment by Race by Grade for the
Dependent Variable: Self-Concept

Source df SS MS

Treatment (A) 1 621.936 621.936 3.76*
Race (13) 1 2095.586 2095.586 12.66"
Grade IC) 2 102.060 51.030 .31
A x B 1 303.346 303.346 1.83
A x C 2 58.561 29.281 .18
B x C 2 123.815 61.907 .37
A x B x C 2 1153.562 576.781 3.48'
Error 55 9103.999 165.527 XXXX

'p .05
.001

68

66

64

62

60

58

56

54

52

50 151.17)

48

46

44

42

40

38

36

34

(65.14),

)61.00)

(54.20)

32

30

KEY
Anglo

Non-Anglo

156.00)

142.16)

165.25)

/\
/

(52.25)

)(49.13)

(34.80)

4 5 6 4 6 6

Grade

Experimental Control

Figure 1: Graph of Three-way Interaction for the Dependent Variable; Self-concept
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Table 3. Means, Standard Deviations, Minimum, Maximum for the
Personal Attribute Inventories for Experimental and Control Groups

Personal Attribute
Inventories for
Children M SD Min. Max.

Anglo
Experimental 5.39 3.17 0 11
Control 5.42 3.69 0 15

Black
Experimental 5.08 3.32 0 12
Control 6.45 4.34 0 15

Hispanic
Experimental 3.33 4.01 0 14
'Control 4.74 4.19 0 15

Asian
Experimental 6.39 4.33 0 15
Control 6.07 4.70 0 15

Native American
Experimental 4.08 4.2e 0 13
Control 5.32 4.61 0 15

Totals
Experimental
Control

24.89
27.52

12. .,

14.02
0
0

56
58

Table 4. Raw Data Results of Students' Evaluation of Bilingual Multicultural
Activities. Directions: Number 5 activitie, you liked be the order of
preference.

STUDEN fS' CHOICES
ACTIVITIES 1st 2nii 3rd 4th 5th totals

Learning Spanish 13 4 7 1 2 27

Singing in Spanish 4 6 7 7 1 25

Playing famous people bingo 5 9 3 3 3 23

Film: Martin Luther King Jr. 5 5 3 5 3 21

Seeing film strips about cultures 3 5 3 3 5 19

Learning about Black history 4 2 5 3 2 16

Dancing the Cumbia. 0 2 4 7 2 15

Making the Harriet Tubman
and Cesar Chavez stories 0 0 0 3 7 10

Film: Tapestry 0 1 0 1 6 8

Making the collage: The
faces of America 0 0 2 1 3 6

revealed that a larger percentage of Anglo student.; were enrolled in
special counseling sessions for children with behavioral problems, learn-
ing disabilities classes, and remedial reading. A review of the related
literature indicated that th,-.f is: a positive correlation between academic
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Table 5. Combined Summary Table of Three-Way Analyses of Variance for Personal Attribute Inventories

PAIC Treatment IA) Race iB Grade (C A X B A X C B X C AXIIXC Error

Anglo
MS 1.227 2.861 62.580 .330 2.87 16.782 2.204 10.419
F .12 .27 6.01'-' .03 .28 1.61 .21 XXX

Black
MS 29.437 11.137 4.913 2.61 2.743 35.417 .849 15.376
F 1.91 .72 .32 .17 .18 2.30 XXX

Hispanic
MS 25,281 46.919 126.265 .469 5.107 18.332 13.335
F 1,87 :3.47 9.33.. .0:3 .38 1.35 XXX

Oriental
MS 2.679 18.637 143.114 5.88:3 5.317 27.290 4.400 . 16.684
F .16 1.12 8.58r ''' .35 .33 1.64 .26 XXX

Native American
MS .000 1:3.936 48.220 10.444 :1.78 7.412 .20 12.810
F .00 1.09 :3.76' .82 .30 .58 .03 XXX

Total
MS 98.068 273.758 1602.393 :36.181 :33.665 301.78 4.850 129.311
F .76 2.12 12,39' ''' .28 .26 2.33 .04 XXX

`p ^ .05«,p. .01
''" p. .001
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achievement and self-concept (Reeder 1955, Stevens 1956, Greene and
Zirkel 1971). Also, in light of other recent studies, which have shown a
trend for non-Anglos to score more positive self-concepts than in the past,
the findings of the present study are not uncommon (McAdoo 1970, Fisher
1972, and Banks 1972).

Another possible contributing factor to the higher self-concept scores of
the non-Anglos might be related to the fact that the armed forces were
desegregated in 1948, six years prior to the educational system; therefore,
children of minority culture :unitary personnel are possibly living in
somewhat less hostile situations than their civilian counterparts who are
often still subjected to overt discrimination (Sutton 1975).

The PAIC was administered to measure subjects' attitudes towards five
separate ethnic groups: Anglo, Black, Hispanic, Asian, and Native Ameri-
can. Each test was scored by counting the number of negative adjectives
chosen; therefore, the closer the score was to zero, the more positive the
attitude. The most favorable score was zero, the least favorable was 15.
Information pertaining to the means, SD, minimum and maximum scores,
for the control and experimental groups for each of the attitude measures
is located in Table 3.

Upon examining the rank ordering of the e'z,hnic groups, the results
indicated Hispanics as the preferred group. Th,,, researcher believes that
the study of the Spanish language exerted a stronger influence on attitude
development than did other types of activities requiring less empathy or
personal involvement. This speculation is corroborated by the results of
the student evaluations of the learning activities; learning Spanish was
clearly the most favored of the ten activities the students evaluated (Table
4).

To test the hypothesis related to attitudes towards cultural diversity
(intercultural attitudes), a three-way wialysis of variance was computed
for each measure as well as one for the total of the five measures combined.
The results yielded significant F values only in grade five (Table 5). A
closer look at the Least Squares Means (Table 6) verifies that grade five
differed significantly from grades four and six with respect to the Anglo
13<-..05), Hispanic (p<.001), Asian (p<.01), and Native American (p<.05)

PAICs.
The significant differences with respect to fifth grade children's at-

titudes towards four out of the five ethnic groups are most likely due to
certain external influences affecting both the control and experimental
groups at this grade level, rather than something related to the treatment.

There was one significant difference in attitude according to ethnicity
between control and experimental groups: On the Hispanic PAIC the
mean of the Anglo control group (M= 5 54) differed from the mean of the
non-Anglo experimental group (2.57) at the .01 level of probability.

In general, although the findings on the PAIC attitude measures did
not indicate significant differences between groups, there was a trend in
the desired direction. A larFc)r sample might have revealed more statisti-
cally significant differenc,

The findings on the Sa ..os Measure of Interiltural Knowledge indi-
cated a very potent treatment effect between soups in each respective
grade level, and between ethnic categories in the control and experimen-
tal groups, respectively.
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Table 6. Least Squares Means of Grades 4, 5, and 6 for Personal
Attribute Inventories

PAIC 4 (n 22)

Grade
5 In 20) 61n - 25)

Anglo 5.00 7.53 4.21

Black 5.75 6.27 6.27
Hispanic 2.98 6.99 2.46
Oriental .',.44 9.35 4.36
Native American 3.94 6.56 3.87
Totals 23.11 36.70 21.17

Scores on this measure ranged from six to twenty-two for the control
group, and from seventeen to thirty-nine for the experimental group, with
M = 13.36, SD = 4.14, and M = 29.56, SD = 6.21, respectively. The results
of the three-way Anova yielded a significant F value for the effects of the
treatment (F = 166.24, p<.0001) in favor of the experimental group (Table
7).

Table 7. Summary of Three-Way Analysis of Variance for the
Dependent Variable: Intercultural Knowledge

Source df SS MS

Treatment IA) 1 4198.156 4198.156 166.24"
Race (13) 1 1.574 1.574 .06

Grade (C) 2 127.108 63.554 2.52

A x B 1 84.990 84.990 3.37

A x C 2 27.116 13.558 .54

B x C 2 176.229 88.115 3.19'

AxBxC 2 46.210 23.105 1

Error 55 1388.932 25.253 XXX

`sp .05 < .0001
Furthermore, it is worthy to note that there were no significant dif-

ferences. among the three grade levels of the treatment group indicating
that the activities were on the appropriate instructional level, and effec-
tive for fourth, fifth, and sixth graders alike.

Conclusions
The bilingual multicultural curriculum had a strong impact on stu-

dents' intercultural knowledge. With respect to self-concept, there was a
significant interaction between ethnicity, grade level, and treatment; this
is due, in part, to the higher academic achievement levels of the non-Anglo
pupils, and possibly to the integrated military setting in which the study
took place. Intercultural attitudes were not significantly affected by the
treatment as only one significant difference in attitude between control
and experimental subjects was revealed on the Hispanic PAIC. However,
there was a definite trend in the desired direction with regard to intercul-
tural attitudes.

The overall results of this study seem to indicate that there is great
untapped potential in pursuing innovative models for bilingual education.
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Although this study was of short duration and limited to a small popula-
tion, the results were optimistic.
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SPANISH LITERACY AND ITS EFFECT ON ESL READING AND

WRITING AND ON MATH ACHIEVEMENT

Susana Magdalena Daniele
Community College of Philadelphia

INTRODUCTION
The controversy surrounding bilingual education in the United States

has not diminished as we begin the decade of the eighties. Much of what
has been written recently about bilingual education in the United States
revolves around the various aspects and variants of the conflict paradigm.
The definition of the problem from a conflict perspective is no longer
unequal opportunity per se, but rather one of structured inequities, lack of
social and economic opportunities, inequalities in income, and the persis-
tence of poverty.' Societal factors are seen to influence the success or
failure of bilingual education programs.

The majority of studies carried out from a conflict perspective em-
phasize the now prevalent dichotomy between assimilation and cultural
plural ism.2 As C. B. Paulston (1978) points out, most of the studies under
the conflict paradigm consider bilingual education as the dependent vari-
able rather than looking at scholastic achievement and social integration
as possible dependent variables to be explained.3 In addition, there are no
major longitudinal studies that atte,ipt to explain how bilingual educa-
tion programs contribute to language maintenance or shift.

Empirical studies that measure the efficacy of the bilingual educational
approach (using two languages as media of instruction) have beencarried
out primarily in Canada, Sweden, and Finland. Lambert (1972; 1978),
Gaudino, Barik, and Swain (1976) have studied the cognitive and sociocul-
tural consequences of being ngual. The emphasis of their research has
been on the efficacy of the immersion approach (or direct method) in the
acquisition of a second language (French in the case of English-Canadian
children). The findings of Lambert, Swain, and others represent the posi-
tive aspects of bilingual education when the students being taught
through a second language are members of the dominant group in society,
speaking the majority language (English).4 It is, therefore, not possible to
generalize the findings of these empirical studies to the Spanish-speaking
communities of the United States or to other subordinate linguistic
minorities living in multilingual nations.5 The children participating in
bilingual programs in Canada come from middle-class environments,
where parents have a positive attitude towards their learning the second
official language of the country (Canada). The bilingualism researched
and documented by Lambert and his colleagues is of the additive type'

Copyright © 1980 Susana Magdalena Daniele. All rights reserved.
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With respect to the United States situation, the empirical studies
carried out by Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa (1976) represent a more
relevant type of research. Their findings emphasize the problems inherent
in the teaching of a second language to migrant children who do not
possess a firm grounding in their mother tongue (i.e., they have not
reached a successful level of cognitive development and critical thinking
in their first language, Finnish), and who belong to a segregated linguistic
minority (Finnish children living in Sweden, the receiving or host coun-
try). The empirical research carried out on Finnish children living and
learning in Sweden shows evidence of severe verbal retardation in both
languages (Finnish and Swedish) due to neglect of the mother tongue
(Finnish). The Skutnabb-Kangas and Toukomaa study tested two main
hypotheses: (1) that those who have best preserved their mother tongue
are also best in Swedish; and (2) that those who have developed a firm
grounding in their mother tongue and reached a certain level of abstract
reasoning do better in the overall academic achievement than migrant
children whoso mastery of the mother tongue is very poor. The results of
this study have important implications for the teaching of migrant child-
ren and their abilities to succeed in the educational environment of the
receiving country (Sweden). Three of their most important findings are as
follows:

1. Migrant pupils' learning-potential in the second language is influ-
enced by ability factors, but also by their skills in the mother tongue;
in other words, the better a pupil has preserved his/her mother
tongue, compared with others who have lived an equal length of
time in the receiving country, the better are his/her prerequisites for
learning the foreign language.

2. In the case of the migrant pupils, the preservation and development
of the mother tongue is linked particularly with success in
mathematical subjects, but a dependence on the mother tongue is
also clear in the grades for the foreign language and the LI lan-
guage.

3. The prerequisites for learning are better for migrant children who
started school in the country of origin than for those who started in
the receiving country.'

The authors conclude their findings by recommending that the school
instruction proper should be "first given in the mother tongue and instruc-
tion in writing the foreign language be postponed to the age of 9-10, when
the probability of achieving true bilingualism would be most likely.'
They stress that the serious threat of semi-lingualism (lack of competence
in both the mother tongue and the second language) can be averted by
giving migrant children of pre-school age and children in the lower level of
comprehensive school intensive instruction in the mother tongue.

The importance of the development of critical thinking and emotional
stability in the mother tongue (Li) ) has rarely been studied empirically in
the United States. The plethora of contradictory findings and theories that
have emerged with respect to second language acquisition, reflect, accord-
ing to Ervin-Tripp (1970), the lack of a strong theoretical framework for
designing empirical studies)) For instance, in investigating the sensitive
period as a development& concept in the comprehension of speech in a
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second language, Oyama (1978) points out that our understanding of
language acquisition is still primitive, and that the so-called sensitive
period for language acquisition is actually a finely graded sequence of
periods, involving different types of motivation which are intimately tied
to, and responsive to, the cognitive and emotional level of the learner.""
The controversy surrounding the issue of optimal age for second and third
language acquisition has also been extensively debated. Stern ( 1976) cites
contradictory findings of longitudinal research baSed on contending
theories of optimal age for language learning. He warns against the
dangers of creating a false dichotomy between the Penfield thesis, that
younger learners are more efficient, and the Burstall and -associates'
findings on the advantages of later 1,arning." Stern points out that each
age of language learning has its own particular advantages and disadvan-
tages, and stresses the importance of creati ng an effective environment in
which effective language learning can occur.'2

But not all researchers investigating the optimal age issue follow
Stern's advice. Bowen (1978), in his exploratory work on the advantages of
early age acquisition of a second language in terms of visual versus aural
dominance,'" speculates on the theory that native language literacy may
increase some of the problems of learning a new language.

Most of the research on the effects of bilingual education in the United
States zeroes in on the students' achievement in English. The acquisition
of proficiency in the English language is seen as the most important
outcome of bilingual education. The few studies that have been carried out
on the efficacy of bilingual education in the United States are char-
acterized by a lack of a comprehensive theoretical framework.'4 Presently,
more than eighty percent of the bilingual programs in operation in the
United States are of the subtractive type tas opposed to Canada's additive
type.), with strong assimilationist design,'' The emphasis is on learning
the dominant language (English) at the expense of the mother tongue.
Federal guidelines clearly state that these bilingual programs be of a
transitional nature so as to facilitate the minority language student's
transition into the mainstream culture.

Since data on the poverty level of minority language communities ( such
as the Spanish speaking) were used extensively in the writing of initial
proposals for implementing bilingual programs rather than data on the
linguistic need and dynamics of such communities, most bilingual educa-
tion programs in the United States are of the subtractive variety. In other
words, these programs stress the need to learn English and abandon the
mother tongue and seek to compensate for the minority language stu-
dents' lack of educational opportunities."'

One may say that the prevailing stati! of affairs with respect to biling-
ual education in the United States reflects the crisis-oriented approach to
problem solving on the part of policy makers, bureaucrats, and educators.
Solutions are demanded and proposed before formulating the problem or
the appropriate questions.17

The empirical work on bilingual education as a means of increasing
proficiency in the English language by providing initial literacy in the
mother tongue is best exemplified by the findings of the Rock Point
bilingual program (Navajo/English).
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The authors of this longitudinal evaluation, Rosier and Farella (1976),
reported that students who had participated in the bilingual program at
Rock Point scored significantly higher in total reading' on the Stanford
Achievement Test than Navajo students in monolingual BIA schools on
the Navajo reservation."'

But other work on the effects of bilingual education on language
maintenance and literacy, such as Cohen's Redwood City study (1975)
seem to indicate what is considered to be less than success."' The Anglos
participating in the Redwood City bilingual program did not become
fluent speakers of Spanish, and close examination of Cohen's tables and
statistics indicates that such a bilingual program of instruction, in which
Spanish is seen as the language of lesser prestige, does not contribute to
Spanish language maintenance.20

Bilingual Education in Higher Education

There are very few studies dealing with the effects of bilingual educa-
tion in higher education. Most of the literature on bilingual education at
the college and university level is of a descriptive nature." The few
studies available survey the current proliferation of bilingual programs at
the college level and criticize the prevailing lack of theoretical founda-
tions for such programs.22 Most bilingual programs in operation at the
college level, such as the ones at Hostos Community Coilege, Essex
County College, Pima Community College, El Paso Community College,
and others, are patterned after the transitional-assimilationist philos-
ophy that currently prevails. As Otto and Otheguy (1979) point out, there
is much talk of developing the mother tongue (i.e., primarily Spanish at
most of the ,o colleges) and providing remediation courses, but the objec-
tives of these programs clearly indicate that they are of a transitional
nature, giving greater emphasis to English.

The evaluation of the bilingual instruction at the Passaic Experimental
Project is one of the few empirical studies carried out on Spanish-
dominant adults. At the Passaic Experimental Project center bilingual
instruction was provided to adults who. were either preparing themselves
to take the High School Equivalence Test or acquiring the neckssary
English language skills to enter the job market in an English-speaking
environment, These Spanish-dominant adults were rece.ving English-,
as-a-Second-Language instruction, and instruction in basic math and the
social sciences through their mother tongue (Spanish). In 1973, the direc-
tor of the project hired a researcher investigate the effects that initial
instruction in the first language (Spanish) would have on the English
aural and reading comprehension skills of students participating in the
program. The results of the investigation indicated that the students'
aural and reading comprehension skills in English improved more rapidly
if English-es-a-Second-Language instruction was preceded by instruction
in reading t,nd writing skills in Spanish. These findings suggest that a
strong sixth grade level of literacy in Spanish is needed before students
can attempt to learn English.23

Having provided a very brief description of several of the contending
theories on second language acquisition and surveyed some of the current
empirical research and findings on the effects of bilingual education in the
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United States, Sweden, and Canada, I will proceed to discuss the purpose
of the present study undertaken at a two-year institution of higher educa-
tion located in an urban environment.

The results of the present study will be subsequently described and
analyzed in terms of their possible implications for designing and imple- -
inenting bilingual programs of instruction at the college level in urban
areas with large numbers of non-English speakers possessing similar
socioeconomic characteristics and linguistic needs.

,Methodology
A group of seventy-eight Spanish dominant adults was selected for the

present study. These were students who were participating in the
Bilingual/ESL Program at the Community College of Philadelphia. The
ages of the students ranged from twenty to forty-seveq; seventy-six per-
cent (76.3) were "sigh schobl graduates, and seventy:five percent (75.6)
were females. (Refer to Table I.)

TABLE I
SPANISH-DOMINANT STUDENTS

N = 78
Average age of students participating in the study = 26.8
Average number of years in the United States (mainland) = 3.95 or 4 years
Average number of years of instruction in English = 1.96 or 2 years.
Educational status of students = 76.3 percent finished high school in Puerto

Rico, Central America, or South America
23.7 percent obtained a G.E.D. (Graduate
Equivalency Diploma)

Sex = 75.6 percent are females
24.4 percent are males.

Marital Status = 44,7 percent are married; 40.8 percent, single; 7.9 percent,
divorced; and 6.6 percent separated.

Number. of dependents = Among married couples, there is an average of 2.06
children.

Employment Status = 16 percent of all Hispanic students in the program are
employed (part or full time), while 84 percent are unemploy-
ed and receiving some form of public assistance.

The selection of students was based on availability of up-to-date aca-
demic records. placement test scores. and socioeconomic data. The stu-
dents selected had exhibited a pattern of continuous attendance and
accurately represented the total Hispanic population participating in the
Bilingual/ESL Program.

Presently, the Hispanic students represent fifty-eight percent of the
total student enrollment (267) in the Bilingual/ESL Program. They con-
stitute the largest ethnolinguistic group. The second and third largest
groups are made up of Indochinese and Russians, respectively.

r
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The purpose of the Bilingual/ESL pr:5:am as presently stated is to
provide meaningful educational experiences for non English speakers
residing in the city of Philadelphia. The program provides a foundation
upon which the non-English speaking student must' build in order to
succeed in an English-speaking educational env"onrnent.

There are four main components in the 1..ifiagualiESL Program:
English-as-a-Second Language courses; Span:-,h grammar and literature
courses; core college level courses in the sciences, humanities and
social sciences taught in Spanish; and cAle-..tral and career related .work-
shops. The English-as-a-Second-Language (ESL) component provides in-
struction at the elementary, inter ,te.diatz,., and advanced levels in sp._,ech,
reading, and writing to Hispae".cc, Indochinese, Russians, and others.
Placement of students in eacl. appr.iveiate level of ESL is based on test
scores and interviews. Indiv.. 'cal and group support services in ESL are
provided by trained specialists in the Learning Lab.

Academic progress is !neje possible while learning English-as-a-
Second Language. Hispanics are encouraged to take basic college level
content courses in order to learn to conceptualize and develop analytic
skills that will be later transferred into the second language. In addition.
Spanish remediation instruction is provided in grammar, reading, and
writing to enable students to enhance their reading and study skills in the
first language.

Spanish-dominant students who have demonstrated proficiency (i.e.,
the ability to read, write, and speak the language) in the use ofSpanish are
permitted to register for the basic college level courses taught in Spanish.
An assessment of the students' proficiency in Spanish is undertaken prior
to admission into the program by administering two subtests of the In-
teramerican Test of Reading Comprehension, Level 5 CEs (Spanish ver-
sion). The scores obtained by our students are compared to those normed to
Puerto Rican students attending urbatcSipublic schools on the island.

Identification of individuals for participation in the program is based on
the results obtained on a battery of tests (English, Spanish, and math) and
Elm ..nrsonal interviews with the students. Those of Hispanic back-
gr. . rirew up on the mainland and attended elementary and

where English was the only language of instruction are
excluded from the program, unless they demonstrate a tenth grade level of
proficiency in reading and writing Spanish

The Interamerican Test of Reading Comprehension was field tested on
fourteen Spanish-dominant students selected from among forty students
who had been participating in the Bilingual/ESL Program during the
1976-77 academic year. Two subtests of the Interamerican reading com-
prehension test (speed of comprehension and level ofcomprehensionl were
administered to this group of students. and the results obtained were
analyz4d and compared to those of Puerto Rican students (tenth and
twelfth graders) attending urban public schools. Five, of the fourteen
students tested displayed inadequate reading comprehension skills as
evidenced by their performance on the subtests. In addition, written
samples were obtained from each of the fourteen students. A comparison of
the reading scores with the grades obtained on the written samples re-
vealed the existence of a high degree_of correlation between the two skills.
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Purpose of the Present Study
The present study was undertaken to test the following hypotheses: (1)

that Spanish literacy affects the students' performance in English-as-a-
Second Language (ESL) reading and writing courses; and (2) that Spanish
literacy affects students' achievement in math.

Correlation coefficients were computed to determine the type and
degree of the postulated relationships between Spanish language literacy
skills and performance in (1) ESL reading and writing courses, and (2)
math.

As stated in previous paragraphs, seventy:eight Spanish dominant
students were selected for the study. The sample consisted of two groups of
students: those with a high level of literacy in Spanish (i.e., with scores of
twenty-four or higher on the combined subtests of the InterAmerican test
of reading comprehension), and those with a low level of I iteracy i.e., with
scores of twenty-three or less).

It is postulated that those with a high level of literacy in Spanish would
perform adequately in the ESL reading and writing courses. andin basic
math iArithmetic Techniques, Math 190). On the other hand, those with
low literacy skills in Spanish would do poorly in ESL reading, writing, and
math courses.

An analysis of the nature and extent of the relationships postulated
between literacy in Spanish (the independent variable) and performance
in ESL reading and writing (the dependent variables), and math (depen-
dent variable) was deemed necessary to explore the possibility of predict-
ing success in an English speaking education environment based on
strong literacy skills in the first language (Spanish, in our case). It is
postulated that literacy skills in the first language should be enhanced or
developed ( if need he to be used as tools in acquiring analytic, college level
Skills. so that these may be transferred later int(i- the second language.
This is the philosophy underlying the Bilingual/ESL Program at the
Community College of Philadelphia. Students are gradually
mainstreamed into the College's various curricula and programs in which
instruction is given exclusively in English.

Results
The seventy-eight Spanish-dominant students selected for the study

possessed similar socioeconomic and educational characteristics. Most of
the students come from Puerto Rico, Central or South America (see Table
II). The majority is from low socioeconomic urban and semi-rural areas,
and is presently receiving some type of public assistance. The group
exhibits a pattern of high underemployment and unemployment.

Test scores indicate that most of the students placed at a low to inter-
mediate level of proficiency in English language skills. Their math place-
ment test scores are also very low. As a result, most of the students are
required to take math remediation courses, such as Math 190 (Arithmetic
Techniques), and Math 191 (Algebraic Techniques).

The average score obtained on the Spanish reading comprehension
placement test for the sample population was twenty-seven (thirty-seven
for the high literacy level group, and sixteen for the low literacy level
group, respectively). This average score is considerably low in view of the
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fact that the total score for the combined subtests is eighty. The cut off
point of 24 was adopted (50th percentile on island wide Level 5 CEs
placement tests in urban public schools) as a criterion for registering
students in college-level courses taught in Spanish.

TABLE II
PLACES OF ORIGIN OF HISPANIC STUDENTS SELECTED FOR THE STUDY

Colombia = 3
Cuba = 1
Dominican Republic = 2
Peru = 1
Ecuador = 1

Towns of Origin of Puerto Rican Students:

Santurce Salinas
Arroyo Naguabo
Yabucoa Mayagilez
Bayamon Luquillo
Ponce Fajardo
Orocovis Guayama
Vega Baja Rio Grande
Barceloneta Caguas
Guaynabo Abasco
Rio Piedras Toa Baja
Co merio Carolina
Juana Diaz
Maricao
Patinas
Utuado
San Juan

12 percent of the students come from the
San Juan metropolitan area, and about
11 percent from Ponce.
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Pearson correlation coefficients were computed for two groups: those
with high literacy levels in Spanish (48); and those with low literacy levels
(36). (Refer to Tables III and IV.)

The seventy-eight Spanish-dominant students were drawn from three
different groups: those who had begun in the fall, 1977; those who began
in the spring, 1978; and those who started in the fall, 1978. Only studer
who had placed at an intermediate level of proficiency in ESL we'
selected for the study. Grades aw-rded in ESL reading, writing, and math
courses tor two conse'utive sera .tern were used in the study. The place-
ment test scores obtained on i.he InterAmerican test of reading com-
prehension in Spanish were compared to and correlated with the grades
obtained in ESL reading, writing, and math (Math 190, Math 191. and
Mat h 100). It is important to point out that Mi!th 190 and 191 are reined ia-
tion courses, while Math 100 is an introductory co-arse. stressing set,,
logical consequence, structures, and other abstract concepts.

The correlation coefficients computed for the low literacy level group
between Spanish placement and math achievement were not significant
at the .05 significance level (see Tables III and IV). Only weak positive
relationships were obtained between Spanish placement and performance
in first semester ESL reading and writing courses1.36) and (.31) at the .02
and .03 significance levels, respectively.

These weak positive correlations seem to suggest that the data used in
computing the correlation coefficients were in...equate or insufficient,
and do not account for the variation in the students' abilities for learning
ESL or math.

A weak positive correlation for the high literacy level group (.34) was
established between Spanish placement and first semester ESL reading at
the .02 significance level.

The few weak positive correlation coefficients computed in what ap-
pears to be a random pattern are believed to have been ahccted by the
large number of withdrawals (thirty) which were recorded for the ESL
reading and writing courses. Withdrawals were recorded as zeros or
equivalent to F's in the coding sheets. The conversion of grades for pur-
poses of computing correlation coefficients was as follows:

A - 13 - 3, C = 2: D == 1: I' W 0.

Eliminating all withdrawals !'rom the sample was seen as a possible
means of obtaining a more accurate measure of the relationships post-
ulated between literacy in Spanish and (1) performance in ESL reading
and writing courses, and (2) in math.

Correlation coefficients were once again computed alter the elimina-
tion of thirty cases. A weak positive correlation obtaine ' between Spanish
placement and first semester ESL reading (.35) at the .03 significance
level for the high literacy level group. In addition. and as postulated, a
weak positive relationship (.33) was found between Spanish placement
and performance in Math 190 (Arithmetic Techniques at the .04 signifi-
cance level. (Refer to Tables V and VI.)
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TABLE. III

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS HIGH LI'TERAC'Y GROUP

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

VARIAI3LE
PAIR

VARIABLE
PAIR

SPANISH 0.3426 SPANISH -0.0851
WITH N136) WITH N(39)
ESLRD SIG .020 ESLWRTG SIG .303

SPANISH -0.5000 SPANISH 0.6722
WITH N(31 WITH N151

MATH100 SIG .333 MATH 191 SIG .107

SPANISH 0.0195 SPANISH 0.1493
WITH N133) WITH N1301
ESLRD2 SIG .457 ESLWRTG2 SIG .215

SPANISH 0.0050
WITH N(211
MATH190 SIG .191

TABLE IV

CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS Low LITERACY Gump

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

VARIABLE
PAIR

\ ItIABLE
PAIR

SPANISH 0.3569 SI- ..N,
NC.331 W. 711

ESLIID SIG .021 Er_WRT HG .1)300

SPANISH 1.0000 51'.: I

W ITH N121 WITI.
NIATmou SIG MATH 1 SIG .20:1

SPAN'S! I 0.1590 SPANISH ().w

WITH No 21( WITH
ESLRD2 SiB .246 ESLWRTG2 SIG .:(1,)

SPANISH 0.2450
WITH Nt211
MATII190 SIG .142
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TABLE V
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS HIGH LITEIAC1' GROUP

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

SPANISII
WITH
ESLRI)

VARIABLE
PAIR

SPAN" al 0.1126
11T1'11 NI27)
NIATI1100 SIG .2881

SPANISH 0.3341
PITH NI 271

MATI1190 SIG .044

0.3495 SPANISH .0.0038
N(27) WITH N(27)

SIG .037 ESIAVRTG SIG .492

SPANISH
waif
MATH 191

VARIABLE
PAIR.

SPANISH 0.0153 SPANISH 0.2316
WITH Ni 271 WITH N127,

ESLIM2 SR.; .470 ESLWR TG2 SIG .123

-0.1622
Ni27)

SIG .210

TABLE VI
CORRELATION COEFFIC,LE.NiCSI:l?W LITERACY GROUP

PEARSON CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS

SPANISH
WITH
MATH 100

SPANISH
WITH

SPANISH
WITH
NIATI-1190

VARIABLE
PAIR

SPANISH 0.2720
wrn
ESLRD SIG .110

: 3

99.0000
NIC21,

SIG

-0.1302
N(21)

SIG .287

SPANISH
WITH
MATH191

VARIABLE
PAIR

SPANISH 0.4046
N211

ESLWRTG SIG .034

0.0176
N(211

SIG .47))

0.2487 SPANISH 0.1496
N421) WITH Nt21)

SIC; .138 ESLAVRTG2 SIG .259
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With respect to the low literacy level group, a weak positive relation-
ship was apparent between Spanish placement and first semester ESL
writing (.40) at the .03 significance level. The existence of this relation-
ship may be related to the Spanish remediation course (201) that students
who score below the 50th percentile on the Spanish reading comprehen-
sion test are required to take.

An extremely weak negative correlation coefficient was established
between Spanish placement and performance in Math 190 ( .13) at the
.28 significance level for the low literacy level group.

Close inspection of means and standard deviations calculated for the
two groups (see Tables VII and VIII) shows no significant differences,
except for the means for the Spanish placement test scores (36.9 for the
high literacy level group and 14.9 for the low literacy group), and the
means for the first semester ESL reading grades (3.03 for the high literacy
level group vs. 2.7 for the low literacy level group).

The lack of adequate data, such as grades obtained in the ESL reading
and writing courses for each continuous semester is due to the fact that
most of the students either withdraw from one or two courses or drop
out before the end of the semester. Over sixty-eight percent of our with-
drawals are related to family and economic problems. Funds provided
through the Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) are not
enough to cover the students' expenses for an entire academic year. Books,
educational materials, and other items are not covered by the basic grant.
Compounding the problem, PHEAA (the Pennsylvania Higher Education

istance Agency) does not pay for non-college credit courses, such as the
ESI. courses. As a result of this policy, linguistic minorities are expects,. to
learn English in order to compete and succeed in an English-speaking
educational environment in the same time period that it takes an average
native speaker of English to complete his undergraduate studies.

In addition to the economic and personal problems faced by most of the
Spanish-dominant students participating in the Bilingual/ESL Program,
weak reading and writing skills in the first language affect their perform-
ance in the college level courses taught in Spanish. Students tested be-
tween the fall, 1977 and the spring, 1979 exhibited a high percentage of
low proficiency levels in Spanish. Forty-two percent of Spanish-dominant

udents who took the InterAmerican test of reading comprehension
zed below the established 50th percentile.

(..onclusions

The relationships pustulated between Spanish literacy and (1) per-
formance in ESL reading and writing courses; and between Spanish liter-
acy and (2) math achievement have not been adequately established. The
lack ofsufficient and continuous data, and the inability to control for other
intervening variables, such as the students' individual abilities, effect Cie
outcome of the computed correlation coefficients.

The weak positive rel ltionships obtained do not entirely invalidate our
hypotheses. As retention rates and percentages of students who suc-
cessfully transfer to oth r institutions of higher learning (four-year in-
stitutions) indicate, providing college level developmental and remedia-
tion instruction in the first language (Spanish) is a valid approach. For
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instance, twenty-five peyk-ent of the Spanish dominant students who
began in the fall of' 1976 have successfully transferred to four-year in-
stitutions of higher education;. Retention rates have remained stable since
the fall of 1977, and dropout rates have decreased considerably. The
retention rates per semester for the Bilingual/ESL Program at the Com-
munity College of Philadelphia are as follows:

fall and spring, 1976-77 = 36.6 percent
fall, 1977 semester -= 45.7 percent
spring, 1978 semester = 28 percent
fall, 1978 semester = 43.7 percent.

The relationships postulated between literacy in the first language and
(1) performance in ESL reading and writing courses; and between literacy
in the first language and (2) performance in math (and possibly other
science courses) remain to be further investigated, using more com-
prehensive data and a larger sample.

It is suggested that data be collected for a minimum period of two
academic years. This would somewhat minimize the problem created by
excessive withdrawals.

A longituc l study involving Spanish dominant students who began
in the fall semester of 1977 will be underto k en to investigate the nature
and extent of the relationships between literacy in Spanish and academic
achievement as students move into programs and curricula in which
instruction is given exclusively in English.

TABLE VII

GROUP 1 (HIGH LITERACY IN SPANISH)

VARIABLE CASES MEAN Si!) DEV

SPANISH 27 :36.9259 11.7045

ESLRD 27 3.0370 1,0913

ESLWRTG 27 .8148 1.1779

ESLRD2 27 2.8148 1.2101

ESLWRTG2 27 2.6296 1.1815

MATH190 27 1.5556 1.7614

MATH191 27 0.1852 0.6815

MATH100 27 0.1481 0.5338

TABLE VIII

GROUP 2 (LOW LITERACY IN SPANISH)

VARIABLE CASES MEAN STD DEV

SPANISH 21 14.9524 4.0308

ESLRD 21 2.7143 1.3093

ESLWRTG 21 2.6667 1.1547

ESLRD2 21 2.5714 1.0757

F,SLWRTG2 91 2.2857 1.1019

MATH 190 21 1.5714 1.6605

MATH191 21 0.381() 0.9735

MATH100 21 0.0 0.0
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CULTURAL PEDAGOGY: THE EFFECTS OF TEACHER

ATTITUDES AND NEEDS IN SELECTED BILINGUAL

BICULTURAL EDUCATION ENVIRONMENTS

Marcel Ringawa
University of Massachusetts

Schools have their own unique sociocultural system of values, be-
haviors, and attitudes. These school norms, at times, are abrasive or not in
harmony with minority group children who bring in a different sociocul-
tural reference system of values, beliefs, behaviors and expectations re-
garding interpersonal relations. (McClintock, 1974; Lazerson, 1975; Cole,
et al., 1971). When there is an interface between the two systems, a
cultural clash is often the result. (Gay, 1977). It is alarming that this clash
can and does l'vm part of culturally heterogeneous classroom dynamics.
Since the front line confrontations occur in the classroom, it is important
to take a closer look at one of the main characters: the teacher.

All too often, research and study on the pedagogical partnership be-
tween teacher and minority student is one-sided with an over-emphasis on
the student. It is common parlance to speak of the "disadvantaged,"
"culturally deprived," "limited-English-speaking" students with "special
needs." These labels suggest a covert and many times overt sense that the
fault lies within the child and not in the other half of the relationship: the
teacher. (Ryan, 1971; Carter, 1970). Teachers are not usually described as
"disadvantaged," "culturally deprived," or "limited-Spanish-speaking"
individuals with their own "special needs." To guarantee the bilingual
child an equal educational opportunity, the teacher must receive special
training to meet his/her students' linguistic, cultural and pedagogical
needs. At the same time, the teacher needs training to deal with his/her
own cultural biases that interfere with the educational process.

Researchers point out that the single most potent influence on pupil
behavior and learning is the teacher. The teacher's behavior, expectations
and attitudes affect the student. ( Braun, 1976; Finn, 1972; Rist, 1970).
Teachers unconsciously and consciously project and carry out the schools'
and their own desires for their students. Carter (1969), in a study of
teachers' value systems and their perceptions of self, pointed out that
teachers projected middle-class values onto their students, and they
wanted Mexican American and Black children to become "clean," "fair,"
"alert," and "good" middle-class children. In another study, Viera, Squires
and deGuevara ( 1975) showed that some teachers blamed the Puerto
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Rican family for the children's low achievement. According to those
teachers, the Puerto Rican students were not high achievers because ", .

the parents are not particularly interested," ". . grades don't mean
anything to them." "no motivation from home." and "no help given from
home." To deal with these attitudes, the most important place to begin is
with pre- and in-service teacher preparation programs. IBlanco, 1977).

The general training that teachers receive to work in public schools
might not fit the specific kinds of preparation instructors need to teach in
bilingual education, To balance pre-service training with classroom
realities, the research reported in this article gathers relevant. data fire the
design and development ()fa bilingual bicultural teacher training model.'

Meth oilotogy

Silas. Framingham, Massachusetts, located in the eastern part of the
state had a total of 1,237 Spanish-speaking residents in 1970.2 That
number is now estimated to be over 5.000. The school enrollment of the
Spanish-speaking population at that. time was 269, and in the latest
figures, that number is now about 800.

The Framingham school system began to work with bilingual children
in 1969, three years befbre the legislation mandating transitional biling-
ual education. According to recent information, the number of' students
enrolled in the bilingual program was 332." Of' that number, the two
largest groups were Puerto Rican, 274, and Portuguese, 31. At the time of
this study, the bilingual staff serving those students conskted of h irty-
eight individuals: a bilingual director, an ESL director; a language arts
director: seven ESL teachers; twenty-two bilingual teachers, and seven
teacher aides.

SuNerts. Framingham's bilingual staff, which consists of teacher aides,
ESL teachers and bilingual teachers, were the subjects consulted in the
data gathering process.'

Data Collection Procedures. A Four Phase Approach. The data collec-
tion procedures were divided into four phases. Each phase was designed to
give an accurate picture of perceived teacher needs. The four phases are
mutually inter-dependent, serving to provide information on staff percep-
tions.

Phase I: Demographic Questionnaire/Instrument I. The demographic
data served to provide background information on the bilingual staff. The
information not only provides a global picture of the bilingual staff, but it
also pinpoints important professional characteristics; i.e., years of profes-
sional training, years of teaching experience, first and second language
dominance, and familiarity with the child's culture. The demographic
questionnaire was distributed and completed by the bilingual staff mem-
bers at a meeting held on March 19, 1979.

During the March meeting, the bilingual staff was also asked to con-
sider the particular conditions that they face during the school year, and to
complete the statement: "At this moment, and in order to do a better job in
my classroom, I would need to . ," The staff was instructed to answer
that statement by writing in any style, i.e., paragraphs, statements, or
phrases. Staff members were also encouravd to write in Spanish, English
or Portuguese. After the collection of tne teachers statements, single
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needs statements were extracted and a needs survey instrument was
developed.

Phase II: Explicit Statement of Need /Instrument II. In phase II, the
bilingual staff was given the opportunity to rank and prioritize their
collective needs. Copies of Instrument #2 were given to the bilingual
director who in turn, distributed them to the bilingual staff. The instru-
ment was presented to the staff with the following instructions:

Here is a list of needs, handed in at the March 19 meeting of the
bilingual teaching staff. They are identified as "training needs."

Depending on the teacher, they are of relative importance. Please
weigh each item, using the scale provided. Of the ones which you
check "Most important," rank them in the second column in order of
priority. Rank only the top ten items that you consider essential to
improving your capability for teaching Spanish and Portuguese-
speaking children.

Items 32-36 are taken from a needs )ssessment project in another
Massachusetts school district. Please weigh and rank them in rela-
tion to your stated needs.
The inclusion of the four most important needs from another study was

an attempt to suggest parallel needs in more than one Massachu-Ats
school district.'

Phase III: Teacher Descriptive Need:Instrument III. In order to sample
and document what it is like to teach bilingual children, the teachers were
asked to write answers to the question, "What is it you commonly face in
the classroom." The teachers were instructed to identify some event, some
interaction, some regular occurrence that they consider peculiar to their
teaching situation.

Instrument #3 was compiled from all responses made by the teachers.
Redundancy was not eliminated in order to preserve as closely as possible
the perceptions drawn by the staff. The staff was requested to respond to
the following directions:

Each item listed below represents what one teacher in your school
faces in his/her classroom.

How frequently do you face that situation?

Assess your present capability for dealing with it.
Check appropriate columns at right.

Phase IV: Interviews. To accomplish Phase IV, interviews were con-
ducted with volunteer staff members, in their preferred language. The
interviews documented teacher attitudes toward bilingual children, their
families, parental involvement, biculturalism, bilingualism, testing, and
teaching techniques.

Data Analysis. Data collected will be directly recorded on Instrur.,ent
# 1, #2, and #3. All data will be available in the form of percentage tables.
In addition, to provide a clear picture of what teachers face in the
classroom and how they express their needs, items from instruments #2
and #3 will be rank ordered.

Interview Analysis. The taped interviews will be transcribed and
checked for accuracy. The interviews will be analyzed for their demo-
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graphic content and their information. In specific cases where one teacher
articulated the general statements of other colleagues, that teacher's
comments will be lifted Out.
Discussion of Findings

Summary of Demographic Data. Eighty-two percent of the thirty-five
staff members completed the demographic questionnaire. Based on their
responses, the researcher drew a staff profile based on three criteria I )

previous training in. bilingual education; (2) proficiency in the child's
language; and (3) exposure to the child's culture.

Previous Training in Bilingual Education. The great majority of the
responding staff reported training in education. Seventy-two percent indi-
cated training and state certification in elementary education. While this
demonstrated skills appropriate for teaching young children it did not
necessarily show bilingual education teacher competencies.

Analyzing the data further, the researcher document, .1 different levels
of bilingual teacher training. The demographic data illustrated that less
than one-half of the reporting staff were either certified or held degrees in
bilingual education. Although less than one-half reported extensive train-
ing, significant numbers of staff received some kind of bilingual teacher
preparation. The majority of personnel indicated receiving training
through in-service workshops and university graduate courses. This indi-
cated the staffs interest to gain training relevant to bilingual classrooms.

Proficiency In The Child's Language. In Framingham, the bilingual
bicultural program serves two language groupings: Spanish and Por-
tuguese. The majority of the staff reported the ability to converse in
Spanish. While seventy-five percent indicated that ability, nearly one-
quarter were unable to speak in that language. The number of non-
Spanish speakers is important because one hundred percent of the staff
reported working with Spanish-speaking children.

The number of staff able to converse in Portuguese was considerably
less. In numerical terms, there are thirty-one Portuguese students in the
bilingual program. Although these students constitute the language
minority, they have contact with over forty-four percent of the reporting
bilingual staff. Only two of the staff working with Portuguese studeni,,,
indicated speaking ability in that language. Clearly, tire demographic
data demonstrated the need on the part of some staff personnel to converse
in Portuguese and Spanish.

Exposure To The Child's Culture. The demographic data provides some
clues, although somewhat superficial ones, to the responding staffs famil-
iarity with the child's culture. Specifically, the demographic question-
naire attempted to determine the staffs exposure to another culture
through questions dealing with travel and length of stay in a foreign
country. It was reported that large numbers of staff visited and lived in
countries not associated with their student's culture. Only six individuals
visited Puerto Rico and two visited P While fourteen staff mem-
bers reported living outside the Unite. . only five lived in Puerto
Rico and one in Portugal. It appe. it ,urne staff lack a first hand
knowledge of their student's culture. t,t ..e ruse-archer's opinion, the needs
highlighted in the demographic data should be repeated in the three other
research instruments.
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Summary offeedsAssessment DaterlInstrumeat #2. Seventy percent ofthe respondingbilingua! staff ranked and prioritized their needs (Table 1).To analyze these prioritized items, the researcher grouped them underthree categories: (1) instructional methodology; (2) assessment; and (3)culture/community." The needs grouped under the three categoriesformed the table ofTeacher Needs Teacher
Competencies/TNTC (Table 2).Included in the TNTC table, the needs prioritized in instrument #2, (seeTable 1), were placed under three levels of magnitude based on the mostimportant response category: high (over 44'2; responded most important);medium (between 24 to 40% responded most important); low (between 12to 20C. responded most important).

Instructional Methodology. According to the, TNTC table, there was apattern of teacher needs cutting across the magnitude levels. Seventypercent of the high magnitude needs dealt with instructional methodol-ogy, i.e., student motivation; materials development, teaching methods,and general classroom management techniques. Under needs of mediummagnitude, eighty-one percent related to instructional methodology is-sues: In the ten needs ranked most important to improve capacity forteaching Spanish and Portuguese-speakingchildren, seven dealt with thesame topic !Table 3). Within the instructional methodology area,classroom atmosphere and management needs were emphasized.Some teacher attitudes r.ad"philosophies on classroom atmosphere andmanagement were documented in the interviews, Many of the inter-viewed teachers talked about the techniques to make students comforta-ble, respectful, obedient, trustful and confident. Two teachers pointed outthat a highly structured class makes their students comfortable andrespectful. One explained:
When I work with children, they know what to expect when theycome in here. I think that they feel comfortable about that. Theyknow which types of behavior are appropriate and which types arenot.

The other staff member talked about structure in a different context. Sheelaborated:

I find that if I stay to a structure
. . . that's important for thesechildren. They need that because they have very little structure athome , . . You know, that they know, that at 1 1:15 every day, theyare going to do the same thing. Once in a while, they go of theschedule and the kids are terrible all day. They just can't seem tocope with that.

These staff members emphasized structure. but others utilized differenttechniques to secure student trust and obedience.For an ESL teacher. it was particularly important to develop trust withher students. This teacher developed trust through the use of her student'shome language. She elaborated:
. . . if! start dealing with them in Spanish, then I start to developthe trust. and then they're able to start to work over into theEnglish. Many people would disagree with that idea, but I haveIbund that my students would really reject English at first.



Instrument #2: Training Need

Need

1. How to Motivate Children .

2, How to deal with the

emotional needs of my

students.

3. How to instill self- discipline

in the students,

4, How to discipline children

5, How to diagnose students'

needs.

6. How to develop new teaching

mrthods ........

7, How to be creative on a daily

basis

8. Row to teach vocabulary

development,

9. How to apply psychology in

the classroom,

ID. How to develop appropriate

materials,

11, How to provide

individualized instruction, .

12. How to learn more about the

special needs of children of

Hispanic background.

TABLE

TEACHER STATEMENT OF TRAINING NEEDS

(Rank Ordered in Terms of Importance)

5Most 4Moderate 3Average 2- Marlin al 1 ..Uaimportant No response

OCi. 12f( 8'1

4 12 8 0

I:4 12 8 8

64 12 8 8

60 24 0 12

60 12 20 4

58 16 12 4

56 20 12 4

1)

56 12 16 12 0

52 20 12 8 4

52 20 12 8 4

48 28 4 13 :7.
t

4

4

4

4

8

8

4

4

8 12



TABLE 1: (continued)

TEACHER STATEIANT OF TRAINING NEEDS

Q
a
,..
,,,

Need 5-Most 4Moderate 3-Average 2-Marginal 1-Unimportant No response
a
,...

13, How to team teach both

grade levels at once. ...... , 48 16 12 12 8 I o

14, How to manage my

classroom. . ......... 48 12 H 6 8 12

15. How to prescribe learning

experiences for children

based on diagnosis, 44 36 0 12 0 8

16, How to evaluate children

who are notup to their grade

level, 44 32 4 12 4 4

17, How to learn the g )als of my

classroom. 44 32 4 4 8 8

18, How to be a more flexible

teacher. 40 8 36 0 4 12

19, How to involve parents in

the bilingual program... . 36 36 8 12 4 4

20. How to find new materials. 36 20 24 12 4 4

21, How to group students_ _ 32 ,tt; Q
, 8 4 8

22. How to adapt materials to

the classroom situation, ., , 28 36 20 4 8 4

2: How to learn about the goals

of the bilingual program, 28 36 16 4 12 4

24. How to utilize t ;acher aids

more effectively, 24 44 12 8 8 4

Ut



Need

TABLE I: (continued'

TEACHER STATEMENT OF TRAINING NEEDS

Rost 4Moderate 3-Average 2Marginal 1-Unimportant No response

25. How to solve programmatic

conflicts between

monolinguallbilingual

children 24 40 12 8 8

26, flow to learn more about

bilingual/bicultural

education. 24 32 32 (1 4 8

21, How to team teach ...... 24 28 28 12 4 4

28. How to speak Spanish 24 8 16 (,) 4(1 12

29. How to work with Spanish

speaking parents in the

community. 20 28 24 16 4 8

30. How to learn about Puerto

Rican c u l t u r e . . . . . . . . 20 24 32 4 12 8

31, How to learn about

Portuguese c u l t u r e , . , . . . . . 20 16 20 8 24 12

32, How to learn about general

classroom techniques, , 20 12 32 8 12 16

33. How to speak in Portuguese, 2C 8 8 8 40 16

34, How to learn more about

English phoenics, . ,,, . , , 16 28 8 24 12 12

35. How to record my reaction in

the classroom, , . ... , . 12 36 20 24 4 4
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TABLE 2
TEACHER NEEDS TEACHER COMPETENCY TABLE (TNTC)

Rating of Needs in Terms of Magnitude (Instrument #2)

I. Ranked According to Importance
A. High Magnitude Needs A. Ten Most Important Items to

(Ranking of 44(4, or morf.) Impro .e Teaching
A.1: Instructional Methodology A.1: Instructional Methodology

# 1,#3, #4,#6, #7, #8, # 9, #2, #3, #4, #5, #7, #9,
#10, #11, #13, #15, #18, #10, #1
#2

A.2: Assessment A.2: Assessment
#5, #16, #17 #6

1.3: School Community A.3: School Community
Relations Relations
#12 #8

A.4: Culture A.4: Culture
#12 #12

B. Medium Magnitude Needs
(Ranking of 24% to 40%.
B.1: Instructional Methodology

#18, #22, #25, #23, #26,
#20, #24, #27

B.2: School Community
Relations
#19

B.3: Language Proficiency
#26

C. Low Magnitude Needs
C.I: Instructional Methodology

#32, #35
C'.2: School Community

Rol.tt as

C.3: Culture
#30, #31

(7,4: Language Proficiency
#33

C.5: Linguistics
#34



TABLE 3

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TOP TEN ITEMS CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL TO IMPROVE CAPABILITY FOR TEACHING
SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE CHILDREN

Instrument #2:

Items Ranked Essential to Improve Teaching:
1. How to deal with the emotional needs of my students.
2. How to motivate children.
3. How to apply psychology in the classroom.
4. How tc instill self-discipline in the studei,s.
5. How to be creative on a daily basis.
6. How to diagnose student needs.
7. How to develop appropriate materials.
8. How to involve parents with the bilingual program.
i. How to discipline children.

10. How to provide individualized instruction.
Items Rated as -Most Important" In order of Response:

1. How to motivate children.
2. How to deal with the emotional needs of my students.
3. How to instill self-discipline in the students.
4. How to discipline children.
5. How to diagnose student needs.
6. How to develop new teaching methods.
7. How to be creative on a daily basis.

3



TABLE 3
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TOP T7.1,I ITEMS CONSIDERED ESSENT AL TO IMPT?OVF CAPABILIT FOR TEACHING

SPANISH ArtD PORTUGUESE' C3111..r..iEN (Continued)

8. How to teach vocabulary development.
9. How to apply psychology in the cla.:sroorn.

10. How to develop appropriate materici:s.
1. How to provide individualize 1 instructin.
12. How to learn more about the special needs of children of

Hispanic background.
13. How to team teach both grade levels at once.
14. How to manage my classroom.
15. How to prescribe learning experiences for children based on

diagnosis.
16. How to evaluate children who are not up to their grade level.
17. How to learn the goals of my classroom.

NOTE: The ranking and the rating of items demonstrates an agreement on the majority of items. Of the top ten items ranked essential to
improve teaching, the item ranked #8, "how to involve parents with the bilingual program," was rated #17 in terms of "most
important."
Three items, #6, #8, and #12, are highly rated in the "most important" category, but do not appear in the top ten items ranked
essential to improve teaching. In the ranking order of items essential to teaching, #6, "how to develop new teaching methods," is
ranked # 11; #7, "how to teach vocabulary development" isranked # 14; and item#12,"how to learn more about the special needs of
children of Hispanic.background" is ranked #19.
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Finally, strong student/teacher relationships built on trust were de-
scribed by another teacher. She felt that "strong relationships" were a
successful way to handle everything. Unlike some other teachers, this
instructor didn't have a discipline problem. Her subjective attitude toward
discipline problems helped to :e the issue. According to her, teachers
should not categorize all student behavior as abnormal. She explained:

. . . I feel that my students really respect me, and it's not (that)
they're angels, but I would not consider-discipline any problem. The
things they do I think that's normal behavior . . . You can talk
about it, and it's not threatening for them to speak about how they
feel at certain times.

The teaching techniques used by the staff went beyond specific
methodologies to the affective variables influencing student behavior.
Some teachers did talk about specific classroom activities, i.e., games.
pattern drills, songs, dramatization and dances. Nevertheless, many more
discussed their opinions on student behavior. The teachers wanted to
create a classroom atmosphere characterized by respect, trust, and disci-
pline.

Assessment. In the TNTC table, assessment issues comprised seventeen
percent of the high magnitude needs. Teachers wanted to know how to do
the following: diagnose student needs; practice learning experiences
based on diagnosis; and evaluate children not up to their grade level. The
assessment skill, how to diagnose student needs, also appeared as one of
the ten most important needs to improve the capacity to teach Spanish-
speaking children. Based on those perceived needs, it was clear that
teachers wanted help in student evaluation,

Some teachers' att.' ades toward assessment were documented in the
interviews. Most interviewed teachers reported using their own assess-
ment and testing instruments. Teachers made up evaluation procedures
"based on my own judgement," or "what I picked up." One teacher suc-
cintly stated: "We do our own thing."

The majority questioned the effectiveness of standardized testing in-
struments. According to some, bilingual students were not "test-wise." A
teacher explained:

I can't use tests because very few of them know the technique of
testing.

Another added:
I really never rely on tests ... I had some tests the department gave
me this year, so, I'm giving it to them, but not as a test, I'm givinc!. it
to them as worksheets.

One teacher admitted using the Metropolitan reading test fc practice
reasons. She explained:

I really gave it more from the standpoint for their becoming a little
bit test-wise . . I would never use test scores to evaluate them, not
at all. I'm really against that. I guess I would have to say that I
evaluate them on my own perception in class . .

3
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Recognizing the need for assessment, the majority of interviewed teachers
rejected standardized testing measures in favor of evaluation techniques
based on their own judgement and perception.

Culture and Community. Teacher needs dealing with the child's culture
and community received ratings from high to low magnitude. The high
magnitude need, how to learn more about the special needs of children of
Hispanic background, was rated most important by forty-eight percent of
the staff. In the low magnitude category, the need, "how to learn about
Puerto Rican culture," received a most important rating by twenty per-
cent of the responding staff. From these different needs ratings, the re-
searcher concluded two things: (1) the staff knew Puerto Rican culture,
and (2) it didn't equate special needs with Hispanic culture. In the re-
searcher's opinion, there is an apparent distinction made between His-
panic children's special needs and their culture.

The attitudes expressed in the interviews clarified. to a certain extent,
the cultural and special needs concepts. Some interviewed teachers de-
scribed the special needs facing their children, but tticy also made it clear
that special needs didn't mean special education. The teachers were asked:
"Do you think that Spanish-speaking children should have special consid-
eration?" Some staff members reacted strongly to the term "special con-
sideration."

Bilingual bicultural teachers see the importance of ped.igoginally treat-
ing the LEP child differently, but they refuse to accept equating their
students with "special needs" children. One teacher said:

Many people say these students are handicapped. They're not
handicapped. If they have learning disabilities, they just have learn-
ing disabilities, no matter what language they speak.

Another added;

I get very upset when I see a child who is fluent in a language
considered a special needs child because of the fact he's not ready to
handle all the curriculum in English. That's not a 'special need . .

and the confusion is that bilingual kids are dumb. and have to go to
the resource room. . .

Many other teachers described the particular needs facing their bilin-
gual students. One said:

I mean he has a language need and all language needs ()fall children
are cared for. so why shouldn't they take care of theirs .

For another teacher, it would be absurd to place a bilingual student into a
monolingual En:dish class. She explained:

It would be unfair to them to just throw them into a room. It would he
a little like my parents sending me to a school where they only spoke
Chinese.

A small minority within the interviewed stair explicitly linked the
child's culture with special problems encountered in this country. A
Puerto Rican teacher defined the need for cultural pride in this way:

3
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. . I give my kids a heck of a lot of English because the reality is
that we are living in the States, and I think you need two languages
to begin with. But, up here, you have to survive and if you don't have
a sense of what you are the minute you get here, no matterhow much
English you know, or how much you can assimilate to adapt into the
culture . . the minute they hear your last name, you're different
and unfortunately in the United States, they don't like anything
that's different, so if you don't have a sense of what you are . .

psychologically you're going to be totally messed up, and that hap-
pens to a lot of these kids. . .

From the above statement, the interviewer concluded that cultural pride
was necessary to maintain self-identity in the face of racial discrimina-
tion.

According to this same teacher, the bilingual student receives unfair
treatment due to his /'her class position. Commenting on social class, this
Puerto an teacher said:

. . I think that it's not a matter of them being bilingual. I think it's
a difference of them being the lowest of the social classes in Puerto
Rico, because kids like Michael, kids like Chris, who are upper class
are gonna make it, because the system is middle class and they're
middle class . . . It's not that they are handicapped language-wise. I
think that they're handicapped class-wise.

The researcher then asked her: "What do you mean by handicapped
class-wise?" She responded:

Trying to shove down middle-class values into lower-class people
. . the whole professional work ethic. To them, it doesn't matter
because obviously it's gonna be very hard to get a job. They don't
have the social skills to use and they don't have the education . .

and you're trying in shove down, you know, all this pt.sh, push, push
college. I mean that's bullshit. They're never going to make it into
college. They're going to make it into some kind of trade. And, we're
not going to change that unless you slowly change thair environ-
ment.

This teacher was the most vocal proponent of Hispanic children's special
needs as it related to their class and culture. Other teachers stated that
Puerto Rican students were denied access to all school activities, due to
their different language and cultural identity.

or many interviewed staff members, the LEP child needed access to all
opportunities and activities available to the English-dominant student.
These teachers wanted their students and the bilingual program to be
integrated into the whole school environment. One teacher explained:

They should be treated equally in everything that involves the
school they are assigned to, from belonging to every organization to
participation in every activity, to taking advantage of whatever i
available in the building, but not because they are special. They a: .e
not. They are just children.
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A Puerto Rican teacher pointed out that she would give special considera-
tion to all children. To her, any child who came from a "horrible" environ-
ment would receive special consideration. She said:

. . . I mean these kids have to have special consideration not be-
cause they're Spanish-speaking, it's because of the neighborhood
they come from. But, I would have the same consideration for an
Anglo kid who came from the same neighborhood. I mean they need
the emotional push, and all the extra stuff we do for them, but not
because they speak Spanish, it's because the environment is hostile,
and you live on Pine St. and someone is killing each other in the
middle of the street. You know, every other day. I mean, I don't care
if you speak Hebrew, you know you need help. . .

One teacher charged the school system with unequal treatment of LEP
children. She wanted the bilingual student to "get at least what the
English-speaking students get, and that's something we find we really
have to push for.'' On the contrary, this teacher felt that bilingual students
"don't get access to bilingual programs," or "certain extra-curricular ac-
tivities." According to this teacher, it is the bilingual educator who has to
"go out" and "get" these activities. She explained:

We tend to be really isolated out here so we as teachers have to really
reach out and see what's really being offered to other students in the
regular school to be sure that we are also included, and it's some-
thing that makes it very difficult for us because it means really
staying in touch with other systems, and we tend to get too involved
just with our bilingual stuc',.nts, or bilingual parents. We often don't
see what's going on in the retire system.

During the interviews, some teachers linked the special needs of His-
panic children with the larger issues of contemporary Puerto Rican cul-
ture in the United States. The interviewed staff members talked about the
cultural discrimination experienced by the LEP child. There was a ten-
dency on some of the staffs part to fault the school system for its lack of
cultural sensitivity.

The interviewer also noted that it was important for the teachers to
make a distinction between physically and emotionally special handi-
capped, special needs children and the special needs of the bilingual
children. According to the interviewed staff members, their students were
not physically or emotionally handicapped on the basis of non-English-
speaking ability. In their opinions, their students had different language
and cultural needs that must be addressed by the educational system.

Additional teacher attitudes on culture were documented in another
interview section. Teachers were asked: "What does it mean to be bicul-
tural?" The attitudes on this issue were diverse, suggesting need for
teacher clarification. Biculturalism for many, meant something more
than just factual knowledge about another person's culture. Some inter-
viewed teachers described the nonfactual variables in these ways:

. not only knowledge of the two cultures and differences and
similarities, but a feeling for them; that sensitivity and that desire
to learn about another culture; . . . to have a feel for it, to have
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sensitivity toward the people and the custom and language, the
opinions; a comfortable feeling with the food, with the special
structure, everything, understanding the personalities of the
people.

Some staff members described their concepts of a bicultural person. In
their description, the bicultural person is as much Latin as you are
American." He/she is "a person who has spent a fair balance between the
two cultures." Possessing this balance, the bicultural person "would make
an assumption as quickly upon their later background as they would on
their North American background." Another group of teachers questioned
the concept of the balanced bicultural individual.

One ".t' left° Rican teacher reacted strongly to the bicultural concept.
She said:

. . I have_ -ny doubts. I don't know anybody who is . . . It's very
different he. There are a lot of loyalties here. Mine is interrupted
because I ha., strong feelings for the political situation of my land,
and so, I have, not devoted any time loving and caring for the United
States.

This teacher described an internal feeling that prevented her from becom-
ing bicultural he elaborated:

There's something that separates me from becoming completely
bilingual bicultural. There is a culture that I'm not accepting inside
me because it's part of the enemy inside me. Don't take me wrong.
Most of my friends are Anglo-American here . . (but) how far could
I go with them if something is interrupting me and that something
has to do with my people. I was brought up to fight for my people; to
help my people in my house.

For this teacher, the bicultural concept was non-existent.
Born in Puerto Rico, another teacher viewed hiculturalism as a positive

factor in her life. She explained:
I don't have to deny my culture. I'm proud of it and I feel good about
it. Its kind of like having extra things; not just being Spanish but
being English, both at the same time. .

The opinions recorded by the interviewed staff expressed the interper-
sonal or psychological factors involved in culture. For many, culture not
only included the factual record, i.e., history, art, dance, music, religion
and social customs, but it also contained a subjective feeling for the other
culture. In the researcher's interpretation, that subjective feeling as de-
scribed by the teachers, prevented a person from becoming a balanced
bicultural. One person always favored one culture over the other.

Returning to the needs analysis, the data showed the staff rating and
ranking community needs from low to high magnitudes. Only twenty
percent of the staff rated how to work with Spanish-speaking parents in
the community as most important. Conversely, the staff ranked "how to
involve the parents in the bilingual program," as the eighth most impor-
tant need, to improve the instructor's capacity for teaching Spanish and
Portuguese-speaking children MI le 3). In the researcher's opinion, the
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staff was willing to work with parents in the geographic confines of the
school, but were not willing to go out into the community.

The teachers elaborated their opinions on parental involvement in the
interview section. These opinions touched on attitudes concerning the
child's culture, home and family. On the whole, the interviews showed
teachers supporting parental involvement. Most teachers felt that par-
ental participation was important for the successful implementation of
the program. While they all stressed the need for parental input, many
gave different reasons for its importance. The stated reasons included the
need to improve student discipline and attendance, and the need to im-
prove parental attitudes toward the teacher and the school.

The following two teachers spoke on 0 e need to improve parental
attitudes. According to them, the home (lid not adequately equip the
bilingual child with positive attitudes and skills. One teacher described
her students' homes as "inconsistent." The inconsistency meant that the
-school has to be very consistent for them to set something up very well
structured for them, allowing room for freedom but within a structured
setting." She described the following home experiences:

Some of these kids come in hungry, improperly clothed, not bathed
. . . They didn't eat breakfast this morning and they missed dinner,
no one gave them food last night. Instead of giving them food, a
mother gives them a quarter or fifty cents and tells them to go to the
store. . .

This teacher added that "the majority of kids (are) not exposed to social
graces, and the turn-taking and the sharing, and they haven't been ex-
posed to games and playing."

Another teacher saw a link between her students' low oral ability and
their home setting. This person said:

I think that many children come to this program with little basic
experience. I wouldn't say that's true of all children, but children
who come here, that we've tested, have very low oral ability, And, as
far as I'm concerned, there's probably not as much communication at
home, verbal, you know, reading stories or taking so and so to the
zoo. .

To remedy that situation, she went on to explain the importance of parents
understanding "what we're trying to do," so that "they can carry some of
the things on at home (and) get the proper type of help from parents at
home."

Other teachers described parents as unaware of teacher/student learn-
ing dynamics. Most teachers felt that the parents needed to understand
the working of the educational program; it was just a matter of communi-
cation between parents and teachers. One teacher explained that parental
involvement was one of her most selected needs. This teacher added:

The attendance is based on parent support. If the children don't
attend, then there's no way that they're going to have a program. . .

According to some teachers, a positive attitude toward the child's family
helps to create a successful learning environment. One staff member saw

3
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parents offering the school something "in terms of their experience, and in
terms of how they deal with the kids at home and vice versa." Others
expressed similar opinions. Some teachers said:

It helps to understand what is happening to their child . . . to see
that the parents know what we are doing . . . to see what the
parent think and what he expects . . . it's important first to talk to
them and sometimes to listen to them. . .

A group of staff members noted the lack of parental involvement. For
these instructors, parents were not involved in the program due to their
own attitudes and school policy. One teacher commented:

I don't think that they really don't care. They don't either have the
initiative to care or the time or the confidence.

Adding to this, a Puerto Rican teacher said:

. . . sometimes they don't know how to respond or fight for their
kids' rights when they have been violated because they don't know
better. They don't know the system.

These cultural factors were further explained by other teachers. A
Puerto Rican teacher outlined the teach 's role in her community. She
explained:

The teacher from the Puerto Rican community is a key person in any
town. The parents put a lot of respoasibility on them. They rely on
the teacher for a lot of things because they can't understand . . .

they will depend on somebody they can trust. . .

The trust between teacher and parent appears to be built on instructor-
initiated activities. During the interview, she emphasized that parents
needed to know their rights, and it was a part of her job to explain these
rights to them. She saw herself as a resource person helping parents with
their problems.

Another Puerto Rican teacher presented a contrary opinion. According
to her, it was useless to get parents to participate in the program. To her,
parent participation meant changi -1g cultural attitudes. Her explanation
was:

I think that it's too late. I think that's trying to change culture.
Latins don't get involved in education, none of them do, cross cultur-
ally. Once the kid goes to school,it's the teachers' responsibility.

Later in the interview, she qualified her previous statement. She now
pointed out that it wasn't solely cultural. The problem was one of. social
class. This teacher continued:

Of course you should get them involved, but that then is class-wise. I
mean you have kids whose parents never went to school, who doesn't
have any stimulus at home, he's going to have a very hard time
making it. . .

The program's Portuguese teacher also saw class and cultural issues
influencing parental involvement. The teacher t - 'Wined that some Por-

J
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tuguese parent: don't really believe in education. For them, work is more
important. She pointed out:

. . They care about the school but they don't care abOut education
because they don't believe in it, right? I work and he can work, too.
He will just work in some place . . but, if, like I say, there is that
difference. When they want to be involved in education they come. If
they don't,, forget it, you'll never get them to come over here. . .

The Portuguese teacher qualified some of her 1.ast statements by explain-
. ing the predicament of Portuguese parents. Some Portuguese parents in

this country experience difficulty with their children. She said:
. It's very tough to be a parent here . . . because they are in their

thirties, forties . . and they come over here and they don't know
how to act with their children . . The society tells them: "you can't
spank your child," but the parent doesn't know other ways . . and
(it) comes to the point sometimes that all the parents let them do
whatever they like and please and it's okay. Well, over here it's fine
. . . There's such a conflict between the families and the children.

The conflict also exists between the bilingual program and the Por-
tuguese parents. The conflict is particularly acute for those families that
she describes as "low class" without the ability "to read and write and
speak sometimes." She talked about this conflict in the following way:

. . the class that came from Portugal is the lowest class . . . It's
come . . . because of the people from Africa who have no jobs, so they
come over here . . cheap migrant labor . . They care little for
education . The teacher speaks Portuguese, right, and asks a lot
"ft hem. Right? . . . When it comes to the point that it's too hard for

they give up ... They say: "I'm going to take my child from the
ual (program), and they put him into a regular class because

don't bother them. They cannot communicate with them. So,
you know, its easier. .

The interview section on parental involvement, in the researcher's
opinion, pointed out the need for further training in the child's contempor-
ary culture and methodologies to increase teacher/parent contact. There is
a wide range of different opinions concerning the child's cultural commu-
nity do, umented in these interviews. Some teachers describe the child's
home in an unfavorable manner while others talk about the social and
class factors affecting the child's family. The attitudes expressed by the
staff form a strong base for future training in home and community
relations.

Analysis of Instrument #3: What Teachers Face In the Classroom. Fifty
percent of the staff responded to Instrument #3. In terms of frequency,
forty percent of the twenty-two described situations were termed adminis-
trative. These administrative issues dealt with factors most easily hand-
led by the program or school directors. Teachers complain ofpoor ventila-
tion and lighting, high noise levels, extra teaching duties, lack of planning
time and encouragement, and failure of the administrative staff to integ-
rate the bilingual program into the larger school system. Based on this
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data, it appears that a large portion of the teacher's time is connected to
non-instructional concerns, The researcher feels that these non
instructional issues serve to distract the teacher from his/her pedogogical
oithgations, and they can best be met by the school systems' adminis-
trators.

After administrative situations, the issues most frequently facing the
staff relate to two previously discussed areas: instructional methodology
and culture and community. More than one-third of the staff described
situations relating to instructional methodology. Specifically, they con-
tinued to describe situations dealing with classroom management. teach-
ing strategies, materials, discipline and student developmental issues. In
this respect, teacher-described occurrences closely parallel previously
stated needs.

'ultural and community concerns reappear as problem areas for some
teachers in Instrument #3, In terms of frequency, almost one-quarter of
t he situations concern culture and community items. This number
suggests that a substantial amount of the reporting staffs time was
devoted to solving these issues. In fact, five situations ranked the highest
according to thi, staff liking'needing help showed three of these directly
relate to the child's community and to the staff's understanding of that
community (Table 4). These three situations described students who tiro
abused and suffer from inadequate diet, medical care, sleep and 1 lack of
respect. for themselves and ()Criers. In the researcher's imatrpretation, the
scope of hese described situations require coping strategies initiated by
t he teacher. school administrators, school support perTmel and the par-
, uts.

TABLE .1

s;f1AT BliiiNcit'A I. FACE IN THE CLASSItaii /1\1
iiainkea according hi teacher liking needing help)

I ra.i raiment Si.:

Situation Like Need Help

1 E.:qr.(' TrnrIn r Da/;1's.' on' rules for the in the
cafeteria and in the buses. There is a s:stern designed for when a child
hreaks a rule, Child X was supposed to come with his mother father to
school. He came alone. He has to go to the office and !ay there 'til the
bilingual administrator takes him home. The principal did not want to
keep him in the office; the bilingual administrator was not around. The
principal put the responsibility on the teacher for dealing with the child
and 11or calling the bilir .11 administrator. Th, child cn.,Ied outside tie
teacher's roam. He kne..,. that We weren't com:istent 01111 .1r did the other
children
Mon, ('ooperatton: More cooperation and integratiou :n Aes and
duties from the following personnel, i.e., secretary, nurse. princixd, and
Yushalians. Thev always seem to shove off work awl respons: itities

using as excuse the lack of Spanish. .... 96.6

Illildren lack respect for themselves and others. ..

1. (1/17/,/,.1/inse: 'hildryn come with rim cks on their bud claim

t hey1ve been spunky(' by thin!. parents 20.11
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TABLE 4: (Continued)
WHAT BILINGUAL TEAC/LiRS FACE IN THE '..'1,A.:.SIttn

(Ranked according t,t teacher liking needing
Instrument #3:

Situation Like Need !kip

5. Home Situation: Home iss::es affect student perform:ince i.e..
appropriate nutrition: medical ,iire; lack of sleei:: responsibiliti:,s of
child at home; i.e. baby sitting anti cooking.

El. Language Dominance: Cnild (hes not have enough V shngli er Spanish
language dominance. it's d.ifficult to choose nativ,. ;:uage instruct ion
or a complete ESL pro;.71,.iin. 16.6

7. Luck of Planning Lack 0: planning tiine doe to the incredible
amount of meetings. Aside from that the paper work from hoth buildings
we're housed in plus the bilingual paper work is atr(Hous. .

8. I work with very small groups, sometimes one-on-ore. It is difficult :,
find more than a few children working at the same since Owl.
background and English fluenc- and their needs are so varied Many (.
these children could be considered "special needs" ehildrm

9. Lack of Materials: Lack of variety of materi: is in oat bai language to
choose from. This lack of available materials is worse l'at no slow
learner. The Spanish materials usually ha a' a 1.,:.t that's
unrealistic for most of our chi idren. 1:3.3

10. Class A ttendance: t ly times attendance tair t pt or. it create:- [mire
inconsistency for the children in their lives than i.hcy airci,cly have. It
makes it difficult for the teacher trying new

11. Soint. :ales the noise level is high enoug!1 interfere with li:iirning 1;:(.1).(31

12. Prop: r Clothing: n often come to Lir'lool wea..ing 4 .1), clothes
in the middle of winter. The clothes they weal are not v by any
means. It shows, however, tnat parents nee(l t.) be wade na...-e aware of
this problem. .10.0

13, ESL Touche.- With Spanish background is asked to talc,: over classes
she serves as a substkut.? Ili- other class,,; miss then. ESL time. ...I 0.0

14. Two Cores to rie Semi This has bee!! a common happening
since a large number of our students are swcial not is children. Other
bilingual pen-- -mel get upset when they are asked to cover for classes.
This was partially alleviated when the adinini:qrators ::greed to notify
teachers of their ::everage duties rather than the teachers who needed
the coverage ha.:ing to ask others to cover fm t new as a personal favor. 10.0

15. Discipline ;n: Children having difficulty obeying and
respecting not only th,sir. teacher, but cspo,n.ily other authorities. .. 9.93

16. Negutity Attitude toward ZnA,,lish: Although there is considerable
variation from year to the :,,;(tr. one of the most common problemc, is a
negative attitude toward English and the culture?). This year we see it
io oily a few students, but it is strong in them and has been in the past in
larger numbers 9.9

17. Work gets .,ent to classroom by LSI, teacher. It is sporadically completed
Certain classroom teachers back up the ES I. teacher while others forget
or don't make their students complete their work. 6. 6

3 -1
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TABLE 4: (Continuedl
WHAT BILINGUAL TEACHERS FACE IN THE CLASSROOM

(Ranked according to teacher likingmeeding help)
Instrument #3:

Si' nation Like, Need Help

18. Children are grouped in small groups( 2 or 3) and kept together for a of
their activities because their needs are the same. However, it breeds
keen competition, arguing and poor altitudes. 6.6

19. In order to offer effective oral ,_lasses some renovating was needed.
Nothing was done. Light and ventilators the same. 6.6

20. Students do nut receive the basics which other (-hisses receive. Teachers
advocate things which other students have. 6.6

21. Staff rarely receives positive feedback fi- putting forth additimc ,,116rt
to become involved in professional development 6.6

Student mobility: Moving back and forth within state, country or Puerto
Rico, i.e., children attend school four mon :,hs and move for the ret-t of the
school year and come back in September. M,,ny times they move and
don't attt id school 6.6

Conclusions

'I he major training areas documented in this study are similar to others
in the state, and to some ext.4nt., in the nation. A similar needs assessment
study, previously cited. was conducted by Viera, Squires, and deGuevara
in Holyoke, Massachusetts in 1975. A comparison between the two studies
shows that educators dealing with LEP children have much in common.
For example, sev --1 of the ten most important needs identified by the
Holyoke ,,aff received high rankings from the Framingham teachers.
Those six needs shared by the two teaching communities were:

1. How to diagnose student. nee,::s
2. How to instill self - discipline in studeri.
3, How to motivate students
4. How to handle discipline prohl.-is in the :1:,e*,romil
5. How to work with Spanish-speaking parents and community
6. How to involve parents in the bilingual program
7. How to develop appropriate materials

Roth bilingual bicultural teaching communities need training in the
following areas: (1) instructional methodology: (2) assessment: an (3)
culture and commumty. Some of the documented needs in the twc Mas-
sachusetts communities wee also found in a national teach.--.r /weds sur-
vey.

In 1978, The Dissemination and Assessment Center for E dual Edu-
cation in Austin, Texas, published the 'ummary Report on ttie National
Assessment Survey of Title VII ESL,A Basic Project Director's and
Teacher's Needs for the Products and Services of the National Network
Centers for Bilingual Education." The survey concluded that teachers
needed training in seven areas. Almost all of the seven areas dealt with
instructional me:ilodology. Like the Massachusetts bilingual staffs,

3
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teachers working in 'rift.. VII programs nationally str iu nl-A for
skills i, teaching methodology.

The national survey also documented the need to f-cilitate i,arental
involvement in Title VII bilingual programs. The teavi.n..:: national
survey gave that need a medium magnitude rating. In
studies, the need to involve parents received a medr:., to ki.,;!I rating.
Regardless of the ratim. it appears that teacher facile. on of parental
involvement is an important training consideration.

The needs documented in the Massachusetts surveys provide a training
f=Tmework for the pre service bilingual training program. In the re-
sc. archer's opinion, a proposed model for bilingual teacher training
primarily rests on the teacher needs gathered f- n the studies' research
findings. The model is .n attempt to match ng bilingual bicultural

:ieeds with a pre-service training program. The proposed model is not
definitive nor a panacea for teacher training. It is a tentative effort to
narrow important bilingual teaching skills.

The bilingual bicultural teacht7 training model lies within a larger
training matrix (Figure 1). In the larger matrix, all teachers, i.e., bilin-
gual, early childhood, read i ng,science, math, art, and special education,
share universal knowledge systems needed in the profession. Sc:me re-
searchers point out that all teachers require a theoretical knowledge base
to meet various classroom variables.

Writing in the January-February, 1979 issue of Educational Leade -
'p, Karolyn J. Snyder and Robert H. Anderson label seven "essential

dies of knowledge" it, teach ,r training. Snyder and Andersons' bodies of
;vledge are related to teacher role expectations and responsibilities. In
model's design (see Figure , the "essential bodies of knowledge" a re

.erence and lepartura points for the bilingual bicultural training pr)-
ram. The program refers back and examines the areasof general theoret-

ical kao vled ;e for its practical application for bilingual teaching corn-
ptenci: c. The model snows broken lines connecting someof the program's
raining c(,f,,,.onents with the general knowledge areas. This indicates

that ,:ne bii;.nguai teacher ought to be familiar with the accumulated
rw.elezig.e about how students learn. Once the bilingual teacher is in the

he;she adapts. ditards, or creates new theory to fit practical
ski. 4; learned through, the three training competency areas.

Tht at :-ows from the program's three competency areasshows it adding
to he body of genera I theoretical knowledge. It is important that bilingual
educational issues affect the larger fields of theoretical knowledge. Non-

; ; ingual teachers need t:, be exposed to the expanding general knowledge
influence-! by bilingual hicoltural theory and practice. The model

suggests tIri. Hflucation can ent.L.h the general knowledge base
,C larger training ri x.

N.CYFES

1. A lari;er version of th' ii:1.1ce is iound i.i the researchers' doctoral
dissertation. See: Maces RingL.vL. "Bibrigual :;icult-ral Teacher
Ne .cls and Attitudes: The ;!ismata. Betv.een Teachcr J'faining and
Tea Net (is Documented in a 7.1.1.issa,:husetts Community." Un-
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publiAled Duct, ,s( rti,tam, mversity of Massachusetts:
Amherst, 1980.

2. U. S. Dept. of Corn. , 1970 Census of Population. Vol. 1: Char-
acteristics of the i eion. Washington, [).C.. 1975.

3. Framingham Proram. Census Data of Bilingual Stu-
dents, 1979-80 gham, Massachusetts. 1980.

4. The research' Les to thank the Framingham bilingual staff for
their splendid cooperation. Their enthusiasm and interest in this
research study made the research effort inure effective and pleasur-
able.

5. This study was inspired by the work of Silvia Viera, Leslie Squires
and Gloria deGuevara in Holy,,ke, Massachusetts. Dr. Gloria de-
Guevara served as consultant for the research conducted in this
study. See bibliography.

6. For a detailed description of these three categories, see: "Guidelines
for the Preparation and Certifi of Teachers of Bilingual-
Bicultural Education in the United States of America," Center for
Applied Linguistics, Ar!ington, Virginia, 1974.
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EMPIRICALLY DEFINING COMPETENCIES FOR EFFECTIVE

BILINGUAL TEACHERS:

Preliminary Study

Ana Maria Roil 1:igth
San Diego State Universi.y

INTRODUCTION
Legislative regulations and State Board of Education guidelines press

teacher trainers with myriad lists for bilingual teacher competencies.
V.,"hile all such competency lists are said to be synonymous with effective
bilingual teachers, they are vulnerable to criticism for several reasons. To
begin, there is as yet little or no empirical evidence that existing com-
petencies are valid. Most competencies for bilingual teachers are gener-
ated by experts (Acosta and Blanco, 1978; CAL 1974; CTPL 1978). This
makes th, in highly subjective and open to broad interpretation. In addi-
tion, they do not easily lend themselves to standardization across institu-
tions or even among the individuals to whom they are applied.

For example, according to the California Commission for Teacher
Preparation and Licensing 1977), competency in a target culture is
measured by cognitive knot.. ';,.E'ze of (1) the life style of the target popula-
tion, and (2) the historical rot..., and-contributions ofthe target populai n.
Language competencies, on the other hand, list performance criteria of a
more observable nature. A sample of t.11,. Commission's etri-
petencies demand that bilingu.n :(T.ch;-s 1." able to (1) use the tar,
language in spontaneous cc;f:v., !ad and comprehend texts
approf, date to the author Pffe-stively in a variety of
contexts.

Still other competencies .',!quired ty Thlifornia's Ryan
Act (1970) for teacher creel: ,t;, . cc z m tent or course terms.
According to the Ryan guic. - teac institution must
c. y teachers h. competency fon areas: (1)

. :;a0:7ing strategies, (2) performance-based instruct ,,n, and (3)
-r JevP'opment. As stated, these competzilcies F Al v:ry From at

iert ti n's demand that the elementary bilingual teacher have
cept, and (2) a respect for cultural diversity.

A, ..11,. oa:ionai level, competencies have been disseminated by the
ducv tion (1978), U.S. Office of Education. In broad

torals, publicatiL:. offers competencies in the areas oflanguage profi-
ciency, cultural awareness, and pedagogical skills. Some examples of the
behavioral criteria required in these competency areas are: Explain basic
principles o; language and bilingualism; eAplain some basic ideas con-
cerning the proc:'ss of acculturation and assimilation; and explain basic
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principles of learning theory and apply them to the teaching-learning
process. Because these competencies are to assist institutions, they are
written as course objectiv rather than as teaching behaviors.

Another set of competencies for bilingual teachers that is wide ac-
cepted among educators was prepared by the Center for Applied Liz-.;ins-
tics (197-4). These competencies are the most comprehensive availih,le to
teacher trainers. For example, they offer eight categories: language profi-
ciency, linguistics. culture, instructional methods, curriculum utilization
and adaptation, assessment, school-community relations, and supervised
teaching. In addition, they contain a category for personal qualities. While
the competencir.,, offered in then categories are fairly comprehensive.
they too are poffliced by expert. and thus are not empirically based.

Examination of the above examples of bilingual teacher competencies
currently in use reveals that there is little consensus among experts about
the set of competencies most appropriate to good bilingual teaching.
illustrated, competencies can be described in terms of required skills,
behaviors, tasks, knowledge, attitudes, values, predispositions, and apti-
tudes. Moreover, such expert-generated competencies form the ba,iis for
university teacher preparation programs, d'Arict inservice education,
and teacher credentialing requirements. Until competencies are empiri-
cally identified, educators will continue to rely on the existing array of
questionable measures based on narrow cognitive outcomes, superficial
behavioral observation, and a pr. i value-laden judgements.

Unlike existing competencies that are decided by experts in the field,
this study goes to the source in defining competencies that teachers them-
selves reveal as characteristic of effective bilingual teaching. This study
begins to address the need to empirically validate the mix of competency z

that is representative of effective bilingual teachers. Civen validated
competencies, teacher educators can more adequately select potentially
effective bilingual teachers, prepare competent bilingual teachers and
develor relevant teacher preparation curricula.

Methodology

Selling. Competencies fin- effective bilingual te- chers were identified in
two ..:lemec' m-y school districts loci led in clos p ':y to the Mexican;.
border. A,cording to a report by the California Finance Reforra
Project (1978), Hispanic students comprise of the stu(!nt popula-
tion in one district. ad ..!`i.9'2? in the other. ID r;ontrast, Hispanic -,taff in
those same district. . a, 0'.'? and 8.6c respectively. Bilingual staff is
propor' Hnately low .eared to student popi.lation in mu . Southern
1:.zilifor: :a schools.

Sample. The subjec`' consisted of twenty elementary teachers. Twelve
of these teachers we. nJminated .-ciperior per riaers. Eight others
were randomly selected from the remaining pool of bilingual teachers in
the districts. Teaches :; in the sample Lad i ,.n teaching for an averary
six years. Fifteen held bilingual teaching credentials. Thirteen had pus
baccalaureate education. While only fourteen teachers in the sample were
of Hispanic i madly Mexican Am :ri eighteen teachers were

ited as having near native fluency in Si_ .3niAl. All but two of the subjects
were women. Ir summary. the profile sample reveals an exp.,
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enced instructor, with good fluency in Spanish, who is crecientialed as a
bilingual teacher.

Procedure. Nominations of bilingual teachers of superior performance
were solicited from persons in supervisory positions, such as resource
teachers, program coordinators, and principals. Nominations were ob-
tained from peers as well. Three nominations as superior perfOrmer were
required f, : inclusion in the sample. There was an attempt made to match
this number of exemplary teachers with other bilingual teachers under
contract in the districts.

All participating teachers were told that the purpose or ie study was to
identify competencies for bilingual teachers that wor give research-
based direction to preparation programs at the university and district
levels. Teachers were given the option not to participate. All but a few of
the subjects seemed eager to contribute to the sturL

Data was collected using the Beha ral Events: sip, or BEA. This
is an operant interviewing technique oeveloped by McClel land ;1975 t. It is
an extension of Planagan's (1954) Critical Incident Interview. The pur-
pose of the BEA is to identify generic and causal competencies needed for
effective job performance. As an interviewing technique it involves ob-
taining a number of descriptions of behavioral . pisodes. Generally, sub-
jects are asked to relate three coisodes in which they saw themselves as
successful and three ii, whic'n Lift v iewed themselves to be unsuccessful.

A distinguishing charat..tu-.' f this interview procedure is that it
elicits information from which ,.)ehaviors can he reconstructed, rather
than eliciting interpretations. What further differentiat,,s this interview
approach from others is that the interviewees are initially chosen by
nominations based upon job performance. Interviewees fall into two
categories: Those who are identified as exemplary, superior, or "star"
nerfo:.rners and those who represent an averag, iov, of performance.
Jifferentiating incurn' -lilts into these two catego, 4 is done by asking
both supervisory staff and peers to make the nominative dif-
ferentiations. McClelland and his associates have had a good degree of
validity in supervisory nominations based on the behavior of performers
(1974, Boyatzis and Burrus, 1977; Klemp, et. al., 1977).

Behavioral events related by subjects have to contain all the elements of
a story. To obtain this, interviewers elicit ,,aswers to the following type of
questions: Whitt led up to the incident? Who was involved? What did you
do'? What did you say? What MIP', the outcome of the incident? In their
entirety, behavioral descriptions contain the perceptions, thoughts,
feelings, and conclusions of the subjects interviewed.

For purposes of this study, bilingual teachers in the sample were
interviewed using the BEA. Subjects were asked to describe three events
in which they felt effective and three events in which they perceived
hemselves to be inein?ctive as bilingual teachers. As teachers verbally

depicted each incident, they were asked to recall specific dialogue, actions,
,..rand feelings. Teachers were interviewed at their school sites at a time
convenLait to them Interviews took a minimum of one hour.

All interviews were tape recorded. Interview protocols were typed.
Typed interview trans(.. riptions were the raw data from which cons} ten-
cies were conceptu.ilizecL Themes were culled from the raw data. Gom-
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petencies were ident died thrlo content ana vsis. From the predominat-
ing themes, a competency coding system was developed. All interviews
were then scored by twit independent raters for the presence or absence of
identified competencies. ,encies were validated by inter;udge
agreement. The level of in:erjudge figreeim nt was statistically deter-
mined. Once competencies were validated, they were used to differentiate
between teachers rated as superior and teachers not rated superior.

Data An(Ilysis. After the competencies had been identified, the ne::t.
part of the study focused on t he following: ( 1 ) establish) .gnome measure of
reliability for the identified competency, and 12) determining how suc-
cessfully ratings on these competencies discriminated between the "stars"
and -tr. .tars."

Raters were tr d to identify descriptors or subcategories of the
various competen ies from the tr inseripts of teacher interviews. They
were then to indicate whether' or not the rated behavior reflected a positive
or negative instance of a particular competency. For the purpose of this
study, scores for each subject were derived by assigning a i- 1 or 1 for
each posit b.-0 or negative instance cited by the raters. These scores were
then summed to obtain a total score FA. each subject. Initially, each subject
received two ,cores, one front each later. These I wo scores were used to
generate a coefficient of inter-rater reliahility. The subject scores used to
make i nt-r-group comparisons, how, ver. are aggregates of the two rater
scores.

A measure of inter-rater reliability was obtained by computing as
product-moment correlation coeffi, lent ( Pearson) for the two rater scores
assigned to each teacher. The re,,ultant coefficient was .65, which is
significant at the one pernt lave. This coefficient, even though 51 fu ist
rally significant, was lower than anticipated. Nevertheless, the correla-
tion coefficient is significant an offers an encouraging sign to the future
development ()fa more rehab!, instrument for identifying behaviors ass,-
dated with competent biting: .1 teachers.

The second major concern was to establish the ability of this pilot
instrument to differentiate between the stars and non-stars. This was
done by testing the significance of differences it-tests) between mean
scores of stars and non-stars on the six competencies. Thi result:, are
presented in 'Fable 1.

TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF STARS AND NON-SARS ItY ro11,i 11N('Y

.-11.41111t, nt
( 'oillpl .1cy SI,', :-;I) N111.'N 011 1.,,,I

I , l',-.!tivr li,,,;tri 10.119 1.:18 0.3ti ;,..;t; .00 NS
2, N,,n-Aliti),,D'Arizmisin 1,.`.12 8.0.1 .1.05 0.52 2.77 .05
11, 51.11-Conli(lcv ' 17.-12 12.12 5 75 8.00 2.2:1 .0 :5

.1i Commtmicaft ii Skil! 7.2:, -1.19 1'.110 :I.00 2.00 .0:5

5 , l't..(iw..,;!,. F l t . , 1 1 ) 1 H : 13.00 1 2 70 9 1 1 , 0 11. I '-', .112 I\IS

(-11 Cultur:- 1:.r, ..(1,-, 11.11-. ,-,.(i1) -n() 0.1 .00
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As can be seen t he differences between stars and /UM -stars were statis-
t :colly significa: . in the predicted direction for nonauthoritarianism,
self-confidence, and communication skills. The rem' :ring competencies
were not satistically significant, but the mean scores are greater fin r the
stars in the predicted direction. That is, they have higher positive mean
scores for Positive Regard, Pedagogic Flexibility, and Sociocultural
Knowledge. (See Figure

1,1(ll*RF I

ST:\Itti VS N()N-STAltS CONIPTENCIES
(Combined Rater Scores)

I. Positive Reg,trd
2. Non-Authoritarianism
i. Conmulaications Skills

~tars Q Non-Stars

.1. Confidence in t)\\ n Judgment
Pedogogic Flexibility
Sociocultural Awareness

1

Score Proportioned

"..,,..mee
:3 -1

In addition to comparing the stars and :m-stars on the individual
rompetcncies it was . .so decided to determine whether ur not :I single
score. combining all six competencies, could be used to discriminate be-
tween stars and non-stars. A t-test was corn Muted on the dVierences
between the mean total score for each group. For mean scores of 81,1''
(stars) LH :38.5 (non-stars/ the resultant t = 2.01 was significant at 1p

tr3
c.
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Finally, a measure of the rater's ability to accurately idea LitY stars and
non-stars was computed by means of a median test using chi square. The
reason for using this procedure was that the raters themselves did not
nominate the stars or non- ars. This selection was carried out prior t.
their ratings of the individual teachers. The median test was used a-
indicator of how well the rater scores agreed wit h the nominators i
identification of stars and non-stars. In this procedure a chi squa, , rs
calculated using the median score of the combined group scores to form
frequency categories. (See Table 2.)

'PARLE 2

NlEDIAN TEST: STARS .:NON-;;TA),-;

Scores above
combined median

tiro res below
clphined

~tar's

2

) 5 p .05i N 20 cif

The chi square value is significant a reflects a high level of agreemen t
between the rater scores and the nominators. As can be seen, using the
num,ers in Table 2, rater scores correctly identified 67(,:?- of the stars and
75e; of the non-stars.

nesuits

Through the Behavioral Events Analysis, six competency clusters were
empirically identified. These competencies and their accompanying sal
categories differentiate the effective elementary bilingual teachm from
other bilingual teachers. Listed in order of predominance, competencies
are: Communication Skills, Positive Regard, Non-Authoritarianism
Pedagogic Flexibility, Socio-Cultural Knowledge, and Self-Confidence. I;

section each of these categories will be described and illustrated v..'
interview data.

Commuu;rulion Skills. By far the most predominant characteristics of
superior bilingual teachers were in the area of communicative skills. This
area is defined as the ability to relate effectively with children and par-
ents. The following four ..omponents of this competency were idtrd

1. Listens to and h, children and parents
2. Dialogues informal, with childro,, nd parents
3. (lives children feedback
4. Is confrontative without produk., t ve behavior

Superior bilingual teachers seem to nave developed listening skills.
They demonstrate these \A oarents as well as children. In reporting :;
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parent conference, one teacher describes the following interaction: "I said,
'What are your concerns? 11 n I just let hint talk and talk. ifis concern was
that he wanted his child to learn to speak English." Effective elementary
bilingual teachers seem to be able to read non-verbal messages equally as
well, As an example. one teacher states, "I can tell immediately when a
child understands something because their faces light up." Effective
teachers .:1111 read non-verbal signs fbr help: "The kids were not responding
to we. In first grade, when they don't understand something. their minds

'rider to something else."
1,ffective performers also seem to engage their --tudenis in informal

They take the time t o converse v about their lives
outside of the classroom, As . t example of this type of dialogue, one

archer reported, ''He opened 1.1 a me as a person. I e would talk to me
,shout his family. He would tell me about his brothers ;Ind sisters. Ile
seemed to feel happy and 'canted to share his life with me. I just ::)teric ' to
him and asked him questions. It was just a convers dion between two
interested p ies," Exemplaty bilingual teachers see-1 to capitalize on
informal di ssions with children in on attempt to 117,'Iorstand th-)n as
people and as. learners, Anoti. r teacher describes t onortan
formal dialogue in this way: ''He needed to he alter sche d to
sorneom- and get attention fom another person. Quite frankly, :11;11
seemed to he more important than school work."

Superior bilingual teachers give their students feedback on t h :1) he
havior as well as on their achievement.. They seem to praise children far
more than rept imand them. Teachers use praise to encourage slit )11 s
with remarks such as: -That's good!," "You can do W." -iQue hirer
trabajof." "You did it right." and "You're smart." Exemplary hitinguaf
teachers also communicate praise for achievement through reward sys-
tem.); that include play money, ,t..trs, points, and free time.

:high performers have the ability to confront sled{ nts and parent:
without milking either defensive. Teachers were very -lulled at r( mind1ng
students of broken rules for classroom behavior in a r inner that was not
a, tacking of the person. This skill is demonstrated by the f
episode: "I abstain from yelling in the first place. I just said, 'Yoe didn't go
according to the rules that the whole class set up. You know we decided
that if you wanted to exchange presents you were to bring fifty or seventy-
five cents. I don't think it's fair to Jose that you 1.,)ep hi:: present. You
already have a gift from me."'

ronfrontative skills are also brought to hear in encounters with par-
ents. Effective bilingual teachers are able to say very difficult things to
parents about their own influence on the child's adjustment and achieve-
ment in school, One teacher relates a difficult episode: °I said to the father,
It's very important that he made responsible for arriving school
on time and for ..ringing his homework. It is important for hint: to accept
the responsibility) and Pot his father. It does not help to.make excuses Ifir

In order to help the child, I had to tell the father about the things he
was doing that w-n. harmful to the child."

Rogurd. The second most predominant haracteristics of effec-
t ivo ele)))entary bilingual teachers are those in the .o-ea of posit ive regard
as defined Rogers 11961). Accordingly, positive r gird refers to the
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teacher's genuine caring and acceptance of childrIm and parents. Five
conenents of this competency were identifie,l through the BEA:

1. Is empathetic towards children, parents, and others
2. as high expectations of, chi ldren
3. genuinely cares abotit children's -e you lean lig
4. Respects children and parents ifs indi

Accepts children and parents without

Effective bilingual teachers seem to be able to p. themselves in the
child's situation. They are able tkrecognize and at times even anticipate
what the child's emotional reactiorilii a situation might he. One teacher
describes a monolingual Spanish speaking child's adjustment in her class
in the following ay: "He was very timid. He was afraid to come to me. I
had talked with him in Spanish and explained things to him. But, I guess
until he was in a smaller group with me, he didn't have the confidence.
Maybe he felt that it was bad to ask questions in Spanish. He particularly
didn't seem comfortable until we started our different groups and there
were other children reading aloud in Spanish."

Having high expectations of' students seems to be characteristic of the
exemplary bilingual teacher. They not only expect high achievement. from
their students, they support attempts made by students. They buoy then
self-confidence. In some ases teachers even empower children. This char
acterist is addressed by one teacher: "I didn't lower my expectations
the child. At first when he was doing poorly, I didn't say to myself, 'Mayb
he cant .ot a flier.? more than this.' I tried to be kind and strict, but I knee.
that he had s ething in there. I think it's very importai:t for a teach.,
expect, a lot 'not to the frustration level but to where the cVld
totally challenged. And they're amazing!"

Bilingual teachers who are exemplary genuinely care about children,',
welfare and learning. They like the children as people and take an
in their t .al well-being in and outside of school. It is not uncomr. or,
these teachers to seek help from other specialists. They actively
help children, get help from doctors, nurses, psychologists, social w . ..s,
and even from their own parents.

her aspect of this characteristic is the.affectionate way in which
these teacher-s speak of their students, They speak of children as "the little
ones." They ,escribe children's excitement about learning as "Their eye.,
just sparkle." About children's achievement they say, "He just blos-
somed," "He just shined!," or "His face started beaming." In all of these
descriptions, teachers convey not only their affect for '.heir students,
but their own excitement at their achievements.

It. is not surprising that teachers who demonstra; a genuine liking for
students also tcrid to respect them as individuals. They consider children's
feelings, emotions, and perceptions. One teacher relates an event in which
a child wn. r to share an experience and kept reverting to English.

,,ccurred on a "Spanish only' day. While the teacher wished to uphold
high standards for language instruction th,. called for the use of only one
language on alternate days, she considered.the child's feelings. -It varie,
with children. They're people too, andthey have feelings, They have
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different personalities." Effective teachers do consider children to be
people with a right to their own views and feelings. More importantly,
they are able to allow children to be themselves and even to accommodate
them without the fear of losing control.

The exempt try bilingual teacher also is accepting of children and their
parents. This ty pi. of teacher is able to separate the negative behavior from
the child. While she does not condone underproductive behavior, neither
does she reject the person. To illustrate. one teacher says, "This child is
obnoxious, but I love him."

Non-A uthuritarianisvn. Bilingual teachers who are exemplary tend to
he non-authoritarian in their interactions with children and adults. They
are fliQcible in the way they conduct their classes. They also set an egali
rian climate in their classrooms. Specifically, the components of this
competency a re:

1. Is consultative with Children and parents
2. Is flexible with children and others
3. Is able to allow children to direct their own learning
4. Sees teacher's role as a "person" versus "teacher"
5. Creates positive classroom climate

Effective bilingual teachers seem to prefer consulting with children and
parents rather than imposing their will. They include children and par-
ents in the decision making. This characteristic is readily visible in this
teacher's interactions with a parent: "I called the mother to a parent
conference and informed her that . was going to be taught in Spanish.
She said, 'I can help him at home.' And had struggled in school his
first year, but this year he is jast blooming. I would send books home so
that she could read with him. I would keep her informed about what we
were doing and she was very supportive. The mother felt good about
helping him. And he came so well prepared," Here teacher and parent are
working together.

Nonauthoritarian teachers in bilingual classrooms are flexible. They
will stop in the middle of a lesson that is proving unsuccessful and do
something else, They will even apologize to their students for a lesson that
is ill prepared. This type of flexibility is seen in this incident. "I was doing
a lesson on the weather in Spanish. I %vas trying to translate on the spot
and I wasn't doing a very good job. The students were asking me questions
and I couldn't come up with the right terminology. So finally, I just. said
'Listen, let's just forget about this lesson. Tomorrow I'll bring in all the
information and we'll start again. I apologize. I really wasn't prepared but
tomorrow we're gonna hit it again!

Effective bilingual teachers allow children to take part in directing
their own learning. These teachers allow children to make choices about
what. they will study arid about what language they will use. One
exemplary teacher demonstrates this ability in the following story: Now
this is:in interesting child because she does quite well in English; but my
feeling is that we will help her more by working with her in Spanish. She is
battling with whether she wants to do her work in Spanish or English. So I

let her choose. This morning for the first time she decided slit wanted to
learn those letter sounds in Spanish." This type of decision making differs
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markedly from t he type of choosing tar i has to do with how one will spend
free time in the classroom. Effective teachers allow children more an role
in their own learning than does the average teacher.

Bilingual teachers who are especially effective can see thernse:ves as
"persons" versus "teachers" or authority figures. They own up to their
errors in front of children. They are able to laugh at themselves. They arc
not afraid to make mistakes in using Spanish, In fact, they ask children to
correct them. As an example, one teacher reports an episode in which she
loses her patience and yells at a child. "After recess I went over to her desk
and said, 'Are you mad at me?' She said, 'No.' I said. 'I'm really sorry I
yelled at you. I just didn't get enough sleep last night. I took it out on you.
It's not fair.' And she said, 'It's OK.' Kids are so understanding!"

The superior bilingual teacher creates a positive classroom climate.
This is a climate of trust and fair play. To this teacher, equality is impor-
tant. She gives everyone a turn at achieving, sharing, and participating.
This competency is illustrated by the following type of teaching strategy:
"it's just sight reading. But we do a lot of things with their names. Instead
acid I i ng them, I have their names written on a deck of tag cards and I pull
them out at random. This way I don't miss calling sonic people who are
shy. I pull everyone's name at random. Now they all know how to read
everybody's name."

Pr ilagfiAzie Flexibility. A fourth area of competency for the bilingual
teat.to,r lies in the area of teaci.ing methodology. This competency is
defined as haying knowledge of instructional theory. It also involves using
varied methods and activities for instruction. The bilingual teacher who
has t his competency will tend to have it.: components as well:

1. Is eclectic in the use of teaching methods and activities
2. Uses creative approaches in teaching and motivating children
3. Is diagnostic and prescriptive in approaching children's learning
4. Gives children individual attention
5. Encourages children to he active learners

Good bilingual teit:.hers use a eclectic approach to teaching. Moreover,
they use every opportunity to teach. In one story an exemplary teacher
captures this competency. "I a variety of techniques to teach kinder-
garteners vowel sounds in Spanish. I would use all kinds of tricks and
games. I started off by talking about sounds that animals make. Then wL!
spent some time just on the sounds. We sang a song about animals. We
played a game where they get to keep the picture card if they can tell me
what vowel the object begins with. They keep the cards and at the end of
the game we count. them. That's another way to get counting experience.
This way they learn the sounds, they learn their numbers, and they are
remembering. There are so many things involved in teaching."

Bilingual teachers in the sample of "stars" use creative approaches in
teaching and motivating children. Examples of the varied ways in which
they may engage children's interest are: using puppets for language
instruction, using shower rings and cards for word files, and using role
playirg for assessment of learning. These teachers seem to tap into their
own creative skills in motivating children. Teachers who enjoy the theatre
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will write plays from elementary basal readers or favorite stories.
Teachers who are fond of dancing will encourage students to express
themselves to music. One teacher encourages her students to be leaders by
teaching other children to dance. While some of these examples may not
se, unusual, they do demonstrate the effective teacher's readiness to
m .0 learning fun and active rather than a passive and redundant experi-
ence.

Superior bilingual teachers are diagnostic and prescriptive in assessing
children's learning. These teachers seem to know how to pace learning for
students. They consider the child's preferred learning style, and make an
effort to match this with the appropriate teaching method. One teacher
relates an incident in which she investigates the placement of a Spanish-
speaking child. "This child was placed in a "B" group by the district
psychologist. But he is a Spanish speaking child. So I screened him for
English language proficiency. I felt that this little guy was misplaced. He
should have been Out in an "A" group. I wondered if it was the result of his
being a non-English-speaker that he did not fare well on the tests. So I
went through and looked at all the testing." While this teacher discovered
that the placement of the child was correct and temporary, she still
brought him into her group for language help.

Bilingual teachers who are "star" performers give children individual
attention. This differs from individualized instruction. It has more to do
with the teacher's responding to a child who is having difficulty in school
by giving him individual help. Such assistance can be seen before schuul,
during class time, at lunch, or after school. In one incident, a teacher
discovers that the reason a boy in her class is doing poorly is because his
parents have recently separated. She responds by giving him what she
terms "super-attention." She says, "In math I would take him aside. We
sat down and we worked out problems. And I found out that he knew a lot
more than I thought he did."

Encouraging children to be active learners seems to be characteristic of
excellent bilingual teachers. This competency is related to creative
methodology, because many creative teachers' strategies do involve active
participation by children. Active learning may ir.clude using such tech-
niques as manipulative objects, field trips, or simulations and role ?laying.

Socio-Cultural Knowledge. Teachers who demonstrate competence as
bilingual teachers have sufficient knowledge of the target language to
make them responsive to children and parents. They can interact effec-
t'vely with culturally different persons. They are knowledgeable and
sensitive to the differences in life styles so that they do not misinterpret or
misjudge culturally related behavior. Moreover, as students of language,
they are aware of the intricacies of second language learning. Components
of this competency area are as follows:

I. Has sufficient fluency in target language to communicate effec-
tively

2. Knows and values children's cultural life sty le
3. Values importance of children's first language
4. Knows of effective methods, activities for bilingual students
5. Knows and is committed to theory and philosophy of bilingual

education
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One of the characteristics most cited as synonymwis with effective
bilingual teaching by teachers in the sample was knowl-dj. tr of the target
language. While this characteristic was not predominant in t he interview
data, it may have been subcategorized in other competency areas, such as
communication skills or positive regard. Fluency in this competency doe:,
not refer to native fluency. Rather, it refers to the degree of ation it
Spanish required to make children and parent:: comfortable. Teachers
refer to this competency in the following types of remarks: "I talked to the
parents and they understood," "The minute he knew I spoke Spanish he
felt more comfortable in my class," and "The mother showed confidence
with me because I can speak the language."

In this competency area, subjects cited knowledge of the culture and
community as second in importance to effective bilingual teaching. These
teachers not only know the culture, they value it in observable ways. Take
this example of a teacher who brokers for the child with both t he school
and the parents. "At this school, there was a camp program. The school
couldn't understand why many of the Mexican parents refused to let their
girls go, I explained to them that in the Mexican culture, it is bald for
parents to let their daughter go away alone for a weekend." In this same
episode, this teacher goes on to validate the family's cultural preferences.
"The parents felt bad about not letting their daughter go. 'l'hey liked
cooperating with the school. I talked to several of the parents. I told them
that they didn't have to send their girls there. It wasn't an obligation.
think they went away with a good feeling knowing that they hadn't
started a riot or anything."

Related to the language fluency is the teacher's active validation of the
importance of the target language. Effective bilingual teachers teach
subject matter in the students' first language. They give Spanish equal
status to English, and they work to have their students accept and use
Spanish. One teacher puts it this way: "Onc of my purposes is to get the
kids to realize that speaking Spanish is perfectly all right. The kids ale
beginning to understand now that it really is okay to speak another
language, in this case, Spanish. We also have to get the other children that
speak Tagalog, or whatever, to understand that it's okay to speak another
language."

Teachers who are seen as exemplary have a knowledge of teaching
methods for use with bilingual students. This competency is demonstrated
by their effective use of such methods and activities. They .demonstrate
their ability to teach Spanish reading, English as a second language, and
oral language development successfully, They integrate the culto-e into
their instructional activities. All the children in their classrooms are
exposed to sirlilarities and differences between cultures.

"Star" bii.:igual teachers know the educational philosophy behind
bilingual education. They are familiar with theory related to bilingual
programs and instruction. And they are committed to these. One teacher
in the sample reports on her efforts to expose what she terms are -fbur
myths" about bilingual education. "One is that. it's un-American. Another
is that it has no economic advantage. The third myth is that it's not
needed. Fourth is that it's a remedial program. The people who make these
charges are sincere. Some of them are administrators and teachers. So I

3
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researched these ideas ;111(1 prepared a conference presentation where I
argued against titre myths. after illy SCSSiun. people Caine up and
thanked me for giving them some arguments to use when confronted by
such charges." This episode also illustrates the teacher's advocacy role for

bilingual education.
Sc//4'onfidence. Although not most predominant, self-confidence was

identified through the BEA as a characteristic of competent. bilingual
teachers. This is a teacher who has the self-assurance to trust her own
judgement iind to act on it. Subcategories of this competency area are as
follows:

1. I las strong convictions regarding teaching and learning
2. Questions the validity of expert opinion
:1. Takes risks based on own judgement
4. Is reflective and self-assessing of own behavior
5. Is confident in own abilities and those of students

"Star," Or exemplary bilingual teachers, have very strong convictions
regarding most aspects of teaching and learning. They have opinions
about the relevance of particular theories to t.heir teaching sit in."I'heyThey
have tested out teaching methods and have formed opinions about the
appropriateness of these for their bilingual students. Moreover, they have
a definite sense about the role of teacher. To illustrate the type of con vic-
tions effective bilingual teachers act upon, consider this episode: "I was
supposed to teach reading last year using these lessons that didn't make
any sense to me. The children were expected to read things like -Pon el
queso siso en la hosera." ("Put the Swiss cheese in the trash.") My
expectations of what children are to do when they read is not this, It was
ridiculous. The children were never going to see this sentence anywhere,
or use it in conversation. I got very frustrated because it was my job to
teach them to read, and these reading lessons were not doing it."

Superior teachers question expert opinion, whether i t presents itself ,a
the form of educational specialists, testing, or curriculum material. The
questioning often leads to risk taking. Supportive data for this char-
acteristic is available in the outcome of the previous episode. This young
teacher continues, "We had a,workshop on Thursday, and I kept explaining
these things to the curriculum specialist. I told him I needed things that
the kids could see. I want them to read sentences that they will use in
everyday life. Where am I gonna get swiss cheese to throw in the trash? I
was in a real hind until I told him, 'This is what I want to do instead!' So

now he's gonna come to my room and start observing my reading method. I
think that's one good thing about new teachers. We're strong enough to
say, "Hey. this isn't working,. when the majority of other people havejust
said, 'Well', they say we have to do it this way.' "

Being reflective and self-assessing of their own actions is also char-
acteristic of effective bilingual teachers. They are continually evaluating
their own effectiveness and integrating their own feedlx:cl. into the next
lesson or activity. One teacher reports this example: "Today everybody
wanted to read. These are kids who came into my class reading zero. Now
they are reading and its because the introduction of the vocabulary was
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done properly. That's the way I check myself. I haven't taught something
properly if they aren't able to do the reading. Then I know I failed. So I say,
'Let's go back.' Even if it takes another week. But I want. these kids to
know what it is they are supposed to he learning," Thie example demon-
strates the effective teacher's focus on herself' as the responsible agent.
She does not blame the child for not learning, as many less effective
teachers will tend to do.

As can be expected, the competent bilingual teacher is confident in her
own abilities and those of her students. Her professional self-image is
strong. She also recognizes her students' strengths and abilities. This is
not a teacher who operates on a "deficit model." One teacher speaks to her
confidence in the ability of kindergarteners: "I'm so pleased that they are
learning the sounds quickly now, It was like pulling teeth at first. It made
me wonder if I should be teaching them the sounds so early. Yet I feel very
strongly that kindergarten thildren are perfectly capable of learning the
sound of a letter."

Discussion

A weakness in the pilot study was the lack of more significant consis-
tency between the raters. This may have been clue to a lack of clarity in the
competency descriptions used by the raters. It. may also have been due to
the fact that descriptors indicative of particular competencies had to he
identified from transcripts. Even though the interviews attempted to
focus clearly on ideas and concrete situations, the interview process is a
dialogue. This means that there will be many incompleted thoughts re-
flected in the transcript.

A second weakness in this preliminary study is the need for a higher
percentage of correctly identified stars and non-stars. This problem also
has to do with inter-rater reliability. As the ratings between raters be-
come more consistent with each other, then they will more accurately
reflect the nominators' choices.

Three ways in which inter-rater reliability can be increased in further
validation of the competencies are: (1) to describe the types of indicators
characteristic of a given competency by giving character examples from
the transcripts; (2) training the raters with these examples, and (3) to
include another type of behavior measure to augment the transcript
content analysis. Other measures might be classroom observations, par-
ent ratings, and student achievement.

It is important to note that this preliminary study does represent the
conceptualization of competencies for elementary bilingual teachers. But
questions will arise as to the lack of significant differences between stars
and non-stars on Cultural Knowledge, Positive Regard, and Pedagogic
Flexibility. Possible reasons for this lack of differentiation may be due: (1)
to incorrect scoring by raters, (2) to overlap between competencies, or (3)
to greater pluralistic views among teachers in this multicultural society.

Nevertheless, the statistical analysis is highly supportive of the direc-
tion we are pursuing in this study. These competencies are indeed related
to differential .abilities in bilingual teachers. Although the sample of
elementary bilingual teachers is small, the findings appear consistent
from several analytic approaches. Clearly, the findings are not to be
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considered conclusive, but they can be considered a positive beginning
upon which to build a validated model of bilingual teacher competence,

('onclusion
The need for replication of the findings in this study are ol.vious.

Further testing and replication of the results on additional samples of
elementary bilingual teachers is recommended prior to the use of' these

results fbr selection, training, and certification purposes. However, given
further substantiatian of the findings the implications are various:

1. bilingual teacher competencies will be empirically defined:
2 training of el C/71e /1t. ary bilingual teachers can be designed to develop

the competencies validated in the study; and
3. competence measures can be a criterion validat- basis for the

certification of bilingual teachers.
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TEACHER PREPARATION IN BILINCUAL EDucAnoN

Lester S. Golub
The Pennsylvania State Universit.

INTRODUCTION
Teacher preparation for bilingual education classes can hardly take

place ent irely in the classroom of' institutes of higher education At best the
college or university classroom can be used as a forum finr examining
theoretical questions involving bilingual education. Such philosophical
and theoretical questions related to the pedagogy of bilingual education
!mist be tested in the bilingual education classrooms of local education
agencies. Without field-based teacher preparation, most preservice ex-
periences in bilingual education would be useless.

and Need Field-Based
Education Teacher Preparation

Bilingual education in elementary and secondary classrooms calls for
highly specialized pedagogy. As the estimated number of limited-English
proficiency-children and students in the public and parochial schools in
the U.S.A. climbs beyond the 2.5 million mark, an estimated 80,000
teachers must be trained to service this clientele. If they have not. suffi-
cient level of school literacy in the two languages, the language of the
children spoken at home, and the language of instruction of the school,
preservice teachers must be provided with this literacy. A bilingual edu-
cation teacher must be able to understand, speak, read, and write in the
two languages. This is a prerequisite for any bilingual education teacher
before pedagogical training can even begin. The need for bilingual school
literacy (hr bilingual education teachers has been greatly misunderstood
in the preparation at' bilingual education teachers. This literacy must be
current and must include a literacy of the everyday idiom of the commu-
nity and the age group to be instructed. The teacher's bilingual school
literacy must include the ability to teach subject matter in the two lan-
guages. Once this degree' of bilingual school literacy is obtained. then a
field-based model for bilingual education teacher preparation can he put
into operation.

bolingual Etluati:m Trot io'r Training Model (z.. a SY.titrrtt

The field-based bilingual education teacher training model must he
viewed as a management system that utilizes the resources of the institute
of higher education (IllEt, the local education agency i.EA the clientele
community (CC), and where possible, the state educational agency (SEA (.

I opyright ( Ifimc Lester S. Golub. All rights reserved.
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wince the state educational agency is tlw certification Or (adorsenient,
agency. 'rho system should assure that preservice teachers entering the
program leave it within a cost effective time franw and are able to perform
the highly specialized tasks of bilingual education as well as those tasks
required of monolingual English instruction. Figure 1 is a flow chart for
assuring the completion of each of the steps of the bilingual education
teacher training process. To complete the chart, the director of the pro-
gram can assign a completion date and a person in charge of completing
each of the process rectangles.

Implementation of the Model

The most difficult aspect ()luny program that involves many people and
institutions is its implementation. In order to insure the successful im-
plementation of the program, the first person needed is a knowledgeable,
tenured faculty member of the 1HE. Why tenured? In order to in-
stitutionalize an innovative program, the person responsible for the de-
velopment and implementation of the program must be a permanent
member of the faculty, othrwise the program will disappear when the
untenured faculty member leaves. The director of the program should
then organize a Bilingual Education Advisory Committee. This commit-
tee should consist of (1) IHE faculty members who will teach in the
on-campus and field-experience program, (2) LEA teachers and adminis-
trators who will serve in the ft Id experience component of the program.
and (3) at least one representative from the School-Community Council
and the State Education Agency. Orchestrating such a large group of
diverse persons calls for managerial skills, specially when the LEA is a
considerable distance from the IHE.

The bilingual education teacher preparation program described here is
an idealized, operational fifth-year program during which the participa-
ting trainee can complete elementary or secondary certification if needed,
bilingual education endorsement, and the Master of Education degree.
Elementary or secondary certification is a prerequisite to bilingual edu-
cation endorsement. In this program, a candidate for bilingual education
endorsement and an M.Ed. degree must have thirty to thirty-six graduate
credit hours beyond the Bachelor's degree. A bilingual education program
specialist and the program director from the IHE, must, be responsible for
the implementation of each of the process steps in the model.

Eualnation of the Model

Does the teacher preparation model actually get results? Can the
teacher preparation model be revised to improve the process and the
product'? Documentation is an extremely important function of the evalu-
ation process. Continuous testing and observation are needed to deter-
mine whether the trainees are actually achieving the prescribed teaching
competencies and concepts. The field-based experience provided, with the
support facilities and resources of the LEA, must also he evaluated. Since
the clientele community also provides input into the program, the effec-
tiveness of their input should be evaluated.
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The hailer system is always in operation in the teacher training
experience, particularly wliere a tioldbased experience is a crit ical part of
the program. When an II1E asks for input into a program from the local
education agency, the clientele community, and the state educat ion
agency, each of these agencies expects to receive something in vet urn front
the II-IE. This educational barter s,.stem should he assessed Mr parity And
efTectivness.

Specific ('omponents of the ;Ifodc/

Specific components of a Field-based bilingual education teacher prep-
aration program include: r 1 education theory and practice, i'2)
utilization of school personnel, community, and parents, and 13) courses
offered in the field and modified to meet the needs of trainees inn' in
service teachers. A description of these components will help claity the
process of a field-based, hihn!.;ual education teacher preparation program.
Figurf, 2, course schedule for Bilingual Education Teacher Training Pro-

C011t;I:OS all course work required for Bilingual Education endorse
ment..

FIGURE 2
BILINGUAL EDucATIoN TEAritEr; PIW(SRAM

Fall Term Credits

'reaching Native (Spanish) and English Language and Composition in
Bilingual Education.

Teahihg Subject Mawr in Bilingual Education.
Learning Processes m RelatilM to Bilingual Educational Eniet
Independent Research 1

Winter Term Ilt

Teaching English in Bilingual Education
Teaching Native ISpanishi and English Th.ading in Bilingual Education :1

Bilingual Education Practice and Theory (Field Experiences
Independent Research . I

Spring Term I

Current Perspectives in Bilingual Education
Individualization and Assessment in Bilingual Education, 3

13ilingual Education Practice and Theory (Field Experiences.
Cultural Influences and Awareness in the Bilingual Classroom.
Independent Research.

Suontno'r Term
Organizing the Elementary Secondary Curriculum in Bilingual

Education
Introduction to Research in Bilingual Education.
Bilingual Education Workshop
Independent Research 1
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Bilingual Education Practice and Theory. The bilingual education
teacher trainees are in the field, working in a bilingual setting for four-
teen weeks, which is equivalent to one term Of course work. '.

During this period that extends from mid-Fetruary through May, the
trainees spend two weeks in orientation and project planning in the
community, two weeks in orientation and project planning in the total
school district bilingual ducation program, and ten weeks wit : biling-

ual education teacher in a bilingual education classroom developing
teaching competencies. These fourteen weeks constitute the s luivalent of
a semester of university course credit. During this period, in addition to
course credit in Bilingual Education Practice and Theory, the trainees and

the school district bilingual education teachers receive six graduate credit
hours distributed between.two courses and offered by the IHE faculty at a
bilingual school '.te.

The course called Bilingual Education Practice and Theory is designed
and taught by the bilingual education program specialist. Supervision of
the trainees is provided by doctoral candidates in bilingual education in
residence at the IHE, who are trained to do bilingual education supervi-
sion. Each supervisor and the assigned trainee develop a schedule of
competency observations. It will include the competencies to be observed

by the supervisor, the cooperating teacher, the IHE bilingual education
director, and the LEA bilingual education program director. Because of
limiter " :ons in time, personnel, travel energy, and program opportunities,
not all bilingual education teaching competencies need be observed and
assessed. Furthermore, the competencies not mutually exclusive to bilin-
gual education practices were probably observed and assessed while the
trainee was in the proceso of elementary or secondary certification. A level
of 70/70 (seventy percent skill accuracy for seventy percent of the con-
tracted competencies) wou' .1 yield a final grade of C, a level of 80/80 would
yield a final grade of B, and a level of 90/90 would yield a final grade of A.

The competencies of the bilingual education teacher training program
are found in the Classroom Skills Inventory, Figure 3, in the evaluation
section of this paper. It should be noted that all of these competencies are
coded to refer back to program objectives so that the degree of success of
the field-based bilingual education teacher preparation program is di-
rectly a function of the trainees' ability to obtain these bilingual education
teaching competencies.

Utilization of School District Person net, Community,.and Parents. Since
the teaching experiences and competencies of this field-based, bilingual
education teacher preparation program depend so heavily on cooperation
of the school district personnel, the community resources, and the parents,
all of these persons must be called upon to participate actively in the
program. Of course, the bilingual education staff of the cooperating
schools are crucial to the success of the program. Initial contact is usually
made with the LEA bilingual education program coordinator or director.
This person is indispensable as the communication link between the
school district. administration, the teaching staff, and support services
such as special education, reading, testing, and counseling personnel. The
school district administration must at all times know of the program and
its activities and the person -; from the LEA involved in the program.
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Teachers are actively involved in the training program and also have been
used as resour.ep,:.so;,s for th academic courses offered at the school site.

The community and parent input is important though not so extensive
as that of the school personnel. The community offers housing to the
trainees while at the school site. A parent or another teacher living in the
community can furnish these accommodations with the cost. paid by the
trainee at a rate equal to room and board in the IHE dormitories.

The community also ofThrs recreational, social, and political activities
for the trainees as %yell as language practice. Trainees are also encouraged
to participate in adult education classes that frequently include voca-
tional training, English as a ,second language, and crafts. The trainee also
has a community project to work on while at the school site. Some of these
projects have included oral history, crafts, music, health projects, tutor-
ing, and adult education. These projects are based upon the barter system
since they always leave something with the community after the trainee
has left.

Field -Based Course Oflerin,L,.., While at the school site the trainee will
he able to take two academic courses, three graduate credit hours each,
brought to the school site and taught by IHE instructional staff. The
participating teachers are also eligible to enroll and participate in the
courses. Teachers pay fur the course tuition but receive a salary increment
with each course successfully completed. The five courses offered on a
rotating two per year basis include: Teaching English in Bilingual Educa-
tion. Cultural Influences and \ wareness in Bilingual Education, T"ach-
ing Native (Spanish) and English Reading in Bilingual Education, Cur-
rent Perspectives in Bilingual Education, and Individualization and
Assessment in Bilingua: Education. Each of these courses has a syllabus
used on campus that is modified to be used in the bilingual education field
experience An inservice teacher can complete on site fifteen credit hours
toward a Master of Education Degree in Bilingual Education. The balance
of the degree credits can be completed on campus during the summer, or at
a nearby extended degree site.

Teaching English in Bilingual Education. Teaching English in Biling-
ual Education is intended for presery ice and inservice teachers who teach
in ethnically diverse urban areas. It basically deals with methods and
materials for teaching non-native and dialect speakers of English to
develop oral proficiency in the language. This course is modified in the
field to meet the needs of bilingual education teachers and students in
English/Spanish language environments. The course deals with teaching
limited-English-proficiency (LEP) children and students in the schools. It
contains: (I) a large segment of contrastive analysis, both phonemic and
syntactic, (2) strategies for using English as a second language methodol-
ogy in coni.ent coursQs such as science and social studies,(3) developmen-
tal skills in understanding, speaking, reading, and writing, and (4) stu-
dent assessment, individualization, and diagnostic-prescriptive
strategies in the classroom fin- LEP pupils. Examples. materials, and
methods are demonstrated and valiaated in bilingual education
classrooms.

Cultural Influences and Awareness in the Bilingual Classroom. C:1-
tural Influences and Awareness in the Bilingual Classroom has a large

(-) t
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theoretical component as well as hands-on experience for the trainees and
fulfills the cultural competence or the program. Trainees are asked to
observe personal interactions in the community based upon anthropologi-
cal observation scales. Once the cultural patterns of the community and
the bilingual education classroom are established, the trainee then ob-
serves how these influences contribute to pupil behavior and attitudes in

the classroom, their conflicts, and their uses. A course of this nature n !s

both the community and the school as laboratory.
Teaching Spanish and English Reading in Bilingual Education. Read-

ing instruction in bilingual education must take place in two languages, in

the case of the program under consideration, Spanish and English. Teach-

ing Spanish and English Reading in Bilingual Education is heavily
grounded in psycholinguistic theory. At the bilingual education site, the
course is extremely practical and deals with: (1) motivation of linguisti-
cally different children for attainment of reading skills, (2) code break' ng
and word attack skills in two languages, (3) lexical and semantic interfer-
ences in two languages, ( 4) testing of vocabulary and comprehension in
two languages, (5) reading in subject matter in two languages, and (6)
management and recordkeeping of reading progress in two languages.
Teachers use materials and instructional strategies immediately in their
classroom experience.

Current Perspectives in Bilingual Education. Current Perspectives in
Bilingual Education reviews the state of the art of bilingual education. It
uses human resources, specialists, and institutions in the 231d. The course
examines the legal, linguistic, ethnoperspective, a.ld international con-
cerns of bilingual education. Teachers, trainees, graduate students,
lawyers, and sociologists participate in and contribute to the course. Field
trips include The National Clearinghouse in Bilingual Education, The
Office of Bilingual Education, Georgetown University Roundtable Semi-
nar, Eastern Michigan University Ethnoperspectives Seminar, Biliu_ual
Education Teacher Center, and Libraries.

Individualization and Assessment in Bilingual Education. The purpose
of this course is to familiarize the trainees and teachers with procedures
for individualizing instruction in the bilingual education classroom. Such
models as Individually Guided Education (IGE), Competency Based Edu-
cation (CBE), Diagnostic-Prescriptive Education, and Computer Assisted
and Managed Education are examined. Pupil achievement assessment in
proficiency in two languages, achievement in subject matter, and pupil
assessment of attitudes toward self, family, school, community, and lan-
guage preference are reviewed. Program needs assessment and evalua-
tion strategies are also discussed and applied to the bilingual education
environment.

EVALUATION OF THE FIELD-BASED TEACHER PREP-
ARATION MODEL

No instructional program is complete and ready for dissemination and
demonstration without evaluation. In this case, the field-based bilingual
education teacher preparation program has to be evaluated and not a
bilingual education program for children.

-
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Three evaluation activities are conducted: (1) implementation evalua-
tion, the extent to which proposed program activities are actually im-
plemented. (2) evaluation of program effects On trainees based upon stated
program objectives, and (3) informal evaluation of program impact, inter-
views, and observations to uncover unanticipated outcomes of the pro-
gram.

These evaluation activities are designed to answer three questions: f
What happens in the program'? (2) What are the effects of the program on
the trainees? (3) What are some of the unanticipated effects on those
associated wii:h the program'? Some of the instruments used for data
collection to answer these questions are presented in the balance of this
paper.

Lie of Evaluation Instruments
The instruments discu-;sed in the preceding sections of this paper can be

used in a variety of ways and are presented here as a model for the
,valuation of a field-based bilingual education teacher preparation pro -
;Tom.

Classroom Skills Inventory. The Classroom Skills Inventor,: should he
in the hands of the trainee as well as the persons who will supervise the
trainee during the classroom practicum portion of the field-based experi-
ence. Each competency is coded to refer back to an objective of the total
Bilingual Educath,:, Teacher Preparation Program.

The supervisor and the intern should plan together the cluster of
competencies the intern will develop and display for he supervisor at a
designated visit. The intern, with the assistance of the supervisor and the
cooperating teacher, develops a strategy for gaining experience in that
cluster of competencies, and then the supervisor observes the trainee
demonstrate the competency. The Classroom Skills Inventory, Fi:: :re 3,
can be used each time the supervisor or cooperating teacher evaluates the
trainee,

G.,a1 Perception Inventory. The assumption behind the Goal Perception
Inventory, Figure 4, is that all persons involved in the Bilingual Educa-
tion Teacher Training Program and the Bilingual Education Program at
the school site should have a clear goal perception of each program,
assuming that whatever is a goal for a preservice teacher is also a goal for
an inservice teacher. This instrument can be administered to supervisors,
trainees, cooperating teacher, inservice teachers taking course work, and
administrators. It can be administered as a pretest in September and then
as a posttest in May to the same persons Personnel who come in contact
with the bilingual education field-based teacher preparation program
should undergo some change in their perceptions of the program over that
period of contact.

Weekly Trainee Practicum Inventory. The weekly trainee Practicum
Inventory, Figure 5, along with a similar Monthly Cooperating Teacher
Inventory are useful instruments in determining time :nvestment in the
program. It also reminds the trainee and the cooperating teacher of possi-
ble and profitable ways of using their professional time in activities other
than teaching.



FIGURE 3
CLASSROOM SKILLS INVENTORY BILINGUAL TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

Directions: This inventory is to be used by a trained observer to determine the extent to which certain program objectives have been
attained. The objectives are classroom skills that should be exhibited during the practicum. Wherever possible, an incident
supporting the rating given should be described.

Name of Intern: Name of Observer:

Date of Observation:

PET 1. Has the intern developed curricular materials in
areas of language interference?

Yes,
consistently

Yes, most of
the time

Most of the
time, no

No, never

Incident:

PE3 2. Can the student describe the basic principles of ESL Ye.,. Yes, most of Most of the No, never
methodology? consistently the time time, no

PE3 3. Has the student successfully applied ESL
methodology in the classroom?
Incident:

Yes,
consistently

Yes, : of
the Om,

Must of the
time, no

No, never



PE4

FIGURE 3: (Continued)
CLASSROOM SKILLS INVENTORY BILINGUAL TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

4. Has the intern used Puerto Rican and other Hispanic Yes, Ycs, most of Most of the No, never
cultural materials in the classroom? consistently the time time, no
Incident:

PE5 5. Has the intern developed 1, ;sot: pl;ms in Spanish'? Yes No

Incident:

PE5 6. Has the intern developed lesson plans in English?
Incident:

Yes No

PE5 7. Has the intern developed tests in Spanish? Yes No
Incident: .....

4 ti



FIGURE 3: (Continued)
CLASSROOM SKILLS INVENTORY BILINGUAL TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

PE5 8. Has the intern developed tests in English? Yes No

Incident:

PE8

PE9

9. Has the intern worked toward the goal of maintaining Yes, Yes, most of Most of the No, never

students' native language and facilitating students' consistently the time time, no

acquisition of English?
Incident:

10. Has the intern demonstrated by his/her lesson plans Yes, Yes, most of Most of the No, never

and his/her teaching examples awareness of cultural consistently the time time, no

differences and similarities?
Incident:

PEW 11. Can the intern accurately describe different Very well Fair
procedures for assessing Spanish language skills?
Incident:

A

No



FIGURE 3: (Continued) '--3
r,..

CLASSROOM SKILLS INVENTORY BILINGUAL TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM
a
el.
a-

b
PE10 12. Can the intern accurately describe da Fairerent Very well No --:

procedures for assessing English language skills? 'a'
:.s.

Incident: 7-1,

::-..-.

PE11 13. Given diagnostic information about a pupil's Yes, Yes, most of Most of the No, never a's:
language deficiencies, can the intern describe an corisistently the time -..,time, no
appropriate remedial prescription including a o
description of specific remediation materials and -,z...

procedures in Spanish?
cz.',

Incident: a..
,--.,a
-,.
a-.a

PETE 14. What is the proportion of time that the intern uses
Spanish while teaching?
Incident:

Less than Ur;

PE15 15 (.7on the intern state the developmental sequences in Very well
all subject areas for which he/she is responsible?
Incident:

A ,1

About 30'4 About 70'

Fair N I

More than
904,,

co
CD
cD



FIGURE 2
BILINGUAL EDUCATION TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM (Continued)

PE16 16. Does the intern have basic knowledge of teaching
techniques in art for his/her assigned grade level?
Incident:

very well Fair No

PE16 17. Does the intern have basic knowledge of teaching Very well Fair No

techniques in music for his/her assigned grade level?
Incident:

PE16 18. Does the intern have basic knowledge of teaching
techniques in physical education for his/her assigned
grade level?
Incident: ..

Very well Fair No

PE16 19. Does the intern have basic knowledge of tetiehing Very well Fair No

techniques in health for his/her assigned grade level?
Incident:

The code is based (:n the program objectives stated in the document "Evaluation of Program Ejects." PE2 represents program effects,
objective 2."

4 LJ
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FIGURE 4
GOAL PERCEPTION INVENTORY

The following statements descrihe sonic possible terminal goals of the Bilingual
Education Teacher Training Program. We would like to know how important you
feel each is to the Trainee Program. Please circle the number that corresponds to
your opinion.

not at all sontowlmt ry
Important impmtant important important

I. The teacher trainees will identify and
understand linguistic difTerence:i
between the child's first and second
language. I 4

2. The teacher trainees will develop
curricular material to deal with the
areas of interferei._e between the two
languages.

3. The teacher trainees will participate in
meetings with the school district
officials.

4. The teacher trainees will participate in
meetings with the parent:; of the
children

5. The teacher trainees participate in
meetings with the PTA.

6. The teacher trainees will participate in
meetings with the Board of Education.

7. The teacher trainee will participate in
meetings with the faculty of the
participating schools.

8. The teacher trainees will make home
visits with the families of their
students.

9. The teacher trainees will make ho.ne
visits with the families of other
students enrolled in the Bilingual
Education Program.

10. The teacher trainees will meet State
Department of Education
requirements for elementary or
secondary certification.

11. The teacher trainees will learn record
keeping and management strategies.

12. The teacher trainees will score above
average on an English proficiency
exam.

13. The teacher trainees will score above
average on a Spanish proficiency
exam.

1 2 4

1 2 3 4

I 2 3 4

1 2 ;I 4

1 2 4

4

I 2 3 4

I 2 4

1 2 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

4
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FIGURE 4: (Continued,
GOAL PERCEPTION INVENTORY

14. The teacher trainees will be bilingual

not. at all somewhat very
important important important important

in Spanish and English. 1 3

15. The teacher trainees will have a
knowledge of Puerto Rican language
and culture. 1 9 3 4

16. The teacher trainees will speak only
Spanish in the bilingual classroom. I 2 :3 4

17. The teacher trainees will speak only
English in the English classroom. 1 2 3 4

18. The teacher trainees will use Spanish
and English in the classroom as
determined by the language
proficiency of the students. 1 4

19. The teacher trainees will attempt to
replace the use of Spanish with
English in the classroom. 1 2

20. The teacher trainees will teach course
content in English. 1 2 3 4

21. The teacher trainees will teach course
content in Spanish. 1 2 3 4

22. The teacher trainees will attempt to
foster the maintenance of the student's
ability to use Spanish outside the
classroom. 1 2

23. The teacher trainees will teach aspects
of Puerto Rican historical, national,
and,political background. 1 2 4

24. The teacher trainees will teach aspects
of the Puerto Rican customs such as
food, clothing. folklore, etc. 1 2 3 4

25. The teacher trainees will encourage
multicultural awareness in the
classroom. 1 2 3 4

26. The teacher trainees vvill acquire skills
to facilitate contacts and interactions
between the learners' families and the
school personnel. 1 2 3 4

27. The teacher trainees will acquire and
develop skills in collecting culturally
relevant information and materials for
use as curriculum content. 1 2 3 4
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FIGURE 4: (Continued)
GOAL PERCEPTION INVENTORY

28. The teacher trainees will develop and
use parallel curriculum materials in
both Spanish and English.

29. The teacher trainees will identify and
use community resources in and
outside the classroom.

30. The teacher trainees will determine
language dominance and performance
of the pupils in listening, speaking,
reading, and writing skills.

31. The teacher trainees will evaluate
pupil performance in cognitive skills
and content areas in both Spanish and
English.

32. The teacher trainees will engage in
political activitie3 to obtain future
support for bilingual education.

33. The teacher trainees will evaluate
cultural biases of assessment and
instructional material.

34. The teacher trainees will prepare tests
in both Spanish and English.

35. The teacher trainees will know specific
vccabulary for teaching all content
areas at their grade assignment level
in English.

36. The teacher trainees will know specific
vocabulary for teaching all content
areas at their grade assignment level
in Spanish.

37. The teacher trainees will cttend
classes in Spanish to increase their
language proficiency.

38. The teacher trainees will demonstrate
an understanding of the literature in
English and Spanish of the target
population.

39. The teacher trainees will demonstrate
the ability to assess and plan for
learning style differences of bilingual
children.

403

not at all somewhat
important important important

very
important

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 .4

1 2

1 2 3 4

1

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4
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FIGURE 4: (Continued)
( )AL PERCEPTION INVENTORY

40. The teacher trainees will define and
demonstrate a knowledge of
bilingualism, bilingual education, and

not at :ill ,:ornevhat very
impurtarit important important important

ESL methodology. 1 2 4

41. The teacher trainees will demonstrate
ability to develop curricular .naterials
appropriate for their grade level
assignment. 1 2 3 4

42. The teacher trainees will promote the
development of a state Department of
Education Certificate in Bilingual
Education. 1 2 3 4

The teacher trainees will belong to a
professional organization pertinent to
their particular specialty. 1 2 3 4

44. The teacher trainees will belong to a
professional bilingual/bicultural
organization. 1 2 3 4

45. The teacher trainees will demonstrate
an understanding of current
perspectives in bilingual education. 1 2 3 4

Course Evaluation Carel
The Course Evaluation Card, Figure 6, is a valuable instrument used by

inservice teachers and trainees to evaluate each class meeting for each of
the courses presented in Figure 2. The assumption is that the objectives of
each class period should be c'ear to the participant, that the participant can
verbalize these objectives, determine how well the instructor met these
cbjectives, and how pertinent these objectives are to the participant's
needs. The instructor distributes these cards at the beginning of each class
period and collects them at the end of the class period. The information on
the cards should provide feedback to the instructor that will assist in the
improvement of course content. Monthly meetings with supervisor, the
program development specialist, the program director, cooperating
teachers, and school district bilingual education coordinator are used to
discuss course and program effectiveness. Participant comments on these
course evaluation cards are indispensable to these meetings.

Praise and Pitfalls
The field-based bilingual education teacher education program de-

scribed in this article is currently in open hr)wever, the present,: ion
here is idealized. No ongoing progral:.i of magnitude can operate
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FIGURE 5
1E3 WEEKLY TRAINEE PRACTICUM INVENTORY

Name

Week Ending

Practicum Site

405

Please indicate the approximate number of hours sp.lit.in each of the following
activities this week.

f verbal intcracti.)n in
Spanish English Other

Preparation for classroom
teaching

Classroom teaching

Administrative meetings

University coursework

Attending workshops

Interacting with relatives of
students at school
(Number of families

Interacting with relatives of
students at home
(Number of families

Interacting with members of
Hispanic community (specify))

Interacting with members of
non-Hispanic community
(specify)

Interacting with University
bilingual doctoral students

Interacting with cooperating
teachers

Interacting with other
bilingual teachers

Interacting with other
school personnel

Other (specify)



Course No. _

FIGURE 6
'7OURSE EVALUATION CARD

Title T tie

Instructor's Name . Language is) of Instruction

Spanish % English

1. List 1 to 3 objectives of instructional period:

2. The objectives of this class period were met:

Other

Strongly disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly agree

2 3 4 5

3. The objectives were pertinent to course goals:

2 3 4 5

4. The objectives were pertinent to my professional needs:

2 3 4 5

c.o
ci)
tt, Comments: (Use back of card)

4
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without problems and pitfalls. Each trainee who comes into the program
comes from a unique background and has unique needs such as the need
for elementary or secondary certification in social studies, science,
mathematics, English, or foreign languages, or certification in counseling
and special education. Many of the trainees come from middle-class
environments and need special care in becoming aware of low income
communities. As a result, course offerings have to be flexible, whereas the
IHE schedule of course offerings is usually prepared a year ahead of time,
long before the trainees are selected for the program.

Although the LEA is willing to accept the trainees, they cannot accept
more than a limited number, so that the practicum site is usually split
between two or three school districts. Cooperating teachers are highly
unionized and the teachers, backed by their union, request an honorarium
for the time spent with the trainees and the record and form keeping
associated with the evaluation of the program. Travel, energy, and time
spent at the school sites is costly to the THE and its personnel.

Conditions and perceptions of personnel concerning bilingual educa-
tion in the LEA and the IHE are not always favorable. If there are Title VII

Title I funds available at the LEA, then non-participating teachers
uecome critical of the extra programs and resources provided the bilingual
education program at the school. If there is a Title VII program at the F
to support trainees, travel, and personnel, then, in a situation of shrinkim,
IT TE enrollments, particularly in teacher training, non-participating IHE
laff members become critical of the extra resources provided the pro-

gram. Also, the administration of a College of Education, in time of tight
money, is not willing to institution,lize such a program, since it might
require hiring new staff with specii, xpertise while the traditional staff
has to be kept on with few students to teach in their traditional courses.

Every day that the IHE staff spends working in the field-based biling-
ual education school site, that person is away from the THE with a loss of
contact with the confidence of other IHE colleagues. It is also impossible to
write articles and books needed for promotion while sitting long hours
behind the wheel of an automobile or while working with teachers and
administrators in the participating schools.

The last pitfall is the cost effectiveness of the program. The program
must obtain highl, qualified students and bilingual education program
specialists. The program must become institutionalized and remain a part
of the graduate program in the institution of higher education. The pro-
gram described here is expensive in terms of dedicated time, personnel,
human resources, and energy. It requires personnel who can communicate
with a wide range of people and who can manage details.
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THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS IN BILINGUAL EDUCATION:

A PROPOSED THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Sylvia C. Pena
University of Houston

A central issue with respect to the concept of a culturallc democratic
school is the question of the practical application of the underlying aims.
As Kallen (1949, p. 11W asserts, the concept of equality "in the intent. ;if
the Declaration, is an affirmation of IL- right to be different, of the parity
of every human being and every association of human beings accordint to
their kinds, in the rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." Au
education system, therefore, which does not recognize cultural and lin-
guistic differences, is not congruent with the democratic principles it
purports to uphold. The problem, however, has been with determining just.
how to provide equal treatment in accordance with these basic principles.

One alternative that has gained support through Supreme Court deci-
sions affirming the rights of language minority children has been bilin-
gual education. Traditionally, such learners were viewed as deprived cul-
turally, linguistically and economically. Given these attitudes, they had
to adapt to the environment in order to function within it.

By legislating in favor of the English language as the only acceptable
medium of instruction and of socially sanctioning acculturation of immig-
rant groups, r:_inorities were deprived of equal educational opportunity.
Learning had to be in the second or non-dominant language and the
cultural values of the majority also had to be adopted. This resulted in
what Butts (1973. r. 466-4711 terms "et hnic disjunctivitis" in education,
whereby racial and ethnic differences were deemed undesirable.

The growing inequities of such practices coupled with civil unrest by
minorities led to increased pressure for change through redress in the
federal courts and Congress. What resulted was legislation that, at the
federal level, enabled bilingual education, and at the state level such
programs became mandatory under special circumstances. However, this
turn of events caught the schools unprepared to remediate and change
previous practices.

Bilingual education programs for language minority students were
initially conceived under social attitudes that gave rise to compensatory
and transitional type programs. The need for an alternative to the prevail-
ing pattern of monolingual education in the child's second language, i.e.,
English, was clearly established by the 1960s. As pressure was brought to
bear for creating more favorable conditions for learning and for equal
educational opportunity, the local school districts were faced with avail-
able financial and technical support to alleviate the educational problems
of the Mexicv n American population and other language minority groups.

410
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Faced with such a complex and difficult task and in view of federal and
state guidelines imposed upon the available monies, bilingual programs
were beset by a myriad of problems. The lack of teachers trained in using
Spanish (and other languages) as the medium of instruction and in teach-
ing second languages, limited the quality of the instruction. The dearth of
relevant materials made the teacher's task even more demanding.
Moreover, the programs were operating without the support of school
administrators, particularly if the community did not favor such n edu-
cational alternative.

In addition, the varying, perhaps even questionable, language profi-
ciency of bilingual personnel limited the extent to which bilingual educa-
tion could be implemented. For example, it could not be taken for granted
that a teacher of Mexican American descent was a fluent Spanish speaker.
Yet such teachers were quickly recruited for bilingual programs since at
the very least they could still communicate with the children even though
their proficiency in Spanish was minimal. In a program designed to
maintain the language, such a teacher could not be counted on to carry out
the aims of that program. The need for training in using Spanish as the
medium of instruction and in the language itself has consistently surfaced
as a high priority need by bilingual teachers. With the aid of federal and
state funds, universities have been able to institute bilingual teacher
training programs and meet the demand for trained personnel. Inservice
programs conducted by school district personnel also have been under-
taken. This issue, however. continues to act both as a restraining force in
maintenance progrc in.; and as a driving force when used to argue in favor
of transitional I ilingual programs.

Given these corditions and the philosophical outlook at that time, early
bilingual education programs were mostly concerned with teaching
English as a second language. These transitional bilingual programs
where English as the second language is the dominant component, arc
even now more common than full bilingual programs. This state of events
can be attributed to the original intent of the Federal Bilingual Education
Act that provided for instruction in the child's first language but that, in
effect, established English monolingualism and not bilingualism as the
major goal (Ramirez, et al. p. 6). That this goal was established as the
major aim of bilingual education is evidence that in the decision making
process the philosophy of the dominant language group overpowered the
minority language group.

While priorities dictate the implementation of bilingual programs for
the non-English-speaking or limited-English-speaking, bilingual educa-
tion as a feasible program for any student conforms more to the concept of
multicultural education (Peha, 1975, p. 73). This can be seen in a position
adopted by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
that is summarized in the concluding section and emphasizes the "full
recognition of cultural differences" as an educational goal that "will bring
a richness and quality of life that would he a long step toward realizing the
democratic ideals so nobly proclaimed by the founding fathers of this
nation." The potential of properly conceived bilingual programs goes
beyond the notion of compensatory or remedial education when viewed in
these terms. Moreover, the role played by the federal government in

4
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bilingual education increases the pressure of accountability. This pres-
sure results in the need to increase the effectiveness of the programs.
Guiding principles beyond those established by federal or state agencies
have to be identified, for these guidelines represent minimum criteria for
program implementation, but an instructional program based on sound
curriculum principles must be as well planned as the proposal that is
submitted for federal funds. The curriculum must be earnestly conceived
and ideally it should precede the proposal for the application for funding.
The principles that guide the development of a curriculum are simply
philosophy, theory and techniques or technology. In establishing the aims
of a program, the philosophy of the participants in this decision making
process acts as a screen in filtering out those aims tha :ire congruent, with
the overriding philosophy, Further, the aims serve to filter the theories,
which will in turn guide the selection of particular techniques. This is, in
effect, the curriculum development process.

This paper presents a theoretical framework fOr the decision-making
process, and for purposes of this discussion using Spanish and English as
the languages in question for developing a bilingual education cur-
riculum. The framework involves three levels of decision making that are
intimately related; that is, the bilingual curriculum based on both
philosophical and theoretical factors ultimately affects the type or model

of program implemented.
Therefore, the proposed framework is presented within a philosophical,

theoretical and technological context. These three dimensions are implicit
in curriculum development theory though different curriculum develop-
ment models found in the literature may include only the philosophical
and theoretical dimensions, In some cases a distinction is made between
curriculum and instruction giving rise to an instructional decision-mak-
ing process that is still a function of curriculumdecisions. For the purposes
of this paper curricular and instructional decisions are considered within
the same framework.

The Philosophical Dimension
A curriculum is in essence a set of values. These values are in turn a

reflection of a particular philosophy based upon a set of assumptions on
the nature of man, mciety and knowledge (Tyler, 1950). The aims of the
educational program, then, are indicative of decisions regarding the
learner and learning theory, the individuals in society, what knowledge is
of most worth and what functions it should perform in the educational
program. The importance of a careful and deliberate study and specifica-
tion of the aims of an educational program is that, as Neff puts it, -the
philosophy of education is the philosophy of a decision-ridden enterprise,
and its significance is measured by the real difference it makes when it is
followed in the upbringing of the young" (Neff, 1968, p. 144).

The philosophical assumptions permeating bilingual programs estab-
lished with the enactment of the Federal Bilingual Education Act in-
cluded a view of minority members as culturally disadvantaged or de-
prived groups. The difference cited between the dominant and minority
ethnic groups were regarded as deficiencies. An individual differing from
the norm, the Anglo culture, was viewed as someone needing to cope or

LI r
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even as a noble savage. The mission of the school. in view of these assump-
tions, became one of acculturation. Morris and Pai (1976, p. 411) contend
that

When the dominant group in a society adopts the position that its
own set of values constitutes the only idealized norm in that society,
the ethnic practices or traits of minority cultures are likely to be
seen as deficient patterns that must be corrected either through
education or coercion.

The minority student under these circumstances is expected to acquire
habits and values of the dominant group. If he/she does not, then that
failure is viewed as the source of whatever obstacles are encountered.
However, as the authors indicate, acculturation did not necessarily
guarantee the achievement of the American dream, for Americanization
was an unrealistic goal for non-whites and some ethnic groups. "In sum,
the promise of a new synthesis a unique and homogeneous American
culture from the melting pot was a myth"' (Morris and Pai, 1976, p.
411).

Arciniega (1973, p. 182) argues that efforts have to be redirected in
order to counteract the compensatory model in education. He suggests the
following illustrative assumptions as alternatives for a clear!v articulated
rationale:

1. The roots of the educational problems of the Chicano are not cultur-
ally based.

2. The chief impediments to success by Chicanos in school cannot be
attributed to deficient home or peer environments but to the various
external restraint systems imposed on the group by virtue of its
subordinate position in society.

The implication of the above statements is that the normative aspect of the
educative process must accommodate the cultural traditions of its clients
as legitimate forces. The goals of the school should be just as attainable
without the need for total assimilation.

Such an alternative philosophy for bilingual programs is based on
cultural and linguistic differences rather than deficiencies. Bilingualism
is valued as an asset for those who acquire it through the home, through
travel, or through formal instruction. The Spanish of the Southwest is
further recognized as a valid system of communication that is to be
enriched, not necessarily replaced with a standard of universal language
(Garcia, 1971, p. 76). Differences between the learning styles of Anglo and
Mexican American children are regarded as positive forces to develop
cognitive abilities in both groups. In the process, the socialization patterns
of both cultural groups are recognized as legitimate. The affirmation of
cultural and linguistic characteristics as positive and legitimate factors
assumes a significant role as a philosophical base for educational pro-
grams for the Spanish-speaking population.

In this regard, the concept of cultural democracy becomes one alterna-
tive philosophical base. Hanson (1974, p. 147) notes, however, that such a
philosophy is more congruent with the Progressivist Tradition in educa-
tion Is opposed to the Essentialist. The latter, being conservative in
nature, stresses the transmission of knowledge, the preservation of social
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order, the development ofrationality and efficiency in the delivery system
through scientific management. Under these conditions, it is the learner
.v ho has to adjust to school. Herein, ari-ies I fanson, lies the main incom-
patibility with the concept of cultural democracy. He concludes, therefore,
that unless Progressivism, the antithe::is to the Essentialist philosophy,
becomes the dominant theme in American education, then a culturally
democratic school must remain "a hope for the future" (1974, p. 71).

This would indicate that the nature of the philosophical base of the
larger educational system plainly affects bilingual education. It can act
either as a driving or a restraining force. One particular school district, for
example, conducted a self-study to determine the role of the school in
confronting problems such as juvenile delinquency The Intervening
Years, 1971). The purposes of the schools were restated to define the schools
as "dy.amic meeting places of ideas, cultures and community leadership,"
as participating in and dealing with chance and as "makers of the future.
not car Portable refugees from life."

A set of statements followed that are indicative of the educational
philosophy of the district. The child i regarded as a human being and as
an individual with basic emotional needs. The school is the setting
whereby the child develops his abilities and his potential according to his
own in lividual characteristics and needs. The goals as stipulated by this
district are that the student develop

. . P value system, a favorable self-concept; basic communication
skill, the ability to think and to question; an understanding and
utilization of basic concepts; a marketable skill; skills for personal
use; home and family living education; an understanding of the
cultural pluralism of America; self discipline; basic study habits
(The Intervening Years, 1971, p. 17).

These stated goals lead to the inference that the district is not defining
distint ,,ive goals for that student population involved in delinquent or
crimir, 1 activities. Rather, there is an implicit recognition of the failure of
the educational system to address itself programmatically in meeting the
needs of the individual learner.

One factor discussed in this regard is the multicultural character of this
school district. The committee arrived at several conclusions disclosing
the extent to which the school had to redirect its efforts in view of the
cultural anf linguistic differences of members of the student population.
To ill; e. the committee regarded bilingualism in Spanish and
Engle: b a t goal for all students. Cc nsequently, the recommendations put
forth by the committee speak to the instructional, extra-curricular, test-
ing ai.,1 staffing aspects of the educational program.

The philosophy of this school district, as revealed in the report,provided
the necessary conditions for the development of bilingual education pro-
grams. Thus, it acted as a driving force. However, support for such a
,hilosophy is contingent upon the particular perceptions and attitudes of
the different constituencies of the district. It would be unrealistic to expect
complete endorsement of committee findings and recommendations so
that differing views or interpretations of the stated philosophy,in particu-
lar with regard to multiculturalism, would affect the nature of the actions
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taken. It is interesting to note that the school board majority and the
superintendent were replaced after an election during which the prevail-
ing philosophical orientation of the incumbents was decried :is too liberal.

In still another school district, the philosophy adopted served as a major
driving force. By viewing the school as incompatible with the child and not
vice versa, the district launched a comprehensive educational program
that accepted the child as a culturally and linguistically unique individual
(Colloquy, 1972, p.

A philosophical position can also act as a restraining force. A dominant
cultural group by its larger share of power can operate as a restraining
force above and beyond the policies toward acculturation that it imposes.
Maintaining the status quq becomes a compelling concern and any moves
to the contrary are subverted through subtle or overt means. Mangers
(1970, p. 34-40) describes one school district with a predominantly Mexi-
can American population that was governed by the wealthy growers of the
arca who were determined to assure themselves of cheap labor. They did so
by hiring unqualified and incompetent, teachers, by violating guidelines
for federal funds thus making the district ineligible for them, by using
inappropriate testing instruments and by the grouping practices in the
classroom. In this district the economic survival and power of the affluent.
minority acted as very significant restraining forces upon the educational
needs of the poverty stricken and ethnically different majority.

With respect to bilingual education programs, various factors have
been identified as acting as restraining forces. These include the f011ow-
ing:

1. the lack of properly trained teachers
2. the unavailability of didactic materials in Spanish
3. the lack of support from administrators
4. the compensatory and transitional provisions of the legislation
5. the scarcity of adequate financial support

While these factors relate more to the implementation phase, they are
often cited as the practical concerns that must be dealt with in attempting
to determine the philosophical orientation of the program. Hence, while
federal and state legislation provided the needed initial impetus for im-
plementation of bilingual programs, these same two factors limited and
continue to limit the scope of the programs as well. Federal and state
guidelines are minimum standards to be followed in developing programs,
yet most school districts apply them as maximum standards. The restrain-
ing forces operate to limit the scope of the program and whatever is
implemented is in many cases superficial and cosmetic, for to do more
would require yielding some power to minority groups.

Thus, the implications of philosophical questions, and of driving and
restraining forces in bilingual education, are of major concern. In the
decision making process, program designers must come to terms with
bilingualism as a major outcome. A program in which the language of the
minority child is viewed as a bridge to the development of proficiency in
the language of the dominant group is providing for the acquisition of a
minimal degree of bilingualism, to say the least. Fishman (1970, p. 2)
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contends that even if a program is attempting maintenance of the mother
tongue as opposed to language shift, the goals of the program must corre-
spond wit h social factors. He cites as One possibility a school aiming at
language maintenance while the community is undergoing language
shift. The reverse could also happen; that is to aim fOr language shift
while the community prefers mai:, tetio nee of the language. "Thus, the
school's efforts could be cancelled oat ty!cause it did not take account of
community values or preferences" (Fishman, 1970, p. 2). Coupled with
these considerations, other decisions will have to be reached when consid-
ering bilingualism as an educational goal. One decision is concerned with
media priorities, such as in the areas of speaking, reading and writing.
The degree of bilingualism desired will also be affected by the priorities
placed on comprehension, production and inner speech that Fishman
(1966, pp. 121-131) identifies as roles. The third decision involves the
degree of bilingualism expected in the different "formality levels" such as
intimate, casual and formal levels. Finally, the fourth decision concerns
the degree of bilingualism desired in the different domains of interaction.
Hence, decisions based on a concept of bilingualism and the degree of
bilingualism desired will determine the nature of the program estab-
lished.

In summary, a curriculum necessarily includes implicit or explicit
assumptions about how the learner is viewed, how one learns, what one
should learn and how one should use one's education. The particular,
specific patterns that emerge are indicative of the relative value placed on
each of the variables accounted for: the learner, society, knowledge, and
driving and restraining forces. The interrelationship of these variables is
manifested in the philosophy of bilingual education functioning as the
dependent variable and the other factors as independent variables. That
is, the assumptions about the learner as variable V, the assumptions
about society as variable W, the assumptions about knowledge as variable
X, the nature of the driving forces as variable Y, and the nature of the
restraining forces as variable Z, together with the relative value placed on
each, determine the philosophy of the bilingual program. Thus, by using
the letters "a," "b," "c," "d," and "e" to represent the relative value placed
on the independent variables and the letter"P" to stand for the philosophy
as the dependent variable, the interrelationships can be illustrated as
follows:

aV + bW + cX + dY + eZ = P

The aims of the program, therefore, may reflect a limited or comprehen-
sive view. If more value is placed on any variable exclusively, the aims will
also reflect the imbalance. In any case, the aims serve the functional
purpose of guiding the educational program. They are representative of a
hierarchy of goals that provide the basis for the formulation of more
specific outcomes that can he classified into domains and aid in the selec-
tion and organization of learning experiences.

The Theoretical Dimension
In generating the curriculum as a set of aims to be translated into

instructional goals, theories from the various disciplines enter the deci-
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sion making process, Sociological concepts penetrate the eaucational field
as the dynamics of both school and society are examined and interpreted.
Anthropology offers theories that are concerned with education and the
cultural process. Another source of theories particularly germane to edu-
cation is the field of psychology.

While theories of this nature are inherent in bilingual education, the
salient theoretical framework far such programs resides in language
related questions. Namely, that acceptance and utilization of the native
language as a medium of instruction (1) promote cognitive development,
(2) facilitate the reading process in the second language, (3) foster greater
opportunities for success in the educative process, (4) lead to a more
positive self-concept and (5) serve to bridge the gap between the home and
the school.

These principles are contained in a statement by specialists commis-
sioned by UNESCO to study the language problem in education (UN-
ESCO, 1968, p. 688). Recognizing the role of the mother tongue in cogni-
tive development, the assembled specialists further stressed the link
between the mother tongue and self-expression.

Ideas which have been formulated in one language are so difficult
to express through the modes of another, that a person habitually
faced with this task can readily lose his facility to express himself. A
child faced with this task at an age when his powers of self-
expression even in his mother tongue are but incompletely de-
veloped may possibly never achieve adequate self-expression (UN-
ESCO, 1968, p. 670).

Given these and other equally significant factors, the consensus was
that the mother tongue constituted the most effective medium of instruc-
tion. In addition, a recommendation was made to the effect that. it be
"extended to as late a stage in education as possible" (UNESCO, 1968, p.
691). Also addressed was the introduction of the second language in the
first or second year through oral language development. The UNESCO
specialists further stipulated that the second language could be increased
gradually. It could function as the medium of instruction when the student
became "sufficiently familiar with it" (UNESCO, 1968, p. 713).

That a language other than English be used as a medium of instruction
was not, and still is not, an educational alternative that is widely accepted.
In recent years the backlash against bilingual programs has been sig-
nificant particularly in the popular media. At times, the reports have been
strongattacks that question not only the efficacy of such programs, but the
wisdom of providing federal aid for the use of minority languages in the
educational process. Much of the criticism is emotionally laden. Some of it
is directly related to the assumptions underlying bilingual programs: that
performance in the first language and oral/aural proficiency in the second
will directly affect performance, i.e., reading achievement, in the second
language.

Engle conducted a comprehensive review of major studies of bilingual
programs and these underlying theoretical assumptions (Engle, 1975, p.
284). Her first task was to compare and contrast the two basic approaches,
the Native Language Approach and the Direct Method Approach, which
dealt with the issue. She isolated reading, the medium of instruction, the
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second language as a subject, teacher characteristics and the expected
goals as the factors that "contribute to the success or failure of the pro-
gram" (1975, p. 286).

Among the studies surveyed were four selected on the basis of the
research design, These included studies conducted in the Philippines that
showed that children who remained in a native language program Ihr at
least six years did rot exhibit negative effects in achievement (Engle,
1975, p. 295). Due to methodological weaknesses, Engle notes that the
findings are inconclusive.

Modiano, in a study conducted in Mexico, claimed that the Native
Language was superior to the Direct Method in the acquisition of literacy
skills. In addition, she reported other teacher related effects of the pro-
gram that led Engle to assert that the teacher variable as well as "ecologi-
cal" factors need to be studied further (Engle, 1975, pp. 296-298). Another
study dealt with the relationship of initial instruction in English and
achievement as measured for seven years. The researchers did not find
significant effects between learner characteristics and reading scores.
However, the teacher variable was found Co significantly affect student
achievement (Engle, 1975, pp. 298-299).

In her analysis of the St. Lambert experiment, Engle not that it
differs from the others in that the Direct Method Approach, that is, the use
of the second language as the medium of instruction', was shown to produce
positive results. Because of the special circumstances that characterized
this program, Engle recommends that further research be conducted be-
fore generalizing the results of the Canadian studies to other populations.
Moreover, since each of the four studies :i. -veyed exhibited methodologi-
cal limitations or treated only one side of the issue, Engle concludes that
the initial questions posed are left unresolved.

In view of these and twenty-two other studies evaluated, the following
generalizations were posed:

First, teaching second language literacy without oral language
training is not likely to succeed. Second, bilingual programs do not
apparently retard children's language development in their native
language. Third, the effectiveness of the program may increase with
the number ofyears it is in operation . . . (Engle, 1975, pp. 310-311).

Engle notes that while such assumptions and variables have been
clarified by research efforts, the questions of the transfer of skills and
related achievement are still unanswered.

Success in school is measured in terms of achievement in reading and
mathematics. For students in bilingual programs, the proof of achieve-
ment in English is all too often required after the first year of participa-
tion. However, that too early an introduction to learning in the second
language will have detrimental effects on some learners has been demon-
strated by Skutnaab-Kangas (1979). These findings point to the fact that
the issue of transference to reading and learning in the second language
must be carefully researched. Presently, mandating bilingual programs
for specific grade levels such as K-3 is an arbitrary decision based on
expediency rather than on learning theory. Research is lacking regarding
the degree of fluency in the first language and oral/aural proficiency in the
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second language that will load to fluency in reading the second language.
There are many complex variables that intervene in t his teaching and
learning context, such that the threshold levels for functioning suc-
cessfully in the second langultge may vary. It is sigliint'allt. t hat achieve-
ment (lath for students in bilingual programs is frequent ly misleading
when pertinent factors are ignored such as correlating the degree of
proficiency to degree of fluency in reading in English.

The assumptions underlying bilingual programs, while horsed 011 psy-
chology and pedagogy, are open to question not only due to limitations
intrinsic and extrinsic to scientific processes, but also because the decision
making process is value laden in terms of the degree of intensity in usage
of the languages in meeting t he specified aims and objectives. Here again
the theoretical assumptions of a bilingual education program in the con-
text of the curriculum development process can be viewed as a dependent
variable. The independent variables will include the language, as media
of instruction and as subjects and, once again, the nature of d, .ving and
restraining forces. At this it .el, the philosophy of the program, the quality
of the teaching, the availability of instructional resources, financial con-
siderations and the like operate as either driving or restraining forces.

Bilingualism as a desired outcome through the utilization of the two
languages as media of instruction is affected by the value placed on the
languages in each particular function and on driving and restraining
forces. Whatever decisions are made at this point in the curriculum de-
velopment process will reflect the language learning and teaching
theories, among others, that are deemed most compatible with the philos-
ophy of the program. This relationship is summarized as follim

I. the relative value placed on Spanish as a medium of inst ruction
( variable 0)

2. the relative value placed on Spanish as a subject, i.e.. as a second
language (variable P)

3. the relative value placed on English as a no?dium of instruction
(variable Q)

4. the relative value placed on English as a subject, i,e., as a second
language

5. the relative value of driving forces (variable S( and
6. the relative value of restraining forces (variable T)

The decisions based on the above factors assume particular importance
in determining the design of the program. That is, different models of
bilingual programs are possible given the theoretical assumptions present
and are a function of the philosophical considerations. The interaction of
each of the variables merits investigation within and across bilingual
programs in order to determine the nature of the interaction and. perhaps
nore importantly, the threshold levels of fluency in the first language and
oral/aural proficiency in the second as they impact reading achievement
and achievement in general in the second language.

419

The-Technological Dimension

The technological dimension of bilingual education refers to the
methods and techniques used to achieve the goals of the program, as well
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as to the particular model implemented. Methods of teaching first and
second language will reflect not only the philosophy of the program, but
also the theories of language learning and teaching. The degree to which
the languages are utilized, the manner' in which they are used or the
absence of either aspect is evident in the model being implemented. In the
curriculum development process, the decisions at this level center around
the role that each language assumes in the various components of the
program based on the philosophy and the underlying theoretical assump-
tions.

In this phase, it will be necessary to consider what language will be used
as the medium of instruction and/or what language is taught as a second
language. Furthermore, the role of each language in teaching the content
areas will also need to be determined. As the role of each language is
determined within the different instructional domains, a bilingual pro-
gram will be characterized by such variables as the following:

First language as a medium of instruction: Spanish Language Arts
(SLA), English Language Arts (ELA);

Second language as a subject: Spanish as a Second Language (SSL),
English as a Second Language (ESL);

First language as the medium of instruction in the content areas:
Spanish in the Content Areas (S1CA), English in the Content Areas

CA): and

Second language as the medium of instruction in the content areas;
Spanish in the Content Areas (S2CA), English in the Content Areas
(E2 CA).

The various bilingual education models or typologies have been de-
:-.;cr.bed either in terms of sociolinguistic outcomes or of the role of the
languages in the program. The focus is on how the languages are used in
the program and what the outcomes will be. Mackey (Andersson and
Boyer, 1970) and many others have developed typologies to describe the
different types of programs.

Fishman (1970, p. 3) identifies four types of programs that lead to
different outcomes. A transitional bilingual program is one in which the
goal is to develop second language proficiency. The native language is
used only until such mastery is achieved. Fluency and literacy in the two
languages is not a goal of the program. The object is language shift. A
monol iterate bilingual program is "intermediate in orientation between
language shift and language maintenance" (Fishman, 1970, p. 5). In a
partial bilingual program, both languages are used as media of instruc-
tion. Literacy in the native language is developed in some of the content
areas and not in others. In addition, Fishman indicates that this type of
program leads toward language and even cultural maintenance. Finally,
another type of program is one that aims for full bilingualism. This author
states that while such programs are successful, there may be considera-
tions to hear in mind:

. . looking at them from the view of the functional needs of the
community, there is a serious question whether they should s,erve

),
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ideal models for large-scale programs. As social policy they may well
be self-defeating in that they require and often lead to significant
social preparation for their maintenance rather than merely for
their origin (Fishm:- n, 1970, p. 78).

Since such a program seeks the full and equal development of all skills in
each language, the goals of the program may not be in concert with social
reality.

Harvey (1972) develops a taxonomy of four models based on the conten-
tion that Mackey's typology of ninety programs and the "one-way" and
"two-way" models that Gaarder describes are not practical at the im-
plementation phase. In a recent report by the Southwest Educational
Development Laboratory, fourteen possible program structures are de-
scribed (Dominguez, et. al., 1980). In each case the role of each language is
defined in terms of the desired outcomes.

While numerous typologies or labels can be used to refer to different
patterns of bilingual education, the role of the languages and the extent to
which they are included in the program are the prominent factors that are
featured. To illustrate the possible patterns, the kindergarten to twelfth
grades can be represented as falling on a continuum where "A" represents
kindergarten, "B" the twelfth grade and "X" any grade from kindergarten
to twelfth:

A X B

Thus,
Spanish can Ix, vsed as the medium of instructio7 A to X, or
from X to B;

English can be used as the medium of instruction .1-otti A to X, or
from X to B;

Spanish can be taught as a second language from A to X, or from X to
B; and

English can be taught as a second language from A to X, or from X to
B.

Determining the function of the languages in the instructional program
is a critical decision making process becaase of the numerous possible
patterns that could emerge. In a study cond:Acted in several school districts
in Texas it was shown that tl.ere was ghat variation in the degree to
which Spanish was used as the medium of instruction (Dominguez, et. al.,
1980). Analysis of different classroom patterns indicated that whereas the
program was labeled as a maintenance program, some classrooms were
really transitional in nature while in others Spanish was used hardly at
all. In some cases, Spanish was used to a much greater extent in the first
grade than it was in kindergarten. Trying to draw any conclusions from
achievement tests across s,:liools would be inappropriate given this vari-
ance. When actual classroom practice is at such odds with stated program
goals, as was the case in no district studied, then product, process and
even context evaluation of such preirams becomes a hit and miss situa-
tion.
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Summary
In the process of developing a curriculum, as in bilingual education

programs, a combination of factors is important to ccnsider. As aims are
derived, certain forces will bear upon the decision making process. In
addition, the particular theories that are accommodated in this process
further influence the nature of the program to be implemented. This
impact of philosophical and theoretical factors in curriculum development
is reflected in the model of bilingual education that is ultimately im-
plemented. It would be naive to assume that by following an explicit
decision making process and applying the principles of curriculum de-
velopment one would design an effective program. There are limitations
inherent in this development process as, for example, in assuming that the
participants in this process are philosophers and know theory. The process
cannot assure good decisions. Only good decision makers can do that, znd
there is still the dilemma of defining what is good. The framework pro-
posed in this paper is but one means of viewing part of the problem of what
makes a good or better program. That is after all why educational re-
search, whatever its character, is conducted. More convincingly, the
necessity for making sound curricular and instructional decisions is best
justified in the words of a bilingual program director whose plea is very
pertinent:

A director of bilingual education is immediately overwhelmed with
the mass of ambiguous goals, directives, rules and regulations that
precipitate from principals, superintendents, school boards, state
and federal agencies. The implementation and continuation of any
program require that policy makers establish clear goals and c'ljec-
tives and be committed to them.
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NOTES ON A SOCIAL THEORY FOR BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN

THE UNITED STATES

Jose Llanes
Abt Associates, Cambridge, MA

The Ethnoperspectives Forum has as its mission the clarification of our
conceptual understanding of bilingual education, and considers that this
clarification may someday produce cohesive theoretical understandings.
The hope is, quite candidly, that the accumulated contributions will tell us
that bilingual education is good for society, and good for humans, and
non-fattening. Short. of that, we hope that we find in our combined
perspectives, some evidence that the bilingual education process has a
chance of working, within the framework of public education, to provide a
more equitable education for all.

Somewhere along the development of the Ethnoperspectives Forum, we
will have to discuss the impact of bilingual education upon the society of
the United States. This paper outlines the inquiry directions that seem
pertinent.

The theoretical formulations that we are most familiar with regard
bilingual education as helping in the formation of a more equitable
society. They therefore forced us to conclude that bilingual education
helps in the formation of a more pluralistic society, but whether or not one
wants more pluralism is always a political question.

Thus, our most popular formulations of bilingual education theory
accept it as a remedy for educational inequity and, at the same time, fear it
as a disunifying social force.

The range of political considerations that form part of nny social policy
toward bilingual education can only 11Q diminished through the
emergence of evidence that bilingual education accomplishes its purposes
without inflicting on people new social burdens. We must seek empirical
evidence that the consequences for students in bilingual classrooms are
favorable and desirable and supportable by the parents of those students
and the society in which the students participate. This evidence will form
the core of a social theory for bilingual education.

With respect to the social effects of bilingualism and the practices of
bilingual education, there seem to be four primary directions for the
accumulation of evidence and ideas which may contribute to a social
theory for bilingual education:

1. Bilingual education as a path toward social monolingualism.
2. Bilingual education as a path toward group bilingualism and group

identity.
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3. Bilingual education as an equity issue.
4. Bilingual education as a path toward .;,dividual

Bilingual Education as a Path Toward Social Mono lingualism

The primary forces that determine language loyalty and the mainte-
nance of native language skills are social, economic and political. Educa-
tion, in spite of its profound effect upon the development of people, is not
strong enough to overcome the effect of economic forces. If the economic
reward system operates to produce a certain result, no educational system
is able, by itself, to prevent it from so doing. Conversely, if the economic
reward system is consistent with the objectives of the educational system,
the results expected and the results obtained will be remarkably similar.

Bilingual education operates today in environments where the social,
economic and political forces point toward social monolingualism, not is a
fully articulated and cohesive policy but as a fully articulated set of
individual actions, based upon a value system, developed through domin-
ant group cultural experience.

Bilingual education which operates in well reinforced adaptation
environments does so for the purpose of facilitating the minority language
group's acquisition of the majority group's language.

In this setting, bilingual education is characterized by low first lan-
guage expectations, high second language visibility, and a quick transi-
tion to the appropriatu social role reserved for the minority language
group.

This is the traditional purpose of education and, as such, the theory has
power as a dynamic element in the social organization.

Because the social reward system in most areas of the United States
supports the idea of monolingual ism, (4 ,d, because economic incentives for
bilinguals are present only in a few areas of the United States, bilingual
education (whether of the transitional or the maintenance type) is un-
likely to produce social bilingualism and may indeed be a path toward
social monolingualism.

Bilingual Education as a Path Toward Group Bilingualism and Group
identity

Every immigrant group to the United States undertakes two simul-
taneous and contrasting social actions. On the one hand, it establishes
itself I when it can) as a linguistic, economic and social enclave; and on the
other, it seeks to abandon th,r enclave in pursuit of social assimilation.
Native groups, such as the Navajo nation, the nation of Aztliin and the
Puerto Ricans, follow similarly divergent paths with very similar out-
comes. The social science we currently have on the effects of the formation
of culture-clusters or their decimation is all single-case data from which
generalizable statments do not emanate easily,

We'llave evidence that the use, teaching, and maintenance of minority
languages is useful in providing for the unification of the social group that
shares that language. There may even be some indication that language is
a primary unifying force for the social group, particularly when simul-
taneous maintenance and second language acquisition are highly re-
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garded economically or socially outside the geographic definition of the
culture-cluster.

Without bilingual education (of the best kind), the immigrant social
group would not be able to progress toward group bilingualism, but it is
likely instead to degenerate into segments of monolingual native lan-
guage speakers and monolingual adoptive language speakers within a
generation.

This segmental monolingual ism characterizes the conditions of Quebec,
Canada, and aids in the divergent path of the social group toward eventual
disintegration. The fear of social disintegration and outside group domi-
nation brings about the idea of separatism. Within the culture-cluster we
see that the adoptive language, monolingual people enfranchise at an
appropriately limited level of the American social hierachy, while the
native language (non-English) monolingual speakers become more and
more isolated from the rest of the society.

With bilingual education (of the.best kind), the social group may be able
to form a productive core of its culture - cluster. The core of the social group
is the group of people and the institutions they run which have some
control of the limited supply of power, money, and prestige in the society.
The core can enfranchise by providing jo:,s, scholarships, capital, political
power, and by engaging in prestige-building activities, such as establish-
ing museums where their cultural products are displayed, or by creating
forums, such as this one, for the discussion of ethnoperspectives, and so on.
That is not to say that bilingual education (even at its best) can guarantee
the health and well-being of the language and identity of a certain group.
It is, however, appropriate to say that without it most social groups will
find the task insurmountable.

Bilingual Education as an Equity Issue

The practice of equity bilingual education is in itself an inequity in the
education of language minority students. It is so because it begins and
ends with the assessment of communicative competence in the English
la. u.ruage. An equitable education is one that produces in linguistic minor-
ity groups an effect equal to the effect that education produces in the
non-minority groups. For the dominant group, public education tends to
be an enculturating practice by this I mean the learning of one's own
culture through a formalized system. For non-dominant groups, public
education tends to be acculturating forcing an adaptation to a cultur-
ally different formalized social system. To be socially equitable, each
group must be offered an opportunity to share in an enculturating experi-
ence through the public school system.

It is a clearer theoretical formulation of the equity issue to assess the
bilingual education programs in terms of the social consequences they
have on students, the social pathology being crime rates, unemployment,
and drug and social dependence, rather than to assess such programs in
terms of standarized tests of school cultural achievement.

As we look at the law and its effects and uses within the framework of
bilingual education, we should explore just what sort of equity we seek.
We should take great care in avoiding education that does not transform.
Education that simply tea; les people to adapt to a social role is not equal
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to education that builds upon the social culture and makes for contribut-
ing individuals. Any law that guarantees one's right to adapt to an inferior
social role is neither equitable nor very desirable.

Bilingual Education as a Ptah Toward Individual Bilingualism

We do not see any social data that would point to a future of universal
bilingualism in the United States, if we mean by that expression that most
of its people would speak the same two languages. We do-see some social
data that point to an increase in individual bilingualism for some lan-
guages and in some areas of the United States, Outside of ethnic groups
that have claims to another language (Hispanics, Chinese, Portuguese),
individual bilingualism is rare and continues to disappear. For those
ethnic groups that have claims to another language, bilingual education is
a more responsive tool toward their own bilingualism and, without it, the
incidence of individual bilingualism will most likely diminish. In some
geographic areas where concentrations of ethnic bilinguals exist, indi-
vidual bilingualism is a sine qua non of group membership at high levels
in the hierarchy, and, as the hierarchy is increasingly able to furnish a
source of money ( jobs), power, and prestige, more and more ethnic indi-
viduals will maintain or develop dual language skills for themselves. It is
increasingly more evident to ethnic individuals who have claim to another
language that maintenance of both language is a desirable, while often
elusive, social skill, The non-ethnic monolingua who resides in Florida
and the Southwest will begin to experience pressures to acquire a second
language as population patterns shift; however, only their children are
likely to achieve the status of the bilingual and then only to the extent that
social and ecornmic forces reward this effort.

In summary, as the ethnoperspectives forums develop new theoreti-
cally grounded data on the phenomena of bilingual education, much of it
may be aggregated at the social level in the path of any one of the four
directions outlined here. Our job is to link the data with the paths and
mark a new direction for the continued development of bilingual educa-
tion in the United States.
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